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ABSTRACT: 

Economic analyses of legal partnerships are conspicuous by their absence. Recent 
theoretical developments within increasingly interconnected areas of law, economics 
and organisation facilitate more useful analysis of such issues. The resultant 
theoretical framework provides an ideal backdrop against which regulatory and 
related internal and external organisation issues concerning the legal profession in 
general, and law firms in particular, are discussed. Regulatory issues are discussed in 
the context of primary information collected during interviews with law firms. 

Partnership is one of only two currently legitimate practice options for UK solicitors 
in private practice, the other being sole practice. Presently prohibited corporate and 
multi-disciplinary practice (MDP), are under current consideration in response to 
growing pressure to attenuate restrictive regulation. Current proposals for further 
deregulation threaten professional partnership as an institution. 

Conventional wisdom argues partnership with joint and several liability is appropriate 
for legal service provision, where partners monitor each others' work quality and 
have an incentive to through cross-guaranteeing personal liabilities. Mutual 
monitoring, although important, is not the sole function of partnership, which 
performs a pivotal role in the wider professionalisation/ socialisation process of the 
lawyer, and in screening processes within firms. The comprehensive set of strengths 
and weaknesses of partnership and alternatives thereto are empirically assessed. 

Certain partnership problems, particularly those of large multi-partner firms, would 
likely simply re-emerge within alternative practising arrangements. Large firms 
confront mutual monitoring difficulties, reluctant delegation of decision making 
authority and cumbersome decision making procedures. The current tendency of 
growth in partnership size places great strain on partnership and question its longer 
term viability. The survivability of traditional screening procedures and informal 
incentive-penalty-reward systems within large modern partnerships are assessed 
within this thesis. Permitting a wider set of organisational options may do little to 
ameliorate these and other problems. 
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-CHAPTER ONE- 

Background and general issues in the current structure of the solicitor profession: 

Introduction: 

This thesis focuses on salient features of the current and future structure and internal organisation 
of the legal profession. The resulting economic analysis conducted examines these features using 
the prism of newer, primarily contractual based, theories of the firm. These theories combine to 

play a central role in providing building blocks which together constitute the analytical 
environment from within which actual behaviour of a sample of law firms has been empirically 
observed. 

The thesis will commence by initially examining issues in the current structure and organisation of 
the solicitors profession and describing a methodology suitable for conducting an economic 
analysis thereof. The remainder of the thesis follows four major themes. Chapters Three, Four and 
Five present the broad theme of economic organisation of relationships between the firm and its 

clients. Chapter Three examines general literature of the economics of organisation, not specifically 
relating to law firms, Chapter Four outlines its specific relevance to the law firm, with Chapter 
Five presenting empirical observations relating to the client/ firm relationship. 

Chapters Six and Seven share a common theme of investigating organisation of economic 
relationships between partners of the law firm. The internal organisation and ownership structure 
of partnership as a mechanism for dividing income between partners and binding partners together 
is examined in Chapter Six. Chapter Seven presents empirical observation of these issues for the 

sample firms. 

Chapter Eight's theme is an examination of the organisation of economic relationships between 

partners and QAs of the law firm, focusing particularly on screening mechanisms, promotion 
tournaments and up-or-out rules employed in partnership. This chapter also examines empirical 
information collected to investigate these issues for sample firms. 

Chapter Nine's theme is future oriented, looking towards the future of the legal profession and 
considering alternative practising modes given uncertain longer term survivability of partnership as 
a mode of governing economic relations across all dimensions discussed in preceding chapters. 

By shifting through these themes the thesis broadly focuses on the current and future structure and 
internal organisation of the solicitor branch of the legal profession. The aim of the thesis is, firstly, 

to provide an economic rationale for the current structure and, secondly, to assess the likely effects 
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of any attempt to precipitate structural change. Analysis is conducted against a backdrop 

comprising newer organisational theories of the firm and current Government proposals for a 
complete overhaul of the solicitor branch of the legal profession. 

As a precursor to examining how solicitors internally organise their firms, it is necessary to 

examine the background to the current structure of the legal profession and to establish the link 
between structure and its effect on the manner in which solicitors internally organise their firms. It 

will be demonstrated that the restrictions imposed on practising arrangements for solicitors are 
essentially determinative of the current structure and impinge to a large extent on the manner in 

which solicitors internally organise their firms. 

It is intended this first chapter will initially serve as an introduction to the background underlying 
the current structure, highlighting the nature of the regulation problem in relation to the legal 

profession. Following this, some assessment of the Government's probable objectives in relation to 
legal services and regulation thereof, will be attempted. 

The section following this will detail specific restrictions on law firm organisation which will be 

examined to expose finer details of the current structure and its intended consequences. 

The final section will outline major features that characterise a profession in general and will also 
focus attention specifically on characteristic features of the legal profession. This section is aimed 
at revealing features of the profession of importance in determining how stringent regulation of its 

members should be and how successful self regulation can be expected to be. 

Section One. Structure, Organisation and Regulation ...... an overview. 

1.1 The economic significance of structure and the importance of understanding its origins: 

It is vital for any existing (or proposed) structure of an industry to be conducive to innovation, as it 
is this 'perennial gale of creative destruction' which is argued to be strongly determinative of the 

ability of an economy to achieve expansionary growth '. The structure of an industry has a marked 
effect on the prices, costs and quality of products/ services etc. of that industry. For this reason, 
proposals for substantial structural change must only be made when their proponents are as fully 

aware as possible of the likely effects such changes would have across these dimensions. In the 

absence of a comprehensive understanding, proposals will almost certainly be incorrectly based 

and consequences of their adoption, potentially unexpected. 
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The implementation of efficient and effective regulation, therefore, requires as a prerequisite as 
complete an understanding as possible of the background underpinning current. structure, its 

origins, and the factors that precipitated the original regulatory framework. Additionally, an 
understanding of changes that have occurred within the external practising environment in the 

period between regulation and proposed re-regulation, is essential. Without this understanding, 
formulation and effective administration of policy aimed at precipitating regulatory change is likely 

to have unpredictable consequences. In terms of securing a specific desired outcome, attempting to 

change an unknown quantity may at best only have a random chance of success. " In short, 
knowledge of the evolutionary process involved will always be incomplete but failure to increase 

this stock of knowledge heightens chances of ineffective policy making, encourages irrational 

policy formulation and induces ad-hoc policy application with, at best, unpredictable 
consequences. - 

1.2 A brief initial introduction to current structure of the UK's solicitors profession: 

The legal profession in the UK consists of the twin long standing, yet independent, institutions of 
solicitors and barristers/ advocates. Whilst acknowledging that their respective structures and 
resultant practising arrangements of course impinge upon each other, this thesis focuses 

exclusively upon the solicitor branch of the profession. 

The structure of the solicitor branch of the legal profession can be regarded as unusual in terms of 
industrial organisation as it embodies few organisational forms. The immediate reason for this is 

the existence of specific legislative and regulatory limitations on practising arrangements. The 

purpose of these limitations is to restrict the choice of organisational form from which solicitors 
may offer their services. An initial goal in relation to the practice of UK solicitors has thus been 
identified - the goal of fostering a restrictive structure that directly imposes specific constraints on 
solicitors practising in private practice. 

1.3 Government policy towards solicitors in the U. K.: 

The Government of the day will possess a set of objectives in relation to the profession and through 

a combination of its regulatory legislation and self-regulatory rules of the Law Societies, it 

anticipates these objectives will be fulfilled. There is an unfortunate tendency for the apparent 
success of a current regulatory environment to cause that framework to be viewed in some sense as 
optimal. In the case of the solicitor profession, while it is undoubtedly the case that the current 
regulatory framework may attain many (if not all) of the Government's objectives, increasing 

numbers subscribe to the view that current regulation is not sufficiently flexible to facilitate 
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evolution of practising arrangements capable of accommodating the swift and constant substantial 
change in the contemporary market for legal services. 

In view of this substantial change, doubts have been growing as to how able and, therefore, how 

appropriate current structural arrangements are in dealing with current, and more importantly, 
further future developments in legal services. Recognising this, the government has recently acted 
as a catalyst to introduce sweeping regulatory change throughout the legal profession. The current 
Government's bent towards free market philosophy, so evident in many areas of its policy 
formulation, has had the unprecedented effect of challenging certain areas of the legal profession's 
traditional safe haven. In order that the legal profession may be more able to adjust to dynamic 

changes in the market for legal (and other related) services, the Government has diagnosed that the 

profession requires a much looser regulatory framework. The Government apparently subscribes to 
the view that if structure is subject to overly tight control, the Profession is likely to become 
increasingly unable to adjust to changing demand patterns in legal and related services. 

1.4 The nature of the final product..... a need for regulation?: 

The above discussion largely eschews the basic issue whether regulation of the Profession is 

actually necessary or desirable. This section aims to convince the reader that there are in fact sound 
reasons, based on protecting the consumer from information asymmetry, for insisting that the 
profession is subject to some form of Government regulation. 

In any form of industrial economic analysis an important factor which must be identified is the 

nature of the final product and the market it serves. In the case of the solicitor branch of the legal 

profession, the final product is intangible and can be classified as a service. The legal profession, 
being a member of the service industry species, places an entirely different set of demands upon the 

organisational form of its service providers, than is the case for the producer of a conventional 
tangible product. 

1.5 Protection of the consumer from information asymmetry: 

The producer of a physical product or service will typically wish to convey certain information, 

primarily relating to price, quantity and quality, to its prospective consumers. Where a product is 

tangible, consumers are readily receptive to price, quantity and quality information and are able to 

easily assess the product's physically observable characteristics against comparable and competing 
products in the market. In the case of services, this type of information is less easily perceived and 
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evaluated the typical consumer. For the typical consumer of legal services, the major implication of 
this is that a significant, if not severe, deficiency of information regarding relative prices and 

quality of legal services of competing suppliers in the market has to be confronted. Due to this lack 

of information and knowledge of the consumer, the characteristics of the market for legal services 
require quite distinctive and careful treatment in economic theory and analysis. 

It is demonstrated above that the nature of services require them to be treated differently in 

economic theory, but further complexity is introduced as a result of these services being legal 

services. In the UK, the right to justice, independent of financial means, is perceived as being one 

of the civil rights of each citizen. Legal services essentially exhibit similar characteristics to 'merit 

goods' - while it would be foolish to claim that the Government views their consumption to be 

desirable, they do view reasonable access to them as desirable, encouraging this via subsidy and/ or 

protective regulation. 

1.6 The inevitable entrance of the Government's value judgements: 

In the case of the legal profession, the government plays a front line role in social efficiency 
considerations. The Government's view as to what constitutes social efficiency is reflected in the 

manner in which it permits the legal profession to operate. In the UK, the final product of the legal 

profession has been deemed to be distributed on a "need" rather than a "willingness to pay" basis 

and the Government is, therefore, duty bound to uphold a right of access to legal services and 
ensure that the legal profession upholds its obligation to provide them. 

It is a concern of many whether the existence of restrictive practices in the market for legal services 

results is necessary to control the practice of the profession and indeed whether they are 
detrimental, or conducive, to efficiency. The Government faces the problem of society viewing its 

notion of social efficiency in terms of how it chooses to regulate the profession. Past Government 

regulation has permitted legal services to become perceived as a right. It is too easy nowadays for 

Government regulation of legal services to be criticised since the system appears to fall short of 
upholding this right of access for every individual. How to obtain social efficiency, however 
defined, in the market for legal services constitutes a substantial policy-making problem for 
Government. One measure of the effectiveness of the structure of an industry is arguably how 

conducive it is to attaining social efficiency. 

By its very nature, this area, like many areas of Government policy-making, will be contentious as 

value judgements will have to be made at the level of defining what constitutes social efficiency. 
Value judgements also enter at the level of assessing whether or not the current structure is 

conducive to, or detrimental to, social efficiency according to this definition. They again enter when 

alternative practising arrangements, and the likely respective effects of their introduction, are 
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discussed. While this is not a problem specific to research into the market for legal services but 

rather part of a wider problem economics as a social science must face, it is mentioned here as a 
reminder of the importance of recognising and making explicit the role of value judgements in 

economic analysis. 

Where, as is the case in legal services, the final productl service is viewed as the right of the 
individual, the definition of social efficiency will tend to have easy` access, and an equitable 
distribution, high on its list of constituent elements. Increased social efficiency in legal services 
could clearly be achieved by in some way addressing the identified areas of unfulfilled need in legal 

services, if the above definition is accepted. 

When it is contended that increased access can enhance efficiency, it must be remembered that this 

statement itself involves expression of a value judgement. Any efficiency comparisons will by their 

very nature, involve the offsetting of gains and losses in public and private welfare with subjective 
weighting attached to each. 

The government is faced with the problem of balancing competing forces to the extent that; 

1. It must allow the profession sufficient autonomy to operate effectively, 

2. It must ensure the profession fulfils its obligation to provide legal services in order that 
consumers' rights are respected, and, -' 

3. It must establish the correct balance between "laissez faire" and intervention to maintain 
trust and confidence in a market whose proper functioning is dependent upon such 
characteristics. 

The basic problem is that although the individual assigns the government the duty to uphold a right 
to legal services, it is not the government itself who ultimately service this right. The legal 

profession act as agents of the government, creating a problem of infinite regress - Who regulates 
the regulators? 

The profession, in defending its monopoly structure and anti-competitive practices, argue that its 

constant adherence to ethical and professional standards at all times, obviates any requirement for 

rigorous external regulation. If it is accepted that the profession does practice ethically at all times, 
then self-regulation appears to be a rational and effective mode of regulation. 

The Government regulates the profession via its self-regulatory agent, The Law Society, and 
subsidises consumption of legal services through its Legal Aid scheme. As indicated before, the 
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Government does not view consumption of the service itself as desirable - only that the right of 
access is honoured and respected for every citizen irrespective of wealth. To this extent, it is 

perhaps better to view access to legal services rather than the legal service itself as the merit good. 
It would be an unwise government that either encouraged unnecessary consumption of legal 

services, or that did not offer reasonable-access to legal redress to protect individual liberties. The 

regulatory regime chosen attempts to create a sensible balance between these essentially opposing 
forces. 

1.7 Market failure and the resultant attempt by Government to ensure 'reasonable access': 

The duty of determining what constitutes 'reasonable access to legal services' is incumbent on the 
Government due to market failure in providing a viable solution. Consequently, as is evident from 

the above discussion, any resultant regulation implicitly embodies the Government's value 
judgement regarding legal services. The entrance of value judgements is an endemic feature of 

policy making and analysis, and is indeed a prevalent characteristic of most economic enquiry. 
Resultant analytical discussion of these issues, however, remains uncompromised where the 
inherent nature of value judgements is acknowledged and other analytical limitations are similarly 
conceded. 

A broad spectrum of unique and conflicting individual philosophies can be identified regarding the 
status of legal services ranging between the two extremes of them being viewed as a basic civil 
right or viewed as a privilege. The Government in its guise of regulator of the legal profession has 

the unenviable task of having to select a popular compromise of the myriad of diverse individual 

philosophies regarding the status of legal services, and impart this selection on the market. The 

compromise solution will be selected with reference to efficiency of regulation and equity and 
distribution of legal services. In essence, - what the Government attempts is 'socially efficient' 

regulation of legal services, what ever the Government judges social efficiency to comprise of. 
Opinions ventured supporting or denouncing the success, or otherwise, of the chosen regulatory 
framework in creating a socially efficient market for legal services, will be similarly subjective. 

1.8 The resultant restricted set of valid organisational forms: 

The solicitor branch of the legal profession is basically restricted to two organisational modes. The 

first of these, the less common of the two, is the sole practitioner, with the second being the far 

more popular professional partnership. The striking feature of the legal profession, and to a lesser 

extent many other professions, is the conspicuous absence of corporate organisational forms. This 

is not merely a quirk of pure chance but rather the result of a desire for the practice modes of the 
legal profession to evolve solely in non-corporate forms. In terms of the structural analysis of the 
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legal profession being conducted here the, desire to restrict legitimate organisational choice in this 

manner is obviously of central importance and requires rationalisation. 

A necessary precursor to providing a rationale for current structural arrangements involves 

outlining what the expected consequences of such a limitation are likely to be. The apparent desire 

to restrict choice of organisational form indicates that a "laissez faire" policy in relation to legal 

services would be likely to produce undesirable effects in terms of efficiency, equity and 
distribution (ie. market failure). This demonstrates the importance that must be assigned to 

scrutinising any policy proposals to alter structure, to ensure their foundations are set in sound 
economic logic. In this respect, it is imperative to determine whether any proposed structure would 
be likely to continue to fulfil the objectives in relation to legal services, outlined above. 

1.9 Challenging the status-quo.... why change the regulatory framework?: 

In typical debate concerning regulatory change, it is often naively argued that the apparent success 

of the current regulatory framework is a good enough reason for retaining it and staving off any 

attempt to change it. This serves to illustrate a problem that exists throughout much of economics, 
that being the naive view that for a current state of affairs to be sustainable, it must be efficient or, 
at the extreme, optimal. This view is incorrectly based as it implicitly ignores the importance of 
unique historical events and the dynamic nature of economic exchange and relationships. In the 
case of regulation, the absence of constant adaptation to changes in the external practising 
environment will result in regulation becoming increasingly unable to meet the demands of modem 
practice. The regulatory framework will become increasingly less appropriate and less efficient 
becoming more of a hindrance than an aid to orderly practice. Efficient regulation requires a 
flexible and dynamic framework which can sequentially adapt to changes in the external practising 

environment. 

In the specific context of legal services, current policy clearly impedes the operation of a free 

market. It should not be taken as read that the source of market failure that precipitated the initial 

regulatory framework still exists. If the source is no longer a problem then the current regulation 
could be regarded as inappropriate. If it still is a problem, then it may be the case that new 

regulation with an altered focus may be more appropriate than the old framework. A failure to 

recognise such change can easily lead to obsolete policy which can needlessly impede free 

commerce and can dull the propensity to be innovative in terms of new services and practice 

options. It is unquestionable that this is likely to be detrimental to efficiency. 

It is often argued that what is required is a complete overhaul of the system of provision of legal 

services. Some argue that the market mechanism is far too imperfect to provide legal services and 

what is required is organised state provision. Proponents of this view have little confidence in either 
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the market or in self-regulation (combined with restrictions and regulations) to ensure the desired 

outcome Z. When structural change is considered for an industry, more than a passing- glance 
should be paid to the changes in distribution and equity that are likely to be caused by structural 
change. This should be reflected in considerations of social efficiency. 

1.10 Major elements casting doubts on current structure and regulation: 

The current structure of the legal profession can be regarded as being subject to major forces 

which in combination are threatening to undermine its current organisation. This casts doubts on its 

ability to adapt flexibly enough to current and future developments both within the legal profession 
itself, and in significant areas of related business. These primary forces of change are discussed 
below. 

1. The Government is pressurising the profession to introduce freer competition, both 

within the legal profession, and between the different professions. 

2. The recent revolution in financial service provision has resulted in many people 
extending their job descriptions and entering areas of work which were traditionally well 
defined between different service practitioners. 

3. Increased harmonisation within Europe since 1992 and beyond has forcibly pushed 
different professions and service practitioners to take a more strategic and less myopic 
view of their position in the market-place for professional and related services. 

From the perspective of the legal profession, increased competition, or at least the threat of it, has 
forced lawyers to adopt more business-like attitudes and to become more aware of the specific 
nature of the 'product' they are selling to consumers. Some perceive a strategic advantage possibly 
accruing from combining legal and other professional or ancillary services within one organisation 
'. For this to be realised, paired with the fact that in future more concrete ties with foreign firms 

will become possible or even essential, it will be necessary for substantial change to take place in 
the manner in which the legal profession is regulated at present °. 

The market-place has also been subject to substantial change in recent years principally due to the 
rapid growth in the absolute volume of legal services, which can be seen to at least partially be a 
consequence of the expansion of laws and the increasing complexity of both UK and EC 
legislation. Hence, a healthy market still exists for the supplier of legal services but firms are 
realising that in order to ensure survival within a tougher modem market-place, they have to be 
leaner and fitter and rise to the challenges of what has become an increasingly 'cut-throat' 

commercial environment. 
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In terms of how this will affect the consumer of legal services, it is likely that firms will have to 
emphasise differentiation of their product from competitors. The traditional tools for doing so 
involve use of the vehicles of advertising and promotion to gain strategic advantage in relation to 
price and/ or quality competition. Firms will also be forced to look beyond these methods to find 

new and novel ways to survive in the market-place. As a consequence of having to fight harder for 

clients, firms may be forced to compete by providing more information to prospective clients, 
thereby reducing the traditional information asymmetry that exists between client and firm. For this 
to be to the advantage of the consumer of legal services, the information must be perceived by the 
consumer as further facilitating the choice of law firm, or rendering service quality evaluation an 
easier task. Essentially this requires consumers of legal services to become more sophisticated; a 
transformation that firms typically perceive to be currently occurring across client types. 

In any case, the market will expose both winners and losers, but increased competitive pressures 
could be expelled to precipitate a more urgent shakeout of less efficient firms than would have 
been the case in a more sheltered market. One major reservation is that should increased 

competition precipitate such a shakeout, this may seriously compromise the Government's goal of 
reasonable access to legal services for every citizen. Another potential problem is that there may be 

a tendency for those firms which do survive to become larger and more interested in serving 
commerce than the private client, thereby increasing concentration and reducing geographical 
coverage in private client services. This would merely compound problems of access for individual 
private consumers. - 

The already apparent and deepening split that has developed in the solicitors profession, between 

private client firms and commercial client firms, is likely to become still more pronounced in future 

via increased specialisation. A major concern here is tat commercial client work, if it continues on 
its current path, may become increasingly more profitable than private client work, leading to a 
general shift away from private client work by a significant number of firms. 

As has become strikingly evident in recent years, fewer and fewer firms are likely to continue to 
offer Legal Aid services. This service, already under severe strain (and some would say impending 

collapse) will cease to protect the very people most in need of protection of their rights of access. 
The result may be that the legal profession, in order to survive commercially, may increasingly turn 
its back on private client work, and in particular Legal Aid work, to concentrate on commercial 
clients, who can more easily afford to protect their legal rights irrespective of cost. 

The growing complexity of processing modem commercial transactions, partly fuelled by the 
intemationalisation of firms, often requires teams of lawyers to work on problems for long periods 
of time. This requires either that firms are large enough to be able to tie up a team of lawyers for 
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such a period, or that commercial clients externalise these transactions to specialist 'Boutique' 

commercial firms. 

Any resultant regulation will require to cope with these and other newer trends in the provision of 
legal services as they develop in the near future. The-impact of increased competition may justify 

more stringent regulation in respect of private clients, than for commercial clients, for 

aforementioned reasons. If law firms do continue to become larger, as has been the trend in recent 

years, this may cast doubts on the continuing viability of the partnership mode of organisation. 
Such doubts precipitate a requirement to examine corporate and other practice forms to evaluate 

their likely success or failure in overcoming potential problems of large scale partnership practice. 
This would naturally require an abandonment of the current regulatory regime and the ushering in 

of a more liberal regulatory framework in relation to firm organisation. 

The above should leave the reader with at least a flavour for some of the pertinent issues 

surrounding the organisation and structure of the legal profession in the wider context of regulatory 
discussion. These recurring themes will all be explored at greater length and in finer detail in the 

main body of the thesis. 

Section Two: Plausible Government objectives/concerns in legal service provision. 

2.1 The wider regulation problem - focusing issues: 

As a necessary precursor to any serious attempt at evaluating the puzzle of the structure and 

organisation of the legal profession, the problem must initially be placed in the wider context of the 

objectives the Government apparently sets in respect of legal services. What follows, therefore, 

exposes the wider regulation problem before embarking on a more sharply focused discussion of 

the separate issues identified during this process. 

2.2 What actually are the Government's policy objectives?: 

It is inherently difficult and problematic to attempt to identify exactly what the Government's 

objectives are in relation to any of the multitude of areas in which it has a policy making role. 
Firstly, in the quest to identify the Government's objectives, the observer can incorrectly perceive 

what these actually are. Subsequent analysis will be flawed to the extent that the objectives 

perceived by the observer may not coincide with the Government's actual objectives. 

Secondly, history has proved it unreliable to accept stated government objectives to be those 

actually embodied in policy it administers. In many areas stated Government objectives appear 
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completely incompatible with the actions taken to procure their fulfilment. In essence, what the 
government says, what it does, and what it says it does, are often far from consistent. 

Consequently, perhaps the most useful and reliable method of examining Government objectives in 

relation to the provision of legal services, is to import-to the analysis an idealised/ model set of 
government objectives and examine the implications of their procurement for the structure of the 
legal profession. It is anticipated this will expose a rationale for the current evolved structure and 
provide justification for the current legislatory and regulatory framework perceived necessary to 

control provision of legal services. 

2.3 The importance of identifying underlying objectives: 

Continuing the theme in section one of this chapter, it is recalled that it is important to attempt to 
identify the Government's underlying philosophy in relation to legal services. This will have an 
obvious and direct bearing on how they decide to organise their provision. This underlying 
philosophy is likely to exist somewhere in the middle ground between the two extremes of legal 

services being viewed as basic civil right or a privilege. The stronger the orientation of the 
Government towards a free market philosophy, endorsing increased market liberalisation, the more 
attenuated will be its perceived philosophy of viewing legal services as a basic civil right. 

2.4 Legal services - basic civil right or privilege?: 

Any distribution of legal services resulting from them being deemed a basic human right, will 
almost inevitably require some form of protection from an unbridled free market solution. In the 

absence of some form of market regulation, it would be extremely unlikely that the Government 

could ensure for each member of society, protection of this basic civil right the Government has 
itself invested in the individual. In creating this right, the Government essentially assumes some 
duty to ensure that persons have access to at least a minimum of legal services and benefits of a 
full and fair judicial system, irrespective of income and wealth. 

Should the Government embody a less egalitarian philosophy, upon which to base distribution of 
legal services, it will impose limits on its duty to exert control over the market mechanism. The 
Government effectively delegates its responsibility to the market to ensure an efficient and 
equitable allocation, having confidence in the ability of the market mechanism to do so. While it is 

true that a free market philosophy in legal services would be likely to garner productive type 

efficiency goals, the resulting allocative solution may be politically and democratically 

unacceptable. In subjecting allocation of legal services to the full force of the market mechanism, 
producers could be expected to more closely adhere to behaviour in keeping with Neoclassical 

profit maximisation', wherein fair and equitable distribution of legal services would likely take a 
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back seat. In metaphorical terms, the invisible hand of the free market would pick the pockets-of 
the less well off and redistribute in favour of the better off in society. 

The UK the legal system has evolved with an underlying philosophy whereby reasonable access to 
legal services of at least a minimum level should be the right of each individual. It has also evolved 

such that the Government should perform some role as custodian of this right by ensuring that the 
individual is able to exercise this right. The Government seeks to ensure this right of access is 

protected, and in the past it has done so by guiding the legal profession with a "less than invisible 

hand" from time to time. 

The strongest form of Government intervention would be characterised by some form of organised 

state provision of legal services - an idea which has support from those who advocate state 

provision of legal services along similar lines to provision of state medical care by the NHS. 

Within the current system, however, Government and State are invested with coercive power to 

arrest any abusive or unethical practice by members of the legal profession and, in essence, the 

profession is contractually bound to the State to provide legal services. The authority of lawyers to 

practice their skills and provide legal services to members of society ultimately derives from the 
State. While this contractual obligation is incapable of precise definition and is naturally limited, it 

nevertheless results in the legal profession, not only being directly accountable to its clients, but 

also ultimately to the State. 

2.5 Self regulation..... Government control at arms length: 

On grounds of efficiency and independence, the Government is likely to perceive advantages in 

permitting the legal profession as much practising freedom as it reasonably can. This will have the 

effect of initially creating and subsequently sustaining trust and confidence in the market. Creation 

and maintenance of trust is essential in the market for legal services as the profession's very 

existence (and to a great extent its operation) depends on the strong social institution of trust. In the 

absence of trust, problems of quality evaluation, ignorance and uncertainty, and information 

asymmetries, that typically face consumers of legal services, would be an even greater problem 
than they are where trust is a prevalent characteristic of such a market. 

The degree of government intervention thought necessary to control the profession can be viewed; 

1. As reflecting the degree of trust invested in the profession by Government. 

2. As also reflecting the Government's confidence in its ability to effectively self-regulate 

and, 
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3. As indicative of the status of the profession as perceived by the Government. 

By creating the above situation, the Government hopes trust and confidence will percolate down 
through society creating a general public that is trusting and confident of the legal profession and 
its abilities. The government, however, must seek to avoid giving the profession too much freedom 

since complete liberalisation may be incompatible with the concept of legal services as a basic 
individual right. As with the majority of Government policy, it is hoped that the public interest 

receives at least recognition, if not priority, in the list of government concerns. 

As a self regulating monopoly, the legal profession has control over legal services and information. 
It controls the types of organisations from which lawyers are permitted to provide legal services, 
and the amount of information that can be made publicly available to the consumer of legal 

services. The consumer, therefore, suffers from an information deficiency over which the 

profession has some degree of control. The extent of this information problem will vary from client 
to client and will also be prevalent to differing degrees in both private and commercial client work. 
It may be, for example, that commercial clients suffer from lower levels of information deficiency 

than private clients - this would constitute a less powerful argument for a requirement for a similar 
degree of regulation for both commercial and private clients 5. This issue will be discussed later. 

The conferral of self regulatory status on the profession results in certain powers and duties being 
invested in the profession. Self regulation can be defended on grounds that malpractice must be 
identified and avoided, with unscrupulous practitioners being exposed and expelled. The expected 
benefit of self regulation is that the profession's members have a vested interest in maintaining the 

credibility of their own profession. Consequently, through property rights they have a strong 
incentive to monitor and control to avoid personal loss. The profession is also arguably the best 

qualified/ most knowledgable to determine what is right and what is wrong in relation to legal 

practice. 

Self regulation, if effective, can be expected to be successful in protecting those consumers who are 
at greatest risk from unscrupulous professionals through low levels of sophistication. Stringent and 
widespread professional self-control, however, restricts flows of information and results in 

weakened competitive pressures which can in turn result in a tendency for over-priced services. 
Benham and Benham (1975) argue that the profession's desire to control information flows stems 
from a belief that removal of commercial stimuli (which has the undesirable consequence of 
limiting consumers' knowledge) reduces potential benefits of those members of the profession who 
deviate from expected practice standards 6. Consequently, Benham and Benham (1975) argue 
granting information monopoly may be one of the least politically sensitive and controversial 
methods for constraining the behaviour of suppliers and consumers to achieve desired outcomes 7. 
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2.6 Potential abuse of monopoly power: 

- By granting the profession self-regulatory status, the government does unfortunately precipitate 
another set of problems. These problems basically stem from the fact that professions are 
essentially monopoly suppliers and, as with all monopolies, the fundamental concern is the natural 
tendency for sub-optimal output to occur at a price which exceeds marginal cost. This is naturally 
detrimental to efficiency and the likely scenario of the supplier auctioning output at inflated market 

prices clearly conflicts with interests of the general public and objectives of distribution and equity. 

The Government, therefore, relies on the trust of the profession to rigorously exercise its 

characteristically strong moral and ethical qualities to restrain its own members from extracting 

monopoly profits and reducing service quality. While restrictions on competition and market entry 

act as protective institutions to facilitate the ease of operation of the legal profession and gain trust, 

they do conversely present the profession with an ideal forum from which to act to the detriment of 

public interest. A traditional criticism of weakened competitive forces (in its strongest form, a 
tendency towards monopoly) is that pressure to innovate and effect technical progress is dulled or 
distorted with corresponding X-efficiency losses'. 

From a socialist perspective, the simple existence of professionalism is criticised for obstructing 
free mobility of labour units and for, thereby, being conducive to further accentuation of social 
inequality 9 

2.7 Does competition exist at all in legal services?: 

Since the market for legal services enjoys attenuated competitive pressures, price competition could 
be expected to play a far less significant role than in many other markets. The market is, therefore, 

characterised by competition based more on quality criteria rather than price. It is nevertheless the 

case that within certain segments of the overall market for legal services (particularly those where 
services are relatively standardised/ homogeneous, such as domestic conveyancing) atomistic price 

competition may remain a prevalent market characteristic. 

In the absence of full competitive forces, the government is concerned that an environment is 

created wherein the legal profession strive to at least maintain, but better still increase, the quality 

of their services without unnecessary cost increases to the consumer. The government will also 

wish to ensure that consumers from all geographical areas have reasonable access and proximity to 
legal services by avoiding solicitors concentrating their activities only in main urban conurbations. 
While concentration of solicitors will be far higher in densely populated areas, the government will 

seek to create a fairly even concentration overall which minimises areas of unfulfilled need and 

allows all prospective consumers to access services. 
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2.8 The problem of market failure: 

Clearly, a legal profession operating in a completely unregulated free market would be extremely 
unlikely to meet the objectives of government discussed above. The legislatory and regulatory 
framework which has evolved can be regarded as a response to major elements of 'market failure' 
10 

Regulation can be regarded as a set of rules or conditions that specifically seek to safeguard 
against problems which would likely arise under a free market situation. Current practising 
restrictions can therefore be viewed as an attempt to modify operation of the market mechanism 
with the aim that the combination of regulation and quality based competition will fulfil 

government objectives. Within the scenario of diluted competitive forces, while consumers clearly 
suffer from information deficiency, they do play a pivotal role in disciplining practitioners within 
the market. The consumers' disciplinary power is derived from the existence of reputation effects in 

the market. Through the process of non price, primarily quality based competition, consumers 
evaluate respective quality and reputations, and in this manner consumers may exert as strong a 
disciplinary force upon the legal practitioner as does the organisation to which he belongs. The 
important point here is that, together, firm and market jointly constrain the behaviour of legal 

practitioners. In a similar vein, initial entry restrictions within professions can be regarded as 
positive attempts to preserve and enhance quality of both practitioners and their services within the 

market. - 
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The diagram below essentially summarises the constantly interacting aspects of the provision of 
legal services as outlined above: 
(Diagram 1) 
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(Diagram 2) below demonstrates the dual disciplinary mechanism that exists to constrain the 

practice of the legal profession: - 
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The following table summarises plausible objectives and policies of the government as outlined and 
discussed above: 

(TABLE 1) 
OBJECTIVES CONSEQUENCES & SOLUTIONS 

To invest every individual in society with the right of 
access to legal services irrespective of financial means. 

To maintain the quality of these legal services. 

To maintain low prices to the consumer of legal services. 

To maintain fairness in distribution and equity. 

To ensure efficient production and supply of legal services. 

To stimulate innovation and effect technical progression. 

To grant the legal profession sufficient freedom to 
operate effectively and preserve trust and confidence in 
the market. 

To avoid abuse of privileged monopoly status. 

To tie the legal profession to Govt policy. 

2.9 The puzzle..... is a solution possible?: 

Close monitoring of the profession by Govt., prated right in 
conjunction with Legal Aid scheme. Emphasis on non. 
market solution. 

Entry restrictions and reliance on reputation effects. 
Reliance on partnership mode with joint and several 
liability. 

Govt. price subsidy via Legal Aid schane and reliance on 
price cortpetition. 

Enhanced consumer access, avoidance of unhealthy market 
concentration and geographical imbalance. 

Atomistic competition and reliance on market/ price 
methanism to produce efficiency. 

Increased competitive pressure. 

Reliance on self-regulation, grant power to the Law 
Societies, minimum GovL interference and involvema t. 

Increase Govt. influarca+ control and promote increased 
competition between practitioners/ service suppliers. 

Consultation procedures between the Govt, and the 
profession to ensure congruence of goals. 

Referring to TABLE 1. above, obvious substantial conflict exists between objectives and 
solutions. Consequently, it is impossible to simultaneously pursue all objectives - some well 
designed compromise is required. Some objectives point to the desirability of increasing 

competitive pressure, others point to a desire to protect from full market forces, some emphasise 
reliance on the full market forces/ price mechanism while others emphasise non-market, specific 
regulatory solutions. The exact role played by the Government in solving this puzzle is also a 
matter for protracted debate. 

Upon recognition and realisation of the numerous and conflicting interest groups from the 
discussion and diagrams/ table above, it becomes apparent that the traditional Neoclassical view 
of the firm omits many of the interesting economic interactions which will be focused upon during 

this thesis. Viewing the firm as a nexus of contracts (specified and unspecified) internal and 
external to the firm appears more suited to a holistic analysis of the legal profession in the wider 
context of these issues ". This far more permissive view of the firm tolerates introduction of a far 
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wider set of economic actors, both in the interior and exterior of the firm, than is the case with 
conventional theory of the firm. This more holistic perspective will be explored at greater depth in 
later chapters, where the advantages of using such a view of the firm will become immediately 
apparent. 

2.10 How far does the potential audience of parties to the firm extend?: 

Issues such as, 'what is a firm' and, 'what are the limits to a firm' have become increasingly 

popular topics of discussion in theory of the firm in recent years. Perhaps the simplest answer to 
questions such as these is that the firm is exactly what the analyst wants it to be - there are no 
internal or external limits to the nexus of contracts/ treaties of the firm. Where the analyst wishes 
to impose a limit this can simply be made explicit by that person in analysing a particular 
economic problem. In adopting this view of the firm, the size, breadth and depth of the nexus of 
contracts of the firm is as wide or as narrow as the person conducting the analysis perceives 
necessary to conduct that particular analysis. 

To place this in the specific context of the legal profession, the fact that the final product is a 
service which has evolved as a right of each individual, serves to reinforce the contractual duties 
binding upon this widened set of parties to the contract of the firm. The fact that consumers play 
an important and integral part in regulating and disciplining the profession through reputation 
effects, strongly indicates the requirement for them to secure a role in analysis as party to the 
overall nexus of contracts of the firm. 

Continuing this theme, in the case of Multi-Disciplinary Practice (MDP) between lawyers and 
members from other professions (currently a focus in debate concerning the future of the legal 

profession) there would be a still wider set of parties to the nexus of contracts ''. 

A current trend witnessed in legal partnerships (one which is likely to continue and perhaps 
become stronger in future) relates to increases in the size of productive teams. This, by 
introducing a larger set of agents within the firm, ushers in a whole new set of contractual 
problems/ difficulties. For instance, problems associated with monitoring a larger set of 
contractual agents of the firm will be augmented. This indicates the requirement to focus upon 
some of the most interesting and important problems of a contractual nature within the firm, 

namely a) the internal structure of the firm and b) in particular the income division bargain 
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between the primary agents (partners) of the firm. These issues will be examined in fine detail 

and at greater length elsewhere in this thesis. 

Now that the background to the regulation problem has been sketched out and the role of 
government, consumers and self-regulation outlined, this chapter will next examine the specific 
legal restrictions presently incumbent upon legal practitioners in the UK. These combine to give 
structure to and largely determine current patterns of formal 'contractual relations between 

practitioners within legal partnerships and between firms. 

Section Three: Legal restrictions on law firm organisation. 

The resultant specific organisational constraints and regulations imposed on the practice of 

solicitors can be seen as an attempt by the Government to satisfy at least some of the objectives 

outlined in the previous section. 

3.1 A short historical perspective: 

Within the professions it has traditionally been the norm for individual practitioners either to set 
up practice on their own, or with colleagues from their own profession in a partnership form of 
organisation. This has been the historicaTnorm for the vast majority of professions both within 
the UK. and abroad13.. Practice in either of these forms signals to potential users of professional 
services that the practitioner is totally committed to any prospective client he should transact 

with, and that he backs any professional advice he provides with both the resources of the 
business entity to which he belongs, and his own personal assets. Hence, the more common of the 

two forms, the partnership, is more commonly used in professions where the code of conduct 

assumes that the practitioner, in holding himself out to clients as being a fit and proper 

professional, stands firmly behind any professional advice or service he willingly offers, without 
limit to his personal liability 1°. It is the rare or exceptional case in the UK., or in any member 

states of the EEC., for any professional regulatory body to permit practice in a corporate form or 

with limited liability 15. These does, however, exist a minority of exceptions to this general rule, 
these notably including the following examples; 

1. Some, but not all, of the States in the USA. permit corporate practice for lawyers and, 

2. In the case of Chartered Surveyors in the UK., the Royal Institute of Chartered 

Surveyors (RICS) have recently lifted their prohibition regarding corporate practice with 
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limited liability and now permit such practising arrangements, subject to some qualifying 
restrictions. 

It must be remarked at this juncture that, in recent years, the scope and nature of what is deemed 

to be an insurable risk paired with the comprehensive nature of cover available through ever 
expanding insurance markets is an important factor in considering this area. As a result, the issue 

that professional practitioners should assume unlimited liability for services they transact, may 
now form more of an arbitrary academic question than a public interest question, than was the 

case in earlier years. It appears not unreasonable to suggest that the best interests of clients may 
be better served by the provision of adequate and appropriate professional indemnity insurance. 
Consequently, it may be seen as more appropriate that the professional governing bodies assume 

a role of designing and prescribing more extensive indemnity insurance requirements for their 

respective members, and keep these under constant review, rather than engage in debate over 

what constitutes appropriate forms through which members may offer their services. This forms 

part of a wider discussion averted to in a later chapter. 

Restrictions relating to the structure of the professions can be imposed in a variety of ways. The 

overall effects and consequences of their imposition, in relation to a diverse range of social and 
economic criteria, must be uniquely assessed with due recognition of the peculiarities of 
circumstance resulting from the unique environment from within which each profession operates. 
The issue of structural restrictions relating to the professions has been the focus of recent 
attention, most notably from both the Office of Fair Trading (OFT) and the Government via its - 
White Paper proposals for major overhaul of the entire UK legal system 16 

This thesis focuses exclusively on the legal profession in the UK taking account, where 

necessary, of the different positions facing solicitors in England and Wales and in Scotland. What 

follows is an outline of the current position regarding solicitors in the UK and the restrictions on 

organisational form which govern their practice. This will highlight the combined effect of 

statutory legislation regarding the practice of solicitors, and the rules and regulations made by the 
Law Societies, which jointly act to limit the scope of the environment from which professional 
legal services may be rendered, by the legal profession, to the public. 

Furthermore, this thesis is exclusively concerned with the solicitor side of the profession and will 
thereby exclude the other legal gender, Barristers and Advocates ". It is, however, interesting to 

note that in the process of compiling their 1986 report '$, the OFT consulted 130 professional 
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bodies and found that instances where only sole practice was permitted were rare, with Barristers 
being the only notable example. 

A more indepth examination of the legal restrictions on law firm organisation is clearly required 
and follows below. 

3.2 The source of specific organisational restrictions: 

Restrictions relating to the practice of solicitors in England and Wales and in Scotland are the 

result of solicitors being a registered profession subject to : 

1. The Solicitors Act 1974 and The Solicitors (Scotland) Act 1980 respectively and, 

2. Rules made under these acts by The Law Society and The Law Society of Scotland. 

Under these Acts, certain rights are conferred upon solicitors to carry out designated functions, 

these including conveyancing and applications for probate among others. As a prerequisite for 

lawful practice, the name of every solicitor must appear on a Roll of Solicitors and the solicitor 

must be in possession of a current practising certificate issued by the relevant Law Society. In 

England and Wales solicitors need not be members of the Law Society, although most actually 
are, but non-members are still subject to the Rules made and administered under The Acts by The 
Law Society ". In Scotland a solicitor must be a member of The Law Society of Scotland and is 

therefore, by virtue of his contract, automatically bound by all of the Societies rules in order to 
hold a practising certificate. 

3.3 The primary restrictions relating to organisational form: 

The primary restrictions relating to the organisational form through which solicitors may only 

offer their services, are as follows; 

1. A prohibition on corporate practice and, 

2. A prohibition on solicitors setting up partnerships with members from other 

professions. Limitations are also placed upon arrangements with members of other 

professions for the introduction of business and on other activities engaged in whilst in 

practice as a solicitor. 
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3.4 Specific challenges to these restrictions: 

1. Corporate practice: 
Radical alteration has occurred in respect of the first of these restrictions, namely the lifting of 
the prohibition relating to corporate practice for solicitors 20. In keeping with arguments delivered 
by the legal profession to both The Benson and Hughes Commissions 21, solicitors will now be 

permitted to practice in corporate form, subject to rules ensuring the maintenance of certain 
criteria. These criteria encompass matters of competence, independence, insurance and 
compensation funds and accounting for funds held in trust for clients. 

The ultimate effect of this legislation has been to make provision for the relevant Law Societies to 
design rules for the recognition and control of incorporated solicitors companies. Under the Acts, 

the Law Societies are empowered to design and administer rules that will control the practice and 

conduct of duly authorised corporations of solicitors. ' These rules are in respect of the manner in 

which such firms will be permitted to carry out the functions that individual solicitors are 
currently authorised to undertake, by way of the Solicitors Acts. 

Like other rules of the Law Societies, these rules will be subject to approval by the Master of The 
Rolls, in England and Wales, and by the Lord President of The Court of Session in Scotland. The 

rules regarding incorporation have now been set up in Scotland, and the Law Society of Scotland 
has produced a set of incorporated solicitors practice rules that outline requirements vis-a-vis 
corporate law firms in unlimited, limited and limited by guarantee forms. As yet in England and 
Wales, incorporation of solicitors firms is still prohibited. 

The issue of the degree of and limit to liability. for solicitors, consequent upon the lifting of the 

corporate practice restriction, has been a problematic area of debate, and indeed divided the 

opinions of the Benson and Hughes Commissions. The Benson Commission recommended 
against incorporated solicitors firms with limited liability with the Hughes Commission assuming 
the opposite polar stance. It is interesting to note that during debate of The Administration of 
Justice Bill in January 1985 The Law Society, as quoted by The Lord Chancellor, indicated the 

position it would take as regards the degree of liability. It was indicated at this time that The Law 
Society intended to prohibit corporate practice with limited liability unless it could be sure that 

proper and adequate consumer protection could be maintained. 
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It is evident that the Law Society has reconsidered the position it indicated back in January 1985 
during debate but its position remains unclear with respect to England and Wales. 

In Scotland, the rules that cover the incorporation of solicitors firms can be found in the 
Solicitors (Scotland) (Incorporated Practices) Practice Rules 1987 that came into operation as 
from Ist November 1987. These rules have been made under section 34(1A) of the Solicitors 
Scotland Act 1980, which was inserted by the Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) 
(Scotland) Act 1985, and empowered the Council to make rules providing for the management 
and control of bodies corporate providing professional services, such as are provided by 
individuals and firms practising as solicitors. Under the Act, the membership of such bodies 

corporate must be restricted to solicitors holding practising certificates, their executors and other 
incorporated practices. 

The Administration of Justice Act 1985, empowers the Council of the Law Society of England to 

make similar rules. During the parliamentary passage of this, Act the Lord Chancellor indicated 

that it was not intended that English solicitors should be permitted to practice in corporate forms 

with limited liability. In Scotland no similar statement was made by the Lord Advocate, although 
the Scottish Law Society did promise that if incorporation with limited liability was permitted, 
the interests of clients would not be prejudiced. The Scottish Law Society decided after long and 
careful deliberation that all forms of incorporation would be permitted (that is unlimited, limited 
by shares or limited by guarantee) for Scottish solicitors. 

It is intended that the interests of clients will be preserved by the combined effect of the 

provisions relating to financial soundness (Rule 5(3)), contributions (Rule 5(4)) and indemnity 
insurance (Rule 10). Management and control provisions contained in three styles of Memoranda 

and Articles of Association, in tandem with these and the other rules, will ensure solicitor 
authority at all times in an incorporated practice. 

2. Multi-Disciplinary Partnership (MDP): 
The second of these practice restrictions, which essentially prohibits the formation of mixed 
professional practices, has also been the focus of intense debate in recent years 22. The formation 

of MDPs between solicitors and members of other professions is restricted both by Statute, and 
by professional rules that jointly act to limit the ways in which solicitors can seek business and 
most significantly, prohibit fee sharing with non solicitors. 
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The Law Society Practice Rules, Rule 3 (practice rules 1936-1972, as amended), made under 
authority of The Solicitors Act s. 31 and concurrent authority of the Master of The Rolls, 

provides that a solicitor shall not share, or agree to share, his professional fees with any person 
except another solicitor. This, in tandem with Rule 1, which relates to the obtaining of business, 

essentially precludes any lawful attempt at formation of an MDP. 

In Scotland, the Law Society Practice Rules 2 and 3 (1964 rules), made by the Council currently 
under the authority of the Solicitors (Scotland)Act 1980 s. 34, have a broadly similar effect and 
block the formation of MDPs. The rationale behind these restrictive prohibitions is to ensure that 
only properly trained and qualified legal practitioners initiate and conduct the delivery of legal 

services to the public '. 

The statutory restrictions are explicit as regards solicitors in Scotland and Northern Ireland by 

way of The Solicitors (Scotland) Act 1980 s. 27 and The Solicitors Act (Northern Ireland) 1938 

s. 45, respectively. 

The position is less well defined in England and Wales, however, as the prohibition appears only 
to apply to fees derived from contentious business 24. This is the result of the combined effect of 
the Solicitors Act 1974 s. 39 and the Partnership Act 1980 s. 5. There are no statutory 
prohibitions on mixed partnerships in England and Wales, so far as non contentious business is 

concerned. The Law Society has, however, drawn attention to the Solicitors Act 1974 s. 22 under 
which a possible offence could be committed should an MDP of solicitors and estate agents 
supply a conveyancing service. 

The practice rules that prohibit fee sharing with non solicitors, act as an obstruction that is 

unparalleled in any of the other professions examined in a 1986 Office of Fair Trading report 25. 

This, of course, excepts the restrictions placed upon barristers and advocates which prohibit any 
form of practice other than as a sole practitioner. The solicitors fee sharing prohibition inhibits 

members of the legal profession in a manner in which rules of other professions regulatory bodies 
do not. 

3.5 Why are such restrictions important and are they a justifiable constraint?: 

Entity restrictions, by which the members of a profession are restricted as to the form of 
organisation through which they can choose to deliver their services, are of important 
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consequence since they essentially prohibit and constrain the formation of otherwise legitimate 
forms of organisation. 

Many of the concerns relating to abandonment of these restrictions are amongst those addressed 
by the Benson Commission in 1979, and by the Hughes Commission in 1980 26. The findings 
from these comprehensive reports, together with information from other sources, forms the basis 

of the 1986 Office of Fair Trading report 27, which has called in to question the current 
organisation of the legal profession and has augmented enquiry in this area to provide a more 
comprehensive overview of the problems with greater detail and clarity. 

A recent challenge to current practice restrictions has been launched by The Secretary of State 
For Scotland in a Scottish Home and Health Department discussion paper entitled "The Practice 

of The Solicitor Profession in Scotland" 1. This called for the introduction of MDP's, but The 
Law Society of Scotland was speedy in responding to this call by indicating that it was strongly 
against their introduction. ' 

It is anticipated that the above will provide some indication of the source of the current practice 
restrictions and will concurrently highlight some of the major obstacles that stand in the way of 
regulatory and, therefore, structural change in the market for legal services in the UK. 

, 
3.6 The rationale behind imposing restrictions on organisational form: 

Such restrictions can be viewed as an attempt to preserve the interests of the consumers of 
professional services. This is a recurring theme in arguments forwarded by the professional 
regulatory bodies in defence of their restrictions. Another central argument advanced is that 

which emphasises the need to ensure high standards of professional competence and integrity, and 
in many cases, to avoid conflicts between different interest groups. A further argument 

propounded to defend restrictions is that which recognises the need to preserve a practitioner's 
independence and freedom from external pressure. 

With these propositions in mind, it is apparent that where corporate practice is permitted, the 
doctrine followed is one whereby the members of the profession choosing to practice in a 

corporate form, should remain subject to the conventional standards and disciplinary procedures 
of the appropriate regulatory body, as are partners in a partnership or sole practitioners. In 
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addition, the principle applied is to keep the company under professional control by way of a 
requirement for a majority of directors, or shareholders, to be professionally qualified. 

In instances where mixed practices are permitted, the doctrine followed with regard to the 
conduct of practitioners, appears to be aimed at avoiding the use of one activity to unfairly attract 
business for another. This would appear to be in keeping with the general proposition often 
forwarded that restrictions on practitioners to compete with each: other should be the minimum 
necessary to ensure an adequate degree of consumer protection. The strength of the concept of the 
personal fiduciary nature of the relationship between client and practitioner as a defence for 
restrictions would appear to vary, dependent upon; 

1. The minimum size of practice required to serve the requirements of large corporate 
customers, 

2. The frequency with which the client makes use of the professional service and, 

3. The extent to which the practitioner is able to, and actually does, delegate work to the 
employees of the practice. 

It is commonplace for the professional regulatory bodies either to recommend to, or to place 
compulsory requirements upon, members of their respective professions regarding PI insurance. 
It has been remarked by several of these bodies that the sharply rising cost of cover, paired with 
the difficulties in obtaining adequate cover through insurance markets, is a problem Z9. 

The National Consumer Council (NCC), the Scottish Consumer Council (SCC) and the 
Consumer Association (CA), bodies who share a common aim in representing the interests of 
consumers, are broadly in favour of relaxing restrictions. They are sceptical, it is fair to say, 
though in varying degrees, as to the validity and strength of the defence put forward by the 
professional bodies to justify their restrictions 30. They are all in general agreement, however, 

over the need to arrange adequate consumer safeguards in the event of the emergence of 
innovative forms of mixed and corporate practice, should restrictions be liberalised. In stark to 
some of the professional bodies, such organisations do not envisage almost insurmountable 

practical difficulties in designing and devising such safeguards. 

Bodies representing the interests of business consumers of professional services, on the whole 
accept the need to ensure safeguards, as noted above, and many did concede that there appeared 
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to be an ascendancy in interest in the provision of services via mixed service practices. Many of 
these bodies, however, thought that many business consumers (particularly smaller scale ones) 
may be relatively indifferent to innovative practice forms and would tend to be more concerned 
with the quality of the services rendered rather than the organisational mode through which they 

were rendered. The quality of service is a problem which deeply concerns business consumer 
representative bodies with many of them holding reservations that quality of service may fall 

without commensurate cost savings, and that choice may become limited. 

A general conclusion can be arrived at here, and indeed echoes that arrived at by the Monopolies 
Commission as far back as 1970 ", and that is that the removal of entity restrictions are, or at 
least could be, in the interests of the public provider their removal would not; 

1. Endanger the personal fiduciary nature of the client practitioner relationship, where the 

nature of the professional's attention is essential or, 

2. Lead to an over concentration of professional services in the form of local or 
specialised monopoly. 

This Commission did, however, predict that these cases would be exceptional and of 
comparatively rare occurrence. The Commission also concluded that rules which prohibited 
mixed professional partnership were likely to be contrary to public interest, in the absence of any 
serious conflict of interest prejudiced against the client and in particular where there exists a 
recognised public demand for combined practice services, or where there is potential for cost 

economies and/ or increased efficiency of service and scope. 

Bearing these issues in mind, it is patently obvious that any restrictions which act to impair the 

choice of organisational form for a profession, must be a compromise between a plethora of 
factors at constant variance. In the remainder of this thesis these and other themes will recur and 
be subjected to more rigorous analysis. 

Section Four: The Socialisation of the Solicitor - Creation of a Professional Atmosphere. 

4.1 Characteristics of a Profession: 

A profession is a long standing institution that can be seen to engender certain characteristics that 

are thought to be desirable for the betterment of society as a whole 32. In the case of legal 
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services, certain persons are given the legitimate authority by the Government, via the Law 
Societies, to carry out the functions of solicitor or barrister/ advocate 33. The right to legal redress 
is recognised by the Government and through the Law Societies, practitioners are franchised with 
the right to carry out specific functions to service individuals' rights to legal redress 34. 

The following characteristics are commonly found in professions and in particular describe the 
legal profession; 

1. Practitioners are usually required to complete a specific University Degree typically 
followed by some form of "on the job" apprenticeship 35. Competition for entrance places 
in these degree courses tends to be very high and consequently, entrance qualifications 
tend to be similarly high. This, essentially, acts as an educational filter with only the 
highest academic achievers gaining entry. The voluntary social conditioning process 

affects the individual from this point onwards where this academic school is typically a 

very intense and close-knit community. Peer pressure and pressure from mentors in 

combination tends to be strong and those who do not conform to established norms will 
find it difficult, if not impossible, to survive. 

2. In addition to high entrance requirements, professions will limit absolute numbers of 
future practitioners which has the dual effect of maintaining a strong demand for their 

skills and preserving the exclusivity of the "professional club" 36. The apprenticeship is a 

vital part of the institutionalisation of incoming practitioners as it is perceived as being 

essential that the skills of the mentors' generation are entrusted only to those who are 

perceived to be worthy of receiving such skills. The apprenticeship acts as a forum for 

the incoming professional to be subjected to a series of tests by the present generations of 

professionals. This period also encourages incoming professionals to compete by 

signalling their suitability and this should have the effect of generally enhancing the 

quality of this group of incoming professionals. 

3. Those professionals in firms, or in practising arrangements with others, will not let 

anyone join their ranks and again there is a filtering process that enables existing 

members to assess the suitability of newer members of the profession to join firm or 

practice ranks. This has become institutionalised in the case of partnership as a 

pre-partnership period as a salaried member, during which the potential partner must 
demonstrate his/ her suitability for full partnership. 
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4. Professionals are often required to be members of a professional body or at least be 

subject to some disciplinary procedure to check against mal-practice. This is often 
combined with a self regulatory regime which is expected to operate efficiently as it relies 
on those best qualified to monitor and punish ie. similar professional practitioners ". 

5. Professions often place restrictive regulations upon their members in relation to their 
ability to compete with each other. This often manifests itself in terms of advertising 
restrictions which put paid to any attempt to signal a differentiated quality of service to 

consumers or attempts to poach customers from other practitioners. This exists in order 
that a feeling of professional omni-competence is instilled in consumers '$. 

From the above, it is apparent that the profession tends to subject its incoming members to a 

series of rigorous filters and tests. Those who pass through these filters and tests are expected to 
be those who can be relied on to self-enforce incentives and self-monitor. This is, of course, 
bolstered by effective mutual monitoring. This could be expected to work effectively as they have 

a strong vested interest in preserving the value of the 'club' which they have strived to gain 
acceptance into. Consequently, self-enforcement/ monitoring and mutual/ peer group monitoring 
are expected to be all pervasive features of a profession. 

In the case of the legal profession, two major screening processes can be identified; 

1. Upon initial entry into the profession and, 

2. Upon entry into the partnership's formal equity sharing agreement as a partner. 

It is true to say that professionals tend to have a more extensive educational and training 
background, and are subjected to a more rigorous socialisation process than many other 

occupational groups. The result is the creation of a college of consistent knowledge, norms, 

attitudes and values. The individual is constantly thereby subject to high expectations and is 

expected to strive for professional autonomy, not only from competing organisations and society, 
but also in their work setting and organisation. 

There is a potential for conflict to arise in respect of external constraint on the individual as it is 

likely to be the belief of the professional that only his peers are qualified to evaluate his 

performance. There is also potential for conflict in view of the fact that professionals are likely to 

argue that it is appropriate that they should be at complete liberty to exercise their personal 
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judgement in the absence of any organisational of client originated constraints or 
extra-professional restraint. 

The characteristic client orientation of the professional should ensure that client needs take 
precedence over personal needs. This introduces the potential for further conflict, in this instance 
between the needs of the client, and needs of the organisation. This may promote a general 
resistance in the individual to organisational rules. In relation to the client, the professional enjoys 
systematic knowledge power over the client, and in a wider sense holds this advantage over 
ordinary members of society. 

A profession is constructed and organised around a formal and well ordered body of knowledge 
39 The profession is invested with substantial power to make judgements and recommendations to 
the relatively 'ignorant' client. The legitimisation of the profession and its authority by society 
imparts vast power to the profession. Through manipulation of this power it can determine its 

educational and training requirements, set minimum standards and evaluate performance within 
the profession. A binding code of ethics is established which regulates behaviour between client 
and practitioner and also between fellow practitioners. This self enforced code reinforces 
development of a professional 'culture' consisting of membership and language/ symbolic norms 
etc. 

Full time occupational involvement is expected of the professional. As a result of its training 
becoming highly formalised, the profession becomes affiliated with well respected and highly 
reputable further educational establishments. The formalisation of this training enables the duty 

of dissemination of the accepted required knowledge and skills to be invested only in bodies 

selected by the profession as being suitable to perform such a function. A professional 
association is established which legitimises the practice of only those individuals perceived as fit 
for the profession. The power of the professional is gained through membership of this 
association. A code of ethical practice formally states expected behavioural standards between 
the professional and his clients and also between fellow professionals. Professionals can be seen 
to possess knowledge power rather than positional power as is normally within the possession of 
bureaucrats. 

Professionalisation is not constant over time and there is no formal consensus within the 
profession as to what constitutes professional behaviour in legal practice. 
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4.2 Attacking traditional professional conservatism ...... increasing competition between 
professionals: 

The profession has recently been subject to increasing pressure to induce greater competition -00. 

In this respect the ability of the partnership form of organisation to cope with this increased 

competition has been questioned. This strikes at the heart of a long established traditional 
institution within the legal profession, the legal partnership 41. 

Competition is a permanent feature of any commercial environment and the balance between 

commercial motives and ethical practice can be seen as constantly shifting. At present, there is a 

greater emphasis on commercial considerations and the role of increased competition in a freer 

market mechanism ". Some fear this may result in a dilution of ethical considerations. It has 

become apparent that as a result of recent increasing liberalisation in the market for legal 

services, lawyers have been forced to become more business like and commercially aware. It is a 
fear held, mainly by those who oppose further liberalisation, that lawyers may be forced still 
further to become more like businessmen to survive in the more competitive environment, and 
that this may cause the truly ethical solicitor to be drawn into more frequent situations of 

questionable ethical practice than was previously the case. 

The legal profession could be criticised as servants of tradition, who are trapped in their 

conservatism and mystique and are programmed/ conditioned to maintain the status quo in which 
they flourish. By'subscribing to this view the lawyer perceives that any element of reform or 
change, serves to diminish that which the lawyer has worked to acquire in terms of knowledge/ 
human capital. This threat tends to result in a natural inbuilt tendency for such a lawyer to resist 

and oppose any change in relation to legal services and practice. An unfortunate consequence of 
this can be that the profession can develop a very retrospective attitude which results in it being 

averse to moving into new and expanding fields of business with any great speed and causes it to 
be incapable of forward planning effectively. There is a general feeling that holding this type of 

attitude only serves to alienate the profession from consumers, Government and other 

professional groups etc. thereby leaving the profession in a weaker position than would have been 

the case if they had been party to negotiating practice and other related changes initially with a 

more accommodating and positive attitude. 

From a Marxist perspective the legal profession is criticised as being characteristically insular, 

secretive etc. and that it deliberately attempts to create a forum from which it can exploit its self 
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made and self perpetuating monopoly. The profession is capable of sustaining this monopoly by 
the use of language alien to the man in the street and abusing its informational advantage °3. 

Marxists would tend to view the lawyer as analogous to the "Putter Outer" in the early capitalist 
economies 44. Here, the entrepreneur was characterised as deliberately and systematically, 
splitting up the production process so that the workers could only have the information to 
produce that part of the process that they were familiar with. They did not have the information, 

or the resources, to come together and start up the whole production process themselves. 

As a result, the workers receive a disproportionately small return on the value added resulting 
from their input. In the case of legal services, they are separated from the final product by 

regulatory legislation that dictates that only qualified legal practitioners can conduct certain legal 

services. 

Here, there exists an institutionalised form of legalised information monopoly over the worker 
due to a limited delegation authority. In this view of the law firm, the partners input can be seen 
as the entrepreneurial capital input, and the workers services as the labour input. 

Lawyers may be more boundedly ethical than they used to be, or to be more cynical, selectively 
ethical, and may now pursue their own goals to a greater extent by viewing it as less questionable 
to exploit consumers, than was previously the case. This could be the result of the profession 
attempting to shake off its previously retrospective nature as the old guard leave and younger 
members of the profession enter who are now forced, and more willing, to act in a more ruthless 
and commercially oriented manner. 

From the perspective of this study this is of central importance as it is essential- to attempt to 
discover whether the behavioural constraints thought necessary to constrain the behaviour of 
lawyers in the past and present, will be perceived to be sufficient for the future. Accepting that 
current constraints on individuals in the typical law firm are likely to be very liberal, it is 
tempting to suggest that they may not prove to be sufficient in the law firm of tomorrow when 
paired with the newer breed of lawyer entering the profession. It is anticipated that the empirical 
study may reveal that firms are having to place more formal constraints upon firm members than 
was previously the case. 
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4.3 The conflict between competition and cooperation: 

Quite clearly, a profession places great emphasis on creating a reputation and installing 
safeguards to maintain, or even enhance, the reputation created. Attempts to instill attitudes 
extolling the virtues of cooperative rather than competitive behaviour and relationships between 
professionals, is a component of the process of socialising professionals as 

The professions, therefore, have a tendency to be anticompetitive and their operation relies on 
trust and confidence. A reliance on reputation effects, results in consumers disciplining the 
practice of lawyers to a certain extent. This disciplinary effect could be as strong as the effect on 
the lawyer of belonging to a firm/ organisation. It could be argued that the organisational form is 

simply one part of a greater whole of. disciplinary procedures affecting the lawyer. The twin 
primary restrictions are fundamentally those of an anticompetitive nature, and those that are entry 
barriers. Consequently, professions have been characterised as 'cartels backed by licensure laws' 
46 

It is argued that professions undesirably restrict the free flow of labour units and, as a result, 
accentuate social inequality 4'. In this respect, the public interest is at stake and that which is 
deemed to be in the public interest is often a central or prime consideration when proposing 
change within the professions. Notions of what is in the interest of the public could arguably be 

equated with what is deemed to be socially beneficial/ efficient 48. 

4.4 Information advantage and control of quantity and quality of output by the profession: 

In the context of legal services, it could be contended that informational problems are a major 
cause of market failure and are an obstacle to obtaining socially optimal production. A prime 
source of this informational problem is the difficulties that typically unsophisticated clients face 
in attempting to evaluate the quality of legal services a9. 

It is viewed as a potential consequence of the information disadvantage that faces consumers of 
legal services, that lawyers may either supplier induce demand (SID) or restrict output with 
inflated prices 50. Clearly these two forces oppose, but which ever may be the case, the problem is 
that the client potentially suffers at the mercy of the profession. It could be suggested that 
perhaps lawyers aim for income targets and work load/ leisure trade-offs, adjusting their 
activities to yield these. The profession, by restricting membership, can maintain the value of its 

members services as supply will be limited to available capacity, which is constantly kept in 
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check. In this manner, salaries and profit shares can be maintained at relatively high levels as 
there will at all times be at least a stable, if not strong, demand for legal services. The legal 

profession is consequently usually working towards the limits of its capacity and in this manner it 
is easier for the profession to justify the high rewards to its members. Lawyers do tend to require 
to work fairly long hours and again this reinforces the socialisation process, where only those that 
are willing to put in long hours will be accepted fully into the 'club' ie. offered equity sharing 
partnership. 

The quality of lawyers' output can be regulated via either a market, or a non-market solution S'. 

Ultimate coercive power rests in the hands of government protecting the consumer (and if 

necessary the producer) from the vagaries of market competition in this case. The fact that the 

government at the bottom line can change any aspect of the legal profession as it sees fit, within 
reason, may render the profession's abuse of its monopoly powers unattractive. The profession is, 
in essence, in contract with the State and consumers and as a result, is accountable to both. This 

view of three main interest groups is consistent with a nexus of contracts (both internal and 

external) view of the firm 52. 

4.5 The effect of a recent change in Government policy towards the legal profession: 

A recent example of a major shift in Government policy towards the profession is that of the 

change in rules regarding the provision of conveyancing services in England and Wales. It is 
interesting to note that, in anticipation of the cessation of solicitors monopoly of conveyancing in 
England on 1/5/87, average prices for conveyancing services fell in most geographical areas in 
England S3. This can be rationalised in terms of the legal profession fearing that as licensed 

conveyancers would now be permitted to offer residential conveyancing services, they would 
flood the market and severely undercut solicitors firms. What has become evident is that, before 

the above policy change, solicitors must have typically enjoyed relatively large producer 

surpluses from practising conveyancing. In 1990, conveyancing fees were generally similar in 

nominal terms to what they were at the time of abolition of scale fees in 1984. In real terms they 

are substantially lower. 

As it transpired, the large influx of non-lawyer competition, feared by the profession, did not 
materialise and only very peripheral competition was felt, primarily in the larger markets in the 
UK. (defined in terms of TTWAs) The fear the profession had may have been founded on the 

realisation that, because substantial monopoly rents were being appropriated from consumers of 
conveyancing services, this would result in non-lawyer competition perceiving a perfect market to 
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contest. The probable reason that non-lawyer competition chose not to contest the market were 
The likely reasons that pot many actually did contest the market were twofold. Firstly, prices had 
fallen sharply causing the market to become less appealing as monopoly profits were being 

transferred back to consumers and, secondly, as lawyers increasingly felt increased competition, 
they turned to cost cutting exercises. Ironically, an effective cost cutting method was to make 
better use of low cost labour and employment of Licensed Conveyancers within law firms proved 
popular. Figures from the register obtained from the Council of Licensed Conveyancers 
demonstrate that actually very few licensed conveyancers practice as principals in their own firms 
54 

4.6 Why attempt to further free the market in legal services?: 

There is a general feeling that uncertainty surrounding quality, and the existence of relatively high 

search costs, act to impede competitive pressure in legal services. Consequently, price 
discrimination will tend to remain as a characteristic feature of such markets. Price 

discrimination thrives on weakened, or the complete absence of, intra-professional competition. 
These conditions apply when their are bans on advertising and formal tariffs for commissions, 
thus creating a situation conducive to the existence of price discrimination. In this context, the 
Government has lately relaxed the rules regarding advertising and also abolished scale fees, 

however, it is likely that price discrimination remains a feature of the market for legal services in 

the UK 55. Additionally, it is the case that weakened competitive pressures can stifle innovation, 

where taken to its logical conclusion, this argument also posits that innovation could be better 

stimulated under other practising forms eg. corporate and MDP. 

4.7 Are Professions desirable or even necessary ..... how restrictive should regulation be?: 

As far back as the time of Adam Smith, there have been challenges to the status of professions se 

Adam Smith, in his Wealth of Nations, appeared to be a firm believer in the fact that 

occupational monopolies and restrictive practises were neither quality enhancing, nor indeed 

necessary. The current thinking of the present Government appears to echo these sentiments. 

Adam Smith viewed consumers as the regulators of the market, replacing the requirement for the 

professions to be occupational monopolies in order to regulate and discipline the market. In 

subscribing to this view, Smith can be regarded as having unfailing confidence in the ability of 

reputation effects to discipline the market. Where Smith's advocated consumer based governance 
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of the market would be insufficient in preserving trust and confidence in the market, barriers to 
entry could be defended as. performing a valid role in this respect. 

The rewards to professionals can be viewed as reflecting the rank they have been given in society, 
which in itself is a reflection of the trust invested in them. Marxists ardently oppose this view, 
claiming that such barriers to entry act merely to promote social inequality and are an abuse of 
market power that they stimulate S7. Opponents of this view typically argue that professions can 
be regarded as an important stabilising force in society, and who embody all the necessary 
features that combine to maintain a peaceful society 58. 

4.8 Concern regarding professional ethics and quality of service: 

A primary concern of the professions, and indeed of society, is whether ethical requirements are 
fulfilled under the prevailing structure of the professions, or indeed whether they will be under 
any proposed as a replacement. It can be argued that in any existing structure of a profession, it 
is likely that there will be a minority of practitioners whose practising techniques are less than 
ethical. This is an undesirable, yet unavoidable, quirk of human nature rather than a consequence 
of ineffective regulatory design. So long as such unscrupulous practitioners remain very much in 
the minority, then society has nothing to fear in this respect. It may be the case, however, that the 
more competitive the profession becomes, the greater is the risk that more may join the ranks of 
unethical practitioners, altering the, traditional characteristics of the profession. Such a group, via 
expanded ranks, may be able to increasingly establish the practising norms for the whole 
profession by squeezing out more and more ethical practitioners who find profit margins 
dwindling and staff recruitment difficult S9. 

A distribution of legal services based on a philosophy of right of access to legal services is 

useless should the opposite contracting party decide to fail to meet the obligation of the contract. 
The interest groups of suppliers, users and general society can be identified as parties to such a 
contract. 

With protective regulation, market entry is limited and mobility and competition are constrained, 
resulting in a restriction of the workings of the market mechanism and a tendency for higher than 
normal prices. Regulation of the market can prevent would-be price cutters from increasing their 
market share. 
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Majesty. July 1989. London HMSO. 1989. 

The Lord chancdWs Deparmnmt The Work and O gaziwron o[the Legat pmfemon. London HMSO. 1989. Cm 570. 

17. The gamw effect of the cdauit cods of pncitce Ahi4h save to r u1ate hae, though diffamg in dead, is to efacuvdy ne uia p mrtted Practice to that as s sole 

prawuoner only. There are no statutory provisions here, but the codes of pcsarae are a tesponse to the reoegnmost that the bamstets shie are of a very idiosyncratic and 

personal nawre; 

a) His duty to the Courts requires a complete indepatdenae and freedom from coanal pressure and 

b) Any potential for oonfias ofinterest must be minimised or avoided. 

1 Ö. Supra Note 16. 

19. Them rule oova utattas such as. aooowus, Pi itwusnce and oompawuiort finds. Duapluwy pcoadutm atforoed for oonuavanaort of ndes induce; suspauaon or 

revooehon of pcacbsmg oevfoates, er the ultimate sanction, striking the soli stor from the SoliatoTS' Rot 

20. This is by way of legsLaon aontau. ed is the Admmistraaon of lusux At 1983, governing England and Wales, and the Law Reform (Muoellaneous 

ProvisionaXSoodand) Act 1983. covamg Soodand. 

21. The Be. Commission - The Royal Commission on Legal Semom Final Report Oer. 1979, CMND 7648. 

See also; The Royal Commission on Legal Sennoes. Legal Seniors and Lawyers -a Summary of the Report of the Royal Commission on Legal Servus, London HMSO, 1979. 

The Hughes Commission - The Royal Commission on Legal Saviors in Scotland, May 1990, CMWD 7846. 
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22. The debau vns l. tgdy msbptal by a Smtanatt by the Sdicitot Gated (Haiiard. 17 Feb. 1984, Cols. 347 3 348) matmag the Govanmaira plans to improve the 

house ttansfa systmi in England and Wales. This ad in notion emmütsnon which pmpagatad the provuions of the Building Soä iw Bill.. 

23. The Law Soddy hu wgagad in nctauive consultations with sohaitoq, but there has been no dance shown to 6ß the prohibition on foe ahatvtg. 

24. connnt ous basins includes manors audi u omtte. divorce and hngaüon. 

25. Supra Note 16. 

26. Supra Note 21. 

27. Sups Note 16. 

28. Scomsh Home and Halth Deprrnnart The Pracace of the Sofiator Profess on in Scotland A Disasewn Paps, Nov. 1987. 

29. lnvanably, pmfcs anal bodies h-- roles and disaplmaty procedure n- d ng a multitude of f-- reWmg to the- individual profasan, but -p- from these 

bodice show that the use of formal prooedmm to force ramctiona on practice modes was me Thu could be attnburable to the effecovatees of infomml advice pvm by 

these bodies ooupbd with a bw propmsny of practiuonas to atually oontiavaw practice osmcaons. 

30. the ctpLnuaon provided be is that the Mluae ofbrnefit to the per would be better saved and the example used to support this ugunet was m the domain of 

house irnttsfer systas. 

31. The monopolies Comm scare A report on the general effect on the public interest of tam ma cove practices, so far as they prevail in relation to the supply of 

professional semoö. Part I- the Report (Od. 1970, CMND 4463), Put 2- The Appendices (Oct 1970, CMND 4463-[). 

3 2. m oonoept of a Profewon, and die soaahsason grooms surtamding those who are members of a profession, has long beat a prooompauon of aoaologuts and others 

from rduad disaphnes who seek to ecplam soao-aoononuc rosotuoons and phaiomma in soaery. 
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The following can be regarded as an obviously rtaornplde, yet hopefi, gy represenattvvq list of sociologically slanted wnunga, admit in the general am of the professions, of in 
the more specific area of the Legal profassort; 

Abet, RA., TL. L. ga1 PnbuMa V CaBh. ad ad WaM.. 1988. . 
AngwaQ A& Leww P. (ads), T1a S. <MMp of 16a PMa Maa, MaamOan 1981 
EWoC, P, Ti. Sae1. Np d the PM. r. ka.. Maamflan 1972. 
Fradsor4 E, PrdasM" P. w. r. -a 3adP d üi. 1»tiMdmabud« d P. raol Ke. wkd8a Um. aaty of Cbtcsgo Pns,. 1986. 
''(. d) T6. Prabsslea. lad tb. irPrag.. b. Saga 1973 

Zander, M, l. awy. rs aad Ib. Poblk 1sMerwt- a Study d R. strkylºs Pradtlaa. Wddanfidd and Nioolaon 1968. 

.. Lopl 9errka f- trtb Cammime. T-Pie Smith 1978. 

33. The rut o ity to ny out thee fixtaw u is spoafoilly dewed from the kgal prat on bmng ar steed profession. As arch the profaoon to invested with spedfic 

statutory power vie As of Patbatoett that outline the pracuoe of the legal profession. These power we also affected by nde and regulations made by the mmpau ve Law 

Sodet m and the Cound of the Bad Faculty ofAdvomtes. 

34. In Sootbmd, all sotiatom must be members of the Law Son y of Scotland in adc to ccwaae this Handused right to ptamm In Englund and walk, however, aoliatots 

need not be members of the Law Soady but in any cue we AM subject to mks and regulations amovnuig pnvate pnicbm 

3 5. Fors oompr henuve wmmation of the aocialisahon aspects of entry into the profession see Zender, M. (1968), sups Note 32. 

36. The dare of the profasan to n: nam erd-ve by taric9on of manbasý numbas . na enfrnaýg ngoraa adec4on in oft to Msave quibty may be 

duadvantgeous in the respect that it does not guaraNee safety in mimbe s. 

3 7. For an excr 1att dutusmon of issues simamding profemonsl regulshon see Dmgwaf, R. & Faut, P, A Respectable Profe mon? Soaologiosl and Ecmtormc Paspxuva 

on the Regulation of Profaswml Savwcs. Inrwnaiond Renew .f Lar and Ecoaoaict. Vol 7. No. l, June 1993. See also; Shaked, A. & Sutton, J, The Sdf Regulating 

Profasan. Review of Eanoaie Sm&a. Apn11981. VoL48(2), pp. 217-234. 

3 8. See the docussm n of law firm dveromrg in Evans, W. G. & Trebrloodr, M. I. (ads), Lawless ad t 1w PvbHc IntaseA Toronto, Butterworth. 1997. Chapter S. Trebrloock 

M. J. Co npeoove Adveromig. See also. Hudec, AJ & TrebdcOCk M J., Lawyer Advansmg and the Supply of Information in the Marled for Legal Servtoo. Uaivenry of 

Weston Omario Law Review, Vol20 No. 1,1982. 

39. For a duauaron on the relauonshrp of formal. oodifed knowledge to power of indmduals within society, and many other related issues see; Frodson. E. (19861, nrprs 

Nota32. 
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40.11. 
pr. on las be en wbii shady to a 6iu degree of hbedisahon in team years via abolition of sek fees. abolition of tiro oonveyanang monopoly Cm England 

und Wales) and Cna slag Lbarlisahon in advert=4 reskwbona. Details c onoanmg the proposals for massed bbaaliaation in the tubas can be obamed from the following 

somas: 

R. eviav of Govemnoait Legg Saviors/ a report by Sir Robert Andrew, Lod.. HMSO. 1989. 
The Lord Chumd ao Departrnant Legal Savwa -A fiamewont for the Mad presented to padiamau by the Lord High Chanodlor by order of Her Royal 
Majaaty, July 1989. Landon HMSO, 1989. Ca 740. 

The Lord Chancellors Depathomt The Work and Organuahon of the Legal Profs London HMSO, 1989. Cv 570. 

41. An mtaestmg puagd mn be dmvn fiem theory of the laban rtmuged fim whore it is upd that it. di8iadt for mtarudly &.., d W-- . gd f.. 

It apitafi+t oompebbw environmart Ser WigismtoR O. E. The Orgausatiorr of work A Comparabve Institutional Assesnnent Jowrrd . JEunawde B&taPiarP and 

OrjanisaBon, Vd I. pp. 5-I& 

42. This clunge in =phasat towards uwrasmg oomparaon m many aspects of the pTa of the t profession is ev. deu on inspacoon of the details of the aurae 

proposals. The details arc to be obtained from the souroes listed above, supra Note 40. 

43. The analyses of the professions from a Marxist pave ve is one of 3 main paspernves that Atsd. RA, identifies within his book The Lapl Pretesskn In England and 

Waks. " (1988), tsrpra Note 32. in Muds he attempts a oomprcLensive soaology of the professions. The three perspectives he identifies and uhfises are; 1) Webatan. 2) Mannst 

and 3) Strudtual Functionalism with it's roots in Durk-ham. An interesting desatsawn of the legal profession using an analytical framework synthesising all three of these 

pespernves is the preoccupation of Abel in a large part of las book 

44. See; Maýghn. S, Knowledge va Powa, in Stephat. F. H. (ed). Firms. Organization and Labour. St Mamnt Pnst. NY. pp 146-164. 

45. 'Inc nature of the didwtomy beaween competition and ooopaatwe behaviour amongst pmfcmonaia in a regulatory context is examined in Fresdaon, E. (ed) (1973), mpro 

Note 32. See in particular. Fradson, E, Ptofeavons and the Oowpauonal Pnnnple, pp. 19-38; Duuds, A. Kaplan, How Free Should Pmfessmois Be?, pp39-59, Pa=, G, 

Profesmo alism and the lydrvednm4 pp. 39.74. 

46. See, Tteblood4 MI. & Rata, B J., Lioemurem Laws, in Evans, W. G. & Trebdcock. M. L. (198T), supra Note 38. See also; Rhode. D. L. & Hazard, G. C, The Lapel 

Professlse: RespoesibWly and Regubdoe, Foundation Press, 1985. 

47. no is aaetoaliy a Mannst paspecvve of a potatt a1 -npd of the ptacuoe of the profession. A development of this thane and thanes base on altanattve and 

complimentary petspecuvu u obtained above: Abe. R. A. (19881, supra Note 43. 
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48. For s CuG disawwn oCkmw auromding the pub6e intaeat in legai savroes inc Ewrs R. ß. & WOtfsott, AD, CU[ BONO " Who bawSh From maesaad scow to k9ai 

aemeea? in Evans, LG. &Trebiloodc MJ. (ads) (1987), arpre Note 38. See also; Rhode, D. L 3 Hazard G. C. (1965), =pre Note 46. See also; SlaytotL P. &TreWood. MJ., 

The Prdeubru ed Pub& Pelky, Toronto, Faoully of Law, University ofToronto, 1978. See also; Zmda, M., (1978), Jlrprs Note 32.. 

49. h, ramahaul probiaas, prcmoly arcing from defomoa, wW the tw11int impad, hia nn , ems coniUnas' tissue and quality a shaum Adams. has , eau roe 

much anemmm in eoanomia in eat* roi d yen. Notable oomple we as fo0ows; Segla, G, The Eamom m of Information, Jaavaal. 1P. Weil ßc. m q, 1969, 

VoL69, pp. 213-225; Akado4 GA The Market for Canons' Q ality. tkroatamty and the Maske Meduaan, QJ$ August 1970, pp 488.500; Damerz, H, Infamaem and 

Efoiatry : AnotlKt Viewpoutt, Journal .f Lav aa4 Ecuawada, VoL12,1969, pp. 1-22; Galatia, M& Lader, RD, Econewka of Iedaraaetlaa, Mumm Nijhoff; 1981; 

Hudec, Al. & Trdnioodi, MJ, (1982) arpra Note 38.; Krouse, K. C, Brand Name as a Hems to Envy. The RedAmon Case, Soanhsn Ee. mmie low=4 VoL51(2), Oct. 

1984, pp. 495.502. Nelson, P, Infomuoon and Consumer Behaviour. Jaerad . 1Poi&el Lrc~M y 1970, VoL78, pp. 311-329. Rogerson, W. P. Reputaeon and Pmduo 

Qubty. Bea 1«oad of Ecaaaader, Auhmm 1983, Vd14(2), pp. 508.516; Shapiro, C, Commna Information, Product Quality and Seller Reputation. QJ$ VoLXCVIIL 

Nov. 1983, pp. 659.680. 

50. Supplier induced demand ha ben viewed as bang a potentui problem in profeaonal savwa, pa tculnly m view of the Set timt dwm is typiolly a wide gulf of 

utfcrmauon between the dims and the fimt. It has m particular, therefore, become a central feature of wodt done m the field of health eoonamcs. For Arther analysis of SID in 

venous savtoe type settnngs ere Anderson RK , 
House D. & Oanuwrt M. B, A Theory of Physwan Beluvwur with Supplies Induced Demand; Evans. RG, Supplier 

Induced Deaund : Some Empmal Evderwe and Imphatrons. in Evans, W. G and Trdmkodr. M. 1. (ads) (1987) mpa Note 38.; Portman, M. (ad), The Eceomks of Health 

aed Medtol Cana. MaamIlan, 1970; Reinhardt, V. E, The theory of Phystaan Induced Demand : Refacuons after a Decade ism w ojHeaW Eeosamia, VoL4,1985, 

pp. 187-193, (enhtoaal. 

51. jwa Now 37. 

52. See tbapter Onasewon Three, for an ocpIanation of the mtaest gmups and parties to the nexus of eontao of the furn. 

53. 
See, patenon, A, Fanner, L., Stepho% F H. A Love, J. H., Compeohon and the Madre for Legal Setvtoes. Jow al of law and SoaGy. 1988. Vol 15, pp 361-373. See also. 

Love, ). H., Stephen, F. H., Gillandas, D. D. A Paterson, A. A., Spatial Aspects of Deregulation in the Market for Legal Savioa, 1991. 

54. See, Loved aWf1991LiwpraNote53. atp. 10. 
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55. See; Love, 1. H., Stepha4 FH, Gilsndas, D. D. & Pstasott, AA, Dexgulapon and Pnoe Disamuneaon in the Conveyuicoig Muket, 1991. Sae dso; Love, 1. H., 

Stephen, FH, Ca'llandas, D. D. & Pataamt, AA., Testing for Ptme Disamimatwn in the mackrt for Canvryuraig Saviors, LuernaYLwa1 RMew yLaw gssd Eaesr,, ta, 

(ý 

56. Simtl%A., TbS W.. hb. (NIUa. s. 1176. 

57. mpr. Note43. 

58. thus viewpouit appears not moompaable with that ategonsad by Abel (1988) m" Note 43 r bang 'sbudural Rmchonahsr. Social oMv .w also a aonaem of 

DuqwaT introdumon (1983) in D ngwall, RA Lewis, P. (eds4 copra Note 32, who echoed this Dm'temtian paspoobve, viewing the p ofemona na cubilmig device in 

society. 

59. In view of the str igth of the dwaa istim of the pmfesswn, it 3 difficult to antimpaw tlut this dooms&y sommo for professonalmn would become reality. 
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-Chapter Two - 

The Economics of Legal Firms - Theoretical & Empirical Methodology and Description of Sample 
firms: 

- 

Introduction: 

Prior to initially explaining the function of this chapter and proceeding into the chapter itself I feel 
the need to offer some justification for the methodology being situated at such an early point in the 
thesis. Accepting the fact that it is not possible to resolve the 'chicken and egg' dilemma confronting 
all who seek to perform empirical analysis in economics - that being uncertainty surrounding 
whether theory or methodology should be stated first since they both presuppose each others' 
existence -I have preferred here to state methodology first and later detail theory to be used. In 
doing so, this has also been usefully combined with an initial description of the sample firms under 
observation. Hence, the first two sections of Chapter Two outline the theoretical and empirical 
methodology underpinning the thesis. This is followed in section three by a description of the 
sample of firms being observed. 

Section One: Methodology: 

1.1 Why investigate the practice of law firms?: 

It is now apparent from discussion in the preceding chapter of the practical issues surrounding the 
practice of law firms, that the law firm is itself an interesting and complex animal to subject to 

empirical investigation. Theoretical discussion in following chapters will simply reinforce the view 
that the law firm is a worthy subject for economic analysis. 

The reasons for devoting much time to investigating the law firm are twofold. Firstly, the law firm 

provides an ideal organisational setting against which newer organisational theories can be 
discussed. Secondly, there is an increasing reliance on service providing industries (of which legal 

services is one), within the UK at present as the country moves ever closer to becoming a service 
based economy. The implication of this is that increasing numbers of organisations will be forced 

to deal with the particular problems associated with high levels of human capital input, information 

and knowledge in their organisation. This particular feature is apparent upon observing the manner 
in which professions are organised. Organisational culture is a central pivot of the incentive 

structure in place within the professional organisation '. 

1.2 Discussion of law firms within economic theory: 

To date, specific studies of the law firm within economic literature have been confined to a few 
isolated attempts which have gone relatively unnoticed. These specific studies, and their 
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deficiencies, will be the focus of lengthy discussion in following chapters. Several relatively recent 
developments in general economic theory, particularly those associated with the- New Institutional 

paradigm, appear to lend themselves to a more rigorous and complete exposure of the law firm as 
an economic organisation. These recent developments mark a distinct departure from mainstream 
Neoclassical micro theory and involve an interdisciplinary approach typified by the "Carnegie 
School". 

These newer, more permissive frameworks most significantly involve introduction of behavioural 

postulates which introduce far more overt roles for the individual, through behavioural motivation 
and incentive creation within the organisation. A direct implication of this is that by emphasising 
the importance of contractual interaction between individuals, the existence of different 

organisational forms can be rationalised in terms of behavioural responses evoked by the incentive 

schemes embodied in the contractual structure of the organisation, and confronted by those 
individuals who are party to it. 

The applicability of this type of analytical framework is more wide-ranging than Neoclassical 
theory of the firm since; 

1. It actually gives the organisation a role to play and, 

2. It takes greater account of the differing parties within the organisation and the fact that 
their objectives are seldom inter-consistent of consistent with that of the organisation to 

which they belong. 

Greater realism is an important feature these newer theories impart on more conventional micro 
theory, through recognition of motivation and conflict. The implications of newer theories are more 
far reaching since within a traditional Neoclassical view; 

1. Behavioural responses of the individual are singularly constrained to full rational utility 

maximisation, 

2. The role of the organisation is absent where structure is taken as given and, 

3. No account of incentive shaping hierarchical features is taken. 

Hence, the expanded view of organisations aims to facilitate a richer and more satisfactory 
explanation of reasons why industries are organised as they are - something the traditional 
Structure-Conduct-Performance paradigm finds great difficulty in doing. From discussion of these 
newer theories, however, it will become apparent they too suffer from severe limitations arising 
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from the fact that they still tend to explicitly assume or implicitly infer maximising behaviour of 
the individual. This is not strictly consistent with the view of the economic actor as a boundedly 

rational being. 

1.3 Understand the'past before proposing change for the future: 

To examine the implications of any proposed change to a currently existing structure it is necessary 
to, as fully as is possible, attempt to understand why the current structure has arisen. In the context 
of this study it is, therefore, necessary to understand why lawyers practice as they do currently. 
Once this rationale has been established, it will be possible to more correctly base any examination 
or forecast of the implications of any proposed change to current practising arrangements. 

It is anticipated that a survey and integration of recent theoretical developments in organisational 
economics can provide a theoretical rationale for why solicitors practice as they do at present. It is 

too easy to state that the reason they practice as they do is because it is their only legal option - this 

misses the point completely. The theory being employed here will indicate sound reasons why it 

was thought necessary to restrict practising arrangements in the first instance. 

It will be demonstrated theoretically that sole practitioner and partnership forms are rational 
responses to particular problems associated with legal practice. It will also be demonstrated that 
incorporation and mixed professional practice are also rational responses to particular (albeit 
different) institutional problems of legal practice in certain cases. 

1.4 Bridging the gulf between theory and practice: 

Too often in there appears a wide gulf between economic theory and practice, provoking popular 

criticism of unrealistic economic theory. Bridging this gap between theory and practice, however, 

often necessitates employing certain assumptions as to behavioural responses of the individuals in 

the economic system under scrutiny. Theory used within this thesis arguably employs behavioural 

assumptions which are more realistic than those of Neoclassical theory. To this extent at least, the 
'reality gap' may be narrower than would be the case if traditional theory were being used. 

Empirical testing of the newer theories' behavioural assumptions in this thesis will hopefully assist 
in some sense to reduce the width of this gulf by exposing similar instances of behaviour in theory 

and in practice. It will be interesting to see the extent to which behavioural responses of individuals 

in the real life law firm mimic those predicted by theory. At a simple level, observed behaviour will 

either corroborate or refute validity of behavioural assumptions of the theories employed. 
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1.5 The remaining testing problem: 

In economics there remains an unfortunate and ever present burden associated with empirical 
testing. This problem can be characterised as not knowing whether theories are being accepted 
(rejected) because of factors which have been explicitly tested, or if the object under observation is 

operating 'as if the theory was correct (incorrect). For example, a behavioural response predicted 
by theory can be examined empirically for a real life firm. If observed behaviour is consistent with 
predicted behaviour then arguably theory has been corroborated by empirical evidence. 

However, this is problematic as some other reason may be validating that behavioural response. 
The observer is left with the explanation that observed behaviour is consistent with behaviour 

predicted by theory, ie. economic actors are behaving 'as if theory is correct. In these 

circumstances the observer may easily be led to wrongly accept an incorrect but fortunately 

consistent explanation. In such circumstances it is advisable to seek other plausible explanations 
for observed behaviour to determine if they provide a more convincing explanation than that 

offered by the theory being tested. If this is consistently the case then it can be argued that the 

wrong theory is being tested. The filtering process for theory occurs when the observer chooses 
which theory he wishes to test - this choice being most likely based on which one is perceived to be 

most effective and efficient in its application to the situation under investigation. 

Where observed behaviour is inconsistent with predicted behaviour it can be argued that theory has 
been refuted by empirical evidence. The remaining problem_here that some other reason may be 
invalidating that behavioural response and this leaves the conclusion that observed behaviour is 

inconsistent with behaviour predicted by theory, ie. economic actors behave 'as if the theory is 

incorrect. In this circumstance, theory may wrongly be rejected on grounds of an unfortunately 
inconsistent explanation (where the observation is actually correct). In these circumstances the 

observer will tend to search for logical explanations to rationalise why the theory appears to have 

been refuted. Subsequent testing of this theory should incorporate these new circumstances with a 

view to them becoming part of the testable theory should they become a common feature of similar 

empirical studies in future. 

The behavioural assumptions employed in the New Institutional Economics are fairly realistic 
(excepting the assumption of maximising behaviour) so it could be expected that theoretical 

predictions not far removed from observed reality will be offered. Subjecting New Institutional 

theory to empirical testing is in its infancy at present, so empirical work conducted here has little to 
base its structure on. Given this, it may be over-optimistic to expect empirical work being 

conducted here to achieve much more than simply indicating whether observed behaviour is 

consistent or inconsistent with predicted behaviour. 
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1.6 Comparative Institutional Arrangements: 

A New Institutional methodology also calls for a comparison between abilities of alternative 
institutional modes to constrain individual behaviour in such a manner so as to be compatible with 
the organisation's objective. This methodology appears ideally suited to an analysis seeking to 

compare and evaluate alternative practice modes for solicitors. Some attempt will be made to 
forecast the relative merits and disadvantages of each system of organisation in a systematic and 
informed manner. 

1.7 The importance of contracts: 

A strong thread which runs through many newer theoretical contributions in the area of 

organisations is their emphasis on; 

1. Contracts, 
2. Incentives, 
3. Behaviour of the individual and, 
4. The resultant interaction of these factors. 

In the context of the law firm it is possible to integrate many of the concepts from these newer 
theories and expose the law firm as a nexus of contracts. These contracts (written and unwritten) 
largely specify the incentives within the structure of the firm which evoke resultant strategies and 
behavioural responses from the many parties to this nexus of contracts. The theoretical background 

will suggest what these incentives which confront those within the typical law firm can be expected 
to be and what resultant behavioural strategies/ responses could be expected from those individuals 

within the law firm. 

1.8 Symbiosis of theory and empirical information: 

The empirical research conducted will feed a comprehensive examination of the set of suggested 
theoretical incentives and behavioural responses for a sample of real world firms with a view to 
discovering whether the law firm in reality operates along lines indicated by theory. A symbiotic 

analysis will be established where theory and practice feed off each other and coexist. 

After stating its conclusions this thesis will conclude by setting out an agenda for future research. 
It is my hope that the information I have unearthed concerning real world law firms through 

conducting the empirical study will facilitate the future development of a more comprehensive 
model of the law firm for researchers in this area. Additionally, it is hoped that more general issues 
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concerning application of newer theory of the firm will be revealed, simultaneously exposing its 

revealed strengths and weaknesses. 

Theoretical discussion in the following chapters will suggest there to be many important relevant 
characteristics which cause law firms to be organised as they are. Empirical examination of the 
relative importance of these characteristics will be useful in explaining the current structure of law 
firms and will also assist in revealing what the likely effect would be of proposed changes to this 
structure 2. 

1.9 Empirical methodology - The coverage of the empirical study: 

A major difficulty confronted by this thesis is that, as such, there is no existing comprehensive 
model of the law firm which can be tested using the empirical information collected. The absence 
of such a model is perhaps fortunate, however, in the respect that most economic models tend to be 
fairly formal and specific in their predictions as a result of the typically restrictive assumptions 
they employ (for instance, that of fully rational maximisation). 

In this respect the word test' can be challenged as inappropriately describing that which the 
paradigm of newer organisational theories of the firm seeks to achieve. Formal testable models can 
be criticised as unrealistic, but it is perhaps better to question their usefulness rather than realism 
in relation to explaining observed behaviour in the context of the real life firm. 

The theoretical framework prefered for analysis to be conducted in this thesis has not merely been 

chosen at random. It has been selected due to characteristics it has evolved in the relatively short 
period since its initial development. The framework has evolved through a process of intuition, 

common sense, hypothesising, deduction, induction and also through the process of empirical 
corroboration and refutation. Unfortunately, the process of empirical testing in this area of research 
is in its infancy and very little work of this nature has preceded analysis conducted here within this 
thesis. The body of theory chosen to underpin the empirical study, nevertheless, is that which I 
have judged to be the best available at the time, given bounds to my own rationality. 

Comparison of empirical reality with theoretical prediction will expose the strengths and 
weaknesses of the theory chosen, in terms of its power of predicting behaviour which is observed to 
be consistent (and inconsistent) with it. 

1.10 The requirement to make value judgements to choose between theories: 

Where a Popperian falsificationist approach is pursued, it is only possible to refute theories, 
thereby implying that it is never possible to prove their validity '. If observed reality coincides with 
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theoretical prediction, then it can only be claimed that the theory is consistent with reality, not that 
it has been conclusively proved. Reality may be consistent with other alternative or competing 
theories. 

If observed reality is inconsistent with theoretical prediction then it may simply be the case that the 
chosen theory does not hold for the set of circumstances that have been observed °. That theory has 
been falsified by empirical observation. It subsequently falls to the researcher to attempt to explain 
the failure of the chosen theory, or suggest alternative theoretical explanations. This process sets 
the agenda for future research and to that extent, the refutation of theory must be accorded due 
respect as a valid and positive contribution to scientific research. 

Unfortunately, within economics and many other sciences, greater emphasis is placed on positive 
rather than negative results, glossing over the fact that refutation of a theory is arguably just as 
strong a result as corroboration of a theory. This view can be rationalised since refutation is 
definite in its rejection of the theory in relation to the set of circumstances under observation at that 
time. Corroboration of the theory, however, provides the observer with no mechanism to choose 
between that particular theoretical explanation and other valid theoretical explanations of that set 
of circumstances at that time. The mechanism that operates to facilitate choice between competing 
valid theoretical explanations is driven by the value judgement of the researcher. In these 
circumstances the researcher must judge, pre-analysis, which theory/ set of theories, provides what 
he perceives would provide the best explanation from the set of consistent theoretical explanations 
S 

In general, within empirical 'testing' in economics in general (and, therefore, within the specific 
area of industrial organisation) I would argue that analysis seeks to observe empirical situations 
and determine whether the observed patterns of behaviour are consistent with the body of theory 
that sets the agenda/ framework from within which the problem is examined. The process is 
inherently value judgement laden. A value judgement must be made firstly, as to what theoretical 
components will constitute the framework and secondly, which theory consequently provides the 
'best' explanation where observed empirical reality coincides with theoretical prediction. 

1.11 Empirical investigation procedure in economics: 

I argue, therefore, that empirical research in this area should follow the procedure outlined below; 

1. Initial identification of an interesting economic phenomena worthy of research. 
2. Gathering of diverse theoretical inputs to provide a suitable analytical framework from 

within which the interesting economic phenomena can be examined. 
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3. Realisation of specific features suggested by the theoretical framework which should be 
the focus of analysis within the chosen area of research. 
4. Design of an empirical study based on the theoretical framework to abstract 
information/ observations, relating to the theoretical focii of analysis, for the chosen 
sample. - 
5. Comparison of observed behaviour with behaviour predicted by the theoretical 
framework. 
6. Evaluation of the theoretical framework chosen in terms of its ability to be consistent 
with observed facts. 
7. Acceptance of the chosen theory as the best explanation of that which has been observed 
in those areas where empirical observation has coincided with theoretical prediction. 
8. Rejection of the chosen theory as an explanation of what has been observed in those 

areas where empirical observation has been inconsistent with theoretical prediction. 
9. Objective criticism of the chosen framework in terms of its ability and inability to cope 
with the foci of analysis in the chosen area of research. 
10. Setting of an agenda for future research within chosen area of research embodying 
suggestions for areas of development for the theoretical framework used and possible 
theoretical avenues to explore for those areas where empirical observation refuted the 

chosen theoretical framework. 

1.12 The measurement difficulty problem: 

A major problem which is an endemic feature of empirical research in economics is that very often 
many of the relevant and most important 'variables' are incapable of being directly measured or 
observed. In terms of relationships examined from the perspective of newer organisational theory 

of the firm in this, thesis, it is difficult to conceptualise how important factors such as opportunism, 
contractual atmosphere, bounded rationality and the like are to be meaningfully measured or 
observed. 

To a greater or lesser extent, proxies or indicators can be developed and used to circumvent this 

problem. While these are naturally imperfect and wholly subjective, this must be contrasted with 
the less acceptable traditional method of coping with them in theory - assuming they do not exist. 
This solution circumvents any requirement to spend time designing analytical methods to cope with 
them. Omitting them because they are incapable of being measured, or lumping them together in 

some form of residual term simply to keep analysis tidy, undercuts the whole point of analysis. It is 

precisely these types of unquantifiable yet vitally important relationships/ variables economic 
theory seeks to explain. The real world is typically full of these types of immeasurable/ 

unquantifiable relationships. Consequently, to gloss over them is to act in a similar manner to the 
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often quoted drunk man who upon losing his wallet looks for it beneath the nearest lamp-post 
simply because it is brightest there. 

These factors are in themselves general limitations of economic theory and not specifically of 
newer organisational theories of the firm. So long as these limitations of the theoretical framework 
are recognised and made explicit, analysis will be as good as it can be in the circumstances. 
Williamson (1985) has himself recognised limitations of the transactions cost paradigm which 
basically stem from it still being a fairly crude body of theory in early genesis 6. 

These newer theories provide plenty indication as to the type of empirical information/ data should 
be collected and reasons why it should be collected, but fail to provide any guidance as to what 
should be specificallytested' and more importantly and fundamentally, what format testing should 
take. The framework does, however, appear to set the agenda for the collection of qualitative rather 
than quantitative information more in the mould of descriptive narrative. The framework, thereby, 
provides an ideal backdrop against which primary empirical data collected can be transformed into 

useful descriptive analysis of phenomena under investigation. Williamson (1985) appears to 
explicitly endorse a more descriptive/ case study approach, at least in the short-run, when utilising 
the transactions cost framework'. 

Section Two: Questionnaire Methodology: 

2.1 Collection of information: 

The information required for this empirical study was not available from traditional published 
sources and, therefore, reliance on published statistics was simply not an option. Consequently, a 
set of primary information required to be collected directly from firms themselves 8. 

It was decided the most successful manner to gather reliable indepth information for the purposes 
of this study would likely be by interviewing senior partners of a sample of law firms. A postal 
questionnaire was deliberately avoided since these very typically suffer from poor response rates 
and a high incidence of unusable/ incomplete responses if returned. In any case, given the sensitive 
nature of some of the information being requested, it would be unlikely that this information would 
have been forthcoming using either this method or a telephone based interview survey. 

It must be said, however, that initially on commencement of the work for this thesis, the insular 

reputation of the profession did little to inspire confidence, even in the preferred and selected 
interview method of information collection. Fortunately, levels of cooperation I received from the 

profession quickly disproved my initial doubts and the participation rate of firms was overall very 
encouraging. 
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2.2 Providers of sample information: 

The port of entry to the sample firms was chosen to be their senior or managing partners, who it 

was felt would be most likely to have the broadest knowledge -of the firm's operations. These 

persons were initially contacted in writing to seek their cooperation in an indepth interview. After 
this initial contact and replies to this request had been received (or a reasonable time had lapsed 

without response), they were contacted by telephone either to arrange an interview or to attempt to 

encourage them to cooperate in interview. 

By far the majority of persons contacted agreed to an interview without further pressure and all 
participants provided most, if not all, of the information requested. Rare omissions from the 
information requested tended to be due to either of the two following reasons - firstly, the person 
did not have the knowledge/ information to answer and/ or could not access it easily, or secondly, 
the person was unwilling to divulge it for research purposes. 

2.3 The structured questionnaire - provision of a consistent interview framework: 

To preserve consistency between respondents and create structure to interviews, a questionnaire 
was derived from the theory examined which concentrated on those issues which appeared to be 

theoretically and empirically most interesting in the context of legal practice. - 

(i) The structure of the actual questionnaire: 

The questionnaire developed comprises seven sections, each of which contained several questions 

on a particular area of legal practice/ law firm organisation: 

Section One - The Firm 
Section Two - The Client/ Firm Relation 
Section Three - Inside the Firm 
Section Four - Allocation of Clients 
Section Five - Internal Promotion and Firm Growth 
Section Six - The Sharing Bargain 
Section Seven - The Future of the Profession 

Each sample firm was asked all questions from all sections and responses were noted against a set 
of possible answers pre-formulated at the time of initially designing the questionnaire '. The 
formulated answers to each of the questions formed a set of responses which were not mutually 
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exclusive, thereby introducing the possibility of a firm's response to a question to be marked 
against one or more of the pre-formulated answers. 

(ii) The coding procedure of respondents' information: 

The questionnaire was pre-coded in anticipation of entering the respondents' data on the VAX 

mainframe. The final dataset collected was fairly substantial (33 ' firms X 418 maximum 
observations) and it was managed and analyzed using the SPSSx statistical package on mainframe. 
This basic dataset was mostly in binary form, ie. respondents coded 1 (Yes) against those 

responses they mentioned, and 0 (No) against those they did not. The missing values were; 7 (fail 

to ask), 8 (don't know) and 9 (won't say). 

Consequently, it is possible for firms to exist for which certain of the responses should be 1, but 
due to the fact they favoured to mentioned other of the formulated responses, or forgot to mention 
that particular response, the code 0 was be entered against that particular response. Consequently, 

where this has occurred, aggregations across firms for a particular response within a question will 
tend to, if anything, underestimate the strength of truly positive responses to any given question. 

Each possible response to a question possesses a variable name, so for any question there will be 

either one variable name (or a set of variable names) the values of which, in combination, describe 
that firm's response to the question. 

2.4 The basic aims of this empirical study: 

Empirical research conducted here faces a dual task: 

1. Attempting to answer why law firms are organised as they are at present to provide a 

rationale for the current structure. 

2. Based on answers derived above, providing evaluation of what the likely effects (if any) 

would be should any proposed structural change be implemented. 

It is answers to precisely the above questions, and other less significant ones, which this specific 

study aims to provide. Various sections of the thesis reviewed each of the sections of the formal 

questionnaire and stated suggested 'hypotheses' the empirical study set out to test. Much of the data 

collected can be regarded as wholly descriptive, but that in itself should be regarded as extremely 
useful, given the lack of understanding that exists concerning how law firms organise their 

activities. 
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(I) Provision of a rationale for the current structure: 

It is-hoped that empirical research designed to facilitate abstraction of the above information will 
go some way towards fostering an understanding of why the current organisation of law firms has 

evolved as it has. Building upon these foundations, it is far easier to predict consequences of 
proposals aimed at altering the current organisational structure - any forecast will have a firm and 
rational basis. 

(II) Justification of the theoretical method chosen: 

It is hoped empirical results derived from the questionnaire based interviews will reinforce the 
merits of employing a comparative institutional methodology, through concentrating on more recent 
developments in organisational economic theory. Here an attempt was made to compare the 
behaviour observed empirically with the behavioural postulates employed in these approaches to 

reveal consistencies and inconsistencies. 

(III) Evaluation of alternative practice options: 

The study also attempts to explicitly address the pertinent issues of the proposed changes to 
Practising arrangements. To this end, the study collects the views of various members of the legal 

Profession in relation to the proposals. These respondents were practising in different areas of law 

and in different scales of, and types of, organisation - thereby exposing areas where those-involved 
perceive advantageous possibilities and problematic consequences. 

The aim is that greater light will be shed on the potential for new and novel forms of practising 
arrangements. The exposure of potentially problematic areas will create an ideal forum from which 
solutions can be suggested/ discussed and problems hopefully surmounted. 

It is likely that certain types of legal work will be more amenable to certain types of practice mode 

-a factor which proposals fail to discuss in any detail. This study has been conducted in a manner 
such that the goal of transactions cost literature of assigning transactions to governance structures 
in a discriminating manner, is furthered. Certain types of law firm may, therefore, welcome the 
proposals, as they view present arrangements as far too restrictive for the area of work in which 
they specialise. Others may perceive no advantages in alternative practising arrangements. 

(IV) Descriptive analysis and hypothesis testing: 

In analysing the empirical results in following chapters, specific hypotheses suggested by the 
theoretical framework used will be tested so far as this is possible, and a descriptive discourse on 
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the practising arrangements and experience of the sample firms will be presented. The uniqueness 
of each firm precludes very formal testing of the expected relationships and what can be expected 
are generalisations across firms that either offer support to, or refirte, the predictions/ expectations 
of the theory employed. 

The following section of this chapter and latter chapters will systematically analyze the information 

obtained from the sample firms, in each of the areas explored by the questionnaire, and in doing so, 
it is anticipated that two major analyses will be simultaneously developed; 

1. A purely descriptive explanation of the firms interviewed and, 
2. Comparison of empirical reality against theoretically derived hypotheses to check 
applicability and consistency of the chosen theoretical framework. 

The tables within these sections and following chapters are primarily summaries of the responses to 

each of the questions asked in the questionnaire. They indicate the total number of positive 
responses for each of the variables within each question and also additionally group firms together 
into cells (where possible) by shared responses across variables in each question. This should 
provide some indication of the popularity of particular combinations of responses to questions and 
also facilitate identification of patterns of responses across sample firms. 

At all times, due to the diversity or characteristics of sample firms, there has been a conscious 
attempt to avoid forcing firms into categories merely for the sake of 'tidying' analysis. This tidying 

process would simply lose many of the salient features of firms and gloss over the diversity of their 

characteristics. It is precisely this diversity which was one of the major catalysts in provoking 

analysis of legal partnerships in the first instance. 

Section Three: Description of the Sample Firms. 

This section will describe the sample of firms interviewed using qualitative primary information 

derived from Section One of the Questionnaire - The Firm: 

3.1 Abstraction of important differences between firms: 

It is probable that the law firm in reality and in theory will be two quite distinct animals. The firm 

can in reality can and does assume many unique forms depending on a multitude of diverse factors. 

The empirical study will reveal many of these major differences and hopefully reasons for their 

existence. At its simplest level the empirical study must be designed to accommodate two main 
differences between law firms. These are firstly, absolute size and secondly, type of firm. Within 

these groupings, the problems each type of firm faces are very different in nature. 
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Quite clearly different scales of firm are presented with different problems, as are firms who deal 

with small private clients and those who deal mainly with corporate commercial work. The two 

characteristics of size and type could be expected to be related in some instances as certain 
corporate work may require a minimum scale of operations implying a larger organisational scale. 
Private client work is more amenable to being served by firms of varying scales as private client 
work is far less scale dependent. 

The information requested in the first section of the questionnaire is primarily simple details 

relating to the firm such as; location of the main office, number of offices/ branches and numbers 
employed in different categories of the firm's labour. It is intended that this information will 
provide some indication of the scale of the firm in terms of its physical/ geographical spread and 

size of labour inputs. 

Firms are requested to reveal the relative proportions of commercial work and private client work 
which they process and also how they would categorise the firm on a private-commercial work 
continuum. This information is requested with a view to being able to identify two main distinct 

types of firm ie. commercial firms and private firms. It is expected that hybrid/ mixed type firms 

will be common, but it is anticipated that most firms will attempt to lean towards one end of the 

client spectrum. 

(I) Specialisation and fragmentation of firms' offices: 

The organisation of the firms offices, where applicable, is also investigated in terms of how 

specialised and fragmented the firm is. The tendency to fragment the firm into smaller specialist 
departments and/ or offices could be expected to be more common the larger the firm is, given the 

problems which such a move could help overcome will be more pertinent in larger firms. 

(II) The importance of the number of partners of the firm: 

The most meaningful measure of law firm size is undoubtedly the number of partners, whereby the 
following categories will be used within the respondent firms: 1,2,3,4-6,7-9,10-14,15-19, 
20-29,30 or more. It is the intention within the study to investigate any relationship that may exist 
between firm size and firm type. In assessing the theory examined, it could be hypothesised that 

commercial client oriented firms will tend to be larger as they will tend to have to utilise larger 

pools of resources and devote teams of lawyers to this type of work. The premise that commercial 
practice may be more sensitive to minimum scale requirements will be tested so far as it is 

possible. 
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(III) Standardisation in legal services: 

It could be expected that the larger a firm is, the greater may be its use of standard procedures etc. 
to facilitate exploitation of economies of scale. This will be investigated with a view to unearthing 
areas of legal work where economies of scale (and scope) may exist. There is an unavoidable 
problem here of determining the direction of causation. The firm may have become large because it 
introduced and now uses standard procedures etc. and can process many transactions, or it may 
have introduced standard procedures to cope with the number of clients it serves as a result of its 
large scale of operation. In any case, the use of standard procedures may be driven more by work 
type than by firm size. 

The degree to which services are capable of, or incapable of, being standardised could be expected 
to be a significant determinant of whether economies of scale are available or not. This issue, 
though undoubtedly important, will not be directly addressed in this thesis. The issue of economies 
of scope may be more applicable to exposure ' of the potential benefits of mixed professional 
practice and identification of services that may be amenable to such a practice mode on that 
criteria. 

(IV) The firm's method of growth: 

Respondents are finally requested to provide an outline of how the firm has evolved in order to help 

explain how it has reached its present form and achieved its current scale of operations. 

Overall, the information gathered in this section is largely basic and descriptive information which 
will provide a description of the sample firms. A number of intuitive hypotheses (detailed below) 

will, however, be examined and verified or rejected in light of empirical information collected. 

3.2 Basic hypotheses to be tested: 

Hypothesis 1: Larger firms will tend to specialise to a greater degree in commercial 
rather than private client business which will be the specialism of small/ 
medium size firms. 

Hypothesis 2: Larger firms will tend to have greater degrees of specialisation and 
fragmentation within their offices than small/ medium firms whose 
specialisation will tend to be between offices. 

Hypothesis 3: Larger firms can be expected to employ a higher gearing (ie. ratio of 
qualified assistants to partners) than small! medium firms. 
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Hypothesis 4: Larger firms will be more likely to have foreign offices and affiliated 
offices abroad than small/ medium sized firms. 

Hypothesis 5: Larger firms can be expected to have used bolt-ons and headhunting to a 
greater degree than small/ medium sized firms. - 

3.3 Description of sample firms using information from questionnaire section one: 

A total of 33 firms were interviewed for the purposes of the empirical study. The study has a 
natural bias towards larger (>30 partner) firms since larger firms were expected to be a more 
interesting group. The search for large UK law firms results in the sample of firms of this scale all 
being drawn from London (firms of this scale outside London are very rare). Financial constraints 
on the research conducted also constrained the geographical dispersion of the sample. 

(I) Partnership size: 

In this study, the most meaningful measure of scale of the law firm was taken to be number of 
Partners of the firm. Within the scale groups previously outlined sample firms comprised the 
following; 

(TABLE 2.1) 
Iffflfffiffffffiffffffiflfftntfitfe 
' Firm size Number in sample 
iftftltft±It11ttttftfftf1tft1ftfttt- 
'I partner 0 

2 partners 1 
3 partners 0 
4-6 partners 2° 
7-9 partners 1 

° 10-14 partners 2 
15-19 partners 6 
20-29 partners 5 
30 or more partners 16 

, it tflltitftfffififfiffiffffiffftAS 

The sample firms were assigned geographical identities in terms of the location of their main office, 
which was generally where the interview took place. The following describes the geographical 
characteristics of the sample; 
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(II) Location and number of offices/ branches: 

The sample firms fall into the following locations; 
(TABLE 2.2) 
1`I22fIf112222If22T222I22T12f22112t2ffI1YYYYf2f2TTI221Te 
' Location Frequency Percent Cumulative 1 TttIIf12f122YTTIItttttf2TTItttttttt12Ttttlt±tttttttt22& 

Glasgow 11 33.3 33.3 
' Edinburgh 2 6.1 39.4 
' Nottingham 2 6.1 45.5 

Blackpool 1 3.0 48.5 
Greenock 1 3.0 51.5 

' London 15 45.5 97.0 
' USA "13.0 100.0 
i1t2fII2YIYTITItI12T22Y1Y2YYYtttttitt2ttTYtT2Y22Y2YItt" 

33 100.0 
ttt22tttlttfftititffttftttftttttttttltftttt22ttttfttft% 

* Interviewed in London 

The number of offices/ branches of the sample firms were as follows; 

('TABLE 2.3) 
tfflfffffiffffiffffffflififffflffifffifffffffifffffffifffi. 

Number of Offices/ Frequency Percent Cumulative 
" braflffffffnchf., 
ffffffillflffffflffffffffffffffffifffffffffffffff- 

16 18.2 18.2 
2 12 36.1 54.5 
339.1 63.6 ° 

°426.1 69.7 ° 
"51 12.1 81.8 

639.1 90.9 
713.0 93.9 

°813.0 97.0 " 

TfffilfiifffffSTTffffffiffiffffffffTiifffffffififTfiffiffiz 
° 33 100.0 
ýITTTITfiifffffffTTTTSTffififfffiiffifiifffifiiiiiiffiflffý 

(III) Labour inputs within partnerships: 

The sample is initially best viewed as comprising of two sub-samples. These are firstly, large firms 
of greater than 30 partners and, secondly, the remainder of the sample which are small to medium 
size firms. The following table shows the size of the firms, firstly, in terms of partners, secondly, in 
terms of numbers of Qualified Assistants (QAs) and, finally, in terms of employees that are 
combined with partners in each of the sample firms. 
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(TABLE 2.4) 

Eflffflfffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffiffffffffffffff. 
" Firm Number Partners Qual. Assts. Employees- 
iffllfttttltfftttttfffttttttffflfiffittfillllififlfflltttt±fta 
" Firm 1 16 6 102 " 
" Firm 2 18 20 105 
" Firm 3 16 17 125 
" Firm 4 30 45 216 
" Firm 587.45 
" Firm 6 13 6 63 
" Firm 7 18 13 11 
" Firm 842 16 
" Firm 9 25 28 175 
" Firm 10 16 3 84 
" Firm 11 65 30 
" Firm 12 17 20 125 
" Firm 13 22 12 
" Firm 14 27 Missing 200 
" Firm 15 20 12 145 
" Firm 16 20 12 140 
" Firm 17 10 2 35 
" Firm 18 66 121 580 
" Firm 19 38 70 Missing 
" Firm 20 54 58 406 
" Firm 21 57 125 360 
" Firm 22 47 60 320 
" Firm 23 96 180 815 
" Firm 24 114 336 1150 
° Firm 25 29 21 145 
" Firm 26 49 80 320 

Firm 27 48 50 340 
" Firm 28 70 95 350 
° Firm 29 500 Missing Missing 
" Firm 30 43 ` 105 445 
" Firm 31 36 82 271 
" Firm 32 97 300 1250 
" Firm 33 90 254 875 

ifififffffffffiffffffffffffffffffffiffffffflffffffffffffiffff' 
" Mean (Cases) 51.52 (33) 68.94 (31) 304.29 (31)" 
Elffflfffttffttfilffffffiffffiffffilffttllffffflflfiflftff111ý 

(IV) Partnership Gearing: 

In relation to testing Hypothesis 3. in this section, namely that which states that larger firms can be 

expected to employ a higher gearing (ie. ratio of qualified assistants to partners) than small firms, 

the following table is constructed. Partnership gearing is calculated by dividing the number of QAs 

by the number of partners for each firm. 

GEARING = QA / PTR 

From the table below, a simple analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted for the two groups 

of firms (large firms and small firms). Groups were created by selecting firms with greater or fewer 

than 30 partners and assigning a value for dummy variable BIGFIRM of 1 or 0 respectively. 

isifTffiiifffTlffTTIffItfiifii32lTTfiillIfflffifffiftitfffiiff2TifiIiftftff, 
Variable: GEARING by BIGFIRM - Analysis of variance. ° 

:V III: IIItIIltiitltiftlllttttX±IIIIIItITtXIt1IItII±TITIIIiftt1itfiflltlfttiý 
" SOURCE D. F. SUM CF SQUARES MEAN SQUARES F RATIO F PROB 

Between groups 1 11.6248 11.6248 43.3761 0.0000 ° 
° Within groups 29 '. 7720 0.2680 (Sig. 5I) ° 

TOTAL 30 19.3967 ° 
E:: IliiiittitIf: tIIt IIIfttftIIIilI_*ftttIllllii: tititt1t2fttltitftfi±IIItItIIý 
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(TABLE 2.5) 
efffttffffftftttitttfiRtitffftftftffttftftitft±Rfftfifftfffiffffftttlttift» 
° Firm Number Gearing' Firm Number Gearing ' Firm Number Gearing " 
ifftfitttttfftfttttttlmffftttttttttfttttfttifrtettttttttilttttfttftttttttf' 
" Firm 1 0.38 ' Firm 12 1.18 ' Firm 23 1.88 
" Firm 2 1.11 Firm 13 - 1.00 ' Firm 24 2.95 
" Firm 3 1.06 ' Firm 14 (No Data)' Firm 25 0.72 " 
" Firm 4 1.50 ' Firm 15 0.60 ' Firm 26 1.63 
" Firm 5 0.88 ' Firm 16 0.60 ' Firm 27 1.04 
" Firm 6 0.46 Firm 17 0.20 ' Firm 28 1.36 
" Firm 7 0.72 Firm 18 1.83 ' Firm 29 (No Data) 
" Firm 8 0.50 ' Firm 19 1.84 ' Firm 30 2.44 
° Firm 9 1.12 ' Firm 20 1.07 ' Firm 31 2.28 
" Firm 10 0.19 ' Firm 21 2.19 ' Firm 32 3.09 
" Firm 11 0.83 ' Firm 22 1.28 ' Firm 33 2.82 
tttffftfttftttfttfi11fItfttiffttflffttftttffffflfttflttftftlfff11ffffftfff' 

Mean (Caaea) 1.31 (31) 
6ffffftftffffffff[fffflffffffttffffffffflfftfftffttftftffftffffttfftfftfff1 

The sample of large firms (for which BIGFIRM=1), have a statistically significant higher gearing 
than small/ medium firms (for which BIGFIRM=O). This result implicitly rejects the null 
hypothesis that gearing will be similar for the two firm groups, thereby confirming that large firms 
have a statistically significantly higher gearing than small/ medium sized ones in this sample, as 
claimed by Hypothesis 3. 

(V) The proportions of private and commercial business: 

Hypothesis 1. in this section states that larger firms will tend to specialise to a greater degree in 

commercial rather than private client business. In terms of proportions of business transacted for 

commercial or private clients, the two groups of firms are significantly different from each other. 
The analysis of variance (ANOVA) below confirms this to be the case. 

t1f112fffTftifI1f1111111ffiTffffXIIf21f11tT2XXItilfffff21ff1111T1i111111T, 
' GROUP PROP COMMERCIAL BUSINESS PROP PRIVATE BUSINESS 
" Mean Std Dev Cases Mean Std Dev Cases ° 
ttltfltlttfit1±tttIfllIftttffttttITllfItIlt`+lttttftfilittttltt1t1titttfti 
" BIGFIRM-0 47.9412 29.2115 17 52.0588 29.2115 17 
" BIGFIRM-1 93.4000 6.5444 15 6.6000 6.5444 15 ° 
iltffflittftflflfttt111ttItttllltIflfIIItfttIItlttttfillffttttttIIIIItUI" 
" ENTIRE POPULATION 69.2500 31.4796 32 30.7500 31.4796 32 " 
61tlftt1ff11flltlif1T11111ltiltltt1TffttittltlllitllltllllltfllfittifITif, 
51 lttlt2Tftftfttlltttl2121Ittfttlttt113ttttttXttlltfttl22IittftiftlflttttUt. 
" Variable: PROPCOMM by BIOFIRM - Analysis of variance. 
illitftllffttiftttltftt1ti1lItttfilftflfiit1Ilt1TIttfttfftfltflifttiifttfttfz 
" SOURCE D. F. SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARES F RATIO F PROB 
" Between groups 1 16467.4588 16467.4588 34.6622 0.0000 ° 
° Within groups 30 14252.5412 475.0847 (Sig. 51) 
IITIIIIITIiIIIIITftf311TtTTfltIttII1tttItI11IT11TtllilffflIlftfll3TI: f111Itt' 
" TOTAL 30 30720.0000 
61fIIIfftlltIfffit±ttttu111T1flf: IltiIIIII: fIftIlIttIffillIffttliff1llltltti 

The variable PROPPRIV is obviously the mirror image of PROPCOMM and is not reported since 
the analysis of variance would be identical to that of PROPCOMM. The above result confirms the 
hypothesis that larger firms will specialise to a greater degree in commercial rather than private 
client business. 

The following table demonstrates in greater detail the degree of specialisation that occurs within 
the sample firms. 
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(VI) Description of sample firms by type of work in which firm specialises: 

(TABLE 2.6) 
Ettftttftttf1ttttftttttftttftffttftftttflttftftfftttttttflttftffftffttffttffff» 
" Firm No. FULL FULL SPEC SPEC TIED COMM PRIV MOST HOST " 

PRIV COMM COMM PRIV COMM NICH NICH PRIV COMM " 
ttttftfffffftffffftftlfftffftffffftffftftftlfffffffftfftfffffftftttttffffifftfI 
" 2,1,6,7,11,15.16,17, ° 
" 19,28,29 
" (11 firms-33.31) Yes Yes No No No No No No No 
" 22,23,24,26,27 
" (5 Firms-15.2%) No Yes No No No No No No No 
" 3,9,12,18 
" (4 Firms-12.1%) No Yes No No No No No Yes No 
" 1,13 (2 Firms-6.11) No No No No No No No Yes Yes 
" 31,32 (2 Firms-6.1%) No Yes No No No Yes No No No 
" 20,33 (2 Firms-6.11) No Yes No No Yes No No No No 
" 5,10 (2 Firms-6.1%) Yes No No No No No No No Yes 
" 21 (1 Firm-3.0%) No No No No No No No No Yes 
"8 (1 Firm-3.01) No No No No No No Yes No No 
" 11 (1 Firm-3.01) No No No No No Yes Yes No No 
" 30 (1 Firm-3.0%). No Yes No No Yes Yes No No No 
° 25 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes No No 
titlttlftftIfltttrfttffltttttf1ttttttttttftttttttttltttttltfttttttttttttittttt. 
" TOTAL FIRMS 14 26 0035365 
" %age FIRMS 12.2 78.8 100 100 9.1 15.2 9.1 18.2 15.2 
EI1t±±t11ff11f11lft1tI1tfIft±±t1IttttIIIlftIIIt112IflttfffffffffftItltIfftfttt" 

Description of variables: 
FULLPRIV-Full private client service 
FULLCOMM-Full commercial client service 
SPECCOPC4-Specialist commercial client service 
SPECPRIV-Specialist private client service 
TIEDCOMI-Any private client work is tied to commercial clients 
COM4üCH-Commercial niche service 
PRIVNICH-Private niche service 
MOSTPRIV-Most types of private client work undertaken 
MOSTCOMM-Most types of commercial work undertaken 

The striking feature here is the diversity of responses from the firms interviewed regarding what 
type of firm they perceived themselves as being. No firms indicated either that they were specialist 
private or specialist commercial firms. 

A total of 26 firms indicated that they they offered a full range of commercial services and 14 
indicated that they offered a full range of private client services. Of these firms, 12 firms indicated 

that they offered a full service to both private and commercial firms. 5 of the firms described 

themselves as not offering either a full private or commercial service. 

5 of the full service commercial firms attempted no private client work, and 4 indicated that they 

would attempt most types of private client but do not offer the full range of private client services. 

2 firms said that they would attempt most forms of either commercial or private work but would 
not describe themselves as offering a full range of services to either of these client types. 

Of the full service commercial firms, 2 indicated that they would only do private client work for 

commercial clients, mostly as a PR exercise. Another 2 of the full service commercial firms 
indicated that they also specialised in particular niche areas of commercial work. 
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2 full service private client firms in the sample revealed that they would also attempt most types of 
commercial work. The remaining firms uniquely categorised themselves. One indicated that it 

would attempt most, but not all, types of commercial work. Another perceived itself as practising 
in a niche area of private client work and on no accounts did it offer a full service. One of the 

remaining firms viewed itself as concentrating in niche areas of both private and commercial client 
work. Another of the full service fines indicated that within this full service it specialised in niche 
areas of commercial work and additionally any private client work was done only for its 

commercial clients. The final firm saw itself as offering a full service to both private and 
commercial clients but specialising in niche areas in each category. 

(VII) Description of sample firms by organisational structure: 

The following table exposes the differences between the organisational structures across firms in 

the study; 

(TABLE 2.7) 

6ffffffffififfffffffffffififffffffffffffffffffffIffffffffffffffffIfffffttlfffffffffffftf. 
' Firm No. ONE NO VERT GENO SPEC FOR AFF UKG HEAD Pup LOC 
" SPEC DEPTS HORI FFIC OFFI OFF OFF ROUP OFF PET INT 
iffflfftfttttfffft1ftttfttIttttt±ttltttttftftffffftfffftftftfttff±IIttitlttfttttttlftttf" 
° 2,4,9,12,15,16,22 
° (7 Firms-21.41) No No No Yes No No No No No No No ° 
° 23,24,25,26,30,32 ° 
" (6 Firms-18.21) No No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No No No No 
' 18,19,31 ° 
" (3 Firms-9.11) No No No Yes No Yes Yes No No . No No 

1,7 
' (2 Firms-6.1t) No No No Yes No No No No Yes No No 
" 3,8 
' (2 Firms-6.11) No No No Yes No No No No No Yes No 
'5 (1 Firm-3.01) No No No No Yes No No No No No No ° 
" 12 (1 Firm-3.0%) No No No Yes No No No Yes No No No 
" 27 (1 Firm-3.0%) No No No Yes No Yes No No No No No ° 
" 28 (1 Firm-3.01) No No Yes Yes No No No No No No No 
" 20 (1 Firm-3.01) No No Yes Yes No Yes No No No No No ° 
" 29 (1 Firm-3.01) No No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No No No Yes 

33 (1 Firm-3.04) No No Yes Yes No Yes yes yes No Yes No 
" 6,13 
' (2 Firms-6.1%) No Yes No No No No No No No No No 
" 11,14,17 
' (3 Firms-9.1%) Yes No No No No Yes No No No No No 

" 21 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No Yes No No No No No No No No ° 
fflffffffffffffffftffftftffttttttffffffftffffttttffftttttttttttt1f11fttfffffffflftttttIt' 
" TOTAL FIRMS 42 11 26 1 13 11 2231° 
" tags FIRMS 12.2 6.1 33.3 78.8 3.0 39.4 33.3 6.1 6.1 6.1 3.0 
$tttttftxftftftiftftftfttfftffftftttfffttttt±ttfttftttfttftftfffftttx: ttttifffttftfftttt% 

Description of variables: 
ONESPEC-One office with specialised departments 
NODEPTS-One office with no specialised departments 
VERTHORI-Specialised vertical departments and horizontal teams 
GENOFFIC-More than one office with no specialised functions 
SPECOFFI-More than one office with specialised functions 
FOROFF-Offices overseas 
AFFOFF-Affiliated offices overseas 
UKGROUP-UK legal groupings/ joint ventures 
NEADOFF-Difficult work referred to head office 
? UPPET-Puppet offices to gather business/ hold meetings 
:. OCINT-Full local a international partnership 

26 respondents were firms that had more than one office but these offices were not functionally 

specialised between each other. Only 1 firm had more than one office, each with its own specialised 
function, this being its only revealed characteristic. The remaining 6 firms were all one office 
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firms, 4 of whom were split into specialist departments and 2 of whom had no departmental 

specialisation within the firm. 

(VIII) Firms with multiple general function offices - further breakdown: 

Of the 26 firms with more than one general function office, 7 firms disclosed this as the only 
feature of their firm. 6 further disclosed that they also had foreign and affiliated offices abroad, and 
that their general function offices were internally split into specialist vertical departments with fluid 

associations of lawyers between these departments who constituted horizontal teams. 3 of 26 firms 
indicated that they had foreign and affiliated offices abroad. Another 2 firms indicated that they 
had a head office to which difficult work could be referred from general function satellite offices. 2 
firms indicated the existence of puppet offices which were used to gather business or hold meetings 
in. 

The remaining firms all fell into unique classifications. One firm also participated in UK grouping 
arrangements of lawyers/ joint ventures with other law firms10. Another indicated that it had 

foreign offices abroad but no foreign affiliations with other law firms abroad. One firm indicated 

that it also had specialist vertical departments and horizontal teams, with another revealing this 

combined characteristic plus the existence of foreign offices. The next firm indicated the three 

characteristics of the last firm plus the existence of affiliated offices abroad and also that it could 
be described as a full international partnership. The final firm revealed the existence of specialist 
vertical departments and horizontal teams", foreign and affiliated offices abroad, participation in 
UK legal groupings/ joint ventures and also puppet offices. 

(IX) One office firms - further breakdown: 

3 of the 6 single office fines revealed that they had specialist departments and also had foreign 

offices abroad. 2 firms had only one office and this office was not split functionally into specialist 
departments. The final one office fine was characterised by the existence of specialist vertical 
departments and horizontal teams. 

It is apparent from the TABLE 2.7 and from the preceding one, TABLE 2.6, that the law firm is 

typically a very complex organisation. The diversity of methods used to specialise within and 
between offices, expand abroad with foreign offices and affiliated offices, and at home via UK 

groupings/ joint ventures, is an indication of the difficult task faced by theory in any attempt to 

analyze behavioural characteristics of the 'typical' law firm. 
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(X) Degree of specialisation and fragmentation: 

Hypothesis 2. proposes that larger firms will tend to have greater degrees of specialisation and 
fragmentation within their offices than smaller firms whose specialisation will tend to be between 
offices. This hypothesis is, by initial inspection, not as easy to test as those tested previously. 

A oneway analysis of variance was conducted on each of the variables ONESPEC through to 
LOCINT to see if there was any statistically significant difference between the responses to these 
variables for the two groups BIGFIRM=1 and BIGFIRM=O. 

The following variables had significantly different means for the two groups; 
Etfttftftttfftfiftfttftfftftfftfftffffftttftttftftfiffiffiftttttftftttttffffe 
" Variable: VERTHORI by BIGFIRM - Analysis of variance. 
ififfittittftttx1ttttt1IIItttttttttttttttfttttttttttttftfttftfttfttttttttffi- 
" SOURCE D. F. SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARES F RATIO F PROB 
" Between groups 1 2.6422 2.6422 17.4598 0.0002 
" Within groups 31 4.6912 0.1513 (Sig. 5%) ° 
ittffttftfftIItltttfttitftffitttiitfffftftt±tttffittfftftifttfftffifttitftif% 
" TOTAL 32 7.3333 
ttttittttttfItitftftttttfftttfittttittffttttttlttttftittfttttftftttftttttttt, 4 

This indicates that large firms are more likely to have specialised vertical departments with 
horizontal teams than small/ medium firms. Of the firms sampled 10 out of 16 large firms and only 
1 out of 17 small/ medium firms indicated that they were arranged in this manner. This lends 

support to Hypothesis 2. 

tfffffiffffifffffffifffifffffffffiffflffififffffffiffffffffffffififfffffffif. 
" Variable: GENOFFIC by BIGFIRM - Analysis of variance. 
iffiffiflfifitftfiffifffffftffffttfifftifftfttf11±ttttftifffifffififtfiftfff" 
" SOURCE D. F. SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARES F RATIO F PROB ° 
" Between groups 1 0.6953 0.6953 4.4720 0.0426 
" Within groups 31 4.8199 0.1555 (Sig. 5t) 
itIflftiftifffffiiffffiftfltiflfffffiififffffiftffififfifffftiiiffftIftfffif" 
° TOTAL 32 5.5152 
etittitftffffifftiftttt ttttlittttfffflffffitifttfffffttffifffftftfftfifffft; 

The result here confirms that large firms are more likely to have more than one office with no 
functional specialisation between them, than small/ medium firms. 11 of the 17 small/ medium 
firms disclosed this characteristic whereas 15 of the 16 large firms did so. This is indicative of 
greater functional specialisation between offices for small/ medium firms than for large firms. This 

result is supportive of Hypothesis 2. 

We now turn to Hypothesis 4 which predicts that larger firms will be more likely to have foreign 

offices and affiliated offices abroad than small/ medium sized firms. The following analyses of 
variance were conducted; 
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EttffiftfttfiffttttiiffffiffitiffftffiftfifiififtfftfiffiiittftitIttttitflfe 
" Variable: FOROFF by BIGFIRN - Analysis of variance. 
tfitfftfiftfifftffififitttfttfftftttttttttfttftfittfftffftt±ttftfftffffffff, 
" SOURCE D. F. SUH OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARES P RATIO F PROS 
" Between groups 1 3.9376 3.9376 30.9720 0.0000 " 
" Within groups 31 3.9412 0.1271 - (Sig. S%)" 
itfttttiffffflittfftlififtfflffififtftfitffftiffitfiftfftifttftiftfifitffffI 
" TOTAL 32 7.8788 
tt1ttiflfffiffitftftftttftttfffftfiftiffftfftttttttfftfitilffiffttftifttfff% 

The result above is indicative of the tendency that large firms are more likely to have foreign 

offices than small/ medium sized ones. 12 of the 16 large firms had foreign offices whereas only 1 

of the 17 small/ medium sized firms did. This offers support to Hypothesis 4 under examination 
here. 

tttftfitttfifttitfttftttftfttfttftfttttftttffffttfffftftfftttfttttttttttfft. 
' Variable: AFFOFF by BIGFIRM - Analysis of variance. 
ifttffftttfffffftfftfttttfffttttttfttttttftttfttfttttftfftttttfftttftftffttt 
' SOURCE D. F. SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARES F RATIO F PROB 
' Between groups 1 2.6422 2.6422 17.4598 0.0002 
" Within groups 31 4.6912 0.1513 (Sig. 54)" 
ttttfffltttiiitltttttIttfltttttIfftt±tttttfttfffttttttttttftttttf12±IIttftt- 

B22ft2ffftflfflttt1t32 
7.3333 

ttt1ftftftifttffffttftttifftttfttftfflftUt ftfftftttfttý 

In the above analysis of variance it is indicated that large firms are more likely to have affiliated 
offices abroad than small/ medium firms. 10 of the 16 large firms had them whereas only 1 of the 
17 small/ medium sized firms did. This is again supportive of hypothesis 4 

(XI) Description of sample firms by modes of partnership growth: 

The following information was derived from section one of the questionnaire. It relates to the 

manner in which the firms in the sample have grown to date; 

(TABLE 2.8) 
BttttftttfttftftttftttfftitttffffitttttttItftttttttttittiftttttttttttttttttft. 

Firm No. ORGANIC MERGERS NEWFIRM TAKEOVER BOLTS HEADHUNT AGENCIES* 
fttfttfttttttttfftffftittttfttftttttttttftitttttttftitttftttttttttttttttifttt" 

2,4,5,6,7,11,14, 
" 15,16,17,20,27,33 

(13 Firms-39.41) 
3,8,9,12,13,19, 
21,22,24,30,31,32 
(12 Firma-36.41) 
23,28 

yes 

Yes 

US 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

(2 Firms-6.11) yes Yes No No Yes No No " 
10 (1 Firm-3.01) No Yes No No No No No " 

" 18 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No No No No Yes No ° 
" 25 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No No No Yes No No ° 
"1 (1 Firm-3.01i Yes No No Yes No No No ° 
" 26 U Firm-3.01) Yes No Yes No Yes Yes Yes 
" 29 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes No ° 
: IIIIIII±IIIIIII: IIIItItIlI±tIIIitttlllllIIilttlllttXtf±IttttfI±XII: IIIIIIttI' 
" TOTAL FIRNS 32 17 1531 

ö. 1 15.2 9.1 3.0 ' tage FIRMS 97.0 51.5 3.0 
äR222±I: IIIi±IrrttItIIIIIIttIIIII: IIIII::::: IIItIrzUtIt±x±ttttttl::: Il±Itttti 

Description of variables: 
ORGANIC-Orqanic growth 
MERGERS-Mergers 
NEWFIRM-New firm 
TAKEOVER-Takeovers 
BOLTS-Bolt on teams/ firms etc 
HEADHUNT-Partners and staff headhunted 
AGENCIES-Agencies contacting firm to place candidates 
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From TABLE 2.8, it is apparent that all but one of the firms interviewed has been subject to 
historical growth. The one firm that bucked this trend paradoxically has experienced an ever 
increasing client base, but its partner numbers have steadily declined 

. 
Mergers have proved to be 

fairly common, occurring in 17 of the 33 firms in the sample. Bolt-ons, headhunting and takeovers 
in that order were the next most popular growth methods occurring in 5,3, and 2 of the 33 firms 
respectively. In only one firm had agencies successfully contacted the firm and placed new partners 
within that fine. One of the sample firms, albeit one of the larger firms, was also set up fairly 

recently and was thus a relatively new firm. 

With reference to Hypothesis 5, which states that larger firms can be expected to have used 
bolt-ons and headhunting to a greater degree than small/ medium sized firms the appropriate 
analyses of variance were conducted. The variables ORGANIC to AGENCIES were subjected to 
oneway analyses of variance for the two groups BIGFIRM=O and BIGFIRM=1. 

Only one of the variables showed a statistically significant difference between the two groups. The 

variable in question was HEADHUNT and the results are shown below; 

tttftttffitftffittttffttt±ttttttttfftiftittftfftftttttftttttttittftrttttttff: 
" Variable: HEADHUNT by BIGFIRM - Analysis of variance. 
tffftttttffttftrfifitItttifftttttftlttiifltttftttttttttfftfftftittffttftiftt. 
" SOURCE D. F. SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARES F RATIO F PROB 
" Between groups 1 0.2898 0.2898 3.6853 0.0641 
' Within groups 31 2.4375 0.0786 (Sig. 101)- 
ttftffifffittttttfitttf1ttttttfttttt±tttfttrfiftitiftittffitftffitrtfifitftt= 
" TOTAL 32 2.7273 
ttfttttttftttttfitfitftttftffttftttftffffttttttttftffttffffftttttttttrtfftft% 

Headhunting occurred in 3 of the 16 large firms and none of the 17 small/ medium firms and the 
above result is supportive of Hypothesis S. The analysis of variance of BOLTS demonstrated no 
significant difference between bolt-on activity of small/ medium and larger firms. This was the case 
even though it was the case that 4 of the 5 instances of bolt-on activity occurred in large firms. 
This result casts doubts on the validity of the claims of hypothesis 5. 

In summary, evidence supports the headhunting claim of the hypothesis but rejects the bolt-ons 

prediction. It must be said that the numbers of positive responses out of the relatively small sample 
of 33 firms makes the ANOVA analysis particularly sensitive. Thus although the ANOVA results 
are mixed, intuitively the Hypothesis is confirmed by initial inspection of responses of the firms 
two groups of firms in relation to headhunting and bolt-on activity. 

(XII) Standardisation in legal services - use of standard documentation and procedures: 

The following table summarises firms' responses to the question of their uses of standard 
documents, routines and precedents in legal transactions; 
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(TABLE 2.9) 
Ettttfttttiftttittfftttfttfttfiffttffttttttttfttttttttfttfttftflffffftfffftf. 

Firm No. STD ALLT SOME NET FLOWS DEP NOT SPEC INC PUT ° 
" DOC BANS TRAN WORK WORK STD WORK STD STD 
fitffttitttttftftffttfititffifttftftifittfftfftfffittlttiftittfitffttitfttifý 
" 10 (1 Firm-3.0%) No No No No No No No No No Yes 
° 13 (1 Firm-3.0t) No No No No No No Yes Yes No No ° 
" 1.17,26 
° (3 Firms-9.11) Yes Yes No No No No No No No No 
" 5.6,21 
" (3 Firms-9-11) Yes Yes No No No Yes No No No No 
" 24,28,33 
" (3 Firms-9.1t) Yes yes No Yes Yes Yes No No No No ° 
' 23 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes No yes yes No No No No No 

29 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No yes yes 
" 3,1,8,9,11,12 
° (6 Firms-18.21) Yes No Yes No No No No No No No 
" 2,14,18,19,22,30 
" (6 Firms-18.21) Yes No Yes No No Yes No No No No 
" 7,16,27 
" (3 Firms-9.11) Yes No Yes No No Yes No No Yes No 
" 15 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No Yes No No No No No Yes No 
" 31 (1 Firm-3.0I) Yes No Yes No No Yes No No No yes 
" 25 (1 Firm-3.0%) Yes No Yes No No Yes No No Yes Yes 
" 32 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No Yes No No Yes No Yes No No 
" 20 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No Yes Yes No Yes No No Yes yes 
tifffitftfftfftftftffffffittffffttfftfffttfftitiffffttftifftttffttfftftffftf. 
" TOTAL FIRMS 31 11 20 65 20 1275° 
" Page FIRMS 93.9 33.3 60.6 18.2 15.2 60.6 3.0 61 21.2 15. ° 
tttffitftttitftftffffftttftittffififittfffttfftIfffftttffffttfttffttfffifttt% 

Description of variables: 
STDDOC-Standard documentation used 
ALLTRANS-Standard documentation used in all transactions 
SONETRAN-Standard documentation used in some transactions 
NETWORK-Computerised document networking system used 
FLOWS-Flowcharting type procedures in operation 
DEPWORK-Use of standard documentation depends on type of work 
NOTSTD-Cannot use standardised documentation at all 
SPECWORK-Work is too specialised to use standard documentation 

INCSTD-Standardisation is increasing at present 

FUTSTD-Need to introduce greater standardisation in future 

As was anticipated, the utilisation of standard documents and procedures is now relatively 
widespread if the responses of sample firms can be extrapolated to apply to the wider population of 
law firms. In fact, in only 2 firms was there no use of standard documentation. In one of these 
firms it was conceded that more effort would have to be made to do this and the firm admitted that 

there was a genuine need to introduce this in future. In the other firm, the work they did was 

alleged to be too specialised to use standard documentation effectively, thereby precluding the use 

of standard documentation within that firm. 

Standard documentation was therefore used in 31 of the 33 firms, with 11 firms indicating that 

they could use it in all transactions, to a greater or lesser extent, and 20 firms indicating that 

standard documentation could only be a feature of some transactions. 

(XIII) Firms who use standard documentation in all transactions - further breakdown: 

Of the 11 firms in this category, 3 firms revealed no further information and 3 indicated that the 

extent to which they could utilise standard documentation in any transaction was dependent on 
work type. 3 firms also indicated that work type had a similar bearing on the extent to which 
standard documentation could be used as an input but also revealed that they additionally utilised 
flowcharting procedures/ systems to attempt to increase speed and efficiency of transactions by 
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procedural sequencing. I firm added to the characteristics revealed by this last firm the fact that 
they utilised a computerised document networking system. The final firm used a similar document 

networking system, again used flowcharting procedures but indicated that the extent to which they 
could use standard documentation was work type dependent. Additionally, this firm noted that 
standardisation was on the increase at present within the firm and also intimated that there was a 
need to increase standardisation in firture. 

(XIV) Firms who use standard documentation in some transactions - further breakdown: 

6 of these 20 firms revealed no fiuther information regarding their use or otherwise of standard 
documentation. Another 6 firms said their ability to either include (or exclude) the usage of 
standard documentation was dependent on work type. 3 firms also revealed this information but 
indicated that they were increasing their usage of standard documentation at present. 

Another firm revealed only that they were increasing use of standard documentation at present. 1 
firm disclosed that their ability to use (or otherwise) standard documentation was dependent on 
transaction type and also that there was a need to increase standardisation in future. One other firm 

also revealed this exact information but also noted that their use of standard documentation was 
increasing at present. Another firm indicated that its use or non-use of standard documentation was 
dependent on transaction type and often work was too specialised to permit usage of standard 
documentation. The final firm also noted that its ability to use or not use standard documentation 

was dependent on work type, indicated that it used a document networking system and that 

standardisation was increasing at present and finally that there was a need to introduce greater 
standardisation in future. 

It can be concluded from this that firms generally do perceive a need to standardise those elements 

of amenable transactions that are capable of being standardised. The fact that firms are attempting 
to currently increase levels of standardisation and recognise the requirement to introduce greater 
levels in the future is strongly indicative of the advantages, and the necessity, of doing so. Those 

firms who use document networking and procedure flowcharting can be looked upon as the 
forward thinkers, however, such systems are costly both in time and money to set up and 

operationalise effectively. This may require a sufficient scale in order to justify such 

standardisation and benefit from its introduction. The fact that the firms in which these schemes 
have been have introduced are all large, lends support to this view. 
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Chapter Two - Endnotes 

1. Sei (hupt One form indeplh disonaoon of thee string adtunl npecb and mtuaic in the aont«t of law firm orgamsabon. 

2. It mod be noted d. t my . *nie ofr.. mn. l. s implicabau for cendax and pafoanuaa Ham, swamal dumge would thaeiae tad to imply -. d- so of o-wkot 

aM pafamwkoe rapauq wlndi is htdy to pteaptate a faedb. do-loop of li¢t6c awaaal dumga Whilst I do not view the application of traditional static 

structne-aadua-perfoaouroe analysis to bXhMUil ofganwton as the bad way of exambung dynamic problaos of this type, I do concede the uaefuhws of attrmpmw to 

mdastand the rdataruhip bdween the tbroe danads m the vWustry unda observation 

3. For I good ocplwäon of Poppy in Fsbrfiaoausm -w other mehodo og od -poinu w? 

4.13u doer not produde t from aplmung s -ils, Id of eaaunsnnoea in the fine in the pat or from ocplammg other Ids of mamrshrtoa. 

5. 
To ties octact the individual suffers from bounded moaufity in not bang equipped to paoerve the entire m of thaaeoal ecplautiau wdudt are hkdy to preside prediman 

eormvaU with observed anpuKd behamm. 

6. See; WMumsm4 O. E, Ths EaeMh lesttletlsn dCapluWd Free Pras. (1985), Cbspta 13, pp385.406. 

%. Sect W on (1985), srpre Note 6., at p. 391, Whose he iota; 'a between brodth-more obsavanons--snd depth-favor but more rdevent dw-tla needs of 

Uvuworu cost eoonorram at last to the nest tam. are apt to be bettor saved by the Lute. ' 

8. Thee s often a oaioem ntiroeutmtg the quebty of such dare, pubaLcly by ntdrnduals who believe such infamaoon to be mfaior to published sotuom. It is, however, true 

to say that a is not until the stuface s sauthad for many of these publisbed sotuoa, that it bananas apparan that the aofemon methods are no differatt and ca einly no better 

than a well deigned pmnary source engwry. Published dale is not always neoessanly conatstent through lane and can have oaleut limitations that are oftat simply ignored or 

overlooked Any good pwce of anpmcal resort should reoognse and be ansaas of the hnuletioas of the data bang coDaaed regardless of Rs ortgnt. 

9. It must be admitted that due to bounds to my own noonabty, it win not possible to fames all possible eventualities and fortoulate a oomplete ad of possible answers. I Cad. 

nevetthdeas. I suooeasfully provided a comprehensive enough set of possible given that in no instanoa did a fine provide a useful answer that lay outwdh this set of anticipated 

answen. 

10. t. % grwpu, 91/ joint vemm are woaaaoro of la. ryeta m8 netwaü ttut agcee to ooopaate uaccagy *um % wide geognphmd arm for joint berk6t 
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11. Vabd depatnnats am depatnnmb deugnited by kgd speaahty and vend tens ue flmd roans compsing of menbess fiom three depamnma who wodk on span nc 
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-Chapter Three- 

Economics of organisational forms - literature of relevance . 
in understanding 

organisational relationships between lawyers and clients: 

Introduction: 

This chapter will outline the areas of theory and literature which will be used to provide the 
backdrop to examining the client/ firm relationship. This relationship (contract) is the 

cornerstone of the manner in which the legal profession is structured and organised at the 
level of the individual firm (hierarchy), and at the broader level of the overall profession 
(market). It is recalled that Chapter One described the background to the profession, outlining 
its characteristic features and highlighting, in particular, the central importance of the client/ 
firm relationship. In examining this client/ firm relationship further the critical focus is. the 

severe information asymmetry in favour of the law firm. It is precisely how theory attempts 
to deal with information asymmetry such as this which the current chapter will focus upon. 

In focusing upon this information asymmetry between client and firm, it is immediately 

apparent that the relationship and interaction between market (client) and hierarchy (firm) 

requires examination. This chapter will firstly examine how traditional Neoclassical theory 
attempts to cope with an explanation of interaction between firm and market organisation. In 

view of its inability to do so satisfactorily, more recent developments. in theory of 

organisation will subsequently be examined to assess their success in doing so. While 

addressing some of the deficiencies of Neoclassical theory it will become apparent that they 

remain far from being able to cope with explaining many aspects of economic behaviour in 

firms and markets. 

Section One: Critique of Neoclassical Theory of Industrial Organisation. 

1.1 The Explanatory power of Neoclassical Theory. 

Neoclassical theory of the firm is devoid of much explanatory power due to a paradoxical 

amnesia on the part of its founders to actually give the firm a role to play. Neoclassical 

theory is in essence a theory of markets which examines the implications of different 

production and output decisions on the given market structure. In this context, the structure is 

given pre-analysis and the firm has no role beyond that of an interface between product and 
factor markets. Its only other role is as a hanger upon which analytical concepts such as 
isoquants and cost curves are placed as pedagogic devices. This body of theory has little or 
nothing to say about customers/ clients who are, in essence, faceless and relatively 
unimportant individually of even collectively. When Neoclassical theory talks of markets, 
they are not seen as a bodies of customers/ clients but rather as forms of industrial structure 
eg. monopolistic, oligopolistic, monopoly etc. 75 



Traditional theory of the firm is also devoid of hierarchical features of organisations which 
are increasingly becoming the focus of newer strains of micro economic analysis. As a result, 
such theory is becoming increasingly recognised as ill equipped to cope with many of the 
features of current industrial structure. The response has been the introduction of new 
theoretical perspectives into the Neoclassical paradigm'. These newer perspectives are best 

viewed as complementary to, rather than as replacing, existing micro theory. They are an 
attempt to address the paradox that Neoclassical theory of the firm assigns the firm no role, is 

actually more a theory of markets, and makes no explicit link between firm and market 
whatsoever. 

Economic theory in this respect can be observed to have turned full circle since the earlier 
period when economists began to doubt the usefulness of wholly descriptive studies of 
industrial organisation z. The ascending view at that time was to favour more theoretical input 

and abstraction and shift from indepth empiricism, typical of studies carried out by many of 
the economic/ industrial historians of the time. An unfortunate consequence of this shift was 
the attenuation of much of the explanatory power and realism of micro economic theory. 
Recently, it has become increasingly apparent that these self-imposed limitations have been 

compromising economic analyses of industrial organisation and consequently, a more 
permissive methodology has gained wider acceptance. This has had the effect of facilitating a 
more descriptive approach incorporating greater realism through interdisciplinary analysis 3. 

The anticipation here is that economic theory, through emphasis on a more holistic approach, 
will be better equipped to deal with the increasing number of anomalies thrown up by an 
increasingly useless body of Neoclassical theory. 

1.2 Supplementing Neoclassical Theory- the role of newer Theories of Organisation: 

Traditional economic concepts such as specialisation/ division of labour, economies of scale 

and scope, elasticity of demand, the nature of an industry's product (service) and the 
Structure-Conduct-Performance paradigm are by no means redundant in contemporary 

economic theory of organisation. It would be sheer folly to suggest that such cornerstones of 

micro-economics could be rejected wholesale. Recent developments, however, have 

undoubtedly injected greater realism into theory of organisation/ the firm [newer theories are 

more theories of 'organisation' than of the firm' as such since they discuss hierarchical and 
market organisation and recognise the existence of a link between them]. This increased 

realism has been accomplished primarily through the introduction of elements of human 
behaviour and rationality, particularly in the context of decision making processes of 
individual economic actors. One of the most fundamental manifestations of this altered focus 

on the individual within economic systems has resulted in an alternative role for 'Economic 
Man'. More specifically, 'Economic Man's' capacity to be at all times fully rational, clearly 
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has a place in simple economic analysis but it is difficult to argue that he has a role to play 
beyond this pedagogic one when observing and attempting to explain more complex areas of 
economic behaviour °. 

The act of reducing analysis to that which-assumes complete certainty of behaviour for any 
given set of circumstances can be challenged as inappropriate for a social science that seeks 
to explain capricious human behaviour. Progress in micro theory in this direction has been 

made by challenging the assumptions of Neoclassical theory in order to achieve greater 
realism and usefulness. This challenge has involved attempting to incorporate notions of 
uncertainty and other behavioural and organisational features previously alien to theory in the 
Neoclassical tradition and more at home within other social sciences. 

The upshot of this compromise and inclusion of other worthy academic disciplines has been 

that the individual and institution, and firm and market, now have pivotal interacting roles to 

play in theoretical analysis, mirroring their importance in the real economy. This switch in 

emphasis has been effected with a view to reducing the wide, and often criticised, gulf 
between theory and practice in economics. 

1.3 Exit economic man... enter contractual man: 

Within these newer economic theories of industrial organisation, economic man is displaced 
in favour of contractual man, propelling the theme of greater realism and explanatory power. 
Within much of this recently developed theory relating to the organisation of firms and 

markets, there is a continued emphasis on the importance of contracts. This parallels a greater 

recognition of the importance of, and increased reliance upon, contractual relations within the 

real economy and business environment. The analytical framework which examines 

contractual relationships between interacting individuals and firms has evolved from a 

synthesis of the ideas contained primarily in the literatures of Property Rights, Agency Costs 

and Transactions Costs S. These arguably more relevant and useful perspectives are best 

viewed as performing a role complimentary to existing micro theory whereby they foster an 

enhanced understanding of economic behaviour, relationships and organisation. 

The nature of contractual relations that bind individual economic agents together is, therefore, 

a primary focus and preoccupation of newer economic theories of organisation. The 
fundamental concept of choice in economics requires that the individual forms arrangements 
and even agreements (whether formal or informal) with others. The expectation of the 
individual is that such activities will yield gains from trade through specialisation. At the 
extremes such contracts can take place within the firm, in which case the focus is on the 
interior of the firm, or across markets, in which case the focus shifts to the exterior of the 
firm and the market. Many forms of exchange, however, occur in the middle ground between 
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market and hierarchy. 

Chapter One introduced the concept of information deficiency and asymmetry -a concept 
which will be discussed at length in following chapters. The nature, extent and consequences 
of information deficiencies within economic relationships is vitally important. Information (or 
lack of it) as a valuable commodity plays a centre stage role not only in real economic 
activity but also within the newer theories of organisation. Unfortunately, economic theory 
has largely developed to the present day in such a manner that it finds difficulty in coping 
with and conceptualising information and knowledge (even where it is the case that the 

economic problem attempting to be theorised is information/ knowledge based). It is 

essentially information, or a lack of it, that is determinative of transactions costs and, 
therefore, how economic relationships are organised. 

Regardless of how difficult it is to cope with information and knowledge in economic theory, 
it is, nevertheless, a crucial element that should be included within any economic analysis. To 

a great extent, it partially determines the potential costs and benefits of agents entering 

contracts with others. Information and knowledge is not costless to obtain and is a source of 

potential power over others, where its use and abuse performs a major role in economic 
activity. Information and knowledge, to a large extent essentially is economic activity. In the 

absence of a full set of the necessary information, which will typically be the norm in almost 
every situation, the individual faces potentially high search costs to discover all relevant 
information - an activity that is far from costless. 

In the absence of formation of costless agreements, and in situations where new opportunities 

are revealed continuously, the firm can be regarded as a device to reduce the costs of 

achieving coordinated effort whilst sourcing, utilising and managing information and 
knowledge. The firm acts as a mechanism that specifies contracts, setting out and allocating 
bargains in order that individual specialisations can be made compatible and operationalized 
in a manner in which cooperative gains will be the result. Specialisation naturally implies that 
knowledge and information will be fragmented across individuals within the firm. This 

demonstrates the requirement for, and importance of, the existence of the firm as a means of 

efficiently and effectively integrating and coordinating knowledge and information whilst 

simultaneously economising on the bounded rationality of its members. 

The role assigned to the entrepreneurial firm in conventional Neoclassical microeconomics is 

one of a coordinator of factors of production. The motivation for the entrepreneur is assumed 
to be residual or profit maximisation. The resultant analysis typically predicts changes in the 

parameters of the stylised model under the profit maximising assumption, but in reality, the 

modem corporation is fundamentally different and considerably more complex in operation. 
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1.4 Problems with Neoclassical analysis of the firm: 

The central assumption of profit maximisation is challenged to the extent that those in control 
of the operational decisions of the real world firm, ie. the managers, can choose to pursue 
other, perhaps more self-oriented goals. Such managerial discretion is assumed away in 
Neoclassical economics. One of the major critics of rational maximisation based behaviour, 

as posited in Neoclassical theory, is Herbert Simon who, throughout his seminal works, views 
humans as being satisficing rather than maximising beings. He bases this premise on his 
belief that individuals do not possess sufficient information processing abilities or levels of 

rationality which would permit them to process all necessary information in order. to 

purposefully make maximising decisions 6. 

Firms within the real life economy are seldom, if ever, perceived or observed to base many of 

their decisions on relative assessments of marginal costs and benefits, even if these could be 

identified and measured. Amongst many others, Machlup (1967) and Penrose (1959) have 

championed a defence of the Neoclassical model, where Machlup's assertion is that different 

models are applicable to different phenomena'. Hence, Neoclassical theory can be viewed as 

a theory of competitive markets. It is, therefore, assigned no role in observing how firms grow 

and is thus an interface between factor and product markets - essentially no more than a 

collection of isoquants and cost curves. Penrose (1959), on the other hand, chooses to view 
the firm simply as an administrative unit and a collection of productive resources'. 

As many of the proponents of newer theories of the firm perceive it, Neoclassical theory of 

the firm is devoid of interesting and important hierarchical characteristics. It is these typically 
difficult to theorise characteristics that constitute the fabric of the complex modem firm and 
institute many of the difficulties experienced within the real life organisation. As a result, the 

'black box' theory of the firm paradoxically assigns the firm no role to play and chooses to 

neglect to investigate the contents of the interior of the black box'. 

Many of the pre-war economists studied in a descriptive rather than theoretical format, the 

complexity of the organisation of industry. Though comprehensive and useful, these studies 

are criticised by Coase (1972) as devoid of a theory of what determined the observed 

structure of industry 9. Neoclassical theory claims to have a theory of structure but it is in 

fact essentially a price theory where structure is taken as 'a given' and the pricing, output and 

welfare implications of this structure are assessed. 

1.5 The dual importance of firm and market: 

In arguably his most famous and commonly cited work, Coase (1937) introduced the premise 
that firms existed due to attendant costs in using the market mechanism. In this respect, 
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Coase can be perceived to be one of the father figures in development of the contemporary 
theory of transactions costs economics 10. While this perceptive view of Coase did not appear 
to gain wide acceptance within economic circles for many years, this may have been due to 
the fact that many economists overlooked the central message Coase was attempting to 
transmit, namely that markets and firms could be regarded as alternatives. Loasby (1976) 

argues that this oversight essentially occurred due to the ascendancy of the popularity of the 
Neoclassical paradigm at the same time ". Consequently, many economists viewed the paper 
through Neoclassical eyes as a simple maximisation problem, whereby transactions were 
internalised at the margin up until the marginal cost of the last transaction equalled the 

marginal benefit derived from its internalisation. Consequently, Coases' profound insight- 

remained hitherto undeveloped until Oliver Williamson noted the relevance of Coase's work to 
12 a study of market failure and vertical integration he was engaged in at the time . 

A forceful objection to the Structure-Conduct-Performance paradigm is that an ignorance of 
the reasons why current structure has arisen results in the application of any structure 
changing policy to an unknown quantity. This is precisely the deficiency that Coase eluded to 
in relation to historically based descriptive analyses and which Neoclassical theory purported 
could be explained from within its framework. Within Neoclassical theory, however, no 
rational base from which to predict an efficiency outcome is provided. There is also an 
inherent tendency for those of the Neoclassical tradition to view that which exists as optimal 
or that an optimal solution can be obtained in theory for every problem. This is a naturally a 

naively held view as single-exit determinism is not compatible with capricious human 
behaviour. The default, therefore, tends to be that there exists only one solution for managing 

many economic problems. This again is over simplistic since, for instance, there are many 

solutions to the problems of managing the economic problem of opportunism of economic 

agents withim firms and in markets, depending on the specifics of the situation in question. 

1.6 What is 'a firm' ?: 

Coase (1937) views the firm as a 'desirable' collection of vague long term contracts, but 

provides no explicit reason for why he should believe them to be desirable ". Coase does not 

overtly state that he shares the view of Knight (1921) who views the firm as a means of 

reducing risk and uncertainty, 14 although implicitly these two views are not inconsistent if we 

make the realistic assumption that it is desirable to reduce risk and uncertainty and this is the 

purpose of such a collection of long term contracts. 

Machlup's (1967) defence of Neoclassical treatment of the firm, on reflection of the 
Marginalist controversy, views the firm as a mere mental, analytical construct of pedagogic 
value and of use in evaluation of the real world firm ". 
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Hence, economists have long since searched for an answer to the question of what constitutes " 
'a firm', and many have provided their own specific answers to the question. While, from a 
lay-man's viewpoint, this question may appear too simple to ask let alone answer, this 
fundamental question even today continues to preoccupy and grab the attention of many 
working in the field of organisational/ industrial economics. This continual search, thankfully, 
has benefitted recently from increased input from related academic disciplines which have 

encouraged more fruitful analysis and discussion of many of those aspects of the firm which 
were previously outwith the ambit of discussion in Neoclassical orthodoxy. 

In relation to the specific questions to be addressed within this thesis, namely what constitutes 
a law firm and why has it evolved as is observed, diverse theoretical inputs will be 

synthesised to provide plausible answers. To be sure, there are important aspects of 
specialisation and likely economies of scale in certain aspects of the business of the legal 

profession, but its organisation owes as much, if not more, to a multitude of other factors. 
The empirical study conducted within this thesis aims to expose areas in which significant 
specialisation benefits and economies of scale can be captured by the law firm, but also aims 
to disclose other benefits of legal practice in groups within partnership. To observe these 
features, it is necessary to examine the productive process of lawyers and the firms to which 
they belong. In this context, it is necessary to examine the law firm and evaluate many 
dimensions of its behaviour in relation to the highly regulated legal services market. To 
facilitate this it is necessary to step outwith the Neoclassical paradigm and take a more 
complex and holistic view of the organisation. - 

The following section, therefore, represents a brief and by no means complete voyage through 

some recent major and important theoretical developments in the area of industrial 

organisation. These developments are to be viewed as a supplement to Neoclassical theory 

and will be utilised within this thesis to constitute the theoretical framework from which the 
legal profession in general and law firms in particular will be analyzed. 

Section Two: More recent developments in Economic Theory of Organisation. 

Introduction: 

It was revealed in Chapter One that the market for legal services is highly regulated as a 
consequence of notable and fundamental elements of market failure. Above, it became 

apparent that since Neoclassical theory is essentially a price theory which concentrates on 
abstract analysis of perfect and imperfect markets, it would be irrational to attempt an 
analysis of the legal profession in general, and of law firms in particular, based on 
Neoclassical underpinnings. The importance of the governance role assigned to the interior of 
the law firm within the market for legal services, provides strong indication of the necessity of 
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understanding, in-depth, the interior of the law firm and its evolved organisational governance 
of the information asymmetry laden client/ firm relationship. 

2.1 Critique of the importance of Property Rights and Incentives: 

Property Rights theory, associated most closely with the work of Furubotn and Pejovich 
(1972), Alchian and Demsetz (1972) and Becker (1977), involves making some crucial 
changes to the theory of production and exchange of the Neoclassical tradition 16. Within this 
theory, individual economic actors are assumed to play important positive roles thereby 
switching traditional focus away from the organisation and towards the individual. Utility 

maximisation is a core behavioural assumption applied to individuals within the bounds of the 

organisation, wherein more than one pattern of property rights can exist and profit 
maximisation is not deterministic. 

The property rights approach facilitates a detailed analysis of economic behaviour and its 
inter-relationship with institutional arrangements, by observing the consequences of different 

property right assignations on the penalty/ reward system of the organisation. Property rights 
theory permits analysis of the system of property rights and incentives embedded within the 

contractual composition of organisations of differing forms. 

In sharp contrast to the frictionless, zero transactions cost world of Neoclassical orthodoxy, 
transactions costs are now assumed to exist and perform an important function within the 
firm. The firm is characterised as a system of property rights within which formal and 
informal contracts specify the system of property rights and determine the resultant 
distribution of costs and benefits of engaging in individual and joint economic activity within 
the firm. - 

Furubotn and Pejovich (1972) propose two major advantages of the property rights approach 

over the standard Neoclassical approach "; 

1. Externalities can be explained to be a direct consequence of incompletely and 
imprecisely defined property rights. 

2. Non-profit maximising behaviour can now be viewed as a rational choice and is 
furthermore argued to be a consequence of an attenuation of fully and privately held 

property rights. 

Methodologically the property rights approach can still be regarded as embodying firmly 
Neoclassical roots, even accepting its explicit rejection of a strict profit maximising objective. 
The theory is concerned with utility maximisation, under which constraints on such behaviour 
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are more fully and precisely defined. - 

The basic thesis of the approach is that any attenuation of fully and privately held property 
rights results in behaviour that is inconsistent with wealth maximisation. Such non-profit 
maximising behaviour is an anomaly which greatly puzzles Neoclassical orthodoxy. The 

property rights approach attempts to inject greater realism into existing micro theory as a 
complementary facet by recognising motivational forces of the ý individual. It can, by no 
means, be viewed as superseding existing Neoclassical theory. 

Behavioural problems act to constrain the pursuit of utility maximisation by individuals in a 

similar way that profit maximisation is constrained in Neoclassical theory. The link between 

these deviations from maximising behaviour is provided by recognition of the concept of 
limitations on the capacity of humans to be at all times fully rational and possess the ability 

to perceive and process all available information. This bounded rationality concept, of course, 

owes its development to Herbert Simon who ideas have become cornerstones of much of 
to contemporary organisational theory 

An unfortunate and significant deficiency of the property rights approach is its apparent 
inability to provide an explanation for the persistence of certain observed forms of 

attenuations of property rights (in the absence of any legal enforcement) if they are perceived 
as being inefficient. Such inefficiency is a viewed as a consequence of non-maximising 
behaviour. Fortunately the endurance of 'apparently inefficient' systems of property rights is 

capable of explanation, albeit outwith the domain of property rights theory. Refuge in this 
direction is sought within the domain of agency cost and transactions cost theory. 
Nevertheless, the property rights approach significantly highlights the importance of taking 

account of behaviour of individuals within the firm, the importance, and significance of the 

explicit and implicit contracts existing between them, and the importance of the system of 

property rights and incentives which is firmly embedded within the contractual framework of 

the firm. Furthermore, this accentuates the requirement for analysis of the firm to 

accommodate and address these types of issues and move beyond traditional Neoclassical 

orthodoxy. 

2.2 Critique of the Development of Agency Theory from Property Rights Theory: 

The Agency Cost literature, associated most closely with Fama (1980), Fama and Jensen 

(1983) and Jensen and Meckling (1976), builds upon the profound insights drawn from the 
literature of property rights 19. Agency theory can be championed as the last bastion of 
Neoclassical economics to the extent that it performs a synthesis of the property rights 
literature with modem finance theory, wherein it appeals to the efficient capital market to 

constrain non-maximising behaviour. 
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Agency cost theory proposes to demonstrate that certain attenuations of property rights are 
efficient, where agency costs can be regarded as the optimal costs of the divorce of ownership 
from control. The behavioural implications of systems of property rights, specified in the 

contracts existing between the owners and controllers of the firm, are examined in the case of 
differing organisational forms. 

Within the agency theory literature, the capital market is assumed to operate on the basis of 
rational expectations with unbiased estimation on the part of its constituent actors. This 

precludes systematic valuation errors being made in discounting or appreciating the capital 

market valuation of firms. The market is expected to discount/ appreciate the value of the 
firm in accordance with the behaviour of the persons within the firm to whom decision 

making authority has been delegated. 

The principal within the agency relationship is assumed to have a vested interest in 

monitoring the behaviour of those agents with whom he contracts. This activity, while 
deemed to be necessary, is not without its cost in time and resources. Agency theorists argue 
that this monitoring activity is necessary in order to create a situation where the agents 
incentives are broadly aligned with those of the organisation. 

The rational agent is also presumed to perceive it to be in his own interests to incur bonding 

costs to guarantee his performance to the principal. It is argued that this demonstrates to the 

principal that, even though he may stand to gain, the agent will not act in an opportunistic 

manner against the interests of the principal. The anticipation is that both agent and principal 

will yield positive benefits where the combined activities are directed towards maximisation 

of joint gains. 

The agency cost perspective envisages the firm to comprise a nexus of formal and informal 

contracts which are both internal and external to the firm. In assuming this perspective, the 

concept of the firm becomes more encompassing than in restrictive Neoclassical theory. 
Alchian and Demsetz (1972) argue that firms exist due to a desire by individuals to create 

and utilise teams to achieve economic benefits =Ö. This theme is shared by agency theory 

although where Alchian and Demsetz stress 'metering problems' of team production, agency 
theorists prefer to use the terminology of monitoring/ agency problems, although they 
describe essentially the same problem. 

Fama and Jensen (1983) argue that all organisations have an 'agency problem' to solve and 
that this revolves around three main functions of the firm 21: 

1. Decision management - the initiation and implementation of decisions which affect. 
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resource allocation. 
2. Decision control - the ratification of proposals and monitoring of implemented 
decisions. 
3. Residual risk bearing - those agents who bear the risk of variations in stochastic 
flows of net residual income of the firm. 

Different organisational forms can be regarded as reflecting differing combinations of these 
functions, invested in one or more agents of the firm. Fama and Jensen (1983) further propose 
that, it is the incidence of residual risk bearing that is determinative of organisational form '. 

The resulting organisational form is itself viewed as the evolved response to control agency 
problems between the above three interacting functions. 

Agency theory appeals to the functioning of the market for corporate control and the capital 
market to control agency problems associated with misalignment of incentives and non- 
maximising behaviour. It is through this markets process that the performance of managers is 

punished or rewarded accordingly. Poor performance of managers resulting and reflected in 
decreased profits leaves the firm susceptible to takeover, where the firm's share price (capital 

market valuation) will be discounted by the market. A takeover could potentially result in 

management teams being sacked or demoted, thereby personally punishing poor management. 
Poor managerial performance will also result in the value of such managers' services being 
discounted by the market, reducing their personal rewards. 

In the context of the law firm, the external capital market is absent since the partnership is 
internally financed by those who act as combined principal/ agents. It is these individuals who 
themselves act in combination as an internal capital market as they have control of the major 
functions of the firm. This is. achieved by the partnership decision and. screening function 

whereby acceptance or non-acceptance to partnership can be used to punish or reward QAs 

within the firm 23. 

In the case where the law firm became incorporated then it would be likely that the above 
situation would persist. The most likely scenario for incorporation would be where the 

partners became the combined director/ shareholders of the newly incorporated firm. Hence, 

the functions of the firm would be combined within the same set of agents as was perviously 
the case. 

The partners of a law firm can be regarded as the 'ultimate' in shareholders. Unlike in the 

capitalist corporation, where a divorce of ownership from control exists, ownership and 
control functions are invested in the same set of agents. As such, the firm's lawyers, who have 

made considerable investments in personal and collective (firm) human capital assets, are in a 
position to more directly receive the benefits of such investments. The traditional monitoring 
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problem between owners and controllers is superseded by one of a quite different type. In the 
case of partnership, the monitoring/ agency problem is a combination of self monitoring and 
mutual monitoring. 

Hence, in applying the concepts of agency theory to the partnership form- of organisation, 
analysis must acknowledge the combined effect of the external capital market and the market 
for corporate control being absent. Fama and Jensen would argue that, because the external 
capital market is absent, and the primary agents of the firm are decision managers and 
controllers, they will necessarily also assume the role of residual claimants. The lack of the 

aforementioned 'market based' disciplinary mechanisms, introducing great scope for the 

existence of severe agency problems, can be viewed as the crux of the problem the 

partnership is forced to solve in designing the framework which structures its internal 

relationships. 

The conferral of residual claimant status'(strengthening property rights) on authority bearing 

agents can have the paradoxical dual and opposing effect of; 

1. Altering (reducing) the shirking inclination of these agents and, 
2. Enhancing potential rewards to these agents from indulging in deviant behaviour. 

Hence, conferring residual claimant status on agents could be expected to have the following 

combined effect. It could be expected that this would reduce their propensity to shirk, due to- 
lessened attenuation of their property rights, but conversely enhance the value of shirking 

since such behaviour will now have a stronger and more direct benefit to the shirker. 

In the context of the law firm, the partners are the sole residual risk bearers of the 

organisation 2'. This implies that they bear the personal risk of the difference between 

stochastic flows of income and the expenditure of the firm. Fama and Jensen (1983) argue 
that it is the incidence of this residual risk bearing function that is instrumental in determining 

organisational form u. 

2.3 Critique of the Framework of Transactions Cost Theory: 

The transactions cost framework has firm foundations in the earlier work of Coase 26, 

Commons ̀ ' and Simon '. In transactions cost economics, the unit of analysis is the 
transaction rather than the firm or the individual, even though its founder and main advocate 
Oliver Williamson curiously neglects to define exactly what he views as constituting 'a 

transaction' in his analysis. His writing draws heavily on post-war market failure literature, 

associated primarily with Kenneth Arrow, and exploits an permissive inter-disciplinary 

methodology associated with The Carnegie-Mellon School 29. 
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Williamson draws heavily on Simon's concept of 'Bounded Rationality' which forms an 
important cornerstone of much of his transactions cost analysis. This concept describes the 

situation whereby, in relation to the vast amount of information that exists, the capacity of the 
individual to perceive, process and comprehend this information is severely limited 30. 

As has been described above, Neoclassical theory tends to focus almost exclusively on the 

market, and in doing so assumes away most important aspects of the role of the firm. The 

majority of problems/ difficulties typically faced by the firm are encountered in the period 

prior to trading with each other across markets. Consequently, Neoclassical theory is ill 

equipped to cope with many pre-market problems. Such theory is compromised in its ability 
to rationalise reliance on non-market solutions in situations that are anything other than an 

ad-hoc addition to the Neoclassical paradigm. 

Transactions Cost Economics, like Agency Cost Theory, is also perhaps best viewed as 

complementary to, rather than as a replacement for, the existing neoclassical approach. In 

economics there is a requirement to consider how the firm dynamically changes over time, 

and to avoid simple static analysis. In terms of transactions, it may be the case that 

transactions previously governed by a certain mode require governing by some other mode in 

the future. 

(I) Assessing Comparative Contractual Efficiency: 

Williamson (1985) argues that the efficiency of different forms of governance can be 

compared within the comparative capability of his transactions cost framework ". Within the 

transactions cost framework, comparison of the advantages of one form of 
-governance 

structure over another are based solely on aggregate transactions cost differentials. A major 
drawback of this is that such comparisons tend to implicitly ignore the distributional effects 

on agents under different governance arrangements. This distributional effect is largely 

ignored by Williamson throughout his work and can be regarded as a major failing of his 

otherwise comprehensive framework. In addition, because the cost comparisons will tend to 
be in relation to costs that are difficult to quantify, transactions cost comparisons will tend to 

be qualitative rather than quantitative. This is slightly at odds with the manner in which 
Williamson stresses the quasi-mathematical nature of the objective of his analysis, namely the 

constrained minimisation of transactions costs. 

In accordance with agency theory, the importance of contracts is stressed and Williamson 

introduces "contractual man" as a replacement for his economic cousin. In Neoclassical 

analysis the paradigm transaction is 'sharp in-sharp out' by performance, ie. non-complex and 
instantly completed. In reality very few contracts are subject to complete certainty with fully 
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presentiated future contingencies. Williamson, therefore, concentrates on multi-dimensional 
aspects of contracting transactions and introduces a synthesis of the contractual analysis of 
Macneil (1981) 32, and the behavioural assumptions of Simon ", in order to construct the 
transaction cost framework. 

(II) Characteristics of Human Rationality: 

Within this framework, he argues that the resultant combinations of characteristics of 
transactions and behaviour require particular discriminatory mediation. A point that 
Williamson unfortunately neglects to stress is that rationality varies over time for the same 
individual (inter temporal variation), and also between individuals at any one point in time 
(inter-personal variation) as does the degree of opportunism. This is perhaps inadvertently 

subsumed within his concept of 'contractual atmosphere' but Williamson does not expand this 

concept sufficiently to make it a more useful part of his analysis. In essence, the bounds of an 
individual's rationality are constantly changing as a reaction to internal and external stimuli 

and can be regarded as constantly changing with respect to that of others. Williamson's work 
fails to expand sufficiently on the variability of bounded rationality and its consequence for 

decision making and the nature of organisational theory. A more explicit discussion of 

contractual atmosphere by Williamson would have given his framework greater depth and 

perhaps addressed some of these deficiencies. 

Network theorists and Neo-institutionalists are critical of Williamson's work for not being as 
interdisciplinary as he claims it to be and for being firmly Neoclassical in its acceptance of 
the assumption that the most efficient form of institutional arrangement will survive 34. For 

example, Simon's notion of bounded rationality is applied across the board and treated as 

given without an indepth discussion of many of its specific implications for the individual and 

organisation. 

(III) Other Transactions Cost Assumptions: 

Much of Williamson's work focuses firmly on the economics of idiosyncrasies, asset 

specificity or small numbers, as it is these situations that facilitate opportunistic behaviour 

with the greatest ease. Individuals are also assumed to have a behavioural characteristic of 

opportunism whereby they act at all times with 'self-interest and guile'. This major 

assumption is one which does not rest well with sociologists, and casual empiricism often 
suggests that social/ cultural exchange can occur where significant elements of mutual trust 

and reciprocity characterise economic relationships. Williamson tends to subsume these 
'unwieldy to formalise' elements of exchange behaviour within his notion of 'Contractual 
Atmosphere'. Unfortunately, as indicated previously this is a seldom discussed, yet vitally 
important, part of his analysis in view of the fact that it sets the environment from within 
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which certain types of contractual/ exchange behaviour may be constrained or encouraged. 

It is a valid criticism of Williamson's work, and perhaps a conscious omission on his part, 
that he fails to discuss the social efficiency effects of his analysis. This is perhaps due to the 
fact that he views efficient contractual relations as connoting some form of productive 
efficiency. He does not develop how he envisages contractual efficiency translating to social 
efficiency. It is also curious how, if it is accepted that individuals are boundedly rational, 
such individuals could identify, quantify and make a relative assessment of the transactions 

costs surrounding various modes of governing contractual relations. 

Williamson argues that his 'organisational failures framework' can be applied to many sets of 

- circumstances, so long as the problems are of a contractual nature. He views this approach as 

yielding the primary advantage of removing the need to attach ad hoc assumptions to existing 
Neoclassical theory. In using the analytical framework of Neoclassical economics it is often 
the case that such assumptions are necessary in drder that theory can explain that which it 

could not in its pre-altered state. 

Williamson, throughout his analysis, constantly refers to transactions cost minimisation. As a 

consequence, his theory thereby remains firmly entrenched in methodology of a Neoclassical 

tradition. Goldberg, on the other hand, conducts a similar analysis to that of Williamson but 

prefers to emphasise 'contractual difficulties' rather than seek to solve an optimisation 

problem 3s 

Williamson's insistence to transactions cost minimise implicitly affirms the widely held 

Neoclassical belief that there must be an optimal and determinate solution to every problem 

and that single-exit determinism is theoretically applicable. One major inconsistency within 
Williamson's framework is the fact that one the one hand he utilises the concept of bounded 

rationality, which implies satisficing rather than maximising behaviour, and yet on the other 
hand he talks of transactions cost minimisation. Minimisation and maximisation are only 

possible behavioural characteristics where it is possible for individuals to be fully (not 

boundedly) rational and perceive and process all available information correctly. 

(IV) The self-proclaimed advantages of Williamson's Transactions Cost Framework: 

While being far from perfect, this New Institutional approach does, nevertheless, recognise 

and remedy some of the important omissions of standard Neoclassical microeconomics. 
Williamson (1985) argues that its advantages are as follows 36: 

1. More micro analytic. 
2. More self conscious of its behavioural assumptions. 
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3. Introduces and develops the economic significance of asset specificity. 
4. Regards the firm as a governance structure rather than a production function. 
5. Relies on a more comparative institutional analysis. 

Transactions costs can be seen as the economic counterpart to friction in the physical 
sciences. In conventional economics, transactions costs are assumed away rather like friction 
is in simplistic scientific analysis. While scientists soon recognised the need to incorporate 
friction in scientific analysis, many economists are less welcoming in introducing non-zero 
transactions costs, most probably as it messes up their otherwise tidy analysis. The 

assumption of zero transactions costs is perhaps better defended as being analytically 
convenient, rather than criticised as being unrealistic. 

While Williamson proclaims the efficiency advantages of discriminantly assigning particular 
transactions to particular governance structures, it is not made explicit in his work who 

actually performs the discriminatory assignment of transactions to governance modes. As a 

result of his assumption of opportunism, individuals who perform this function are 

consequently likely to bias the chosen modes to appropriate more value from contracts and 
transactions towards themselves. This is likely to be particularly true given the opportunism 
assumption paired with the fact that often it is the case that certain individuals are passive 

within relationships/ organisations. The result is hardly likely to be conducive to truly 

efficient governance of contractual. relations. 

Williamson's analysis tends to focus on one particular exchange relationship/ contract, ceteris 

paribus. It is, however, the case that all transactions/ contracts/ exchanges will be more or 
less interdependent, implying that changing the institutional form of one of the relationships, 

will affect to a greater or lesser extent, all others. Hence, Williamson's failure to recognise the 

dynamic systems nature of these underlying relationships implies that by attempting to 

increase contractual efficiency in one area (reducing transactions costs), any benefits may be 

far outweighed by introduction of greater contractual inefficiencies (increased transactions 

costs) elsewhere in the system. Williamson's analysis overlooks this potential problem and 

offers no comment on this probable situation. 

2.4 Creating an analytical framework by synthesis of elements of these theories: 

From the preceding critiques of the newer property rights, agency costs and transactions costs 

approaches to organisation, it is apparent that while these newer theories do offer significant 
insights in industrial organisation beyond those of Neoclassical orthodoxy, they are, 

nevertheless, far from perfect. They are perhaps best viewed as a good point of origin/ 
departure rather than a theoretical terminus. They are strongly indicative and informative of 
the types of issues theory should address, and should be capable of addressing satisfactorily. 
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An examination of these theories' inherent failings points to directions in which theorists 

should strive to develop them further to improve their collective ability to explain modem 
industrial organisation. 

(I) The importance of individual behaviour in organisation. 

It has been demonstrated through the series of critiques above that the importance of 
ownership is crucial in terms of incentive creation, manipulation of incentives, and 
influencing individual behaviour. This can be traced back to the input of the property rights 

approach. The importance of the alignment of incentives to avoid conflict in behaviour of 
individuals is also apparent, and this notion derives directly from agency theory. The 

importance of the specification of implicit and explicit contracts to influence behaviour in 

various directions is stressed by all of these theories, which share a view of the firm as a 

collection of such contracts. 

(II) The importance of satisficing behaviour and bounds to human rationality: 

The economic agents interacting within any economic system cannot simultaneously 

maximise their maximands (or even all simultaneously engage in successful satisficing 
behaviour) except in the restrictive and highly improbable situation where their objectives are 

exactly aligned inter-personally. At best there can be joint benefits from cooperation and 

exchange. The organisation has to solve the problem of how to organise its interior and 

exterior to manage formal and informal exchange between its constituent economic actors and 

achieve non-zero sum gain within the overall system. In terms of Neoclassical theory an 
interesting anomaly is posed here. Utility maximisation and profit maximisation would appear 

to be assumptions which cannot coexist in the absence of behaviour by agents of the fum 

gaining utility exclusively from the maximisation of firm profits. This is strictly irrational 

behaviour which would conflict with the standard Neoclassical assumption of full rationality 

of economic man. 

Buchanan (1975) saw economics as a science of contract rather than choice, where the 

maximiser is replaced by an arbitrator in order to align incentives and organise conflicting 

aims in a compromise ". In the light of this view of economics, it is difficult to see how 

optimisation can occur for many economic problems given constraints and the existence of 

conflicting agents. This view is consistent with that of Simon and his exposition of human 

rationality and consequent decision making capabilities. 

(IV) The importance of inter-dependency and a systems view of organisation: 

Neoclassical economics assigns no role to asset specificity. In many economic problems, the 
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existence of asset specificity is an important feature and this is a theme constantly stressed by 
Williamson throughout his work. Neoclassical economic theory is ill equipped to deal with 
the problems of asset specificity and as a result cannot explain 'locking in' and 
interdependency in many important economic relationships and organisation 38. Firms within 
markets are very much inter-dependent and not independent of each other and this is another 
aspect which contemporary theory of organisation requires to deal with. 

Thus, some of these important elements have been partially addressed by some of the newer 
theories. To date, however, they remain underdeveloped and theory must develop to address 
and accommodate, in particular, 

1. Inter-temporal and inter-personal variability in individuals' information processing 
and, hence, decision making capabilities, 
2. Recognition of the interdependency and systems nature of much of economic 
activity and organisation, and, 
3. Dynamic and evolutionary processes that constantly alter the efficiency and 
effectiveness of current solutions, require constant selection and adaptation, and force 
the requirement to perceive desirable future directions and implement strategies to 
steer towards them. 

2.5 Strategic Individual Behaviour in Organisations and Networks: 

One significant problem theory of organisation requires to address is that firms are collections 
of individuals each of whom have their own personal objectives which coexist alongside those 

of the firm (some of which will be consistent and others inconsistent with that of the firm). 
Further complexity is introduced into this objective system on recognising that within this 
interacting system of personal and firm objectives, individuals' objectives will not be entirely 
inter-consistent. Furthermore, groups of individuals within the firm (eg. constituting a 
department/ division) will also have objectives either consistent or inconsistent with those of 
the firm, other sub-groups of the firm, other individuals within and outwith the group, and the 
like. It is clear that in understanding the firm as a collection of these agitated individual 

molecules, theory of the firm faces an formidable and unenviable task. 

(I) Uncertainty, risk and human decision making: 

It is, however, not the case that individuals behave in a random manner - only a purposeful 
and capricious one. If humans behaved in a -completely random fashion, it would be 
impossible and a complete waste of time to observe and theorise their behaviour. Hence, for a 
given set of circumstances it is possible to narrow down from all perceived possible 
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behavioural responses, those which are more likely to occur. Faced with problems of 
uncertainty, economists have attempted to conceptualise theoretically, how individuals behave 

within organisations. 

One school of thought would argue that assessments of probability of occurrence of different 
behavioural responses can be used. This technique, popular in areas such as game theory and 
certain theories that attempt to explain risk, suffers from the severe limitation that in order to 
attach probability to the set of possible outcomes, all possible outcomes must be known in 

advance 39. In the area of human behaviour it is unlikely, especially if it is accepted that 
individuals are boundedly rational, that all possibilities can be foreseen. Hence, the 
assignment of probabilities to examine behavioural responses has its problems. 

Individuals do, however, when faced with the choice of behaving in alternative ways (for 
instance when decision making) require to formulate strategies in response to situations they 

perceive themselves to be in within the organisation. As we know from above, analytically, 
Neoclassical economics sets single exit determinism as the default so that behaviour is known 
in advance with complete certainty. In the typical case where behavioural alternatives exist 
and an undefinable and indeterminable range of outcomes could occur (given various 
combinations of strategies that can interact within the organisational setting), single exit 
determinism can be regarded as being analytically very restrictive. The concepts of 
opportunism and the existence of differing degrees of rationality are pivotal within this view. 
It should be - noted here that the use of probabilistic models with multiple defined exit 
solutions are also restrictive to the extent that, by specifying all possible outcomes in 

advance, they too assume away uncertainty 40 

In this context, Williamson's transactions cost analysis would be analytically far stronger if 

he accommodated variability in bounded rationality and opportunism, combined with an 

expanded and more explicit notion of his concept of contractual atmosphere. 

The organisation is essentially a resultant of continuously revised strategies and behavioural 

responses adopted by all who are party to the inter-dependent network of contracts of the 
firm. Utilising such a view of the organisation effectively captures the dynamic qualities of 
intra and inter-firm relations, where the network is part of a wider system of other networks 
which itself is subject to constant change. Differing individual behavioural responses can be 

understood as rational in terms of the levels of rationality, perception and interpretation 

attending particular individuals and resultant strategies adopted by them in relation to these 
characteristics. 

Strategic behavioural responses adopted by an individual in relation to internal and external 
stimuli can be viewed as reflecting many of that individual's revealed characteristics such as; 
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risk aversion, utility preferences, degree of opportunism, goals etc. This view highlights the 
heterogeneity of, and constantly changing dynamic properties of, individuals within any 
organisational system. In this -context, individuals cannot simply be viewed as two 
dimensional beings who exhibit constant and predictable behavioural traits independent of 
time or circumstance. 

The implication of the above is that in order to understand modem, complex systems of 
organisation, what is required is a more descriptive analysis which stresses even more 
strongly the role of individual behaviour within organisations than do newer organisational 
theories, even accepting their more permissive methodology. . 

To this end, it is necessary to go beyond Williamson's inclusion of opportunism to a situation 

where the degrees of opportunism are more explicitly viewed as a characteristic that varies 
between persons, time and circumstances. The analytical focus and unit of analysis to this 

extent will require to switch from emphasising the importance of transactions to emphasize, 
through decomposing the organisation into a system of individuals, the principle components 

of the firm (ie. its individual constituent members). 

(II) The importance of the non-consistency of opportunism and human rationality: 

Williamson's safety net for his assumption of the constant and ever present opportunism 
'characteristic is. his implicit reliance on readers of his theory to apply the concept of 

contractual atmosphere as they see fit to vary the degree of opportunism. This is 

unsatisfactory since in many circumstances only ad-hoc adjustment of the theory will 
facilitate an explanation of the economic problem under scrutiny. 

In certain circumstances contractual atmosphere exclusively provides an explanation for 

observed governance, and the explanation becomes more user driven than founded in the main 
body of his theory. This is particularly true when observing patterns of contractual and 

exchange relationships characterised by complexity/ uncertainty, which appear to have little 

or no formal governance, rely purely on reciprocity and trust, and which would otherwise 

appear to be potentially hazardous from the point of view of opportunism. The transactions 

cost framework, by assuming the existence of opportunism as a default, copes far less 

adequately with situations of cooperation and trust. An alternative framework which 

embodied variability in opportunism and human rationality, along lines to that which is 

discussed above, would go some distance in dealing more satisfactorily with situations of 

cooperation and trust between individuals and firms. 
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2.6 A Comparison between Transactions Cost Theory and Network Theory: 

Network theory purports to address some of the deficiencies of newer theory of organisation 
highlighted above by viewing the organisation as a relational network. Hereby, network 
theory attempts to integrate concepts drawn from nexus of contracts approaches to the 
organisation, with notions of strategic behaviour. This approach can help make more explicit 
some of the notions left to the imagination within Williamson's concept of 'contractual 

atmosphere'. Within a network theory view of organisation, trust is the implicit default 

characteristic for individuals, thus providing an ideal contrast to the opportunism assumption 
of the transactions cost framework. Trust can be regarded as a. very future-oriented concept 
although it is firmly rooted in past interactions and present behaviour, whereas opportunism 
is entirely a present based concept which discounts the value of both future and past 
interactions. 

Different degrees of, and opportunities for, opportunistic behaviour can be viewed as evoking 
different rationally evaluated strategies. In terms of the transactions cost framework its 

attraction lies in its ability to explain the existence and persistence of different forms of 
contractual governance and/ or evolved institutional forms, for different sets of 
circumstances. However, in relation to its ability to explain more complex strategic behaviour 
it is in general weak due to its preoccupation with conditions necessary for stable equilibrium 
and single-exit deterministic solutions (behaviour is assumed to at all times be directed 

towards opportunism, and governance towards protecting transactions from its inevitable 

consequences). 

For a broader and more informative analysis of the multiple behavioural and related 

governance possibilities which face the firm, transactions cost economics must make way for 

network theory which highlights the wider set of possible opportunities and responses which 

confront the future oriented firm, in any set of circumstances. 

(I) Dealing with incompatible individual behaviour in the Transactions Costs framework 

- contractual efficiency implications: 

Within any system of organisation, it has been previously argued that individuals can, and 
often do, pursue goals which are incompatible and conflicting with the overall goal of the 

organisation. Individuals often interact with other individuals and sub-groups of the overall 
organisation in such a way that the individual behavioural responses appear to make little 

reference to overall objectives of the organisation. Williamson overlooks, or at least fails to 
discuss this distributional problem among agents, particularly with reference to his policy of 
discriminately assigning particular governance structures to particular transactions. It may be 

useful here to think of individuals possessing their own behavioural strategies where modes of 
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governance pursued by the firm to govern specific transactions can be viewed as problems of 

strategy coordination. The coordination/ implementation problem is characterised by a 

requirement to formulate and manage. strategies aimed at implementing, desired modes of 

governance, paired with a need to respond to and control strategies aimed at counteracting 
their implementation. 

Any resulting implementation is, therefore, likely to be far more adequately informed of 
reasons why certain individuals are for, or against, certain modes of governing transactions. 
This should address at least some of the distributional concerns, highlighted by but largely 
ignored within the transactions cost framework. To facilitate this the features of the incentive 

structure of the firm require to be made far more explicit and identifiable, and be more 

consciously and carefully designed to avoid sub goal pursuit. 

It would be entirely rational when the mode used to governing a particular transaction 

changed for potential losers to behave to defend their position by attempting to minimise its 

impact and for potential gainers to attempt to maximise its impact. The actual redistributive 
outcome precipitated by change in governance will be some compromise with the losers not 
losing as much as they anticipated and the winners not gaining as much as they anticipated. 
This outcome is likely to differ from that which would have been likely to occur where the 
bargaining process to change governance structures had been based, as Williamson seems to 
indicate it would be, on pure contractual efficiency grounds. 

Williamson's concept of efficiency appears to correlate most closely with productive 

efficiency, with an apparent complete neglect of distributional efficiency effects. In the 

absence of an independent neutral third party who makes and implements the decision 

regarding which transactions to assign to which governance modes, it will almost inevitably 

be the case that any decision will favour the party making the decision. This problem, 
however, even presupposes that boundedly rational agents responsible for assigning 

governance modes to transactions can make rational comparative transactional efficiency 

comparisons. This is highly unlikely, and in this respect, it is arguable that the efficiency 

argument proposed by Williamson, for assigning particular governance structures to 

particular transaction types, become almost irrelevant - the decision is likely to be based not 

on efficiency grounds but on biased subjective comparisons. At best such a decision process 

would become inherently biased. 

Instead of being based on objective efficiency criteria, the decision to assign governance 
modes to transactions will rather tend to be based on which mode of governance appropriates 
the greatest distribution of money and psychic wealth towards those who take the decision. 
The implication of this for the organisation is that the decision process will tend to be 

assigned to those who are at the top levels of the hierarchy. The firm will, consequently, have 
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a natural tendency to evolve in a manner in which the organisation suits those who have 

control over the decision making authority in the firm. This highlights the problem in simply 
assuming that certain observed patterns of evolved contractual relations are efficient. 

(II) Opportunism.. -. -. cause or effect ?: 

Williamson's discriminatory assignment of governance structures to transaction types 
implicitly assumes that the party responsible for doing so is completely impartial and 
indifferent to the resultant redistributional effects any new governance mode. It is precisely 
because of the decision making/ hierarchical bias discussed above that opportunism is likely 

to be a feature of behaviour of the decision making authority in such situations. Williamson 

may have taken on board the opportunism assumption within his framework simply because 

of the natural existence of this bias (which tends to exist as an inherent feature of the modem 

corporation) rather than because it is an ever present and intrinsic feature of individuals. 

In terms of establishing a direction of causation, rather than evolving to cope with and protect 
against opportunism, modes of governance many may have evolved to facilitate the 
institutionalization of opportunism. In this sense opportunism is not a characteristic feature of 
the individual per se, but rather a trait which is picked up from the way in which the firm is 

organised. The winners will systematically tend to be those individuals within the firm who 
have the authority to take decisions and perpetuate their position through opportunism. 

(III) Trust vs. Opportunism: 

While Williamson focuses on potential situations arising from opportunistic behaviour (which 

is viewed as an omnipresent potential hazard in many situations involving human interaction), 

Network theory prefers to stress trust and benefits from cooperation. Consequently, it is far 

less a conflict management approach than Transactions Cost Theory. As a result of trust, 

network theory stresses the role to be played by organisation in the transactional middle 

ground between market and hierarchy (which Williamson says very little about throughout 
his work). Network theory argues that in this middle ground area, may adequate solutions to 

the management of opportunism/ development of trust when contracting may be found. It is 

claimed by Network Theorists that network organisation fits somewhere in between market 
and hierarchy ". 

(IV) Reconciling Bounded Rationality and Boundless Information: 

In the process of selecting strategic behavioural responses, the individual must overcome a 

number of problems. These problems basically all stem from the fundamental problem of the 
individual suffering from bounds to his rationality. Through time, as the individual processes 
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more bits of information and gains knowledge his behaviour will change to reflect the wider 
information set in his domain. This information set and domain will be different for each 
individual within the firm due to differences in-perception levels and interpretive flexibility in 

processing and assessment. Hence, some elements of misinformation and irrelevant 
information will be incorporated in the manner in which individuals choose to behave within 
an organisation. 

The strategic use to which an individual will be able to put information will depend on 
numerous factors including the following: 

1. The extent of the information and knowledge in the individual's domain, 
2. The privacy of that information in relation to others, 
3. -The extent to which the individual can utilise his rationality, perception and 
decision making capacity, 
4. The extent to which that person can issue signals which may lead to incorrect 

strategy formulation on the part of others (eg. 'bluffing' and 'chicken' techniques). 

The individual's resultant ability to deal with complexity, perceive strategies and react to 

them, will be a strong determinant of his success or otherwise within the organisation. 

" In summary, mainstream attempts to introduce strategic " behaviour to analyses of the 

organisation have tended to concentrate on situations of complete certainty, complete 
information sets and fully rational behaviour on the part of individuals. As a result the 
behaviour of the individual is characterised in a broadly similar manner to Neoclassical 

theory by assuming maximising rather than satisficing behaviour of agents. To this extent, 
bar the introduction of the concept of strategic behaviour via game theory, mainstream 

attempts lend very little to theory of the firm in terms of explaining many economic problems 

resulting from behavioural interaction of individuals within and between firms. 

Network theory stresses the importance of both competitive and cooperative relationships 42. 

Its framework further recognises that the ability of the firm to create and sustain cooperative 

agreements can be determinative of its ability to survive within its external (selection) 

competitive environment. 

(V) Between Markets and Hierarchies - Networks and Relational Inter-dependence: 

Thorelli (1986) 43 views networks as existing somewhere between markets and hierarchies, 

which provides an interesting contrast to the view of Coase (1937) 44 who viewed the market 
as an alternative to the firm. These views of organisation, while differing, are broadly 

consistent to the extent that they focus on different aspects of the same problem. 
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The network view stresses that, as a precursor to understanding the firm, one must first refer 
to its relationships with many other firms. As such, the firm must be situated within the wider 
context of its relations with others in the market place. In essence, a nexus of contracts view, 
consistent with theoretical perspectives discussed earlier in this chapter, is applied. In the case 
of network theory, the major difference is that the boundaries of the firm and its organisation 
are explicitly recognised as being wider still. 

Consequently, networks are envisaged to constitute sets of complex arrays of relationships 
between firms. The pivotal role of contractual and informal arrangements/ agreements is to 
facilitate preservation of these relations and the consistency of the network. Within network 
analysis, the role of the firm in relation to competitiveness is to secure a position within the 

network (ie. manipulate it using trust) rather than attack an established system (opportunism 

against other firms). 

This attempt at securing a position within a network is not without attendant costs. This 
implies that to penetrate and subsequently survive within a network the firm must expend 
time and resources. The general outcome is expected to be the sustained health of all firms in 

the network, through mutual recognition of the desirability and advantages of inter- 
dependency of network member firms. 

For the individual firm this implies that a prime motivation of the firm is to attempt to secure 
the best position it can within the network without upsetting the rest of the system. In this 

sense, aggressive penetration aimed at knocking out some of the existing network members is 

short sighted opportunism. Network positioning requires good quality information concerning 
the network and a well reasoned strategy on the part of the positioning firm. Within network 
theory the importance of strategies is clearly evident and this can be regarded as a prime 

motivation for Jarillo (1988) to entitle his article 'Strategic Networks' 45. 

Within any network, firms are only limitedly interdependent since complete mutual 
dependency, in the absence of excessive transaction/ agency costs, may rationally justify, or 

at least suggest, a move towards vertical/ horizontal integration. An important point should be 

made at this juncture, namely that transactions costs can be perceived to significantly affect 

entry to, positioning and re-positioning within, and exit from established networks. 

Relationships developed within the network are vital to the competitive position of network 
firms both with respect to competitiveness of individual firms within the network, and in 

respect to other firms outwith the network. The existence of a strategic network requires the 
inclusion of the "hub-firm" concept. The 'hub-firm' is the firm that instigates initial formation 

of the network and plays a coordinating role by takes positive steps to protect its existence. 
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The role of the hub firm is to preserve the network by taking positive actions to ensure that 

constituent firms continue to perceive congruence of goals in order that non-zero sum benefits 

accrue through cooperation. The role of the hub-firm thus closely parallels that of the head 

office in Williamson's analysis of the M-Form organisation '. 

In terms of applying network theory to the law firm in particular, the sharing bargain can be 

understood in the context of network theory. A correctly designed partnership sharing bargain 

within the law firm, can parallel the role of the hub firm where it has similar goals in its 

attempt to secure pursuit of congruence of goals with a resultant non-zero sum benefits 

between partners. In this case, network organisation is envisaged on a more micro level within 
the firm, as opposed to existing between firms at a more aggregate level. 

Within his transactions costs analysis, Williamson's discussion of modes of transacting 
between market and hierarchy is almost non-existent compared to his lavish analysis of these 

two polar transactional modes. His interpretation of middle ground relationships involving 

mutual orientation/ reciprocity is that bilateral governance will effectively manage such 
transactions. He implicitly views this informal reciprocal relationship as a characteristically 
unstable form of institutionalised transaction. Adopting this view, network organisation, 

which very much mirrors this type of transactional mode, would be characterised as an 

unstable mode of governing transactions. Network theorists are quick, however, to emphasise 
that network relationships are characteristically stable, not unstable.. 

Opportunism can be regarded as the behavioural antithesis of trust and it is lack of trust (or 

potential for opportunism) that can be viewed as being largely determinative of transactions 

costs. It could be thereby implied that network organisation and exchange may possess an 
inherent tendency to be more transactions cost efficient than many other institutionalised 

modes of governing transactions. The stability of the network, resulting from the trust which 
forms its foundations is likely to subsequently feed back to the network reinforcing trust and 

stability in a self-fortifying manner. It could be expected that fewer resources are consumed 
in respect of attempting to safeguard against opportunism in the case of network exchange as 

this thrives on trust and cooperation. 

It is necessary, however, to outline the factors which could be actually create the stability and 
trust alleged to be inherent within network organisation. Firstly, in order that a form of 

organisation initially evolves - thereafter becoming self-sustaining - the twin characteristics of 

effectiveness and efficiency are likely to require to be addressed. In this respect, the 

organisation can be perceived to be 'effective' if it achieves that which it was established to 

achieve. It is 'efficient' if it does so whilst, at the same time, offering inducements to its 

constituent members beyond the level of their inputs to the firm, thereby making it attractive 
to stay rather than exit the organisation.. These two basic conditions, effectiveness and 
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efficiency, are the basic conditions necessary for the existence of network (and any other) 
organisation. 

(VI) How are effectiveness and efficiency fulfilled by organisation?: 

To answer this question it is necessary to focus on the mechanisms through which conditions 
of effectiveness and efficiency are fulfilled within an organisation. The incentive structure of 
the firm comes under close scrutiny in this respect, whereby a well designed incentive 

structure should be aimed at creating an atmosphere of trust, mutual cooperation and 
reciprocity. These conditions can be regarded to be desirable elements of behaviour. which 
counteract expansion in transactional difficulties/ costs associated with collective pursuit of 
economic aims. 

To achieve this desirable 'contractual atmosphere', to borrow Williamson's phrase, individuals 

must acknowledge the mutual interest that exists within exchange relations and the value of 

their continuance over and above short sighted opportunism. This mutual understanding need 
not be made explicit and should be perceived by all relevant parties in exchange through 

release and receipt of appropriate signals/ information. The careful screening and choice of 
individuals who are likely to have similar values is likely to create identity and similar 
motivations that are conducive to the emergence of trust, within the organisation. This 
informal signalling and implicit exchange of trust can be regarded as a much diluted and less 
formal variant of monitoring and bonding activities, emphasised in theory of agency 
relationships. 

There is a strong link here with a central posit of game theory which states that cooperative 

relations are likely to be more conducive to non-zero sum games and competitive ones to zero 

sum games. The implication is that, within the network, cooperation is of the essence in order 
that the firms within the network are poised to compete from a strong position with firms 

outwith that network ". 

Network theory places great emphasis on long term relationships in view of the fact that such 

relationships are more conducive to the development of trust. At the commencement of a 

relationship, the emphasis placed by each party on the desire for the relationship to become 

long term sends out mutual signals of the resultant non-viability of opportunism. As the 

relationship develops, the longevity of the relationship signals its value to those that are party 

to it. To that extent opportunism, which would cause the relationship to cease, would be less 

likely as. 

In the context of multi-disciplinary practice (MDP), the existing situation, whereby 
professions view each other as a threat, could be converted into a situation whereby a 
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network could be established. Cooperation, inter alia, would ensure competitive strength 
against those outwith the network. Here, the strategy would be to create a supportive network 
based on trust between professional sub-units of the network, to exploit the non-zero sum 

game advantages of cooperation. To a certain extent, these informal professional networks 

already exist whereby banks and building societies, solicitors, estate agents, financial 

consultants, accountants etc. all currently feed each other with clients and business, relying 

on reputation and trust based network incentives for stability and reciprocity of exchange. 

Networks are viewed as exhibiting the twin (opposing) characteristics of stability and 
dynamism. They are stable irrespective of their constituents, yet are subject to constant 

change as firms enter, position, reposition and exit 49. Bonds are developed between firms 

within the network in terms of information, knowledge, contracts, technology, human 

characteristics, social norms etc. with the resultant network process being characteristically 
dynamic as firms relative positions and powers change. 

In network theory, the realistic assumption is made that the individual firm does not have 

complete command over all resources necessary for its survival. This recognition of the 

inability to survive individually emphasizes the requirement for firms to cooperate with each 

other and underscores the interdependency/ systems nature of industrial organisation. Some 

firms may actually be subject to quasi control by one or more of firms within a network. 
Firms must be aware of interdependency which exists and behave at all times in a manner 

which is consistent with the continuance of the interdependency. The mechanism for problem 

solving is through the use of 'voice' rather than 'exit' options as this should be more conducive 

to longer term survival 50. 

The result will be the adaptation of relationships in a sequential manner as contingencies arise 

and this should reinforce bonds between firms through increasing inter-dependencies. The 

goal is the creation and sustainment of a mutual orientation in the network. 

Network theory, to a certain extent, addresses one of the major criticisms levelled at 

Williamson's transactions cost framework, namely acceptance of the Neoclassical assumption 

of survival of the most efficient organisational form. Network theory envisages the 

organisational problem as being a constantly shifting dynamic issue, thereby rejecting any 

notion of static optimality in organisational form. Organisations are, thereby, perceived to be 

typically the result of a mix of conscious design, evolution and self-selective/ accidental 
development, whereby it is unlikely that the form of organisation that exists at any given time 

will be optimal in any sense. 

Network theory also goes further than Williamson's behavioural assumption of individuals 

being characteristically opportunistic. It is argued that it is unlikely that individuals will be 
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subject to a constant characteristic of opportunism and that they may actually be just as (or 

even more) likely to exhibit trust as a behavioural trait. The implication, here, is that analysis 
must not adapt either of these characteristics as exclusive behavioural norms but rather view 
behavioural possibilities/ scenarios along a continuum between the two extremes of trust and 
opportunism. Williamson's work does not stress the importance of the consequences of such 
behavioural possibilities/ variations. 

Arguably, the main failing of the transactions cost framework is its emphasis on conditions 
necessary for stable equilibrium. Consequently, the deterministic implications derived from 
its framework -compromise its ability to analyze strategic motivations of the firm and its 
individual constituents. It is this deficiency which network theory may be able to partially 

address. 

Network theory is perhaps most usefully seen as an enrichment of Williamson's characteristic 
of "contractual atmosphere" where network exchange can be viewed to facilitate the creation 
and sustainment of trust. This would at least partially obviate a major cause of transactions 

costs, namely lack of trust, or as Williamson prefers to succinctly label it, 'opportunism'. 

Network mode of exchange/ organisation can be viewed as a device that can economise on 
transaction costs and the bounded rationality of individuals therein. The bounds to 
individuals' rationality are exhausted far more quickly under conditions of opportunism than 

trust. 

The is no explicit definition within network theory as to what constitutes a network. In this 

respect, network theory suffers from a similar problem to transactions cost theory, wherein 
Williamson neglects to provide a precise definition regarding what constitutes a transaction. 
To this extent both theoretical perspectives can be criticised for suffering definitional 

imprecision. From surveying the relatively small literature on network organisation, it can be 

argued that network organisation essentially describes structures of relationships (contractual 

and implicit) between individuals/ firms which are self-sustaining as a consequence of the 
high levels of implicit trust that characterise the atmosphere surrounding them. 

An interesting parallel can be drawn at this juncture between networks and cartels. Both can 
be perceived as having similar goals of insulating its members from the forces of competition. 
They do, however, have differing levels of success in this direction to the extent that networks 

are characteristically stable whereas cartels are typically not due to, for instance, quota 
cheating S'. By drawing this comparison it appears that networks must possess some intrinsic 
feature that prevents individuals cheating on the rest of the network. Networks must possess 
some feature that promotes stability and self-sustainment. It is most likely that this stabilising 
factor is its incentive structure. In network organisation the risk and penalty of being 
discovered acting in an opportunistic manner far outweighs any short term gain that may 
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accrue from doing so. The penalty would be exclusion from any future participation in the 

network. 

Networks could thus be likely to evolve and survive as successful governance modes in 

situations where any dissenting participant would be subjected to substantial personal loss 

consequent on trust breaching behaviour being discovered. The professional partnership, and 
indeed the legal profession as a whole, is clearly a strong example of this, where trust is a 
crucial fine and market characteristic. At the market level, those practising the law have been 

subjected to the continual socialisation and rigorous selection procedures of the profession. At 

the firm level, there is a firm specific socialisation process and rigorous selection procedure 
for initial entry to the firm, and more importantly, entry to profit sharing partnership sz 

In legal partnerships it is often the case that partners are observed to engage in altruistic 
behaviour in respect of their fellow partners. The transactions cost framework finds difficulty 

in explaining altruistic behaviour between actors within exchange relationships as it appears 
irrational and inviting of opportunism. This behaviour is viewed as puzzling as a direct 

consequence of the behavioural assumption that individuals are basically opportunistic. 
Against this assumption, altruistic behaviour is perceived as being irrational. 

In the case of network exchange, it is precisely this type of altruistic behaviour which must be 

present in order for the network to come evolve in the first instance and thereafter become 

self-sustaining. In assessing the applicability of -either a transactions cost or a network 

approach to analysing the organisation, a crucial factor appears to be the nature of the 

expected behaviour of the individuals within the organisation under scrutiny. The extent of 

the expected altruism/ trust or opportunism will shed light on the level of expected 
transactional difficulties. Hence, the behavioural assumptions most closely expected to apply 
to those within the organisation under analysis, will become apparent, indicating which of the 

theoretical approaches would be likely to be most applicable. This will additionally indicate 

the extent to which formal behavioural constraints could be expected to exist within the 

organisation to cope with potential transactions cost enhancing problems of opportunism. 

It could be implied from the above that due to high levels of trust and potential avoidance of 
the requirement to have in place costly (transactions cost reducing) behavioural constraints, 

network exchange is a relatively cost-effective governance mode in appropriate 

circumstances. It is, however, necessary to attempt to identify, and as thoroughly as possible 

quantify, the costs of using networks as a governance mode. These costs will most 

significantly include initial costs of setting up the network, selection/ positioning/ 
repositioning costs, and costs of running the network (including screening, monitoring and 
bonding costs). The distribution of these potentially significant costs between network 
members is also of central importance. 
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Network organisation can clearly exist as a replacement for, or as complement to, market 
exchange. In such organisation, however, there requires to be some controlling function of the 
network and in its absence the network would be likely to operate far less effectively and 
efficiently. The 'hub firm' could perform the function of overall monitor of the network. It is 

not clear, however, whether the hub firm would require to perform this function in order for 

the network to come about in the first instance, or whether this function would simply 
necessarily evolve to ensure that the network was efficient and effective. In the case of the 
legal profession this 'hub-firm' role is played by the relevant Law Societies, in the case of the 

medical profession by the BMA, and by the Royal Pharmaceutical Society in the case of 
Pharmacists S'. These monitoring (hub-firm) institutions exist for the communal benefit of 
network members and also the consuming public. They may, however, perform wholly self- 
interested roles in the maintenance and furtherance of network interests. In the absence of a 
legalised or legitimised overall monitor function to preside impartially over relatively rare 
instances of intra-network conflict, it could be expected less likely that network exchange and 

organisation would occur and survive. 

An interesting question is posed on comparison of network and market organisation. If it 

accepted that the advantages of network organisation proposed by disciples of network theory 

actually exist, why is market organisation the more popular evolved governance mechanism? 
It can be construed by observing relative popularity that market organisation appears to 

outperform network organisation in many sets of circumstances. It is likely, therefore, that in 

order for networks to evolve in the first instance and then become sustainable, a set of 

particular conditions require to be satisfied. It is imperative, therefore, that network theorists 

explicitly identify these conditions and, in addressing organisational issues, reveal the precise 

nature of the types of problems the existence of network organisation seeks to address, and 

what determines their survival and stability. 

2.7 Characteristics of Network Organisation: 

From the literature it can be inferred that the overall aim of network organisation is to foster 

and encourage supportive cooperation between individuals and firms. In order that this 

occurs, members goals and strategies must be seen to be broadly consistent with the overall 

network strategy in order to avoid being ostracized. In this respect, the distinction between 

loose and tight network relations must be investigated. The 'tightness' of a network will be 

dependent on the quantity, quality and the type of interactions in the network paired with the 

relationship between power/ influence and trust existing between members ̀a. 

In any network it is necessary to uncover the flows of information, authority and payments in 

order that network members' strategies can be interpreted. The primary focus of the strategy 
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of a network, and of members strategies within networks, is power. Power can be regarded as 
the ability to influence the decisions and actions of others. In a multi-firm network, the power 
of a firm will be determined by its relative position within the network, and this will have 

consequences for the strategies it can formulate and implement. 

Network members may provide certain services to other network members and members may 
access benefits that are not available to those outwith the network. An example of such 
benefits could be information/ knowledge, which can be a substantial source of power for 
firms over those firms external to the network. This provides network members with an 
individual advantage over non-members and also provides the overall network with a first 

mover advantage over competitors/ other networks. 

Certain forms of behaviour are to be recognised as unviable within networks (eg. plagiarism 
in academia). The threat of exclusion from participation in all firture benefits of the network 

acts as a severe constraint on the viability of such behaviour. The harsh penalty of exclusion 

should avert such behaviour from network members. A paradox of behaviour is apparent here 

since, in order for the opportunism to be of benefit to the wrongdoer, it is likely that it would 
have to be repeated. This repetition, however, would increase the chance of being discovered 

and penalised. Only blatant opportunistic behaviour is likely to be of worthwhile immediate 

gain, but this will almost certainly be discovered immediately and is, therefore, not viable. 
Exclusion from the network is the price to pay here, and this could result in a loss of human 

capital and/ or the value of any bonding effect of capital input to the firm. 

The combination of high entry and exit costs can be seen as a bonding mechanism/ incentive 

to remain in the network. With low entry and exit costs it could be expected that networks 

would be eroded away fairly quickly and indeed these may be a necessary, yet insufficient, 

condition for the existence of a network. 

Networks are most valuably viewed as being multi-layered/ multi-dimensional in the respect 
that they can operate at the level of the individual firm and also, for example, in the case of 
legal services, at the level of the profession. There is, in essence, an overall network which 

contains sub networks in a nested system. 

Networks are likely to be able to cope more adequately than markets, or traditional 
hierarchies, with externalities such as those commonly associated with training and R&D 

expenditure. The high incidence of externalities that attend such activities often result in, for 

example, joint venture agreements/ strategic alliances as a method of attempting to suppress 

at least some of the externalities and gain required complementarity in skills, human capital, 
knowledge etc. To this extent, networks may partially mitigate problems of under-investment 
in activities such as R&D and training, traditionally viewed as pertaining to other 
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organisational modes. 

In a typical market based transaction, faceless buyers and sellers meet and exchange 
contracts with immediate settlement. In a network, however, no immediate payment need be 

received - in fact no payment may be necessary or identifiable in relation to specific 
transactions. There must, however, be an expectation of gain from share in the present value 
of many future benefits and transactions. 

Thorelli (1986) very loosely views a network as consisting of two or more organisations 
involved in long term relationships 55. Within such relationships, payments and benefits are 
generally often unspecified and the transaction is characterised and surrounded by 

reciprocity, high degrees of inclusion and self discipline, recognition of common values! 
beliefs and importance of social/ behavioural norms. 

The repetition of contracts is viewed to be of crucial importance as a concept within the 
newer literatures concerning contracts (eg. transaction and agency cost theory). Their notion 

of repetition, however, does not go far enough and the recognition of two types of repetition 

would appear to be required. In this direction, a distinction between 'horizontal' and 'vertical' 

repetition of contacts is important. 'Horizontal' refers to the repetition of a number of similar 

contracts commencing in the current period and taking place over a period of time in the 
future with the same contracting party. 'Vertical' refers to repetition of a number of different 

contracts in the present period with the same contracting party. 

A network is in no sense a static system since its internal interdependencies change over time. 
Resources are consumed in networks, firstly, in order that the network can survive and attain 
its reason for existence and, secondly, to overcome intra-network friction and conflict and 

attain cooperation se 

The position of the firm within a network is important and Thorelli (1986) 57 argues that this 
depends on the following factors; 

1. The domain of the firm, which Thorelli (1968) 58 identifies as being defined by five 

dimensions; 

(i) product (or service) offered in the environment, 
(ii) clientele served, 
(iii) functions performed (modes of operating), 
(iv) territory, 
(v) time. 
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2. The position of the firm in the network, which is closely related to the relative 
power/ influence it has in relation to others in the network. Power is manifested by a 
differential advantage (short term perceived/ long term real) in one or more of the 
following areas; 

(i) economic base, 
(ii) technology, 
(iii) expertise, 
(iv) trust, 
(v) legitimacy. 

Trust is the central feature of network theory, where it can perform the important role of 
superseding formal contractual relationships. In many instances it can supplement formal 

contractual exchange to promote increased contractual efficiency. Strategic utilisation by a 
firm of its power/ influence is very important. An important feature here is the 
interdependence of firms and their actions. The inclusion of the concept of interdependency 

can be seen to the antithesis of conventional treatment of the atomistic firm within 
Neoclassical theory of competitive markets. 

Thorelli (1986) views the dynamics of network theory emanating from the dynamic process 
he envisages occurring in network organisation 59. This process is characterised by a four 

stage process of entry, positioning, re-positioning and exit. Transactions costs can be viewed 
as affecting the ease with which the stages in this process can occur. 

When a new member enters a network he has to gain position, and this is a function of his 

power and influence. This requires that existing members reposition themselves in the 

network. Their repositioning strategy will be dependent on their reactions to the perceived 

power and trustworthiness of the new member. 

Networks will tend to fail when a buyer becomes his own supplier. Over time, in the absence 
of active and effective network management, Thorelli (1986) argues that it would be likely 

that networks would be subject to natural wastage and tend to disintegrate under the impact 

of entropy 60. 

It could be the case that firms may view networks as viable alternative solutions to many 
strategic problems, including several that have been discussed in Williamson's transactions 
cost framework where various relational exchange solutions have been suggested. 

With reference to network stability, the difference between constructive competition and 
destructive competition is important. For example, in oligopoly there is usually either tacit or 
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overt collusion and this can be argued to be constructive competition. The same may be true 
in network theory where there may be significant degrees of competition between network 
members, but also strong elements of cooperation. 

Network theory can be seen as useful in analysing many areas of industrial organisation' 
where even newer theories such as the those of transactions or agency cost provide inadequate 
insight 61. It also concentrates on the importance of individual behaviour and the importance 

of behavioural norms, trust, social expectations and less visible (yet vitally important) aspects 
of exchange between firms and individuals. Network theory also stresses the dual importance 

of competition and cooperation as interacting and concurrent states that exist within and 
between firms, inside and outside networks and markets. Network theory further highlights 

the importance of efficient cooperative agreements as it results in non-zero sum benefits for 

the participant firms. 

2.8 How can these theories aid understanding of organisation of the legal profession?: 

Within an examination of the practice of the law firm, it is advantageous to employ a nexus 
of contracts view and one which recognises the importance of individual behaviour within the 
firm. This is justifiable in terms of the importance of the elements of market failure in legal 

services, and the expectations of the current structure of the legal profession in addressing 

such market failure problems. The introduction of all important contracting parties in this 

expanded view of the firm, permits a more comprehensive examination of the complete set of 

organisational (interior) and market (exterior) problems. It is only then that an understanding 
of law firm practice may be forthcoming. 

In conceptualising this nexus of contracts view of the firm, it is necessary to draw together 

notions drawn from property rights theory, agency theory and the transactions cost approach 
together with notions of directions in which analysis should be going to overcome some of 
their current deficiencies. In this light, Network Theory and its attempts at circumventing 

some of the criticisms of mainly Transactions Cost Theory, is a useful addition to the body of 
theory required to explain organisation. Although these profess to be differing views of the 

organisation, they do all reach broadly similar conclusions, excepting Network Theory. This 

is hardly surprising given that they all employ similar initial behavioural assumptions and 

merely emphasise the requirement to focus on different aspects of similar problems. The 

strongest thread running through the approaches is the recognition of the importance of 
contracts and the existence of principal - agent relationships with their attendant difficulties. 

Within the study of the law firm, an examination of the nature and causes of potential 
opportunism in two major areas is required. These areas are; 
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1. The exterior of the firm - the market for legal services, where the regulation of the 

market can be seen as a response to constrain opportunism and elements of market 
failure. 

2. The interior of the firm - within the firm itself, where the firm is viewed as a set of 
contracts drawn up to constrain opportunism. 

More specifically, the primary concern of this thesis, in its quest to explore the interior of the 
firm, is the nature of the income sharing bargain between partners. The firm and market 

elements are of course not unrelated since market and hierarchy are at least partially 
determinative of each other in both directions of causation. The interior and exterior of the 
firm are co-determined and co-exist and at the extreme (such as in the 'make-or-buy' decision) 

they are coexisting and alternative methods of governing transactions. Where opportunism is 

absent, or it would appear the potential for opportunism is great relative to the mechanisms in 

place to constrain it, Network Theory and its behavioural assumption of trust 'rather than 

opportunism will aid understanding of the organisation of law firms. 

Within the interior of the firm, the partnership sharing bargain can be viewed as a focal point 
for the interaction of partners strategies and behaviour to the extent that it is this incentive 

structure which essentially creates the signals/ incentives that evoke and shape partner 

strategies. Analysis of this mainstay of partnership organisation will be greatly enhanced 

using the various complementary strands of theory outlined in this chapter. 
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-Chapter Four- 

Important issues relating to organisational relationships between lawyers and clients: 

Introduction: 

Previous chapters of this thesis have made it apparent that a major problem arising in the 

operation and organisation of the legal profession is the imbalance of power which exists 
between the profession and those members of society who consume its services. This 

asymmetry in power vastly favours the profession and is a prime motivation in regulating the 

profession in order that attempts to abuse this power are pre-empted. At a more micro level 

this imbalance of power is mirrored in the typical client/ lawyer relationship. This chapter 

seeks to disclose the true nature of this relationship and discuss some of the implications and 

problems of supplying professional legal services to consumers in the presence of extreme 
information asymmetry. 

Section One: The Nature of Legal Business and the Lawyer/ Client Relationship. 

1.1 The nature of legal business...... creation of an agency relationship: 

The nature of legal business is such-that for the vast majority of consumers it could be 

expected that they will fairly infrequently require the services of a lawyer. Consequently, 

after initial contact has been made with a lawyer, the client will typically regard the chosen 
lawyer as being his/ her lawyer. When the requirement to use a lawyer in future should arise, 

a client will tend to return to the initial lawyer, and this will hold true even where the period 
between initial contact and any subsequent requirement for legal services is a lengthy (even 

many years). 

The legal services market has certain characteristics which determine the dispersion of 
information pertaining to legal services in that market. The typical legal service is most 

usually characterised by a high degree of specialisation and complexity (at least from the 

clients point of view). The immediate result is that a wedge of ignorance is driven between 

client and practitioner. In transactions cost terms, Williamson would describe this as 

asymmetric information being impacted in the lawyer within the client/ lawyer relationship '. 

The significant consequence of this extreme information asymmetry is that a fiduciary 

relationship, characterised by a high degree of trust between client and lawyer, is created. 

The client/ lawyer relationship is therefore essentially an agency relationship where the 

principal (the client) hires the lawyer (his agent) for the purposes of resolving some specific 
legal difficulty or problem 2. Under this agency relationship, the agent agrees to act at all 
times in the best interests of the principal. In order for an agency relationship to be 

interesting, it is alleged by Ricketts (1987), that two important features are required to hold. 
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Firstly, a conflict of interests between agent and principal must exist and, secondly, an 
asymmetry in information available to the principal and agent must exist 3. 

It is immediately obvious that if no conflict of interest characterises the agency relationship, 
the existence of asymmetric information between the two contracting parties ceases to be a 
problem. The lawyer would perceive no incentive/ advantage in recommending a course of 
action that did anything other than accord completely with the interests of the client. 
Similarly, if there is a situation of symmetric information between client and lawyer, the 

potential conflict of interest ceases to be significant, as the client would have the ability to 
immediately detect instances of opportunism against him by the lawyer. 

Within the client/ lawyer relationship it is characteristically the case that a significant level of 
information asymmetry and potential for conflict of interest are both present. The problem for 

the client (the weak party) is one of aligning the incentives facing the lawyer with his own so 

that by maximising his own personal payoff, the lawyer simultaneously maximises the clients 

payoff °. 

The typical agency relationship observed to exist between client and lawyer can be 

rationalised in terms of it being to the benefit of both parties to first establish and 

subsequently maintain a long term relationship/ contract S. In such a relational contract, the 
individual contracts parties enter from time to time are important, but past transactions and 
the stream of potential future ones are also important in determining the value of the - 
relationship. Behavioural influences in this type of contract structure are of central 
importance, where the value of the relationship to the two parties is identifiable. Social ties 

exist between the parties and the relationship is cloaked in trust and characterised by mutual 

solidarity between the parties 6. 

1.2 Exploring the information asymmetry between client and lawyer: 

The market for legal services is, therefore, characterised by information asymmetry between 

buyer and seller - the service provider possesses much information regarding the product for 

sale and the customer possesses zero, or at best very little, regarding the final product'. As a 

result, the consumer of legal services faces search difficulties, as the information required to 

make a rational choice between solicitors is difficult to come by, and costly to obtain. 

(I) The problem of initial selection - determination of quality pre-purchase: 

Initially, the individual consumer faces a significant problem of information deficiency which 

severely compromises his ability to make a rational choice between competing law firms in 

the market. The traditional market signal, often relied on by the consumer when making such 
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a choice in relation to many other purchases, that being price, is typically absent in the case 

of most legal services. Even where consumers do receive price signals, these are not 

particularly- useful signals for the consumer, as consumers typically do not have the 

experience of repeat purchase to establish how much they feel they should be paying for the 

service required e. 

In terms of the client's ability to evaluate quality ex-ante consumption, the quality of the legal 

service required is largely undetectable, except perhaps where the client has a unusually high 

degree of sophistication. For the majority of consumers, quality evaluation ex post 

consumption may not even be viable. A consequence of infrequent usage of legal services by 

the vast majority of consumers, is that learning by experience is not applicable in selection of 

providers of legal services. Consumer awareness/ perception of quality is not subject to a 
learning process through repeat consumption. 

Clients in established relationships could be expected to be typically relatively passive with a 
low degree of participation in contracts. As a result, they are unlikely to learn significant 

skills which would better enable them to evaluate the quality of the services they were 

receiving post-purchase. Consequently, clients in existing relationships may enjoy little or no 

sophistication advantage, when compared with individuals in the market attempting to 

evaluate reputation effects and choose a 'good lawyer pre-purchase. 

(II) The problem of assessing contractual performance - determination of quality 
post-purchase: 

Related to the above problem of determining quality pre-purchase, is the additional 

post-purchase information deficiency which confronts the typical consumer of legal services. 
This is characterised by an inability of the typical client to recognise and evaluate the quality 

of the services provided, even after they have been rendered by the firm. 

If it is accepted that the information asymmetry described above does exist, and that quality 

evaluation is likely to be a problem, both in the pre and post-purchase stages for the typical 

consumer, then the scenario for the client appears to be bleak. The client appears a prime 

target for opportunism by the firm. 

As a consequence of the absence of a meaningful price signal in the market for legal services, 

competition between solicitors could perhaps be expected to be based on quality rather than 

price (remembering that it is not possible for consumers to evaluate relative prices of legal 

services as they are too heterogeneous to compare) 9. Even in the case where firms competed 
by service quality, the consumer would still face difficulties, however, since; 
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1. It would be difficult for firms to demonstrate their products were of differentiable 

quality, since consumers do not tend to be repeat purchasers of legal services and, 

2. Quality competition does not solve the consumers' problem since quality 
information in both pre and post-purchase states is incapable of being -rationally 
assessed 10 

The absence of price as a signal, paired with the inability of the consumer to evaluate quality 
both pre and post-purchase, results in the consumer relying to a greater extent on his 
individual perception of quality and evaluation of reputation. A reliance on factors other than 

price results in a quicker exhaustion of the individual's bounds of rationality ". 

The nature and source of the information asymmetry and deficiencies that typically exist in 

the client/ lawyer relationship have been outlined, and the implication of this for the supply of 

professional legal services disclosed. Attention now turns to the instances of opportunism the 

agent could attempt to inflict upon the 'ignorant' principal, given the conditions surrounding 
the relationship'`. 

1.3 Potential for agent opportunism against the principal: 

For the possibility of opportunism to arise, it is obviously necessary that the principal and 

agent are actually in contract with each other. The balance of power in this contract naturally 

swings in favour of the lawyer, apparently leaving the client an easy target for opportunism. 
The lawyer, in essence, has powerful control over the client relationship due to information 

impactedness described above. This results in the client being in a weak position to rationally 

challenge the lawyer's diagnosis of what any transaction involves, or which path it. should 

subsequently follow. The client finds himself in the vulnerable position of not knowing 

whether work the solicitor claims needs to be done actually is actually required, or whether it 

is simply an attempt to gamer additional fees. This vulnerability resulting from information 

deficiency on the part of the client, induces high levels of uncertainty in the client. 

Legal services are complex by their very nature, and this creates potential for the lawyer to 

act in an opportunistic manner against the client'3. The extent of this potential is, however, 

conditional to some extent on the degree of sophistication which attends the client. 
Commercial clients could perhaps be expected to be typically more sophisticated than private 
individuals and, therefore, less easy targets for opportunistic behaviour by the law firm. In 

certain cases, however, the potential to act opportunistically may not differ greatly between 

client types (where sophistication levels are broadly similar), but the chances of, and more 

significantly the consequences of, being caught, could differ greatly 14. 
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There are basically two closely related and possibly coexisting main ways in which the 
lawyer can opportunistically act against the client. Firstly, the firm can act opportunistically 
in terms of the quantity of work which it claims is required and, secondly, the firm can act 
opportunistically in terms of the quality of the work provided. These constitute quantity/ price 
adjustments and quality adjustments, respectively, within the implicit contractual 
specification between principal and agent. 

It would be relatively easy for the solicitor to determine at an early stage after initial contact 
with a client, whether that client would be an ideal subject for inducing additional fees. The 
lawyer could construct a stream of future transactions around this by peddling the language 

of the law and coercing the experience and reality of the client to fit particular legal 
definitions, thereby creating a perceived need in the client and, hence, work for the lawyer u 

The foundation of the client/ lawyer relationship, is based on the individual placing his trust 
in the lawyer as a truthful and economic translator of legal problems into plain English. In 

this role, sociologists view the professions as a major mechanism of social control 16 

It is not unreasonable to suggest that clients most usually announce their needs in simple 
terms to the solicitor and set a basic objective to be attained by the lawyer. This requires that 

the individual actually knows what it is he wants, and afterwards that he can ascertain he has 

obtained it. This may be patently unrealistic for many classes of consumer. Hence, so long as 
the solicitor achieves the 'objective' set down by the consumer, within that individuals time 

and cost constraints, the solicitor is relatively free to choose the means by which he reaches 
that end. To that extent, abuse of the client's ignorance of untranslated law is potentially 

possible and may go largely undetected by the client ". 

The lawyer can act opportunistically against the client by initially informing the client that 

the work involved is much more complicated than it actually is. In such a situation the 
information deficiency attending the client can render him an easy target for the lawyer to 

cloak the work unnecessarily in legalistic language and hereby justify a prolonged duration of 

work with correspondingly higher fees. This scenario may be easy for the solicitor to 

precipitate by virtue of the fact that, although the relationship is relational and long term, 

many transactions are typically one-off unrepeated transactions for the client `$. Overall, 

however, high levels of mutual trust and respect are likely to characterise the relationship 
between client and firm, with few instances of opportunistic behaviour against clients by 
firms. 

Accepting the typical information asymmetry that attends that client/ lawyer relationship, it is 

also apparent that it is potentially possible for solicitors to provide clients with low quality 
services and charge unjustifiably high fees without the client knowing of this opportunistic 
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behaviour. 

- It is apparent that there are vast difficulties in evaluation. of the quality of legal services for 
different classes of consumers in the ex-ante consumption stage and also often in the ex-post 
consumption stage 19. 

The perception of quality of legal services by the consumer is a real problem for consumers. 
It is possible for the lawyer to advise clients what it is reasonable for them to expect in terms 

of service and results, thereby forming the consumer's perceptions or expectations regarding 

quality; In this scenario, it is quite possible for the law firm to consistently set goals which 

will please the consumer but at the same time cause the firm no great hardship in achieving 20. 

The firm could ask consumers if they were satisfied with the services they have received 

post-completion of the service. This non-independent test would simply judge the service 

quality on criteria that have been set by the lawyer himself. This activity could itself be 

perceived as being demonstrative of good quality service. Additionally, by virtue of the fact 

that legal services are an experience good, individual perceptions as to what constitutes 

quality could be expected to vary widely across consumers. The upshot of all of this is that it 

is possible for the law firm to sustain production of services that are not consistently of a 

uniform quality without being penalised by the market for low quality. So long as the firm 

does not exploit any consumer to such an extent that consumer becomes aware that he has 

been exploited, the firm's reputation will not be discounted either by that consumer, or 

subsequently by other potential customers. 

In situations where services are provided and the consumer of those services relies on expert 

advice because of his typically low level of knowledge regarding those services, there is a 

potential problem of Supplier Induced Demand (SID) 2'. This is the formal term to describe 

the situation discussed above where consumers can be talked into demanding services that 

they perhaps does not actually require. This problem arises due to consumer reliance on 

professional judgement in the face of being disadvantaged enormously in determining whether 

the correct advice is being given. As a result, the trusting consumer is at the mercy of the 

practitioner who can talk the consumer into perceiving a need for something that is not 

required. 

This concept has obvious applicability in legal services, given the information asymmetry 

existing between lawyer and client. Determining the extent of this problem (assuming it is 

likely to exist to some extent in legal services) is outwith the ambit of this study but worth 

mentioning nevertheless. It may be the case that any SID problem that does exist could be 

expected to become greater with MDP where cross-selling services would be an imperative, 

or where competitive pressures are increased through greater liberalisation. 
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Legal services are viewed in the UK as a basic right and public policy is directed at protecting 
this right, especially for those who are at greatest potential risk from abuse. by unscrupulous 
professionals. A prime example of a potential abuse by providers of legal services would be 

attempting to supplier induce demand (SID). This could be expected to be more of a potential 
problem with less sophisticated clients. The legal profession provides the ideal setting for 
SID to occur since it operates in an environment of self-regulation and has almost a free hand 

to monopoly price services via self-regulatory enforcement. It is evident from this and from 

the general discussion of potential opportunism by the agent against the principal above, that 
the consumer of legal services would appear to be in a potentially risky situation in respect of 
being vulnerable to opportunism. 

1.4 Constraints on the agent acting opportunistically against the principal - 
Counteracting institutions to opportunism: 

In the analysis above, the main focus of attention has been on the potential problems of 

opportunism by the lawyer agent against the client principal. From the previous chapter it will 
be recalled that in many of the newer theories of the firm there is a tendency to examine 

situations where the focus is on potential problems of opportunism that could arise as a 

consequence of the manner in which the matter being observed is organised. As a result, 

analysis tends to focus on ways in which opportunism can be safeguarded against, reduced or 

eliminated. This often overlooks the fact that in many situations, there is imbalance in power 
between contracting parties, exposing potential for opportunism, and yet there is little 

opportunistic behaviour between the parties. The importance of trust in such contractual 

exchanges is vital, and attention will now be diverted in this chapter to an examination of the 

trust surrounding the client! solicitor relationship. 

(I) The role of the Law Societies as a trust device: 

The existence of the respective Law Societies should encourage a feeling of identity, 

colleague loyalty and shared values in the lawyer. The desire for such an institution to exist is 

founded primarily on the premise that some signal of formal omni-competence will be the 
device that will best generate public trust 2-. The importance of the existence of this trust 

cannot be over-emphasised, both in the wider context of the functioning of the profession in 

society, and in the narrower context of the lawyer/ client relationship. 

The trust creating autonomy granted to the legal profession by the State, and the public as 

consumers, is borne out of true regard for the Profession's expertise and expected altruism ='. 

Since the nature of the final output of the legal profession is an intangible service, the role of 

professional discretion recognised as being vast and legitimised. Decisions made by lawyers 
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are made on the basis of their collected professional knowledge [in theory no matter which 
lawyer one chose to consult, a similar (if not identical) legal opinion would be offered]. The 

resultant power of the lawyer could be used to very substantial effect in self-interested 
directions, but at all times it is expected that the interests of clients he chooses to represent 
are the over-arching concern of the lawyer 24. - 

(II) Mutual monitoring and self-regulation as a trust device: 

As a result of the nature of professional services, it is contended that it is exclusively only 
other lawyers within that profession who possess the judgement and ability to apportion to 

other members, labels of incompetence. It is self evident that the ordinary man in the street 

cannot possibly be sufficiently informed to make judgements that abstract matters of 
incompetence from situations that are essentially quirks of the inevitable workings of the 
judicial system '. In view of this, self-regulation appears to be a rational organisational 

mechanism. 

Within any system of self-regulation there is an inbuilt tendency for bias to enter as a 

consequence of vested interest and goals of self-preservation. The Law Societies, and other 

members of the profession, have a vested interest in attempting to cloak embarrassing acts of 
incompetence by its members, since (if exposed) these could seriously undermine the 

creditability of the profession. On the other hand, the legal profession may paradoxically wish 

to expose all acts of professional incompetence to demonstrate to the general public that high 

standards are enforced and that self-regulation can be relied upon to operate effectively and 

arrest mal-practice. In this way the profession would attempt to enhance consumer confidence 
by signalling that incompetent practitioners will be exposed and excluded. 

It is argued, not surprisingly most often by the legal profession itself, that its complete 

autonomy is an essential requirement in order that its members can carry out their legal 

functions properly. In this sense, monopoly power is, therefore, a necessary and inevitable 

consequence of this autonomy, with self-regulation ensuring freedom from the shackles of 
Government influence. Strong ethical and moral standards are anticipated to serve to 

self-constrain any abuse of this extensive social privilege. These issues essentially form part 

of the wider problem of determining the most efficient and effective manner in which to 

socially control expertise within the economy ̀6. 

(III) Professional socialisation and relational contracting as a trust device: 

It could be expected that the professions would, by virtue of their monopoly position and the 
fact that they play a major role in stabilising society, have almost unlimited bargaining 

power. It is, however, the case that the professions are entrusted and expected to limit the use 
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of their power, where stringent professional ethics/ morals in combination with rigorous 

selection and training procedures essentially render abuse of this power an unviable option. In 

this context, the professions are in relationships with society characterised by features found 

in relational contracting arrangements 27. The nature and extent of the socialisation process of 

those within the legal profession has been discussed at great length earlier in this thesis and 

therefore requires no further discussion here. It is, however, worth stressing in the context of 

the current section the reliance placed in this process to successfully create high levels of trust 

and an atmosphere in which opportunism is generally accepted to be an unacceptable 
behavioural trait. 

It will be recalled from earlier discussion that the control of experts in society is broadly 

achieved by a combination of three main elements; (i) Consumers, (ii) Third " party 

organisations (including Government) and, (iii) Self-regulation. 

It is anticipated that these elements in combination will ensure that consumers are provided 

with quality legal services, and will not be subjected to abuse of monopoly power by those 

who supply these services 28. In this sense the information asymmetry, creating the potential 
for opportunism, should not become a problem - it should not be irrational for the client to 

assume that the lawyer will act in his best interests. This should, thereby remove the conflict 

of interests problem and thus remove one interesting and crucial dimension of the principal/ 

agent problem 29. 

The practice rules of the respective Law Societies can be regarded as an attempt to encourage 

practitioners to maintain some specified degree of legal competence. They may, however, do 

more to encourage practitioners to minimise deviance from legal competence than they do to 

encourage practitioners to strive for higher levels of legal competence. This could point 

towards a general desire by lawyers to seek to maintain a minimum acceptable standard of 

service throughout the profession, rather than strive to continually enhance quality in legal 

services. This scenario, however, would be at odds with the self-respect and quest for 

professional excellence traits which should have been invested in members of the profession 

throughout the continual and ongoing socialisation process of the profession. The 

socialisation process is more consistent with the scenario where practitioners continually 

strive to create and sustain and enhance reputation. 

In long term relationships of trust, therefore, it could be expected that opportunism on the part 

of the lawyer would be avoided through a desire to maximise the possibility of the 

relationship continuing. This behaviour would also be more likely to create referrals from 

satisfied existing clients 30 

It is thus evidently in the interests of the law firm to attempt to maximise its reputation, in the 
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eyes of its existing and prospective clients, by attempting to maximise its service quality " 

By doing so, it is anticipated that relational contracts will be established and sustained, with 
others developing as a result of referrals from other satisfied clients already in established 
relational contracts. Although the typical client/ lawyer relationship is characterised as a 
relational contract, the frequency of contact between the parties can be expected to vary quite 
widely within that relation. Private individuals are perhaps less likely to consult lawyers as 
often as commercial firms but when they do, it likely that they will consult the lawyer with 
whom they have already established a contractual relationship. 

The concepts of information asymmetry and reputation effects are closely related. If the 

consumer is willing to place trust in reputation, then information impactedness in the opposite 
contracting party-will not act as a disincentive to the consumer to transact "Z. It has been 

argued above that the nature of the legal service is such that it is an "experience good", in so 
far as that pre-purchase it is impossible to determine the quality of the product by inspection. 

The reliance, therefore, of the consumer on reputation effects reduces would be high search 

costs to the consumer ". A perfect market characterised by competition based on quality and 

reputation is likely to present low search costs to the consumer if he is endowed with an 

ability to perceive quality/ good reputation. 

The potential inability of the consumer to rationally perceive and evaluate reputation is but 

one of the imperfections of the market in question here. The producer has the ability to 

attempt to signal high quality levels through higher than normal prices (as a reputation 

premium). The consumer may then perceive high price as equating with high degrees of 

quality throughout the market. Some instances of high price are just as likely to reflect 

monopoly profits and a normal (or even low) standards of quality 34. 

It could be expected that in the longer run, in a market where consumers could effectively 

perceive and evaluate reputation, those systematically charging fees above the value of their 

reputation would be discovered and consumers would discount the value of such firms 

reputations. The extent to which this effect would discipline the market is uncertain and is 

conditional on the ability of consumers to perceive and evaluate reputation effectively and 

efficiently. It is true to say nevertheless that the producer of high quality services has a higher 

opportunity cost of ruining his reputation and hence, faces a stronger incentive to maintain 

quality. 

Now that a discussion of information deficiency has been presented above, attention will now 
turn to sources of information that are available to clients and potential consumers of legal 

services. What follows, therefore, is a discussion of how reliable these sources are, and 

whether they actually constitute useful information to the extent that they facilitate 

consumers' decisions concerning legal services. 
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1.5 Sources of information consumers typically rely upon in markets for legal services: 

It has been demonstrated above that the consumer of legal services typically faces two major 
information problems in relation to legal services. Firstly, there is a lack of information upon 
which to base any decision regarding which law firm to employ for the required service. 
Secondly, there is the problem of evaluation of the quality of service provided. 

Where economic agents face a deficiency of information regarding the set of future 

contingencies they will face, decisions must still be made regardless of the deficiency. This is 

essentially a situation where economic agents can be regarded as 'Boundedly Rational' where 
it is not possible for such agents to make hyper-rational decisions at all times" 

These legal service characteristics combine to render the typical consumer of legal services 
deficient of information, thereby increasing uncertainty and exhausting quickly the bounds of 
that economic agent's rationality. There are, however, several sources of information 

available to the consumer of legal services. Hudec and Trebilcock (1982) identify seven main 
information sources available to the consumer of legal services 36; 

(I) Sources of client information in legal services: 

1. Personal experiences gained from general knowledge or previous personal 

consumption of legal services. 
2. Recommendations/ referrals from family and friends etc. 
3. Contacts with lawyers in a social context. 
4. Initial consultations with a lawyer for prospective business. 
5. Recommendations from external agencies eg. legal aid etc. 
6. Yellow Pages/ phone book. 

7. Public legal education and Law Society/ institutional advertising. 

These sources of information to the consumer are subject to varying degrees of evaluation 
bias and accuracy. They can, however, play a considerable role in shaping the consumer 

preferences and perceptions regarding quality and expected quality of service. 

The success of lawyer advertising could be expected to be determined by the extent to which 

consumers would relate choices they made to this source of information in relation to other 

sources. This rests, of course, on the nature of the client's decision making process and 

perceptions of information received. Information concerning lawyers can be expected to be 

subject to varying degrees of bias. Depending on client perceptions, such information could 

range from being completely impartial/ disinterested to being entirely self-benefitting, 
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depending on information type. 

The consumers choice decision in legal services is consequently likely to be based on a 
number of factors relating to personal knowledge, reputation and advertising. Rarely will 
such a decision be based purely on advertising as the sole source of product and price 
information. 

For informed decision making to occur, the client must have a degree of personal knowledge 

which requires familiarity with the services being provided by a number of lawyers. Due to 
high time and monetary search costs of obtaining such an information set, this is not available 
to the client. The result is a general low level of client sophistication and a characteristic 
deficiency of personal knowledge at the moment of decision making. 

A greater emphasis is, therefore, likely to be placed on reputation effects since the consumer 

will expect reasonably accurate and reliable information to be given to him by family, friends 

and personal associates. This has the effect of, to a large extent, avoiding search costs by the 

consumer if he can rely on such 'second hand' information and trust its reliability. 

This type of information does suffer from some inherent faults; 

1. Individual perceptions, evaluations, opinions etc. are likely to be different and 

perhaps even conflicting/ contradictory between individuals. 

2. There is also the problem that the experience of one individual may have been 

unrepresentative of the true general underlying quality of the firm's services. A good 

reference may be given without proper cause and based on an unrepresentative 
'exception' rather be rule'. 
3. The person offering the information is often unable to ascertain the quality of the 

service post consumption. This is in relation to; 

a) other work done by that firm of similar type, 
b) work done by that firm in other fields and, 

c) similar work done by other competing firms. 

It is rational for the client to attempt to verify and confirm reputation if this is possible, in 

order to increase the completeness and reliability of the opinions of the advisors. The only 

practical way of doing this is either by personal consumption, or by increasing the sample of 

advisors. Increasing the sample of advisors involves the individual consuming resources 

through costly search activities and entering multiple non-costless transactions. Both of these 

options also remain subject to problems of the typical consumer's inability to rationally 

evaluate legal service quality either pre or post-consumption. 

Where there is deficient access to legal services for a class of consumer, there will be still 
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fewer sources of reputation information. Verification and confirmation of reputation 
information, although perhaps an even more necessary requirement in such a situation, will be 

very difficult or even impossible. 

It is true to-say that lawyers may get a fair proportion of their business through social 
intercourse and networking, for instance, at the golf course etc. This suggests that the clients 
choice process is heavily influenced by inter-business networks, : where the client does not 
really make his own choice at the end of the day in any event. The nature of such 
relationships are very difficult (or impossible) to handle in teens of conventional economic 
theory. It will be recalled from the previous chapter that even more modem theory of 

organisations (excepting perhaps Network Theory) offers little in addition in understanding 
these types of relationships 37. 

The bottom line of the information deficiency problem is that only other lawyers are really 

sophisticated enough in relation to legal services to be able to rationally evaluate real quality 

of legal services. Due to low degrees of consumer sophistication and lack of knowledge of 
how to choose a "good" lawyer, paradoxically the best person to choose a good lawyer may 

perhaps be another lawyer. 

Increases in firm size could be construed as demonstrating reputation reward by consumers 

and as a result, consumers could be fooled into equating size with reputation. In the case of 
law firms, the Law Society is essentially the quality signal that the consumer can rely on. The 

Law Society basically franchises out its reputation to firms to create professional 

omni-competence. At its most simple level, it could be expected that all the consumer has to 
do is to make sure the law fine is licensed by the Law Society to practice. Given this is a 

requirement for lawful practice, the firm is always likely to be franchised with Law Society 

practising authority. In theory, if the firm is a Law Society licensed firm, then it can be 

trusted by the consumer, and no matter which firm the consumer goes to he should receive 
legal services of a sufficient, if not uniform, quality. This perfect ideal situation is unlikely to 
fully exist, however, and in reality there will be a wide dispersion of price and quality in legal 

services, further complicated by the fact that consumer perceptions are far from being 

systematically correct or completely rationally based. 

One of the problems the profession, consumers and Government must face is how to provide 

consumers with additional and more useful information - this may have the desired effect of 

reducing the information asymmetry. It could be argued that educating people with a basic 

understanding of the operations of the legal system could achieve more in the direction of 

addressing areas of unmet need in legal services than could any reorganisation. This would 
take the guise of some form of education/ public information service which would enhance 

consumer awareness of what the functions of the legal profession are, and how can they best 
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be utilised by the consumer. 

1.6 Typical objectives of the consumer of legal services: 

The consumer of legal services is likely to seek low cost, high quality and quickly executed 
legal services. Relative ease of access, low search costs and a desire to become immersed in a 
long term personal 'family lawyer' type of client/ lawyer relationship are likely to be desirable 
features the. relationship between himself and the lawyer 38. 

In many instances the consumer may actually be relatively ignorant of who actually supplies 
the service or from which form of organisation the service is rendered. This lack of 
knowledge may also be coupled with relative indifference as to who supplies the service, or 
from which organisational form the service is rendered 39. 

The consumer's perception of quality in legal services is an important factor, as firms must 
attempt to satisfy which ever aspects of the service consumer perceive as indicating quality. 
These perceptions can actually bear little or no resemblance to what the lawyer would regard 
as quality in legal services. Quality perception and its relation to actual quality in legal 

services is very important in this respect. The law firm need only appeal to perceived quality, 
even if this is not consistent with real quality. In this analysis, the bottom line is that what 
constitutes quality is simply a subjective individual perception and is, therefore, impossible to 

- measure or identify with any great precision. 

Section Two: Advertising in the context of the law firm 

Introduction: 

It is useful to examine the role of advertising in legal services in view of the information 
deficiency which has been the focus of the earlier sections of this chapter40. Advertising is 

expected to play an informational role, conveying both price and non-price information to 

consumers of a product or service. In this respect, the potential role played by advertising in 
legal services in terms of reducing information asymmetry is of central importance. This role 
of advertising will be the focus of this section, where it is intended that a simple discussion of 
some of the issues relating to advertising in its information providing role will be discussed. 
In doing so, discussion will largely eschew many of the regulatory issues and mention only 
briefly many associated advantages and disadvantages of legal service advertising 41. 

As a precursor to discussing law firm advertising it is advantageous to identify two main 
types of law firm transaction; 
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1. Those capable of being standardised and, 
2. Those incapable of being standardised. 

The existence of complexity in legal work need not necessarily require individualised 

services, as complex services can be subject to routinised -processes and have large 

component elements of standardisation. The risk of contingent circumstances that could 
adversely affect the client in the transaction may be more strongly determinative of the degree 

to which standardisation can be introduced in transactions or not. 

2.1 The role of price advertising in legal services: 

It is anticipated that the introduction of price advertising in legal services would have the 

effect of stimulating increased price based competition, thus leading to lower prices to the 

consumer. As a result, abolition of bans on price advertising by solicitors could be expected 
to redistribute income from solicitors to consumers via lower prices and lower profits. Any 

statement of the desirability of such a redistribution naturally involves a value judgement as 
to the relative deservingness of each side and thus subjective determination of whether this is 

a benefit or cost of the introduction of price advertising. This aside, it is almost certain that 

unrestricted price advertising will enhance economic welfare of many consumers, firstly, 

since the market for legal services will function more efficiently by guaranteeing wider access 
to legal services for many previously extra-marginal consumers and, secondly, by way of 
firms improving their productive efficiency and innovativeness ̀Z. - 

(I) Advantages of price advertising in legal services: 

Trebilcock (1987) identifies two potential benefits of price advertising in legal services 43. 

These benefits are alleged to be improved consumer access" and innovation in production °S. 

The firm, however, is faced with the problem that there are few elements of standardisation in 

legal services. It is very difficult, therefore, to price advertise meaningfully since consumers 

will be unable to compare like with like 46. Individual client demands are also 

characteristically inconsistent and, therefore, restriction of productive processes via 

standardisation is often not appropriate or even possible. For many consumers, while being an 
important factor, price may not be the single most important factor in selecting a lawyer. 

Price advertising may have a likelihood of success in reducing prices where services are such 
that they are amenable to some form of standardisation. This has evidently been the case for 

conveyancing services in England and Wales in recent years 47. It is anticipated that the 

empirical study will indicate those services areas (if any) in which standardisation can, or 
does, take place. 
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Price advertising can be regarded largely as an unattractive concept to the legal profession 
since, due to the fact that quantity demanded of most legal services is most likely relatively 
price elastic, price reductions are unlikely to generate levels of additional demand and revenue 
necessary to offset the cost of advertising and the effect of price reductions on revenue. 

(II) Criticisms of price advertising in legal services: 

Trebilcock (1987) also identifies and evaluates seven criticisms of price advertising in 

relation to legal services. These are the dead-weight social cost argument 48, potential 
problems of artificial product differentiation 49, potential problems of unhealthy market 
concentration 50, potential for supplier induced demand (SID) 51, inappropriateness of price 
advertising 52, deterioration of quality of service S3 and, undermining ability of the lawyer to 
cross-subsidise clients using supernormal profits 54 

Upon consideration of the above arguments in support of, and against price advertising, the 

most conclusion to be drawn is that it is apparent price advertising does not reduce the 
consumers' information problem to any significant degree. Price advertising of services does 

not ameliorate the information problem since the heterogeneity of services often precludes 
standardisation and hence, consumers cannot rationally compare services on price criteria 
alone. 

Price advertising is therefore not a rational proposition in non-standardised services in terms 

of providing information to clients. The effect of price advertising, however, in standardised 
services will be examined below. 

(III) Price advertising and standardisation of services: 

Price advertising is a characteristic feature of, for instance, conveyancing markets where 
considerable elements of standardisation can be introduced with a degree of success into 

client services 55. With standardised services, price advertising may have the effect of 
enhancing creation of a larger client base as it has the potential to furnish consumers with a 
threshold of information that may otherwise be deficient 56. Information on relative prices is 

useful for clients to the extent that the total value of the contract will be known in advance 
thereby reducing uncertainty of the client. It is also likely that the consumer's perception will 
more readily view one lawyer as likely to produce similar quality services to another. 

The anticipated outcome of price advertising with standardised services is thus expected to be 

enhanced consumer benefits through reduced prices. Law firms, as a consequence of price 
competition, would likely find their margins squeezed, necessitating an increase in sales 
volume. Price advertising may generate a higher volume of business for the price competitive 
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law firm. The law firm, when faced with this overall scenario, is likely to wish to reduce costs 
by introducing greater elements of standardisation, which again is likely to require a higher 

volume of sales to be cost effective, and thereby require price advertising to stimulate volume 
s'. A 'catch 22' or 'chicken-and-egg' problem confronts firms in the market attempting to 
strategically manage their market share in the market characterised by price promotional 
competition. What is uncertain, however, is whether the quality of increased volume, lower 

price services would be likely to be of a lower quality standard than lower volume/ higher 

price services S8. 

Although enhanced price competition is likely to reduce costs to consumers of standardised 
services, their information problem is not ameliorated and cost-cutting by services suppliers 
may result in quality problems and higher levels of opportunism against the interests of 
clients. 

For non-standardisable services, there is little or no incentive to price advertise as high levels 

of risk and uncertainty attend the consumer's transaction, and a longer choice/ search period 
could reasonably be expected. Hence, price advertising would be unable to communicate that 
information which would be necessary to influence the consumer's choice in such 
circumstances. For such services the client will place great emphasis and a high level of 
reliance on reputation information. 

Price may be only a minor consideration (or at the extreme not a consideration at all) in the 

purchase decision of the consumer. Many consumers are observed to freely enter contracts 
for legal services with no idea of the likely approximate cost of doing so. The role of 

non-price advertising in conveying quality information to consumers, will be examined next. 

2.2 Non-price advertising in legal services: 

In respect of non-price advertising of legal services by solicitors in the UK., a series of 
relatively recent liberalisations in practice rules of the respective Law Societies has resulted 
in rules evolving to permit almost any form of self-promotion so long as this is 'professional' 
(that is, in good taste and not of a character such as may reasonably be regarded as likely to 
bring the profession into disrepute). 

Institutional advertising by the Law Societies, attempts to promote solicitors to the general 
public as a group, by attempting to help consumers identify a need for legal services in 

general. This, however, does not help the consumer's quest for information in relation to 

selecting a lawyer in particular in the case where the consumer does, thereafter, identify a 
need for legal services of one type or another s9. 
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With non-price advertising, the producer by issuing a short self-made message, attempts to 

capture a potentially wider client audience with the intention of reducing client search costs 
by reducing information problems. By issuing such information it is anticipated that this will 
facilitate clients to partially dispense with requirements to have repeated, personal, broad 
based experience of legal services to make an informed and rational choices. 

An important consequence of restrictions imposed on law firm advertising is that firms are 
constrained to revealing only partial information. This information is typically issued 
impersonally to all consumers in the market, and is in no way targeted at specific individuals. 

Consequently, this information may be perceived by consumers as impersonal and not worth 
noticing. This type of information is characteristically not entirely disinterested as its primary 
function is undeniably to sell clients and prospective clients legal services. Consequently, 

consumers may attempt to seek verification of advertised information using other available 

sources of information or personal experience, in an attempt to identify and sterilise any bias 

that exists. 

It is uncertain whether advertising does significantly benefit law firms in terms of them 
increasing the volume of their business. It is true to say that many firms who engage in 

advertising are uncertain of its effect (if any), but it is the case that when one or a few firms 

in any market advertise, other firms may feel compelled to in case they are strategically 
disadvantaged if they do not 60. 

Should advertising, or any other reason for that matter, increase the level of quantity 
demanded (ceteris paribus) then some form of service standardisation in the production 

process may be desirable. This is likely to require some initial expenditure to research and 

_develop routinised procedures and standardised services and then, subsequently, implement 

them. 

In the absence of changes in advertising policy of the individual firm and of other competing 
firms in the market, demand for that firm's services could be expected to be relatively stable. 
Consequently, lawyers may exhibit a natural tendency to wish to avoid advertising and 
introducing standardised services as this would result in high initial set up costs associated 

with "mass production", so far as this is possible with legal services. 

Where lawyers are specifically banned from advertising, legal services will be promoted 

through personal knowledge and reputation effects. Here, the law firm benefits from bearing 

none of the direct costs of providing consumers with such information, since it will be 

revealed as part of the course of their normal business61 
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Advertising expenditure does involve a certain degree of risk and uncertainty to the firm as its 

likely effects on consumer behaviour (especially in the area of legal services) are 

unpredictable and uncertain. The law firm could very easily engage in high levels expenditure 
for no justifiable reason, with no positive gains, or gains incommensurate with that level of 

expenditure. If the law firm is perceived as a reputedly bad firm by consumers, then 

advertising could have the paradoxical effect of reinforcing its bad name and reputation 

among a wider audience. 

Advertising expenditure is undertaken to create greater familiarity with a certain firm and 
hopefully establish a brand name'. When a brand name is created, it is anticipated that any 

consumers will retain any information they hear and will associate it with that firm. They 

may also more readily discount any information they receive that does not confirm their 

evaluation of the reputation of the firm. It is also anticipated that increased latent demand will 

enhance consumer access to reputational information 6Z. 

In the case where the real cost of the legal service to the client is increased due to advertising 
(where the consumer pays via higher real prices) then the issue then facing the consumer is 

whether the small amount of extra useful information (if any) derived from advertising is 

worth paying for in terms of higher prices 63. 

Licensure in the legal profession essentially creates similar quality signals for consumers as 

those that are produced by the creation of brand names through advertising. Here each 
licensee (qualified lawyer) is franchised with the name of the Law Society as an assurance of 

quality to the consumer 6. It is claimed by Trebilcock (1987) that licensure in the legal 

profession, whereby inputs are prescribed for the training and qualification of professionals, 

assumes that required training inputs correlate highly with desired service outputs 65. He 

further argues that this assumption becomes increasingly tenuous as one approaches the 

situation, that typically exists with lawyers today, where a fairly narrowly circumscribed set 

of acceptable training inputs coexists with a widely varied range of desired service outputs. 
Consequently, licensing requirements, by themselves are argued to be weak guarantors of 

specialised professional competence". 

Advertising is likely at best to merely complement information obtained by clients form other 

sources and, given its fairly limited maximum informational powers, it appears to play an 

essentially insignificant role in reducing information asymmetry between client and law firm 
67 

Trebilcock (1987) assesses the sophistication of the differing types of clients on the demand 

side of legal services, and argues that certain private clients face the most significant 
deficiency of market information regarding comparative prices and qualities of differing law 
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firms and lawyers. As a consequence, it is apparent that this client sector may receive 
greatest potential benefit from any potential informative value of advertising in legal services. 
Trebilcock (1987) argues the case for permissive liberalisation in law firm advertising 
restrictions, concurrently discounting the arguments against doing so 6'. 

In the market process of matching clients to law firms, it is claimed by Trebilcock (1987) that 
fairly extensive functional specialisation of law firms is evidence that the market mechanism 
in legal services is operating more effectively than it has done before, and better than many 
critics of the profession would care to admit 70. 

Hence, advertising is likely to merely compliment information garnered from personal and 
traditional reputational sources. Client choice in less sophisticated sectors could perhaps be 
facilitated by lawyers disclosing information such as, for instance, educational qualifications, 
professional affiliations, representative clients (with permission and if not contrary to 

regulations), references and publications etc. This type of information could only be permitted 

within an advertising regime that has been subject to liberalisation ". 

2.3 Liberalisation in advertising rules in legal services: 

The liberalisation of advertising rules could be expected to have a pronounced effect on the 

practice of " solicitors by strengthening competitive pressures. Advertising creates a new 
dimension to the market for legal services in terms of its intended effect of furnishing 

consumers with greater information in order that they can make a more informed choice 72. 

In an unliberated advertising regime, there is a characteristic tendency for restricted 
information flows in the professions via strict advertising bans or stringent regulation. The 

consumer of such services confronts problems in gathering information pre purchase ". 

(I) Disinterested informational advertising: 

Any restrictions remaining within a liberalised advertising regime are an attempt essentially 

to restrict advertising so that it performs a purely informational and disinterested role. It 

thereby tends to avoid advertising that implies or indicates (or attempts to) the superiority of 

the quality of one firm's services as against another. This goes against the grain of 

professional omni-competence signalled via the Law Societies in the guise of licensure. 

Impartial or wholly self-benefiting advertising is avoided and contrary to advertising 

regulations. 

This reveals a strange anomaly in legal service. advertising - legal restraints permit only strict 
information signalling type advertising, but the majority of consumers are unable to evaluate 
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such information. Consequently, there is no underlying rationale for the lawyer to advertise 

on the basis of information signalling, given the costs and benefits. 

It is, therefore, unclear how such advertising is capable of providing consumers with the 
information that is required to rationally select lawyers. Such advertising is unable to signal 

product differentiation since lawyers are prohibited from advertising that they are better than 

each other. Many consumers may attempt to find some identifiable proxy for a quality signal, 
for example, firm size. Finn size could be used as a proxy on the basis that the firm would 

not have undergone an expansion if they had not satisfied an ever increasing client base. 

It is the case, however, that the largest firms are commercial firms rather than private client 
firms. Their size may simply enable them to command a higher price for its services. They 

are, therefore, in the enviable position of being a large firm (thus perceived as a high quality 
firm) which is, thereby, able to charge a quality premium 74. 

(II) Conclusion regarding using advertising to ameliorate information deficiency in legal 

services: 

In conclusion, it is apparent from the discussion in this section that lawyer advertising does 

very little in the direction of providing consumers with useful information to rationally select 

a solicitor in the market. At best, advertising may perform the function of enhancing 

reputation information derived from other sources. Advertising may tend, however, to be less 

important in the consumer's choice decision than other sources, for example, referrals from 

friends and family and the like. The total effect of legal service advertising is dependent 

essentially on the extent to which consumers utilise that information as against other 
information they can utilise. The informative value of advertising in legal services is 

consequently uncertain. 

Hudec and Trebilcock (1982) perceive the advantage of advertising over other sources of 
information as being that it can reach potential clients at an early stage in their decision 

making process ". They also argue that it does, however, have serious limitations as it cannot 
disseminate important information to clients such as the skill/ expertise in relation to the 

client's specific legal problem '6. 

In relation to price advertising, advertising can convey flat fees charged for routine 

standardised services, but obviously cannot similarly quote fees for more complex 
" transactions . 

Advertising can in no way be regarded as remedy for deficient information of consumers and 

potential consumers of legal services, but it can play an important part in supplementing and 
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reinforcing traditional sources of consumer information in legal services and through plugging 
gaps in vital informal information networks 78. 

Section Three: Creating Brand Name Capital in the Law Firm - its Significance and 
Consequences. 

Introduction: 

The previous section discussed the role of advertising in enhancing consumer's information 

regarding legal services. This section will examine the over-riding importance assigned to 
reputation of the firm, continuing the underlying theme of much of this chapter. The concept 
of a brand name and its consequences will become a central focus, wherein a critique of the 
effectiveness of partnership as a vehicle for organising and exploiting brand name capital will 
be presented. 

3.1 The brand name concept: 

A brand name exists in the situation where consumers of a product! service systematically 
choose one fine's output in preference to that of competing firms. The consumer's reasons for 
doing so may be due to real aspects of product/ service differentiation, or due to perceived 
differences which do not really exist. In any case, it is imperative that the firm continually 
attempts to maintain the attractiveness of their brand against others, and this requires 
continual innovation and dynamism. Competing brands are characterised as having have low 

cross price elasticity, thereby indicating the absence of close substitutability. 

In discussion of the brand name concept, the related concept of franchising is a natural 
partner in discussion ". In the case where the firm has effectively created a brand name for its 

services through reputation, this can act as an effective quality signal to prospective 
consumers of its services. The brand name may supersede the effect of Law Society 
licensure, as the prime quality signal perceived by consumers S0. It may be the case that 

advertising is aimed at promoting the brand name which has been created, but at all times 

reputable service must remain a feature of the firm's activities and form the actual substance 
behind any promotional advertising. In this respect, there may exist economies of scale in 

advertising in large brand name firms. 

With an established brand name, the firm can effectively convey service quality information 

to the user of legal services. This reputation information is a valuable information source to 
the information deficient client. 
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3.2 Economies of scale in legal services: 

It appears true that in only a few legal service types, amenable to standardisation and 'mass 

production' techniques, so far as these apply to such services, will economies of scale be a 
significant feature of service provision for law firms. In this case, the puzzle remains as to 

why law firms grow to scales which are likely to far exceed exhaustion of economies of scale. 
It can be argued that group practice may act as an effective quality assurance mechanism to 

clients, thereby offering at least a partial solution to this puzzle $'. 

In the case of medical group practice, a similar agency relationship characterised by 

uncertainty and information asymmetry between patient and doctor exists to that which exists 
between client and solicitor in legal services. Getzen (1984) challenges the strict applicability 

of the traditional economies of scale argument to medical group practice 82. This argument is 

viewed as deficient by Getzen since, while he concedes that scale related cost savings can and 
do occur in certain cases, he argues that the economies of scale argument relies on differences 
in transactions costs which render some organisational modes more costly than others 89. 

In Neoclassical orthodoxy, production costs are assumed to determine economies of scale, 

where transactions costs are assumed to be zero and complete certainty is assumed. The 

combined existence of zero transactions costs and complete certainty is obviously the 

complete antithesis of the paradigm law firm transaction. This transaction is characterised by 

a non-trivial degree of uncertainty and extreme information asymmetry in exchange between 

client and professional practitioner. This casts doubts on the validity of the traditional 
Neoclassical explanation of optimum scale being determined by production cost savings, in 

the case of legal service provision. 

Legal practice is very human capital intensive and the quality of output could be expected, 
therefore, to be subject to a moderate degree of variability. Costs of obtaining service quality 
information is far greater for consumers than for producers due to information impactedness. 

Consequently, Getzen (1984) argues, firstly, that such a transaction is apt to be governed in a 

relationship termed a 'brand name contract' and, secondly, that where reputations are so 
formed, clients are willing to pay a premium for services of that quality brand name 84. 

3.3 Benefactors of the creation of a brand name: 

Getzen (1984) argues that should a firm create a reputation, a premium reflecting quality may 
be included in that firm's service price in an attempt to signal quality levels over and above 
those of other firms. This creates an incentive for the firm to attempt to supply services of the 

quality"it perceives to be expected in the market by consumers 85. 
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The consumer purchase decision is likely to be based on reputation of brand names and the 

producer of legal services could be expected to be penalised for quality reduction through loss 

of expected future earnings caused by reputation diminutions. In this case the consumers of 
legal services should benefit from the strong incentive that suppliers of services are provided 
with to continue to supply good quality legal services 86. The basic thesis here is that brand 

name premia act as guarantees which have the effect of creating an incentive for the firm to 
fulfil the implicit contract between client and firm, by providing services of the quality 
expected by the client. These quality expectations have been formed by the brand name 87. 

Consumers benefit from practitioners practising in conjunction within groups since internal 

mutual consulting and monitoring between individuals within the firm can at least partially 
replace costly search activity by individual consumers. The reputation of the firm and its 

constituent practitioners can be effectively conveyed and the firm's brand name can be 

effectively created at lower costs via group practice $$. 

Consumers are not exclusively the benefactors of this brand name process. The lawyer, as 

well as the firm to which he belongs, will retain some of the value of the brand name capital. 
Similarly, reputation diminutions, if they are perceived by present and prospective clients of 
the firm, will result in the reputation value of that firm being discounted by these clients in the 

market. The lawyer practising within this firm will suffer reputation losses to the extent that 
he will be tarred with the same brush as the firm. The value of the firm's brand name is only 

an asset to the lawyer, however, if he remains within that firm 89. 

When lawyers enter the firm, the established lawyers within the firm possess the brand name 

capital of the firm. The focus then becomes the transfer mechanism to transfer reputation of 
the firm and brand name down through to these new lawyers. The problem here is that these 

new lawyers may not have many (or any) clients. It would be in the interests of the existing 
lawyers to transfer some of their clients to the new lawyers in order that reputation and brand 

name capital also becomes associated with these new lawyers in the eyes of clients. The new 
lawyers benefit because they have an instant tranche of clients which would otherwise have 

taken them years to build up. Getzen (1984) views the fact that existing members receive a 
disproportionately large share of joint practice income, as compensating them for transferring 
brand name and reputation down to new members via client transfer 90. 

The lawyers' human capital investments within the firm create a collective asset, which can be 

viewed as brand name capital'. The sum of the values of the individual human capital assets, 
is less than the value of the brand name capital of the firm, due to human capital synergy 91. 

Getzen (1984) argues that partners are viewed by consumers (to a degree) as a single entity/ 
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firm, thereby perceiving that quality will be the same regardless of which individual is seen 

within the firm. The firm thereby creates at a micro level a similar effect regarding 

professional omni-competence, as does licensure at the more macro level of the profession as 

a whole 

It is argued by Getzen (1984) that it is crucial for an asymmetry of information costs to exist, 

as it must be cheaper for existing members of the law firm to identify and enforce quality of 

service of its partners, than for consumers to do so. It is only if this condition is met, that the 
firm can economise on information costs. This should indeed be the case since only a lawyer 

is suitably endowed to rationally and effectively judge the quality of other lawyers 93. 

3.4 The two period reputation problem and brand name capital: 

Getzen (1984) reveals the two period problem that brand name capital creates for the 

practice; 

1. The first period problem - the need to build a reputation from nothing. 
2. The last period problem - the proximity of retirement for one or more of the 

partners can induce slack and low effort intensity in their attempts to maintain quality 
94 

Getzen (1984) proposes that perpetual identity, separate from those individual constituent 

members, may ameliorate the first period problem. In essence, the identity of the firm is 

independent of the identities of its constituent members 95. It is further argued that the 

existence of a separate identity of the firm reduces problems of consumers attempting to make 

comparisons of quality and contribution of firm members inter alia. 

Where failures of quality are perceived by consumers it is argued that such comparison by 

the consumer will be irrelevant, and the failure to provide quality service will be attributable 

to the firm rather than one or more of its individual members '. In this respect, the last period 

problem no longer confronts the firm and its members. 

The high cost of consumers obtaining information is a contributory factor in determining the 
inelastic nature of the demand that faces the firm for its services. Substantial information 

costs cause the price and marginal costs of the services to diverge, reducing cross-price 

elasticity 97. It will be recalled that it was precisely this lack of cross-price elasticity 
(substitutability) which defined brand name loyalty 98. 

This characteristically inelastic demand confronting law firms results in the firm valuing 

consumers' current and future business very highly, and should result in the firm attempting 
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to protect its brand name/ reputation with high quality output. As a consequence of the 

consumer perceiving services of uniform quality being offered by all constituent members of 
the firm, practising together in a group practice results in partners becoming better substitutes 
for each other, since their cross-price elasticity is increased ". Consequently, problems of 
firm member turnover, allocation of clients between firm members and client perceptions of 
relative quality and contributions of firm members are significantly ameliorated by group 
practice. 

Getzen (1984) views the law firm/ partnership as a contract for the transaction of a brand 

name which can be exchanged by firm members as a capital asset. He also argues that 
incentives are created for firm members to internally transfer clients between each other and 
to maintain quality in order that the value of the firm is maximised. It is further argued that 
informational economies of scale are realised through the partial substitution of firm members 

mutual monitoring for evaluation by clients (which is costly for clients but relatively costless 
for the firm) 100. 

The existence of the group practice will signal to clients the enforcement of uniformity in 

quality of service across practitioners and consequently, clients can use observations on 

quality of any one firm member and extrapolate this to apply across all firm members. Getzen 

argues that this permits the client to amass a greater body of experience and/ or number of 

observations, thereby reducing costs of search and quality prediction to clients l01 

It is true to say that some aspects of the multi-dimensional nature of the quality of services 

produced by a firm are less costly for clients to monitor as against fellow firm members. 
Examples of such an aspect of quality would be 'approachability', ability to communicate 

with particular clients and make them feel at ease, and the like. Nevertheless, group practice 
does provide significant advantages in the face of information difficulties and given the desire 

to create brand name capital to reduce them 102. 

3.5 Law firms and reputation franchising: 

Where a law firm creates a brand name it is possible for that firm to franchise shares of this 

brand name via some form of franchising process. As a consequence of consumers attaching 

a high quality evaluation to such firms, other firms may desire to share in a portion of this 

brand name. This could be brought about by franchised firms practising under the well 
known and respected firm's name, through a franchising/ licensing arrangement. This would 

operate on the basis of the firm's name, rather than membership of the law Society, that 

signalling quality to the consumer 103 

It is clear that both franchiser and franchisees have potential gains from mutual association. 
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The granting of franchises by the franchiser/ brand name firm would allow that firm to 
become relatively large, via franchised outlets, gaining larger market shares and wider market 
coverage. Concurrently, this would permit the franchiser to maintain quality and, if properly 
designed and policed, may ameliorate many scale related problems inherent in large 

partnership practice. 

The franchisees' potential advantages stem from their ability to market the branded service, in 

return for the payment of a fee to the franchiser. To be granted a franchise certain conditions 
stipulated by the franchiser regarding service provision would require to be fulfilled. The firm 

possessing the brand name could invite willing prospective franchisees to submit sealed bids/ 
tenders for franchises. The brand name firm would naturally wish to screen the bidding firms 
to ensure they were worthy of being awarded a franchise and posed no threat to the franchiser 
by practising under its brand name. 

Monitoring activities on the part of the franchiser, combined with bonding activities of each 
franchisee, could ensure mutual practising benefits with reduced transactions costs. The 
franchised firms' behaviour could be expected to be regulated partially by threat/ penalty of 
losing the franchise (ie. a valuable share in brand name capital). The franchiser would also be 

able to spread risks inherent in human capital effectively and retain (relatively risk free) a 
wide portfolio of specialised 'compartmentalised' functions within the overall franchised 

partnership. 

The issue of incentives to regulate the behaviour of both franchiser and franchisees, is of 
central importance to the franchise operation in ensuring its survival and efficient operation. 
Again, the principal/ agent relationship provides the framework in which incentives of such a 
franchise operation can be analyzed 104. The basic 'rule' of the agency relationship is to 

attempt to align incentives of the agent and the principal, to maximise joint gains, whilst 
simultaneously minimising resources consumed by both parties via monitoring and bonding 

activities. As within partnership itself, issues of mutual incentives, quality assurance and 
monitoring and bonding activities are all of central importance within franchise operations. 

It is now evident that within the UK some of the large chains of law firms practice with a 
head office and a branch network of 'quasi'-franchise type outlets. Firms are also increasingly 

observed entering into associations/ groupings of firms with other UK and foreign firms. For 
instance, often a group of non-London law firms become associated with a large London 
based firm, franchising that firm's name/ reputation 105 

Ultimately, at a more micro level, partners of the law firm may be viewed as franchisees of 
the firm to which they belong, since they benefit individually from shares in the brand name 
capital of the firm'by partaking in a share of its collective reputation. A particular partnership 
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team is likely to have a high coalition value in terms of brand name capital, and if each 
partner recognises this, they are likely to be constrained from engaging in morally hazardous 
behaviour which may jeopardise it. At best, it may act as a strong mechanism to prevent 
partners from leaving the firm, where the specific constraint would be the potentially high 

opportunity cost of leaving a firm with high coalition specific success and an established 
brand name 106. 

It is, therefore, apparent that the concept of a brand name in legal services may ameliorate, at 
least partially, the information difficulties of consumers and potential consumers of legal 

services. It has also been established that professionals jointly practising in a group offers 
advantages both to producers (partners) and consumers (clients) of legal services and 
provides an effective vehicle for the creation of brand name capital. - This highlights the view 
of partnership as a relatively effective method of organising and exploiting brand name 
capital to the dual benefit of clients and partners. Alternative views and facets of partnership 

will be presented elsewhere later in this thesis. 
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severe losses of basins. The baK6ö of admg oppabuusacally, an the other hand, may be tdshvdy Image grim the high tttonwry valise of fea that typaüy attend 

cotmtaöal and speaalist communal diem batuswons. 

15, in irs shomot torn, the Lwya has the ebdity to inform the rbmt that he has a bigger pcoblao than he his, pretaid to sped ddihond time pmaumg than added 

problans and bi the fist at a mutt higher Wing me than was each ally necessary. The runt need never blow that the Iawya has wdaukat such a odium inner it is 

unlikely that anything exists against which he an make coupon- i no repeat putt no previous purdiase, no purdase from otha lawyer, no egnrvalmt 

purchase by ftiamd or fu my et 

Tbu type Otabuee would be itac easy in rounna aansxboiu smcC 

1. ßwould bematedfrattojustt ,, ' ar4 
2. A greater tick floe the lawyer smoe i would be mom nuly disoovaed by, or arouse greater suspwon m, the ildivduhL 

16. F. s ngoroin wlyss ud auronany of thine ýspeas of the oigemsabon of the "BW pmfesaon, from a soaologial paspecavg an economic paspecbve ud a 

soso-eoononuc paspacnre see; AtxJ. RL., rh. Legal rr. r«. bs I. Enghea and wak., 1s88. pp. 331. 

of s savae 1 %. ln hn tok es ý dieaaare teelstor, thae rý potentd [a tfie soliata ro Supplia lndtioe Dan.. d (SID). 'I]us is wnply the srtusoon hm. provd. 

through nua. mformathon of the cant, cream an inflated danand for his ravioei by convmomg the chant that he requires savhces that essentrally he does not In legal 

sevtors, the potatial for thus sdfevdau as it would be ndativdy sunpie for the lawyer to create a demand for savsaa, through the use of legalistic jargon which makes 

the char feel as tf he actually requz rs a deambed seavuce 

The lawyer's defmung elan is as a ducwave translator >e plain anglish to law and back aga n. In reality, much work that clients consult lawyers about is not beyond the 

reasonable mart itt the sheet no certainly becomes obvious what one looks at DIY lawyer n books, but DIY lawyamg does, however, remain a pastime of few 

persons This is probably a function of a number of factors including a general fear of the unknown that people typiaagy possess a respect for convention and " ladle of 

time to spend aitertdutg to that own legal problems 

18. The dtau may largely be tmaware of the face that he u being used as a hostage to actort a cotbitant fees, rundeng such behaviour essentially nsldess to the law 

firm. As a result the chefs voice option of complaint through The Law Soaety wiD not be used as he well be unaware that he has been subject to oppomnnsm by the 

law &m. 

Even m the unbkely event that the ckent does peroave he has been taken fors ride and does voice complaint, The Law Soaety has a vested mte eat in preserving the face 

of the profession and the interests of ifs mambas. The apponreusnc lawyer ooneequendy has the ability to abuse hit position of trust and oonfdence and exploit his 

monopoly power. 
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19. Quality evalututon aa poblan in the ea: -ante amuon wh a d. atr are dtoosmg a sohator. He% they well Lea a dct a icy of ntfonnebm the tdauve 

quahtm and prices of oompemtg suppliaa in the tn. tlxt. The hdaogasety dmadensoc of legal savtars makes any possible mmpanaau diffiadt. Repeat putdtase is 

not usually a damcwwic of legal savior, but in the cm wbae it is. it may still be diffinilt to dataatne mauve cork and quality with any aoaaaty. Relying on 

IO1dIt101Yd CIfORN0011 /OIQOlf ! g. advawmg ! OD ir UlUdYDIO Y ttus in%mutioe a no dmUmgtei Ring on douUQötOd fOlYOö Of QIfO[iRst1011 M IUUdI" abG Y 

the peeon povldrtig the 1efwa1 of judgrmaN on quW6ty wil be 10ody to be tcnildy aomp[oumed in his . way to judge quJity. 

In the cc-poa eottwuoption situatan, it is pousbk tha the dsmt wil still be oubb to datumute the quality of the lagd aavias be hu been ptovidad. '[haa will seldom 

be past expaiawe of 0onauoelg lagd sawors of " similar typa gom " unge of aompetccg supphas a expasmoe of eonamting a tinge of services front the same 

supplies, mahng qudity evehution Mcmlt. 

20. The as ahmaht of rdf-sad Bosh wiidi ore wwards the Iowa and of the spe rtun of qushty thndards in legal saviors are hlcdy to be pcamved have by dzna in 

being ofna+onable satrtdard. The absame of repetttton m ptuduse or purdusmg from venous suppbas will fail to wi va this type of behavhoca. It is also unhlcdy due 

to high search costs that consumes will seek opuuau Rom oanpeong supplies in the pre"purdtase situation. If this pre purthase behaviour did ooac then the setting of 

low goals would be paulised by non-hvung by the consrmia. 

21. A body of btenoae costs that argues the vabdny of the oonoept pwwWly m rdaooe to medical sevi . Sac Andeson R. V, House, D. & Omusto% M B, A 

Theory of Ph7sbiu Bebrvis wfb Suppler I. daaed Daeaad. See also; Evans, R. G, Supplier Induced Demmd: Some Empmol Evidetuz and Imphoaoons, in 

Evans, W. G. & Trebdoock MJ. (ads), Lawyers and b. Pubüe Inaereet, Toronto. Buttewoct 
. 

1987. See also; Pechmai. M. (ed), TheEoaeemles of Hoahh and 

Madleal Casm Macm9an, 197L See also, Renhardt, V. E, The Theory of Phynoan Induced Dmnan& Reflections atte a Decade Jasvad ofHastd Ecanawdc& Vol. 1, 

1985, pp. 187-193. (editonal). 

22. The puadowal anomaly thrown up b- to flit mart lawyae ngard than r pechve Law Soaata with eontanpt. if not ovawhdming u hff atan 

23. A doansion of the acpauss and sttrumm of the kgsl pmfesswn, m the oontect of dLR'enng saaologioal paspectvm of tM profesawns, is prmmtad m Abe4 RA 

(1986), supra Note 16 

24. it to mteromtg to note here dta whit eonatmnes __ m--- ie moldy judged by the lawyn and the oonstmta is m no mama wvaegn m the dit/ lawyer 

rcJaConstuP. 

25. It would be ndaadou$ to assume that ordmary men in the sacat could dunnguuh between manets of incompetence and the mere opaahon of the judiaat system, 

when they are suutTieendy sophsboated to nconagY ehoca. a lawyer, or asses quality of legal savwts post eorrsnnppqý 
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26. Many orutem astws fom nan. m ordoOmmm mchaPtcm One. Two uLaThmornm dma. 

27.7he 
profesaiom have a dam to proem thear pnvdeged status in soapy and reapeo the bust iwested in than by study. As a tesuh they wt0 told to exbabit a 

low tmdetcy to ad oppothmudcaly or abuse thest monopoly status. The mlatao sbap bdwem society and the profesmons is categorised by the relational contracting 

eba adauba noted above, sapre Note I3. 

28. seeAbd. RA 0m -r- Note 16. 

29. It w dl be tananbaed that Ridcetb (1967) "ire Note 3, p. 40, argued that in order for the egatcy nLhonahip to be intot ting. two import" feature had to be 

present Thee are, firstly, a conflict of interests and, seoondly, an asymmetry in information avadable to the pnndpal and agent 

It is also argued dim if there s no conflict of i ntaat in the agency rdabomlup. that the ccstarce of asyrtunetiio information between the two contracting parties cease, 

to be a problem. Tyro lawyer would perceive no incamvd advantage in "'commanding a cows. of action that did anything other than accord with the interests of the 

diatt. Where Ala assumed by the that that the lawyer an be busted and will thus avoid any conflicts of intaes; the dial simply perceive, no infotmadon asymmetry 

and thus no potential for oppommism. Even ifhe does, however, there is little he an do to reduce the sra of the wedge of rgnonina driven between him and the lawyer 

and tittle he an do to protect agswt oppomwus+4 or reduce it's enpact should it occur. 

3 0.1tus is of pnme nnpwmice to the sobator u. in the slraae of fatnal advahsing atd in the damam of ocpaienae goods/ savior, the bast advahsaned far the 

Jew fine is dds own satisfied cbmts. Even whae advattsmg does take pleat, it is ldcdy that m the typical oonsuma's choice regarding which law firm to consult, 

dtsmtaated reform information would be more highly waghtad in any evaluation than self-promoting sdvatmng. Bane, reputation aatwn and suata mnmt is sn 

ensenbal bduvtoural detainment of the Lai firm. 

31. the i.. &m it is f, 4 to say. will most likely equate rWUtation matamtsation with ma mrmation of the quality of its semoe to haus. in attempting to mammse Its 

reputanon, the firm will have some notion of what it perceives clients pmoeve as quality in legal servtoes. Once it has identified thee, the firm will attanpt to tailor its 

savtce to sansfection of these perceived ontma, thus appere tly tmMamuutg its reputaaon. This is fraught with problans of determining what a newness perceive as 

being quality in legal savwrs, films faamg the diTcult task of identifying these consumes paapuons and at the base line, detmnwung what constitutes actual quality m 

legal semas. 

32. Williamson (1995), supra Note t., atgtress that ttacsadytons are cosily to perform due to a combuaoon of bchavtounl and eutemal mflumxs surtoundmg the 

hansacCon. Those factor thought to be amtnl in ausurg iraruacborul difadbe are; 

1. Opposnmme -'aon seelckg self-mtaated goals. nth guJe 

2. Bamdad rnu«uhtY - uatots fang pereepoon and 0090ve knudtrons. 

3. lnformmon mtpac*ednas - asyttnneme mfonnshon dutnbubon between the pan= to &e cxchwW Moons. 
4. Small numbers " the number of sltenutm suppbes in the maker. 
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7hoo difalua are attuned, non bsnswbonsoab in shudons where the above interact with one or more oft he following truwcmn characteristics; 

I. Unaawnty - ambigwty sunoundmg eonhsmul speafomN defnmon and pafotmunoe mnstuement 
2 Mad speafiaty - svhae sues an: punalsr to that hanacbon and have las or no value otmnth that eonuad. 
3. Contawtd QequaW - the repebhvataa of the uuuuuon between the psanu. 

In tams of WIDiumon's tiansaotrotm coat tiunewotk. Whose major fehus ere outlined above, the typi eI pfivate dial transaction suffers ban infosmstion 

®psaed. ws, severe unoahinty, quiddy arhatmted bounds of nmuldy and oonttamu( infequewy. The td ational contract is viewed r an et5aart raponee to the 

combination of thine dmtaaamhm. 

33. Search Costs arc esa uy the Costs of aoqumutg ctfotnuood lmowledga One of the major amasms of Neodasswd eoonomics is that st implicitly assumes that 

economic adore have perfea hwwladge and that such bwwldge IS cosdas to obtain. This armoism-is most perhaps most fombly argued from an 'Austrian' school 

pespeceve, where the etnphas s is on the pivotal role of the entmepratau in the prams by which information is divanmated in the economy. Even theorists in the 

Neodasswal tradition soon recognised that infoa noon was not aostless to obtain and that it had a real value. Such theonats developed analytical tools to handle 

information and saw it in the contact of rational mawrntsmg bdtavtoc where individuals aoqumed information in the market. The seminal article in this area is widely 

accepted as bang Stigler. G., The Economics of lnformnation, lwnaal. 1PsiW. cal Economy Vo169 1961, p. 213 from which a burgeoning literature on search and 

infmmanon thereaka emanated. The base poet of die papa was that individuals, as rational marmmsas, will invest resources in acqumng infonoauon up until the point 

where the marginal etpected benefits of acgmtmg that information equals the marginal ousts of obteuung it. 

For an mtroducaon to the oorrcsponding'Austroan' paspaave on informatron and'duoovay as opposed to searsit, see; Kirw. I. M., Percep im Oppertuolty and 

Prellt. Umvasity of Chicago Puss: Uimmaty ofChxago, 1979. 

34. It m na posabk far ptoducas ro spul s guslrty pnmýorm by h*er pna if oonsim, as arma per--,,. the diSaamd giulöy of pmdiwv m the roackd In this 

srtua4on a'madcd for lemons' could wise See; AkedoC G., (1970), arpro Note 7. 

35. 
ra Note 11. While Bounded Rationality more usually desmbes a situation of the amount of infomattott bang vast m relation to the ability of the paion to 

prowls It. even if the individual did not face a deficiency of infomation in respect of legal services, he would typimfy not have the knowledge to be able to iriapret it so 

that he could make a rational dwioe and evaluate quality of the legal service dtoset. 

36. Hudec. Af. & TrebdcodC. M. 1, Lawya Advatwng and the Supply of lnfomuuon in the Muket for Legal Services. Unirerr/q of Werterrr Ontario Law Renew: 

YoL20, No. 1,1982. 

37. Network theory is usdul nn explauung Formal relanonsiups where high degram of imphot tout are involved. sm; Boje P. Markets xiesarclam and 

Interorguussauonal R anon: A Network AppmedL EAR. I. E. (European Assoaatwn for Ream ch in Industrial Econonuosh 15th Annual conference, 1988. See also; 

Maltsson, Lan-Gunner., Management of Sim is Change in a Markets. as-Networks PerspeO. vve, in Pettigrew, M The Maoageme st at S42bye Chm8a. Blackwell. 

1987. See also, Janllo. J. C., On Strategic Networks. StravegitAlana; eswnY/ewmaL VoL9,1988, pp 3141. 
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3 Ö. m db ere oCooýonwoal oLrnb, there n,. y be ý whok Met of otlý impaetne faaas in the ow-unpmn of legal sa. whdt ue deeuabld ptefamd by tlte 

typiad dient 

3 9. S. oom. w dmu mu u�aoubtemy be mom . oplo. oattaa Uun the lypmd, eiv. te cbmc Surb aa, a way, thae[ore, 
not 

shire a similar deg= ocigromwe 

and indiE'aa+m to that of tha prnata diart. 

40. There have bean eey al node in reuen yen that luve foaled on the tcle of dvut stag in profesaaul saulose in to broader txntatt ofits asfomuoon 

entunang role. Sae, Bannom, L, The Effect of Mvanwhg on the Pnan of EyegLxso, Iownd *flaw aa/ Ecan. mic VoL15,1972, pp. 337-352. See also, Cox, S. R, 

Do Sapa, A. C. and Canby. W. C., Consume Information and the Ptstvhg of Legal Sawohs, Jawnd o1lndusoid Ecoaoadc Vo130,1982, pp. 305-318. See also; 

Sduoaa, J. R, Suuth, S. L. a Cox, S. R, Advaommg and Competition in Routine Legal Service Markets: An Etnpuial Investhgactxs. Iosomi ojlndtsvid Ecoaoadcr, 

Vo136,1981, pp. 4960. See also; Trcbdoocl4 MI, Competitive Advertising. in Evans, W. G, & TreWooc, M. J. (ads). Lawyon and rho Public Interest. Tomnto: 

Buttetwoct, 1981(Chapter3). See also; Hudec. A. J. & Trebdoo& MJ. LawyerMvaoschg and the Supply of Information in the Market for Legal Savioa, Oniraslry 

of IVerraa Ontario Low RMewy Vol. 20, No. 1,1982. See also; Nelaa4 P. Infotmation and Comma Bduviotr. Iowa) of Paiidcal Economy. Vol78,1970, 

pp311-329. See also; No w% PJ. Caravan Information and Advatimhg in Gelatin, M. & Iota. R. D. (eds). TCOawaate of I. fawadsa Mutmus NiJboIZ 1981, 

pp. 42.68. (Commons by Alcaly. R. E. pp 78-82). See also, Soglot. G. The Theory of Pane (4th edition) MaabdLn, 1987, Cb. 14 The Ecooomitz of 1nfarmattab. 

pp. 236247 

41. me regulatory, ssuas s» . avanavig; n legal services ere the taws of many aesdmnc wo ka. See; Hudec, A. J. & Trebaoodc M. l, Lawyer Advausmg and 

the Supply of lnfonmhon in the Market for Legal Services, Univ. it of Waster Ontario Law Realer, Vol. 20, No. 1,1962, pp. 53.99 at p 95.; Mitdrell, C. N, The 

Impact, Regulapon and Efficacy of Lawyer Advemmg, Osgood* Bag La Josuwia( V01.20, N0.1,1962, pp. 119-137. Murdock G. W. & Wtute, J, Does Legal Service 

Adverasnig Serve the Public's Interest? A study of Lawyer Ratings and Advatisaig Prances, Journal of Cexxu~ PotlcA VoLB, No. 2,1995. pp. 153-163 at p. 162., 

Haard. G. C. Jr, Pero, R. G. do Stanpie, J. W, Why Lawyers Should be Allowed to Advertac A Market Analysis of Legal Services, New Pork Uniremry Law Reriaset 

Vo. 58, (Nov) 1983, p9.10841113; Hams. M C, Solicitors Right to Advausc A Hcstonesl and Comparative Analysis, Georgia Journal ofInlawadand and 

Caarpeabrt Lant VoL15. Summer 1983, pp311.350.; Attar ao, J. B, lawyer Advaawig in England and the Unreal States, flit Aaseieat JournalifCoacpmoolw 

Last Vol32,1984, pp. 493.541. 

42. Sar TtaWoodG Mj.. Comp-- AdverWmB, m Evans. W. G. d;. Trebdaodk, M. I. (ads). Lawyen *ad the Public Iatesest Toronto: Butterworth. 1987 Ch. S at 

p. 147. 

43. saq. oNote 4l 

44. Ln the ass whae pone sdvaasmg don swnulate wet ammg beht ow macesed competmon, 00 may rauh m maeased access to oonsumas whose quanoty 
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dacwcded of those kgsl savaa 0 pnoa samftvd rdrovdy pnm dram ihre conaumas may Previously luve been echr-mrcguul consume and the prise rcducuon 

hu Wn-mpuh. eadicaL 

The danand for mad legal services, however, it h'kdy to be typically inelastic and consequently feisty Irsermtive to puce changes. Although the looted for serum legal 

saviors eadd be erpeoted to be less price iratduuq and also depadant on the relative service type mix offered by the firm, the overall effect may be a reduction in firma' 

profit mngms. Mus is the beats of the far *fumy in the legal profession that this will drive lawyer; out of btsinas, reducing medrR coverage and aurally worsmmg 

oomtana awes. This self preservation goal sins many of the legal profession to hold a hostile view towards sdverta'etg and gradual bbaalisation in regulation of 

advatismg. 

45. With nefmmoe be production 6uwvaaver ms bamg stimulated by pna adve isu. & it a agued that the pressure to reduce costs in order to become puce 

competitive may force firms to introduce grata stuadadisWon in documentation and procedures and utilise better cepiW atwpmait and wider categories of labour, eg 

pandegals. legal ecea hvm and liocued conveyances. Advausing an effetavdy be used as a tool to attempt to generate highs volumes of business that an more 

readily justify the cost of i, attoduatg often costly elaoaus of statdarduataon. 

46. miss not to say mat pnoe edvatising is note (tatu a of many subeecton and. teee Mth. the ovetag UK legal savwa muket 

47. A aeon of snrrdta have recently been urdaukar by the Uruvasty of Strathclyde Departmaa of Ecorwmra to exarume kvds and dispaswns of fen aaoes 

markers m Scot1and and Engiand in the pawl score hbaahsehon of advaösing and other Pig nstactats, The reoau deregulation has had the effect of ranoving 

enpoampetinve p-tom and evidence of this shift in government policy away from protectionism can be seen most readily in tams ol: for example, the ranovd of the 

monopoly in oa veyanartg. the abolition of sole fen and the ranoval of some prohibitions on advertising and promorton. 

See; Love. LH, Stephai, F. H, Giandas. D. D., A. Patasoti. A. A., Spatial Aspects of Daegulaoon in tie Market for Legal Studies (forthcoming); Love. J. H, Stephat. 

F. H, G1Ia das, D. D, R Patasa4 A. A, Daegulabon and Pace Duamuruoott in the Conveyuwng Market. Mimeo, Univastty of Strathdyde; Paterson, A. A, Farmer. 

L, Stephan, F. H. A. Love. J. H, Competdon and the Market for Legal Saviors, lao nal *flaw and Soddy, Vot1S, pp. 361-373; Stepha4 F. H, Love, J. H, Wanders, 

D. D, & Paterson. A. A., Testing for Pnoe Dommwuon in the Market for Convryanang Savtoea Ieterrradoaal Review of Law and Econoavia (Forthcoming) 

48. The dead wesght soa 1 aost atgunnent " he the cost of advansmg is sunply paved on to the oonawner A S& new component of the cost of legal services This a 

valid only under resoi ve spoons whereby thee a totally melasnc demand and further, the eastmg level of produccve effiaatry is the optunum attainable. 

49. Amtiaal product dtscat°ation - here the aompenave parf° m '° of the marks to seat to be tmpaued smae suppbas are soot as havutg non. aotmpa able 

products. It does. howrevc. make aonaumm more awue that ahemaevm m the hacker do cast Bec use of the unportarroe of reputation efada in legal servlm of many 

types, it is unbkdY that pmnmy dverl, 04 wow have much effect. The fou* m that aystemaowlly un}tuat}ad supplic preferctaes would tend not to ooau. 
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50. Unhealthy market concentration - the argwna t he is that only the largest firm. can afford advetumg a cpardrtime and they will thus grow even bigger . The could 

result in fewer firms in aferxed legal market sectors but there would be little overall struamal change. Due to the increased sale of production neonwy, a Mttlra barer 

to marke awry could be establishes Advertising appears to be aimed at local markds and haw, this may not be s sigruticant wont'. Whit does in to be more 

significant is brand rime loyalty whore advertising may aduagy lower bamers to entry and am as a more efciant form of sdf. promouon Hun the amen informal social 

cnawwad newak mehoda. 

51. Potaiml for auppha iitduoed danvd - has, boes ksda po6vm end manipuVmn of hsta etm an vpioed us svorty. Smoe dacund is Llcdy to be oKLsac, this 

would not be z=: 3 of a problem. 

52. Prioe. dvaesmg would Bean to be mappropciste m any else smoe most kgal sevwa ue tamsmndatdvabk 

53. Deta canon of quality of savioes - it is proposed that mansad price aompeution could cum high quality Lima to be squeezed out of the it if they ace 

ew'peble of signalling the superior quality of th r serviom to thou consumers. Consumer peoryuons of quality are such that they prelude making a rational esmnate as 

to whether quality would desenoeate or not in the pceerioe of some form of puce adverosmg. 

54. The problem m du msdmoa u that ihe taduaat oCpmODS would reduce marglro from wb1Ch lawyers can aosaýubal&x wotk. it s IIoI the coo that lawyers have 

a moral or pothc l mandate or any mhaart advantage in pafo®mg this redistribution of waelth buzon. 

55. Whore ptwe advatutng does ooaq m an appropnate standarduable legal marks segment, monrtmmg costs of the professional body m rdaaon to savwe quality 

may be Ltdy modest Potential awresses in quantity darnnded may 6abtate and regLwe Altamen' to rtnptove productive processes powbly lodmg to admwe nett of 

inressul quality control medtatttstm. That may be in the form of 

1. Increased speaaliuuoa 

2. Increased standardisation. 

3. Greats emphasis on the mautmmg proxssea. 

Lawyer objections to standuchsatiort. 

Stendarduapon of services may be tmamactrve to many lawyers since it 

1. Offers substantially reduced rewards to those strnmg for i ntelseerual diallatge. 

2 Removes the stimulus of oomph problem " 

3. Removes the satisfaction of doing a job worthy of a professional person. 

Consequauly, it could be the case that legal dmuof. if se up in the UK along lines such as those in USA to offer a set of standardised semres, may onty attract retain 

types oflawye pasomd. 
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56. 

57. In aft to conud producoon cow, on mamove is aaued to nmov. te m produmon. Pnoe. dvatimig, if mooadSd, ha m. potmtul to gmmse. nfflamny high 

vohmiet ofbumm oopraty high mipW expakhaQe and bwuMoow auooieoed weh ptodwcbw ämovedens. 

In the ease whore several Ibis in a gtvat mobs pace dvemed. the quannry of kgal sarioa d®oded cotaia ps bus could be a peoted to me As dditional 

vobamea of legal services are produced by tint to mad this numsad demand the and of these sevims for any giver Lou could be axpeded to 6g as fixed cosy would 

be spread over a gne, ta number of unaL This would of cowse only be the ease if eomamues of scale wee not air dy exhausted The extau of economies of scale in 

legal saviors is a moot point. 

Tndmona( aoonowc thaocy suggxa that tud, eoonoaurs ofscak oould be adoeved in kgai saviors we resu@ ofone or mote of the followtttg; 

1. Spemalisation 

Z Labour mput mac (A ate of qualified assucattts, pankgab etc) 

3. Ntetattom to Chat ocpectationa as to the degtee of pasotulised scvoe to be pfovided 

It is acpected that advertising should faaloue the normal foram of the marks to operate efaatdy on the delivery of legal aavroes. There may be a consequent effect on 

supply mahods, sum sverege cost reductlom should parwt fiutha pna aahng WW stunutsuon of cms dmund 

5 8. The measurana4 of oompanbk quality in legal scrim is very subjacuve and problaeuac and it is undnr how it can be measured in both absohrte and rcLbve 

tmct. 

5 9. 
supra Nate 41. at pp. 1-54-155. 

it is mterabng to view the expected result of institutional advertising in the contact of the concept of advahsmg noted by Telaa, L. G., Advertising and Competmon, 

Journal of Pobttml Ecornomy, VoL1S, No 6, (Decernba)1964, pp. 540.541, where he argues that there is some theorctial reason to expect that competition to be stiffs m 

obgopolisbc markets than in atonustioslly ooiPetitm ones. In the case where consumers regard the products of rival firms to be dose substitutes, and individual firms are 

small in relation to market size, that a product may taid to be advehsed lots, bemuse one finds advert" mcperdnures will promote the product as muds as it 

promotes the actual brand of the product of the advatua. The advantage of advertising are thereby greatly reduced. This describes the situation that persists in legal 

savoe where the value of indrvidual advertising to producers s freyuerndy questioned as is the purpose of insbtutimW advert ulg. 

60. Gvei that the pnoe dnhaty of demand fa tnany kgN sevtos a 4kdy to be Matrvdy mduaq wvaosmg may be 'My,. p. nd the darund fat l. wryas' 

savaes ugru6ondy. It may, thaefot4 smW1Y have the xao skm game effax of teditbtbutmg marke shues of the tod make danand bewroat lawyas in a pubad. t 
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msAcd. When sooamt u taken of the prob" sommpmyng raducnon m fees dunng tlos radnmbubon process. those lawyers in sggn>gste as 1c7cdy to face a abuhoo 

that is wax thin a zwosma pmn 

One thing is eatam, that bang the tid that thaaeoävmg tcvawes as 9 nsuit of sdrtmg advam" spaa and sawoes at2 wiB bar5t from the ovaaU prons. 

$pO0 O(itlC D10(G PfObi0Wh0 fe"hue OruVCfOWmCXpQIti1dYC tlC tiuad below; 

1. It has e high mitisl aoat, 
Z It mat oftan taqum tepaoon to be effactire snd. 

I Irs are oBe>t unowtmn md effemvmws deE'xsdt, ifnot ®poagblt to uoenam. 

61. zbia w,. uy wmna that im ficm das not behave in any manna hh would have the of a of disco u tang to value of tla firm'e repuhaen, . the would 

provide mulsuable miommtion to oohs unaa. which would not be coadma. 

62. It is argued by Getzat (1984) that at situations where output is of highly variable quality and the cost of obtaining quality information is much grater for 

consumers than it is for producers. t ansact, om are idnffy goverad in a relationship known as a brand name conttad. Consumes base their purchase demsions on 

reputation information and detectable lapses in servwe quality ore paahred by losses of expected fidwe business. Soe Getup T. E, A'Brand Name Firm' Theory of 

Mediw(Gtoup Fsctioe. 27ielnvaaf ejlndrmidfcowadct. Vd2D0ü11. No. 2. Dec 1984, pp 199-215 at p. 200. 

63. it is daft to put down pnoe donee:. for vmturoe, foforug ube, Lsaoon in dvausmg odes, to any one factor is advacmm u only one of -y Gaon that 

affect pots levels and the dispamon off= m any madcet. 

64. Fm " lengthy disanswn of tlx role of Lioename a the legal profauon see; Trebilmd- MJ. R Rata, B. J., Lioauure in Law. in Ewn, W. G. 3 TteWaod. M. J. 

(1987), smpse Note 21. 

65. 
supra Now 41. 

66. For a duausswn of the role that could be Plated by bce sure in the context of foetal speashty de sW&u m and fomnl segmentation of the legal sr tcm marled 

see Trebiloodc (1987), aupie Note 01, at pp. 135-15ti. 

67. These souraa of infotmaaon m dd+twn to, and oomplenentary to, dvaosutg, are disauaed dsewFore m tha ctupta. 

68. See Trebdeod (º987), wpm Note 41 a p. 156. whae it a ugued tha a wde spectrtun of dienta dettondutg legal savtas of dtffenng sophanatwn in thar abibba 

to both «cm and evaluate mfotm+ooM aosu Clatas typa are subaequrntty a Lammed to atama the etaatt of that mfonnacon deiio y. 

In the coo of4rge oorponta cbmar it is argued dat the selamon prooess a mLOVely easy smoe ptuCailar 4ayas will be needed for paroailar firnaons. He dine aa 
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good chum that the dtat wJt be e raped user who may have developed methods to evaluate approximate audy. ban Is fikdy to exw an infotroel bwaneu 

oomnwuouau network which wdl feed the dient with eduble reputation mfomuoon. 

Many smaller corporate ducts may more uauuy haves de mad for Irma specialised swim than larger corporate chants, May are hltdy to be fed from swular mfamal 

htfoans ion saooa. Although they od oars to have las need for spenahsanon otsavtoms, chime may be still rdatmdy easy to the sector. 

For many dimtº in the hovsdhdd sxtar, the mfamumn de5oawo are qude aigm6ont, A genmal Iadt of wphisoarton, led of repftt punchasang and vaned wage of 

a wide nmge of setviors whm poed with a vriey oflawyeu, nmdmti dune diffiudt 

69. See; týý (19g7) a. pre Note 41. at p. us, what it i. ageed that arguments. g. we hba. L.. bon in . dvatWng regul. dons am mipasnuow and wrongly 

fiMmded, ad it is daimed that infomtmon LAakdowns ®pýg the dienN lawyer matdt6tg ptootss are ametabk to sWmfiant andiontiott w rdLnhon oftes>eboro 

ce Lwyaa' advae-g. 

70. See; TmWoodc (1987) supra Note N. at p. 15g whore he also daims that it would not be advantageous for the law firm to specialise in the market for noncomplat 

legal savraes if ooruumas me* dune on a random base. The choice process is therefore, not likely to be a random one for the private client as a consumer of legal 

savroe. 

71. The typ-1 oonswn« m the eau of the mgorrty of produ s is confronted with an ahmduae of relevant, and itrdevant, infomration to help evaluate purdtau 

options in the pr -purcha a phase of the purdtawe deavon. A sigmfwnt proportion of this information coma from dh d and inbred adveos ng aomos. In the one of 

an unhbendised advcosmg regime there is a defcemcy of this potenmiy valuable product information available to diems This utderprns the darre of propona is of 

hbaalawoon in advert" rota to ante grater freedom in legal service advaasmg. 

72. proponatts of advaasng rile rdaxanon ague that such an as would erilmtoe wdfae by reducing information deficiencies in the muket Na result. oonsumerrs 

would be likely to reap twin beae&a of reduced search ousts and the ability to make a mom ratanal selection of services duough aehanced consumer awsruiess of 

maker ahernatrva. 

oppormts of advabsmg reLxabon allege that advemsav rule Maxauon would. 

1. Cause service quabty to ddatomte. 

2. Cause a spradmg of mtamfotmatton, 

3. Alta market suucture undaoably. 

It must be not4 however, that these opposuig arguments are not tanbly span he smoe they are conoemed with advatwng as a concept and, hence, ignore many 

diffarnt subtle faous of actual adverosmg. 

73. In any dacussOn re atdmg 6eea1sanon of regulation oflegal service advatiseng it would appear appropriate to eamone 

,. What benefits proponents of advaavng role hbarluhon expect to accrue from hbecahsanon, 

2. What the objeubons to hbaahrat on are and, 

7. Whit actual mfotmaooe scores are avadabk to the consumer oflegal sawoer and hose dose wýouid be enhanced by bbe. ML I on. 
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It is not the mtamon of dua thou to eaqlorc them iuua ua hurgemmg Gtaaaue m the sau of ngulahon of the protmnotta m gamnl, and hbailiasiott of dvataimg 

nries tegardmg kgd savprs in patoatlu, save this Gusrvm sups Now 40. 

74. It mud be noted that they need not smufy be a bigb quality fam but they nevatLdns have the ability to exusa more produom suplus due to oammie 

mopacepmL 

75. Hudeo awTrcbibak (1982) npºs Nae 36. at p. 67. it. damrod bee ttut 

1. Climb may be made awaro of tbe edsemoe ofkgd peoblmus ofwhirb they we prwimuly utawrn 

I. Oates may also lose musaatoepdotus dust be" pewtonsly Preva+eed fm dao aedmtg legel dvwd 

3. In rodudv sarch aoab, advatrpng may 6alibu aompawve dtoppmg for muuta stmdQdtsed savro= ud oauaqumtly impmve legal musrlcd 

effiaatt. Y. 
4. Advaomig as tedativdy aadeaa to the oonsuua; bang lypmady anbaddalet aroarocuoau modus which ia pJeamable to the medal vtewa. 

76. Hudec and Trebiloodc (1982) impre Note 36. at p 67. It an, nevenbele; convey infocrosnon such as sadenrc background, years expaima and speoislisms etc. 

which may be peoaved by potmbal diente as mdiauve ofprobsble mpetix 

77. in the sbaa oe of pnor consultation with the dmt the law Gtm could not soamtdy ueeee the probable cost of the wak regmred. 

78. sec Hudec and? reWoodc (1982) -9- Note 36. at p 67. 

79. For a duaason on Gandusm8 so- Cam R. E. & Mwphy, W. F. II. Franninnang. Firms, Mincers and bnhn®ble Aeaets, S. rten Ec w xdc Aw, naL Vol. 42(4). 

Apnl 1976, pp 572-586; Inaba. F. S, Fmn hism6 - Monopoly by Contra4 S. wd6mw Eaweraie J. wwoL VoL47(l). July 1980, pp 6572; Blair. R. D. & Kasaman. D. L, 

Fra ntinimtg - Monopoly by Conrad Cc°nm°tt Sandhsw Enw. wdcJ. w wai VoL48(41 April 1982, pp. 1074.1079; baba, F. S, Frandtiuna - Monopoly by Contract; 

Reply, S. mAsw Ec wndo Jamwad Vo148(41 April 1982. pp 1080-1062; Klan. B. 3 SA LF, The Law and Economics of Franchise Tym6 Contacts. Jewswd. f law 

aw/Euwewsiea VoLN=(2). 1985, pp. 345.362; Mathewson. O. F. d. Winter, P. A. The Economics of Franduse Contracts, J. mwd. fLaw and£nwawicL VoL28(3). 

Oct 1983, pp. 503-526. 

80. Lioauure and ft's ettecuvams ss a TuW reputaoon Wwfling math- ts the focus ofTrebdwdc. M. J. and Rater. Bi, Immure to Law. in Evans. W. G & 

Tmbdoodc. M. J. (eds1, Lawyers and the Pudlk Interest. Toronto: Butterworth. 1981. 

81. Advantages of gtoupW team ptama hu been a foam of aoonoonsa sedaW explumoons beyond that of smipk eootwmaa of sale, for tlte obaaved phatomau of 

Wp sale lomt ptodtwroott (patCcuiady in savtoal. See; Nervhouu, 1. P, The EoonoQUa of Group PncLOe. lorrnd oJHwmma Raosvices, Vo1.8, Wmta 1973. 

pp37.56; Nchtet4 M. 3 DatmaZ H, produmon, Infommnon Coats and Econortuc Otgatusmon, Anaeicen EconoodcRedtwt Vo1.62. Dam 1972, pp. 777"795. 

In ndauon to "e lxacm in the medmtal Profeanon see; Getm T. E., A Bnnd Nam Fora' ihaory of Madwej Group PtaaM lavwd ejl"Lsarid E"Nsma 
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VoL)OOQII No. 2, Dar. 1984 ritee the oawepu duouued are equally appliable to ptmeraltip ptacnm of the kgal pmfaaton m pttvate ptacLm. 

In relation to the legal profeeeon and PAP 9UP P aeq Güaat, RJ. dt Mnoolm4 R. H, Slung Among the Hwnan Capmiliate: An Economic Enquny Into 
the Capone Law Finn and how Pachm Spät Profite, SmiJirdLw Sabel W. *(ea Peps, VoL37 No. 16.1984. 

82. 
aWa Note 6z 

83. The vtew of Geam (19ffl attP. a Note 62, etihoes that of hdd by RriDiucuon wharby, in the abaeroe of ttarooctiorta oosts, the am of the otpnrwbon wn be 

viewed m ctdetetmtrtata as scale eoonamie ed diaeoorwmrs are argued to be a dited cauagomoe of bwadion costs. See; Wmiuroon, 0. E, The Zumomk 

11asWetlsaa of GpMaltrs. Free Ptaa, 1983. 

84. swe Note 62 at p. 200 

Hoe, Getzat admowledges the strong depcda ce his aulysss has on the ttamamons cost 8amework and the concept of the agency rdaäonship. See in pen onIar, 

Wdhwson, O. E. (1985), mpra Note 1. for a nnnmsrised devdoprnant of the Transac7soru Cost Framework and see both: Jansen, M. C. & Meddmg, W. H., Theory of the 

Fi®: Mwgaul Behaviour, Agency Com and Ownashtp Stns we, Je i'nal Of J'7aardel Ecomomicr, Vo13,1976, pp. 305.360 and Fans, E. Agency Problems and 

the Theory of the Firm. Amerirnn Ecawoadc Re4e* Vol. 76,1980, pp. 971-983 whtdt are commonly regarded as the saninrt works in agency theory. 

In relation to the quality prenarm argument it is acknowledged that the important fesmre of the brand name services is that they are of aonastau and homogeneous 

quality rather than that they are of high quality. Consumers are willing to pay drffatng quality pr'an for drffaent brand names and it will be the case that the 

ecpachäons of quality w iB be diffenid across cases . 
So long as the supplier provides services tat sahsty the expected qualüy of the pmdtasa of the brand name 

regardless of absolute quality the consumer will be satisfied. 

85. Getme. T. E. (1984) arpra Note 62.77eu argument ttLes on oonsumers/ the makes beets et5cad in evai song reputation and duaounting nee vahm of firms' 

tpplpamens for poorer than atpecied service quality. It is argued by AkabC GA. (1970) that wham consumers hoe an i tformabon deficiency in terms of bang able to 

evaluate reputation and service quality. they will not be able ro sgrul quality ponies to consumers as oonsmem will not be able to pace" diffaentul quality levels in 

the market.. See Aka&C GA., The Market for Lemons " Quality Uncertainty and the Market Mechanism, Quarr" Josrwa/ yEeewoaricit VoL90, August 1910, 

pp. 488-500. 

86. mu toe large event depwdem upon the reoepnvahess and abhhty of oothsrmhas in the matkd to process mich rgtutaoon mfonm bon. It win be remmbwed that 

cnperfetaons in the reel life market for legal setwaes are likely to result in oonshmhas selecting lawyers m the face of defiaan and incorrect mfonnanon. 

87. SaK Klart, B. anW K. The Rok of Market Form m Asnrnng QuaMy, lownd ojPotlakd Etononn, (. }pp flX (AuguutX 1981, pp. 613.641. 
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8 8. Getra4 T. E. (1984) auprs Note 62. at p. 201. 

89. n h«t atd Mud nano of the &m is not a mobje riser and may only prmmt a lawyer leawtg the pro oa with a rdativdy mull rerdod eSect 7bis taiattd 

effect may be of grema sgafiatm to another (am who is cttQmted in hiring him, than to thmta. To this emvit. Mad name opiul may ax as a dimamhve to lave 

the g® and tbetefate oomhan the behmottr of member of the firm aooordigiy. 

Legal pracam in firms of more than two lawyers could be argued to be more effac we at aeaung brand name capital a the lawyer an benefit time both suarnal iauom 

ftm ooilagtra, and agaral stwrom from th nu, in aigmfant quantrdm. Hence, the canon of band name capital may be aerie and cheaper in prscdom cons sting of 

more than one lawyer 

90. Game4 T. E. (1984) ssrpra Note 62. It is argued he that the process of shamrg clients and Income pro des an incentive for the exatmg member of the firm to lure 

good quality new member and also devote trine and resources to mamtormg them. in order that the thin reruahu a thnvmg venture Mddronafy. this provides clients 

with a guarantee or signal that the quality of sernoe provided by the new member will at least mad expeered quality standards. 

ft is interesting to note the smulanty of Getzat's analysis to that of Gilson, RI. £ Mnookin. RH. (1994) supra Note $I, where the concept of Ste tede. oß bawern 

oaeanon of lawyer specifier and firm speaßo capital is a major focus of analysis. This tansfa of clients could result in problems for the firm in teams of it providing 

lawyers with specific, capital which could Provide them with a hostage to ad oppamnosmafy against the fns and it's casing partners. Gilson and Mnootin's analysis 

ouplones the nature of incastiws and behavamd implications of the subtleties of the type of sharmug bsgam eusttng between the partners of the law firm. 

The fad that established pumas are compensated for dray shares in brand name capital by reeoavu ga disproportionate share of the law firms mmmc in relation to new 

entiantir into the practice is an interesting observation m the context of G1son and Mnoolmt's analysis of pannaslup income drvaion. New pumas will be walling to 

reoerve rewards of ttus flange as Bratty, they will teoerve dials and share in reputationt brand name mrmediatedy, and secondly, they will lmow that in Amite years they 

win be meavmg a disproportionately high lard of income as they transfer t aUs and der business down to new merobees of the firm. 

91. New parmm may require to buyantd the parmeahip and thu could be seen is a payment to the firm lie c astmg members) fore share m brand name cepnal 

92. Fora d3s Ion of the timaon of homsiae at the macro kvd of the profession see. TreWaod. M. J. and Rater. B J.. (1987) supra Note 21. 

Geuat. T. E. (1960) supra Note 61, therefom agues that any lapse in quality adacxs erg of the putnen. Thus vtew maybe m oatam cuautumnws over-sunphsuc. 

Firstly. this asumos that oonsumas wiD be abk to denufy quality m the first wtana and evaluate actual quality against expaxed gttehty. lists, p«haps taut« narvdy, 

unphatly asstana a high degree of dwn sophoaaion which may be unlikely for many consumes. 
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Seoorly, in. ddihon to the fact that poor quality services may go lugdy undde ed for reasons directly above, the lawyer who acts to provde a sub-atondatd product 

may Be midetertcd by bit pumas depading on thar mansaug a*iliua. The'gudty lawyer may ab o ywid pasonal baneGts Who hu provided low effort intauity 

aomplcW* the ter 4uafib savior rar comb Cy the tame rem. 

93. Gelam T. E (1984) P. Nae 61. 

94. Getra4 T. E (19". 9. Notm 61. .tp. 202. 

95. Gmaen, T. E. (1964) imps Note 61. at p. 202 It it not dem eKealy what Gaaet mom ham by indepedatt papeaul idmhty. If it is rtnadad that em rcLte to 

perpenul suaorsston, that study it is the aria that the reputanot of the firm stems (torn the lawyers who prwrdc the same m the firm. Perpeual sticceu n, which 

Mato to the trwufaahihty of asses bewem suooadve gataauau, is crelewnt, smx the rise m question is the brand name which is not transfasble. 

It could, bowevu. be that what is intaded is amply a bsandnname fat the firm ll' a doer not edwrge IS the fin's members come and go through timer it is more bkdy 

that thus is the mtapretauon intended and in this respee; the mammanoe of law fine names that bar no resemblance to their aonatdumt memberd names, may be 

evdmice of real life law fins' attempts to ameliorate the brand name reputation problems highlighted by Gehaar. 

96. Getmt, T. E. (1984) +rpºo Note 61. at p. 202. This aguman dtews on Ak9twt & Dameg wpn Note 81. 

mho it is argued he that the conauoe disregards the ittenal edac a of diffaaiaa in quality between practitioners. one äuaeshng aspect from the firm's 

paspearve is the resultant implimoors for manbas of the firm, where blame an be assigned through mutual monitomng and penal system within the An. 

97. Gtae4 T. E. (1964) �wra Note 61.. <p. 202. 

9 8. See the begtnwt6 of this section of Cbapter Foto. 

99. Getzm. T. E. (1964) s>rpra Note 61. at p. 202. 

100. Getzal, T E. (I9M awe Note 61. at p. 202 In tams of the Gdson and Mnoolan (19841 andysn, mpre Note 81. trsnaf ihty of dtents hkas on a more 

soategw role as there arc argucd to be vnda consldaaaons for the Iawya. Impbady, Garai ass>gns a kinder hurWer to the typed firm mamba dun do Gown and 

Mnoolaa who view then 0 more stntegrc and oppornausac. 
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101. G T. E. (I984. ' 4' Note 61. at p. 203. Hem it is ngued that the group prsd pcfomu a ßmction analogau to a depatmrert amte whose "Put mm is 

utilised "A guatantee of the quality of any pod= bought regardless ottype. 

102. Gdxe4 T. E. (1984 aipn NOW 61. At p. 203. In rdanon to Gataat'a analyau of group madwd pncboe, be+ that group are lea, blroly to be famed whae 

quality is more mly matured beptianta. flsthamaa beacgua thatgragn wtg tend to spaaalue in sus in which they have a aompaneve advantage rdaave to solo 

pray rooms. Ostia m teunwl (physiaan evahated) quality mdw than bedside manna (paean evalwtad) quality. 

He 4utha ague dnt the wlue ofbnnd name and hence the advwMgp of group pnxuoe n+a (and ädeed the advantage of luge rdatrn to wall group ptacäca rim) 

with inauau m 1) the oat of mud % 2) the value of ouroome diffaaroes, 3) the va>iabyty of outcomes, 4) infrequency and vasisb, 7ity of disuse oswmenM3) 

jointneu in produmon, 6) producer anN at oonnunm tunu>ver (mobduy) and 7) tedunial (as opposed to bedside mann) quality. 

Stolmig panlleis are obviously appuart in ralmon to the pnmae otthe kgal Po&svon, when viewed in tams otCxmat's analysis atwve. 

103. A 5endme ope ahon can be regarded as a nexus of contracts in wttidt eadt of the fiandwad r boid contracts with the frondused brand name fan. Rthtive 

to cads other. eadi of the $andused fins are kgafy sepsratq though they share the oronmon feature of being oontradually tied to the Bauhaff. It is noted by Ridrdö, 

M., The Eaaamto of Business Euterprtsr New Appraacbes to the Firm Whestsheaf 1981. that Rubun P. H., The Theory of the Firm and the Structure of the 

Frandme Contract. Josvnd . r1Lar and Ecen cs, VoL21,1978. at p. 223 that this combined doneness and independatoe served to anphaasc the often ubihary 

mane of the drsancuon between inter and mtra-fi® tnruacbons, thereby reirtforäng the notion that the rum has Mated bound3rirs. See also Note 93. 

104. For e dnwvsaon o[the pcuýd. nd. gan rdatan m me aontca o[intanal str++ome otme tum wvh puaoder foou on trmdose oontrncts eee Ridceta, M. 

(1987) rrpre Note 101 

105.71vs type of operatron is vy tutees" from in aoonomto v ewpomt as many mtaeatmg t MxVbd quest IM am raised, such as how the large London firm 

ideas firms with whom it wishes to be associated (te. fiarhdhiseesl, how does this firm ehedt the quality of that work to enswe dim reputation is not being damaged by 

d= assoaauon with such firms?, how does the partrnashup agraaoad work?, how formal is the ananganan?, how independent do the firms remain? to name but a few. 

These issues, however. are not strictly among those covered by this thesis, but nevertheless are worth mmnoning at thisltuuuun 

106. Thu is msmuauy analogous to the lading proow 05U t1 g from hansscbon speaßc c}wactenuws, m this case human asset speafaty. A well matched team 

can evolve. whose suoms is the rmult of a complex network of eiter-rc]aöonships, wuh the aeatm of attendant high levels ofbtand name mpuaL See; Williamson. O. E. 

(1985). supra Note 1., for a dampaon of the role of ssset speaäaty, as one of the three key dunenstons of the uansacbons cost franewwock (the other two being 

®eetamty and 6equencY). Williamson atgUy vews asset spealiaty as the most mmpottant and disunrnve of the three key dunamions ofha framework. 
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-Chapter Five- 

Empirical Analysis of the organisation of relationships between lawyers and clients: 

Section One: Questionnaire Section Two - The client/ firm relationship: 

Introduction: 

The function of this chapter is to examine and analyze information gathered during the series 
of interviews conducted for the empirical survey relating to the organisation of relationships 
between lawyers and clients. In doing so the background literature outlined in the previous 
chapters of this thesis and issues raised therein will provide the framework within which these 
issues are analyzed. 

This chapter will focus specifically on section two of the questionnaire as this deals with the 
features thought to be important in relationships between clients and law firms. The aim of 
this chapter is to discover the true nature of the typical client/ firm relationship and test a 
number of propositions relating to the information deficient characteristics of this relationship 

suggested by theory discussed in previous chapters. 

1.1 Information asymmetry and uncertainty - relational contracting: 

It is recalled from discussion in earlier chapters that the lawyer/ client relationship is 

surrounded by vast information asymmetries in favour of the firm, inducing potentially high 

levels of uncertainty in the client. In view of the high levels of uncertainty created by 

information deficiency, Williamson (1985) would predict that the transaction should be 

sheltered within some form of relational contract '. It could be expected that such a contract 

would require that there was sufficient repetition to facilitate creation of a bilateral monopoly 

type relational contract. Even where there was very infrequent repetition, Williamson (1985) 

would argue that the attendant levels of uncertainty would make the option of returning to the 

same law firm preferable to returning to the market for each transaction 2. This of course 

assumes that the client is satisfied with previous service he has received from the firm. It will 
be recalled that this will tend to be the case since his range of experience of legal services is 

unlikely to be extensive enough to compare the quality of this service to previous service 

received from that firm, or from another firm. 

(I) Dual party benefits of relational contracting: 

Williamson (1985) would predict within his contractual framework that a relational contract 
between client and firm would be typically established 3, the benefits of which could be 

expected to be shared between the firm and the client. The benefits to the client are that the 

relationship created should place the firm in an advantageous position (in relation to that 
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client) over other firms for future services that the client may require. The benefits to the 
client should be reduced transactions costs, reduced search costs, reduced levels of 
uncertainty and reduction in speed of exhaustion of the bounds of rationality. 

The role of the firm in respect of actions taken to create this bilateral monopoly is examined 
within this section. If it successfully creates this relational contract, the firm will benefit, 
firstly, from repeat business from that client and, secondly, potentially from that satisfied 
client referring the firm to other would-be clients. 

Given the obvious value of the relationship to the firm, the firm could be expected to invest 

time and other resources in its creation. In this context, the emphasis of the firm will shift 
towards discovering as much about the client as possible to signal to the client its interest in 

providing personal service and the extent of the loss which would arise from termination of 
the relationship. The firm will also wish to stress the long term nature of relationships it 

wishes to create to signal to the client that it will not act opportunistically against him. The 
firm, in essence, will desire to use its client information advantage to heighten the typical 

client's inertia within a present relationship. 

(II) The use of client information to create a relational contract: 

The firm's use of client specific information will be examined in the above context. 
Information could be expected to; 

1. Signal to the client that the firm has made investments in creating the relationship 

and that it will, thereby, be in a better position to satisfy the client's legal service 

requirements than competing firms. 

2. Signal to the client that the firm, by wishing to discover this information, desires to 

encourage a long term relationship with the client. 

3. Thereby reduce the potential for opportunism which would breach the trust 

relationship thus created. Here, the firm would stand to lose the value of that client's 
future requirements for legal services and any potential referrals the client would 
have otherwise made. 

(III) First mover advantages and high cost termination: 

Williamson (1985) would suggests that an incumbent firm will enjoy first mover advantages 

over other firms in relation to that client '. Additionally, it could be expected that client 
information would also be utilised to attempt to sustain the relationship which would have a 
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high cost of termination to both client and firm. In this respect the firm may attempt to feed 

the client with information regarding other services that the firm can offer, to preempt other 
firms attempting to provide such information to the client first. 

(IV) Quality signalling to reduce clients' uncertainty: 

This section also attempts to discover what signals of quality the firm believes are perceived 
by consumers in their evaluation of law firm reputation (both in relation to current clients 

attempting to evaluate the service they are receiving, and prospective clients attempting to 

evaluate the firm when selecting a lawyer). In this regard, Williamson (1985) would argue 
that the firm would attempt to provide the client/ prospective client with any form of 
information which could reduce the information impactedness and, therefore, uncertainty of 

the client 

(V) The viability of opportunism in relational contracts: 

High levels of information impactedness in the law firm and high levels of client uncertainty, 

paired with the complexity of the transaction from point of view of the boundedly rational 

client, appear to characterise an ideal setting for opportunistic behaviour against the client by 

the firm. It is not, however, in the interests of the firm to be opportunistic since its long run 

viability and survival depends to a large extent on repeat business and referrals as -its 
lifezblood. 

Poor performance on the part of the law firm could be expected to result in termination of the 

contract. It is near impossible for the majority of typically unsophisticated clients to grade the 

performance of the law firm in rendering the services required either pre or post consumption. 
The firm must, therefore, attempt to signal to the client the quality of the service it can 

provide. After a client relationship has been instigated, the firm must then convince the client 

that good quality service has been delivered. All the firm can do in this respect to assure 

quality to clients (both pre and post consumption) is to simply claim that only good quality 

service is provided by the firm. The client must entirely trust the firm to remain be true to its 

word. The client must trust the firm, firstly, that it will perform services to the expectations/ 

specifications of the contract and, secondly, that after services have been rendered, the 

contract specifications have been fulfilled. 

(VI) The overriding influence of trust in the client/ firm relationship: 

The nature of the relationship between client and firm is very much governed by high degrees 

of implicit trust. In this respect, Williamson (1985) stresses the desirability of repeat business 

and its function in constraining one shot opportunism on the part of the firm supplying the 
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services 6. The client must trust the firm not to act opportunistically, where the potential loss 

to the firm of abusing client trust acts as a credible commitment to the client that the firm will 
not act in such a manner'. 

To summarise, the argument Williamson (1985) uses to underpin all-of the above is that, in 

any transaction, the emphasis must be to create a method of governing the transaction which 
reduces uncertainty and complexity and economises on bounded rationality ". In the case of 
the lawyer/ client relationship, it could be expected that bounded rationality interacting with 
high degrees of complexity and uncertainty would create an ideal forum for opportunistic 
behaviour. Williamson (1985) advocates the sheltering of such a situation within a long term 

relationship, with contractual repetition as a method of precluding opportunistic behaviour'. 

The next section of this chapter will outline a number of propositions concerning relational 

organisation of the lawyer/ client relationship. These will be tested to discover whether this 
long term relational view does characterise the client/ firm contract in real life, and whether 
the relationship is characterised by high levels of implicit trust. 

Section Two: Client/firm Relationship Hypotheses: 

Below are the specific hypotheses concerning the characteristic features of the client/ firm 

relationship, drawn from theory outlined in this and previous chapters, and which will be 

tested in this thesis: 

Hypothesis 1: The firm will attempt to create a long term relational contract with the client 

and will do so by using client information. 

Hypothesis 2: The relationship created will have benefits to both client and firm. 

Hypothesis 3: Firms who are already in a relational contract with a client will have first 

mover advantages over other firms in relation to that client resulting in a bilateral monopoly. 

Hypothesis 4: Clients will tend to return to the incumbent firm rather than return to the 

market due to relation specific advantages that reduce uncertainty for the client. 

Hypothesis 5: The firm will attempt to preserve the relationship created as it has a high cost 

of termination to both parties. 

Hypothesis 6: Law firms will attempt to signal quality and reputation to their own and 

prospective clients as this will reduce client uncertainty. 

Hypothesis 7: Law firms will attempt to emphasise personal service and the importance of the "" 
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client as this will imbue the client with trust in the firm. 

Empirical information derived from questions in section two of the questionnaire will be used 
to indicate whether the responses of sample firms are consistent or inconsistent with the 
above hypotheses driven by Williamson's views on relational contracting. 

Section Three: Empirical Investigation of the client/firm relationship. 

3.1 Use of standard documents and procedures: 

Where firms used standard documents and procedures etc. the benefits summarised in the 
following table were alleged to accrue. 

It is recalled from Chapter Two (TABLE 2.9) that 31 firms used standard. documentation to a 
greater or lesser extent in many if not all transactions. The 2 firms that did not use them, plus 
one other firm that did not provide information in this section, are recorded as missing values. 
The use of standard documentation and procedures etc. was overwhelmingly argued to result 
in lower prices to the client as indicated by 28 of the firms 28 of the 30 remaining firms. No 
firms indicated that the use of standard documents resulted in higher prices to the consumer, 
and this is what could be expected. The 2 firms who did not indicate price reductions 
following use of standard documents did, however, indicate other benefits accruing from their 
usage. - 

(TABLE 5.1) 

tfflttttttfttttftttftftttttttttttttttttttttftttfttttttttttttttttttttttttttttte 
" Firm No. LOWPRICE HIGHPRICE HIGHEFF PROFITUP FIRMBEN NECCOMP MUTBENS° 
ttttftftfttttltfffffliItftttftt±Tlftfttfftttftttftffttftffltftftitfttffftfttt 
" 1,2,3,5,8,16, ° 
" 17,27,28,30,31, -° 

32,33 
" (13 Firms-39.4%) Yes No Yes No No No Yes 
" 12,19,21,23,25, 
" 26,29 ° 
" (7 Firms-21.21) Yes No Yes No No yes yes ° 
" 7,14,15,20,24 ° 
° (5 Firms-15.21) Yes No No No No No No ° 
" 22 (1 Firm-3.01) No No Yes No No No Yes ° 
"6 (1 Firm-3.01) No No Yes Yes Yes No No ° 
°4 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No No No No No Yes ° 
° 18 (1 Firm-3.0%) Yes No Yes No No No No ° 
°9 (1 Firm-3.0t) Yes No Yes Yes No No Yes ° 
° 10,11,13 ° 
° (3 Firms-9.11) MMMMMMM° 
fllItftIIIIIIIttftTfI2iIfTIllittIlIIItItIIZIIItTTIttlttifltIIIIIIITIfIfIttfff' 
° TOTAL FIRMS 28 0 24 217 23 ° 
° tags FIRMS 84.8 100 72.7 6.1 3.0 21.2 69.7 ° 
t: tllftttIIIiItttlttttltttIttItIII1IIIIIIIiIIIItInIItttttttttttttlIttttttltitt' 
M-Missing value) 

Description of variables: 
LOWPRICE-Use of standardised documents results in lower price to client 
HIGHPRIC-Use of standardised documents results in higher price to client 
HIGHEFF-Use of standardised documents results in higher efficiency to firm 
PROFITUP-Use of standardised documents increases firm profit margins 
FIRMBEN-Use of standardised documents results in benefits to firm only 
NECCOMP-Standardised documents are necessary to compete nowadays 
MUTBENS-There are mutual benefits from using standardised documents 

13 firms believed that the use of standard documents resulted not only in lower prices to the 
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client but the firm also enjoyed increased efficiency, and overall there were mutual benefits 
from using them. A further 7 firms additionally indicated that the use of standard documents 
was necessary in order to compete effectively in today's market for legal services. 5 firms 
provided no additional information other than the fact that the usage of standard documents 
resulted in lower prices to clients. Of the 2 firms that indicated using standard documents did 
not alter price to clients, 1 revealed that their use merely increased the efficiency of the firm 
and was mutually beneficial to client and firm, and the other viewed their use as increasing 
efficiency and profit margins within the firm and exclusively benefitting the firm. 

The remaining firms were unique in their responses. One noted that-in addition to lower client 
prices there were mutual benefits to firm and client from using standard documents, and 
another firm, in addition to lower prices, noted higher efficiency for the firm. The final firm 
disclosed that standard documents, as well as reducing prices to clients, increased efficiency 
and profit margins and resulted overall in mutual benefits to client and firm. 

3.2 The firm and its use of client information: 

The sample firms were questioned on their use of client information and its usefulness. The 
table below summarises their responses. It is anticipated that what will become apparent is 
the long term relational nature of the typical client/ firm contract. 

(TABLE 5.2) 
Efffffifffittffffiffftftffillfftftfftflitiftiffiftiffftifffftffifffiffiffffff1. 
" Firm No. DATA CLI LTD INFO LTD XSELL FUTX DEP FUT 
" BASE PROF INFO USE USE SELL TYPE INFO 
tftttfffttffttftfftfftttttttttttttfitttftitftlttttt±tffffftftltftfttttffttttff- 
" 11 (1 Firm-3.0l) No No Yes No No No No No No 
" 6,7,8,15 
" (4 Firms-12.11) No No Yes Yes No No No No No 
" 20,21,23,24 
" (4 Firms-12.1%) Yes No No Yes No Yes Yes No yes 
" 4,22,30 
" (3 Firms-9.1t) Yes No No Yes No Yes No No No 
" 14,17 
" (2 Firms-6.1%) Yes No No Yes No No No No No 
" 3,13 
" (2 Firms-6.11) Yes No No Yes No No No No Yes 
" 12,31 
" (2 Firms-6.1t) Yes No No Yes No No Yes No Yes 
" 5,26 
" (2 Firms-6.1%) Yes No No Yes No Yes No Yes Yes 
" 25,27 
" (2 Firms-6.11) Yes Yes No Yes No Yes Yes No Yes 

16 (i Firm-3.01) Yes No No Yes No No No Yes No ° 
" 19 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No No Yes No Yes No Yes No 
" 28 (1 Firm-3.0%) Yes No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes Yes 
°2 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes No Yes No No No No No ° 
° 33 (1 Firm-3.09) Yes Yes No Yes No Yes No No No ° 
° 29 (1 Firm-3.0%) Ye! Yes No Yes No Yes Yes Yes yes ° 
"1 18 ° 
" (2 Firms-6.11) No No Yes No Yes No No Yes No ° 
° 10 (1 Firm-3.0t) No No Yes No Yes No No No No 
°9 (1 Firm-3.0%) Yes No No No Yes No No No No ° 
° 32 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No No No Yes No No Yes No 
IIXIlIIIl: IIIIItIf11f11I1I1II1If1I1I11IiI1IIIIItItI tIIflffftft3IllfIfIIIfII11` 

" TOTAL FIRMS 25 49 27 5 14 10 9 14 ° 
° Jage FIRMS 75.8 12.1 27.3 81.8 15.2 42.4 30.3 27.3 42.4 
EItIIIIIfIIItzi±tiI111t1fIfIffIIII: ftI/I: I:: fI12fItIIItIfItIIZIiiIItIIIIIffIIý 

Description of variables: 
DATABASE-Client database used 
CLIPROF-Client profiles used 
LTDINFO-Limited client information kept 

INFOUSE-Client information useful for selling other services to client 
LTDUSE-Client information of limited use for selling other services to client 
XSELL-Information used to cross-sell services to clients "" 
FUTXSELL-Need to cross-sell in future/ cross-sell more in future 
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OEPTYPE-Use of client information depends on client and work type 
FUTINFO-Greater role in future for client information and its use 

In 27 of the 33 firms it was indicated that client information was useful in providing that 
client with other services. In 5 firms the usefulness of information held on clients was viewed 
as only limited. In only one firm was it the case that client information was not even assigned 
limited usefulness in this respect. Consequently, this firm indicated that it kept very limited 

client information. 

(I) Firms who found client information useful in providing other services - further 
breakdown: 

Within this group of 27 firms, 4 provided information that, while they found it useful, they 
kept only limited client information. 4 firms did, however, disclose that they operated a client 
database and used this to actively cross-sell services. Additionally, they envisaged a 
requirement to cross-sell more in the future and foresaw a greater role for client information 

in the future. 

Another 3 firms also operated a client database and used it to actively cross-sell services. 2 
firms only indicated that they operated a client database whilst another 2 firms indicated this 

plus the fact they envisaged a greater role for use of client information in future. A further 2 

firms supplemented the information provided by the last 2 firms by indicating they would be 

attempting to cross-sell more in the fi=re. - 

2 firms disclosed the existence of a database in their firms used to attempt to cross-sell 

services, also indicating the extended role for client information in the future. In both of these 
firms it was also the case that the usefulness of client information held was dependent on 

client and work type. 

Another 2 firms revealed their use of client databases and their attempts to cross-sell services, 
but in these firms client profiles were used to further enrich client information. These firms 

also foresaw an increased role for client information, and a greater need to cross-sell services, 
in future. 

The remaining firms all uniquely categorised their responses in respect of the use of client 
information. One firm disclosed that it used a client database, but the extent to which it found 

information it held useful was dependent on client and work type. Another firm duplicated 

this response except it also actively attempted to cross-sell services. I firm that indicated that 
it used a database admitted that it kept only limited information and found the usefulness of 
information to be dependent on client and work type. This firm also envisaged a greater role 
for client information and its use in-future and also disclosed that it would have to cross-sell 
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more in future. 

The remaining 3 firms all used client databases and client profiles to supplement information 

held on clients. 2 of them mentioned that they actively cross-sold services to clients with I of 
them indicating that the usefulness of client information was client and work type dependent. 

This firm also envisaged an extended role for client information and a necessity to increase 

cross-selling in future. 

(II) Firms who found information to be of limited use in providing clients with other 
services - further breakdown: 

3 of these 5 firms indicated that they only kept limited information on clients with 2 arguing 
that its usefulness was determined by client and work type. The other 2 firms both maintained 

client databases with one of these firms indicating that usefulness of information held is 

dependent on service and client type. 

In this section, evidence has been provided which confirms that the typical firm values client 
information and attempts to utilise it to; (1) Create a personal client relationship and, (2) 

sustains and preserve the relationship and emphasise its long term nature. 

Firms generally accepted the importance of keeping and using client information to create a 
long term client relation. Cross-selling was also seen-by many firms as an important exercise 
in this direction. Further, firms typically perceived that client information and its use is likely 

to become more important in future and that the need to cross-sell services is increasingly 

important in maintaining the client relationship. This is particularly true in view of the fact 

that many firms complain that clients are much more demanding and price sensitive, and 

therefore more mobile between firms, than previously. This has resulted in firms having to 

fight harder to preserve relationships with clients. 

All of the above information can be seen as consistent with Hypothesis 1, which states that 

the firm will attempt to create a long term relational contract with the firm and will do so by 

using client information. 

3.3 First mover advantages over other firms in relation to established clients: 

The table below is a summary of the combinations of responses of the sample firms in 

relation to first mover advantages accruing to the firm in an established client relationship; 

In all but 2 of the firms there was perceived to be an advantage over other firms derived from 

the holding of client information and being in an established relationship. Of these 2 
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dissenting firms, 1 perceived no advantages at all and the other only very limited 
informational advantages over other fines. Of the 31 firms that indicated that _client 
information provided an advantage over competing firms in respect of that client, 5 perceived 
only limited advantages and 6 reported that the extent of the informational advantage 
depended on the nature of the client. 

(TABLE 5.3) 
Etffftfftffttffffffffftftttfftfftfftfttttttttfftftfttttftfftfttttttttffttfttfe 
" Firm No ADV DEP LTD REL CLI CON TIN SEAR KNOW OTHER" 
" CON? CLIEN ADV ATE BEN FID MON CHAV LED 
ifftttftffftftfttfttffittttIftftffttfftfttttfffffttftftftfffttfffffftffittfft° 
" 4,8,9,12,17 
" (S Firms-15.21) Yes No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No 
" 19,20,22,23 
" (4 Firms-12.11) Yes No No Yes No No No No Yes No 
" 21,26 
" (2 Firms-6.14) Yes No No Yes No No No Yes Yes No 
° 2,13 
" (2 Firms-6.11) Yes No No Yes Yes Yes No No Yes No 
" 14,29 
" (2 Firms-6.1%) Yes No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
" 11 (1 Firm-3.01) No No No No No No No No No No 
" 10 (1 Firm-3.01) No No Yes No No No No No No No ° 
° 28 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No No No No No Yes Yes Yes No 
"7 IS Firm-3.01) Yes No No Yes No No Yes No Yes No 
" 30 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No No Yes No Yes Yes No Yes No 
" 31 (1 Firm-3.04) Yes No No Yes Yes No No No Yes No 
" 33 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No No Yes Yes No Yes No Yes No 
"1 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No Yes No No No No No No No 
" 15 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No Yes No No No Yes No No No 
"3 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No Yes No No No Yes No Yes No 
" 32 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No Yes Yes No No No No Yes No 
° 18 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No Yes Yes No No Yes No Yes No 
" 25 (1 Firm-3.0%) Yes Yes No Yes No No No No Yes No 
"6 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes No Yes No No Yes No No No 
° 511 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes No Yes No No Yes No Yes No 
° 27 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes No Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
" 16 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No Yes No ° 
" 24 (1 Firm-3.04) Yes Yes No Yes yes yes Yes No Yes No 
ttttftftittlttttttfttttttttttttttttfttlttttttttttttttttfttttittttfffftttfffft- 
" TOTAL FIRMS 31 66 27 13 13 18 6 28 0 
" tagte FIRMS 94.0 18.2 18.2 81.8 39.4 39.4 54.5 18.2 84. -B 0 
tftttItftttftftfh 
Description of variables: 
ADVCONp-client information provides advantage over competition in respect of that client 
DEPCLIEN-Informational advantage depends on client 
LTDADV-Any informational advantage is very limited 
RELATE-Informational advantage of relationship established 
CLIBEN-Client benefits from information being held 
CONFID-Benefits to client of trust & confidence in firms abilities 
TIHMN-Benefits of time saving so money saved for client 
SEARCRAV-Client benefits from avoidance of need to search for other lawyer 
KNOWLED-Knowledge based advantages over other firms 

28 firms in total disclosed that holding client information produced knowledge based 

advantages for the holding firm over competitors. 27 firms indicated that the relationship 

established by using client information secured an advantage for the firm over competing 
firms. This is indicative that firms generally perceive advantages accruing to both firm and 

client in an established relationship which would be lost or wasted if the client went outwith 
this firm to the market for legal services. 

Of the firms interviewed, 13 indicated that benefits to the firm of holding information did not 

solely accrue to the firm and that clients also benefits from the holding of information. The 

advantages perceived to accrue from the holding of information were as follows; 13 firms 

noted that the holding of client information produced confidence and trust in the client in 

relation to the firm's abilities. This would provide the firm with an advantage over other firms 

who would have to work at building trust in what would be to them a new client who was a 
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complete stranger. 18 firms indicated that holding client information resulted in time savings 
to the client due to familiarity and 'gears of the relationship being already oiled, reducing 
costs and fees charged to clients. 6 firms saw holding information as obviating the. clients 
requirement to search in the market for a lawyer, thus reducing client search costs. 

The information above appears to be strongly supportive of both hypothesis 2 and 3. It is 
demonstrated above that the relationship created will; 

1. Typically have benefits to both client and firm (affirming Hypothesis 2. ) and, 
2. That firms who are already in a relational contract with a client will have first 

mover advantages over other firms in relation to that client, resulting in a bilateral 

monopoly (offering support to Hypothesis 3. ). 

3.4 Repetition of client business and client loyalty: 

Hypothesis 4. contends that clients will tend to return to the incumbent firm rather than return 
to the market due to relation specific advantages which reduce client uncertainty. It has been 
demonstrated above that the client/ firm relationship is characterised by relationship based 

advantages which are indicative of the desirability, to both client and firm, of remaining 
locked in long-term contract with each other. It, however, remains to be seen whether clients 
actually do return to take advantage of the relational contract. Evidence will be examined 
below which facilitate evaluation of the validity or otherwise of Hypothesis 4. 

The table below summarises the firms' responses in relation to the question of firm loyalty 

and repetition of business; 

(TABLE 5.4) 
Iffiff1tiff iit111fitiffiff ttttttt1fii12f22TTtttififfittttlfilttfU ttttt1tfit. 

" Firm No COIINCL2 PRIVCLI STEPRED LESSII Y SPECSERV" 
tfttllttftif1T12f1ftf±t ttt221ttIftXT1111IT1IItttI1111111111ftttXT111ftf11f11= 
" 2,6,11,15,18,20,23,26,27 ° 
" (9 Firms-27.34) Yes No No No No ° 
" 4,5,7,12,16,17,19,29 ° 
" (8 Firms-24.21) yes Yes No No No 
" 14,30,31 (3 Firms-9.11) Yes No Yes No No ° 
" 3,9,28 (3 Firms-9.11) Yes Yes Yes Nc No 
" 22,33 (2 Firms-6.11) Yes No No Yes No ° 
" 24,25 (2 Firms-6.11) Yes Nc Yes Nc yes ° 
" 21 (1 Firm-3.01) No No No No Yes ° 
° 10 (1 Firm-3.01) No No Yes Ne No ° 
"8 (1 Firm-3.04) No Yes Yes Yes No ° 

32 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes 40 No Nc Yes ° 

° 13 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No Yes Yes No ° 

1 (1 Firm 02) Ys Yes No Yes No 
I° SIIITTIIT11111LIIIiIIItIIII"IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIf1ttIIIIIIIitII::: IIIIitIIllflt 

" TOTAL FIRMS 30 .3 11 4° 
° teas FIP14S 90.9 39.3 
tiIIIIIIIIIIIIIfrfIftti: IIIiItiIlinr: I: 1:: t: IIIIIIT1fIIIfIfI..:..: t: iItI: IIIs 
Description of variables: 
CONHCLI-Commercial clients provide predictable flow of work 
PRIVCLI-Private clients provide predictable flaw -ýf work 
STEPRED-Repeat work is steady but not predictable 
LESSLOY-Clients are generally less loyal than before 

SPECSERV-Clients use us for specific specialist services so not much repeat work 

30 firms disclosed that established conunercial clients tended to provided a fairly predictable 
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flow of repeat work, with 13 firms indicating the same to be true of private clients. Of these 
firms, 12 reported that both categories provided a predictable flow of repeat work. 

Of the firms that enjoyed predictable repeat work from either or both client categories, 10 

preferred to describe repeat work as 'steady' rather than 'predictable'. The important point 
established in this section, however, is that clients do tend to return to firms indicating that 
the alleged benefits of continuing the relationship do exist. Hence, the client/ firm relationship 
is characterised by long-term repetition of business. 

Of the. 2 firms that indicated business tended not to be of a repetitive nature, either for private 
or commercial firms, 1 firm indicated that this was due to the fact that clients tended to use 
the firm for specific specialist services. The other simply said that any repetition of work for 

clients was at best very unpredictable (and only possibly steady) and it viewed neither private 
nor commercial clients as a reliable source of repeat work. 

Of the 4 firms that indicated clients used their firms for specific services (reducing levels of 
repeat work), 3 firms, nevertheless, indicated that repeat business was a feature of their 

relationships with either private or commercial clients. 

Finally, 5 firms complained that clients were generally less loyal to the firm than before but 

thankfully this category of client remained at present in the minority. This would become 

more worrying if the trend increased in the future. Typically firms reported that where clients 

went to another firm, due to price undercutting, they would often return to the original firm at 

a later date. Firms generally argued that clients were much more price sensitive than was 

previously the case and that, since client expectations were much higher, it was more difficult 

to retain clients than ever before. Firms required to spend much more time attempting to 

satisfy these heightened client expectations in order to increase chances of preserving 

relationships. 

The above information is clearly supportive of Hypothesis 4. as it is generally the case that 
firms will tend to come back to the incumbent firm rather than return to the market. 
Information derived from TABLE 5.3 of the previous section is viewed as supporting the 

second part of the hypothesis - that the reason for clients preferring to do so is due to the 

existence of relation specific advantages that reduce uncertainty for the client. 

From TABLE 5.4 it is also apparent that commercial clients are more likely to return more 

regularly to the firm, this most probably due to the ongoing nature of many types of 

commercial work with more frequent dealings with the law firm more probable. 
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3S Preservation of the client relationship: 

Firms were asked to reveal their probable reaction to a hypothetical situation whereby a long 
established client informed the firm of his intention to in future use the services of another 
firm. It was anticipated that this would provide; 

1. An indication of the value of the typical client relationship established by the firm 
and, 
2. Information regarding the firm's strategy in attempting to retain clients. 

The following table presents information gathered to probe these issues; 

(TABLE 5.5) 
ttffftfftlflffr1ff11ftffttttttff1f111fftfttfffllfffftfftftftififtffffllfifife 
" Firm No RET TOO BEYC DISC PATC CLIM PREV AUDIT OTHER2" 

AIN LATE ONTR REAS HUP EET CURE 
ttttfttttfttftftfttttttlttttttfttttttttttfttftttttttttftfftttfttftfftftffft . 
" 3,6,12,26,27,32 
" (6 Firms -18.21) Yes No No Yes Yes Yes No No No 
" 5,21,25,29 
" (t Firms-12.11) Yes No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No 
" 2,6,9 (3 Firms-9.1t) Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No 
" 22,30 (2 Firms-6.1t) Yes No No Yes No No No No No 
" 20,31 (2 Firma-6.11) Yes No No Yes No Yes No No No 
" 8,11 (2 Firms-6.11) Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No 

23,24 (2 Firms-6.11) Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes No No 
' 11,13 (2 Firms-6-. ti) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No 
° 33 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No No No yes yes No No No ° 
" 18 (1 Firm-3.0t) Yes No No Yes No Yes Yes No No 
"7 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No yes yes No No No No No 
" 16 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No 
" 19 (1 Firm-3.0t) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No ° 
" 28 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes yes yes Yes No 
" 1,10 (2 Firms-6.1t) No No Yes Yes No No No No No 
" 15 (1 Firm-3.0%) No No No Yes No No No No No 
" 17 (1 Firm-3.01) No No Yes No No No No No No 
ttttfltltrltlltilltttltlfttltlttftttfltltfttUlf 221fltltlttlffttfttfllffllf. 
" TOTAL FIRMS 29 7 16 31 21 25 11 10 
" tage FIRMS 87.9 21.2 18.5 93.9 63.6 75.8 33.3 3.0 0 
Ifffltlflffilfflltlfl2tflfIftIf2fIfffflrYfftlftf121fff111f111fffItIttit1% 
Description of variables: 
RETAIN-Attempt to retain client 
TOOLATE-Too late to save so often cannot retain 
BEYCONTR-Often leave for reasons beyond our control so cannot retain 
DISCREAS-Discover reasons for leaving 
PATCHUP-Attempt to patch-up any differences 
CLIMEET-Seek meeting with client to discuss problem and possible remedy 
PREVCURE-Prefer to prevent rather than cure 
AUDIT-Regular client audits to prevent breakup from becoming possible 
OTHER2-Other 

29 of the 33 firms revealed that they would attempt to retain the client and preserve the 
relationship with the remaining 4 indicating that they would not. 

(I) Firms who would not attempt to retain a client who had decided to leave - further 
breakdown: 

Of the 4 fines indicating this to be their probable reaction to a client leaving the firm, I firm 

noted that often the client deciding to leave was beyond their control (eg. takeover of local 
firm who will use their own law firm), another firm indicated that it would wish to discover 
the reason why the client decided to leave, and 2 firms indicated both of these responses. 
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(II) Firms who would attempt to retain a client who had decided to leave - further 
breakdown: 

Within this group of 29 firms, the following information was forthcoming. 7 firms indicated 

that by the time a client announces his intention to leave (if in fact the firm is actually 
informed) it is too late to attempt to rescue the relationship. 13 firms disclosed that clients 
often left for reasons beyond their control but in 28 cases, firms indicated that they would 
seek to discover the reason for leaving to attempt to fully understand the situation. Firms 

typically wanted to make certain any mistake was not repeated in future with other clients. 25 
firms reported they would attempt to seek a meeting with the client to discover reasons for 

leaving, with 21 firms intimating they would do all they could to patch up any differences that 

existed between the firm and client. 

11 firms concentrated on attempting to prevent rather than cure in order to ensure client 

satisfaction and reduce the possibility of relationships going sour. In this manner, such firms 

perceived that they could 'nip problems in the bud, before they threatened continuity of the 

relationship. In this respect, only 1 firm disclosed that it employed a formal system of regular 

client audits to institutionalise this function. 

The information presented above is demonstrative of the firms' desire to sustain client 

relationships and is broadly corroborative of the view expounded in Hypothesis 5, which 

states that the firm will attempt to preserve the relationship created as it has a high cost of 

termination to both parties. It is clearly indicated above that firms typically value client 

relationships and will take positive steps to preserve or prevent them from breaking down. 

Firms were typically not overly concerned with clients leaving, as there was always some 

natural element of client turnover and client portfolios did not rely too heavily on any one 

client. The concern of firms was, however, to avoid losing clients through dissatisfaction with 

the firm's services and they would attempt to take reasonable steps to avoid this. 

Firms were typically of the opinion that once the client had decided to go, it would be stupid 

to attempt to make them reverse their decision as they may have lost trust/ confidence in the 

firm. Such confidence is necessary for the client/ firm relationship to become established and 

sustainable. The view taken by many firms was that in the end it was the client's right to 

choose. The firm could, however, benefit from learning not to duplicate any mistake made in 

future. Firms were typically fairly philosophical in their attitude since they believed it 

unrealistic to expect to satisfy all clients all of the time and that it was a sound policy to 

concentrate on satisfied clients. Such clients would be a continuing source of repeat business 

and referrals and to neglect them to pursue lost causes was viewed as an unsound policy. 
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3.6 Signals of quality and reputation to clients and prospective clients of the firm: 

To reduce client uncertainty, law firms are expected to wish to provide quality and reputation 
information to clients. The firm's perceptions of what signals clients use to evaluate quality 
and reputation pre and post consumption are investigated below. 

(TABLE 5.6) 
Effttttttttfiftttttiftfftftftttftfftiftftttttttttfffffftftiffttttttfffftttfs 
" Firm No REAS EFF ACC PERS PERS PUBL CLIC BUSS PTRI OTHER31 

FEE WORK WORK ONN ERV ART ARE KILL NPUT " 
iftftffffttffiffffftiffffitfttfiififtftfltffffttffftfftffffftiffftffffifflfs 
" 2,14,15,28 
" (4 Firms-12.11) No Yes Yes No Yes No Yes No No No 
" 1,22 
" (2 Firms-6.11) No No No No Yes No Yes No No No 
" 10,30 " 
' (2 Firms-6.11) No Yes Yes No Yes No No No No No 

6,8 " 
" (2 Firms-6.11) No Yes Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No 
" 7,25 
" (2 Firms-6.19) Yes yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No No 
" 26(1 Firm-3.0t) No No No No Yes No Yes Yes Yes No 
" 27(1 Firm-3.01) No No No No Yes Yes No No No No 
"1 cl Firm-3.01) No No No Yes No No No No No No 
" 21(1 Firm-3.01) No No No Yes No No Yes No No No 
" 11(1 Firm-3.01) No No Yes No Yes No No No. No No 
" 12(1 Firm-3.01) No No Yes No Yes No Yes Yes NO No 
" 23(1 Firm-3.01) No Yes No No Yes No No No Yes No 
" 19(1 Firm-3.01) No Yes Yes No No yes yes No No No 
" 17(1 Firm-3.01) No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes No Yes No 
" 32(1 Firm-3.09) No Yes Yes No Yes No No Yes No No 
"9 (1 Firm-3.0t) No Yes Yes No Yes No Yes Yes No No 
°5 (1 Firm-3.09) No Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No No " 
" 20(1 Firm-3.01) No Yes Yes yes yes yes Yes No No No 
° 29(1 Firm-3.09) No Yes Yes yes yes Yes Yes Yes No No ° 
" 31(1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes No No Yes No No No No No ° 
" 18(1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes--9O Yes Yes No Yes No Yes No 
" 16(1 Firm-3.09) Yes Yes Yes No No No No No No No 
"3 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes yes Yes No Yes No Yes No No No 
" 13(1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No 
" 24(1 Firm-3.0%) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No No 
" 33(1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No 
tftfffifiiifffifttttitiififfffff1ffffiffffiltifftittiiifftfffflififffffffif- 
" TOTAL FIRMS 9 25 24 10 28 6 23 570 
" lege FIRMS 27.3 75.8 72.7 30.3 84.8 18.2 69.7 15.2 21.2 0 
Eftftittttltfttftttfftttttftttttttttttfitttttttttttttttfttttltttittfttttttf,. 
Description of variables: 
REASFEE-Reasonable fee 
EFFWORK-Speed/ efficiency of work done 
ACCWORK-Accuracy/ precision of work done 
PERSONN-Personnel 
PERSERV-Personal service 
PUBLART-Published artieles 
CLICARE-Client care 
BUSSKILL-General business skills 
PTRINPUT-High level of partner input 
OTHER3-Other 

Hypothesis 6. formally states that law firms will attempt to signal quality and reputation to 
their own and prospective clients, as this will reduce client uncertainty. An analysis of the 

signals perceived by firms as being important to clients follows below. 

The quality signal mentioned by the most firms in the sample was personal service, which 28 

of the 33 firms thought to be important to the client. This is taken to strongly affirm our view 
of the client/ firm relationship as a relational contract founded in trust between client and 
practitioners of the firm. 

The speed/ efficiency of work done was disclosed by 25 firms as being an important quality 
signal to consumers and 24 firms noted the accuracy/ precision of the work done as-being an 
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important quality signal. 10 finns thought the personnel carrying out the transaction for the 

client were important in conveying the quality or otherwise of the firm. This emphasises the 
_ human nature of the firms services and demonstrates the importance of the firm's labour 

inputs. 

In 23 of the 33 firms, client care was held out to be a quality signal to consumers. Client care 
is essentially where the firm attempts to make the client feel as informed as possible with a 
view to reducing uncertainty and information deficiency. In attempting this, the firm will 
typically display to the client that it will take care of as much, or as little, of the client's 
problem as the client instructs, thereby accepting the burden of worry of the client. 

In 9 of the firms, reasonable fees charged for the work done was seen to be an important 

quality signal to the client. The typical view of firms here was that reputable firms offering 
good quality services would not opportunistically charge inflated fees to clients. Implicitly, 

this confirms the view that high fees do not necessarily result in higher quality services. 

High levels of partner input was claimed by 7 firms to be a signal of quality - being perceived 
as indicative of the importance the firm attached to the client's problem and the level of 
attention it was receiving. Partner intensive service can be viewed as encouraging trust in the 

client and reinforcing the personal nature of the services being rendered to the client. The 

nature of the audience is important here as only a particular type of client would be likely to 

perceive such signals. 

Published articles in reputable legal and business journals and magazines were indicated by 6 

firms as providing an indication of quality and reputation of the firm. Finally, the ability of 
the firm to quickly perceive potential contingent problems in a transaction and thereafter 

confidently and competently solve business problems, was viewed as a quality signal by 5 

firms who indicated that general business skills were important. 

The firms provided the information above in relation to what they perceived was important in 

influencing, firstly, the client's initial choice of law firm and, secondly, the decision to stay 

with the present firm. It follows logically that if firms perceive clients will use these signals to 
determine quality and reputation of a firm and its services, then fines will attempt to signal 

quality and reputation by channelling effort into stimulating activity in these areas identified. 

The client faces uncertainty in relation to several factors - for instance, fees, accuracy and 

effectiveness of the work, and the general ability of the firm to complete the legal work 

required. The firms efforts in creating the signals indicated as being important above, will 

reduce client uncertainty. This is consistent with confirmation of Hypothesis 6. 

The relatively high levels of response of firms in relation to the importance of personal 
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service (10 firms), client care (23 firms) and high levels of partner input (7 firms) as quality 

signals, is supportive of the validity of Hypothesis 7. This states that law firms will attempt 
to emphasise personal service and the importance of the client, as this will imbue the client" 

with trust in the firm. 

A problem remains and that is that such quality signals are generally only perceptible to 

prospective clients in the pre-purchase decision. All quality information that can be relied on 
(other than self-praising advertising), is secondhand and subjective to the person choosing a 
lawyer pre-purchase. The issue of published articles as a signal of quality and reputation is 

an interesting one as this is likely to be fairly disinterested information - it is, however, 

unlikely to be perceived by a wide audience of potential clients. 

3.7 The firm's name as a signal of quality and reputation: 

Theory discussed in the previöus chapter suggests the firm will wish to create a brand name 
in order to effectively communicate to clients the quality of its product. This is aimed at 

reducing uncertainty regarding quality and reputation of the firm. Firms surveyed provided 

the following information regarding the importance of the firm's name in conveying quality 

and reputation to clients. 
- 

(TABLE 5-. 7) 
tttffttttffttttfttttttttftttttttftftttttfttfftttftfttfttttttttttttttftttttte 
" Firm No NANESIG (significance of firms name) ° 

" 1,6,15,18,19,22,25,26 
" (8 Firms. 24.41) Significant as quality signaller 
" 2,3,1,5,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,16 
" 17,20.21,23,24,27,29,30,31,32,33 
" (24 Firms-72.71) Very significant as quality signaller' 
" 28 (1 Firm. 3.01) Not significant yet since new firm 
6ttitttttttitfffftffff2fffttfffftfftfttttfiftttffttfffitttftttttlfffitfftffa 

The role of the firm's name in conveying reputation and quality to clients and prospective 

clients was perceived in all but one of the firms to be at least significant, and by 24 of the 

firms as being highly significant. This is indicative of the fact that firms generally perceive 

themselves to have effectively created a brand name. This could be indicative that in future, 

franchised branch networks may perhaps experience success in demonstrating uniformity in 

quality of service to clients and prospective clients. The one firm who did not see their firm 

name as significant, qualified this by indicating that the firm name would be in the future but 

was not at present since it was a new firm. 

3.8 Methods of conveying quality and reputation of firms to clients: 

Hypothesis 6. stated that firms will attempt to signal quality and reputation to their own and 

prospective clients as this will reduce client uncertainty. The methods used by firms. to 
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attempt to convey the signals of quality and reputation to clients are summarised below. 

(TABLE 5.8) 
tttttftttfttttftttttttttttttttfttttttttftftttttttttfffttftttttttftttfttfttttfts 
" Firm No BROC SEMI PERS PROMO PERS BEAU ESTR PRC BACK OTHER4 MKT 

HURE NAR TRAI ORAL TY EF ONS UP PUT " 
ttffffffffffffffffftftfttffffffffffftffffffiffffffffftfftfffffftffffffffffffff- 
" 2,15,16,28,32 
" (5 Firms-15.21) Yes No No No Yes No No No No No No 
" 8,10 
" (2 Firms-6.11) No No No No Yes No Yes No No No No 
" 26,30 " 
" (2 Firms-6.11) Yes No No No Yes No Yes No No No No 
" 21,23 
" (2 Firms-6.1%) Yes No No yes yes Yes Yes No No No No " 
" 22,31 " 
" (2 Firms-6.11) Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes No No No Yes 
" 13 (1 Firm-3.01) No No No No Yes No No No No No No 
"6 (1 Firm-3.01) No No No No Yes No Yes No No No yes 
' 11 (1 Firm-3.01) No No No No Yes No Yes No Yes No No 
" 17 (1 Firm-3.01) No No No Yes Yes No No No No No No " 
"1 (1 Firm-3.01) No No No Yes Yes No Yes No No No No 
" 18 (1 Firm-3. O$) No Yes Yes No Yes Yea No No No No No 
"9 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No No No Yes No No No Yea No No 
" 14 (1 Firm-3. O1) Yes No No No Yea No Yes No Yes No No 
" 24 (1 Firm-3.0t) Yes No No No Yes Yes Yes No No No No 
"5 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No No Yea Yes No Yes No No No No 
"7 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No Yes No Yes No No No No No No 
"4 (1 Firm-3.0%) Yes No Yes No Yes No No No Yes No No 
" 19 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes No No No No No Yes No No No 
°3 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes No No Yes No No No No No No 
° 27 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes No Yes Yes No No No No No Yes " 
" 25 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yea No No No No ° 
" 29 (1 Firm-3. O1) Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No No No 
" 20 (1 Firm-3.0%) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No No No 
" 12 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No 
" 33 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes Yes yes yes Yes Yea No Yes No Yes 
ttttItttfftttfltttttfftttttittttItttltttfftltttttttttttftttttttttftttffttffftf- 
° TOTAL FIRMS 25 11 7 12 32 7 18 2505 
" Cage FIRMS 75.8 33.3 21.2 36.4 97.0 21.2 54.5 6.1 15.2 0 15.2 
tftlllfttfttfftlfffffffftlffffftfflffttf-tf#ffffffffffffflfffitttfttffffffflfft. 
Description of variables: 
BROCHURE-Brochure 
SEMINAR-Seminars for clients 
PERSTRAI-Personnel"training 
PROMO-Advertising and promotion etc. 
PERSONAL-Emphasis on personal service 
BEAUTY-Beauty contests for commercial clients 
ESTREF-Establish and maintain referral network 
PRCONS-PR consultants used 
BACKUP-Back up claims made with service quality 
OTHERI-Other 
MKTFUT-More marketing etc. required in future 

All but one of the firms indicated quality and reputation information was conveyed by 

emphasising personal service, offering support for Hypothesis 7.25 firms used brochures of 
some form to provide clients with information and 12 firms used direct advertising and 
promotional tools to do so. These method of conveying reputation and quality signals to 

clients tend to provide claims as to what clients can expect in terms of service. There is, 
however, a real requirement to actually reinforce such claims with quality service. 5 of the 
fines explicitly indicated the importance of backing up claims made with quality service. 

Of the 33 firms, 11 held seminars for commercial clients as a method of informing them of, 
for example, what the consequences would be for them of changes in a particular new area of 
legislation. This would signal to such a client the forward thinking nature of the firm, provide 
additional client information, attempt to stimulate the demand for such services within the 
firm and reinforce the personal nature of the relational contract. 

7 finns regarded personnel training and its intended effect of producing a well informed, 
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confident labour force throughout the firm, as signalling quality to clients. 

A similar number of firms indicated that they entered beauty contests' with competing firms 

to attempt to win contracts from commercial clients (particularly for public sector contracts). 
In this respect, beauty contests are a way in which the high search costs- of the client can be 

effectively shifted on to the competing providers of the desired service. 

Only 2 of the firms had used the services of PR consultants, and the like, to attempt to find 

better methods of promoting the firm's reputation and the quality of its services. 

18 of the firms believed that an effective way of signalling quality and reputation was to 

attempt to establish an effective referral network and maintain this by providing good quality 

service so that the network becomes essentially self supportive. 

5 firms provided an indication of their belief that marketing the firm using promotional tools 

etc. would become increasingly important in the future. Of these firms, 1 presently engaged in 

none of the activities which could be described as 'marketing of the firm'. The other 4 firms 

were all currently active utilising marketing tools but envisaged their role expanding still 
further in the future. 

Generally, the mood perceived from interviewing the firms was that many felt the market for 

legal services becoming more competitive. This, coupled with heightened client expectations, 
has forced many of the firms in the study to adopt concrete marketing strategies, or at least 

forced them to become aware of the need to do so. More novel activities in this field range 
from brochures to mailshots, and 24hr helplines to in-house seminars, with all forms of 

advertising in between. 
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-Chapter Six- 

Literature of relevance in understanding internal organisation of law firms and 
relationships between partners: 

Introduction: 

This chapter will present some alternative views of partnership organisation and examine 

many of its specific functions in relation to organising relationships between lawyers 

practising within the same firm. 

Section One: Partnership as a device for rewarding partners and organising their human 
capitaL 

The partnership contract which specifies incentives for partners, as the most important party 

to the contract of the firm, is a primary focus of this thesis. Few writers have examined the 

role of partnership as a device for remunerating solicitors who wish to practice together 

within the one firm. While there have been notable exceptions such as Rosen (1992), this 

chapter will largely comprise a critique of Gilson and Mnookin's (1984) seminal analysis of 

partnership contract structure for large American law firms '. 

This study notes that large law firms appear to supply a substantial, and increasing 

proportion of, legal services consumed by businesses in the USA. It must be stressed here 

that the law firms in their study are of a magnitude beyond probably most, if not all, of the 

firms currently in the UK. Nevertheless, it is interesting to examine which of their concepts 

and alleged partnership problems are applicable to the law firms being empirically examined 
in this thesis and discover the degree to which they are applicable. It is also hoped that this 

will aid prediction of what problems UK law firms may face in future should they become as 
large as many USA firms. 

In his 1992 paper on partnerships, Rosen argues that the life cycle for solicitors' earnings 
(like many other professions) is particularly lengthy, and hence partnership has evolved as a 

response to the simple requirement to encourage and reward lawyers for their slow, lengthy 

and progressive accumulation of human capital. While this view is undoubtedly correct, 

unlike the work of Gilson and Mnookin noted above, Rosen's work makes no attempt to detail 

exactly what mechanisms exist within partnership to encourage and reward difficult and 

protracted accumulation of human capital by a partnership's lawyers. It is these precisely 

these mechanisms upon which much of this thesis focuses. Hence, analysis leans heavily on 
Gilson and Mnookin's work rather than that of any other writer such as Rosen. 
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1.1 Neoclassical support for the existence of large legal firms: 

Traditional Neoclassical micro economic theory proposes several reasons why we might 

expect that large firms may be advantageous and Gilson and Mnookin identify these as 
follows Z: - 

1. Economies of scale - larger firms may be able to utilize' optimal quantities of staff 
support (legal secretaries, associate legal practitioners, assistants etc. ) and assets 

such (library resources (LEXIS), word processing equipment & other office 
machinery) 
2. Returns to specialisation - real and important elements of increased efficiency can 
result from concentration on a particular legal speciality (specialists can accomplish 
in a shorter period what it may take novices far longer to do). 

3. Economies of scope - information can be effectively utilised to produce other 

services where low set up costs result in a significant cost advantage to the 
incumbent firm over alternative suppliers. 
4. Minimum scale - certain areas of legal practice necessitate coordinated efforts of a 
large team of lawyers, for example, in certain areas of corporate work. 

1.2 Neoclassical simplification of the problem: 

Recognition of these advantages is only part of the scenario, since many of these benefits can 
be obtained in organisational units of a smaller scale than many of the large law firms 

observed today. This is indicative of the existence of other large firm advantages °. 

As will be recalled from previous chapters, a further deficiency of traditional Neoclassical 

micro analysis its very limited use in analysing the internal organisation of law fines. It 

inadvertently assumes away internal organisation and views the firm as a "black box" 

interface between inputs and outputs s. 

The important issue of division of law firm income between partners is related very closely to 

the internal organisation of the law firm. Neoclassical economics is, consequently, of little use 
in analysing hierarchical features of organisation, and indeed internal structures of firms, 

since it assumes such features away in the theory of the firm. It is, therefore, of little or no 

use in analysing division of partner incomes. 

The legal profession has remained largely silent on the issue of income division in law firms - 

an unsurprising response given the characteristic insular nature of the profession. This, 

coupled with inapplicability of tools of traditional economic analysis, has resulted in a neglect 

of enquiry into the organisation of law firms by economic scholars. 
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1.3 The importance of the system for sharing partnership profits: 

The income sharing system is the major contract which binds the partnership together and 
determines many incentives confronting partners of the firm. A cursory glance at the law firm 

would suggest that lawyers dissatisfied with their present circumstances within the sharing 
bargain, would first voice their dissatisfaction. If this did not force desired changes, they 
would simply exit and join, or form, another firm. This, however, is too simple a scenario 
which ignores many subtle facets of the sharing bargain. Gilson and Mnookin (1984) 

undertake a lengthy examination of these subtleties in the context of two extreme models of 
income sharing within the partnership6. These two models (the lock-step seniority based 

model and the marginal productivity model) will be discussed below. 

1.4 A simple seniority sharing model: 

In a seniority sharing system, income is basically correlated to length of seniority of 
partnership service. At first glance, it can be argued, firstly, that partners' incentives are 
attenuated, secondly, no account of productivity is taken and, thirdly, in the long run, 
challenges to prosperity, stability and survival of the firm could be expected'. 

Membership of the läw firm, however, still has significant benefits to the individual lawyer. 
To examine the potential gains available to the lawyer, an examination of portfolio theory is 

required. Gilson & Mnookin (1984) demonstrate a simple portfolio analysis of lawyers' 
human capital assets $. 

1S Portfolio theory and the lawyer's human capital asset: 

Portfolio theory proposes that risk aversion of the individual, propels a desire to hold a 
diversified portfolio of capital assets. Combining assets within a portfolio facilitates risk 
reduction, without subsequent reductions in expected returns 9. Risk has two constituent 
components; 

1. Systematic risk - elements of risk that affect the value of all assets. 
2. Unsystematic risk - elements of risk that have selective effects on the value of a 
particular asset. 

Portfolio theory suggests that capital assets are of greater value to the diversified investor 

when combined in an asset portfolio. For the lawyer whose asset is in the form of human 

capital, the problem is that characteristics of this asset make it difficult to diversify its risk. 
Gilson and Mnookin (1984) argue that significant elements of organisation of the law firm 
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can be viewed as a response to efforts of lawyers to diversify risks attending their human 

capital assets, in the face of difficulties of doing so10. 

The human capital asset of the individual lawyer is the ability to earn fees - not only in the 
present period, but also in future time periods. The lawyer's present earnings and future 

earning capacity can be seen as returns to investment in human capital. The critical feature of 
this asset is that the lawyer only earns returns if he actually renders legal services. 
In this context, Gilson and Mnookin (1984) view the large law firm as a means by which the 
lawyer can diversify away unsystematic risk ". In terms of legal services, systematic risk 
may be characterised. as the degree to which earnings from practising law are sensitive to the 
overall performance of the economy. 

Unsystematic risk relates to those characteristics of an individual lawyer which personally 
affect ability to earn fees. Certain elements of unsystematic risk (death or disability) can be 
diversified through prudent use of insurance markets, but other elements cannot 12. 

Gilson and Mnookin (1984) see the firm, therefore, as providing the means by which 
unsystematic risk, attached to lawyers' human capital, can be diversified 13. They argue that it 

remains questionable why this function is served by the firm, rather than by a contract 
between independent practitioners. Surely the simple answer to this is that the firm permits 
diversification in a more contractually efficient and effective manner at lower costs, while 
capturing synergy benefits of group practice. - 

By taking a nexus of contracts view of firm organisation (in line with the importance Gilson 

and Mnookin (1984) place in agency theory) it could be argued that these two ideas above are 

not mutually exclusive 14. In essence, the partnership is a set of contracts between 
independent contracting practitioners to share joint and several liability. The short answer to 
Gilson and Mnookin's unanswered question is surely that, if the practitioners remained 
independent, this would imply the absence of a sharing bargain and hence, there would be no 

risk sharing benefits. If they do have a risk sharing contract, as Gilson and Mnookin (1984) 

suggest, then surely this is a partnership 15. This is within the definition of 'a firm', and 
highlights the definitional problem that troubles economists in determining what constitutes a 
firm. 

1.6 Specialisation and increased risks to human capital: 

Specialisation in legal services makes the human capital risk situation even worse. By 

narrowing his investment still further, the lawyer creates still higher levels of uncertainty and 

systematic risk. While the earnings from specialised legal services could be expected to be 

higher, they could be expected to suffer from less stable and predictable levels of demand 
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The problem for the specialist lawyer is that he cannot specialise in more than one specialty, 
and he cannot sell a portion of his earnings in his specialty in the market and use the proceeds 
to purchase interest in another. Partnership is the mechanism to achieve this portfolio - 
function for the lawyer, where the firm can be seen as a collective agreement between lawyers 

that each will make human capital investments in different specialties and returns will be 

distributed on a pre-agreed basis. Hence, partnership can be understood as an organisational 
innovation which permits lawyers to capture benefits of specialisation, with concurrent risk 

reduction. 

1.7 Membership benefits and agency cost problems: 

Partnership permits the lawyer to capture some attractive features, but potential gains are 

constrained by the existence of agency problems. Benefits anticipated by those entering into a 

cooperative agreement, are only available if self-interested behaviour is eliminated and 
behaviour is aligned with that of the original agreement. Where self-interested behaviour 

occurs, at best one member of the team is made worse off and at worse, all but the 

opportunist lose. Hence, incentives facing all parties to partnership agreement must be 

aligned in order for potential cooperative gains to be realised. 

In the absence of transactions costs, opportunistic behaviour would produce no gains to the 

individual; since any deviation from the contract specified behaviour would be costlessly 

monitored, revealed and remedied. In the real world where transactions costs are non-trivial, 

opportunistic behaviour of the individual becomes viable. To this extent, cooperative gains 

are reduced. 

1.8 The agency problem of the law partnership: 

The law firm agency problem is to design a sharing bargain that creates non-legal constraints 

on ex-post opportunism in relation to the ex-ante sharing bargain. If the sharing bargain was 

not, when necessary, capable of legal enforcement, then it is unlikely anyone would enter such 

an agreement. The potential for vast abuse of contractual imprecision would exist. 
Partnership is, however, a legally recognised and enforceable form of sharing bargain. 

Gilson and Mnookin (1984) propose three main types of opportunism, in the context of the 

sharing bargain 16; 

1. Shirking - the classic free-rider agency problem where one individual sits back, 

injects a low effort intensity and relies on the others to supply greater effort. 
2. Grabbing - the lawyer demands more than his entitlement in the sharing bargain. 
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3. Leaving - the lawyer discovers his marginal product and exits the firm to earn 
returns commensurate with his revealed marginal product. 

Grabbing and leaving are, however, closely linked since the threat of leaving may result in a 
greater chance of grabbing being a viable and successful action: The threat of leaving, 
however, must be perceived as a real threat to the partnership to be effective as a hostage. 
The dissatisfied lawyer has to demonstrate; 

1. He is worth more than he is being rewarded for, 

2. He has a credible more favourable alternative and, 
3. The law firm stands to be the loser should he decide to leave. 

A "locking in" process, due to contract specific compatibility and trust, may make the 'voice' 

rather than the 'exit' option more viable in resolving partnership disputes. The sharing bargain 

must attempt to counter these potential threats to cooperative gains. There is a need to create 

real performance incentives, in the face of measurement difficulties in quantifying marginal 

productivity. However, a sharing bargain which uses productivity measurement to gauge 

performance/ constrain shirking can limit gains from diversification. 

1.9 The two extreme models of sharing bargain: 

Essentially two polar models of sharing bargain exist. The first of these is a lock-step 

seniority based sharing model at one pole, and the second is the marginal productivity model, 

at the other. This simple diadic analysis in no way precludes the existence of other sharing 
bargain models, however, these two extreme cases analytically demonstrate the most 
important incentives facing lawyers in partnership. The most extreme, marginal productivity 

model, for example, involves no diversification at all. 

(1) The lock-step seniority model: 

The incoming partner here exchanges his human capital to allow participation in the portfolio 

of diversified human capital assets of the firm. This portfolio is diversified in respect of; 

1. Individual characteristics of particular lawyers and, 
2. Increased risks of specialisation. 

The incoming partner essentially buys into a mutual fund to share in the future income of 
lawyers of his same age and experience but also of those lawyers whose expertise and 

experience are likely to bridge several generations. In a given class of partnership seniority, 

all lawyers are treated as equals, eventually obtaining a 'full share' in the partnership. 
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In the seniority model, important factors will be; 

1. The length of time taken to become a full share partner and, 
2. The distribution of income between the years with the firm. 

Where the income is weighted towards the latter years of the lawyer's life (more senior grades 

of partnership) the lawyer may discount the value of this deferred compensation. The further 

in the future reward is, the greater is the risk facing the lawyer of the firm declining, going 
bust, or facing other such risks in the interim period ". Where income is weighted towards 

earlier years, an incentive is created for the lawyer either to shirk, or to leave and join another 
firm. This, of course, will be heavily dependent on the selected income/ leisure preference 
trade-off of each particular lawyer. 

The essence of the sharing bargain is to facilitate diversification of human capital without 
these attendant agency problems of 'shirking, grabbing or leaving. This echoes the Fama and 
Jensen view that each type of organisation has a particular agency problem to solve 18. 

(II) The marginal productivity model: 

Measurement problems exist in this model, stemming from the fact that real productivity, and 

the proxy the firm uses for productivity, are likely to be two quite different things altogether. 

Partners are provided with incentives to attempt to maximise their own income (and psychic 

income) by maximising factors measured by the formula, rather than maximising actual 

productivity 19 

The extreme productivity model is where the partnership agreement is merely to share 

expenses - the problem here is that each partner essentially remains a sole practitioner, 

providing no element of diversification of human capital for lawyers of the firm. Within such 

an arrangement, advanced cost accounting techniques can accurately distribute expenses to 

each partner's cost centres, where the absence of any jointness in production creates a 

perfectly attributable measurement of marginal productivity. 

(i) Problems with a simple hours worked formula: 

In the case of an 'hours worked formula' proxy for productivity, the total firm revenue is 

determined and profit is divided in the same proportion as the product of the number of hours 

worked by the lawyer, multiplied by his hourly billing rate, contributes to total firm revenue. 
This hours worked method is one example of many imperfect proxies which can stand in for 

actual productivity. The construction of the formula has obvious effects on the incentives, 

behaviour and sharing bargain situation that results. 
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In this example, the determination of fees becomes of central importance. "If fees are set on 
some seniority based scale, the result is that certain aspects of the 'pure' sharing model are 
reintroduced - for any given number of hours worked there willtend to be a- higher 

contribution to total firm revenue the more senior the partner. Hence, more senior partners 
will tend to attract a greater personal income based on higher billing rates. A ceiling rate 
could be fixed, beyond which all the firm's lawyers would charge the same, the expectation 
being that the sharing bargain established would focus on hours worked to constrain shirking. 

(ii) Problems with productivity formulae: 

The degree of sharing that occurs between partners of the firm, however, will depend; 

1. On the 'coarseness' of the productivity proxy formula and, 
2. On measurement of lawyers' actual (or what is perceived to be) productivity 

Lawyers will attempt to diversify their human capital with respect to all factors omitted by 

the formula, but which will have a bearing on productivity. The 'coarseness' of productivity 

measurement also determines the extent to which perverse incentives are created in a 
productivity based sharing model. 

In the absence of complete sharing, the result is that behaviour equivalent to shirking can be 

expected in the marginal productivity approach. Here, behaviour takes on strategic motives in 

order to; 

1. Satisfy those factors to which the formula appeals and, 
2. Ignore those it omits. 

The upshot here is that while there sharing may exist with respect to those factors omitted by 

the formula, there is the creation of a perverse incentive for lawyers to spend a minimum of 

their time on those omitted elements. This consequently minimises levels of actual sharing 

that takes place. 

Consequently, in common with the sharing model, shirking may result in a reduction in 

overall output. Incentives, resulting from the coarseness of the productivity measurement, 

may reduce the size and alter overall distribution of the law firm's profit, under the marginal 

productivity approach. 

(iii) Client generation and firm management: 
Gilson and Mnookin (1984) examine the important functions of client generation and firm 

management 20. The importance of firm management is self evident and client generation is 
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necessary to provide stimulus to the firm's growth via an expanded client base, and to 
generate a stable work load. Client generation is necessary in the absence of 100% repeat 
business, which is unlikely to be the norm in either private, or corporate areas of law firm 
business. 

Under a marginal productivity scheme, Gilson and Mnookin argue that the lawyer perceives 
no benefits from attracting more clients than he can himself deal with 2- no incentive exists 
to pass clients to other partners, even though they may be more efficient at the type of work 
in question. This can only enhance inefficiencies within the firm. Gilson and Mnookin's view 
of the lawyer implicitly assigns him behavioural traits of self-interest, selfishness and 

opportunism - paralleling those assumed by the transactions cost framework. 

Clearly a problem exists since, although some tasks within the firm are vital, there is no direct 

monetary benefit to the lawyer for undertaking them. The question now becomes, given the 

need for time to be allocated to such functions, how much credit should be given to the lawyer 

for engaging in them and what form should the credit take. The simple productivity model 

gives no credit for time spent on these activities. Inclusion of them in the formula would result 
in problems of determining what level of credit should be given to the partner for engaging in 

them (ie. what is the compensation scheme). 

The crux of the matter is that, no matter how cleverly designed, or coarse, the productivity 

measure is, it still is not measuring actual productivity: The result is that the productivity 
formula, and method of measurement, can create incentives perverse to those they are aimed 

at creating. This, naturally, determines the extent to which sharing is reintroduced in the 

productivity model. This feature is also instrumental in determining the extent to which 

shirking, grabbing and leaving problems, that prompted initial rejection of the sharing model, 

are reborn in the marginal productivity model. 

(iv) Designing a good productivity formula: 

The task set, therefore, is to create a productivity formula which, firstly, minimises perverse 
incentives and, secondly, concurrently minimises shirking, grabbing and leaving 

problems. 

This formula must also create incentives for partners to spend time on generating new 
business and on more administrative and managerial elements of law firm organisation. 

(v) Incentives in attracting clients: 

When the lawyer attracts more clients than he himself is able to service, then he can buy 

associate lawyers time at wholesale (wage of associate) and sell it to clients at retail (partners 
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billing rate). This obviously increases firm revenues. In terms of the model of the labour 

managed firm (to be discussed later), this can be seen as an incentive for existing members to 
hire non-members in order to increase firm revenue. 

In an agreement emphasizing sharing, all members will benefit here since individual profit 
shares will be paid out of an enhanced firm revenue. Here, the wage paid to non-members 
would determine whether it was viable to buy their time at wholesale and sell it to the client at 

retail rates, and would determine the effect on total firm revenue. -It will most likely always be 

worthwhile to hire non-member labour as it is a highly profitable way to increase capacity, 
firm size, and total revenue 22. 

The attraction of clients, surplus to the requirements of the attracting partner, would create 

work for those lawyers who were less successful at attracting clients. This emphasises 

sharing between the lawyers of the partnership. In this case, there would be the creation of a 

more even distribution of workload for each lawyer. This would create a more effective 

utilization of productive capacity through greater ease of planning and strategic decision 

making through more even, stable predictable case loads. The problem created here, however, 

is the question of the relative compensations due to partners since the partner passing on the 

work would receive no direct compensation from doing so. If partners within the firm are 

willing to pass clients to other partners then this whole problem i`s mitigated to a large extent. 
It is likely that partners will have to pass client between themselves as clients may require 

services outwith the speciality of the attracting or contact partner. 

The law firm must attempt to allocate some reward for client generation since it is the lifeline 

of the firm, and any measurement of productivity should recognise this. As noted previously, 
however, the productivity formula employed can create incentives for the lawyers to 

maximise those factors it gives greater weight to, leading to activities that direct effort away 
from attainment of desired goals. 

(vi) Problems of compensation of partners for attraction of new clients: 

If partners were rewarded a one time bonus for initially attracting a client, the lawyer is 

provided with no incentive to participate beyond initial attraction of the client. The attracting 

partner would not be overly concerned whether the client was satisfied with the service or 

whether they would become a source of repeat business. The constraint rendering one-shot 

opportunism unviable here is, of course, reputation effects and fear of a diminution of brand 

name capital of the firm. A satisfied client may recommend that particular lawyer to his 

associates, friends etc. and, given extreme information deficiencies facing consumers of legal 

services, this may play a highly significant role. 
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The client attraction bonus could be extended and linked to the level of repeat business a new 
client passes to the firm. This has the disadvantage that lawyers may attempt to prevent his 

colleagues from breaking into the relationship created, if he perceives his livelihood to be at 
risk through exposure of his clients to other lawyers of the firm. Partners may, thereby, 
jealously guard 'their own' clients and the firm may also find the creation of a large individual 

partner client base, invests that partner with a stronger voice option. Exercising his exit 

option, with a large tranche of clients, would have a strong adverse effect on the value of the 
firm. The firm may also view partner client portfolios as a barrier to cross-selling other 

services of the firm. 

An incentive may be created for a partner to reduce rates at which clients are billed to entice 

clients to give the firm repeat business and create more hours of work. Here, the decision of 
the lawyer is likely to be based on whether this would have the effect of increasing personal 
benefits, in terms of a larger share of a smaller total firm income, or not. Here, the problem of 

the firm is attempting to avoid client substitution of brand loyalty with lawyer loyalty. The 

firm wishes to avoid enhancing the value and viability of the lawyers grab (voice) and leave 

(exit) options. 

- 1.10 The importance of creating firm specific capital: 

It is possible to capture all the benefits of the sharing model and to simultaneously reduce 

agency costs. This relates to the notion of firm specific capital, and the distribution of the 

benefits of firm specific capital between individual lawyers and the firm itself. Firm specific 

capital is characterised as a benefit of firm organisation, incapable of being removed from 

that firm by any partner. Additionally, it is not capable of being duplicated outwith that firm 

by an individual lawyer. 

Returns to firm specific capital can only be captured by lawyers who remain within the firm, 

and not by those who choose to leave. An example of firm specific capital is the existence of 

a large well respected corporate client within the client portfolio of the firm. This can be 

perceived by prospective consumers of that firm's services as indicative of quality, and can 

establish brand name association and reputation effects. 

The effect firm specific capital has is that it constrains the value of the lawyer's voice and exit 

options, in a pure sharing mode of organisation. This is accomplished through an attenuation 

of the "threat value" of the voice option, and the inviability of the exit option due to capital 
losses facing the individual lawyer. A lawyer who exits the firm, is likely to be able to 

duplicate minimum scale requirements and any economies of scale relatively easily. This is 

likely to be achievable without great cost and thus will have little, or no, effect on a lawyer's 

evaluation of potential disadvantages of exiting the firm. It is vital to realise that the demand 
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side (clients), are equally crucial to the survival and success of the firm as the supply side 
(good lawyers). Clients also have an instrumental role to play in the development of firm. 

specific capital since they are a primary source of this desirable firm asset. 

(I) The role of large corporate clients: 

It is to the firm's advantage to have large corporate clients within its client portfolio because; 

1. They are usually a source of large volume, typically routine, predictable work and, 
2. This work can often be delegated to lower levels of the law firm's employees. 

Here, the partners can generate a larger 'value added' by purchasing associates' time at 

wholesale and selling it to clients at retail. This contributes to law firm revenue and earns 
lawyers returns to their human capital. 

From a strategic perspective, a predictable flow of work allows the firm to plan production 

and output etc. to a finer degree. As already mentioned above, large clients are also an 
important source of firm specific capital who can directly, and indirectly, feed the law firm 

with other clients. This is achieved through the process of referrals and reputation effects, 

which are so heavily relied upon by consumers of legal services due to information 

deficiency. This difficulty of quality evaluation for consumers, can create incentives for 

lawyers to develop fire specific capital P. 

An established and diversified portfolio of clients results in a more stable and predictable 
demand for the law firm. Within this client base, the firm captures economies of scope in 

terms of start up costs since they will tend to be smaller in established relationships, than for 

other market competitors, yielding cost advantages for the firm. Start up cost advantages are 

split between the client and the firm, and the law firm will only have to be perceived as best 

(cost & quality) by the client for that transaction to be selected against competitors. 

Hence, the law firm may be able to capture these firm specific benefits and still provide the 

service to the client at a cost advantage to the consumer. The consumer's purchase decision 

may not be based on strict price considerations here, but rather on a "better the devil you 
know than the devil you don't" logic. These elements of firm specific capital, in essence, act 

as high sunk costs making it unviable for other firms to contest the transaction. 

(II) The crucial question of where the client's loyalties lie: 

A lawyer who exits the firm will only take. clients with him if they are loyal to him, rather 

than the firm. This will act as an exit constraint, to the extent that the lawyer may not be able 
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to accurately predict what these clients will do. It will be recalled from previous chapters that 
the relationship created between law fine and client approaches that of bilateral monopoly, 
with each side assuming high costs of relationship termination. Hence, transaction/ 

relationship preservation motivate the parties due to a 'locking-in' process. 

The use of a restrictive covenant, could constrain the lawyer's exit option by discounting the 

value of the lawyer's potential earnings outwith the firm. Recently; restrictive covenants have 
been seen largely beyond that which is necessary to protect legitimate interests of the 

covenanting firm 24. 

(III) The firm as a signal of reputation: 

Recalling earlier arguments, it is difficult for any prospective user of legal services to 
discover quality of service in advance. Given a low degree of sophistication, the typical client 

may not even be able to recognise quality ex-post consumption either. The firm must, 
therefore, signal quality to the consumer and consumers who are satisfied may refer the firm 

to others. Hence, clients may play a greater role in signalling the quality of the firm than can 
the firm itself. 

Satisfied consumers can demonstrate impartial satisfaction and to that extent, evaluation bias 

is overcome. The consumer receives no direct benefit from the fine for attracting new 
business and this should not create partiality problems s. 

Firms are in a position to reduce client search costs, and can signal quality, to a certain 

extent, in both direct and indirect ways. Client sophistication varies enormously and the 

methods utilized to demonstrate quality, and reduce search costs, should recognise this 

disparity. Where search costs are low to the client, due to higher levels of sophistication, it is 

more likely that selection decisions will be based upon direct information on quality. Higher 

levels of sophistication, that could be expected to relate to commercial clients, enable the 

client to more cheaply and precisely gamer, and rationally judge, direct quality information. 

The ability of the firm to signal quality is another element of firm specific capital that the 
lawyer could find difficulty in duplicating outwith the firm if he exited. 

(IV) Creation of brand name capital as firm specific capital of the firm: 

The firm can invest vast sums of money on establishing a brand name using direct advertising 

methods 26. It can attempt to demonstrate quality by having impressive offices, etc. which 

reinforce the established brand name and signal quality. This firm specific capital is difficult 

for any lawyer to duplicate outwith such a practice and hence, a potential loss of a lawyer's 
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share in brand name capital, can act as a disincentive to exit the firm. The methods of 
signalling quality, and reducing search costs, could be expected to vary with client 
sophistication. _ 

Within the firm, brand name capital may be enhanced by partners of that practice if they 

write articles for widely read law journals and/ or take seminars and give talks on interesting 

areas of the law. Here, firm specific capital may be enhanced by the firm's name being 

associated with the lawyer. This can, however, backfire on the firm since the lawyer may do 

more to further his career prospects than he does to benefit the firm. The potential earnings he 

could attract outwith his present situation may make it attractive to exit the firm, even in the 
face of contributions to firm specific capital that he has created. 

The contract of the lawyer may specify restrictions on earning outwith the firm. An incentive 

dilemma is created here. If outside earnings are banned, then he has no incentive to take part 
in activities that may enhance firm specific capital. He may, however, not disclose his outside 
interests and exit the firm, once this option becomes viable when he more than covers his 

opportunity cost of leaving the job. 

If his outside earnings have to be paid to the firm, then there is only an incentive to work if he 

receives a substantial enough portion of the resultant increased income of the firm to make it 

worth his while. If all income is 'bona fide', then the problem initially discussed occurs since 
the value of his exit option is potentially enhanced. It is, paradoxically, under this scheme that 

there is the greatest scope for the creation of firm specific capital. 

There are two opposing forces acting on the lawyer in this situation since the creation of fine 

specific capital reduces the lawyer's incentives to leave, but the process by which it is created, 

enhances the viability of his exit option. The act of creating firm specific capital more often 

than not has spin off benefits for the lawyer in terms of lawyer specific capital. 

The firm permits its name to encompass all of the specialised services it offers and this serves 
to signal quality/ reputation in all its fields of activity. Here, the law firm acts like a 
department store where it is expected that the consumer perceives that only high quality 

products would be permitted by the firm to be associated with the its name 27. 

(V) The law firm as a reputational intermediary: 

Gilson and Mnookin (1984) argue the firm has a role to play as a reputational intermediary 

and that it can earn returns by, essentially, renting its reputation : s. This firm specific asset is 

unavailable to a partner who has left the firm although some residual reputation may be 
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endowed on such a lawyer having been perceived by a client as having once worked for that 
firm. 

The esteem, independence and trustworthiness of the law firm are all firm specific assets. The 

degree of independence can be attacked where a conflict of interests occurs and where it is in 

the interests of the law firm to bow to the wishes of a large and valuable client in order to 

retain business. 

It is difficult for a lawyer who has left a firm to quickly attract a sufficient number of clients 
to establish the firm name as a reputational intermediary. Here, we can see that established 

and familiar firm names are preserved through generations even though the personnel in the 

law firm may contain none of the original partners whose names appear in the name of the 
firm. The partnership name acts as a timeless asset much like incorporation creates a 

situation of perpetual succession where the company continues to exist irrespective of the 

death or demise of its members. An established firm with a good reputation would act to 

render the lawyers exit option less attractive. 

In many cases, the incidence of firm specific capital dilutes the attractiveness and potential 

value of a lawyer's exit option and hence the credibility and "threat value" of grabbing may be 

to that extent potentially unsuccessful to the dissatisfied lawyer. 

1.11 Type of sharing bargain and creation of firm specific capital: 

Where there is a sharing bargain rather than a productivity based partnership bargain, Gilson 

and Mnookin (1984) argue that firm specific capital may be generated and retained with 

greater ease '- with the sharing bargain model, lawyers stand to gain more from maximising 

the value of the firm, which in turn is behaviour suited to the creation of firm specific capital. 
This is a solution to the agency problem of a divergence of incentives between the principal 

and agents of the firm in that incentives are aligned in an attempt to gain maximum benefits 

from cooperation in joint production. 

A marginal productivity approach creates incentives for the individual lawyer to over-invest 
in lawyer specific capital (ie. personal reputation) and under-invest firm specific capital. In 

this model, firm reputation is not the primary focus and the value of the firm is not the 

perceived maximand. 

1.12 The efficiency advantage of the sharing over productivity approach to income 
division under a no shirking assumption: 

Gilson and Mnookin (1984) argue the case for the increased efficiency of the sharing model 

as against the productivity model 30. This is based on their belief that; 
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1. The sharing model allows clients to become firm specific capital more easily, and, 
2. The firm as a means of assuring quality plays a. greater role. 

The major failing of the productivity approach is that it is difficult to design a productivity 
formula which -does not create incentives for lawyers to pursue their own, as opposed to firm, 
interests. This essentially boils down to an inability to design a productivity based sharing 
bargain that sufficiently suppresses agency problems. The success of the sharing model in 

suppressing agency problems is, however, dependent on the attitudes of the firm's partners. 
For the efficiency advantage of the sharing over the productivity model to exist partners must 

not shirk and full resultant cooperative benefits rest. on the propensity of the partners to 

supply the effort intensity stipulated in the ex-ante sharing bargain. Consequently a more 

meaningful comparison must be made by lifting the restriction assumed previously. of no 

shirking in the sharing model. 

(I) Relaxing the no shirking assumption: 

By lifting the no shirking assumption, analysis now focuses on designing and implementing a 

system which exposes and penalises partners supplying a lower than agreed effort intensity. 

The system must, however; 

1. Remain independent of the goal of diversification of risks inherent in lawyers' 

human capital and, - 
2. Must not simultaneously create perverse incentives like those associated with the 

productivity based system. 

A simple system operating by detailed recording of hours worked in tandem with close 

personal monitoring, would act to the detriment of both diversification and avoidance of 

perverse incentive goals as stated above. The rationale behind the sharing model is to protect 
individual lawyers from fallow periods where there is little or no work in their particular 

speciality. A simple time keeping and personal monitoring system could not distinguish 

between this and the occurrence of true shirking behaviour - risk diversification benefits 

would be to that extent reduced. 

Additionally, where lawyers are penalised for billing insufficient hours, a forum would be 

created for a contest where partners would attempt to avoid billing lower hours than their 

contemporaries and peers. The disparity between hours worked and productivity is all to 

evident in such a scheme, and partners would be unwilling to share work with others. In 

summary, firstly, the diversification problem is to that extent reintroduced. Secondly, the 

system interferes with the twin goals of efficient performance of legal services and the 

creation of firm specific capital. 
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Within the context of the sharing bargain, these problems are not insurmountable. They 

indeed can be mitigated by the creation of specialised sub-groups whose risks require to be 

diversified. In doing so any inter-lawyer comparisons are made between specialists whose 
human capital investment exposes them to a similar level of risk. The residual problem here is 

that this sub-group system would fail to distinguish between shirking and crisis induced low 

productivity of an individual lawyer as a result of, for instance, divorce or bereavement. 

Characteristic features of close team production in legal services would be likely, however, to 

effectively identify real victims of such circumstances from aspiring actors. 

A requirement of a minimum hours worked could be imposed on each sub-group - this could 

act to reduce elements of strategic behaviour by lawyers in terms of their decision whether to 

pass work fellow lawyers or to jealously guard and hoard clients. So long as the lawyer with 

the excess case load has himself worked the minimum hours then he would incur no personal 
loss from transferring work to a fellow lawyer. It may simply, however, be the case that 

lawyers are more than willing to pass clients without reward due to mutual reciprocity. 

Where an individual lawyer is in a situation where he risks falling below the minimum hours 

worked constraint, there may be a tendency for individuals to hoard cases". Within such a 

system there is also a potential risk that the minimum number of hours set becomes viewed as 

the maximum lawyers are willing to work and the system may induce little above minimum 

effort. Even accepting this potential but unlikely disadvantage, the system would enjoy the 

advantäge that a minimum threshold level of shirking would be co-established. 

The shirking problem does, however, involve much more than a mere hours worked factor. 

Hours worked is far from perfect proxy for measuring lawyer productivity. More in keeping 

with true productivity (but less easy to establish than hours worked) is the 'effectiveness' of - 
legal work completed since this is the ultimate mutual aim of both client and lawyer. 

The shortcoming of either an hours worked system, or productivity formula system in a 

productivity based system, is that incentives are created for lawyers to behave in such a way 

that they maximise elements of the formula rather than maximise firm profit (to the extent 

that maximisation is possible due to information and rationality constraints)'. 

An individual lawyer's performance is related to a complex set of internal and external 

motivations and influences at any particular time. Motivation and performance of individuals 

constantly changes over time and is not constant between different individuals at any point in 

time. Since many equate motivation with productivity, models which emphasize productivity 

measurement linked to penalty and reward mechanisms are seen as desirable because they are 

expected to create motivational incentives. 
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It is very difficult to devise a monitoring system capable of delineating different motivational 
levels of individual lawyers. The apparent lack of consideration the true sharing based model 
affords to incentive or motivation creation is argued to be the reason why it could be expected 
to fail to achieve that which it sets out to. 

(II) A critical element of the monitoring system - self monitoring: 

In any form of internal law firm organisation, there is one critical element of the monitoring 
and incentive system. Williamson (1985) in his discussion of his contractual framework 

would subsume this within what he calls "contractual atmosphere" 33. Gilson and Mnookin 
(1984) introduce the enigma of firm culture, and the notion of the lawyers 'internal monitor', 

as the critical shirking constraint in the monitoring system of the firm 34 

The firm seeks to develop and instill a conscience in the lawyer which make him at all times 

wish to be perceived by any observer as exhibiting good standards and proper behaviour. 

Here, the lawyer bonds his behaviour where costless internal monitoring constitutes a "firm 

culture/ Jimmney Cricket" method of behavioural self-control. This economises on monitoring 

costs of the firm as the costs of monitoring are largely borne by those who are being 

monitored - if successful, self-monitoring is the cheapest form of monitoring. 

At a more macro level, the conference of self-regulatory status on'the legal profession by the 

state installs an omnipresent internal monitor to regulate the profession's members. The Law 

Societies, by being responsible for the practice behaviour of their members, act as the legal 

profession's conscience to society and the State 35. 

The legal profession, through a purposeful combination of selection and socialisation, create 

a powerful intemalised set of ethics and practice behaviour norms within lawyers. Within 

these bounds, the lawyer attempts to maximise his income in both monetary and psychic 

terms while avoiding behaviour perceived as bad by other members of the profession and 

society as a whole. 

Social mechanisms serve to instill non-shirking values into the lawyer which their internal 

monitor/ conscience will help to enforce. The inauguration of professionalism begins at law 

school where only high quality work is accepted, and where only high achievers are admitted 
initially. Gilson and Mnookin (1984) argue that the vast percentage of lawyers tend to come 
from social and ethnic backgrounds more amenable or conducive to instilling those values 

than others 36. There is a commitment to strict meritocracy and training techniques with 

various strict screening processes to weed out undesirables. The length of time taken to 

achieve partner status in a law firm may facilitate a mentor approach to legal training. The 

pupil will be influenced through exposure to both the mentor's attitudes and legal skills. 
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The result is a supportive firm culture which acts to reduce the typical lawyer's propensity to 
engage in shirking -activities. 

In the same way that the legal profession is self-regulating 
collectively, individual lawyers can be viewed as largely self-monitoring. Following Alchian 

and Demsetz (1972), monitors will tend to have less incentive to shirk their monitoring duties 
if they bear the full cost of their actions/ non-actions, ie. if full, private property rights exist 

Shirking could, therefore, be expected to reduce the personal wealth of the monitor and 
may consequently expose it as a less attractive option. 

1.13 Summary of relative merits of the two sharing bargain models taking into account 
shirking: 

Following a Williamson line, it is recalled that transactions cost variations determine the 

usefulness of certain forms of organisation against others, and that initial contract structures 
are important. The features of the contract of the firm aimed at dividing partnership profits 
between partners discussed above, specify individual property rights and formalise the 
incentive structure confronting partners. Relative merits of both types of income distribution 

plan have been discussed in detail and at length above. 

Under a productivity based plan, partners face a set of incentives more in line with sole 
practice -maximisation of personal aims reduces benefits of cooperation and diversification 38. 

The law firm will tend to base any decision regarding monitoring on a cost versus benefits 

basis, to the extent that such costs and benefits are capable of being rationally quantified. 
Each partner is likely to face an incentive to shirk, since current period gains will accrue 

solely to him and any other resultant losses will be borne mutually in future by all partners. 

Under equal shares, individual partner income is more directly dependent on group income 

and so it is rational for individual partners to behave in a manner consistent with, or at least 

directed towards, maximisation of the value of the firm. It is assumed by Gilson and Mnookin 

that the individual lawyer will allocate his time optimally between mutual monitoring and 

maximising the value of the firm's income 39. This type of behaviour can lead to a situation 

whereby too little effort on the part of the lawyer is directed towards maximising firm income, 

since only a fraction of his increased effort will accrue directly to him - since all other 

partners stand to make similar gains from that partners increased effort. 

As mentioned previously, the contract of the firm may place specific behavioural restrictions 

on partners. Any shirking activities by those who work part time will have a greater effect on 

the other full time lawyers than the shirking lawyer and part timers will also have less 

incentive to take part in general firm management activities. In addition to the problems of 
lawyers enhancing their income from outside interests (which also benefits the firm through 
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increased firm specific capital as discussed before), such activities enhance effort monitoring 
difficulties since external work may be done during company time. 

Where an internal hierarchy exists within the partnership (senior partners, partners, junior 

partners, qualified assistants etc. ) mutual monitoring and bonding may be reinforced by peer 
group pressure within these groups. Rewards and punishments could be usefully applied 
within these groups (eg. when evaluating quality of work) as it is revealed to and perceived by 

others in that group. This parallels the 'sub-group' argument discussed within the general 
analysis of the sharing bargain above. 

In relation to the creation of firm specific capital (via a brand name), when a lawyer left, the 
firms brand name would be retained. The lawyer who exited the firm could not take with him 

any firm specific capital (brand name capital) and to this extent the use of restrictive 
covenants would be unnecessary. These would only be necessary where lawyer loyalty, rather 
than brand name loyalty, may encourage the lawyer to leave with his client portfolio. 

As the value of the firm's brand name capital rose, it could be expected that the desire to 

share between the partners would be enhanced and there would be a desire to enforce the 
hierarchy by increasing the compensation of senior law firm members relative to new entrants 
in order to reflect their relative contributions to this brand name capital. The creation of 
increasing brand name capital would attenuate need for restrictive covenants still further. 

1.14 Increases in firm size and partnership problems: 

As the law firm's scale increases and its internal organisation becomes more complex, it could 
be expected that the costs of group organisation would tend to rise and management of the 
larger and more complex organisation would become more troublesome. 

Under a sharing model in an increasingly large organisation, shirking becomes less easily 
detectable (effort is less easily monitored) and the individual may shirk or inefficiently utilize 
inputs since he bears a proportionately smaller and smaller fraction its costs. Hence, the 

scope for undetected shirking and potential inefficiency increases with size. 

The costs of instigating an effective contract and discovering partners that are compatible and 

willing to share may be relatively high, but these can be seen as insignificant when compared 
to the costs of termination of a firm successful in these areas with a large stock of brand 

name capital. The difficulty of creating and maintaining internal harmony between parties to 

that contract is likely to increase with scale. 
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The logical conclusion of this argument is to call into question the viability of the partnership 
mode of operation between very large practice groups of lawyers. The agency costs of 
partnerships could be expected to be very significant at this level and other modes of 
organisation could be worthy of comparison of their abilities to constrain agency problems of 
legal practice. 

1.15 Sources of agency problems in large partnerships - Delegation problems: 

Each partner of the firm is a residual risk bearer who could be expected to wish to take all 

reasonable steps to protect full property rights attending such a position. By delegating 

authority, a partner attenuates his control over the residual risk he faces. The delegation issue 

confronting partners in legal practice is twofold. 

(I) Delegation of legal work: 

There is firstly the question of delegation of legal work within partnership. With reference to 

the extent to which lawyers use their delegation authority for routine work, Feinberg (1984) 

argues that use of paralegals for such work may not be significant 40. This argument is based 

on the belief that lawyers may demonstrate a reluctance to delegate and the result may be that 

paralegals end up doing clerical work that cannot be billed directly to clients. This view 

appears to contrast with Gilson and Mnookin's view that lawyers delegate in order to buy 

associates' time at wholesale and sell it to clients at retail for routine transactions 41. These 

two would be contrasting views are not necessarily inconsistent and can be reconciled. The 

delegation decision of an individual lawyer is likely to depend on his risk aversion at any 

given time since the lawyer, by delegating, places control of his liability in the hands of 

another. Feinberg's lawyer would appear to exhibit greater risk aversion and less trust of his 

subordinates' abilities than the typical Gilson and Mnookin lawyer. 

In the real life law firm, partners are observed to delegate work right down the hierarchy of 

employees from qualified assistants, through paralegals, to secretaries. To protect their 

residual claims, partners have an incentive to monitor this delegated work and ensure that 

everything leaving the firm is checked by at least one partner. This is a source of agency costs 

since partners, by saving their time through delegating legal work, consume it again in 

increased monitoring. More risk averse partners may not take this monitoring role too 

seriously and only perform a scant check of work leaving the practice. The partnership must 
design formal procedures to be followed in delegated duties in order that the system is self- 

monitoring to a large extent and the monitoring duty at the end performed by the partner is 

minimal - otherwise, delegation becomes a waste of time and ineffective. 
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(II) Delegation of non-legal work: 

Secondly, there is the issue of delegation of non-legal duties within the firm. An increasing 

problem as the law firm grows is the amount of time that must be consumed merely managing 
the day to day operation of the firm. Gilson and Mnookin (1984) argued that the lawyer may 
tend to under-invest his time in certain of the firm's activities where there is no direct 

compensation 42. Management and administration is one area where this may occur. 

Clever design of the partnership income division bargain can help create incentives for 
lawyers to engage in activities other than straight client-billable legal work. In areas of firm 

management and administration, and supervision and training of new labour inputs, there are 
consequences for large partnerships whose partners under-invest time in these activities. The 

potential solution to this problem is to assign particular partners to these functions, either by 

relieving them of all legal work duties, or striking some deal with them where they spend a 
specified percentage of their time on each function 43. 

One potential solution to managing a large partnership more effectively is to delegate 

management functions to non-lawyers specialised in particular desired areas. When a 
partnership becomes large, existing partners will more than likely not possess the requisite 
management skills to manage the practice efficiently and effectively. From the point of view 

of the partners in the firm, this option is attractive as it totally frees their time to allow them 

to concentrate on what they know best and what brings in fee income - legal services. On the 

other hand, it is not attractive for partners to voluntarily weaken control of their property 

rights by delegating such an important function to non-solicitors. The problem with this is 

that any non-lawyer brought in to serve in such a function would have no residual claim in 

the firm - delegation to such individuals may appear unattractive. On the other hand there is 

the advantage of these persons having specialist skills in areas in which lawyers of the 

partnership do not. 

The basic problem the partnership faces is a reluctance of partners to delegate decision 

making authority either; 

1. To lower levels of staff to process legal work, 
2. To one of the partners (a group of the partners) to concentrate on management and 
administration etc. or, 
3. To specialist non-lawyers who can effectively concentrate on day-to-day running 
of the practice whilst the partners get on with the legal work. 

The root of the problem is that due to the fact that all partners are residual claimants, there is 

a reluctance generally to delegate decision making authority to any non-partners or even 
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subset groups of the partners as this weakens control over personal residual claims through 

slight attenuation of property rights. In larger partnerships, delegation and specialisation in 

management and other non-client billable functions become almost essential effective and 

efficient operation - otherwise decision making can become unwieldy and cumbersome. 

Consequently, major partnerships could be expected to have well structured internal 

organisation, perhaps broadly based on corporate management structures, with well specified 
linkages between decision-making functions. Each decision making fimction will have some 
decision making authority invested in it by one or all of the partners. Accountability and 

monitoring between such functions will also be well specified and the full partnership (or a 
board/ committee of the full partnership which reports to the full partnership) is expected to 

retain the overall monitoring function. 

Feinberg (1984) recognised that three categories of partner could be applicable in larger law 
firms 44. 

1. Finders - search for and introduce clients who will hopefully be a source of 

substantial and repeat work for the firm. 

2. Minders - take care of existing clients and make sure they are satisfied so that they 

will become repeat users of the firm. 

3. Grinders - do the actual legal work in the firm. 

It can be seen that these roughly approximate the entrepreneur, managers and workers in the 

paradigm capitalist firm and they will exist if the firm assigns partners specific specialised 
functions within the firm. 

The extent of specialisation of partners of the firm in non-legal tasks and legal work areas, as 

well as the extent of delegation to subsets of the partnership and to non-lawyer specialists, 

will be explored in the empirical study in the following chapter. 

Section Two: Partnership as a labour managed firm (LMF): 

Introduction: 

The theory of the Labour Managed Firm highlights some interesting theoretical parallels and 

poses questions for the internal organisation of law firms 45. This section examines some of 

these issues and their implication for the internal organisation of the law firm. 
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2.1 What factors could be expected to determine law firm input and output?: 

The law firm's core 'members'- are its partners and as such they have decision-making 

authority to decide whether to hire new 'members' (partners) and 'non-members' (qualified 

assistants, trainees and general staff), or to pursue a non-hiring policy. 

Much of the literature of the labour managed firm is concerned with the issue of a 'perverse 

supply response'. This is where an expected expansionary policy to enlarge the firm, as a 
response to prevailing market conditions, does not materialise - instead, firm membership size 
is deliberately limited in order to enhance the existing members' per capita income. Given its 

similar ownership structure to the LMF it is clear that a similar perverse incentive could 
equally apply -to partnership. The firm's partners may attempt to restrict their numbers (or 

those of qualified assistants) to enhance their returns in terns of shares of the firm's profit. 

The usual situation within a conventional market is that for any given price reduction (ceteris 

paribus) quantity demanded increases - when quantity demanded increases (ceteris paribus) 
price increases, and when price increases (ceteris paribus) quantity supplied increases. In the 

case of lawyers in partnership, this simple economic logic may break down a decision may be 

taken to constrain output and workload dependant upon certain factors, including: 

1. The process used by partners to determine number of hours they wish to 

work, . 
2. Non-work activities from which partners benefit and their leisure/ work trade-off, 
3. Whether partners have a target (or minimum) level of fee income in mind. 

Hence, an increase in quantity demanded (stimulated through price reduction) may not 

provoke behaviour predicted by conventional demand theory, and a parallel is drawn between 

behaviour of the law firm and the behaviour of the LMF 46. The LMF, therefore, bears 

striking similarities to the organisation of legal partnerships and this parallel will be 

developed throughout this section of Chapter Six. 

For instance, it would be predicted by conventional demand theory that a general increase in 

competitiveness in the market for legal services (in terms of determination of fees charged), 

result in an increase in total firm input and output. The LMF Literature would suggest the 

opposite to be true of the typical LMF when faced with similar circumstances 47. 

Kwon has applied the 'equal revenue cooperative sharing model' of the LMF to the legal 

partnership. Sisk challenges the appropriateness of this application of the LMF model on the 

grounds that non-members . (non partners) may also be hired by the law firm. Kwon defends 

the validity of his analysis, retorting that predictions of the model are valid irrespective 
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whether or not, firstly, an equal sharing bargain exists, and secondly, non-members can be 

hired 48. 

In the legal partnership, employees will be paid a wage, whereas it is the usual case that 

partners are paid a share of residual income of the firm - partners are residual risk bearers. In 

some firms, a category of salaried partner often exists but this is more usually a short term 
temporary situation before full profit sharing status is permitted".: 

The structure of the existing partnership will be determinative of the attitudes of qualified 

assistants towards partner status. The incentive structure will attempt to encourage qualified 
assistants to strive to reach partnership by working extremely hard for the firm. Where the 
incentive structure is weak due to low perceived chance of being made a partner, qualified 

assistants interested in becoming partners will be discouraged from working hard and may in 

fact leave to increase chances elsewhere. Important features of this incentive structure for 

qualified assistants will be; ages of existing partners, retirement rate, ratio of employees to 

partners, projected firm growth and the like. Such signals will be perceived by the ambitious 

qualified assistant as indicative of promotional chances or otherwise. 

2.2 Mitigating the perverse supply response: 

(I) The use of tradeable shares - The use of tradeable shares is advocated in the LMF 

literature as a method of at least partially mitigating the perverse supply response. A 

precondition of the shares argument is that shares must only be tradeable between persons 

who have sufficient skill to become potential members of the firm. Within the typical law firm 

this situation strongly applies since there is a formal screening process for those considered 
for, partnership profit sharing. The partnership agreement may also explicitly make provision 
for all new members/ partners to buy into partnership - this can be seen as a form of 

tradeable share 50. 

Within the legal profession as a whole, it can be argued that a market for membership 

certificates exists - in order to practice legally, the individual must be a qualified practitioner. 
This qualification permits the individual to capture a larger proportion of the value of output 

arising from his and other non-lawyers' inputs to the firm, than non-lawyers within the firm. 

The secondary membership market in legal services is that which exists for partnership 

places. When the lawyer reaches partner status, he may collectively with fellow partners, 

exploit non-partners of the firm to capture returns to his investment in human capital. 
Previously, personal returns to this human capital investment are likely to have been 

disproportionately small, in relation to his input. After partnership status has been attained 
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the situation will usually reverse - it is perhaps knowledge that eventually this reversal 
situation is likely to occur which encourages lawyers to suffer pre-partnership 'exploitation'. 

(II) The nature of utility functions - The LMF model also advocates that the nature of the 
utility function of the individual concerned, can also mitigate the perverse supply response. 
There is an inherent difficulty here since, although utility functions are a plausible and useful 
theoretical abstraction, their role is severely limited beyond this. It is difficult enough to 
identify all constituents of an individual's utility function, never mind aggregate them and then 
maximise their resultant sum. This problem is compounded further when it becomes 

necessary to conceptualise, and attempt to determine, the utility function of the partnership as 
a whole. As a result of this and other reasons, it is, therefore, impossible (outwith theory) to 
pursue, without conflict, the sum of these objectives to utility maximise and mitigate the 

perverse supply response. 

The utility function argument, although theoretically neat and plausible, is therefore too 

unrealistic a concept to pursue at great length. While the nature of individual lawyer's utility 
functions and preferences, and their interaction with those of other lawyers within the 

partnership, would be important in partnership, it is difficult to imagine how one might 
theoretically model this, never mind empirically test any hypothesis derived there-from. In any 
case, if one accepts the plausible and more realistic 'Simon' view of human rationality, 
maximising behaviour is not a characteristic of individuals - individuals are far more likely to 

-exhibit satisficing than maximising behaviour according to Simon 51 

There is a difference between the perverse supply response of the collective group and the 
'supply curve' of an individual member of that collective bending backwards. This latter 

instance is akin to shirking, where a lawyer free-rides on other members' efforts. Clearly, 

such behaviour is independent of the supply responses of the overall firm. The firm could be 

responding to market forces in a non-perverse manner and simultaneously, one or more of the 
lawyers in the firm, could be shirking. The partners as a group can also supply a low effort 
intensity and free-ride on non-member workers of the firm - this can take the form of 

extensive delegation and lawyers who engage in this type of activity may simply act like 

professional signatories. 

The law firm can be seen as being a 'closer' cousin of the LMF than of the standard 
Neoclassical firm, since pursuit of a strict Neoclassical profit maximising objective is 

unlikely in legal practice. Firstly, profit maximisation may be incompatible with ethical legal 

practice, and secondly, profit maximisation is unrealistic given bounded rationality. 

2.3 The theory of the LMF -a deeper investigation: 
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The basic model of the externally financed LMF is the result of a progressive refinement of a 
concept first introduced by Ward (1958) 52. Major examinations, and analytical refinements, 
of the model were made by Vanek (1970) and Meade (1972), with the full blown model 
adopting the title of the Ward-Vanek-Meade LMF s' 

The model is constructed on four principal assumptions, summarised below; 

1. The firms management function is invested in the workers of the firm, who are at 
liberty to set output and employment at any level they should choose. 
2. Non-labour inputs are hired at market clearing prices. Initially, the model assumes 
capital to be the only non-labour input, and it is rented at a rate (r). 

3. Decisions made within the firm, are assumed to be motivated by a desire to 

maximise the net income per worker, where all workers are seen as homogeneous. 

Further simplification requires that all of the output of the firm is sold at a 

parametric price (P). 

4. Uncertainty is assumed away. 

The important characteristic of the LMF is that it exhibits a short run perverse supply 

response to changes in parameters of the model 54. This is characterised by a reduction in the 
labour force in response to a rise in price or fall in rental of capital. This is the opposite 

comparative static response to that expected of the LMF's capitalist counterpart espoused in 

Neoclassical theory. 

An essential feature of the labour managed firm, is that labour is only hired in situations 

where it increases the value of its marginal product. 

(I) Internal financing of the firm: 

Vanek (1970) argued that an examination of the internally financed LMF may be a more 

realistic analysis than that of the externally funded LMF 55, based on his belief that the LMF 

will lean heavily on the internal financing option in a capitalist society. He bases this 

assertion on two reasons: 

1. The external capital market is unlikely to provide the necessary investment due to 
lack of incentives. In the case of the law firm, external financing is not an issue 

anyway since all firm members must be qualified solicitors. 

In the case of legal partnerships, there is no real incentive either for solicitors to have purely 

equity interests in a partnership as a sleeping partner. In the case of legal practice the external 

capital market would be unlikely to provide investment funds since investment would appear 
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unattractive, given the lack of control over risk available to investors due to monitoring 
difficulties. Secondly, in the specific case legal partnerships, the need for ethical 
considerations would constrain a profit maximising objective. This would render other forms 

of investment more attractive to profit motivated external investors, due to higher expected 
returns. 

2. The ideological stance of those forming a cooperative, is likely to demand an 
avoidance of reliance on established capitalist institutions. 

If external finance was a necessary consideration for law firms, this may certainly be true of 
lawyers since they are perceived to be members of a very insular profession, who have a 
desire to remain as independent as possible to retain absolute control over their operations se 

Exclusive reliance on internal capital investment precipitates two main problems. Firstly, 

there is the question of property rights. Existing members of the firm will have no right to 
income beyond their term of employment and, hence, they are devoid of the ability to sell their 

membership rights to others after their term expires. It is rational, therefore, for them to 
demand a rate of return on their capital investment which embodies a premium, beyond their 

simple rate of time preference. 

In the context of legal partnership, this earnings life-cycle argument can be seen to partially' 

explain the high income levels of established partners in relation to newly accepted partners 

and other non-partner lawyers within the firm. This is a justifiable attempt to obtain as quick 

a rate of return on their human capital investments as possible since it is a continuously and 

swiftly depleting asset - at retiral it is worth nothing. 

Secondly, Vanek (1970) argues that the maximand of the internally financed LMF is different 

from the external capital funded LMF 57. For the internally financed LMF facing a technology 

exhibiting constant returns to scale, long run maximisation of per member income implies a 

gradual running down of the labour force and membership. 

(II) The forces of self extinction of the firm: 

Vanek (1970) views the forces above leading to eventual self-extinction 58. A decrease in the 

labour force can augment per member income, in the face of diminishing returns to labour. In 

the absence of compulsory expulsion via natural wastage through leaving or retiring, it is 

relatively easy to decrease the labour force. Hence, a deliberate non-replacement policy can 

augment per member income and through reductions in labour, the labour: capital ratio ceases 
to be optimal. To reestablish this optimum, the capital stock is -adjusted downwards and 
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through time, a cycle is established whereby the combination of forces will ensure eventual 
extinction of the firm 59. 

Pursuit of the original maximand of the firm (maximisation of per member income), will 
create a tendency for under-investment in the internally financed LMF. In an externally 
financed LMF, optimal utilisation of capital implies that capital should be employed up to the 

point where the value of its marginal product equals its price. If it is accepted that the 

marginal product of capital diminishes, it can be expected that the internally financed LMF 

will (ceteris paribus) employ lower levels of capital than the externally funded LMF 60. 

An inevitable consequence of this longer term process of continual readjustment of 
sub-optimal capital: labour ratios to achieve temporary optima (through increasing or 
decreasing capital stocks, or decreasing the labour force), is that the labour force is never 

expanded - this action would of course reduce per member income in the long run. The 

existence of a technology initially exhibiting increasing, and thereafter decreasing, returns to 

scale partially obviates the previously discussed effects on the internally financed LMF. 

This may be of direct relevance to law firms since it is likely to be the case that, in many 

areas of legal work, there may not exist significant economies of scale. In other areas there 

may be almost immediate exhaustion of economies of scale. In the instance of increasing 

returns to scale, any reduction in membership size results in a forfeiture of scale economies. 

(III) The hiring of non-member labour: 

The hiring of non-member labour can lead to a partial mitigation of the perverse supply 

response. It is to the advantage of existing members to substitute hired labour for leaving or 

retiring firm members. It is this process which is alleged to result in a loss of internal 

democracy in the LMF. To this extent, non-member labour substitution undermines the whole 

ethos of, and rationale underpinning, the LMF. 

The hiring of non-member labour alters the comparative static responses of the LMF to the 

extent that its behaviour broadly resembles that of its capitalist counterpart, the sole 
difference being that the LMF will use a less capital intensive input mix. In this context, the 
law firm has a production process which is very human capital (labour) intensive. It is also 

worth noting at this juncture that it is normal practice for the lawyer to delegate a fair amount 

of legal work to non-partner, ie. non member, employees of the firm. This can be viewed as a 

perfectly rational response as the law firm can buy in cheaper labour units' time and sell it to 

the client at members' (ie. partners') rates. 
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The extent of delegation authority in legal partnerships is bound by legal rules which state 
that certain types of work may only be conducted by qualified practitioners. This legitimacy 

attaches itself more specifically to the ownership of the law firm than delegation, so 
delegation within that law firm can be extensive (ie. to non-lawyer personnel, so long as it is 

checked by legally qualified staff). It is likely to be the case that in certain circumstances the 

checking procedure is not carried out and what effectively exists is non-legally qualified 
personnel undertaking work that can only legally be undertaken by legally qualified staiff. 

Overall, the legal profession can be seen to have a very labour intensive productive process as 

a result of the human capital intensive characteristic of professional services. This is due to 

the nature and form of regulation of legal services, rather than a reflection of the mode of 

organisation employed to render them to clients. 

(IV) Unequal members' shares and the hiring of new members: 

The concept of unequal member shares, further attenuates the internal democracy of the 
LMF. In the context of legal partnerships, it is often the case that the members (partners) 

have unequal shares of profits. The implications of different types of profit sharing bargains 

has been the subject of extensive discussion above in this chapter. 

In order that existing hired workers may be 'accepted into membership, the value of the 
incoming workers marginal product must rise. It is only under this condition that it is to the 
benefit of existing members to permit admission. The inegalitarian cooperative, avoids the 

short run perverse supply response by altering membership size in the necessary and desired 

direction. This process is achieved by equating the externally determined wage, received by 

labour,. to the value of the marginal product of labour. The counterpart real life law firm has 

a similar process involving the employment of salaried partners and other categories of non- 

partner lawyer labour. 

The trade-off existing in LMF organisation, is that efficient economic behaviour can only be 

procured at the expense of a truly egalitarian income distribution within the firm. This 

situation can be altered by the issuing of marketable membership shares. Relating this 

concept to law partnerships, this process can be seen in terms of the existing partners inviting 

prospective partners to buy into the partnership. Here the marketable share is an opportunity 
for the successful entrant to share in the brand name capital of the firm. The partnership will 

set the price of this sharing opportunity to reflect a fair and true valuation of the collective 

goodwill/ brand name capital of the partnership 61. 

There will be a number of factors that will affect the law firm's willingness to employ 

qualified assistants. The partners will hire/ fire and control the firm and they will have sole 
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decision making authority regarding whether to increase membership size and/ or the numbers 

of non-members, to increase firm size. It will be perceived by the existing members to be 

desirable to increase partnership size and/ or increase non-members if this will increase their 

income shares, or if it will satisfy some other component of their utility function (eg. reduced 

workload, increased leisure etc). It appears not unreasonable to suggest that the lawyer, like 

the typical worker in most situations, may be conscious of his workload/ leisure trade off 

which will be subject to constant change depending on numerous factors. The trade-off aimed 
for may be consistent with some personal target level of The income where he adjusts his 

activities to yield this combination. The problem the lawyer faces in this respect is 

determining whether the costs in terms of foregone leisure of the increased workload is worth 
it in terms of the benefits of the resulting increased personal income. This calculation will not 

be scientifically quantified and a simple and crude qualitative determination of the decision 

will be made. This is necessary because of a lack of information and rational capacity to 

evaluate such decisions. 

Any income target and corresponding workload/ leisure trade-off will be based on his 

training, historical experience and continuously revised expectations of future contingencies, 

amongst a multitude of factors. The resultant outcome selected, at any moment in time, could 
be construed as a static personal independent attempt to maximise his utility, to the extent 

that maximisation is possible - in fact, the selection is more likely to be that which satisfies 
him most at that point in time62. 

In very simple terms the partnership decision can be seen as a game between existing non- 

members of the firm and the partners. The outcome of the game solves the conflicting aims of 

qualified assistants (who have a desire to be promoted), and existing partners (who have a 
desire to limit their numbers in order to preserve per member income). Partners, however, 

may perceive it to be in their interests to keep the promise of partner status as 'a carrot' for 

qualified assistants, to prevent loss of discontented qualified assistants (possibly with clients 
in tow). 

A finite, though not necessarily coinciding, time period is involved here for both parties. 
Qualified assistants will have expectations regrading the time period after which they could 

reasonably expect an offer of partnership. Should an offer fail to materialise after this 

expected period, they will discount the credibility of any future promises made by partners. 
The ultimate demonstration of their discontent will be their action of leaving the firm - this 

termination imposes costs on both sides and is at best a zero-sum game for the partnership 63 

Literature of the LMF argues that it is in the interests of partners not to promote qualified 

assistants to partner level in order to preserve per partner income. Partners face a dilemma 
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here since, if they do promote they may lose some personal income, but if they do not they 
may lose the QA (and perhaps some clients), some fee-income, and work will no longer be 

able to be delegated to those QAs that do- leave. It is likely, therefore, that partners will wish 
to promote the qualified assistants within their particular expected time period to prevent 
them leaving. The problem faced by partners is that it is difficult to calculate the particular 
time periods involved, and it is likely to be a gut feeling whether or not to promote to partner 
or not. A whole range of factors will enter the partnership decision, beyond that of the effect 
on income shares (if, in fact, this could be calculated with any degree of accuracy). 

The process strictly requires that partners can identify the period of time in which each 
qualified assistant expects to be offered partnership. Alternatively, partners could promote the 

qualified assistant when he threatens to leave, but this may sour good relations -between 
them64. 

To maintain the long term viability of the partnership, promotion of qualified assistants is 

essential at some point in time to prevent mass exodus from the partnership by qualified 
assistants 65. In the longer term, the non-partner hiring firm may face difficulty in recruiting 
QAs if its non-promotion reputation is made public. The process by which this whole 
complex issue is resolved will hopefully become more apparent in examination of the results 
of the empirical study and discussion of employment relations in partnerships in Chapter 
Eight of this thesis. 

The fundamental issue arising from discussion above is the issue of the process by which the 
legal partnership attains long term growth and survival. It is not unrealistic to assume, that 
law firms will be subject to some form of natural/ organic growth as a result of reputation 

effects, and the resultant expanded client base. Contrary to the expectations of the theory of 
the labour managed firm, there may also be a conscious and deliberate expansion policy for 

the partnership. This will be revealed in the empirical analysis conducted in the following 

chapter. 

(V) What is the maaimand of the firm?: 

In the model of the utility maximising LMF, the maximand of per member income assumed in 

the simple LMF model is criticised as over simplistic. The U-max LMF model is, therefore, 

augmented by introduction of the parameter 'number of hours worked by each worker'. This 

involves introduction and use of both individual, and group, utility functions. 

By introducing the number of hours worked parameter, certain problems are created within 
the model. A number of unanswered questions remain including major ones such as, how the 

group utility function is determined and" how the total number of hours worked is distributed 
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between the members. The link used here is that, in all probability, the shape of the utility 
function would determine the spread of hours worked between the members. Analyses 

employing individual utility functions, in the LMF, are indicative of the importance of 
observing the number of hours worked, rather than membership, as the important short run 
variable in advancement and refinement of a useful theory of the LMF. 

A useful analysis of the legal partnership, follows a broadly similar path, since a primary 
focus is the nature of the sharing bargain between partners of the law firm - relative 
productivity/ hours worked, as well as membership criteria, are important and are the subject 

of empiric examination to determine roles they both play in legal partnership organisation. 

Such analysis aims to discover how partners of law firms determine the hours they will-work 

respectively, and also how their relative incomes are determined. In attempting this it is 

anticipated that analysis will provide some indication of the nature of constituents of 
individual lawyer's utility functions. This of course will involve generalising since every 
lawyer is likely to have a unique set of utility preferences and behavioural motivations. 

Partners of a law firm may attempt to maximise net income per member, much like members 

of a LMF. The law firm can be seen in terms of a joint venture/ production, where the 

partners share assets and liabilities, pay receipts to the firm, collectively pay expenses and 
then distribute pre-determined shares of income between themselves. In partnership, partners 

should avoid any pure personal fhancial interest in client work since this would be work done 

behind the backs of other partners purely for self-gain. This does not, however, preclude 

partners from having their own client portfolios and this allocation of clients issue is but one 

of the multitude of other problems the partnership seeks to solve via its profit sharing 
bargain. Many of these issues have been discussed in theoretical terms above, and will be 

empirically examined in the following chapter. 

Certain elements of group decision making are essential in partnership and there is, 

consequently a strong requirement for collective cooperation. Kwon argues that, in the case of 

the equal sharing law firm, partners will only agree to admit the marginal lawyer, so long as 
the value of this marginal lawyer's output is such that it enhances each infra-marginal lawyers 

income 66. He argues that this can lead to paradoxical behaviour (known in the LMF 

literature as the perverse supply response) directed at increasing per member income. 

It may be difficult for partners to accurately evaluate this decision based on comparative 

revenue calculations since information on income, before the new admission, and projections 

as to what it will be after the new admission, is unlikely to be available. In any case, the 

decision may not be as simple as Kwon suggests67. It is anticipated the empirical study will 
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demonstrate that the partnership decision will typically encapsulate many more features than 
simple income considerations and will play a central role of screening prospective partners. 

The law firm can be regarded as a multiproduct firm employing multiple inputs, where the 
relative size of product groups it processes is determinative of income and risk attending the 
firm. An expansion of the finn's membership can cause the productive possibilities to widen, 
as can the introduction of non-member labour. In the short run, the law firm can alter 
combinations of its services to satisfy demand. In the long run, additional workers may be 
hired, or disposed of, in order that some perception of "optimal firm size" is achieved. This 

optimal size, in the context of the simple labour managed firm model, will be that which 
maximises per member income, with the corresponding efficient capital stock. The addition of 
non-lawyer workers changes the situation in terms of delegation authority, where there are 
more workers to delegate work to. This may enable more effective, and efficient, use of the 
firms categories of labour input. 

The lawyers in the partnership could be expected to be required to supply a certain level of 
effort intensity to the firm, by the other partners. This will reflect their case loads, and the 

quantity of capital they employ. In the law firm, partners have complete property rights so 
any instances of under-employment could result in wealth losses to the partners since they are 
the owners of the capital of the firm. Sisk argues, therefore, that an incentive is created to 

avoid under employment to circumvent wealth losses to the partners ". He further argues that 

creation of a non-equal sharing bargain can effect this. This can -be seen as paralleling the 

effect that unequal membership shares have in constraining the perverse supply function in 

the inegalitarian cooperative model. This of course undermines true sharing and enhances 
inegalitarian features of what should be a very democratic form of organisation. 

In fact, lawyers may achieve efficient levels of output and employment through hiring 

workers at fixed salaries from the labour market at market clearing rates. These are typically 
law school graduates, paralegals and the like. 

The nature of the group utility function in the labour managed firm poses problems for 

economic analysis. The only simplifying factor here is that it is likely that its constituent 

members may demonstrate, through setting up such a collective, that they are like-minded - 
to that extent, their behaviour may be relatively homogeneous as a group. 

The partnership can be viewed as a complex long term contract where there is a mutual desire 

to maximise the sum of monetary, and psychic, income per member. Clever design of the 

partnership profit sharing bargain aims to achieve this whilst concurrently attenuating 
incentives for individuals to act opportunistically, and shirk on the agreement. 
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It is not unreasonable to assume that each partner has an objective of attempting to maximise 
income. The pursuit of this goal is likely to impair at least one, if not several, of the other 
lawyers' activities aimed at maximising his personal income - all lawyers in the practice do 

not practice independently but inter-dependently. The objective assigned to the LMF of 
maximisation of per member income, therefore, requires that every members' objective can be 

simultaneously achieved. Alternatively, a sharing bargain exists which operates and ensures 
the outcome occurs whereby each partner ends up with that level of income which coincides 
with that which he perceives as his maximum attainable - this sum of monetary and psychic 
income could be seen as some measure of his utility. 

Practising in partnership allows lawyers to capture returns to their human capital 
investments, and the theory of the LMF proposes that such an organisation facilitates this. In 

the case of a corporation, external shareholders would also benefit to some extent and reap 
some returns to lawyers' human capital but it is likely that the practising lawyers of the fine 

would act like opportunistic managers would in a managerial discretion model, given 
incentives they face and weak external monitoring. 

(VI) Problems facing the LMF in a capitalist environment: 

Williamson (1985) notes the nature of the dilemma facing the LMF in a capitalist economy 6'. 

"Social scientists argue that the advantage of the LMF is that of mitigating problems arising 
from authority relationships. Given this alleged advantage, there is-a surprising lack of 
adoption of this form of industrial organisation to be observed in reality. This can be seen to 
be a result of a number of factors: 

1. The cooperative will experience difficulty in attracting sufficient levels of external 
capital. 
2. Low levels of wages are usually paid to the workers of the cooperative. 
3. Irrespective of the potential efficiency of the LMF, it is difficult for such a firm to 

survive in a capitalist environment. This is due to difficulties; 

a) in obtaining sufficient bank and trade credit, 
b) in retaining good management who see higher returns in capitalist firms 

and, 
c) in sustaining the firm due to an unwillingness to admit new members due 

to a reduction in per member income (the short run perverse supply 
response). 

In terms of analysis of law firms, it is the case that partnerships have relied successfully and 

exclusively on internal finance (external capital provision being specifically prohibited). This 

is most likely due to the fact that the largest investment in the law firm is that of human 
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capital. It has also managed to retain staff - most probably due to limited opportunities open 
to lawyers outwith private practice. Additionally, very few, except the largest firms, actually 

employ non-lawyer practice managers. These two features are increasingly under threat as 

opportunities are opening up for lawyers outwith private practice and also, many firms are 

now realising the benefits of specialised practice management by non-legally trained 

personnel. 

As for the perverse supply response, behaviour of law firms is uncertain. This will of course 
be consequent on the nature of lawyers' utility and the nature of the sharing bargain. This 

non-expansion/ non-hiring issue will be pursued in the empirical analysis in the following 

chapter. 

Recent discussion concerning mixed and corporate practice, as a response to meet the needs 

of the modem market in professional services, may be indicative that the partnership form 

cannot continue to be viable indefinitely. This is with particular reference to the increasing 

reliance on the market in modem capitalist society. Partnership organisation is challenged as 
becoming increasingly unable to meet the demands imposed on it by the market for legal and 

other services. This may turn out to be a real world example of Williamson's argument 

concerning the sustainability of LMF's in capitalist economies. 

In modem times we also witness an increasing tendency for lawyers to enter non-private 

practice fields of business ie. merchant banking, stockbroking etc. after they have completed 

their law degree. This could be indicative of a change in the type of person that now enters 

and passes through law school or that attitudes of those coming through now are 

characteristically different. 

The modem corporation, in Williamson's view, has been the result of a series of 

organisational innovations that have aimed at economising on transactions costs. He also 

recognises the quest for monopoly power, and the imperatives of technology as important 

factors that have shaped modem corporate firms. In the case of legal practice, corporations 

have previously been outlawed, but they have been discussed lately as a viable option worthy 

of consideration for legal practice. Recent legislation has reduced the solicitors monopoly 

over certain services and now, in parallel with the above arguments, the legal profession is 

finding it more difficult to survive in its present form. 

It can also be argued that there are different behavioural implications for the individual faced 

with either a capitalist or a cooperative form of organisation. These differences are outlined 

below: 
i. Incentives differ. 

2. Short run adjustments differ. 
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3. Free entry is of greater importance in the cooperative system. 
4. Monopolistic behaviour differs since one could expect a greater number of firms in 

a cooperative system. These firms are, however, likely to be of a smaller scale 
generally. 
5. Macroeconomic effects differ. - 

The law firm could be argued to act along similar lines to the Participation and Profit Sharing 
Firm that Meade (1972) proposes 70. In this type of firm, the same rules apply to the suppliers 
of both capital and labour. Such a set up would be a combination of an inegalitarian joint 

stock company (so far as capital was concerned) and an illegalitarian cooperative (so far as 
the supply of labour was concerned). Meade calls this firm an 'illegalitarian 
joint-stock-cooperative-firm'. 

While property owners can spread their risks by putting small bits of their property into a 
large number of concerns in a portfolio of property interests, the worker cannot easily put 
small bits of his effort into a large number of different jobs. Hence, typically the situation we 
have is risk bearing capital holders hiring labour, rather than risk bearing labour hiring 

capital. In the case of the law firm the major capital injection is of a human nature and 
therefore is tantamount to labour as it exhibits the same characteristics. 

Labour is unable to diversify its risks, so cooperatives will tend to exist where risk is small in 

terms of the activity undertaken by labour. By small risks we mean that the risk of 
fluctuations in demand is small. Cooperative organisation is also more probable where the 

activity is labour intensive (where the surplus accruing to labour does not constitute a small 
difference between sales revenue per unit and the cost of raw materials plus capital hiring 

costs per unit). 'This 
. 
is true of production in legal services. 

The labour partnership is a continual conflict between efficiency and equality, as the pursuit 

of one of these goals encroaches on the attainment of the other. The problem is essentially the 

nature of the sharing bargain existing, firstly, between old and new members and, secondly, 

also between members of one peer group. The issue of risk spreading of human capital assets 

of these members, is also of prime importance. These two issues have been addressed at great 
length in earlier sections of this chapter which introduced portfolio theory and the nature of 
the partnership sharing bargain. 
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also be subject to an adjustnart ptooae in raporue to obnge in pow and cost eondiuau. 

55. 
Sei Vndc (1970), srprt Note I. S. 

5 6. Ne taw* of mmntang diSoulba, it is unhlody tlrt ottaod immeottent would be fottheoawig in the evau of the derdopnatt of ootpaNe Jew pnutioet. The 

etgaraaahon would be bkdy to amain a queapubbashzp web the kWYC , who were PKViowlY Pachas, nawini die tole of manages and iwatots (rlurlloldes} 

The ttd result of dis would be that the dunce it ocgunwnonal form would not affect the be avwur oft he lawyer to any not osmut The nak fang the lawyer would 

change, however, depad ng on the limit of liability deaned to be appropraee for corporate practice. High potential levels of aorpmte debt may reader the eombi abort 

of cocponte practice and unlimited liability teuutrablg but in any wog the issue appeus to revolve pomanly around the question of availability and extern of adequate 

profise+oml 6idanmty insumroa 

5/, 
See Vandc (1970), swpre NOW 45. 

5 ö. SM Vandc (19701 supro Note IS. 

59. Should the firm decade not to adjust na opual stock in a downward dnearon, thin do s bd aviout inoonsuteü with mnatmsaban of per mamba income 

: sumac in the model Ibis bduv, ots only saisonal behavwka if it a oonmsosrrt with the matmnakd of the firm as viewed in tear of some other stated utibty fiahcrion 

which does not simply solely oonstmae mamtussoon of pa member income. 

60.7äs ss 
daea oauequawa of dw 6a that the mapr a1 prvdw otapid is always above the wake-muugds me ohne pief from 

61. 
The rum may attarrpt wexpoae the mwmian arnomu me pmapeftYe tti, nc s "hin t., fot mey. It , nttapated mu nK empmcd ati, dy wnlt ý me 

nature orme proow involved. e'hai s is dewed that manbastup should be ctaeesed. the mehwam that Sahtate dtowe txtween prospective paMent w711 also be or 

anpmd cuac+t 

Theory suggests that it would be advantageous to set up a contest between prospective applicants, with a system sueuler to sealed bids or tenders of the amount they are 

prepared to buy mto the partnashup at The firm would require some adeWon process in order to reduce the number of suitable andidata to a manageable number. This 

ebowe could be based on fair* spunau cue na and employed in " rather one off ad-hoc manner to situations as they canes. If this is the case it may be reasonable to 

conclude tut such firms may have no fasmal being pohma. Such firms are unhkdy to disclose in the anpmal study the chohoe methods they do employ and may in 

faa myate they have no foced policy. 
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The use of ettetnal labout oontetu oould be appopiatq if mutable coddata wo avaJable wulnn the fina in such a amubon, the Cosa of duaovetoig the mfomanott 

rcLNg to gapearve andidua on be aigru6antly ndiroad, and nak and unaauoLLy play a amalla rdg faabharg diax 

62. 
In tea diseru. nrh wohin ties tbau, the ides of supplier i duoed demand has bem mnoduoed and the Iswyeea udecoon in rapes of the above does not 

pmdude SID fro t ooanmhg. The lawyer may be short of wait and his potential workload is üuoormaste t with his desired effort Lmd and income kvd. He therefore, 

creates ac a work (and fein) for bimsdf by cresting m chorus a paoaved need for oenan services they do not requue. If be is provided with on mwerarve, or a fading 

altrrusoc, he may ödhioa demand to help anotbar of lm parmas, m the event Of a shortfag of wait for his ooüesgues. The flip side to SID is the situation whereby the 

workload selaenon of the lawyer is such that he shah and free rides on his collagues. Such behaviour would enhance his income rdaiwe to his effort intensity cepenclad 

" the overall effect bang noennutty enhanced personal mcom The personal shrdmhg behaviour and the use of SID, an be anployed by irdivdual lawyers to adjust 

aravrtia to yield bit personal desired irhooend le sure outcomes, This. of onase, regrma that where necessary, the'sla& or'exoess' is taken up somewhere the within the 

firm by the other partners, or enployaa. 

At the level of the ban as a w1wk. SID aorta a deanble a aaeed woddoad which win doubtless result in inaaesed tevattre It may. however, not be welcomed by 

individuals where they am already at full apwty. In such a oaam stance, the extra workload could be delegated by the partner. if he wishes, down to the lord of 

quali&ad esustant (or evert Iowa) This may mgt- very httla margaul maaee in workload for the delegating partner. for ecampk, through unused aupavisiod 

a, edme M 

Altatuavely, it is possible for him to pass'aoated' addmonal work to one of bis fellow pelotas, given the coire vwmhvos. Such mean" could include a paymatt for. 

attrawng new business, or a paymatt for iota-palms bvufa of dietts or the hike. Where appropoate this inomtrn could be one of the many that can be featured wtthm 

the shanng bargain. 

the natitie of the partnership sharing bargain will be central to the incentives that confront the lawyer in his allocation of trine, effort and acpatiae m venous dnrections 

Where his rncomeshare depends on personal producuvty (however measured) then it it likely that he will perceive and repave idy diroa benefits to increased effort 

Where there is equal sharing, or fixed sh res of' icome strospaimve of pasunal produouvoy, that any irnQnsed effort will be shared between the perinea on this 

predeettmted basis. Hence, the Partner a ppl the itaeased effort will soave a d<spropomon tdy small increase in personal incorna in taiaticn to his 6tcrnud 

income. Even with weak (or mnsms) inorntrvn. permaa when wndonted with this situation may still be willing to supply increased effort, since they recognise that from 

mm to time each and may one of the patinas may find the msdve in a sundar situation. The is the essence of true sharing and exposes the ethos of true partnership, 

where it a perceived that costs and benefits will average out m the long nun. The problan that can arse in this respect is where orient more of the partners free nde on the 

increased effort of one or more of the otha patinas. Should hard woslmie parties perceive this they will be provided with the incentive to stop supplying increased 

effort. If they do not paown it cc let it prier unc allmge , 
lazy partners have an tnoetive to preserve the status quo. This type of inta. pamer strategic behaviour 

would be likely to undemune the partnership in the lange tun as teatora would doubtless grow. 

63. Each quah6ed --, um will have his own aruque ecpoaaoorn u to how we a will uh. before bang feedtrtashtp. P. t.. will aLw be Mare that dt@eeu 

quahfied assuunts will be more wtllmg to wad for Ianga pawds of tine unW tlry are oHaed pumelp. It 0m the pamtes' interests to expbd thn haaogataty m 
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pcoryuon of qualified asntants. This may go unta0oed if 0 aan be aomeyed to quahfied anutanes that diffenstaes in pm pnowsilip sarv4 cefleet perfortnuae and a 

wbob mige of olber subjaoovd immible dhnademea of quWfled am3nö. 

Qualified aawsana will wish to avoid ury acts that will raduae them pmepaa ON promooon to pmz . 
They are also likely to find it in that interact to establish long 

tam dyad relamm (lawyer speak ape(). This has the dual effect of aipufimg to the pumas that they are hard wolmrg, they an ammo dims and am develop 

pascal diatt rdabonshve, but also orating the potmod simuoon that, should they leave the fir, diaus may follow. This aoeld provide the qualified assistant with a 

fat degree of hsveage er bapinotg power, where he wall parse a besage (the threat of lavitg) to make rssauble dmands, ether for more money or for a 

prmaship pis= An important toot hero will be whether the f km would perceive and cat this as a led thrat, or if the firm could eaeadially, all the qualified 

assisanfa bhr$ tell him he is free so leave and hope dims do not leave. A antwl fiatat bee it dmonnuuoon of Hie value of te threat will be whether the Am pwoevs 

the dims to be loyal to the firm at loyal to the kwya, and the penCved value to the fro of that QA as a partner and Unit source of drone. 

64. 
A dssommeued quatif ed awlsWd may find it rdsbvdyn 'y . on img the low firm, to suit up his own firm, if he has a wiWngly mobile diuS base who we 

preps ed to fofow ban to a new lombon. This mold be used as a hostage to extramt a Lvouable pannaship decision from the pemsaa of the fnn. This desire of diorta 

to fogow theoating lawyer may be loaded upon a dame to seta= a waktbte'family Iawyu type ofndebonaltip they pemave tLetoedva u berg =. This is vowed as 

watt proavmg, due to the rekb m spemfim infamabon that has evolved around the ndabosohip, wt ich has a dear high oppomwty most of abandosuast. Thee may 

also be agrufant surds moats and kvds ofusoetauuy Lang the monswoa, = setting up a new diend pmchooner rdauosuhip. 

65. 
It >s inte, emig to note flat l. w 6tme do not appar m tdy on tatncove oovaunb to teattaa, the bduvwur of eta0ng queh6ed can tans [hu could be atwt as 

suppotove of the assumption that law 5mn have great faith in the educe of the tndmdual lawyer to adf-'Lack such behaviour. AJt nauvaly, it quauons the ability of the 

law &m to datgn such agreernata that would be legitimate and effabve. 

66. Sac Kwon swpa Note 48. 

67. See Kwon, supra Note 4& 

68. s«; Suk supra Note B. 

69. See SIhamson (1985 s kW* Note 33. for his duanaon of the swvwability oflabour managed firms in the modem capitalist economy 

70. Sm Made (1982) ,. Note 45 at p. 423. 
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-Chapter Seven- 

The Internal Organisation of Law Firms - Empirical Analysis. 
-_ I 

Section One: Questionnaire Section Three - Inside the Firm: 

Introduction: 

The third section of the questionnaire relates to the internal hierarchical features of the 

organisation of law fines. Within true partnership " organisation no real hierarchy exists 
between the firm's partners. A hierarchical element will exist, however, between the partners 

as a collective group and individuals at lower levels of the partnership. As the size of the 

partnership increases the management of the practice assumes greater importance and 
becomes more difficult and costly. Consequently, it is hypothesized that, the larger the 

partnership is, the more formal will be its management structure. 

1.1 The significance of residual claimant status in firm management and organisation: 

It will be recalled from earlier discussion that property rights literature, as expanded in scope 

via literature of agency theory, emphasizes strongly the role of residual claimant status in 

terns of incentives facing individuals within an organisation. Withirt partnership the partners 

are all residual claimants of the firm and as such will wish to exercise "their full property 

rights in relation to protecting that residual claim. In effect, this means that all partners of the 

firm have a desire to be actively involved in the management of the firm. This is not so much 

of a problem in small to medium sized partnerships but in the large partnership, potential 

problems this causes can be significant. 

The ammunition at the disposal of each partner to defend his residual claim/ property right is 

his decision making authority, which is fairly extensive in the typical partnership. Property 

right theorists would argue that the individual partner would wish to jealously guard his 

decision maldng authority to control his residual claim. This implies that in the large 

partnership all partners will wish to retain full control over decisions concerning all matters 

relating to the partnership. The obvious limitation here is that decision making becomes at 
least unwieldy, if not completely inefficient. 

1.2 The requirement to separate ownership from control in large partnerships: 

It is recalled from Chapter Three that agency theorists would argue the obvious solution to 

the above is to be found by divorcing ownership from control where, agency costs can be 

regarded as the optimal costs of the divorce of ownership from control. The implication for 
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the large partnership here is that there has to be some element of delegation of decision 

making authority to subsets of the partnership group. 
" 

-4 

The problem is that- those who have given up some of their decision making authority and 
invested it in other agents, will still desire to control their property right. As a result, it could 
be expected that some form of formal monitoring function would evolve to check uses and 

abuses of the delegated decision making authority. This section of the questionnaire, 

- therefore, explores the hypothesised mismatch between the requirement to delegate decision 

making authority and partners' general unwillingness to do so. In doing so it is anticipated 
that individual partnerships' solutions to thd delegation problem and monitoring function will . 
be concurrently exposed. 

1.3 The extent of delegation and the extent of resultant problems: 

The delegation problem is limited in the respect that those partners giving up their decision 

making authority (investing it in other agents) will be delegating to agents who themselves are 

partners and thereby owners of the business. To this extent, their incentives are broadly 

aligned and resultant agency problems are lessened as the agents sbould be to a large extent 

self-monitoring. 

A more pressing agency problem could be expected where decision making authority is 

delegated to non-lawyer specialists within the firm, since as non-lawyers they are precluded 
from owning a share of the firm. As a result, partners confront a far stronger attenuation of 

------ --------------------- ---- ------ -------------------- their property rights than in the previous scenario. It is hypothesised that the overwhelming 

reluctance to delegate decision making authority to non-residual claimant agents would 

perhaps preclude this occurring in many partnerships. Delegation to non-partner decision 

managers could therefore be expected to be a relatively rare phenomena in law firms. 

This section investigates specialist roles in management for individual partners, subset groups 

of the partners and non-lawyer specialists to reveal the roots of decision management and 
decision control within each partnership. In doing so, monitoring structures of each 

partnership will be simultaneously revealed. 

1.4 Fama and Jensen's organisational structure hypotheses: 

In next conducting a critique of Fama and Jensen's monitoring based view of organisation, it 

is necessary to examine three basic hypotheses employed by Fama and Jensen in their 

discussion of determinants of organisational structure 1 since; . 
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1. Their basic argument forms the basis of much of the brief discussion above and, 
2. Their theoretical analysis of organisational form prompted this empirical study to 
investigate the nature of internal hierarchical organisation of. partnerships within 
Section 3 of the questionnaire. 

Fama and Jensen (1983) suggest three main hypotheses in relation to organisational structure 
2. 

1. Contract structures separate ratification and monitoring of decisions (decision 

control) from initiation and implemdntation of decisions (decision management). 
2. If both decision management and decision control functions are invested in the 

same agents then these agents will also be residual claimants. 
3. The separation of residual risk bearing from decision management leads to 
decision systems which separate decision management from decision control. 

These complementary hypotheses form the basis of Fama and Jensen's theoretical discussion' 

of the determinants of organisational form and appear to have been derived from their 

observations of how differing types of organisations are organised. The importance of these 

three main organisational features (decision management, decision control and residual risk 
bearing) and the relationship existing between these interacting functions, has been noted for 

each type of organisation they have analyzed. Fama and Jensen generalise across 

organisational types to abstract their three general hypothesis. It will become apparent below 

whether it makes sense to test these basic hypotheses or if it is more sensible to test other 
hypötheses derived-fröm these initial ones -- --- - 

In partnership, it is known in advance of empirical observation, who the residual claimants 

are. These agents are the partners, who could also be expected to be the decision managers 

and decision controllers. It is, therefore, apparent that Fama and Jensen's second hypothesis 
.l 

should be tested in the empirical study for the sample firms. 

Hypothesis 1, in its strongest form, would suggest, as Williamson (1983) notes, that the 

condition and incidence of residual risk bearing is fully determinative of organisational form 

3. Williamson (1983) argues that while this is an important factor, it assigns unwarranted 
importance to residual risk bearing'. 

In the large partnership, where devolved decision making systems have evolved, hypothesis 3 

is under direct scrutiny. An examination of practising arrangements of large partnerships in 

the empirical study will test whether hypothesis 3 is true for the sample of firms under 

examination. The nature of decision systems adopted as a result of any divorce of residual 

risk bearing from decision management in the large partnership will be scrutinised and 
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compared with predictions of the hypothesis. 

In testing Fama and Jensen's hypotheses, the empirical study must seek to identify for each of. 
_f -- 

the sample firms who the decision managers and who the decision controllers- are. The 

observed separation or combination of these functions will either lend support to or refute 
Fama and Jensen's hypotheses. 

1.5 Separation of ownership from control in the large partnership: 

Fama and Jensen (1983) argue that, the separation of ownership from control in the large 

partnership has two inherent advantages S: 

1. Permits specialisation in management, driving a wedge between residual. risk 
bearing and decision management. 
2. Facilitates a common approach to control agency problems caused by such a 

separation. 

The anticipated result is development of well designed decision systems whose efficiency will 
be reinforced by the incentive structures that reward agents both for initiating and 
implementing decisions and for ratifying and monitoring the decision management of other 

agents. 

1.6 Decentralised decision making in large partnerships: 

Fama and Jensen (1983) argue important decisions can be effectively delegated through a 

committees system with a partnership board exercising decision control 6. Consequently, 

decision control devices in large partnerships are similar to other organisational types which 
have diffuse residual claimants. In partnership, however, residual claimants are experts in the 

organisation who can, thereby, effectively monitor board decisions. Consequently, external 

monitoring of the board, which comprises solely of partners, is not necessary. Examples of 
decisions taken by the board would be; new offices, new admissions to partnership, 
dismissals, and negotiation of partnership profit shares, etc. 

A partnership board (more usually called a committee) can combine specific top level 

knowledge with individual partner information. Fama and Jensen (1983) argue that 

committees exist to manage agency problems between the firm's partners ?. The main 

advantage of the committee is that it can examine, evaluate and determine policy issues at a 

lower cost that if it were performed jointly by all partners.. 
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Fama and Jensen (1983) argue, for this reason, that decentralised decision making in large 

partnerships, combined with decisions made locally concerning legal matters. in -client 

transactions, * is more effective '. At a local/ team level, services are rendered to clients and 
decision control -takes place within teams (where interaction between team members and . 
mutual monitoring is strongest). Fama and Jensen (1983)-view large partnership as a fluid 

association of small partnerships where client services are rendered from teams/ groups 

Fama and Jensen (1983) argue professionals have an incentive to purchase monitoring and 
consulting to help limit losses in the value of their human capital 10. Consequently, mutual 

monitoring and consulting is encouraged ̀where liability is shared between partners ' 1.. In 

partnership, the threat of external takeover resulting in board members losing their positions 
is absent as a constraint on abuses of -decision control authority of the board. Internal 

takeover is possible where the partnership has an election system for board membership. This 

could act as a potential constraint on abuse of decision control authority of the partnership 
board. . 

Fama and Jensen provide a fairly robust view of partnerships and large partnerships within 
the analysis described above. Information derived from the empirical study will be compared 

with this stylised view to refute it or lend support to it. 

1.7 Specific partnership decision making hierarchy hypotheses to be empirically tested: 

Hypothesis 1: The-partnerstas residual claimants of the firm, will have the combination of 
functions of decision managers and decision controllers of the firm invested in them. 

Hypothesis 2: Delegation of decision management and/ or decision control to non-residual 

claimants will be uncommon due to monitoring problems and severe attenuation of partners' 

property rights. 

Hypothesis 3: Any observed separation of residual risk bearing from decision management 

will tend to exist in large fines and this will lead to decision systems that separate decision 

management from decision control. 

1.8 Inside the law firm - an exploration of its hierarchical features: 

The information collected from Section Three of the questionnaire is analyzed and presented 
here. The first item of information requested from each firm was an outline of the salient 

features of its hierarchical management structure. The table below reports their responses. 
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(TABLE 7.1) 
t221222f212fii221132f2222223f2ttfttt221212211222ftt122122ttt112t222iUit22tf222t2222321its 
" ties No MANS COI( MANS MANS NUR SENT SINE CIO COO NONL FULL FEES iXNO FORM " 
" SAUC ITT OARD FTA IN? TA XT ANY TIME ARN MM AL " 
21211212t2ffftfftttt 

- 
tttttf1221ttttt22ttttfttt±t±t2tttitt11ttftttttt±ttttit±it22ttttttttt' 

" 5,8.11 -- " (3 Firsu-9.11) No No No No No Yes No No No No No Yes No No "- 
" 13(1 Fire-3.01) No No No No No No No No No No No Ti.. No No "= 
"6 (1 Firs-3.01) No No No No No No No No No Yes No No No Y. i ". 
" 16(1"FTra-3.01) No No NQ Yes No Yes No' No No No No Yes- No No 
" 21(1 Firm-3.01) Yes No No No No No No Yes No Yes yes yes No Yes " 
"9 (1 Firar3.01) Yes No No Yes No No No No No Yes Ti. No Ti. No " 
" 17(1 rirr3.01) Yes No No Yes No Yes No No No Yes Yes No Yes No " 
" 22(1 Firs-3.01) Yes No No Ti. No Ti. NO No No Yes Yes Yes No, No " 
" 25(1 Firm-3.01) Ti. No No Yes No Yes No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No " 
" 29,33 " 
" (2 Firm-6.11) Yes Yes No Ti, No Yes No No No Yes Yes Yom Yes No " 
" 2,15,31 " 
" (3 riras-9.11) Yes Yes No No No Yes No No No Yes No Yes No No '" 
" 10(1 Firm-3.01) Ti. Yes No No No Yes No No No No No No No Ti. "- 
"1 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes No No No Yes No 

t 
No No No No Yes No No 

." "4 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes No No No Yes No No No No Yes Yes Yes No " 
" 14(1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes No No No Yes No No No Yes No Yes Yes No " 
"3 (1 Firs-3.01) Yes Yes No Yes No No No No No No No No No No " 
" 12(1 Firm-3.0%) Yes Yes No Yes No No No No No No No Yes No Y41s " 
" 30(1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes No Yes No Yes No No No No No Yes No No 
" 19(1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No Ti. No Yes No " 
" 7,18 -" 
" (2 firms-6.1t) Yes No Ti, Yes No Yes No No No Yes No Yes No No " 
" 32(1 Fire-3.01) Yes No Yes No No Yes No No No No No Yes No No " 
" 20(1 Firm-3.01) Yes No Yes Yes No Yes No No No No No Yes No No 
" 28(1 Firm-3.01) Yes No Yes Yes No Yes No No No Yes Yes Yes No No " 
" 27(1 Firm-3.01) Yes No Yes Yes No Yes No No No Yes Yes Yes Ti. No " 
" 24(1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes Yes No No No No Yes Yes No Yes yes yes No " 
" 26(1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes Yes Yes No Ti. No No Yom Yes No Yes No No " 
" 23(1 Fira-3.01) Ye Yes Yes Yes No Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No NO " 
t22122t2ftttft1t222ififtitttftlit22t122tt22fit22tftftttttititi212ittttt22f22t22tfttiilti" 
" TOTAL FIRMS 27 16 9 18 1 26 133 17 12 28 940 

t"t2 
t2sg 

2222tttf21tf±i21ä12222212112ttt2222222f22131ff2ftft1ftUUt12122t122ttttftiffi1212te 
FIRMS 81.8 18.5 27.3 54.5 3.0 78.8 3.0 9.1 9.1 31. S 36.1 84.8 27.3 12.2 " 

+8 
Description of variables: 
MANSTRUC-Toraal management structure 
COI ITT-Committsss structure 
NANBOARD-Management board 
MANCPTR-Managing partner 
MPTRINT-Managing partner internal affairs 
SENPTR-Senior partner 
SEMUT-Senior partner external affairs 
CEO-Chief executive officer 
00O-Chief operational officer 
t* NLAHy-Non lawyers in aanagement positions 
PULLTIMä-Partners in full time management positions 
PEEVRN-Partners in management positions still fee earn 
KXMONBX-äxecative and ace-executive positions 
FORMAL-Moving to more formal structure in future 

On initial inspection of TABLE 7.1 it is immediately apparent that methods of structuring 
management across firms are diverse and in many cases unique. There are, however, shared 
characteristics across firms which the following description of responses identifies and 
highlights. 

27 firms identified themselves as possessing a formal management structure. Of the 6 firms 
identifying themselves as not having a formal management structure, 3 firms revealed they 
had a senior partner and all partners jointly performed management tasks but all remained fee 

earners. Another of these 6 firms only revealed that all partners jointly managed the firm and 

remained fee earners. 1 firm employed non-lawyers in management roles and further indicated 

it was having to move towards a more formal structure in future. The final fine in this group 
indicated it had senior and managing partner positions but all partners jointly managed the 
firm and remained fee earners. 

The above 6 firms, were not surprisingly all small/ medium sized *firms who generally 

perceived their scale not justifying or requiring a formal management structure. Within These 
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firms it is still possible (in most situations) for partners to jointly make decisions and manage 
the fine without creating problems of inefficient and burdensome decision making. 

Of the 27 firms which had formal management structures, 5 firms did not use a system of 

committees or a partnership board to aid decision making., 

(I) Firms with no committee system or partnership board - further breakdown: 

These firms all revealed unique characteristics but shared certain common features. All firms 

revealed they had both non-lawyers and partners (non-fee earning) in full-time management 

positions. 4 of the firms also had managing partners and, in the firm that did not, a partner 

was designated chief executive officer. The firm with the CEO also revealed that some of the 

partners with management positions still fee earned (although others had full-time 

management positions) and the firm would be moving to a more formal structure in future. 

3 of the above 4 firms also indicated the existence of senior partners within their firms, the 
firm with no senior partner also describing the existence of executive and non-executive 

positions within that firm. Of the 3 remaining firms, 1 also revealed the existence of executive 

and non-executive positions -within the firm, 1 revealed that while some partners had 

management positions and still fee earned, others held fall-time management positions. The 

final firm revealed both of these characteristics. Within this overall group of 5 firms, 2 were 
large firms and 3 were small/ medium sized. 

(II) Firms with committees and no management board - further breakdown: 

This group of 13 firms again shared certain characteristics and exhibited unique features. 3 

firms indicated they had a senior partner, non-lawyers in management positions and also that 

all partners still fee earned even though they actively jointly managed the firm. 2 firms had 

both senior and managing partner positions, had non-lawyers and partners in full-time 

management positions, whilst other partners with management inputs still fee earned, and had 

executive and non-executive positions. 

The remaining 8 firms uniquely designated themselves. 4 firms revealed they had senior 

partners. Of these 4 firms, 1 indicated it would be moving to a more formal management 

structure in future and another disclosed that partners still fee earned regardless of 

management interests. 1 firm indicated some partners had full-time management positions 

whilst others combined management interests with fee earning, and executive and 

non-executive positions existed. The final firm disclosed that non-lawyers held management 

positions, partners with management interests still fee earned and that executive and' 
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non-executive positions existed within the firm. 

2-'of the 8 firms indicated that a managing-partner existed, -this being the only revealed 
characteristic of *one of these firms. The other, however, also indicated that partners with 
management interests still fee earned, and that they would be moving to -a more formal 

structure in future. 

Both of these 2 remaining firms of the original 8, disclosed the existence of both senior and 
managing partner positions. In 1 firm, however, the managing partner dealt with internal 

matters concerning the partnership and the senior partner with external matters. In this firm, 

additional information was provided indicating the existence of partners in full-time 

management positions and both executive azid non-executive positions. In the other firm, all 
partners remained fee earners regardless of management interests. 

This overall group of 13 firms was occupied by 6 large firms and 7 small firms. 

(III) Firms with partnership boards but no committees system - further breakdown: 

A total of 6 firms occupied this grouping, all of whom indicated they had a senior partner and 
that where partners had interests in management of the firm, they remained fee earners. This 

was all the information disclosed by one of the firms. The remaining 5 firms all had a 
managing partner, and all but one had non-lawyers in management positions. Two of these 

---firms- provided -no--more 
information---The-firm 

-that- did not employ non-lawyer in 

management positions also provided no additional information. 

The remaining two firms both disclosed the existence of non-lawyers and full time partner 

positions in management, with one of them also indicating the existence of executive and 

non-executive positions within the firm. 

Of this total group of 6 firms, 5 were large and only 1 was small/ medium sized. 

(IV) Firms with both partnership boards and a committees system - further breakdown: 

All 3 firms in this category had positions of chief operational officer and also indicated that 

where partners had interests in management, they also remained fee earners. I firm also 
indicated that a chief executive officer position existed, there were non-fee earning partners in 

full-time management positions, and that executive and non-executive positions existed. 

The two remaining firms additionally disclosed the existence of both managing and senior 

partner positions. 1 indicated that non-lawyers also held management positions and the other .. 
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reported it had a chief executive officer and partners in full-time management positions. As 

could be expected, all 3 firms of this type were large finns. - 

It is demonstrated above that 4 main types of firms with formal management structures can 
be ideätified over and above the sample firms which have no formal management structure. 

The use of partnership boards can be viewed as an attempt to make decision making more 
efficient within the large firm. Committees perform a similar role by smoothing decision' 

making and delegating decision making authority in specific areas of the firm's management 
to specialised partner sub-groups. Where a partnership board and a system of committees 
existed, committees sat below board level and were accountable to the board. 

The use of non-lawyers in management positions within the firm was - surprisingly 
commonplace, occurring in 17 of the 33 finns interviewed. Another surprising feature 

reported was the relatively common occurrence of partners holding full-time management 
posts whereby they did not fee earn, this being reported by 12 firms. 

9 films specifically indicated the existence of executive and non-executive positions in the 
firm revealing that some partners had-given up their decision malting authority and others had 
been invested with it via committee or board membership or through holding a full-time or 
'combined with fee*earning', management position. 

4 firms indicated they were attempting to increase the formality of their management 
----- --- - -- - -------- ---------- - ------ ----- -- -- --- 
structure at present to cope with problems which were likely to become more dramatic in the 
future. Of these firms, 3 were small (two of which already had a formal management 
structure) and 1 was a large firm currently with a formal management structure. 

(V) The importance of the role of partnership boards and committees: 

The partnership board is typically a subset of the full partnership invested with decision 

making authority. The board usually comprises of the senior and/ or managing partner (or 

their corporate style namesakes) and a handful of appointed partners. In firms where there is 

a committee system, the board is essentially a management committee under which there is a 

system of sub-committees which all report back to the board. In firms where there is no 

committee system, the board acts as a decision making filter which typically processes 
information for the whole partnership to vote on. 

In relation to Hypothesis 1. which states, the partners, as residual claimants of the firm, will 
have the combination of functions of decision managers and decision controllers of the fine 

invested in them, evidence is mixed. In firms which do not have a partnership board (24 
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firms), the full meeting of partners (residual claimants) will typically, be invested with full 

fimctions of decision management and decision control. This evidence initially appears to 
'confirm Hypothesis 1. However, delegation of decision management authority within 13 of 

-these firms, via a committees system, is evidence of an attenuation (or at worse complete 
delegation) of partners' decision management authority. 

In the 9 firms that have a partnership board, delegation of either decision management or 
decision control authority is extensive. The precise role of the board in this respect, while 
important, was not pursued since it is outwith the ambit of this study. In the 3 firms that have 

a partnership board and committees, the board typically assumes the role of decision 

controller and committees act as decision management units. The full partnership will very 

seldom require to formally control or manage decisions since delegations is almost absolute. In 

the 6 firms which have a partnership board but no committees, the board typically plays the 
decision management role with full partnership exerting decision control. 

It appears to make most sense to jointly examine Hypotheses 1 and 3 in this section - if 

empirical evidence fails to confirm Hypothesis 1, it is logical to seek confirmation (refirtation) 

of the assertion made in Hypothesis 3. 

The existence of committees in 16 of the firms, and of management boards within 9 firms (3 

firms exhibiting both featiues), is indicative of delegated decision making authority. The 

existence of non-lawyers in management positions in 17 of the firms, of full-time partner 

management positions in 12 of the firms, and of executive and non-executive positions in 9 of 

the firms, is also strongly indicative of delegation of decision making authority. This evidence 

points to the refutation of Hypothesis I for firms where individual partners or non-lawyers, or 

subsets of the partners, are invested with decision management/ decision control authority. 
This results in an attenuation of the combination of fimctions outlined in Hypothesis 1. 

The strongest refutation of Hypothesis 1. occurs within the 9 firms which operate a 

partnership board This board exists because other partners of the firm give up either their 

decision management or decision control authority to board members. The overall partnership 

no longer combines the functions of decision management and decision control in all of its 

residual claimants. Hence, the wedge driven between these fractions points to the refutation 

of Hypothesis 1. 

Hypothesis 1. is only confirmed for those 6 firms which do not have partnership boards, 

committee systems, full-time partner managers, executive and non-executive positions and 

non-lawyers in management positions. Even 1 of these 6 firms fails on the last of these 

criteriii since it employs non-lawyers in management positions. 
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Attention now turns to Hypothesis 3, which argues that any observed separation of residual 
risk bearing from decision management will tend to exist in large firms and this will lead to 
decision systems that separate decision management from decision control. 

1. In the 6 firms where the decision management function is performed by-a 

partnership board (where no committees system exists), those partners who are not 
board members experience a separation of their residual risk bearing from their 
decision management authority. 

Z. In the 3 firms where the partnership board assumes the function of decision control 
(where a committees system operates), those partners who ar e not board members 

experience a separation of their residual risk bearing from their decision control. The 

decision management function in such firms is performed by committees -committee 
members, while retaining their residual claimant status, lose much of their decision 

control authority to the partnership board. ' 

3. In the 13 fines with a committees system but no partnership board, subsets of the 

partners who constitute committees are decision managers and the entire partnership 

will typically perform the decision control function. Partners sitting on committees 

will specialise their decision management authority in respect of the committees they 

sit on. 

Partners will lose their decision management authority in respect of those committees 

--they do not sit-on. Hence, there is an observed separation of residual risk bearing 
from decision management in respect of some areas of management for all partners. 

" The decision system separates decision management from decision control as stated, 
in Hypothesis 3. - 

In the above 3 cases, evidence supports the assertion made in Hypothesis 3. with the 

exception of the claim concerning firm size. Taking firm size into the equation, over the 3 

categories of firms outlined above, 14 firms are large and 8 small. This is indicative of the 

tendency for the assertion made in Hypothesis 3 to occur in large firms. 

The above arguments are summarised in the following table which indicates who performs 

management functions in different partnership management structures. 
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(TABLE 7.2) 
tttfittftfttffittfififfififitfififtitfittffttfftiflftfftfititttittfiiiftitfitttftiiititite 
" DECISION DECISION RESIDUAL NO. 07 NO. OF MD. or" 
" MAtA1GEMENT CONTROL RISK BEARING FIRMS -LARGE SMALL " .. tifitttttiiififiitftttifffitiftttfitftttftttittftttittttttttfiftfitiittittittfittittittft' 

_ " SIMPLE PARTNERSHIP All partners All partners All partners 11 -2-9-"- 
" PARTNERSHIP BOARD Board - All partners All partners 6- -S -1 " COMMITTEES Coae. ittees All partners All partners 13 67" 
" BOARD aC W(ITTEES Caa. itteeffftfititttfitfiffiffifiifififittfiffiftttfftftifftftftis Board All partners 330" 
tfffffiifitifiiftftifitffitfifittý. - 

I. 

Hypothesis 2, states that delegation of decision management and/. or control to non-residual 
claimants will be uncommon, due to monitoring problems and severe attenuation of partners'_ 
property rights. Contrary to the anticipations of this hypothesis, in 17 of the 33 firms, 

non-lawyers hold decision management and/ or decision control positions (8 within small 
medium sized and 9 within large firms). These positions were typically practice manager, 
partnership secretary or the like, and often their incumbents enjoyed board or committee 
membership. This observed popularity among firms to employ the services of non-lawyers in 

management positions refutes Hypothesis 2. 

in relation to management structure existing, firms were typically keen to stress the 
distinction between the management hierarchy/ power structure existing between partners and 
the income division hierarchy of the firm. Almost all of the firms in the study said that an 
egalitarian power structure existed between the partners, irrespective of the method of income 
division within the partners group. 

1.9 Partner specialisation within the firm: 

TABLE 13 
-below _summarises 

the firms'-responses-in relation to special fictions performed 
by partners within firms. 

tttttffltfftfffttttttttffffftlflttt2f12tttftftfftttftitillittittttffffttfftt» 
" ºLrm No MANSPEC LEGSPEC COMCONV DEPTNEAD SPECFUTU" 
ltttttttftflltitltttffftltftttttttttftttittfttftff±f111fffilitItffffltl11tftt 
" 3,5,7.9,11,16.17,18,20 " 
" 21,22.23,25,27,28.32 " 
" (16 Firms-48.51) Yes Yes No Yes No " 
" 1,4,12,14,24,26,29,30, " 
" 33 (9 Firms-27.3%) Yes Ti. Yes Ti, No " 
" 15,19,31 (3 Firms-9.1%) No Yes Yes Yes No " 
" 10,13 (2 Firms-6.1%) Yes Yes No No No 
"6 (1 Firm-3.0%) No Yes No No Yes " 
"6 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No No No No 
"2 (1 Firm-3.0%) Yes Yes Yes No No " 

HIMttttf21fltlfltlfff111ittlftttttttt112t2122f111ft121t11:: Ittt1ft2112f11" 
" TOTAL FIRMS 29 30 13 28 1" 
" tags FIRMS 87.9 90.9 39.4 84.9 3.0 " 

tffl2ttllfflltttlftfftftffllflflllftftfffitfttllfilffttfllltll. fttfftltftlff, 
Description of variables: 
MANSPEC-Management specialties 
LEGSPEC-Lega1 specialties 
COI4CNV-Committee convenors 
OEFTNEAD-Department heads 

SPECFUTU-Need for greater specialisation in future 

29 firms and 30 fines respectively disclosed the existence of specific management functions 

and legal specialisms for partners of their firms. In* 28 of these firms, certain partners 

performed both of these functions. 13 firms indicated-that some partners were committee 
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convenors and 28 firms indicated that partners were heads of specialist legal departments of 
the firm. In only 1 of firm was it perceived to be necessary for partners to further specialise in 
future - it must be said, however, ihis -firm was :a small/medium firm with as yet no . _, 
management specialisation for partners. 

1.10 Departmental leadership: 

The issue -of departmental leadership was investigated further to facilitate a clearer 
understanding of internal organisation with respect to departmentalisation within the firms. 

(TABLE 7.4) 
tffffffftlffftffttflftftfffffffffl2flffttftffffttfffffffffffiffltffffftfffffe 
" firm No PTRNSAD PTRSNSAD QANEADS D6PTCUtM PYRAMID" 
ifftffltftffftffffflfffffflllfffflffffftfffffffffftftffltffffffffffffftftfff" 
" 1,3,5,9,11,15,16,18,19, " 
" 20,21,22,23,21,25,28,30 " 
" 31,32 (19 Firma-57.61) Yes No No No No " 
" 7,26,27,29,33 " 
" (5Firus 15.21) Yes No No NO Yes 
" 6,10 (2 Firms-6.11) No No No No No " 
" 12,17 (2 Firms-6.1%) yes No Yes No No " 
" 8,13 (2 [irr-6.1t) MMMMM" 
"2 (1 Firs-3.01) No Yes No No No " 
"4 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No No Yes No " 
" 14 l1 [irsr3.01) Yes Yes No No No " 
iffffflfllflfllllffflffftflllllflfllffttlffflfifflt11t2tfflitfffftIfflitfiff" 
" TOTA3. FIRMS 28 2215" 
" togq" [IANS 81.8 6.1 6.1 3.0 IS. 2 " 
iff2lffffffltfflftiftflffffffftffffffftlfftttffttttffffffffffftftfftflt2fftf": 
(M-Missing value) 

Description of variables: 
PTRH! AD-Partners head departments 
PTRSHEAD-More than one partner heads a department 
QAH$ADS-Qualified assistants head departments 
DEPTCVl4: -Departments have their own committees 

- PYRAMID-Pyramid teams in departments 

In TABLE 1.4, -3 firms provided - no _ information - simply because they did not have -a 
departmental structure. Partners appeared the most natural choice for departmental head 

. reflected by the fact that 28 of the 30 firms disclosed partners to hold such positions in their 
finns. 

2 firms indicated that more than one partner headed departments, and in I of these firms, it 

was the case that either a single partner or more than one partner would head a department. In 

only 2 firms did qualified assistants head departments - these firms also both indicating that 
certain departments were headed by a partner. 

1 firm operated a committee system whereby each department essentially had its own 
management committee to ensure its proper functioning. Curiously, this occurred in one of 
the small/ medium sized firms, since one would have anticipated that this would have been 

more likely in a large firm if it existed at all. 

5 firms operated pyramid teams within each department - where a partner headed the 
department with subsequent layers of partners, qualified staff, unqualified staff and ancillary 
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staff beneath. - Within this overall pyramid team structure there was also smaller clusters/ 
associations. This fluid team structure was argued to be effective since it was dynamic and 
responsive; creating team spirit and enforcing both peer group and hierarchical monitoring. 

The tendency for departmentalised fines to rely on partners, or groups of partners, and 
typically not qualified assistants to head departments, is indicative of the necessity of partners 
to closely monitor each transaction within the. firm. Qualified assistants within these 
departments can be closely monitored and evaluated by the partner head, facilitating the 
screening mechanism to assess suitability for partnership and easing the partnership decision. 
The departmental head will typically be best equipped to evaluate the qualified assistant 
working in his department, through the delegation process and the proximity of the working/ 
mentor relationship thus created. 

Training of qualified assistants in one area of the firm's work/ speciality could perhaps make 
the qualified assistant's skills more firm specific, thereby reducing their value to other firms. 
Conversely, it may simply provide the qualified assistant with a specialist legal training which 
may be sought by other firms, thereby increasing his inter-fm mobility. 

1.11 Firms descriptions of the nature of their partnership hierarchy or democracy: 

The information collected aimed to discover the extent to which the typical partnership 
adhered to its characteristic feature of democracy, or if democracy was diluted "through a 
formal seniority based hierarchy. 

(TABLE 7.5) 
tf1ff22t2f22tf21222222fffff2Sft t±t12f22ff2f2f222f2ftf22ftfff22f21f22fUftUL 
" First No FORMSEN INFOSEN EGAL JUNSEN SALEQUIT VOTING- 
2f2221lf2fftttittit±ttttffttt2ftfffffftittttftftf2ftftftftItftU2ftfftttttttta 
" 1,1,5,13,38,20,24,26,28, 
" 30,33 (11 firms-33.3t) No No Yes No No No " 
" 6,19,21,22,25,31 " 
" (6 Firms-18.2t) No No Yes No Yes No " 
" 8,9,11,12,17,27 " 
" (6 Firms-18.21) No Yes Yes No No No " 
" 23,29 (2 Firms-6-11) No No Yes Yes yes No " 
" 14,32 (2 firms-6.11) No Yes No No No No " 
" 10 (1 Firm"3.01) No Yes No No Yes No 
"3 (1 firm-3.01) No Yes Yes No Yes No " 
"2 (1 firm-3.01) No Yes Yes No Yes Yes " 
" 16 (1 Firm-3.01) No Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
"7 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No No No Yes Yes " 
" 15 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No Yes No No No 
f2fxf232122uuutfffttttfftttttftttfttttttttf22fftfff±fffftttft22ffff±tutti 
" TOTAL FIRMS 2 12 29 3 13 2 
" tags FIRMS 6.1 36.4 87.9 9.1 39.4 6.1 " 
ttf22t±t22ftttftftttf22222±21522512fttf1Ttttftt22f22t22f22f2tttfftff222fftffý 
Description of variables: 
FORMSEN-Formal partner seniority 
INFOSEN-Informal partner seniority 
EGAL-Egalitarian Partnership 
JUNSEN-Junior and senior partner distinction 
SALEQUIT-Salaried and equity partner distinction 

VOTING-Unequal voting rights 

4 

29 firms described the relationship existing between partners as egalitarian. 2 firms 

specifically indicated the existence cfa formal seniority based hierarchy between the partners. 
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In one of these firms, the partnership was still described as egalitarian, but in the other, 
formal seniority was reinforced by a system of unequal voting rights. One other firm 

indicated -a system of unequal voting rights existing between partners but chose, 

paradoxically, to describe 
_the 

firm as egalitarian and characterised by informal partner 

seniority. 12 firms described a system of informal seniority existing between the partners, 9 

of whom also described the partnership existing as egalitarian. 

3 fines indicated the existence of junior and senior partner categories, while 13 disclosed that 

two categories of partner existed, namely salaried and equity partners. These features can 
both be regarded as reinforcing hierarchy and undermining true partnership democracy. They 

are likely, however, to exist more importantly as a vital screening mechanism to evaluate 
lawyers in the time preceding full equity participation. The granting of salaried partner/ 

senior associate status prior to full partnership was generally viewed as a carrot to QAs by 

permitting them increased status by placing their name on the partnership notepaper. The 

fine, of course, also benefits from this as it signals to clients they are being attended to by 

personnel worthy of appearing on the fine's notepaper. 

It was commonplace within firms that seniority tended simply to reflect notepaper seniority 

rather than accurately reflect its power structure. 
--7 

Section Two: Questionnaire Section Four -Allocation of Clients. 
r 

2.1 Clients as a source of firm specific and lawyer specific capital: 

The motivation for examining allocation of clients within the firm is to pursue the issue of 

creation of firm specific and lawyer specific capital. Clients are the life-blood of the firm and 

the success of the firm in creating and sustaining client relationships is paramount. Attempts 

made by firms in this direction have been examined within Section Two of the questionnaire. 

Section Four of the questionnaire deals more specifically with the issue of creation of firm 

and lawyer specific capital. Gilson and Mnookin (1984) argue that shirting, grabbing and 
leaving are all barriers to capturing gains from diversification in partnership 12. They further 

posit that within partnership, the relationship between the creation of firm specific capital and 
lawyer specific capital can act to constrain grabbing and leaving by lawyers. 

The basic thesis of Gilson and Mnookin (1984), in this context, is that firm specific capital 

can constrain grabbing and leaving in a partnership reliant upon a sharing model of income 

division's - to this extent, firm specific capital binds such an organisation together. 
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2.2 The trade-off between creation of firm specific and lawyer specific capital: 

The dilemma facing the firm in client relationships is that it wishes the client to became 
familiar with certain agents of the firm in order that a personal relationship is created between 
the firm and clients. However, what is likely to occur simultaneously is that the client will 
become locked into a personal relationship with particular agents of the firm. The balance of 
loyalty of the client towards either firm or particular agents of the firm, will determine the 
extent to which the- client can be viewed as a source of firm specific or lawyer specific 
capital. 

It 

Clients can be seen as a source of firm specific capital in so much as a partner leaving the 
firm would be unlikely to be able to duplicate the necessary client base to produce predictable 
flows of work. This, of course, is a feature of his present firm, where a firm's diverse client 
portfolio is an example of firm specific capital. 

Where a lawyer perceives a client to be his own (and therefore likely to follow if he left his 
firm) the lawyer is provided with a significant hostage to either grab (demand more money) or 
leave. The firm has a great deal to lose since the lawyer will leave and take with him that 
client, and perhaps others. The firm could be expected to take measures to prevent this_ 
situation occurring, or at least reduce the risk of it occurring or minimise the effect it would 
have. Options here are problematic, however, since they may simply cause the firm more 
problems than they seek to solve. 

2.3 Client portfolios: --- 

As has been argued previously, it is in the firm's'interests to encourage lawyers to bring in' 

new clients and form close personal relationships with existing ones. The law fine would, 
therefore, appear to wish to encourage lawyers to develop their own client portfolios. This, 
however, creates a tendency for lawyers to jealously guard their own clients. This is 

problematic in four respects; 

1. That particular lawyer may not be the best person within the fine for the client to 
see, depending on the nature of his current legal problem. 

2. The lawyer who creates a large personal portfolio of personal clients poses a 

significant grab and/ or leave threat to the firm since he will possess, or will be 

perceived as possessing, high levels of lawyer specific capital. 

3. The lawyer may be reluctant to -refer his clients to other lawyers within the firm. 
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4. Jealous hoarding of clients can act as a barrier to cross-selling of services which 
can positively enhance and prolong established client/ firm relationships. 

The firm may, therefore, seek to discourage personal client portfolios in favour of 

encouraging its lawyers to view clients as belonging to the firm. This can obviate, or at least 

attenuate, problems like those stated above but can lead to others. Having a large client 

portfolio is more in keeping with conditions encouraging creation of firm specific capital. 

2.4 Restrictive covenants: 
r 

Other methods firms could employ to attempt to reduce risks of lawyers leaving with clients 

are as follows. The use of restrictive covenants can be viewed as a specific constraint on the 
likely success of a lawyer exiting the firm competing with this firm for existing clients. 
Problems surrounding use of restrictive covenants have been discussed at length elsewhere 

and largely render this constraint a futile option. 

2.5 Contact partners and referrals across legal specialities: 

The firm may attempt to ensure clients do not become too attached to any particular lawyer 
by atknipting to introduce the client to more than one of the firm's lawyers. On becoming a 

client of the firm, the client could be assigned a contact partner (partners), who would be the 
initial point of contact for the client. This partner would then introduce the client to the 

lawyer/ lawyers who were conducting the his work and, thereafter, act as a liaison between 

firm and client checking that his requirements were being fiilfilled 14 
- 

2.61äe importance of the destination of the client's loyalties: 

A crucial factor in how the firm allocates clients and attempts to create firm specific capital 

without exposing itself to risks of lawyer specific capital, is whether the firm perceives clients 

to be loyal to the firm or loyal to the lawyer. This could be expected to vary considerably 

across clients given numerous other factors which may affect any client decision to stay with 

the firm or follow an exiting lawyer to his new place of work. At the end of the day, it is the 

ultimate choice of the client whether to stay with the firm or go with the exiting lawyer. To 

this extent, the attempts by the firm to reduce the risks of such a choice being made 

unfavourably against them may be worthless. 

An examinatiorr of client allocation methods . of sample firms will reveal whether firms view 
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the creation of firm specific capital and potential grabbing and leaving as a problem. Where 

they do see it as a problem, the methods they have employed to counter it will be examined in 

this section of the questionnaire, factors firms believe act as constraints oil lawyers leaving 

will be probed with the aim of indicating the extent to which they see clients as being firm 

specific capital or lawyer specific capital. 

2.7 Bilateral monopoly and the nature of specificity of clients ad an asset: 

The issue of bilateral monopoly raised in section two of the questionnaire is again important 

in the context of firm and lawyer specific capital. Gilson and Mnookin (1984) indicate the 

advantages to the law firm of operating under bilateral monopoly conditions compared with 
those within a competitive market 1S. Paired with the inability of a lawyer leaving the firm to 
duplicate that relationship outside the firm, this creates an important source of firm specific 

capital which can be perceived as a significant constraint to leaving the firm. 

The strength and nature of the relationship between client and firm is examined in Section 

Two of the questionnaire to determine whether or not there is support for the hypothesis that 

the relationship is characterised by bilateral- monopoly. Information derived from this section 

of the questionnaire will be utilised here in this section dealing with cheat allocation to help 

determine if the client/ lawyer relationship is firm specific, or capable of being moved outwith 

the firm where a lawyer leaves. 

---2.8 The firm as a means of quality assurance: 

Due to clients' characteristic lack of sophistication and inability to measure quality pre and 

post consumption, it is argued by Gilson and Mnookin (1984) that the means by which firms 

assure clients of the quality of their services, provides another important source of firm 

specific capital and, hence, another important constraint on lawyers leaving the firm 16. The 

means by which law firms attempt to signal quality to different classes of consumer will be 

empirically examined in this section together with information derived from Section Two of 

the questionnaire. 

2.9 The overall aim of the firm in relation to clients: 

From the firm's viewpoint, it is advantageous to create as much firm specific capital as 

possible to reduce; 

1. The attractiveness, and possibility, of lawyers of the firm leaving and, 
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2. The potential use of clients as a hostage to grab by lawyers threatening to leave. 

The two major instruments the-firm has. to accomplish this are, (i) cheats and, (ii) the firm as 

an assurance of quality. Sample, firms' attempts to create firm specific capital are investigated 

in this respect. 

2.10 Specific allocation of client hypotheses to be tested empirically: 

Hypothesis 1: The law firm will favour a situation where clients are viewed as belonging to 

the firm as this is more conducive to the cfeation of firm specific capital and suppression of 
lawyer specific capital. 

Hypothesis 2: The firm will avoid the use of restrictive covenants to prevent client losses 

through lawyers of the firm leaving as they are likely to be futile. 

Hypothesis 3: The law firm will encourage clients to form relationships with many of the 
firm's lawyers as this will lessen risk posed to the firm by creation of lawyer specific capital. 

Hypothesis 4: The lawyers exit option will be constrained by other factors in addition to the 

value of the firm specific capital he has amassed within the firm. 

-2.11 Empirical discussion of sample firms and allocation of clients: 

As noted above, the mayor issue here is the ability öf the firm änd its lawyers to-create either -- 

firm specific and/ or lawyer specific capital. The sample firms were investigated to determine 

firstly, the potential for the creation of both of these within the firm and secondly, firms' 

views on potential problems that can arise as a consequence of their creation. 

The table below summarises firm responses to the issue of their allocation of clients; 
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(TABLE 7.6) 
tf22ffffffittiff t1fttf12f2f2f12t12ff22ft2ttffffftttt222ff21ff11fitftff12222, 
" Firs No FIRM PART QUAL REDH FEAR BARR NOWL BOAR. 
" PORT PORT PORT 

- 
OARD EXIT IER ONG DLES" 

ttttttttttttttttttttttltfttftttttttttttttlttttttttftfttttttttttttfftttttttf" 
" 1.10,12,16,22.30 " 
" (6 Firas-18.21) Yea Yes Yes 

- No No No No No " 
" 33 (1 Firm-3.01) yes Yes 

- 
Yes No yes- yes No Ti. " 

" 23 (1 Firs-3.01)' -Ti. Ti, Yes Yes No'_ No No'_ Yes " 
" 21 (1 Firm-3.0%) Yes Yes Ti. yes No-: No . Yas No 
" 3,31 (2 Firms-6.1%) Ti. -Yes Ti. No No No 

. 
Yes No " 

" 2,8,25,29 
- 

'`' "_ 
" (4 Firms-12.11) Yes Yas No No No No No No " 
" 20 (1 Firm-3.0%) Ti. Yes No Yes No Yes No No " 
" 25 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes No - Ti. No yes No Ti. " 
" 11,17,19,24,26 " 
" (5 Firms-15.2%) Yes No No No No No No No " 
" 3.13.14.18.28 "' 
" (5 firas-15.21) No Yes " No No . No No No No " 
" 27 (1 Firm-3.01) No Yes No Yes No Yes No No " 
"6 Cl Firm-3.0%) No . Yes No Yes Yes No No No "' - 
" 5,7,9 " 
" (3 Firaa-9.11) No Ti. Yes No No No No No " 
" 32 (1 Firm-3.01) No Yes Yes No No No Ti. No " 
Uttt1ftt11ttt2tfff22f2ftftt±ttt1ttitffttt±tttttUttttttt11112ftfttfltftt111s 
" TOTAL FIRMS 22 28 15 6.2 443" 
" Iage FIRMS 66.7 84.8 45.4 18.2 6.1 12.1 12.1 9.1 5 
t2211ftttttlttfltttttftttfttttttftttfttttttfitlttttttttttttttttfttftftttttf,. 
Description of variables: - 
FIRMPORT-Firm Client portfolios 
PARTPORT"Partnat client portfolios 
QUALPORT-Qualifid assistant client portfolios 
REDHOARD-Firm attempting to reduce hoarding of chant. 
FEAABXIT-Firm feats lawyer . siting and resultant Client loss 
BARRIER-Boarding of clients seen as barrier to cross selling 
HOWLONG-Who has their own clients depends on how long they have been with the firs 
NOARDLES-Hoarding is reducing due to increased specialisation and team work 

J 

5 main groupings of firms can be identified with respect to client allocation between firm and 
personal portfolios. Each of these identified groups will be described below. 

(I) Firms with firm, partner and qualified assistant client portfolios - further 
breakdown: 

This group comprised 11 firms -6 large and 5 small/ medium firms, 6 of the firms revealed 
no further information regarding allocation of clients and two firms disclosed additionally 
only tilt, thöse who have their öwn clients-depends-primarily on how long they have been 

with the firm. 

1 firm indicated they feared lawyers leaving with clients, that personal client portfolios acted 
to impede effective cross-selling, and that hoarding of clients is reducing due to increased 

specialisation requiring internal referral and the existence of teams. The 2 remaining firms in 

this group indicated they wanted to reduce client hoarding by attempting to dilute personal 

portfolios. One of these firms disclosed that the extent to which clients were viewed as 
belonging to particular lawyers rather than the firm, depended on how long the lawyer in 

question had been with the firm. The other firm was pleased to indicate that hoarding of 

clients and personal portfolios were diluting due to increased specialisation and the operation 

of teams. 
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(II) Firms with firm and partner client portfolios - further breakdown: 

Of this group of 6'firms, 4 were large and 2 were small/ medium sized. 4 firms- provided no 

additional information, but the remaining 2 both reported that they were attempting to reduce 
client hoarding, and that personal portfolios acted as an impediment to cross-selling. I firm 

additionally mentioned that hoarding was reducing due to via increased specialisation and the 

existence of teams. 

(III) Firms where clients all belong to one large firm portfolio - further breakdown: 

Unfortunately, all 5 firms (3 large and 2 small/ medium sized) occupying this group provided 

no additional information. 

(IV) Firms where all clients belong to partner portfolios - further breakdown: 

Of the 7 fines in this category, 3 were large and 4 were small/ medium firms. 5 firms 

provided no additional information to facilitate further categorisation. Both the remaining 
firms indicated i -current desire to reduce hoarding and dilute personal portfolios, 1 indicating 

they acted as a barrier to cross-selling and the other fearing lawyers leaving with clients. 

(V) Firms with partner and qualified assistant client portfolios - further breakdown: 

4 finis occupied this grouping, 1 large and 3 small/ medium, 3 of which provided no 

additional information. The other firm disclosed that those who had their own clients 
depended on how long they had been with the firm. 

Hypothesis 1. conjectures that the firm will favour a situation where clients are viewed as 
belonging to the firm, as this is more conducive to the creation of firm specific capital and 

suppression of lawyer specific capital. The evidence above is fairly mixed in this respect. 
Certainly, 6 firms indicated they currently wished to reduce client hoarding by their lawyers. 

Of the firms that indicated reasons for this, 3 saw it as impeding cross-selling and only 1 firm 

feared lawyers leaving. This evidence is not strongly supportive of the expectation that law 

firms will fear lawyers exiting if they have personal portfolios since these are a major source 

of lawyer specific capital. The only other firm that feared lawyers leaving did not indicate a 

current desire to reduce client hoarding but did, however, reveal that it was reducing anyway 

through increased specialisation and use of teams. This is indicative that perhaps this firm felt 

that this would. have the desired effect of reducing hoarding sufficiently, without the firm 
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antagonising its lawyers by deliberately attempting to dilute existing personal portfolios. 

Only -5 firms in the entire sample rely 
_, 
exclusively on one large firm portfolio of clients, 

indicating that in by far the majority of firms, clients are a significant source of lawyer 

specific capital. Evidence is strongly suggestive that firms generally perceive little risk of 
lawyers leaving the firm -and capitalising on any specific capital they have derived from 

establishing personal client portfolios. Firms typically view personal portfolios more as a 

problem in relation to detracting from cross-selling - upon which there is an increasing 

emphasis in contemporary law firms. 
r 

It can be thus concluded that firms generally will want to create a situation where clients are 

viewed as belonging to the firm, initially corroborating Hypothesis 1. However, the reason 
given in -Hypothesis 1. for this desire is not empirically confirmed. 

Although it was typically the case that lawyers tended to have clients they regarded as their 

own, it was the case that the client need not always be seen by that person. Many firms 

operate a system whereby a link/ contact partner exists, who will have been the port of entry 
for the client to the fine. If any service the client requires is outwith the contact partner's 

speciality, that partner will introduce the client to another within the firm. 
- 

It is also true that, while many firms did recognise that qualified assistants could have clients 
they regarded as their own, 'separate portfolios did not formally exist. Work is often delegated 

by partners to qualified assistants and in the course of providing the required service, a client 

relationship can develop between QAs and clients. The implication-here-is that the extent to 

which clients can provide partners and/ or qualified assistants with a hostage (with which 
they can hold the fine to ransom to obtain a greater level of income or promotion) is not as 

great as is stressed by Gilson and Mnookin (1984) ". Interestingly, it will become evident 
below that many of the very senior firm members interviewed had difficulty in answering who 
they believed clients were loyal to - firm or lawyer. It could be argued this is strongly 
indicative that it would be perceived a high risk strategy by lawyers to rely upon client loyalty 

to them, rather than the firm, as a real and perceptible threat to the firm. 
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2.12 Client loyalty to the firm and its members: 

(TABLE 7.7) 
tUUtttItfffffftiffffttfft±ffffttfttftftttttt22ftffttttlUUUtt22t22ftft±ttftttt, 
" Firm No FIRMLOY INDIVLOY 

- LESSLOY2 TEAMLOY RESEARCH 
ttffftft2fttlttttf22tttf2ttftfftttttfttt tfttttftiltfttfftttfttttt22ttttUtttf+ 

- " 5.7,9.10,12,13,1{, 15,19,20 
" 25,26,29,33 "_ 
" (1{ Firma-{2. {1) Yes Yes No No No " 
" 18.22,30,32 " 
" ({ Firms-12.11) Yes Yes No Yes No " 
" 21 (1 Firs3.01) Yes yes No No Yes " 
" 1,3,1 , 6,6,16,31 "+ 
" (7 Fizas-21.21) Yes Yes yes No No " 
" 23 (1 Fira"3.01) 

_ 
Yes Yes yet yes Y. s " 

" 2,11,24 (3 Firms-9-11) Yes No No No No " 
" 17 (1 fira.. 3.01) No Yes No No No " 
" 28 (1 Firm-3.0{) No Yes No Yes No " 
" 27 (1 Firm-3.0%) No No No Yes No "- 
ttiftttfttftt2fftfttt ft2ttittfttftt2fft2t1tltftftfttttUftttttttffftttilltff" 
" TOTAL FIRMS 30 29 ar72 
" toy" FIRMS 90.9 87.9 21.2 21.2 6.1 
tftftttt222ifftftfttttttttttf2ttttttttttttfttttftttftttttttttttttttfitttftttt% 
Description of variables: 
FIRNIAY-Clients loyal to firm 
INDIVLOY-Clients loyal to individuals within the fire 
LESSLOy2-Clients less loyal than before 
TEAMLOY-Clients'loyal to team within firm 
RESEARCH-Market research done by firm to discover client loyalty 

Many respondents found the question of whether clients were loyal to the firm or to 
individuals within the firm a difficult one to answer. 27 firms believed clients to be loyal both 
to the firm and to particular individuals. 3 firms believed clients to be loyal exclusively to the 
firm as an entity, and 2 firms viewed clients as being exclusively loyal to individuals within 
the firm. 

_ 

8 firms felt clients had generally become less loyal than previously, typically as a result of 
them becoming much more fee conscious and firms also noticing reductions in repeat 
business across clients. 2 firms had actually commissioned market research amongst its 

clients to discover more about client loyalty. -- ---- - -- 

7 firms -(all 
large) believed clients to be loyal to teams of the firm's lawyers, this most 

probably being a function, firstly, of the specialised nature of services often provided by these 
large firms and, secondly, the fact that few alternative providers within that specialised legal 
field exist in the market. Of these 7 firms, 5 also believed clients were loyal to the firm and to 
individuals, I perceived clients to be exclusively loyal to teams, and the final firm believed 

clients also to be loyal to individuals, rather than the firm as an entity. 

2.13 Assignation of clients to individuals within the firm: 

(TABLE 7.8) 

62f122i21t2f12f21I121222i222If11f111f2ff2i21f21ff2f112222112:::::: f2f2f2122, 
" Firm No SAMEIND ZFSAMB CUNTPTF CONTpTRS " 
221IIf21tf22fftf212IIfI2221223ffI21II12f212f222f111ff1112fIf::::: 2f112f2211ý 
" 1,3, I, 5,6,7,8,10.11.12.1{, 16, " 
" 17,18,19,20,21,23,21,25,26,27, 
" 29,30,31,33 (26 Firss-78.81) No Us Us No " 
" 2.9 (6 Firss, 18.211 No Yes Yes Yes " 
" 13 (1 Firm"3.01) Yýs No Na No " 

" TOTAL FIRMS 1 32 32 6 
f22222222221f222222f22221f2221f2Tf21fIttllff2222fIf12f1f11fif:: 1122f1f221221 

" 
" lagý FIRMS 3.0 97.0 97.0 18.2 " 

ti12fi2222fifff22222f21ff11221ff21f2222r211222f11f1222f2f222f:: f21221f121fta 

-t 
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. Description of variables: 
SAMRZNO-Clients always sei the sass lawyer regardless of work type 

_ IPSAME-Clients only see the same lawyer if same work type 
c0NYPSA-System of client. contact partner and referral if outside work type 
CONTPSRS-System of client Contact partners and referral if outside work type - 

Typically, where possible, the client was seen by the same person at all times with a view to 
preserving continuity of the trust relationship created - this was. true of all sample firms. In 
only I firm did the client see the same person regardless of the type of legal work wanted by 
the client. In all the remaining 32 firms, the client saw the same person within the firm only if 
that person was specialised in the work type demanded by the client. 

The remaining issue is what happens when the client requires a service outwith the services 
which are the forte of that particular lawyer. In 26 cases, the client would be referred to the 
most appropriate person in the firm, who would be initially introduced to the client by the 
contact partner and thereafter would deal directly with the client. In such firms, each client 
would be assigned a contact partner. In the other 6 firms, the same system would operate 
except clients may have more than one contact partner depending on their requirements. 

Hypothesis 3. states the firm will encourage clients to form relationships with as many of the 
firm's lawyers as possible, as this will lessen risks posed to the firm via the creation of lawyer 

specific capital. From the information above it is apparent that the typical firm has a desire to 
provide the client with=a readily identifiable point of contact/ port of entry into -the firm. 
Increasing specialisation by lawyers of the firm in particular legal specialties has, however, 

required the frequent referral of clients and work between lawyers of the firm. 

--The designation of many contact partners, typically representing different legal specialism (a - -- --- 
feature of 6 firms) encourages clients to become familiar with many of the firm's lawyers. 
This is aimed at making the client feel comfortable dealing with many firm members and 
increasing the client's chances of receiving immediate attention' upon contacting the firm. The 
designation of many contact partners is evidence supportive of Hypothesis 3. From TABLE 
7.8 it is recalled that 7 firm believe clients are loyal to a team of lawyers within the firm, 

also providing support for this Hypothesis. 

From TABLE 7.7 it is recalled that 6 firms expressed a desire to reduce hoarding of clients 
and this is indicative of a desire by the firm for clients to see as many of the firm's lawyers as 
possible. Reasons given by firms for wanting to reduce hoarding are' mixed in relation to 
Hypothesis 3. for similar reasons to those for Hypothesis 1. To recall, the popular reason 
given to reduce client hoarding was not to lessen risks posed by creation or existence of 
lawyer specific capital but rather to remove barriers to cross-selling. This is not strongly 
consistent with Hypothesis 3. to the extent that it does not refer to lessening of risks posed by 
lawyer specific capital. It is not, however, completely inconsistent with the Hypothesis as 
removal of barriers to cross-selling would result in clients having contact with a greater 
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number of the firms members than would otherwise be the case. 

The root of the problem here is the difficulty of discovering whether the observation that the 
client may typically forge relationships with many lawyers of the firm nowadays is due to a 
conscious attempt by the firm to precipitate such a change, or if it is simply due to increasing 

specialisation and resultant fimctionalisation within Sens. To be sure, the fact that clients are 
seen by many lawyers of the firm (often due to type of business changes and different legal 

specialisation requirements) should reduce the propensity for unhealthy coalitions between 

clients and partners or QAs to evolve - still further reducing the already evidently low risk 
firms currently perceive from client derived`Iawyer specific capital. 

2.14 The use of specific restrictions'to prevent lawyers leaving with clients: 

(TABLE 7.9) 

t11f1111f11f211f12f2fffIf2f2122f222f22222f2ff12f22f21ft±2122±tUfffff12f±fff12» 
" Firm No RZSTCDV RCII(P OARSSTCO INEFFECT NEVER DOLEAVE CLICHOIC " 
iff21f22221f12112f21f1ff12f111ft112ff11±ftff1112ff1222fff±f21f±f11f2212fftf212I 
" 1,8,9,13,16,18,19, 
" 25,27,30 " 
" (10 Firms-30.31) No No No No No No No " 
" 11,26 (2 Firms-6.11) No No No No No No yea " 
" 24 (1 fir -3.01) No No No No No Yes Yea " 
"6 (1 Firm-3.0%) No No No Yes No No No " 
"3 (1 Firm-3.01) No No NO Yea No No Yes " 
"2 (1 Firm. 3.0t) No No No Yes No Yes Yes " 
" 28 (1 Firm-3.01) No No Yes No No No No " 
" 15,21,33 " 
" (3 Firms-9.11) Yes No No No No No No " 
" 17 (1 Firm-3.0%) yes No No No No No '(Si " 
" 31 (1 Firs-3.01) Yes No No No No Yes No " 
" 23 (1 firm-3.01) Yes No No No Yes No yes " 
" 10,32 (2 Firps-6.11) �(Si No No No �(Si No No " 
" 7,12 (2 Firms-6.11) yes yes Yes - Yes �(Si No No 
" 11 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No yes No so so No " 
" 22 (1 Firw3.01) Yes no �(Si No No No Yom " 
"S (1 Firm-3.0I) DK No No No No No ft " 

! 
_20_ 

(l. Firm-3. O1)-__DK---DK 
-DK- --- 

Pk) 
__No ---yes --Yes "4 (1 Firm 3.0%) DK DK DK DK No No Yes 

" 29 (1 Fin-3.01) MMMMMNM 
if22ff2f1112221f222f222122f211f2ftff22f222222ftf21ftf±fff212f12f21f22f2122ftUI 
" TOTAL FIRMS 12 25554 10 " 
" toga FIRMS 36.4 6.1 15.2 15.2 15.2 12.2 30.3 " 
t2112±2±2111122ý1I21! 2111111ftftttf111112111111f2122112f212211 f111112111112111v 
(DK-Don't know, N-Missing) 

Description of variablest 
RSSTCDV-Restrictive covenants used in partnership agreement 
RCM-Restrictive covenants used for employees 
QARSSTCO-Restrictive covenants used for qualified assistant, 
INEFFECT-Restrictive covenants likely to be ineffective anyway 
NEVER-Ne have never had the situation of lawyers leaving with clients 
DOLS/1VE-Lawyers do leave but do not take clients 
CLIcHOIC-It is always the choice of the client at the and of the day 

One firm provided no information regarding the use of restrictive covenants and 3 others did 

not know whether they were used in the partnership agreement or not -2 of whom did not 
know whether they applied to employees or qualified assistants either. These 2 firms also 
indicated it was the client's choice whether to stay or go with an exiting lawyer in any event. 

(I) Firms using restrictive covenants in the partnership agreement - further breakdown: 

12 firms used restrictive covenants in their partnership agreement, 3 of which provided no 
additional information. 3 firms indicated they have never had the situation of lawyers leaving 
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the firm with clients, 1 firm also claiming that it is the choice of the client whether to stay or 

go in any case. . 
1. firm only indicated this client choice aspect whilst another indicated that 

lawyers do leave but they tend not to take clients with them when they do. - 

2 firms indicated the existence of restrictive covenants for employees and qualified assistants 
but thought they would likely be ineffective anyway. They both disclosed they had never 
experienced a situation of lawyers leaving the firm with clients. '2 firms utilised restrictive 
covenants for qualified assistants, with one also indicating that, in the end, the client's choice 

was paramount in such situations. 
0 

(II) Finns with no restrictive covenants in the partnership agreement - further 
breakdown: 

All 17 of these firms (bar one exception) did not use restrictive covenants for QAs or 

employees either - the exception was a firm which used them for its QAs. 10 firms failed to 

give reasons för not using them but the remaining 6 did offer further explanation. 3 firms 

anticipated they would likely be ineffective in any case, 2 of them also indicating the role of 

client choice in such situations and I indicating that lawyers do leavc the fine but do not take 

clients with them. 3 fines disclosed the client choice argument solely as a reason for not us4 

restrictive covenants, with one further disclosing that lawyers did leave the firm but without 
taking clients with them. 

Hypothesis 2. states the fum will avoid use of restrictive covenants to prevent client losses 

through lawyers of the firm leaving, as they are likely to be futile. The evidence presented 

above, when combined with the fact that 15 firms expressly indicated they did not use 

restrictive covenants, and that 2 firms who do use them think they would be ineffective 

anyway, is supportive of Hypothesis 2. 

Those firms which did utilise them were generally open in admitting their unlikely 

enforceability and doubtful effectiveness, but nevertheless typically relied upon such mild 

restrictions to have moral rather than legal enforceability. 

:l 
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2.15 Constraints on lawyers leaving the firm: 

(TABLE-7.10) 
tf1ff11Uftttf11ff1ffftfifffffffffffffffftfffffftfffflfffffffttfftfff2122ftf».. 
" Fire No FIRM PASS PROS 

- 
G& DIFF PRES VALUE DUFT OTHERS " 

". LOY2 REW PELT ERR EXIT. FIRM EAM " 
tttt11ftfftt±tUftttttttfftttttttftttlittt1111ftfUftttftttfffflflttftttflttt" 
" 3,1,5,7,6,9, " 
" 10,12,13,11, _ " 15,16 " 
" (12Firas-36.11) Yes Yes No No No No No No No " 
" 2.17,21,33 "" 
" (4 Firms-12.11) Yes Yes Ti. yes No No No No No " 
" 20,23,30 " 
" (3 Firas-9.1%) Yes Y"s No Yes . No No No No No " 
" 6(1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes No No No No Yom No No " 
" 32(1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes No No No Ti. Yes Ti. No " 
" 22,27,2E " 
" (3 Firms-9.11) Ti. No No No No No No No No " 
" 19(1 Firm-3.014 Yes No No Ti. No Nor No No No " 
" 31(1 Firm-3.01) Yes No Ti. Yes No No No No No " 
" 25,26 " 
" (2 Firms-6.11) No Yes No No No No No No No " 
" 1(1 Firm-3.01) No Yes No Yes No No No No No " 
" 21(1 Fira-3.011 No Yes Yes Yes No No " No No No " 
" 11(1 Firm-3.01) No No No No Yes No No No No 
" 13(1 Firm-3.01) No No Yes - Yes No No No No No tittfttfft1f12tifftlftfttf1112tt11tftttltttti1ftffftff121f11ff1221ff1fftttft. 
" TOTAL FIRMS 27 26 E 13 12210" 
" Iage FIRMS 81.8 78. E 21.2 39.4 3.0 6.1 6.1 3.0 0" 
tfltlffLLLf1t12fff121ffff12ftfffftflftlfflfff12f1t2f112tfff1tf±f1f1f11iff121 
Description of variables: ) 
FIR)c. 0Y2-Loyalty to firm 
PRSSREW-Present rewards 
PROSPECT-Prospect of promotion and partnership 
CAREER-Good career path 
DIFFEXIT-Difficulty of divorce from present partnership 
PRESFIRN-Status of working for present firm 
VALUE-Value is greater in present employaent than in other firm 
DUPTEAN-Difficulty of duplicating teas outside firm 
OTHER5-Other 

In view. of the fact that few firms relied on specific constraints on lawyers leaving the firm 
with clients and that those that did were less than confident of their likely success, what 
follows is an investigation of non-specific constraints on lawyers leaving the firma 

A myriad of combinations of intangible and non-specific constraining factors were presented 
as reasons why lawyers did not leave their present employment position, with or without 
clients. A combination'of loyalty to the firm and their other partners and satisfaction with 
present rewards was viewed by 12 fines as a constraint on leaving. 4 firms supplemented this 
by additionally mentioning prospects of promotion and partnership, and the existence of a 
good career structure combining to constrain exit. 

In addition to firm loyalty and present rewards, 3 firms viewed career structure and another, 
the value of remaining in the present firm being greater than in another firm, as exit 
constraints. Another firm viewed firm loyalty, the value of present rewards, the status of 
working for the present firm, his value being greater in his present firm than in other firms, 

and difficulty of duplicating established teams elsewhere as all constraining a partner's exit. 

3 firms thought loyalty to the present firm was a sufficient constraint to prevent leaving, 

whilst one firm also added career structure and another further added the prospect of 

.. promotion and partnership, to the list of exit constraints. 2 firms believed present rewards 
were sufficient to prevent lawyers-leaving. 1 firm added career structure to this and anther 
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also added prospect of promotion and partnership. 1 firm believed difficulties facing a lawyer 
in divorcing himself from his present partnership was the important constraint on leaving. 
Prospects of promotion and partnership combined with a good career structure, were seen by. 

the final firm to constrain exit. 

The typical absence of reliable formal organisational constraints is strongly indicative that 

within a law firm, mechanisms which rely primarily on self-enforcement can be successfully 
relied upon to regulate behaviour and prevent opportunism. It would appear from TABLE 
7.10 that the perceived loyalty of the partners in most firms is strong, resulting in little need 
for formal constraints on the individual. Iii this respect, the reliance and trust fines place in 

the moral, rather than legal, value of restrictive covenants may not be misplaced. 

The evidence above can be regarded to be forcibly supportive of Hypothesis 4. where the 
lawyer's exit option is claimed to be constrained by other factors, in addition to the value of 
firm specific capital he has amassed within the firm. The problem of the lawyer in this respect 
is that it is difficult� if not impossible, to firstly identify, and secondly evaluate, the value of 
his client derived specific capital in the event of him using this as a consideration in a decision 

to leave his firm. It is not practically possible for the lawyer to ask clients (pre-decision) 

whether, if he decided to leave, they would follow him to his new firm or not. If in the 

unlikely event this was brazenly attempted, and he decided exit was not viable, this behaviour 

would have probably undermined clients' confidence in him as a committed member of that 
flint 

n 

--- 2.16 Recognition of different client sophistication levels and how firms cope with these: -- ------ 

(TABLE 7.11) 
flittittiltiffttittiff little 

" Firm No PRIVCLI2 CON4CLI2 REPLEVEL BROCUSED HANDHOLD s6EKOUT OTHER6 " 
ttttttftttftfttttttttttftttttitttfttttttlttittffflitittftttitftttttftftittttt" 
" 2,1,7.12.15.16, " 
" 28.32 
" to Firm, 24.21) No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No " 
" 10,11.17.25 
" (1 Fires-12.11) No No Yes No Yea Yes No 
" 27,23 
" (2 Firs, -6.11) No No Yes Yes No No No " 
" 29.33 
" (2 Firms-6.11) No No Yes Yes No Yes No 
" 21,26 
" (2 Firs, -6.11) No No Yes Yes Yea No No 
" 22(1 Firm-3.01) No No No Yea No No No 
"6 (1 Firs-3.01) No No Yea No No No NO 
" 18(1 Firm-3.01) No No Yes No No Yes No 
" 20,32 
" (2 Firm, -6.11) No Yes Yes Yes No Yes No 
" 30(1 Firm-3.01) No Yes Yes Yes No No so 
"8 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No Yea No Yes Yea No 

"9 (1 Firs-3.01) Yes No Yea Yes Yes Yes No 
" 11,21 
" (2 Firms-6.11) Yes Yes No No No No No 
" 5.13 
" (2 Firma-6.11) Yes Yea Yes No Yes Yes No " 

"1 (1 FLrm-3.01) Yes Yes No Yes No No No 
" 19 (1 Firm-3.01) Yea Yes Yes Yea No Yea No 

"3 (1 Firm-3.01) Yea Yes Yes Yes Yea Yea No 
Iftittftlfttitttttttt 

ttttt 212222ttttttttttItIi222tftitt±tttttittttlftlitttt1 

" TOTAL FIRNS 9 10 29 22 19 23 0 

" loge FIRMS 27.3 30.3 87.9 66.7 57.6 69.7 0. 

Sftttiittttttttttttftttltf2f2f2ffittlt2fltifititttiftttfitiiitf1ttfii2ftf2222ý 
Description of variables= 
fRIVCLI2-Differing sophistication of private clients more noticeable 
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cOMiCL12-Differing sophistication of commeccial clients mare noticeable 
RHPLSVEL-Alter reportiaq intensity depending on sophistication 
BROCUSSD-Brochures used to inform less sophisticated clienti 
HANDHOLD-Handhold less sophisticated clients 
SSBKOUT-Seek out clients requirements and tailor activities accordingly 
O7HiA6-Oth*r 

This section was aimed at discovering how - firms responded to - differing levels of 
sophistication across clients. All 33 firms admitted recognising differing degrees of 

-client sophistication existed and that it was important to tailor services accordingly. 2 firms 

recognised that differing degrees of sophistication were more noticeable across private clients 
and 3 firms recognised this to be the case across commercial clients. 7 firms recognised that 
depending on the nature of particular clients, differing sophistication levels were sometimes 
more noticeable across private clients and other times across commercial clients. 

The remaining 21 firms, while noting differing degrees of sophistication was important and 
noticeable across clients, did not indicate whether this was more pertinent in the case of 
commercial or private clients. 

29 firms altered their reporting levels and intensity/ frequency of reporting on details and 
progress of the transaction depending on client sophistication levels and the level of interest 
the fine perceived the client would have in such matters. 22 finns used some format of firm 
brochure to attempt to inform less sophisticated clients of important information regarding 
services offered by the firm, with a view to present and future dealings with the client. 

3 
23 firms disclosed that efforts were made to discover as much about the client and his needs, 
firstly, to initially determine their sophistication level, secondly, to determine individual 

requirements and, finally, to customise service given depending on information discovered. 19 
firms recognised a need to 'handhold' less sophisticated clients through services if this was 
what the client wanted, but typically noted that often less sophisticated clients were 
uninterested in details of the service being provided. These firms believed that such clients did 

not want to be bothered and would rather the firm only contacted them if essential, or to 
indicate the completion. 

Section Three: Questionnaire Section Six - The Partnership Sharing Bargain: 

Introduction: 

As a result of the theoretical emphasis and importance assigned to the methods of sharing 

residual income between partners of the law firm, and the amount of empirical information 

that was collected regarding this feature, the remainder of this chapter will be devoted to an 

empirical examination of sharing bargain issues and the function 'of partnership as a 

remuneration device for lawyers pooling human capital. These issues will be examined in the 
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light of empirical information gathered from the sample firms. 

3.1 The sharing bargain and incentive structure of the partnership: 

The more popular practice mode for lawyers in the UK at present is partnership. It is 

apparent from the examination of relevant theoretical literature earlier in this thesis that the 

partnership sharing bargain is a central focus of attention in partnership organisation. This is 

justified since it is this contract which specifies the respective claims each partner has to the 

residual of the practice after he has pooled. his human capital with fellow practitioners. It is, 

thereby, an important mechanism for creating and shaping incentives/ disincentives which 
face each partner of the firm. The strength of the incentives the sharing bargain creates and 
the resulting individual behavioural responses it evokes largely determines many features of 
the internal organisation of the law firm. 

The incentive structure within any organisation determines the degree. to which individual 

behaviour can be coerced to become compatible with the overall aims of the organisation, 

and, therefore, in the case of partnership, determines the extent to which cooperative gains 
between partners will be realised. 

The characteristic features of the law firm sharing bargain are, therefore, regarded as 
instrumental in influencing individual partner behaviour and as such they are important to 

examine empirically - this is the purpose of the sixth section of the questionnaire. 

3.1 The concern of the firm to identify and measure productivity: 

In certain partnerships an attempt will be made to tie individual partners' productivity to their 

income share. It is vital to identify how these firms circumvent the problem of identifying and 

measuring partner productivity. The resultant productivity measure taken will influence how 

the individual will allocate his time and what level of effort intensity he will supply to various 

elements of law firm business. 

Measures of productivity create both incentives and perverse incentives and account must be 

taken of both effects when looking at how the firm measures productivity. 

3.2 The influence of seniority in partnership income division: 

Some partnerships can be expected to shy away completely from problems of productivity 

measurement and simply tie income shares broadly to seniority within the firm. The problems 
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and advantages of this policy on income sharing are extensively examined elsewhere in this 
thesis. 

The sharing bargain may thus be purely seniority based, purely productivity based, some 
hybrid intermediate system, or merely a pure expense sharing agreement whereby individuals 

remain quasi-sole practitioners. In this context, given the potentially infinite refinements 
which could produce many unique share bargain types, it was perceived to be advantageous 
to reduce this number by consolidation using questions which would categorise sharing 
bargain types into a small number of usefully differentiable groupings. 

r 

3.3 Problems of partners under-investing their time in activities for which no direct 
compensation is given: 

At the level of the individual partner, as party to the contract of the firm, it is of particular 
interest to attempt to understand how partners will select and allocate how much time they 
will spend on activities they receive direct compensation for and how much they will spend on 

activities that either results in no compensation, or very indirect compensation. It is recalled 
that within Chapter Six, where incentive features of sharing bargains were discussed in depth, 
it was argued that if lawyers in the firm are perceptive and rationally react to incentives they 
face, they may underinvest their time in activities which produce little or no direct 

compensation. In this context empirical analysis conducted in this chapter will examine the 

nature of incentives confronting lawyers within the firm which stimulate them to engage in 

such activities. 

It is anticipated that empirical investigation of these issues will help rationalise why 
partnership organisation underpins the current structure of the legal profession. Alternative 

practice modes can be expected to result in those within the firm facing a different set of 
incentives. The effect such a change would precipitate would, of course, be dependant more 
specifically on the actual organisational forms such alternatives would constitute. These and 

other related issues will be examined more specifically and thoroughly in the concluding 
section of the questionnaire, to be discussed in Chapter Nine. 

3.4 The lawyer's internal monitor and firm culture - invisible behavioural constraints: 

Gilson and Mnookin (1984) can be regarded as the seminal work in* the area of analysis 

concerning partnership income division '$. In this paper, which has been subject to lengthy 

critique in the previous chapter, an exposition of the relative merits of sharing and 

productivity based partnership income division models is presented. 
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In the case of both models, Gilson and Mnookin (1984) emphasise the importance of the 

strength of the internal monitor of the typical lawyer and firm culture as constraints on 
behaviour withiir the organisatian 19. This is expected to result in the-lawyer being willing to 
take part in firm activities where their would appear to be no rational incentive to participate. 

The formality of incentives and compensation systems within the firm will be examined here 

for the sample firms to discover whether the firm can rely on the internal monitor of the 
lawyer to provide sufficient incentive to take part in certain areas of law firm activity without 
direct compensation, or whether direct compensation is required to provide direct incentives. 

It is anticipated that the strength of internal monitor of the typical lawyer operating in 

partnership will be indicated. 

3.5 Challenges posed to internal monitoring and firm culture: 

It is apparent that newer entrants to the legal profession may require more direct incentives 

and constraints within the firm since their internal conscience! monitor may not be as strong 

as those of the existing lawyers of the firm and the profession in general. This may require a 

change in emphasis in terms of the internal organisation of partnership. Where sample firms 

indicate a need to change the ways in which this type of law firm problem is currently solved, 
this may be indicative of a changing breed of more self-interested lawyer entering the 

profession and legal partnership. This may force firms to change, for instance, the finer 

details of their sharing bargain to emphasise productivity measurement in an` attempt to 

preempt or constrain shirking - where this would have previously been effectively constrained 

--------by the lawyer's internal monitor, firm culture, and peer/ mutual monitoring. --- ------ -- 

The concepts of shirking, grabbing and leaving as discussed by Gilson and Mnookin (1984) 

will also be examined empirically m. This has been discussed at a previous point in this 

chapter but in relation to the issue of creation of firm and lawyer specific capital. The firms 

reaction to an attempt by a lawyer to grab, or threat to leave in an attempt to grab more 

successfully, will be investigated with the aim of providing some indication of whether or not 

shirking, grabbing and leaving are as significant a problem as Gilson and Mnookin (1984) 

Zi suggest 

A stated above, Gilson and Mnookin (1984) also suggest that where partners are not directly 

compensated for certain law fine activities, they will tend to underinvest their time in 

performing such duties 1. Internal monitor and firm culture arguments come into play here 

again where it could be expected that the result will be that some persons will gravitate 

towards these tasks in the firm and others will be willing to let them do them. 

The firm can attempt to at least partially circumvent this potential underinvestment problem 
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using principles of delegation and specialisation and this is investigated in this section of the 
questionnaire. The manner and method of any resultant delegation is examined to determine 
how problems the firm may experience in this direction are overcome. 

3.6 The formality of partner specialisation: 

An examination of the functions performed by each partner within the firm is required. It 

could be expected that larger firms are likely to more formally fimctionalise partners into 

management specialities. It is unlikely that there will be much additional specialisation 
beyond management and legal specialities, such as those envisaged by Feinberg (1984) where 
he creates the Finder - Minder - Grinder distinction ' (Finders specialise in attracting new 
clients, Minders in keeping current clients happy, and Grinders actually perform most of the 
legal business). The empirical study will, therefore, investigate the extent of partner 
specialisation in all of the above directions. 

It is expected that larger law firms will appoint a managing/ senior partner to whom all 
partners will be ultimately accountable. Larger firms are also expected to have formal 
hierarchical partner structures with committees, boards, and formal chains of command and 

-may create distinct partner groups such as, junior and senior partners. In smaller firms there 
is less scope for and far less requirement for such extensive specialisation and it is, therefore, 

expected that smaller firms will have a far`less complex and formalised organisational 

structures. The empirical study will examine the extent and nature of formal management 

- structures within the sample of law firms and aims to offer some explanation of why they are 
organised as they are. 

3.7 Specific sharing bargain hypotheses to be empirically tested: 

Hypothesis 1: The partnership sharing bargain will be almost unique for each firm, al hough 

broadly similar features will be revealed across firms. 

Hypothesis 2: Firms that measure productivity as a determinant of income will do so in a 
fairly subjective and unsystematic manner. 

Hypothesis 3: Firms will use seniority as at least a minor determinant of partner income 

shares. 

Hypothesis 4: Lawyers will respond to incentives other than monetary ones in their decision 

to undertake certain activities within the firm. 
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Hypothesis 5: ' The lawyer's internal monitor and the culture of the firm will be strong enough 
to obviate the provision of specific incentives for lawyers to engage in many activities within 
the firm. = 

.r 

Hypothesis 6: The influence of the lawyer's internal monitor and the culture of the fine will 
weaken in larger firms requiring more formal constraints and incentives for partners of the 
firm. I 

Hypothesis 7: The strength of the lawyer's internal monitor is likely to result in a low 

, tendency to shirk, grab and leave. 

Hypothesis 8: In large firms the formality of partner specialisation will be greater than in 
small firms. 

3.8 The partnership sharing bargains and incentive structures of sample firms: 

In this section, the nature of each firm's method of apportioning income between partners of 
the firm is investigated It is anticipated this will facilitate understanding of incentives facing 
individuals within the typical law firm. This will make it possible to compare the manner in 
which theory predicts they would behave when faced with such - incentives, with the 
information received relating to actual individual partner behaviour within sample firms. 

(1) The type of partnership sharing model: 

(TABLE 7.12): 

t21112t122t22121t22fitttt22211221122tit1122ftfttttttfftfltt1I12fitttfttftls 
" Firs No EXPSRAR3 L)1TKILL PTRCENTR " 
tttt11fttttttttttftfttttttttttttttttttttittttttt±tttitttttttitttltttltti2t" 
" 1,2,3,1,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,11, " 
" 15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23.21,25, " 
" 26,27,28,30,31,32.33 " 
" (32 Firms-97.0%) No No No " 
" 29 (1 Firs-3.01) No Y41 s Yes " 
ltttt21ttttf21ft1ttftttttttttllttftttttttttttttftfttf121ttttttttftttfifttfl 
" TOTAL FIRMS 011 

3.0 3.0 
jt; 

s49e FIRMS 

Description of variables: 
EXPSN)1RE-Simple expense sharing model 
EJ. TKILL-'Eat what you kill' model 
PTRCENTR-Partners are individual profit/ cost Centres 

From the table above it is apparent that none of the firms were simply quasi-partnerships - 
whereby each partner essentially remains a sole practitioner but collective practice permits 
them to share overheads etc. 

Only 1 fern came close to this type of arrangement, to the extent that, firstly, each partner 
remained an individual profit/ cost centre and, secondly, the firm employed an 'eat what you 
kill' method of income distribution. Curiously, this occurred in one of the large. firms but this 
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can be rationalised as a response to control the twin problems of shirking (which can become 

a significant problem in a large partnership employing a strict sharing model of income 
distribution) and measuring relative productivity (which is problematic- in any partnership 

. -1 model aimed at measuring partners relative productivity). Using partner profid cost centres it 
is much easier to discover and apportion marginal product and thus relative income shares - it 
is also not viable to shirk since the cost of doing so will be borne solely by the shirker. 

39 The role of seniority in income share determination between partners: 
- 

(TABLE 7.13) 
iff2f2ftf2I222f22fff212f2tf2ft22f22Ifi1222iffi2t±t1tf21t2f2tf22f222tf2t! Effie 
" lira No Sg)GROUP PRYPOINY POINTING SALFIX SALPRO! EQUAL " 
It2ff2t1f2ttfffff122f2ttfif2t1f2flftffl21222fi1f221t22221tt2fI121f11212212i2ý 
" 1,1,5,11,15,18,26,27,30, -" 
" 32 (10 liras-30.31) Yes No No No No No " 
" 3.6,12,16,19 (5 liras-15.21) Yes NO No Yes No No " 
" 14,21 (2 lirms"6.11) No No No No No No 
" 13,17 (2 Firms-6.11) No No No No No Yes " 
"8 (1 Firm-3.01) No No No * Yes No Yes " 
" 23 (1 Firm-3.01) No No No Yes No No " 
" 9,20,22,24,25,28,33 " 
" (7 Firms-21.21) No Yes Yes NO No No " 
" 2,7,29,31 (4 Firms-12.21) No Yes yes Yes No No " 
" 10 (1 Firm-3.01) No Yes No Yes Yes No " 
1122! ftf2112222tt2flUUttUttf211fi212222tf21ttUfff±f22222t22t221ff2222ff2t 
" TOTAL FIRMS is 12 11 12 13" 
" lags ! LAMS 15.5 36.1 33.3 36.4 3.0 9.1 " 
ttttttttttt121tlt2ttf211t1t2f2t1ittfttttttttttttt tfttftUtfttt11221tttutti 
Description of variables: - 
SENGROUP-Income share depends on seniocity group 
PYRPOINT-Partners of similar seniority get same number of points 
POINTING-Number of points increases with seniority 
SALFIX-Salasies of salaried partners are fixed by equity partners 
SALPROF-Partners get salary and equity profit share 
EQUAL-Equity partners get equal shares of the profits 

Basically-3 broad types of income sharing model could be identified here and firms will be 
analyzed accordingly below. 

(I) Firms with seniority groupings where income share depends on seniority grouping - 
further breakdown: 

All 15 firms of this type assigned partners to seniority groupings with their income shares 
being at least a function of the seniority grouping they inhabit In 5 of these firms, it was also 
revealed that salaries of non-grouped salaried partners were fixed by the equity partners. This 

entire grouping comprised of 8 small/ medium firms and 7 large firms. 

(II) Firms where partners of similar seniority are assigned similar numbers of points - 
further breakdown: 

Of the 12 firms of this type, 11 indicated the number of points partners were assigned 
increased with seniority, 4 of them also noting salaries of no-point partners are fixed by the 

equity partners. The remaining firm also indicated this for salaried partners, but additionally 
disclosed that all partners received a basic salary plus a 'number of points' related profit share 

of total partnership profits. Of this grouping, 
.5 

were small/ medium and 7 were large firms. 
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(Ill) Finns who do not rely on seniority or numbers of points groupings to determine 
profit shares - further breakdown: 

The 6 remaining sample firms were categorised in this grouping. 2 firms provided no 
information beyond merely indicating that partners are not assigned to seniority or numbers 
of points groupings. 3 firms (all small/ medium) disclosed partners receive equal shares of 
partnership profits irrespective of seniority, one of them additionälly disclosing that salaries 
of non profit sharing partners are fixed by the equity partners. 

The remaining firm only provided information indicating that the equity partners determined 
the salaries of the non equity sharing partners. This profit sharing grouping housed. 4 small/ 
medium firms and 2 large firms. 

3.10 Income shares and seniority - further investigation: 

(TABLE 7.14) 

titIttittit22211I1222ttfittttttttifft1tftftff2Rifftttfffttffftffffititffftiff" 
" Firm No INCSEN INCPOINT ACMECIL DETcCI*( " 
1tttfitit1tttttt1t121111ttitfti2i12fitttttt2Uittfiftt±ttftf2222iittftttitittitt 
" 0,13,17.21,23 (5 Firms-1S. 21) No No No No " 
"H (I Firm-3.0%) NO No NO yes 
" 2.7,9,10,20,22,24,33 " 
" (6 Firms-24.21) No Yes No No " 
" 25,29,31 (3 Fires-9.11) No yes Yes No " 
" 20 (1 FirN T. 0%) No Yea yes Yes " 
" 1,3,5,6,11,12,15,16,16,27,32 " 
" (11 Fires-33.31) Y. s No No No " 
" 4,26,30 (3 Firms-9.11) yes 160 Yes No 
" 19 (1 FLrm"3.01) Yes No No Yes " 
tittt22I22122ftf112t2f2f2ft2ffflf122Itt1122222112122222f212f11t11f2111112iiiltt 
- TOTAL FIRMS 1s 12 73s 
" iage FIRMS 45.5 36.4 21.2 9.1 " 
ttiiitfttttiftftftftttttttttttttttttttftf11t111tt2222ttttttfttiitttttfftttttttr 
Description of variables: 
INCSäN-Lncoar share depends Dn seniority group - --- ------- ----- 
INCPOINT-Income share depends on number of points 
ACCDICIL-Partners can be accelerated or held back on ladder 
DITCOMf-Income shares of equity partners determined by como. ittee 

TABLE 7.14 above, demonstrates that for the 15 seniority grouping firms, and the 12 point 
grouping firms, additional information disclosed permits further categorising of sample firms. 

Firstly, of the group of 6 non-seniority influenced firms identified above, 5 provide no 
additional information in TABLE 7.14. However, 1 firm indicated partners' relative income 

shares were determined by a committee of partners established to perform this function. 

(I) Seniority grouping firms - further breakdown: 

11 of these 15 firms provide no additional information which could be used to refine 

categorisation, however, 3 firms did indicate that although partners are assigned to seniority 

groupings they can be accelerated or held back on the ladder of seniority groupings for good 

or bad performance. The final firm disclosed that a committee reviewed the groupings and to 

that extent, largely determined relative income shares of the equity partners. 
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All 4 of the firms where seniority groupings are flexible, either because of performance 

penalties/ rewards, or committee review, are large firms- This is indicative that reliande on a- 
seniority based sharing model in large firms may be problematic, requiring adjustment- of the' 

sharing mechanism to alter the incentive structure of the fire. 

(II) Point related grouping firma - further breakdown: 

Of these 12 firms, 8 provided no additional categorisation information. 4 firms did, however, 

indicate that numbers of points assigned p partners could be altered to penalise/ reward 

performance - in 1, a committee performed this assignment of points (contingent on 

performance) role. Of these 4 firms, 3 were large and 1 was small/ medium, again indicating 

the requirement to dilute pure seniority sharing models in larger. firms to accommodate at 
least minimal performance contingent incentives. 

Where firms incorporate acceleration/ restraint mechanisms to seniority based models (of 

either a groupings or points based type), partners can be penalised or rewarded contingent on 

performance. More precisely, partners jump up seniority groups or are allocated more points 

as a reward for good performance. Conversely, poor performance is penalised by a partner 

remaining in a seniority group longer than his peers by not being allocated points along with 
his peers (or at worst moving down groups by surrendering points already allocated). Hence, 

even in these models which emphasise sharing rather than productivity, a performance. related , 
penalty/ reward system provides incentives and peer group pressure to enhance performance. 

---- Performance evaluation encroaches into 4_ of the 15 
- seniority groupings firms, and into 4 of 

the 12 points based firms. 

In the 3 firms where income shares of partners are determined by a committee, the following 

applies. In the firm where formal seniority groups exist, the committee determines and 

periodically reviews which seniority group partners should belong to. In the firm where a 

points based system exists, modified by a performance contingent acceleration/ restraint 

mechanism, the committee evaluates partner performance and determines point allocations for 

partners. The final firm employs a system where the committee exclusively determines 

partners relative income shares. 

It is apparent that seniority plays a significant, if not exclusive, role in methods of assigning 

income shares to partners in all but 6 of the partnerships examined. To this extent, 

Hypothesis 3, which states that firms will use seniority as at least a minor determinant of 

partner income shares, is supported by empirical evidence discussed above. 

It is also apparent from preceding TABLES 7.12; 7.13 & 7.14 that, while firths exhibit 
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common features in respect of profit sharing methods, each fine has its own customised 
mechanisms within its partnership sharing bargain. This is supportive of Hypothesis 1, which 
states the partnership sharing bargain will be almost unique for each firm, although broadly. 

similar features will be revealed across firms. 

3.11 The basis of differentiation of income of similar seniority partners: 

(TABLE 7.15) 
ttttttt1212ltftf2ftfttttt2fff2ffttftfl2ftfttttttttttttttttfttttittt2ttftttttt* 
"ºira No SGSRAAº PTSSAlg CVNTAIB MERIT PRODUC CO24MBC2 BOARDD6C PTRDBC " 
fitt112ttttttt111tt11tttt21f22ttttf2ftft2t2t2fft121tfttttt2lfttt2flttttt2f222s 
" 1,5,6,11,12, " 
" 13,16,17,18, " 
" 27,32 " 
" (llFirms-33.31) Yes No NMMMM. M" 
' 2,7,9,10,20, " 
" 22,24,33 " 
" (8 Firms-24.21) No Yes MNNMMM 
" 19,21,25-, 26, " 
" 28,29,31. .-" 
" (7 Firms-21.2%) No No Yes No No Yes No No " 
" 3,1,30 
" (3 Firms-9.11) No No Yes No No No No No " 
" 14(1 Firm-3. Oil No No Yes No No Yes No Yes 
" 23(1 Firm-3.01) No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No " 
" 15(1 Firm-3.01) No No No Ti. No No No Ito " 
"8 (1 Firm-3.01) MM No No No No No Ti. " 
lfffff1fffffffffffftfffffttftttftttttffffffffffttftff2tftftfftff22fttffffftf2' 
" TOTAL FIRMS 11 8 12 21902" 
" tags FIRMS 33.3 24.2 36.4 6.1 3.0 27.3 0 6.1 " 
ttttoffft2ff2f2f2ffff22flf2ffflfftf2If1222ffffffffffftIUUflfffffffffffffff', 
(N-Missing value) 

Description of variables: 
SGSAARB-All partners of the one seniority group have equal shares 
PTSSAMB-A11 partners with the same number of points earn the is.. 
CONTRIB-Contribution causes share differentials within groups 
MERIT-Merit payments causes share differentials within groups 
PRODUC-Productivity causes share differentials within groups 
C61MEC2-Committee decides share differentials within groups 
BOARDDEC-Board decides share differentials within groups 
PTRDBC-Senior/ managing partner decider share differentials within groups 

(I) Firms where partners in the same seniority group earn the same share of profit - 
further breakdown: 

11 firms indicated the above was the case, including 2 of the 3 firms that indicated partners 

received equal profit shares in TABLE 7.14. Of the firms in this grouping, 8 were small/ 

medium and 3 were large firms. 

(H) Firms where partners with similar numbers of points earn the same share of profit - 
further breakdown: 

The 8 firms that solely indicated that partners' income shares depended on the number of 

partner points in TABLE 7.14 all disclosed, as is evident from TABLE 7.15, that partners of 

similar pointage earn similar partnership income shares with no intra point group differentials 

existing. These 8 firms comprised 50% large and 50% small/ medium firms. 

(III) Firms where partners of similar seniority earn differing shares of partnership 
profits - further breakdown: 

This category of firms totalled 14 firms, 5 of which were small/ medium and 9 of which were 
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large firms, and all of which are described in greater detail below. 

From TABLE 7.14,11 firms mentioned only that partners' income shares are dependent on 

seniority groupings. 2 of these firms (Firm Nos. 3 and 15) additionally disclose in TABLE 

7.15 that partners within these seniority groups need not necessarily eam similar income 

shares. In 1 of these firms, assessment of individual partner 'contnöution' can cause minor 
income differentials between partners of a single group. In the other firm, it is disclosed that 

merit payments can have a similar effect within a single seniority grouping. _ 

The following firms provided We or no information in TABLE 7.14. -, from TABLE 7.15 it 

can be seen that in 1 firm (Firm No. 8), the senior partner/ managing partner decides on 

. partners' relative profit shares and, thereby, creates income differentials. In another firm 

(Firm No. 23), a committee decides on income differentials and 'contribution', merit payments 

and differences in individual productivity (as evaluated and decided upon by this committee) 

creates income differentials between partners. In 1' firm (Firm No. 14), a committee and the 

managing/ senior partner jointly decide to create income differentials between partners based 

on their relative 'contribution'. 

In 3 firms (Firm Nos. 3,4 & 30), relative 'contribution' creates income differentials between 

partners. Firm No. 3 is discussed above and requires no further description. Firm Nos. 4& 30 

can be seen from TABLE 7: 14 to be firms that have seniority groups and an acceleration/ 

. restraint mechanism. The basis of the acceleration/ restraint mechanism is relative individual 

partner 'contribution', as revealed by TABLE 7.15. 

In the remaining 7 firms, partner income differentials are decided by a committee who assess 
individual partners' relative 'contribution' to the firm and award income shares on that basis. 

1 firm (Firm No. 19), mentioned in TABLE 7.14 that it had seniority groups and that a 

committee of partners decided on initial grouping and subsequent review of groupings. 

Information in TABLE 7.15 indicates the basis of the decision of this committee is partners' 

relative 'contribution'. In Firm No. 21, TABLE 7.14 indicated that seniority did not have a 

bearing on partners' profit shares and Table 7.15 indicates that a partnership committee 

decides on partners' relative profit shares based exclusively upon their individual relative 

'contribution'. 

In 3 firms (Firm Nos. 25,29 & 31), TABLE 7.14 indicated that partners were awarded points 

and that a mechanism existed to alter assignment of partnership points contingent upon 

performance. TABLE 7.15 reveals this mechanism is a partnership committee which 

determines points and, therefore, income differentials between partners on the basis of relative 

, contribution'. In Firm No. 28 it was disclosed in TABLE 7.14 that a committee performed the 
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'assignment of points to create income differentials. In TABLE 7.15 it is revealed'further that 

the committee creates income differentials by assessment of relative 'contribution'. - 

For the final firm (Firm No. 26), TABLE 7.15 indicates a committee either accelerates of 

restrains partners movement up through partnership seniority groups (as indicated in TABLE 

7.14) by assessment ofpartners' relative 'contribution'. 

3.12 Identification of 'true sharing model' firms: 

The combined group comprised 11 firms, in which all partners within a similar. seniority 

group earn the same profit share, and 8 firms, in which partners with the same number of 

points earn the same profit share, can be regarded as the 19 firms which are closest to true 
'sharing model' firms. Within these 19 firms, 12 of whom are small/ medium sized and 7 of 

whom are large, there is no measurement of productivity whatsoever. There is hence, a more 
frequent incidence of true sharing models in small/ medium firms than in large firms - an 
intuitively pleasing and expected result. 

In the remaining 14 firms, while 10 mention seniority is a factor in determining income shares 
(6 in terms of partner seniority groups and 4 in terms of points), they all 'introduce 

measurement of partner productivity to a greater or lesser extent-to the determination of 

partners' relative income shares. Of the 14 firms that have productivity based models, 9 are 
large and 5 are small/ medium firms, confirming the expectation that larger firms will tend to 

rely to a greater extent on productivity measurement to control agency problems which 
become more prevalent in large firm practice. - -- - -- -- -- ---------- 

3.13 Identification of 'productivity' based profit division model firms: 

(I) The measurement of partners' relative 'contribution'- 

12 firms use the measure of individual partners' 'contribution' to the firm as a proxy for 

individual partner productivity and as a measure to differentiate income shares of partners of 

similar seniority. Firms typically gave the impression they found no difficulty in assessing 

each partners' relative 'contribution' to the firm and, consequently, believed they could thus 

systematically determine partners' relative shares using this highly subjective measure. Firms 

generally did not have a strict formula to calculate 'contribution' - most likely because its 

components are difficult to observe and measure and quantify objectively. What firms relied 

on typically was a general impression of each partners' contribution and worth to the firm. 

9 of the 12 firms that used 'contribution' as an income differential measurement were large 

firms. 2 firms used merit payments to differentiate income of similarly senior partners, one of 

which also used some measure of 'contribution'. This firm was also the only firm who 
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explicitly indicated that they attempted to measure individual partners"productivity'. Income 

differentials within this firm were argued to reflect differences in partner productivity, relative 
contnöution, and the consequent award of merit payments. 

(II) Who measures partners' relative 'contribution' ?- 

9 firms indicated that a partnership committee was; 
I 

1. Entrusted with identifying individual partners' 'contribution' to the firm and, 

. 
2. Subsequently invested with authority to determine partners' relative income shares. 

In 1 of these 9 firms, the senior/ managing partner jointly performed the above function with 
a committee. In 1 other firm there was no committee to perform such a task and the senior/ 

managing partner was invested with exclusive authority to assess performance and impose 

penalty/ rewards on the partners. Curiously, it was the case, however, that this firm was one 

of the 2 firms that indicated all partners received the same share of profits - while the senior/ 

managing partner possessed the authority to differentiate income, this authority had not yet 
been exercised. 

Within the 14 firms which attempt to create income differeanais between partners of similar 

seniority and experience, it is true to say that this is done in a fairly crude, subjective and 
largely unsystematic manner. This offers support to Hypothesis 2, which alleges that, where 
firms measure productivity as a determinant of income, they will do so in a fairly subjective 

and unsystematic-manner-'------- -- -- ----- -- ---- 

The firms in the sample have, therefore, been identified and categorised as having two basic 

income division methods and belonging to two size categories. The table below groups firms 

in terms of their revealed characteristics in relation to these two factors. 
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(TABLE 7.16) -- 

tf2f21ff12121f1f1fRff1f211f1t12tf1f1f1ftf2t1f2tRtt21f2f2fff1f1tt2Rtfftfftfftlt2ftfffffftfftf2ftfs 
"+ True Sharing Model firms ;" Productivity Based firms " 

"aa" 

ftliff1f11fffffftf0ftfitlflfffff21i2f1t2f22f2Yf20tff212fffffff22f1o21f2f2ff1l2f2YftftR22Y21ifff111 :: "" seniority "' 
_Pointage 

" -+ +" `ý 
"aaa"--"" 
"' Groupings " Groupings "1=`"" 
"aaa"s 

iffft22tttif2lffft0lffffttftfftSfmf2f2f2ff2f1ffot11ft2fffttff2f21mf2f2f11fttfftfftf2mtfft2ffffft" 
" Small firma : 1,5,6,11, " 2,7,9,10 ""3,8,11,15,25 "_" 

"aa"aa. 
"+ 12,13,16, " (1 firms) "" (5 firms) a" 
"s a" -aaaa". 
"" 17 araa" 
"aaa""a" 
"" (e firms) """"" 
"aaaa "" . 
fff12f2ffffff2f111of1tf222f21222fmf112f121f111fIDt1fft2ff2f1ffffffetf111ftffftfl2tff1mtf1t2ftftlf" 
"+1 : (Total 12 firms) a "(5 firms) "' 
"aaa r" aa" 
"aa ýý_ 

" Large firms : 18,27,32 " 20,22,21 "+1,19,21,23,26,1 " 

"aaaaa" 

`" (3 firms) a 33 28,29,30,31 a" 
"aaaaa" 

""" (4 Firms) aa (9 Firms) a" 
"aaaaa" 

ittffttfffftttifffoffitfif111fff1mtftttlitflflfoffllfTffltfftflltotiiftffftfiffttfftmfffttfftttf' 
"a" 

: 
(Total 7 Firms) a '(9 Firms) " 

"aaa" 
"aa ý1U1AU1A11A1U17ý= 
" Total Firms " 11 Firms a8 Firms aaa" 
"aaaa"" 

"ý"' if2ffti12ftiffft22µ tttfltf1f1f1' 
" Total Sampla aaa 19 Firms "14 Firms " 
"aaa-aa" 
tftltttttlttlfff12If111ififitftttiflfttfttfifitltftftiltffiftttfiiitfftltltfftitfttfitffffftttity 

3.14 The relationship between income levels of different partner seniority groups: 

(TABLE 7.17) 

t2ff2f1f22f12211f21f221212ff11f2f22222f222f121f1111f1ii1ff22222i2f211112f2f2s 
" TSrm No LOCXSTBP POINTäCB PRODINC " 
f2t1111t1121f1122221f22112f2221ff1f211ff1121fff21121f2ff1ý1fff22f21if111f1f1ý 
" 3,1,11, LS. 19,21,23,26,30,31 " 
" (30 firms-30.31) No No Us " 
" 1,5,6,11, I2,16.18,27,32 (9 Tirms"27.31) yes No No " 

" " 2,7,9,10,20,22,21.33 (8 Tirms-21.21) No Yes NO 

- --- -'_25.28.29 (3 ürms"9.11)_-__----- No 
_--- Yes_----Y*s 0 

M M " $. 13,17 (3 Firas. 9.111 M$ 
222ffft11i22fi21212tff2f22f2fffffttttttt±ifttttt222ftttttttffttt±ftttt±ftttt" 
" TOTAL FIRMS 9 11 13 " 
" 1aga FIRMS 27.3 33.3 39.4 " 
B2222fif122f2Itif2fifffiffttftt22i222222222t2itt1ttttfttttttttt2tfftf1ffttt% 
(M-Missing value) 

Description of variables: 
LOGXSTEP-Fixd ratio of incases betW"n seniority groups 
PoIHTSOH-Ratio variable since nusber of points change 
PRODINC-No fixed ratios since productivity included 

The 9 firms within which there was alleged to exist a fixed ratio between seniority groups, 

were all true sharing models (as identified above in TABLE 7.15. ) which grouped partners 
into formal seniority groupings. This describes the lockstep seniority partnership model. 

10 firms indicated, as a result of inclusion of partner productivity (however measured), ratios 
between seniority groups did not make sense. All of these firms were naturally productivity 

model based partnerships. 

8 firms indicated ratios were variable, because the number of points in the partnership 

changed from year to year, and these were all true sharing models who relied upon pointage 

rather than formal groupings to denote seniority. These firms can be regarded as point based 
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modified lockstep models. 

3 firms noted that income ratios between partners of. similar seniority were not. fixed1, firstly, 

as a result of productivity measurement and, secondly, because the number of points in the 
partnership changes year to year. These 3 finns were all productivity based firms, where 

productivity was rewarded (penalised) by allocation (retention) of partnership points. 

2 of the 3 firms that failed to provide inforination here were true sharing model firms, and 1 

was a productivity model partnership. 

3.15 Time taken by partners from initial assumption as partner to reach full seniority 
status: 

(TABLE 7.18) 

$flffiff1t121t1ftffftffttftftftfifftttlfftift2tt1f12fi1ttittl2ftiffilififffffe 
" Fira No NOTSEN CAPCONT Y6ARSO5 Yfil1RS610 Y6AR111S YB71A1620 PSRFORMI" 
iff2ffffffftftlffltfftflftfftftitf121lft1fiff2fif1f2fttitttft2f2fitf1tl11ffft" 
" 2,6,9,12,18,22, ý" 
" 21,25,27,30,31, " 
" 32(12 Firas-36.11) No No No Yes No No No " 
" 11 (1 Firr3.0t) Na No Yes No No No No " 
" 10 (1 firm-3.01) No Yes No No No No No " 
" 14 (1 Firaw3.01) No Yes No No No Ti, No " 
" 17 (1 FSrsr3.01) No Yes Yes No No No No " 
" 1,7,3,16,20,28,33 " 
" (7 Firas-21.21) Yes No No No No No No " 
" 3,1,19,21,23,26,29 " 
" (7 firms-21.21) Yes No No No No No Ti. " 
" 15 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No No No No Yes No " 
"5 (1 Firm-3.01j Yes No Yes No No No No " 

13 
itiitilttf12f21f1f1ttittllftiiff2ff12f1tifttfttffilflfifllfif21f22ffflfiiflff" 
" TOTAL . FIRMS 16 33 12 027" 
" Iege FIRMS 18.5 9.1 9.1 36.1 0 6.1 21.2 " 
t12222f12ttltflltfltttfllffftffffftltfffiltflftffitti1tt21ttf12ffftiffffllitN 
(M-Missing value) 

Description of variables: 
NOTSEN-No full-seniority class 
p1PCVNi-Depends on capital contribution 
YZARSOS- 0-5 years 
YEAAS610- 6-10 years 
YEAR1115- 11-15 years 
YEAP. 1620- 16-20 years 
PERPORMI- Depends on performance 

Firms can be regarded as occupying two major categories here - firstly, firms in which a full 

seniority partner group exists, and secondly, firms in which no full seniority group exists. 1 
firm (a smal ! medium firm with a true sharing model) provided no information and is hence 

coded as a missing value. 

(I) Firms in which there exists a full seniority partner group - further breakdown: 

This grouping comprises 16 firms, of which 9 are small/ medium and 7 are large, and of 

which, 12 employ a true sharing model, and 4 firms a productivity based model. 

12 firms disclosed that partners reached full seniority class in 6-10 years. In 9 of these firms, 

a true sharing model applied and in 3 firms, a productivity model operated. 5 of the 12 firms 

were small/ medium. firms and 7 were large firms. -. 
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The remaining 4 firms are- all small/ medium firms, 3 of which employ true sharing models 
and 1 of which employs a prdddctiviry based model. ' 2 of these firms indicated that full 
seniority class was reached in 0-5 years, but in 1 of them this was dependent on the rate of 
capital contribution to the fine during this period. The 2 remaining firms also noted the time 
to reach full seniority was dependent on the rate of capital contribution, but only one could 
provide a typical period, this being 16-20 years. 

(II) Firms in which no full seniority partner group exists - further breakdown: 

"r 

This grouping comprises of 16 firms, of which 7 are small/ medium and 9 are large. 6 of 
these 16 firms are true sharing model firms and in 10, a productivity model exists. 

7 firms (4 small/ medium and 3 large) indicated that no full seniority partner class existed 
within the firm. Of these 7 firms, 5 employ a true sharing model and 2 employ a productivity 
based model. 

7 firms (1 small/ medium and 6 large) indicated that no full seniority existed as a result of the 
inclusion of performance as a determinant of partner income shares. Naturally, all of these 
partnerships rely on productivity models for income division. 

Ifirm (a'small/ medium firm) employing a productivity based model of income division, 
indicated that full seniority did not exist but that partners' incomes generally peaked after 
16-20 years_as_a partner. 

The last firm (a small/ medium, true sharing model firm) disclosed that full seniority did not 
exist but that partners' incomes generally peaked after 0-5 years as a partner. 

3.16 The skewing of partnership share of income during the period as a partner: 

(TABLE 7.19) 
Sfi2fffltfltif2itt2It1tuff lffitlt2fi1i2f12lfflfill t22lftt111f2ttt11f112ftilt. 
" Firm No STEADY EARLY LATTER PLATEAU TAISOFF PERF0RN2 " 
itiff 22f21221Itfftft2122ft2t22I2ff121221f22f2212t2t2t2tifffiI12lftIf211tf2tifz 
" 2,5,7,8,10,16,20,21,27, " 
" 30,31,32,33 " 
" (13 Firms-39. /f) Yes No No No No No " 
"3 (1 Firm-3.011 Yes No No No No yes " 
" 6,18 (2 Finks-6-11) Yes NO NO yes No NO 
" 9,25 (2 Firms-6-11) Yes NO No yes Yes No 
' 11,22 (2 Firms, 6.11) No Yes No Yes NO No " 
" 15 (1 Firm-3.01) No Yes No Yes Yes No " 
" 12 (1 Firm-3.01) No yes No No No No " 
" 11 (1 Firm-3.01) NO No Yes No No No " 
"1 (1 Firm-3.01) No No Yes Yes Yes No " 
" 1,19,21,26,29 " 
" l5 Firms-15.21) NO No NO No No Yes " 
" 17,28 (2 Firms-6.11) No No No No No No " 
" 23 (1 Firm-3.01) NNNNN Yes " 
* 13 (1 Eizu-3.01) 
ittitt3tittfllitt2121t2ft21ft1t22t212ft1f2tI1t12t22tttttttf2IIt2ttt1fitlttftt" 
" TOTAL FIRMS 18 42817" 

" 1sqý FIRMS 51.5 12.2 6.1 21.2 12.2 21.2 " 
i12t2ttt1fi11i1ttff32f2if32ftSYi22I231Itf2fiff2fff22fiiffit331ttttifft2t2ti2fs. 
(M-Missing values) 
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Description of variables: - STEADY-Income rises steadily 
WILY-Income skewed to earlier years. 
LATTER-Income skewed to latter years - 
PLATWI-Intome plateaus at Maximum level 

. TAILSOFf-Income tails off towards cettrement" 
PERFORM2-Income skewing depends on performance t.: 

As a precursor to categorising fimns using information from TABLE 7.19, some of the firms' 

responses will be initially described -. some firms will thereby escape categorisation. One 

small/ medium firm, employing a true sharing model, provided no additional information 
here. One large firm employing a productivity model, indicated solely that productivity 
determined the skewing of partner income during the period as a partner - its other answers 
being missing values. 2 firms (a small/ medium firm employing a true sharing model, and a 
large firm employing a productivity based model) answered no to all categories in this 

question, thereby escaping categorisation. The remaining firms are, höwever, capable of 
being categorised by shared characteristics. 

(I) Firms whose partner income share basically rises steadily during the period as a 
partner - further breakdown: 

This group contained 10 small/ medium and 8 large firms, of which 13 utilised a pure sharing 

model and 5 utilised a productivity based model. 

The main category in this group of firms comprised of the 13 firms who indicated simply that 

partnership' income share tended to rise steadily during , tfie period as a partner. 6 of these 
firms were small/ medium and 7 were large, with 10 employing a sharing based model and 3 

-- --using a productivity based approach. 

One small/ medium fum which employed a productivity model, noted that the share of 

partnership income share of a partner tended to rise steadily, even though productivity was 
included to differentiate between partners. 

2 firms (1 small/ medium and 1 large), both of which used true sharing based models, noted 

that partners' income shares tended to rise steadily but later plateaued at a maximum level. 

2 other small/ medium firms (1 employing a true sharing model, the other a productivity 
based model), noted a similar situation to the above but additionally disclosed that income, 

thereafter, tended to tail-off towards retirement. 

(II) Firms whose partner income share is skewed towards the earlier years as a partner - 
further breakdown: 

This group enjoyed 4 members, 3 of whom were small medium firms and I of whom was a 

large firm, with equal numbers employing true sharing and productivity based approaches. 
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2 firms (1 small/ medium utilising a productivity model, the other large and employing a true 
sharing model) both indicated that income share was -skewed to the earlier years as a partner 
and later plateaued after a period. 

1 small/ medium firm which utilised a productivity model, added to the response of the above 
firm that income share also tailed-off towards retirement. The last firm, also a small/ medium 
firm but this time utilising a true sharing based approach, noted only that income share was 
skewed to the earlier years as a partner. 

r 

(III) Firms whose partner income share is skewed towards the latter years as a partner 
- further breakdown: 

2 firms (both small/ medium firms employing a true sharing model) noted that income share 
was skewed to the latter years as a partner. 1 additionally noted, however, that income share 
plateaued and, thereafter, tailed-off towards retirement. 

(IV) Firms whose partner income share is solely dependent upon productivity - further 
breakdown: 

All 5 firms in this category were large firms employing a productivity based system of 
" income division. In such a system, partners were responsible for the skewing of their own 

income, to the extent, firstly, that income was related to performance and, secondly, that 
those responsible for assessing this and altering income shares fulfilled their task effectively. . 

3.17 The measure of productivity taken to determine partners' income shares: 

(TABLE 7.20) 
t212222f2221f2f221222f1f111f111212112211f111f2112f2121f2i1f21f22fff1fff12, 
" tira No FARTFROD ADNOC CONTRIH2 FORMULA UND1'REX" 
2f1221ff1f21f112f221f122121f2I1222111f22f11222211f121i122121i11221f12f122ý 
" 1,2,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13, " 
" 16,17,18,20,24,32,33 0 

" (18 Firas-54.51) NO No No No No " 
" 22,27 (2 Firms-6.11) No No No No Us " 
" 3,4,14,15,19,21,23,26,31 " 
" (9 Firms-27.31) Ti. No Yes No No " 
" 29 (1 Firm"3.01) Yes No Yes Yes No " 
" 28 (1 Firm-3.0%) Yes No No No No " 
" 25 Cl Firm-3.0t) Ti. No No Ti, No " 
" 30 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes yes No No No " 
22212211212111111f11212f122f11fi12f1112ff2f2f1fff2fl11f22ff121ff11112111f. 
" TOTAL FIRMS 13 1 10 2" 
" tage FIRMS 39.4 3.0 31.0 6.1 6.1 " 
t1f1111ff21f1f1ff1111111f21f21f2111: If12121221f21f1211f2f2211_*: f222ff2211v 
Description of variables: 
pARTFROD-Fartaar productivitF 
ADDNOC-Adhoc aeasure taken 
CvNTRI82-Contribution 
FORMULA, -Formula used 
UNDEREX-Under examination at present 

In relation to discovering how mechanistic the process of productivity measurement of 
partners is in each of the firms, the above information was collected. From TABLE 7.20 it is 

apparent that 20 firms do not utilise any form of measurement of partners' pröductivity to 
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determine income. The 19 firms identified as true sharing fines are all naturally part of this 
group. The 20th firm is that funs (Firm No. 8), which was categorised as a productivity based 
firm, " where the senior/' managing. partner has exclusive authority to determine- individual 
partners' profit shares - it is recalled that this authority has not been utilised and currently all 
partners of the firm earn the same profit share. 

TABLE 7.20 also illustrates that 2 firms (both large incidentally) are currently examining 
moving from a true sharing model to one which incorporates partner productivity. This is 
indicative of potential problems that can confront a large firm relying upon such a sharing 
model, where agency problems are no longer suppressed effectively by firn culture and self- 
enforced monitoring and incentives. 

([). Firms whose income division method is productivity based - further breakdown: 

9 firms (6 large and 3 small/ medium) indicated that the measurement of partner productivity 
taken within the firm was 'contribution'. Another large firm which disclosed the use of this 
measure, also disclosed it used a formula to calculate individual partners, 'contribution'. 

Another 2 large firms revealed that an attempt was made to measure partner productivity and 
distribute income to partners on that basis - one of these firms disclosing that measurement of 
productivity was conducted in a crude and ad-hoc manner. The remaining small firm of the 
total group of 13 firms, indicated it attempted to measure partner productivity utilising a 
formula constructed to do so. 

Again, evidence is presented above which confirms that measurement of productivity within 
firms to create income differentials is subjectively and often unsystematically accomplished, 
lending support to Hypothesis 2. 

3.18 The formal time recording of hours spent on client business: 

(TABLE 7.21) 
ttf12ft1tfftU2fttlftttt11f1tittttftffttflftf11f11112ftftff11:: t1ftIfffttf, 
" Firm No BILLING MANAG TARGET T: YINC BUDGET- 
t111ttt12tt21ttttfttfttfftftlttttftht111f2ff2fttttllttlftttl:: 1lltfltlltfi 
" 10,13,1{, 15.16 (5 Firms-15.21) Yes No No No No 
" 1.2,3,4.6,7,12,19,21,22,24,25. 
" 30,31.33 (15 Firms-45.51) Yes Yes No No No 
" 9.11,20,26.27 (S Firms-15.21) Yes Yes No No Yes 
" 29 (1 Firm-3-01) Yes Yes No : 'es No 
" 5,17,28 (3 Firms-9.11) Yes Yes Yes No No 
" 23,32 (2 Firms, 6.11) Yes Yes Yes no Yes 
" 8,18 (2 Firms-6.11) NO No No No No " 
ffl2ttffflfltttttlftfl2tttt22titttttltltltltffttttttttttttt::::::: tiftttit" 
" TOTAL FIRMS 31 26 57 
" loge FIRMS 93.9 78.8 15.2 3.3 21.2- 
t1Iflftttflllftltf11tftffttf2flttlftittltlttf11ftftItttttttI:::: IlftrtrIxI, 
Description of variables: 
BILLING-Time recorded for billing purposes 
MANAG-Tine recording for sunageeent purposes 
TARGET-Fee income/ time billing targets 
TIMINC-Time spent is direct deterstinant of partner income 
BUDGET-Partnots have time/ fee income budgets 
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Formal time recording of hours spent an client business was, as expected, fairly widespread 
throughout the sample, with only 2 firms indicating that this was not recorded. I of these 
firms was large and utilised a' true-sharing bargain - this- type of sharing model arguably 

renders time recording, at least as a check on partner productivity, less important since levels 

of trust between partners not to shirk must be high for a true sharing model to survive: 

The other firm in which there was no - formal time recording, was small and utilised a 

productivity model (again this was the firm in which the senior/- managing partner has 

exclusive authority to determine partners' relative profit shares but where partners at present 
earned identical profit shares). This fi'ms' organisational structure was atypical and 
exceptional in many respects, defying logical explanation across many of its dimensions. 

A total of 5 firms (all small) used time recording for billing purposes only. Of these firms 3 

employed sharing models and 2 employed productivity models. In small/ medium firms, 

regardless of type of sharing/ productivity model, time recording for management and 

monitoring purposes is arguably less important than in large firms - time spent by partners is 

more easily identified and attributed to individuals and mutual monitoring is strong. 

A total of 26 firms, 12 small/ medium and 14 large firms, used time recording both for the 

purposes of billing clients and management purposes. 15 of these firms used true sharing 

models, and 11 utilised productivity based systems. 

The first main category that can be identified, as a subset of this group of 26 firms, is that 

group of 15 firms (7 small/ medium and 8 large) which indicate only they use time recording 
for both of the aforementioned purposes. Of these firms, 8 employ true sharing models and 7 

employ productivity models - time recording can be viewed as having an equally. high 

incidence in both types of sample firms. 

Given its overwhelming presence in firms of both types of partnership income division, time 

recording can be viewed as desirable. In true sharing firms, time recording can simply 

reinforce mutual and self-enforced monitoring, where it is known by partners that such 
information is being constantly collected, regardless of whether it is actually used or not. It 

was indicated by many firms that while time information was collected for management 

purposes, it was seldom used. However, it remains perceived as a potential weapon which 

could be brought in to stop a shirking problem. In productivity based systems, shirking is 

expected to be less of a potential problem. Time recording in that respect does not have to 

perform a monitoring function, but will still be desirable feature of the firm to help evaluate 

partners' relative 'contribution', where time spent attending to clients is likely to be an 

important constituent of such a productivity measure. 
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In 5 firms (3 large and 2 small/ medium) it was also indicated that, in addition to time 
recording for both purposes, partners have their own time/ fee income budgets. 4 of these 
firms utilised a true sharing based model and 1, a productivity model. 

In one large firm employing a productivity approach, time spent by a partner attending to 
client business was disclosed as a direct determinant of a partner's income share. 3 firms (2 

small sharing based and 1 large productivity based firm) indicated that, in addition to time 
recording for billing and management purposes, fee incomel billing targets were used. 

The remaining 2 firms (both large but one, of each income division type), in addition to time 
recording for management and billing purposes, also employed fee income/ billing targets and 
partner time/ fee income budgets. 

3.18 The formal requirement for partners to spend at least a set minimum time on client 
business: 

(TABLE 7.22) 
ttftttttßfftlfltttftfttfttttffttffftttfffftflttffftftitttttf111tttftfttfftttt, 

Firm No MINSS? NOPMPSC CONBUDG DEPTBUDG " 
itttttttftttflftttfttfttfttftttftttttttflttttlltttttfttttttttttttttfftttttttft 
" 1,2,7,8,10,13,17,18,21,25,29,30 " 
" (12 liras-36.41) No No No No " 
" 9,11,20,24,26,27,28.32 (8 Firms-24.21) NO No Yes No " 
"5 (1 Firm-3.01) No No Yes Yes " 
" 6,12,14,15,16,19,31,33 (8 firms-24.21) No Yes Na- No " 
" 23 (1 Firm-3.01) No Yes Yes No " 
"4 (1 Firm-3.01) No Yes Yes Yes " 
"3 (1 Fir--3.01) " Yes No No No " 
" 22 (1'Fiss-3.01) Yes Yes No No " 
ifttttttttttttfttttttfftttttftitfttftttflttffttttftlfttftttifttttttttifftffll" 
" TOTAL FIM 2 11 11 2- 

" ltag 
tltttfllitttftff1111fff1111111tfttfffttlllttftlltttltlftfttflttftfflltfttys 

FIRMS 6.1 33.3 33.3 6.1 " 
ßlt 
Description of variables: 
MINSET-Minimum haus to be spent on client business set in contract ----------------__ 
P RNPBC-NO minima- set but nova recognised 
CONBUDG-Number of hours spent on client business is consistent with individual partner budgets 
DHPTBUDG-Number of hours spent on client business is consistent with individual department budgets 

In only 2 firms (1 small productivity based firm and 1 large true sharing based firm) was 
there a formal minimum set in partners' contracts relating to the amount of time which had to 
be spent attending to client business. Within this large firm a norm above this minimum was 

recognised in terms of time expected to be spent on client business. 

In a total of 11 firms (including the large firm above) it was held to be the case that a norm 

was recognised and expected. Of these 11 firms, 3 were small true sharing based firms, 1 was 

a large true sharing based firm, 3 were small productivity based firms and 4 were large 

productivity based firms. 

In 2 of above 11 fines (1 large sharing based firm and 1 small/ medium productivity based 

firm) time spent on client business was also viewed as consistent with individual partners' 
budgets, In the large firm, time spent on client business was consistent with departmental 

budgets. 
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Of those 21 firms in which neither a minimum was set, nor a norm was recognised, the. 
following patterns were observed between respondents. 9 small firms and 5; laige firms 

employed true sharing based models, and 2 small firms and 5 large firms utilised productivity 
based models of income division. 

12 firms (6 small and 1 large true sharing based, and 1 small and 4 large productivity based) 

were members of the group which revealed no information in the above table, other than the 
fact that they set no formal minimum time to be spent attending to client business. 

r 

8 firms (2 small and 4 large true sharing based, and 2 large productivity based) formed the 

next grouping. These firms all disclosed that time spent on client business was only 
contingent upon the need to satisfy the requirements of individual partner budgets. Another 

small sharing based firm, in addition to the information disclosed by these last 8 firms, also 
revealed that the time spent on client business was related also to departmental budgets. 

3.19 The enforcement of time spent attending to client business: 

(TABLE 7.23) 
ttft2122ttffttft11121f22112212122222ff22it22t22fft tiff Witt flf21t122fffffe 

" Firm No PEER FEETARG EXPBUDG TIMEREC" 
itttttfifftttttfttfitttttfttttttftttttflt2itttttttttf±tttiftttt22ttttt22tt& 
" 8,10,16,17.18 (5 Firms-15.21) No No No No " 
" 12,14,15,21 (4 firms-12-11) Yes No No No " 
"1 (1 Firm-3.0%) No Yes No No " 
" it (1 Firr3.01) No No Yes No " 
" 1,2,3,5,6,7,13,30.33 (9 Firms-27.3%) No No No Yes " 
" 9,19,21,22,25,29,31 (7 Firms 21.21) Yes No No yes " 
" 23,32 (2 firms"6.21) Yes Yes Yes Yes " 
" 20,26.27 (3 Firms-9-11) No No Yes Yes " 

" 28 (1 Firmw3.01) ---- ----- -- NO -Yes No --- --des -"--- - 
fit it ttlittittitttttttttttttttittttttttittttttttttttftttftittttitttttttttt. 
" TOTAL FIRMS 13 46 22 " 
" tags FIRMS 39.4 12.1 18.2 66.7 " 

ß112ftt2t22221fif2fff2tft2tttlf2fftt22ftftftf22tttftf±fffftftflfft2212t±ttý. 
Description of variables: 
PEER-Pair pressure 
FEETARG-Pee income targets 
EYPBUDc-Expenses budgets 
TIMEREC-Time recording 

The previous table examined the factors firms believed to establish a minimum, or in the 

absence of a formal minimum, a norm, in relation to time spent by partners on client 
business. TABLE 7.23, above, presents mechanisms within firms which act to enforce any 

stated formal minimum, or established norm, in relation to time spent on client business. 

5 of the. respondents here did not indicate the existence of any enforcement mechanism to 

ensure partners spent time on client business, 4 of them being true sharing firms. It is 

expected that in pure sharing firms, partners are strongly relied on to self-motivate as this is a 

necessary condition for the survival of a sharing based system, thereby negating the need for 

formal constraints/ enforcement mechanisms. 4 firms mentioned only that peer group pressure 

was the enforcement mechanism to ensure partners spent time on client business. 2 of these 

firms were again true sharing based. finns and the other 2, although being productivity based, 
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were small/ medium firms where mutual monitoring is expected to be strong due to small 
group practice. 2 firms, 1 large productivity_based and 1 small sharing based, saw fee income 

targets and expenses budgets, respectively, as coercing partners into spending time on-client 
business. 

Of the 31 firms which indicated in TABLE 7.21 time recording was used either for billing, or 

management purposes (or both), 22 revealed they thought this enforced either a minimum, or 

norm, in relation to time spent on client business. In 9 of these firms (7 of which were true 

sharing based), this was perceived to be the only enforcement mechanism in the firm which 
ensured partners spent time on client business. This time recording constraint was seen as 

successfully operating regardless of its formality and its use/ non-use as a management tool 

aimed at checking on shirking. Time recording and peer group pressure was seen in 

combination by a further 7 firms to act as the enforcement mechanism to ensure partners 

spent time on client business - only 2 of these fines relied on a true sharing model, whereas 5 

relied on a productivity based system. 5 of the 7 firms were also large firms, where mutual 

monitoring could be expected to be less effective and weaker due to increased partner 

numbers. 

In 2 large firms, 1 from each category of income division type, a combination of time 

recording, fee income targets, expenses budgets and peer group pressure was disclosed as 

enforcing any formal minimum or established norm in relation to time spent on client. 
business. The resultant enforcement mechanism appears to be fairly strong in these 2 firms 

since they rely on 3 mechanisms in combination to bolster peer group monitoring - which 
-could be expelled to be weaker in such firrnsdue to-large-practice size. 3 large firms (2 true 

sharing based and 1 productivity based) indicated they believed the combination of time 

recording and fee income targets would act as the enforcement mechanism. Again in these 

firms, it is demonstrated that reliance on more formal constraints is preferred - there was no 

mention of the existence of peer group pressure by these firms. This is indicative of low levels 

of peer group monitoring existing in these 3 large firms, resulting in the requirement to rely 

on more formal time enforcement mechanisms. The final firm, a large productivity based 

firm, again fails to mention peer group pressure as being relevant here, preferring instead to 

mention the combined enforcement role of time recording and fee income targets. 

Of the firms that mention peer group pressure and its importance as a constraint in the firn, 5 

are small, 3 are large sharing based firms, and 5 are large productivity based firms which 

also rely on either time recording, expenses budgets or fee income targets (or all 3). This is an 

intuitively pleasing result since it indicates those firms where peer group pressure could be 

expected to be stronger and those where it could be expected to be weaker, thus requiring 

bolstering by more formal constraints. 
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It is apparent from TABLE 7.23 that incentives facing lawyers within the firm are typically 
fairly weak and indirect, offering support to Hypothesis 4. This states that lawyers will 
respond to incentives other than monetary ones in their decision to undertake certain activities 
within the firm. From TABLE 7.21 it will be recalled that in only 1 firm is it the case that 
partners are directly compensated for time spent attending to. -client business. In 13 firms, 
compensation is at best linked indirectly to time spent on client business through some form 

of productivity based income division system. In such systems, time spent attending to client 
business is typically but one of many components of the productivity measure used to assess 
partners' relative profit shares. In the 19 true sharing based firms, partners are simply 
expected to spend time on client business and appear generally willing to do so as the firms 
mutual monitoring and self-enforcing incentive structures are strong and effective. 

3.20 Incentives encouraging partners to spend more than minimum time on client 
business: 

(TABLE 7.24) ' 
t11111f111fI11f12111fff112fffffffffffff1ftill 1ffill fllflflfflfffflfffffllffffllfflllfffff111f13D 
0 Firs No DIRC PRO NEW COW PRO! [ CONS LOSP rNCI RETA PRBS ENHA CONS OSH" 
" ONP [IT ORK ONIT HOPS WRK IRK NCON INC TSUC NCS IDER SR9" 
it111fff2111t11f11ltiftttitittt2f1221tt2111111titiliittt1tt12tlitltfltililtif1111111ililttlllt" 
" 2,17(2 Firma-6.11) No 
" 8,21(2 Firs-6.1%) No 
" 25 (1 Firm-3.01) No 
" 33 (1 Firm-3.01) No 
" 23 (1 Firm-3.01) No 
" 18 (1 Firm-3.01) No 
"1 (1 Firm-3.01) No 
"7 (1 Firm-3.0t) No 
"6 (1 fir-3.01) No 
" 10 (1 Firr3.011 No 
" it (1 Fir2-3.01) No 

NO NO 
No 

No No No Yes No No No No No NO " 
No Yes No No No No No Ti, No No " 
Ti. No No No No No No No No No " 
Yes No No Yes No No No No No No " 
Yes No No Yes= No Yes No No No No " 
No No No No No No No No No No " 
No No Yes No so No No No Yes No " 
No No Yes No No Yes No No No No " 
No Yes Yes No No No No No No No " 
Yes No No No Yes No No Yes No No " 
No No No No No No No No No No " 
No No No No Yes No No Yes No No " 
No No No No Yes Yes No No No ft e 

No No NO No Us No No No No No No " 
No --No -- No-- No- - YON 
No No No No Yes 
No No No No yes 
No No No No Yes 
No No No Yes Yes 
No No YON No No 
No No Yes No s Yes 
No Yes No No No 
No Yes Yes No No 
No Yes Yes No Yes 
Yes No No yes No 
Yes No No Yes Yes 
Yes No No Yes Yes 
Yes No Yes No YON 
Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

No ---No- ---No- -- No- --Yes -No "---- 
No No Yes No No No " 
Yes No No No No No " 
Yes No No No Yes No " 
No No No Yes No No " 
No No No No No No " 
Yes No No No No No " 
Yes No No No No No 
No No No Yes No No " 
Yes No No Yes No No " 
Yes No No No No No " 
Yes Yes No No Yes No " 
Yes Yes Yes No No No " 
Yes No Yes yes No No 
Yes No No Yes No No 

" 29 (1 Firm-1.01) Yes Yes No No No No Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No " 
ttttttttttttttttftttttfttttttfftttttttfttttt±tttttttttttttltttftttttttftttttttt ttttttttxit±f s 
" TOTAL FIRMS 1 20 12 689 19 14 63940. 
" sage FIRMS 3.0 60.6 36.1 26.2 24.2 27.2 57.6 42.4 18.2 9.1 27.2 12.1 0" 
tt212f21222it2ftltt2f12t111t212tt1tttttltt2it12ttt2ttittttttttttttllttttttttttttf222ttttf1tt12ý+ 
Description of variables: 
DIRCOMP-Direct compensation for time spent on client business 

PROFIT-Profit motive 
NECWORK-Necessity when working in law 

COMMOHIT-Cosstittses monitor time spent 
pROMHOPE-Hope of promotion 
CDNMRK-Control personal workload 
LOYFIRM-Loyalty to the firm 

INCINcoM-Increase personal inc. omRETAINC-retain 
and increase client bass 

PRESTSUC-Prestige and success 
ENHANCE-Enhance contribution 
CONSIDER-Considorinq new sharing model at present 

OTHERS-Other 

No Yes No No Yes Yes No No No No No No " 
No No 
No No 
No NO 
No No 
No No 
No Us 
No Yss 
No yes 
No yes 
No Yes 

=" 11 (1 firs-3.0I) No Yes 
"3 (1 fira-3.01) No yes 
"S (1 Tirsr3.01) No Yom 
" 16 (1 fink-3.0%) No yes 

-" 27- (1 Tirr3.01 J -No - -Y. s 
" 32 (1 Firs-3.01) No Yes 
" 20 (1 firm-1.0%) No Yes 
" 22 (1 Firs-3.01) No Yes 
" 15 (1 firs-3.01) No Yes 
" 30 (1 Firm-3.011 No Yes 
" 29 (1 firr3.01) No Yes 
" 26 (1 first-3.0%) 140 Yes 
" 31 (1 fix=-3-01) No Yes 
" 21 (1 Firs-3.01) No Yes 
" 13 (1 firm-3.0I) No Yes 
" 12 (1 Firs-3.01) No yes 
"9 (1 Tira-3.01) No yes 
"4 (1 firm-3.01) No Yes 
" 19 (1 Firs-3.01) No Ti. 

The formality of incentives within the firm which operate to encourage partners to. spend 
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more than a minimum on client business, are now examined in this section. In view of the 
diversity of sample firms' responses in this section, firms are categorised- as follows to 
facilitate ease of analysis:: " = 

(I) Firms in which there is a direct monetary incentive to spend more than a minimum of 
time on client business - further breakdown: 

This first group enjoys only 1 inhabitant (Firm No. 29) - that being the aforementioned firm in 

which partners are directly compensated for time spent on client business. This direct 

incentive is a result of the formality and mechanistic nature of the productivity based income 

division model used by this large exceptional firm. Direct incentives are thus very rare among 
firms of this sample, indicating that firms generally rely on indirect incentives. 

(II) Indirect monetary incentives perceived by partners to encourage them to spend 
more than a minimum of time on client business - further breakdown: 

In this firm grouping the following indirect monetary incentives are examined, 1) Profit 

motive, 2) Committees monitoring time spent, 3) Hope of promotion, 4) Increase personal 
income and 5) Enhance contribution. 

20 firms noted a profit motive, 14 disclosed a desire to increase personal income, 8 noted that 

committees monitored time spent, 8 indicated hope of promotion, and 9 firms recognised a 
desire to enhance 'contribution'. All of these were viewed as indirect incentives which are, to a 

greater or lesser extent, linked in some way to increased personal or firm income. 

(III) Indirect non-monetary incentives perceived by partners to encourage them to 

spend more than a minimum of time on client business - further breakdown: 

In this grouping the following indirect non-monetary incentives are examined; 1) Necessity of 

work, 2) Control workload, 3) Loyalty to the firm and other partners, 4) Retain current 

clients and increase client base, 5) Prestige and perceived success of working for current firm. 

These incentives are not strongly linked directly with increasing either personal, or total firm 

income. 

In this group, 12 fines noted the necessity of spending long hours attending to client business 

in the legal profession as being a characteristic feature of being a lawyer. 9 firms indicated 

the desire of partners to control their personal workloads, and 19 firms noted loyalty to the 

firm and other partners, as providing an incentive to spend time on client business. Finally, 6 

firms recognised a desire by partners to retain clients and increase the current client base, and 

3 viewed the personal prestige and success of being a partner in that firm, as creating 

incentives for partners to spend more than the minimum required time on client business. 
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4 firms. finther disclosed that they were currently considering a new sharing model, 
presuinably-because they felt that the existing mechanisms were failing to provide partners 
with sufficient incentive to spend. more time than a minimum attending to client business - all 
of these firms were true sharing based firms. 

(IV) Firms who rely exclusively upon indirect non-monetary incentives - further 
breakdown: 

Overall, 7 firms relied exclusively on indirect non monetary incentives to encourage partners 
"r 

to spend more than a minimum of time attending to client business. These firms (Firm Nos. 

1,2,6,7,8,17 & 24), in all but one case used true sharing based income distribution methods. 
The one productivity based small firm again is the firm where the managing partner has 

exclusive authority to determine partners respective profit shares, but at present all partners 
earn the same share of profits. For the purposes of examining the current segment of the 
incentive structure under observation, this firm essentially operates as a true sharing 
partnership. This firm disclosed that partners loyalty to each other and to the firm, provided 

sufficient incentive to spend more than a minimum time attending to client business. 

Essentially all of the firms relying exclusively on indirect non-monetary incentives are true - 
sharing based firms. This result confirms the intuitive proposition that firms where these 

types of incentives are likely to be reliable in encouraging partners to spend more than a 

minimum time on client business, will be sharing oriented - where mutual monitoring and 

self-enforcement of incentives are typically strong. 

Where there is reliance upon indirect incentives, there is a property rights problem since 
increased effort by one partner not only benefits that partner, but also- his colleagues. Al a 

result of this appropriability problem, the partner will receive a disproportionately small 

return from the total benefits from his increased effort. This is not a problem if all partners of 

the firm do this at some point since costs and benefits will be shared in the longer term. 

In an organisation where sharing is a primary feature, such weakly defined incentives can be 

expected to be sufficient to motivate individuals to behave in a manner in which personal 
benefit is not always a prime consideration. This is the essence of true sharing ! 

(V) Firms who rely exclusively upon indirect monetary incentives - further breakdown: 

7 firms (Firm Nos. 3,11,25,26,30,31 & 33) indicated they relied exclusively upon indirect 

monetary incentives to encourage partners to spend more than a minimum time on client 

business. 5 of these 7 firms relied upon productivity based income division models, with the 

remaining 2 relying on a true sharing based system. Of these 2 true sharing based firms, 1 
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was large, indicating that mutual monitoring and self-enforcement of incentives may be 
unreliable in large firms, and 1 was small, simply indicating that the desire to increase firm 
profits was the sole motivation of the partner. 

(VI) Firms who rely on both indirect monetary. and non monetary_ incentives - further 
breakdown: 

Of the 18 remaining fines, 7 were productivity based firms and 11 were true sharing based 
firms. Of the true sharing based firms, 6 were small/ medium and 5 were large, and of the 
productivity based firms, 2 were small/ medium and 5 were large. In these firms, it is 

r 
generally perceived that the revealed incentive structures are required to encourage partners 
to spend more than a minimum of time attending to client business. In these firms, bolstering 
of indirect non-monetary incentives with indirect monetary incentives is required as it is 
perceived that non-monetary ones would fail to provide sufficient incentive on their own. 

It is apparent from the above table, and from previous tables, that the law firm typically 
places a fair degree of reliance on the lawyers' internal monitor/ conscience, combined with 
peer group pressure to provide sufficient incentive to engage in non-directly compensated 
activities within the firm. It is also apparent that the culture of the. firm is sufficiently strong 
in certain firms to enable them to rely exclusively on indirect non-monetary incentives. Such 
firms (and many other firms), rely greatly on peer group pressure to encourage mutual 
monitoring between partners and loyalty of partners to the firm and colleagues, and the like, 
to provide a large part (if not all) of the incentive structure of the firm. It is, therefore, 
concluded that in the typical law firm, the lawyer's internal monitor and the culture of the 
-- ---- ---- ----------------- - ---- ---- -- --- - -------------- - -------- --- - ------- ----- - -- firm is strong enough to obviate the provision of specific incentives for lawyers to engage in 

many activities within the firm. This supports Hypothesis 5, which states this will be the case. 

3.21 The likely success of grabbing using a threat of leaving as bargaining chip: 

(TABLE 7.25) 
EflttttttittfitttttttttUtttt ttfttttttttttttttttttititttttttitttttftftttttttfo 
" Firm No MORE LESS NOT PTRN NEVE DEPI ADVA PROB- 
" SUC SUC WAY OTQA RBAD NDIV NCE FUT 
tt±titttitttiitttf211tHttttitittfttttttitittttttttititfftltitltlittitt1tt1Ui 
" 6,16,18,22,26,21,29,32 
" (8 Firms-24.21) No No Yes No NO No No No 
" 2,5,13,23,33 (5 Firms-15.21) No No Yes No No No Yea No 
" 25,31 (2 Firms-6.11) No No Yes No No Yes No No 
"$ (1 Firm-3.0%) No No Yea No No No No yes " 
" 28 (1 Firm-3.01) No No No No Yes Yes No No " 
" 10 (1 Firm'. 3.01) No No No No Yes Yes No Yes 
" 19,21.26 (3 Firms-9-11) No No No No No Yes No No " 
"8 (1 Firm-3.01) No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
" 30 (1 Firm-3.01) No Yes No No No No No No " 
" 1,14,17 (3 Firms-9.11) No Yes Yes No No No No No 
" 9,11,20 (3 Firms, 9.11) No yes yes No Yes No No No " 
" 15 (1 Firm-3.01) No Yes Yes No Yes No Yes No 
"3 (1 Firm=3.01) No Yes Yes Yes No No No No " 
"7 (1 Firm-3-01) Yes No No NO No Yes No No " 
" 12 (1 Firmý3.01) Yes No No No No Yes No Yes " 
tttlltttltltitltlttlttttttttttttittttttttttttttttttitttttittttttitlittttttttfI 
" TOTAL FIRMS 29 24 27 10 73 
" Sage FIRMS 6.1 27.2 72.7 6.1 21.2 30.3 21.2 9.1 
Gf1111ffIIlt122tfiffflff2f21fitt11111tffIttiittttttt1lfiitl21tltitItltItitttIv 
Description of variables: 
NORESUC-Grabbing more successful if threat to leave firm 

LES55UC-Grabbing Less successful if threat to leave firm 
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NOTWAY-Not done this way 
PTANOTQA-May work for a partner but not a QP 
NEVERHAD-We have never had the situation arising before 
DSPINDIV-Depends on who it is that is grabbing/ threatening to leave 
ADVANCE-Income shares are agreed in advance so cannot grab 
PSOBPUT-May become more of a problem in the future 

ý-! . 

In relation to the situation of a partner threatening to leave the firm, ' and using this as a 
hostage to grab a larger share of income, the information contained in TABLE 7.25 is 

presented for analysis. 

The most significant fact here is that 24 of the 33 firms indicated that this was just simply not 
a situation which would arise within their partnerships. 

r 

In only 2 firms was it indicated that using the threat to leave would be likely to render a 
partner's attempt to grab a larger share of firm profits more successful. Both of these firms 
indicated that it would depend very much on the individual in question, with one firm 

additionally disclosing that this type of problem may occur *with increasing frequency in 
future. Strangely, both of these firms currently employed true sharing based income division 

methods - such grabbing would be largely inviable as partner shares are mutually agreed in 

advance. 

Of those 9 firms that indicated that using a threat of leaving to grab a larger share of firm 

profits, would be likely to render this attempt less successful, 4 were productivity based firms 

and 5 were true sharing based. All but 1 of these firms indicated that this was simply not the 

manner in which such things happened within their finns. This firm indicated no information 

other than the fact that the attempt would be likely to be less successful. 4 firms also 
disclosed that they had never experienced such a situation as yet, with 1 additionally 
indicating that such an attempt would be unviable as shares are pre-agreed in advance. The 

final firm disclosed that while threatening to leave would be likely to render a claim for 

increased profit shares, such a claim may work for a partner in exceptional cases but would 
definitely not work for a QA. 

22 firms (12 sharing based firms and 10 productivity based firms) indicated that threatening 

to leave would neither increase or decrease chances of grabbing being successful. 16 of these 

22 firms indicated this was simply not the manner in which things were done, 5 of whom 
indicated that shares were agreed in advance, rendering such behaviour inviable. 2 

productivity based firms disclosed the success or otherwise of such behaviour would depend 

on the individual in question. The last of these 16 firms merely added that this behaviour may 

become more prevalent and cause problems in future. 

All remaining 6 of the initial 22 firms, indicated that the success or otherwise of such an act 

would depend on the individual concerned 3 firms disclosed that they had never as yet 
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encountered such a situation, 1 of them adding that this may become more of a problem in the 
firture, and another adding that such an attempt may work for a partner but not for a QA. 

_ .ýýý_,... 

It has been previously demonstrated-that lawyers within the firm are likely to typically exhibit 

a low tendency to -shirk. It is apparent from the information contained in TABLE 7.25 that 
the strength of the lawyer's internal monitor is likely also to result in a low incidence of 
grabbing (and threatening to leave to facilitate grabbing) in law firms. This information 

affirms Hypothesis 7, which states that the lawyers internal monitor will typically be strong, 
resulting in a low tendency to shirk, grab and leave. 

r 

3.22 Individual partner compensation for time spent on non-client billable activities: 

(TABLE 7.26) 
tfftftffttttttttitffittttitttfttitiiiftfiitttttiftttttfttffttftffttttttttiiff. 
" Firs No NEWCLI NONBILL SUPTRAN MANA[SIN NODIRCOM MAYCHANG- 
ttltttttttftiffftftttttttttftttttttttttttittttfttitittttftittttitttttttttttlf" 
" 1,2,3,4,5,6,8.9,10,11,13, 
" 14, 

X15,16.17,18,19,20,21, " " 23,4,25,26,28,30.31,32, 
" 33 (28 Firms-84.81) No No No No Ti. No " 
" 7,12,22,27 (4 fLrss. 12.21) No No No -No Yes Yes " 
" 29 (1 firs-3.01) Yes '(Si Yes Yes No No " 
itf1fitfitiittttlttlttttftffffttftftttttftfifffffflttttititfftftttftttflfttit" 
" TOTAL FIRMS 1111 32 4" 
" 1aqq" FIRMS 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 97.0 12.2 " 
tttlltfftittiiftiffftftftfftfftffttlfii22222tftiffittfttfttttiitittttttfttttt*. 
Description of variables: 
N6wCLI-Compensation for attraction of now Clients 
NONBILL-Compensation for nor-billable client attention 
SUFTWI-Caspensatiot for supervision and training of staff 
MANADMIN-Compensation for management and Administration 
NODIRCOM-NO direct Compensation for such activities 
MAYCRANG-Compensition system say change in the future to accommodate such activities 

In relation to activities engaged in by partners (other than client billable ones), the 

--information contained in TABLE 7.26 above was gathered in relation to compensation. 

It is immediately evident that in all but one of the firms, there was no direct compensation for 

partners spending time on activities other than those which were client billable. In this 

exceptional firm, partners received direct compensation for time spent on attraction of new 

clients, non billable client attention, supervision and training of staff; and time spent on 

management and administration. In 4 of the firms it was indicated that the compensation 

system may change in the future to accommodate partner compensation for such activities. 
All 4 of these firms currently employed a true sharing approach to income division. 

In the remaining 28 firms there was no compensation for time spent on these activities. 15 of 

these firms were true sharing based firms who simply expected partners to engage in such 

activities (and whose partners expected to do so). In such firms reliance is placed upon 

partners' internal monitors which, in combination with peer group pressure, should jointly 

coerce partners into participating in these activities without direct or indirect compensation. 
In the remaining 13 firms productivity systems operate and consequently, such activities 

" should be attractive for partners to engage in. 
" .. 
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Hence, in general, the typical law firm does not provide direct incentives for partners to 
engage. in such activities, reaffirming Hypothesis 6.. This would suggest that either indirect 
incentives are sufficient, or that such activities are functionally delegated to individuals. 
Initially, indirect incentives will be examined in the following text. 

(I) Non-monetary incentives for partners to engage in non-client billable activities: 

(TABLE 7.27) 
ttlttfiititiiifiiiftiififttittitfftitiittififfftfitfitftftftitfittfttfitfltt. 
" Firn No RSFCOMIR FLAIR FIRMGOOD NECESS DBLSG OiHSR10" 
iifitflitttttfttttfttftftfffitfftititfffttittttittttLtfiftltttitifiiftfffitf" 
" 33 (1 Firm-3.01) No No No No 

, 
Yes No 

"9 (1 Firm-3.01) No No No Yes 'Yoe No 
" 8,32 (2 Firms-6.11) No No No Yes No No 
" 22,27 (2 Firms-6.11) No No Yes No No No 
" 2,6,13,17,18,21 (6 Firms-18.21) No No Yes yes No No 
" 5,12 (2 Firss-6.11) No No Yes Yes Yes . No 
" 21,23,25,26,31 (5 Firms-15.21) Yes No No No No No 
" 19 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No No No Yes No 
" 15 Cl Firm-3.01) Yes No No Yes Yes No 
" 4,28 (2 Firms-6.11) Yes No Yes No No No 
" 3,11 (2 Firms-6.11) Yes No Yes Yes No No 
" 1.7,10,16 (6 Firms-12.21) No Yes 'Yes Yes No iNo 
" 30 (1 Firm-3.01) No Yes Yes No No No 
" It (1 Firm-3.01) No Yes Yes No Yes No 

. 

S 

S 

S 

. 
" 20 (1 Firm-3.01) No Y"s No No No No " 
" 29 (1 firm-3.0%) MMMMMM" 
3222t12121112f1ftf2122fttf22ft2fttttff2f2f1fffttf2ffttfttttitttltft2ff2fttft" 
" TOTAL rims 11 7 20 18 70" 
" 1eq* PIAHS 33.3 21.2 60.6 SI. S 21.2 0" 
bt2itttitf22221tt1t2ffftttttttf2ftfif111fft1tlt1ff22tt1titttttt122ftt2t222t2ý. 
(M-Missing) 

Description of variables: - 
REFCONIR-Reflected indirectly in contribution 
FLAIR-Same partners demonstrate a flair for than so specialise in them 
FIRM GOOD-Done for the good of the firs 
NRCESS-Done out of necessity 
DELEG-Delegated by partners cammittae/ meting 
OTRERlO-Other 

The firm which provided no information here is, of course, the firm that used direct monetary - 
incentives to compensate partners for engaging in these activities. 

11 firms (all of whom employed a productivity based model) indicated that partners engaging 
in such activities would have this reflected in their assessed 'contribution'. Within this group 

of firms, 4 firms noted that partners engaged in such activities for the good of the firm, 3 

noted that they were engaged in out of necessity, and 2 noted that certain tasks of this sort 

were engaged in primarily because they were delegated to particular persons. 

Of the remaining 21 firms (15 true sharing based and 6 productivity based) 7 indicated that 

certain individuals demonstrated a flair for certain activities, therefore, gravitated towards 

them, 16 noted that such activities were engaged in for the good of the firm, 15 disclosed that 

they were done out of necessity, and 5 firms noted that such tasks were engaged in because 

they were delegated to certain individuals within the firm. 

Overall, there existed a delegation procedure in 7 of the firms which essentially obviated 

much of the problem of providing sufficient direct and indirect incentives to engage in these 
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activities. The extent of delegation in these activities across firms is examined in greater detail 
below. With a view to providing evidence in support of Hypothesis 6, which states that the 
influence of the lawyers internal monitor, - 

and the culture of. the firm; will weaken in larger 
firms requiring more formal constraints and incentives for partners of the. firm, it- is necessary 
to examine the following; - 

1. Whether formal incentives more commonly exist in large firms and, 
2. Whether greater functicnalisation occurs in large firms. 

3.23 Functional responsibility in the firm for non-client billable activities: 

(TABLE 7.28) 

$ififfiffifffiffffiffffffflfffifflfffiffffffffffffifttttft11fifffififffflffittfffitfffflfffififfififftttttftfa 
" Firm No PAR PTA PTR PTR PTA DEP DEP DEP DEP DEP CON CON CON CON CON NON NON NON NON NON DOW 
" THE TRA MAN NOB NEW THE TTR TMA, TNO THE MRS MIR NMA NNO NEW RES IRA MAN NOB NEW NLO" 
" SP IN IL CL SP At N BI WC SP At N BI CL P IN IL CL AD 
ifffitIIIffiftfiffitItiff ffffiltiff fitfffiftitfifIIffitffitifffitftiftttiftftttftfitftttffitfitiffttiftiffifIs 
" 13 No No No No No No No No No No No No No No No No No No No No No 
"6 No No No No No No No No No No No No No No No No No Yes No No No 
"2 No No No No No No No No No No No Yo: - Yes No No No No Yes No No No 
" 15 No No No No No No Yes No No No No YeYes No No No No No No No No " 
"4 No No NO Yes No No No Yes Yes No No No Yes yes No No No No No No yes* 
" 1,12,19,20 
" (4 Firms-12.2%) No No Yes No No No No No No No No Yes Yes No No No No No No No No " 
" 7,14,33 
" (3 Firms-9.11) No No Yes No No No No No No No No Yes Yes No No No No Yes No No No 
" 5,16 
" (2 Firms-6.11) No No Y. s No No No Yes No No No No No No No No No No No No No No 
"8 No No Yes No No No No No No No No No No No No No No No No No No 
"9 No No Yes No No No No No No No No No No No No No No Yes No No No 
" 10 No No Yes No No No No No No No No No Yes No No No No No No No No 
" 31 No No Yes No No No No No No No No Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes No No No " 
" 18 No No Yes No No No No Yes No No No No No No No No Yes Yes No No NO 
" 27 No No Yes No No . No Yes Yes No No No No No No No No No Yes No No No 

24 No No Yes No No No No No No No No Yea Yes No No 'No No No No No No " 
" 11.32 -" 
" (2 Firers-6.14) No Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes No No No No No No No No No No No No No 
" 21,25 
" (2 Firms-6.14) No Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes No No No No No No No No No yes No No No 
" 17 No 

-Yes 
Yes 

_No___ 
No No No No No No No No 

_No 
No No No No Yes No No No " 

-" 3- ---- --- No Yes Yes NO -- No No No - No NO No No No Yee No No No NO NO No No No " 
" 20 No Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes No No No No No No No No No No No No Yes, 
" 22 No Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes No No No No No No No No Yes Yes No No NO " 
" 29 No Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes No No No No No No No No 
" 28 No Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes No No No No Yes No No No 
" 26 No Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes No No No 
" 23 No Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes No No No No No No No No 
i11f121f2f211f1f1f1fff12f1ttt21f212tttttt1122222f1121ft12121ttff112212fttt1122f122f212ttti212ffiflfftf2211212" 
" TOTAL FIRMS 0 12 28 210 14 14 100 15 18 1004 15 003 
" Sage FIRMS 0 36.4 84.8 6.1 3.0 0 42.4 42.4 3.0 00 45.5 54.5 3.0 00 12.2 45.5 009.11 
Ytfitfffittiftfiffffttfffffffffffffftttttfffttft1222tft1tfi1ftt1ftlfittttt122f12ftf12f1f2212itifft2112f121122*ý 
Description of variables: 
PARTRESp-Individual partners specialise in all these activities 
PTRTRAIN-Individual partners specialise in training 

pTRNAN-Individual partners specialise in management 
PTRNOBIL-Individual partners specialise in non-billable client attention 
PTRNEWCL. Individual partners specialise in attraction of new clients 
DEPTRESP-Departments specialise in all these activities 
DEPTTRAI-Departments specialise in training 
DEPTMAN-Departments specialise in management 
DEPTNOBI-Departments specialise in non-billable client attention 
DEPTNEI C-Departments specialise in attraction of new clients 
COt*tRESP-Committees specialise in all these activities 
COM14T I-Committees specialise in training 

COMMKAN-Camsittees specialise in management 
COM! O4OBI-Committees specialise in non-billable client attention 
CpNNEWCS-Committees specialise in new client attraction 

NONRESP-Specialist non-partners responsible for all these activities 
NONTRAIN-Specialist nonP rtn5rs releofor training 

NONNAN-Specialist non-pa responsible 

NONNOBIL-Specialist non-partners responsible for non-billable client attention 
NONNEWCL-Specialist non-partners responsible for attraction of new clients 
DOWNLOAD-Work damloaded onto OAS so that partners can concentrate on client care 

In table 7.27; 7 firms indicated that delegation occurred in respect of certain non-billable 
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activities, and this was regarded as a reason why partners performed them irrespective of the 

existence of, or lack of, incentives to do so. This section aims to specifically examine the 

extent of delegation in all sample firms with a view to exposing the existence of- 
f mctionalisation with respect to the following activities: 1) Training and supervision of staff, 
2) management and administration, 3) non-billable client attention and, 4) attraction of new 

clients. 
t 

Delegation of these tasks to individual partners, departments within the firm, committees - 
within the firm, and to non-partner specialists of the firm is examined, and as expected, firm 

generally exhibited unique methods of delegating and fimctionalising these tasks. 

(I) Individual partner specialisations - further breakdown: 

12 firms indicated that individual partners specialised in training and supervision within the 
firm, 8 of them large firms and 4 of them small/ medium firms. In all but 5 firms (4 small/ 

medium and 1 large) it was the case that individual partners specialised in management and 

administration of the firm. In 2 large firms, partners assumed specialist roles in non-billable 

client attention, with 1 of these firms also disclosing that partners (called rainmakers) 

specialised in attracting new clients. 

In terms of functionalisation of these tasks using specialist partners, it is clear that there is a 

greater incidence of this in large firms than in small/ medium firms - providing support for 

Hypothesis 8, which states that the formality of formality of partner specialisations will be 
firms. greater in large firms than it will be in small/ medium-sized 

(II) Departmental specialisation - further breakdown: 

14 firms disclosed that departments specialised in training and supervision, with training in 

some cases being done centrally from an inhouse training department. Of these 14 firms, 9 

were large and 5 were small/ medium. A similar total number of firms disclosed that 

departments had management specialities where certain management functions were the 

responsibility of departments. In this case, 11 of the firms were large and 3 were small/ 

medium sized. One large fine indicated that departments had responsibility for non-client 

billable attention. 

With reference to the functionalisation of such tasks through departments, it is apparent that 

again there is a higher incidence of this occurring in large rather than in small/ medium firms. 

In larger firms there is generally greater functionalisation through departments with 

responsibility for certain non-client billable activities resting with such departments. 
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(III) Committee specialisation - further breakdown: 

15 firms disclosed that committees performed specific training and supervision functions with 
attendant responsibilities. 9 of these firms were large firms and 6 were small/ medium firms. 
A total of 18 firms indicated that committees were invested with management responsibilities 
and performed specific management and administration duties. Of these 18 firms, 10 were 
large and 8 were small/ medium. 1 large firm also indicated that committees had 

- responsibilities for non-billable cheat attention. 

Although less clearcut than it was for partner and departmental specialisation, committee 11, 
specialisations in non-billable client activities enjoys more frequent occurrence in large than 
in small/ medium firms. 

I 

(IV) Non-partner specialisations - further breakdown: 

Only 4 firms noted that non-partners performed specialist trainiäg and supervision functions 

within the fine. All of these firms were large firms. 15 firms disclosed that specialist 
non-partners performed specific management and administration functions within the firm. Of 

these firms, 8 were large firms and 7 were small/ medium. 

in relation to specialist non-partners having responsibility for non-client billable activities, the 

situation is mixed. In relation to training, this is not ä feature of any of the small/ medium 
firms in the sample. In relation to management and administration, this features only 

marginally more frequently in-large-firms-than in-small/Medium. firms within the sample. 

In summary, the existence of departments, committees and non-partner specialists to perform 

these functions could be construed as indicative of the failure of the organisation to provide 

partners with sufficient incentives to engage in such activities - undoubtedly there are also 

exists strong specialisation and efficiency/ effectiveness reasons for their existence. 

In 3 firms, it was mentioned that work would be 'downloaded' to qualified assistants in order 

that the partners could concentrate on client care. This can be seen as a convenient strategy 
from the lawyer's point of view since he can concentrate on adding polish to the service, buy 

QAs time to perform the major elements on the service and sell it to the client at his (far 

higher) billing rate. From the client's point of view, it appears that he is receiving a very 

personal and partner intensive service. 
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3.24 The remuneration of partners for the attraction of new clients: - 

(TABLE 7.29) 
2fflfiiffiffiff22I1111If11f11211ffff1if2f2ffff1fff1f12fff1f11f2fiffflf. 

: _ý " Piro No NEWCL12 TIMEALSO" 
Iifftiffftfitift2tftUZt2ftt222ft2222ffif±ifitttft±fifittitit22tf22t1i" 
" 1,2,3, t, 5,6,7,6,9,10,11,12.13,1t, 15,16ý17,18.19. 

-_ 
" 

" 20,21.22,23.24.25,26,27,28,30.31.32.33 --" 
" (32 Firms-97.01) No No 
" 29 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No " 
2ftttttttttttfitttttttfiffttttttttttlfttfttittttttttttttftt±tttttttttt" 
" TOTAL FIRMS 10" 

d2 ii1ii21f2212t2222±2tttii222tt2f2f12if2f2fftffffttffftit±tftffffifttf'. 
Description of variables: 
NEWCL12-Partners compensated for attraction of new clients -- 
TIMV. SO-Partners compensated only if they spend time on client work for the new client 

_r 

In all but one of the firms, partners received no direct compensation for attracting new clients 
to the firm. In the I firm where attraction of new clients did produce compensation for that 
partner, it was not the case that this compensation was contingent on that partner spending 
time on that client. It is suggested by Gilson and Mnoolin (1984) that where partners are not 
compensated for attracting new clients they may under-invest their time in doing so 2°. They 

also contend that where partners do receive compensation merely for attracting the client, a 
perverse incentive can be created for partners simply to get as many clients through the door 

as possible regardless of the firm's ability to cope with them thereafter. Willingness of 
partners to pass clients between each other is examined below. 

3.25 The passing of clients between partners of the firm: 

(TABLE 7.30) 

ttttffffftfllffftf2ttt12tfftiftt1112213ttitifttttlttfttittltttlffitffitiftta 
" Firm No PASSCLI PASSWILI. PASSTYPS CONTACT 
ifttftttlftttttfttttfttttfttttttttttttitttttttttttltittf11fttitttlttflttxlt" 
" 28,22,31,33-14 Firma-12.21r - -No -No -Yes ----Y. s- -" -- 
"6 (1 Firm-3.01) No No Yes No " 
" 25.30 (2 Firms-6.11) No No No Yes " 
" 1,3,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,16,19,21,23,24, " 
" 26,27,20,29,32 (19 Fir-57.61) 140 yes yes Y.. 
" 2,4,5,7,15.20 (6 Firms-18.21) No Yes yes No " 
" 17 (1 Firm-3.01) No Yes No Yes " 
i2ff12fitit1211111111flittttittftfif2tttttfi2tttlttttfitttfttitttifffftttit" 
" TOTAL FIRMS 0 26 30 26 " 
" lagq. FIRMS 0 78.8 90.9 78.8 " 
tttf2121fttfttltflttfltttff1titt1t ttftttiffitfftiflltlttfltttitfitttlt1lfý 
Description of variables: - 
PASSCLI-Partners are compensated for passing clients on 
PASSWILL-Partners are willing to pass clients on with no compensation 
FASSTYPE-Partners must often pass clients since outwith speciality 
CONTACT-Attracting partner is still contact on client file 

None of the sample firms disclosed the existence of any form of partner compensation for 

passing clients on to their colleagues - this even being the case in the one firm which did 

compensate partners for attracting new clients. This firm did not view the potential perverse 
incentive problem which can be created to be a problem in its partnership. 

26 firms claimed it to be normal for partners to be quite willing to pass clients to colleagues, 

as this was part of the general and accepted reciprocal nature of inter-partner relationships 

within the firm. 30 firms noted it to often be the case that partners required to pass clients 
between each other as services demanded by clients were outwith their own particular 
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speciality. 26 firms disclosed they operated a system whereby the partner introducing the 

client to the firm is noted as the contact on the clients file - thereby clients. are attributable to 

partners. 
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-Chapter Eight- 

Employment relationships between partners and qualified assistants in law firms 
theoretical and empirical analysis: 

Introduction: 

This chapter will focus on relationships between partners and qualified assistants (QAs) of 
the law firm. In particular the precise and important screening role of partnership will be 
described. 

r 

Section One: Employment within the law firm: 

Considerable information regarding participant labour units is necessary in order that 
individuals can be placed in different positions in any labour market. This is true in the case 
of both external labour markets, with lateral entry, and internal labour markets, characterised 
by promotional contests! rank order tournaments'. - 

It can be argued that promotion (and its attendant financial and non-pecuniary rewards) is 
likely to be a major motivating factor for individuals within any organisation. It is reasonable 
to expect well-motivated individuals to desire to outperform those within their peer group, 
thereby enhancing prospects of promotion. 

1.1 Labour input-categories within legal partnerships: 

In the context of the law firm four major employment groups can be identified: 

1. General staff, secretaries, etc. 
2. Newly qualified trainee lawyers, 
3. Qualified assistants (QAs), 
4. Partners. 

At lower ends of the organisational hierarchy, it is expected that the firm will rely almost 

exclusively hire labour it requires from the external labour market. This is likely to be the 

case for the general staff category and for recently qualified graduates who will be seconded 

straight from law school 

Further up the law firm hierarchy, at the level of qualified assistant and partner, it is likely 

that the story will be quite different. It is expected that the majority of qualified assistants 
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(QAs) will have been promoted to this level after serving their trainee-ship within the firm. 
Some, however, may have been hired from the external labour market to enter at QA level. 

At the partner level, it is anticipated that, in all but exceptional cases, partners will appointed 
from within the firm from the pool of QAs who will have been with the firm fora number of 
years - promotional contest and tournament processes may be prevalent. It is likely, however, 
that given this broad picture, each firm will possess its own unique hiring strategies, 
depending on its size and specialism etc. The empirical analysis conducted later in this 
chapter aims to disclose these elements of similarity and diversity across cases. 

Neoclassical theory of the labour market is incapable of explaining why certain transactions 
involving hiring of labour are removed from the market and take place within a hierarchical 

organisation. This is essentially due to the reliance of this theory on simplifying assumptions 
including; an equilibrium wage set in the market, homogeneity of labour inputs, complete 
mobility of labour (both occupational and geographical) and exogenous acquisition of skills. 

Clearly, in the case of law firms (as with many other types of organisation) this picture is too 

restrictive and narrow - commonly observed features such as internalised labour market 
hiring via promotional contests and rank order tournament processes are ignored. 
Additionally, wages are determined, not solely in the external market, but also through rules 
and scales developed as an integral part of the process of hierarchical internal organisation. 

1.2 Promotion contests and the nature of the information problem: 

In any situation whereby an employer seeks a potential employee, both parties suffer from 

having small quantities of information or knowledge regarding each other's characteristics -a 
classic situation characterised by extreme information deficiency and high levels of 

uncertainty. This information is not costlessly or easily discovered or disclosed by either 

party. At the commencement of a contest between individuals for a position within a firm, 

neither the firm nor the candidates for the position know who is best suited to the vacancy due 

to information deficiency. Candidates compete for the position by the disclosure of 
information (skills, aptitudes etc. ) to the hirer to demonstrate their suitability 3. 

The individual is, therefore, likely to supply greater effort in which ever direction he perceives 

will best influence chances of selection. This effort will tend to be beyond that which is 

necessary for his present job in order to signal suitability for promotion. 

1.3 Reducing information deficiency via signalling and information disclosure: 
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- Market signals play a vital role in reducing information deficiency in this situation. Signalling 

theory provides insights here - the thrust of the argument being that potential employees will 
make investments in creating market signals which convey some information regarding their 

underlying traits and characteristics which are difficult to observe °. - 

The applicability of this in the context of the law firm and its process to appoint new partners 
f om its pool of internal QA candidates is clear - prospective partners (QAs) may during the 

process of an internal labour market/ rank order tournament, make signalling investments to 

attempt to become partners'. It is rational for the individual to make such investments where 
they are viewed as increasing. promotion chances. Should the contestant perceive the contest 
to lack credibility, he will discount his chances of promotion and not undertake such 
investments -a contest must appear fair with a reasonable chance of payoff. 

A fair contest and reasonable chance of payoff is required to provide the individual with 
incentives to disclose aptitudes aid supply greater effort intensity. The employer will 

undertake to reward contest winners by promotion. The overall result in terms of productivity 

will be uncertain - there may simply have been a temporary (yet significant) gain in 

productivity during the period of the contest due to all participants enhancing their effort 
intensity to signal suitability. After the contest has been run, those who have been 

unsuccessful may simply let their productivity fall back to previous levels, or worse still 
lower levels, depending on how they react motivationally to rejection in the contest. - 

Continuing failure of an employee in an information revealing 
--promotion 

game, may be 
---- -- --------------- ------------- -------- --- 

- -perceived by-that employee as opportunism on the part of the firm. In such a situation, the 

firm could be cynically perceived as attempting to trick employees into supplying greater 

effort on the strength of a promise of promotion that never materialises. Should this be 

perceived, individuals may discount the value of entering future contests, in a manner not 

unlike that outlined in Goldberg's Relational Exchange Framework, whereby deferred 

compensation was discounted under certain circumstances 6. It must be pointed out here that 

the actual process to select successful candidates for promotion could even be randomly 

based, so long as candidates do not perceive (or discover) the final choice has been made on 

this basis. It is unlikely, however, that random selection will characterise many contests. 

1.4 Problems of hiring labour in law firms: 

Broadly speaking, the law firm will enter both inter-firm and intra-firm contests to hire 

labour. Prior to hiring from the external market, the law firm has to decide on the important 

characteristics it seeks in its new employees. These characteristics will be wide-ranging, some 

of which will be relatively easily identified or discovered, and others which will be difficult 

(at the extreme - impossible) to identify or discover. A major consideration for the law firm, 
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given its close- knitt homogeneous nature, may be for instance, *ability to fit in with existing 
team members and relationships established within, the fine. At - lower levels - of the 

organisational hierarchy, this is likely to be less important aid use of external labour hiring is 

unlikely to pose difficulties in assessment of labour suitability. 

However, at higher organisational levels, a greater reliance on internal promotion, and the 
functioning of internal labour markets and contests, is likely to facilitate easier and more 

effective assessment of suitability '. In the case of the law firm the most important 

behavioural characteristic of those being considered for partnership is trust - ie. they must be 

trusted, in the absence of formal incentives -and monitoring, to self-monitor, pull their weight 
in the partnership, and avoid acting wholly self-interestedly. While it is difficult in any 
situation for individuals to assess a person's trustworthiness and propensity to behave in these 
directions, it is far less difficult to do this, the longer is the period of observation of their 

characteristics. Hence, it is rational for partnerships to prefer to rely on internal assessment 

of its QAs for potential partner positions than external labour market transactions where the 
information deficiency is far greater. 

To reduce problems of assessing heterogeneous labour units, the firm by using a promise of 

contingent financial and non-pecuniary rewards can create incentives for labour units to 
develop and reveal their talents - ie. provide incentives -Co engage in signalling. This naturally 
further complicates the allocation of costs and benefits between the firm and the employee of 

signalling and disclosing information and discovering and processing it to facilitate choice. 

---1.5 Hiring strategies and gröth öf the law firm: 

The employment policies adopted by the firm essentially determine the growth pattern of the 

firm. It is perhaps the case that, due to the diverse hiring policies that will almost certainly 

exist, there may be a spectrum of aims, ranging from a desire for a quiet life through to desire 

for exceptional growth, within law firms. The firm could be expected to be subject to the 

process, whereby the larger the firm becomes, the faster it is able to grow through synergy'. 

Prospects and processes for the growth of the law firm and obstacles to its growth will be 

examined within the empirical study later in this chapter. Given the importance of the QA to 

partner transformation, it is this aspect of employment within the law firm which will be 

focused upon. 
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1.6 The importance of the relationship between the firm's qualified assistants and its 
partners - the USA system of'up or out': 

A recent paper by Gilson and Mnookin (1988), examines changes in the career patterns of 

qualified assistants in large USA corporate law firms, while Carmichael (1988) examines a 

tangentially similar situation concerning academics in universities 9. While Carmichael, 

through examining the internal labour market process and the existence of tenure, argues 
tenure is necessary so that incumbents are willing to hire people who may actually transpire 

to be better than themselves, Gilson and Mnookin note that previously basically two 

categories of lawyer, namely partner and associate (qualified assistant) existed - this being a 
direct result of a promote or fire (up or otft) system. They argue this system appears to be 

changing, whereby lawyers not promoted to partner positions are not fired but rather assigned 
to a new category. This has resulted in new levels of non-partner employee lawyers being 

created within the organisation. This internal organisational change poses two interesting 

questions: 

1. Why did the old up or out system dominant for so long when it appears, on initial 

inspection, to be to the advantage of neither firm nor employee ? 

2. What factors account for this sudden change in such a fimdamental aspect of law 

firm organisation ? 

The first question is interesting since, under an 'up or out! -system, the firm is forced to fire 

individuals who, while making a valid contribution to the firm, are not thought to be suitable 

-- for--promotion to partner. Additionally,, --the system denies- an individual the -choice of 

remaining within the firm and pursuing a career option other than as a partner 10. Gilson and 

" Mnookin (1988) address these two questions by examining the nature and function of the 

implicit contract which determines associate career patterns in large corporate law firms I. 

1.7 The nature of implicit contracts in the firm: 

The requirement to emphasize unwritten or implicit contracts here can be seen to demonstrate 

the requirement for a contractual relations approach to organisations to embody such 

'informal' relationships. Such an approach is often criticised for failing to recognise that 

important elements within an organisation are not subject to written contract. It is also the 

case that it is much easier, as Klein (1980) has argued, to assume rather than demonstrate the 

efficiency of the observed pattern of contractual relations within an organisation ̀Z. These two 

features offer support to the view that, without detailed empirical examination of actual 

organisations, a nexus of contracts view of organisations lacks positive predictive power. 
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Within the law firm, it is anticipated that the fine will wish to very carefully select, evaluate 
and retain good employees due to the high levels -of human. capital intensity which 
characterise the firm's input* (and output). Gilson and Mnookin (1988) argue that the system 
aimed at achieving this and which has been dominant among corporate law firms in the USA 
has been the 'up-or-out' system". Within this system, the associate progresses over a period 
of years towards some decision as to whether promotion to partner will occur or not. Gilson 
and Mnookin (1988) argue on first inspection this appears to work against the interests of 
both the firm and its pool of associates ". 

1.8 The firm's side of the problem: 
0 

From the firm's perspective, there is a problem of how to devise an efficient career pattern for 
employee lawyers who fail to make partnership but remain within the firm -a problem whose 
solution is sought within literature of labour economics. 

Initially, the firm faces a problem of extreme information deficiency concerning its associate 
(QA) entrants. In particular, the firm, is largely ignorant of many of the qualities though to be 
traditionally important in making the partnership decision, for instance; personal qualities 
such as cooperativeness, ability to gain respect of clients and colleagues, maturity etc. 's. The 
firm responds to its uncertainty and information deficiency relating to associate lawyers, by 

operating an apprenticeship system for them covering the period between initial hiring and the 
decision of partnership. This period provides the associate with a forum from within which 
legal ski is and- personal characteristics can be developed effectively and personally 
demonstrated to the partnership decision making authority. 

During this apprenticeship period, the associate is also provided with an incentive to invest in 

firm specific capital and bond himself to the firm, making himself more indispensable. The 

associate could hold the firm to ransom by threatening to exit, should returns to these firm 

specific investments fail to be shared in a more favourable manner which apportioned a 

greater share of the benefits towards the associate. The firm can attempt to defer 

compensation, by a promise of partnership. This can be regarded as a payment to those 

associates who successfully acquire firm specific capital - this will serve to largely constrain 

opportunistic behaviour on the part of associates. 

The apprenticeship/ screening idea, operating in the pre-partner period after initial hiring, can 

thus be seen as a rational action on the part of the law firm prior to it requiring to make a 
decision on partnership. The firm's behaviour is, however, far less rational at the time of 

making the decision on partnership since; 

1. Often more senior associates are a major source of income to the partnership. 
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2. In the period prior to any decision being made, the firm must have regarded its 
lawyers to be competent otherwise they wpuld have been fired much earlier. 

By using such a strict system, the firm appears to lose out on a substantial amount of 
potential income. The up-or-out system, therefore, seems difficult to reconcile - the firm- 

appears to discard potential profits by not continuing to employ 'unsuccessful' associates in 

non-partner positions. 

1.9 The associates side of the problem: 

From the associate's viewpoint the situation is also puzzling. It could be expected that the 

greater is the individual's investment in difficult to diversify human capital, the stronger 

would be his risk aversion in relation to his human capital investment. Faced with the choice 
of a law firm which employs a system of up-or-out, or one which retains associates within the 

organisation in some non-partner capacity, it would appear, more rational for the risk averse 
associate to shy away from the up-or-out system. This poses the question, why might 

would-be associates join or (worst still) prefer to join, a firm which only offered all or bust. 

1.10 The Dual Uncertainty Framework: 

Gilson and Mnookin (1988) offer a framework to unravel this puzzle, based on what they can 
'dual uncertainty' 16. Firstly, they examine the initial hiring " situation where the firm and the 

associate face a different kind of uncertainty in relation to the associate's career path. The 

up-or-out system is thereafter rationalised in-terms- of an organisational-response to- this 'dual 
-- --- --- ------ --uncertämty' present at the initial hiring stage. 

(Diagram 8.1) 

DUAL UNCERTAINTY 1 
ý 

PARTY UNCERTAINTY 

The lira associates I 
personal ý 
characteristics ý 
and legal skills 

ý The aesooiat" 
Opportunism by thu1 
firn. 1 

(I) Uncertainty of the firm: 

When a firm intends to hire an associate from the market, it faces an extreme deficiency of 

information regarding which of the total pool of associates to select in terms of legal skills 

and personal characteristics. The apprenticeship process provides an opportunity for those 

associates chosen initially by the firm to reveal their attributes, signalling their suitability for 

the firm. and ultimately partnership. 
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The system must, however, hold some appeal to the, associate in order that he enters this 
implicit 'contract'. Paradoxically, -m attempting to reduce the uncertainty it faces, the firm 

actually creates the problem of the associate's uncertainty. 

(II) Uncertainty of the associate: 

The uncertainty facing the associate arises from the possibility of opportunism on the part of 
the firm. Winners in the system obtain partnership places creating large incentives and a high 

potential payoff for associates. Associates' uncertainty upon initial hire is whether the firm 

will play a fair game at the time'when the partnership decision is being made. This is of prime 
concern to associates since the firm faces incentives to opportunistically evaluate their 

performance. . 

This incentive arises since the awarding of partnership places (as an alternative to continuing 

employment as an associate) results in diminished profit shares accruing to existing partners. 
This problem is similar to that discussed in earlier chapters of the thesis which outline theory 

of the labour managed firm (LMF) and focus on problems of a perverse short-run supply 
decision ". The associate is also compromised in his ability to force the firm to act fairly if 

need be - substantial investments in firm specific human capital have been made by the 

associate, the value of which is significantly less in any other situation outwith that firm. 
r 

From the ässociate's point of view, the bottom line of the dual-uncertainty problem is that, 

even if the firm acts opportunistically by not offering a partner place, - and alternatively offers 
to retain him as an associate, he is almost bound to accept the firm's decision, even in the face 

of the opportunism. This is a consequence of the 'locking-in' of the associate to that particular 
firm due to specificity of his human capital investment. It is likely that the firm's 

non-partnership offer will be more attractive than any other offer the associate could obtain 

elsewhere - finn-specific capital is non-transferable and worthless to potential alternative 

employers. 

From the perspective of the associate, the problem with the apprenticeship period is that its 

purpose is to encourage the associate to invest in firm-specific capital. During this period the 

firm also collects invaluable information regarding the associate's characteristics and abilities. 

It is possible that the associate's time could be used more profitably and effectively in the 

absence of this screening contest - for instance, less time would require to be devoted to 

supervision and the like, and more important work could perhaps be delegated. 

Information disclosed to the firm regarding associates' skills and characteristics, As also 

largely firm-specific since it cannot be transferred effectively to other employers. Should an 
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associate leave after not being promoted to partner, the problem facing the associate is that 
other employers may perceive failure to be selected as a partner as an obvious signal of 

general -unsuitability 
for partnership, even where the original' firm had a clear information 

advantage in making such a decision. A consequence of this for the hssociate is that his legal 

skills (even those which could be expected to-be more general) may also transpire to be 

relatively firm specific. Consequently, the associate who has failed to be offered partnership 
may face particular difficulties in seeking alternative employment outwith his original firm. 

1.11 The apprenticeship period as a bonding mechanism: 

Gilson and Mnooldn (1988) argue the up-or-out system acts as a bonding device which 
assures associates when they are initially hired, that they will be treated fairly at the time of 
the partnership decision ̀$. It would not be viable to solve this using a written contract since; 

1. The selection process involves subjective evaluation of individual characteristics 
(eg. performance, leadership qualities, client relations etc. ) which are highly 
individualistic. 

2. The above are characteristics, behind which opportunistic persons may be able to 
hide their true character fairly easily. 

3. Such traits escape easy or unambiguous specification within a writteä contract, 

and are incapable of being enforced reliably or impartially by a third party. 

If it were possible, a formal contract would do very little to reduce levels of uncertainty for 

associates, and its most likely effect would be the introduction of high levels of uncertainty 

for the firm. This is a direct result of characteristics being by their very nature incapable 

specification with sufficient precision to permit formal enforcement. Enforcement, therefore, 

remains informal by processes of reputation evaluation in the market, or within the 

organisation by clever design of the relationship itself 19. 

In the context of the law firm, given information processing capacity limitations of 

individuals, it is almost impossible that any person (either a third party or the associate 

himself) could subjectively determine whether the partnership decision outcome was fair or 

not. Unless opportunism by the firm is perceived by associates, or by third parties, the firm 

will not suffer reputation diminutions. It is unlikely that opportunism could be perceived if it 

existed. 

The idea of reputational control of firm behaviour in malting the partnership decision here is 

clearly not' particularly useful and consequently, we are forced to search' for a greater 
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understanding elsewhere. Williamson (1985) discusses the notion of "credible commitments" 
which are essentially self-enforcing relationships. An examination of these could point us in 

the correct direction and aid understanding öf the partnership decision 20. In the guise. of a 
credible commitment, the up-or-out system can be rationalised as a structural bonding device 

which is subjectively evaluated by both parties at the point of time of the initial hire. 

The option to fire the associate, instead of promoting to partner, signals to the associate that 
the incentive to retain the associate in a non-partner position (even though* they have reached 

partner standard) is entirely removed. The firm, thereby, effectively eliminates the incentive to 

undertake the opportunistic behaviour which lies at the heart of associates' uncertainty. 
Hence, the firm cannot strategically use the partnership decision to retain associates who have 

attained partner standard, in non-partner capacities, after the partnership decision has been 

made in an up-or-out system. - 

1.12 The remaining problem of why the system still enjoys willing participants: 

Gilson and Mnookin (1988) argue the one remaining problem is one of attempting to 

understand the apparent willingness of risk averse associates to participate in the up-or-out 

system 21. This willingness appears irrational in view of the fact that it is the system itself 

which is the source of the increased risk facing associates. 

They note that the traditional response of the firm to this problem is that the firm offsets this 

increased risk by facilitating outplacement of associates who do not attain partner positions. 

__The 
problem of providing for employment of-associates in non-partner positions, after the 

partnership decision has been made, is that this actually undermines the credibility of the 

partnership decision. The offer of a 'consolation prize' within the firm is not viable as it does 

not remove the incentive for the firm to act opportunistically. Provision of an external 

'consolation prize' can provide an answer to risk reduction without simultaneously 

undermining the partnership decision. 

Gilson and Mnookin (1988) argue this external 'consolation prize' could be a partner position 

in a less prestigious law firm, or a job in the general council's office of a major client, for 

instance 22. This, however, requires inter-firm and/ or client-firm agreements for 

outplacement. For successful outplacement to occur, the fine must overcome the firm- 

specific nature of the human capital investments made by the associate during the signalling 

process. Here, the firm can make unsuccessful associates appear more attractive to employ 

by an implicit promise to feed the recipient firm with business and referrals. This involves the 

creation of a network in which credible commitments and trust are to the fore. 

ý 
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" Risk can also, however, be reduced by increasing the likelihood of the associate becoming a 
partner. This may be regarded as the more expensive of the two risk reducing options. The 

exact decision process involved in the firm choosing between these options remains a puzzle. 
This is further reinforced by the apparently irrational behaviour whereby firms tend to choose 
the more expensive method - increased likelihood option as against outplacement. 

The existing ratio of associates to partners will be a crucial variable in the associate's 
perception of the likelihood. of successful promotion to partner status - Gilson and Mnookin 

call this ratio the firm's leverage. It is further argued that the higher the firm's leverage, the 

more successful must be that firm's efforts at reducing associate risk by external means. This 
is because the higher the ratio, the lower is the likelihood of becoming a partner and the 
higher is the internal risk faced bythe associate to his human capital investment. 

1.13 Choice between internal and external risk reduction for associates: 

Several empirical patterns have been identified by Gilson and Mnookin (1988), as being 

relevant to a firm's choice between internal and external approaches to reducing risks facing 

associates ". These draw on American studies where fine leverage has been observed to be 

directly related to firm profit (degree of leverage also appears to be geographically based). 

1. With reference to the firm profits link, as the likelihood of being chosen for 

promotion decreases, the size of the winners prize must increase in to attract even 

risk neutral players to the game. 

2. With reference to the geographical effect, city firms tend to have higher associate 

to partner ratios (greater leverage) than those outside the city (in this case the city 

- was New York). This is, however, consistent with at least one other explanation, 

namely that these firms are likely to be larger scale firms where an effective way of 

controlling costs while expanding is to increase the ratio of associates to partners. 

In the city, it could be expected to be easier to outplace associates, due to the increased 

presence of opportunities for council positions in corporate headquarters of client firms. 

Non-city firms would be faced with attempting to reduce risk faced by associates internally, 

through increasing the likelihood of becoming a partner, since fewer opportunities exist for 

reducing risk via outplacement. 

The whole story can be captured in terms of viewing firms' attempts at reducing the risk faced 

by associates, as a function of alternatives/ opportunities facing them. Firms that are 

successful at outplacement will be able to sustain a greater leverage than other firms in the 

same, or in another, geographical area. The less successful the firm is at outplacement, the 
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more reliant the firm becomes on reducing risk through increasing the associate's promotion 
prospects. As a result, per partner profitability is to that extent decreased. 

Gilson and Mnooldn (1988) 24 provide two reasons why the up-or-out system has become less 

popular recently, and these are; - 

1. The nature of the standards used by firms to make the partnership decision, is 

related to the conditions which require employment of a bonding mechanism in the 
first instance. 

{ 

2. The substantial increase in demand for associates has had a similar, although less 

direct, consequence. 

Gilson and Mnookin argue that associates now have an increased ability to monitor the 
fairness of the firm's partnership decision, through accessing and viewing the firm's time 
keeping and billing records 25. Since these records are vital to the efficient operation of the 
fine, there would be a great cost to the firm in keeping intentionally inaccurate records '. 

Thus, increasing observability of the criteria used to judge the partnership decision may result 
in more direct associate monitoring of the fairness of the decision. The requirement for-the 

bonding function of the up-or-out system is less relevant given this decrease in information 

impactedness in the firm. There are, however, other elements beyond mere hours worked 

which will eater any partnership decision. 

-----ner-- ------------------------- ----------- ------ 
A. 14 The-relationship-between the partnership sharing bargain and the partnership 

decision: 

The standards required of partners may be regarded as becöming more observable, due to the 

manner in which many partnerships assign partners' respective shares of profit. Gilson and 

Mnooldn (1984) noted a general shift from a sharing model which solely emphasises sharing, 

towards one in which productivity measurement is emphasised n. The relative merits of these 

two systems are discussed at length and in great detail elsewhere in this thesis. 

Gilson and Mnookin (1988) argue a more mechanistic method of income division which 

accounts for differential productivity, at the extreme, can eliminate the requirement for an 

apprenticeship period - taken to its logical conclusion, at its most extreme, it can even 

eliminate the concept of partnership. 

Elimination of the apprenticeship period would be possible since the more mechanistic the 

measurement process becomes (eg. including hours worked, clients attracted, amounts billed 

etc. ), the less subjective become the standards required for partnership appointment - the 
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damage resulting from an erroneous partner decision is vastly reduced ". The source of the 
firm's uncertainty regarding the associate's quality, at the time of the initial hire, becomes 
insignificant in the mechanistic/ productivity based income division partnership - uncertainty 
will be eliminated as a result of its consequences being eliminated. Associates will be paid 
exactly what they are -worth, and the partnership will not have to pay associates 'a 
disproportionately high level of income in relation to their relative contribution to the firm. 

The apprenticeship period ceases to be necessary as a precursor to being selected as a 
partner. The extreme situation would be the end of the present clear distinction between 

partner and associate. The focus of such a 'firm would now centre on instigating an efficient 
screening procedure at the time of the initial hire. This would be necessary in order that 

associates whose inability would be detrimental to the operation and efficiency of the firm, 

would not be hired. 

1.15 The impact of the increased'demand for associates: 

Gilson and Mnookin (1988) also argue that the increased demand for associates can be seen 

as another factor that can partially explain the move away from the up-or-out system 30. This 

is independent of the manner in which the firm chooses to divide its profits among partners. 

It is argued that in the large corporate law firms, business is expanding so rapidly that 

traditional sources of new associates are unable to feed law firms with sufficient personnel. 
The evidence claimed to support this is that it was previously claimed that such firms chose 

graduates picked from, for example, -the top half of their class in the top 20 law firms. Some 

firms even claimed that graduates were picked from nowhere near as many as the top 20 

schools. It is now claimed to be the case that many firms have had to choose graduates that 

would have been previously viewed as less capable, in order to satisfy demand. Supply of 
"good" graduates is quickly exhausted and law firms are becoming generally larger. 

This raises the question of whether the up-or-out system is flexible enough to cope with 

increased numbers of 'higher risk' associates entering the firm, where flexibility relates to the 

screening function of apprenticeship, and successful outplacement of associates not chosen as 

partners. This has three consequent effects on the firm's ability to evaluate the quality of the 

associates it hires; 

1. It could be expected that the resultant increase in qualified assistants per partner 
(before longer-run adjustment takes place) would increase the burden on evaluatory 

processes since there will be an increased pool of potential candidates. 
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2. The decrease in the quality of the pool of associates, could be expected to decrease 
the mean ability, and increase the variance of ability, of new associates. The result is 
likely to heighten still further the already difficult evaluation of candidates. -+ 

3. It could be expected that any resultant deterioration in the screening process, may 
increase the likelihood of erroneous partnership decisions, being made in respect of 
both newer, lower quality, and traditional, higher quality associates. The result could 
make the firm less attractive to traditional associates with the potential for the 
creation of a "lemons market" through time ". High quality producers would be no 
longer able to signal to consumers that their product is of a higher quality than those 
of low quality producers in the market. The strongest form of this is that a higher 

price, reflecting a quality premium, cannot be charged and only low quality products 
are produced. 

The increased number of associates entering the fire, obviously further compromises the 
ability of the firm to successfully screen contestants for partner positions: There is likely also 
to be an increase in the number of associates requiring to be outplaced. 

Demand for these unsuccessful associates is likely to be affected due, firstly, to an absolute 
increase in their numbers paired, secondly, with a decrease in their general quality. It is 

recalled that successful outplacement requires the firm to create certain conditions. The firm 

must-appear to be very selective in order that unsuccessful associates are not perceived as 

undesirable to hire by outsiders. Outplacement may be made more difficult through an 

- -increase in variance of the quality of the marginal group of associates. This causes it to be 

more difficult for the outsiders to perceive the fairness of the partnership decision, and the 

underlying true quality of persons to be outplaced. 

As a result it is more difficult for the firm to offset the increased risk faced by associates in 

the up-or-out system, since there are no permanent associate positions. Gilson and Mnookin 

see these factors as being a threat to the continuing viability of the up-or-out system 32. 

1.16 Replacement of the up or out system: 

By departing from the up-or-out system, firms can respond partially to problems arising 
from, firstly, the increased number of associates required, secondly, the decrease in their 

average quality and, thirdly, the increase in variance of associates' quality. 

In previous parts of their paper, Gilson and Mnookin (1988) argue there is an increased 

ability of associates to monitor the fairness of the partner decision 33. However, responding to 

the above problems also requires a 
. 
more positive effort by the firm. The firm must attempt to 
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expand the number of associates being hired, without diminishing the quality of the 
apprenticeship. This requires the firm to avoid an increase in screening errors and reduction 
in outplacement success. The firm can attempt to accomplish this by creating two separate _ 
streams of associates from the point they are initially hired 

The first of the two streams created comprises those derived from the traditional pool of 
associates and they are treated as they would be under an up-or-out system. The second 
stream of associates are advised upon hiring that they will never be considered for 

partnership, thereby creating no additional burden on the screening process of the 

apprenticeship. This also obviates any problem otherwise created in attempting to outplace 
unsuccessful associates from the first stream. 

The creation of a separable category of associate lawyer (not considered for a partner 
position) can facilitate, for instance, employment of contractl temporary lawyers. 
Additionally, this provides greater opportunity and flexibility for the firm to be more 
discriminatory in the manner in which it assigns different types of legal work to these two 

separate streams. This should enrich evaluatory and screening processes by stimulating 

signalling activities by associates in desired directions. 

1.17 Determinants of the-firm's choice between an 'up-or-out' or 'two-stream' system: 

One in question remains unanswered - what type of firm characteristics are Rely to be 
determinative of a firm's choice of one screening system against another. In their study, 

_Gilson 
& Mnoolcin (1988) have argued the firm's increased ability to monitor the partnership- - ---- - 

decision could be expected to result in creation of new categories of non-partner associate 

positions 3S. These firms are likely to divide law firm income on a productivity basis. 

Additionally, it is likely to be the case that this method of income distribution has recently 

largely replaced a system that was more concerned with risk sharing, than creating 

productivity incentives. The argument underpinning increased demand for associates is that 

this involves the firm hiring associates of a lower mean ability and greater variance of ability 

than before. Further, it is predicted that such firms are likely to have increasing amounts of 

work which can be competently accomplished by lawyers of a lower absolute quality '. 

Section Two: Questionnaire Section Five -Internal Promotion and Firm Growth: 

Introduction: 

In this section some of the theoretical issues surrounding firms' attempts to become larger will 

be pursued empirically. Theoretically, all things considered, the Jaw firm faces fairly 
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substantial barriers to growth irrespective of attempts by other firms to prise market share 
from it. - 

2.1 The expansion problem of the law firm: 

For reasons outlined above, certain characteristics of the law firm make its expansion per se 
more difficult than other types of firms. To expand the labour force within other firms, they 
typically simply go to the market and hire suitable extra labour at the appropriate wage rate. 
The decision of the law firm is not so simple since it has the choice of hiring more labour 
from at least three main inter-related categories available to it. These three main categories, 
each of which pose particular problems for the law firm, are as follows; 

1. Unqualified staff - the problem here is that this category of labour is limited in its 

ability to undertake many types of legal work. Consequently, fairly high levels of 
training and supervision are required if the firm wishes to offer a realistic service. 
There are also problems in delegating too much work to such staff since this can lead 

to loss of control over property rights, in the absence of excess time spent on costly 

monitoring. 

2. Qualified staff - this category can be either trainees or fully qualified-staff from 

other firms. As such they will be able to complete more types of work with lower 

levels of supervision. In the short term they will be ä solution to expanding the firm 

but in the longer term these people will require some offer of a career opportunity 

within the partnership. 
_ 
As_will be_ recalled from earlier. in this chapter and from the - 

chapter dealing with the LMF, an increase in partner numbers may not be desirable 

for those who are already partners. 

3. Partners - partnerships have, however, traditionally avoided direct hiring of 

partners from other firms for reasons discussed above and elsewhere in this thesis. 

Other methods of increasing firm scale are mergers, take-overs and bolt-ons but these are all 

problematic as compatibility is difficult to ensure and screening functions are largely absent. 

Hence, there may be a tendency for the law fine to resist fast expansion and for those within 

the firm to have to work fairly hard - the fine will typically work near full capacity most of 

the time. For this and other reasons it is expected that lawyers within the firm will typically 

require to work long hours and shirking may not be a significant problem. 

Firms of differing sizes and types may have different hiring strategies - for instance, hire 

labour from the external labour market, or solely rely on internal labour market contests. It is 

expected that there will likely 
. 
be variations in hiring and selection techniques across 
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categories of labour within the typical law firm. These are issues that have not been dealt 

with before in any great detail by economic theory and particularly in the specific context of 
the law firm. By pursuing these issues within this section of the empirical study, the variety of 
policies firms have adopted in relation to hiring of labour and firm growth in general, will be 
exposed. 

The size of the law firm is also related closely to risk sharing benefits and specialisation. 
Partners of specialised law firms could be expected to be exposed to greater levels of risk 
than those of an unspecialised firm due to lower degrees of diversification of their human 

capital. The most specialist services, however, could be expected to be in areas of corporate 
work where overall larger scales of organisation may be necessary. Hence, increased risks to 
human capital of strong competition may be attenuated where only a fear fines exist in a 
highly specialised market. It is apparent that, whether they realise it or not, partners in law 
firms of differing types and scales, face differing degrees of risk to their human capital. 

2.2 The over-arching requirement to screen labour for compatibility: ' 

There has been previous discussion above regarding the desirability, importance and necessity 
of a screening process for the firm to choose between qualified assistants who are being 

considered for partnership. The requirement for a rigorous filtering/ selection process to 
choose between qualified assistants to fill partnership places makes it difficult for the firm to 

quickly expand per se. The empirical study will thus determine; 

L Whether the theoretically expected emphasis on screening and its importance is a- 
feature of real life law firms and, 

2. The nature and extent of screening processes actually adopted 

As a direct consequence of the desirability of having as comprehensive an information set 

regarding qualified assistants as possible at the partnership decision point, it is additionally 

expected that the majority of new partner admissions will be qualified assistants from within 

the firm. It is anticipated that such labour will typically have served an apprenticeship during 

which time will have demonstrated the suitability of their characteristics to the firm. The firm 

will have a larger information set regarding these qualified assistants upon which to base a 

partnership decision than for other qualified assistants outwith the firm. 

The fine may not, however, have a big enough pool of qualified assistants to permit the 

desired level of growth in the firm in terms of numbers of partners. Additionally, the firm may 

require partner specialisation in the short run which are not found within the current pool of 
. 

qualified assistants within the firm. Consequently, the firm facing this problem may be forced 
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to hire new lawyers straight in at partner level. This lateral entry could be expected to be the 
far rarer case since the firm will possess little information regarding the suitability of such 

candidates for partnership. 

To permit the firm to attract such partners, whilst at the same time retaining screening, it is 

expected that new admissions will require to serve a probationary period during. During this 

period the new partner will typically salaried, thereafter becoming an equity partner if 

satisfactory during probation. The probationary period is expected to reduce potential risks of 

making external partner appointments. The same situation could be expected for bolt-ons 

where a specialist partner team is brought into the firm on broadly similar terms from another 
firm. In the case of takeover or merger, the equity partners of each firm could be expected to 
have a joint meeting in which they would thrash out the joining process ". 

In any case, the decision to increase to number of partners is broadly expected to be a formal 

one with a voting or consensus mechanism being used by the partners to jointly authorise the 
decision. This voting/ consensus based decision process will be one element in the whole 

screening process the law firm is expected to apply to candidates for partnership from 

whatever source. These features will be empirically examined in this section. 

- 2.3 Incentives facing the qualified assistant: 

Qualified assistants who are interested in becor ing,. partners, where this is the expected norm, 

will each have a perception of, firstly, their relative chances of being offered partnership and, 

secondly, the period of time they can be expected to wait before such an offer is made. 

In this context, the decision of the firm to increase the number of partners is expected to be 

influenced by, amongst many other things, a desire to avoid losing good qualified assistants 

who become disillusioned when an offer of partnership is not forthcoming during the period 

of time in which they expect such an offer to be made. It will be recalled that previously it 

was argued that the potential loss to a firm of a good lawyer leaving can be significant if he 

has amassed a portfolio of clients as lawyer specific capital. It will also be recalled that it has 

been argued that use of restrictive covenants is likely to be firtile in discounting the value of a 

lawyer's exit option. 

It is evidently necessary to aim to understand what factors are instrumental in maintaining the 

interest of the qualified assistant in working for the firm and striving for a partnership 

position. The qualified assistant will more than likely be largely ignorant of the finer details 

of what an offer of partnership would mean to him in terms of the actual payoff. The 

motivating factor is likely, therefore, to be his perception of what the likely benefits will be - 

these are likely to include non-monetary aspects (status etc_).. It is intended that information 
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from the previous section of the questionnaire will provide some indication as to reasons why 
the qualified assistant lawyer will not exit the firm. 

It is likely that peer group pressure and monitoring will be strong between. QAs, and that an 
ongoing contest between those QAs striving to become partners will exist. This contest will 
enable them to signal to the partners their suitability for partnership by supplying a high level 

of effort intensity to demonstrate their abilities. This process could be expected to constrain 
the exit option of QAs. Those QAs who are satisfied to remain QAs would presumably not 
see themselves as party to such an ongoing contest. As has been argued above, this category 

of lawyer is of value to the firm since it permits expansion without having to offer a further 

career step and expand the numbers of partners. The previous discussion of Gilson and 
Mnooldn's analysis of the up-or-out system provides an indepth discussion of this area above 
38 

The QA's perception of his chances of becoming a partner are hypothesised as being likely 

affected by the following; 

1. The partnership gearing (ie. ratio of QAs to partners) and, 

2. The expected period of time for the QA to be with the firm before being offered 
partnership. 

This will provide QAs with some notion of what the chances of promotion are, and how long 

-they could expect-to wait before be ing offered-päitnership. It will of course signal to QAs 

who have waited shorter times, and been offered partnership, that the firm thinks very highly 

of them. To those who have waited longer, it will signal that the firm is still waiting for them 

to demonstrate their suitability, or perhaps that they should start looking elsewhere. The 

above two features will be examined for each of the sample firms to expose the differing 

incentives that are expected to face QAs in different firms. 

2.4 The law firm viewed as a Labour Managed Firm (LMF): 

It had been demonstrated at great length elsewhere in this thesis that an examination of the 

literature of the Labour Managed Firm (LMF) literature points to the applicability of many of 

its ideas to analysis of the law firm organisation. 

Theory of the LMF suggests firm members are provided with an incentive to restrict their 

numbers, since this will maximise per member income. The firm's policy on hiring partners 

and other categories of firm labour will be investigated in this respect to determine if there 

appears to be- any such tendency within the real life law film to behave as an LMF. 
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2.5 Specific internal promotion and firm growth hypotheses to be empirically tested: 

Hypothesis 1: Law firms will tend'to rely on internal promotion of qualified assistants rather 
than external hiring as the mechanism of growth of the partnership. - -- - 

Hypothesis 2: The law firm will employ formal screening mechanisms to discover suitability 
of potential partners for the firm. 

Hypothesis 3: The decision to increase partnership number will be very formal and subject to 

a strict procedure. 

Hypothesis 4: Where the firm permits lateral siring of partners from the external labour 

market, a probationary period as salaried partner will be used to reduce risks to the firm. 

Hypothesis 5: Qualified assistants will not exit the firm as the promise of partnership will act 

as an exit constraint and incentive to supply high levels of effort. 

Hypothesis 6: Partnership gearing (ratio of qualified assistants to partners) will be higher in 
larger fines/ corporate client firms due to the requirement to work in teams and do so cost 
effectively. 

- Hypothesis 7: Law firms may have a tendency'to restrict membership, like the Labour 

Managed Firm (LMF) as this will preserve per member income. 

Section Three: Internal promotion and firm growth within the sample firms: 

Introduction: 

In this section, responses of firms in the study are analyzed to elicit information regarding 
how promotion decision systems operate in real life law firms. It is thereby anticipated that 

the manner in which law firms grow will become apparent. 

3.1 Partnership size decision processes: 

Firstly, in relation to the decision to increase the number of partners, the nature of the 

decision process was determined for the sample firms. The following table summarises their 

responses; 
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(TABLE 8.2) _ 
firm No PORN FULL CONN PTRV CONK CAND SEN THIRD PRE4 

AL2 PTR PTRS OTE DEC- NON REQ EN? 

J 1,3,9.9,1:, 16.19,32 
- 

-i 
1 l8 firs-24: 21) yes Yes No No go go so No ' Y. s 

30 (1 firm-3.01) Yos Yos No No No No Yos No Yom 
10,13,15,17 
(1 firms-12.11) Yes Us No No No No No NÖ No 
2,12,11 (3 firaa-9.11) Ti. Yell No Y. a No No No No , No 
6,25,31 (3 firs-9.11) Yes Yos No Ti. No No No No Ti. 
5,7 (2 firas-6.11) Ti. Yes No Yas No No Ti. No No 
4,26,27,28,33 
(5 firms-13.21) Us yes 160 Yes No Yes No No US 
22.29 (2 firms-4.11) Yos Us No Ti. Yes Yes No No Yos 
24 (1 fira-3.01) Yos Yes No Ti. No No Yos No Yes 
21 (1 Firm-3.01) Ti. Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes Ti. 
19 (1 firm-3.01) Yes No Us No Yes Ti. Us No Yes 
20 (1 firm-3.01) yes No Yes Us Y. s Yas No No No I 

I 23 (1 firm-3.01) Yes No yes yes Yes Yes Yos No Yes I 

TOTAL FIRMS 33 30 3 19 5 11 61 23 
1 1ag. FIRMS 100 90.9 9.1 57.6 15.2 33.3 18.2 3.0 69.71 

Description of variables: 
PORMAL2-Formal decision process to increase partner numbers 
PULLPTR-Decision of full partners meeting 
COlMPTRS-Decision of committee of partners 
PTRVOTE-Partners have votes on candidates 
cOMMDEC-Committee decides on new partners 
CANDNOM-Partnership candidates are nominated 
SENREQ-Seniority requirement before consideration 
THIRD-Third party tests on all prospective candidates 
PREVENT-Need to prevent good QAs leaving 

I 

In relation to increasing partnership numbers, all 33 firms indicated they employed a formal 
decision process. 

(I) Increasing partner numbers by full meeting of partners - further breakdown: 

In 30 firms the decision was taken by a full meeting of the partners, reflecting the importance '- 
of the decision. 4 firms provided no additional information. In 8 firms the basis of the 

- decision - was often -the need to prevent good- QAs- leaving the firm: In l' firm, qualified 
assistants additionally required to be of a suitable seniority before being considered. 

3 fume indicated that the decision of the full partners meeting employed a formal voting 
procedure. In another 3 flans this voting procedure applied, but in addition the need to avoid 
good QAs leaving influenced the decision process. In 2 firms the voting procedure and a 
seniority requirement comprised the decision making process. 

All of the remaining 9 firms, employed a voting system and recognised the importance of 

avoiding good QAs leaving the firm. In 2 of these firms, a partners committee decided who 
should become partners, nominating prospective candidates to be voted on by the full partners 

meeting. In 5 of the firms, candidates are nominated by individual partners, departmental 

heads and the like, with the full meeting of partners voting on them. I firm revealed it had a 

seniority requirement, this being the only additional information. Within the last firm, 

candidates are nominated by individual partners, departmental heads and the like, for the full 

partners meeting to vote on, but additionally all prospective partner candidates are subject to 

third party psychological tests. 
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(II) Increasing partner numbers by a committee of partners - further breakdown: 

In only 3 firms was this vitally important decision entrusted to a-committee of partners. In 

these firms, candidates are nominated by individual partners, departmental heads and the Eke, . 
the committee decides which candidates will be accepted and the committee makes the 

partnership decision. In 2 of these 3 firms, partners on the committee vote to choose between 

candidates. In the firm not mentioning voting, a seniority requirement was mentioned, as was 
the need to prevent good QAs leaving. These two features were also recognised by one of the 
2 firms mentioning the voting system. 

All 3 firms above using the committee system to make the partnership decision were large 

firms - indicating that the size of the partners group was perhaps too big to facilitate the 
decision being taken by the fullmeeting of partners. 

While the full complement of partners does not make the decision, it is unlikely in the above 

situation that an obviously erroneous partnership decision would go through as; 

1. It would be unhi7cely to get past the committee stage and, 

2. Even if it did, one or more non-committee partners would be likely to discover the 

proposals and attempt to get the decision over-ruled before implementation. 

It is thus apparent-that the decision process 
_is_ 

typically--formal and -tends 
to follow- an 

established procedure offering support for Hypothesis 3. which states that the law firm's 

decision to increase partnership numbers will be very formal and subject to a strict procedure. 

It is also apparent that the formality of the decision process and particularly the use of 

nomination and voting procedures, seniority requirements and often several levels of decision 

making filters via committees, is indicative of the kind of procedures Hypothesis 2. argues 

will be typical of the law firm. Hypothesis 2. states the firm will employ formal screening 

mechanisms to discover the suitability of potential partners for the firm. Evidence above is 

corroborative of Hypothesis 2 in this respect. 
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3.2 Candidates for partnership - the issue of internal promotion and external hiring: 

(TABLE 8.3) 
Firs No INTONLY EXTCAND SALARY HEDHUNT2 IN1NERG HRADFUTU 

I 1,5,8,9,10,16,17,20,21, 
30,32,33 (12 Tirsr36.4%) Yes 

_ 
No No 

. 
No No No 

6,15 (2 firms-6.11) Yes No No No No Yes 
13.25 (2 Tires-6.11) Yes No- No No Yes No 
16 (1 tars-3.0%) Yes No No Yes No No 
22 (1 Tire-3.01) Yes No No Yes No Yes 
4 (1 Urn-3.01) Ti. No No Yes Yes Yes 
2 (1 tics-3.01) Yes NO Yes NO Yes No 
26,27 (2 Tires-6.11) Yes Yes No Yes No Yes 
11 (1 Firs-3.01) Yes Yes No No No No 
11 (1 firs-3.01f Yes Yes No No Yes No 
28 (1 Tire-3.01) Yes Yes No No Ti. Yes 
19,21,23,29 ' 
(1 Firms-12.11) Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes 
3,12 (2 Tirmi-6.1%) Yes Yes Yes Kos No No 
31 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes Yes No No Yes 
7 (1 Tics-3.0%) Yes Yes Yes Y41s Yes No 1 

I 

TOTAL FIRMS 33 13 9- 12 7 12 
.ý %age FIRMS 100 39.4 27.3 36.1 21.2 36.1 

Description of variables: 
INTONLY-Internal promotion to partnership 
EXTCAND-External candidates considered for partnership 
SALARY-if external then salaried probation first before equity sharing 
HEDHUNT2-Headhunting of partners 
INTMERG-Internal candidates except if takeover/ merger etc. 
HEADFUTU-will have to consider headhunting in future 

2 main categories of firms can be identified with reference to hiring/ promotion of QAs to 
partner level, and these will be examined below. 

(I) Firms who use internal promotion - further breakdown: 

As was expected, this group enjoyed the majority of respondents, totalling 20 of the 33 firms. 
Of this group of 20 firms, 12 provided no additional information regarding QAs and 
promotion to partnership. 2 firms perceived that they may have to headhunt partners in future__ 

--------and 
-- another 2 firms indicated-that only internally promoted QAs became partners, except in 

the rare situation where the firm merged with another. 

3 firms disclosed that although it was their policy to only internally promote to partnership, 

exceptional circumstances had forced them to headhunt very occasionally in the past. Of 

these firms, 2 felt that there would be an increased role for headhunting in future within their 
firms, one of them also indicating that merger situations could result in them deviating from 

their only internal promotion policy. 

The last firm in this group also noted that mergers could result in rare contravention of their 

only internal promotion policy. Where this occurred, however, new partners that were not 
internally promoted would be initially salaried to retain the screening process. 

(II) Firms who used internal promotion and external hiring - further breakdown: 

The 13. firms in this group broke down further into two basic types, those that used a salaried 

partner screening period and those that did not. 5 firms did not use a salaried period for new 
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externally hired partners, during which suitability for equity sharing can be assessed. Of these 
5 firms, 2 indicated they headhunted partners and reckoned this activity would play a greater 
role in the future, and 2 firms indicated that often mergers could result in new non-internally 
promoted partners. The last firm provided no additional information. 

The group of firms that did use a salaried partner screening period for externally hired 

partners totalled S. Of these 8 firms, half indicated they headhunted partners at present and 
foresaw an increase in this for the future. 3 other firms disclosed they used headhunting, one 

of them also indicating that mergers were a source of new non-internally promoted partners. 
The final firm foresaw an increase in headhunting activities in future; this being the only 

additional information provided. 

It is apparent from the information presented above that the typical firm will rely primarily on 
internal promotion of QAs to fill partner vacancies since such candidates will be more easily 

evaluated than external ones for suitability. Where, external hiring occurs, there is a much 
higher incidence of salaried partner categories existing within the firm. This can be regarded 

as a screening mechanism/ apprenticeship during which time the partners can assess the true 

suitability of such, persons for full equity partnership participation. This highlights the 

apparent importance of screening partner entrants in order that the firm can confidently rely 

on self-enforcing monitoring and incentive systems io constrain behaviour of its lawyers. 

This evidence is consistent with Hypothesis 4, which states that where the firm permits lateral 

hiring of partners from the external labour market, a probationary period as salaried partner 

will be used to reduce risks to the firm - ---- --- 

Generally, even firms who indicated they did externally hire at partner level, expressed their 

preference for internal promotion. External hiring, new partner additions via firm mergers and 
headhunting were all activities generally necessary because the firm could not itself internally 

produce enough QAs of the type or calibre necessary to fulfil its needs at a particular time. 

Essentially there is internal market failure and the firm has to go to the external market, 

thereby increasing uncertainty and risks etc. The firm must, therefore, attempt to protect itself 

from these increased risks and uncertainty and typically chooses to do this via a salaried 

probationary period. 

The evidence above is broadly consistent with Hypothesis 1, which states that law firms will 

tend to rely on internal promotion of qualified assistants rather than external hiring as the 

mechanism of growth for the partnership. 

12 firms admitted to headhunting partners from the external labour market, and this included 

3 ins who indicated it was their usual policy to exclusively rely on internal promotion of 
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qualified assistants and avoid external hiring in all but rare occasions. 12 firms anticipated 
that (typically as a result of increasing specialisation in legal services) they would be likely to 
require to rely on headhunting -of partners in the firture: Notably, 2 of these firms currently 
attempt to avoid external hiring at all times, I rely typically on internal promotion'(only, 
hiring externally in rare exceptional circumstances) and the remaining 8 have a hiring policy 
that could accommodate external hiring (6 of whom have headhunted in the past). 

3.3 Partners buying into the firm: 
(TABLE 8.4) 

r 

I Firm No PARTBUY NO? INI2 DSFDRJIW NOGWILL idORXp1P 

28,29 (2 Firms-6.11) MHNMM 
5,7,8,15,16,18,22,25,30,32 
(10 Firms-30.31) No No No No ' No 
4 (1 Firm-3.0%) No No No Yes Yes 
17 (1 Firm-3.01) No No. yes No No 
21,24 (2 Firns-6.1%) Yes No NO No yes 
1,9,12,13,14 (5 Firms-15.2%) Yes No No No No 
23 (1 Firm-3.0%) Yss No No Yes Yes 
26 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No Yes No. Yes 

ý 11,20 (2 Firms-6.11) Yes No Yes No No 
ý 6,10,27,19,31,33 (6 firms-18.2%) Yes Yes No No No 
ý3 (1 firn-3.0%) Yss Yes No Yes No 
ý2 (1 Firm-3.0%) Yes Yes Yes No No 

TOTAL FIRMS 19 a535j 
lag* FIRMS 57.6 21.2 15.2 9.1 15.2 ý 

(M-Missing) 
Description of variables: 
PARTBUY-New partners have to buy into the partnership 
NOTINIT-Partners say have to buy in but not initially 
DEFDRAW-Partners buy in by deferring drawings Se. leave Capital behind 
No(tILL-NO goodwill in partnership 
WORKCAP-New partners only-have to-sake a small Contribution to working capital 

ý+ A 

It is expected that new partners may be required to buy into the partnership, or at least make 
some contribution to its -working capital. - The contents öf TABLE 8.4 above will now be 

examined with reference to partners' capital contributions - contribution of capital can be 

regarded as a bonding mechanism which further bonds partners to each other, and the firm. 

When asked the question of whether new partners had to buy themselves into the partnership, 
19 firms indicated that this was the case, with the remaining 14 disclosing that partners do 

not have to buy-in (2 firms provided no information and are thus coded missing). 

(1) Firms where new partners do not have to buy-in - further breakdown: 

Of these 12 firms (14 minus 2 coded missing), 10 provided no additional information, merely 
indicating that partners did not have to buy-in. 1 firm indicated that there was no goodwill in 

the partnership and that new partners may only have to make a nominal contribution to 

working capital. The other firm indicated that partners may have to defer drawings, ie. leave 

capital behind, periodically depending on the working capital situation. There was, however, 

no strict requirement for partners to buy-in. 
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(II) Firms where new partners have to buy-in - further breakdown: 

Of these 19 firms, 8 additionally disclosed that although new partners had to buy-in, they did 
not have to do so initially. 6 of these firms provided no additional information, but 1 indicated 
that no goodwill existed in the firm, with the other indicating that partners buy-in by deferring 
drawings (leaving capital behind). 

Of the 11 firms whose partners had to make an initial contribution to buy-into the firm, 5 
provided no additional information. 4 fines noted that partners had to make a contribution to 
the firm's working capital, 1 of them noting that there was no goodwill in their firm and 

. another noting that partners deferred drawings in order to make their working capital 
contribution. In the 2 remaining firms, partners had to buy-in initially by deferring drawings. 

3.4 The selection mechanism to choose between partnership candidates: 

(TABLE 8.5) 
I Fire No SELNECN PSRFpA PTRVOTS2 CONSENS SPECNEEn orxsa7l 

1 5,6,7,12,14,23,24,29,33 
-- -----°-ý 

(9 firms-27.31) Yes Yon Yes No Yes No 
ý 2,20,21,25,26,28,31 

(7 firms-21.21) Yes Yes Yes No No No 
32 (1 [ira-3.01) Yes Yes Yes Yes No No 
22 (1 Pira-3.01) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
3,9,11,15,16,17,18,19 
(8 Pi=s-21.21) Yes Yss No Yes Y41s No 
10 1L Firm-3.01) Yes Yes No Yes No ý No 
4 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes No Yes No No 
1,30 (2 FLras-6.11) Yes Yes No No No No 
6,13 (2 [iras-6.11) Yes Yes No No Yes No 
27 (1 fira-3.01) Yes No Yes No Yes No 

TOTAL IIANS 33 32 19 12 21 0 
sage iIAKS 100 97.0 57.6 36.1 63.6 0 

Description of variables: 
-- SSi? ýCH-Posaal selactian mechanism--- - 

PERE(A-PerfOraance as Q. 
PTAVO? E2-Partners vote on candidates 
ODNSBNS-Consensus is arrived at by the partners 
SP8CNEED-QA is in specialty required 
oTHE17-other 

It is recalled from TABLE 8.2, firstly, that all firms employed a formal decision process to 
increase the number of partners of the firm and, secondly, that 19 firms employ some Voting 
mechanism to facilitate choice between candidates. 

All but 1 of the fines explicitly cite the relative performance (however measured) of 
candidates during their time with the firm as a QA as an important choice criteria for 

selecting between candidates for partner positions. This is hardly surprising as it could be 

expected that a QA's performance is likely to be a strong signal of suitability (or otherwise) 
of candidates which would facilitate the choice by the present partners. The goal of every 
firm can be seen to be broadly similar in this respect - that being to assume partners who can 
be relied on to self-monitor. This, if successful, will reduce consumption of the fine's 

resources directed at policing partners to make sure they are not free-riding on others' effort. 
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In this respect, Hypothesis 5. is offered support since evidence above is consistent with its 

claim that QAs will not exit the firm where the promise of partnership will act as. an exit 
constraint and provide an incentive to supply high levels of individual effort. It. will also be f 

recalled from TABLE 8.2'that 23 firms recognised the importance of the partnership decision 
in relation to making sure that good QAs do not leave. Presumably, these QAs will be 

provided with at least some indication of how long they can expect to wait before being 

offered partnership - if the decision is not made within the period perceived by the QA as 
reasonable, then the firm stands to lose good QAs. - It is only if the promise of partnership is 

not fulfilled by the firm that it will not act as an exit constraint or an incentive to supply high 
levels of effort intensity. t 

12 firms disclosed that 'consensus' was generally reached between the partners regarding 
choice of new partners. In 2 firms the reaching of consensus went hand in hand with the 
existence of a formal voting mechanism, where as in the other 10, 'consensus' was achieved 
without a formal voting mechanism. Where a voting and consensus system operated, the 
formal vote was seen as strictly necessary only where 'consensus' could not be reached for 

certain partnership candidates. 

21 firms indicated that the decision made between prospective partners in the fine was also 
dependent on surpluses and deficiencies in the respective areas of law fine business. It could 
be, for instance, that a certain area of work was experiencing a boom and that department in 

"r 

the firm was running at 100% capacity with unmet demand, requiring some form of 
expansion. This could result in quicker than normal promotion to partnership of certain QAs 
(more as_a_fimction of demand and supply rather than their ability as compared with QAs 

working in other areas of the firm). It was disclosed that QAs of similar abilities would be 

more likely to be promoted faster if they were legal specialists in an area in which it was 
decided partner appointments were needed to soak up excess demand/ create new capacity. 

Thus, policies firms have for increasing number of partners are based on numerous factors. A 

common reason for expansion of partner numbers is to help cope with the sheer volume of 

work in a particular area and the demands of business, or pressure on a particular 
department. Another main reason is the desire to retain good quality QAs, arguably 
demonstrating the value of the training the firm gives to its QAs and the fact that dissatisfied 

QAs exiting the firm could represent a significant loss to the firm. This loss would have two 
in components; 

1. The loss of trained personnel that would generate positive externalities to any firm 

that re-employs these highly trained QAs and, 
2. potential loss of clients. 
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In almost all cases it was emphasised that the decision to increase partner numbers would 
require to be cost effective, or at least be projected to become cost effective quickly. 
Typically, this was - reinforced with stringent assessment procedures that would screen 
entrants to the partnership "and ensure that any new partner chosen would be compatible with 
the existing group of partners. Determination of the cost effectiveness of extra partners being 
appointed would presumably involve existing partners evaluating whether such a move would 
result in lower levels of personal income, or whether the increased level of fee income that 
such a move could be expected to generate would more than offset the impact of the reduced 
share of income that each partner would receive as a result of any new admission. Due to 
perceptive and rationality limitations it would be difficult for partners to make this 
calculation accurately and they may view the likely reduction in their workload, consequent 
on extra partners being appointed, as outweighing any reduction in income they may suffer as 
a result. The firm may or may not, therefore, exhibit labour managed firm (LMF) tendencies 
which promote longer term self-degeneration through non-replacement of partners, or pursuit 
of a deliberate non-hiring policy. 

3.5 The expected length of QA service (post qualifying) prior to being offered 
partnership: 

(TABLE 8.6) 
Firm No PSRIODQA QüALQA USUAL03 USUAL46 US[A1LGY6 SfiMISS00 0'IR6R6 I 

t 1,5,16,17,25 
IS fires-15.21) Yes yes Yes a No No )lo No 
2,3 (2 Yirmr6.11) Yea Yea Yea yes No No No 
12 (1 firar3.01) Yes yes Yes No No Yes No 
4 (1 firs-3.01) Yes No Yes No No No No 
6,7,10,11,15,18,20. 
21,22.23.31 

ill Pima-33.3I) Yes 
9 (1 Firm-3.011 Yes Yes No Yes No Yes No 
27 (1 fire-3.0%) Yes No No Ti. No no so 
24,26,32,33 

t (4 Picas-12.21) Yes Yes No No Yes No No 
30 (1 Pica-3.01) Yes Yea No No Yes Yes No 

t 13,14,19,28 
t (4 firas-12.21) Tea Yes No No No No No 
t8 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No No No No Yes No 

29 (1 firr3.0%) xxxxxxx 

TOTAL FIRMS 32 29 9 1S 540 
%ago FIRMS 97.0 87.9 27.3 4S. S 15.2 12.2 0 

(H-xitaing value) 

Description of variables: 
PERIODQA-Period as OA before partnership offer varies 
QUALOA-Period pre-partner depends on quality of individual QA 
UMW-Period pre-partner usually 0-3 years 
USUAL46-Period pre-partner usually 4-6 years 
USUALGT6-Period pre-partner usually greater than 6 years 
SENPiSSOC-Senior associate category between QA and partner 
OTHERS-Other 

As one would expect, 32 of the firms providing information for this question indicated that 
the period served as a QA before being offered partnership varied. Only 1 firm did not answer 
this question (coded as a missing value), but almost all of the remaining firms were able to 

give a typical pre-partner period for their QAs. 
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(I) Firms whose usual pre-partner period for QAs is 0-3 years - further breakdown: 

Of this group of 9 firms, 8 indicated that the period was dependent on the quality of the QA 

amongst other factors. 1-firm disclosed the existence of a 'senior associate' category and 

another also indicated that other QAs could typically be in the firm as a QA for 4-6-years 

pre-partnership. Of this group of 9 firms, 7 are small/ medium and 2 are large. 

(II) Firms whose usual pre-partner period for QAs is 4-6 years - further breakdown: 

12 of these 13 firms indicated the period is typically 4-6 years pre-partnership and that this 

period also depended on quality of the QA amongst other factors. 1 of these firms additionally 
disclosed the existence of 'senior associate' positions and another provided no information 

other than the 4-6 year typical period. Of the 13 firms in this group, 6 are small/ medium and 
7 are large. 

(III) Firms whose usual pre-partner period is greater than 6 years - further breakdown:. 

All 5 firms in this group indicated the expected period, although usually being greater than 6 

years, is also dependent upon the quality of the QA amongst other factors. 1 of these firms 

also disclosed the existence of the senior associate category in the firm between QA and 

partner. All S of these firms are large firms. 

(N) Firms who could not indicate a typical pre-partner period- further breakdown: 

In addition to the A firm who provided no information whatsoever to this question, 5 firms -- 

could not provide a typical period of time for QAs to be with the firm before being offered 

partnership. 4 of these firms indicated only that the period would be dependent on the quality 

of the QA and many other factors. The remaining firm indicated only that the period varied 

between QAs and that a 'senior associate' category existed within the firm. 

The 4 firms that used a 'senior associate' category between QA and partner, did so in an 

attempt to provide good QAs with a career move and additional status. This could be used to 

buy time before the partnership decision required to be made to avoid good QAs leaving. It 

was pointed out by many of the firms that some QAs never become partners, typically 

because they demonstrate no desire to become partners and are content with QA status. 
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3.6 The replacement of partners after a depletion in partner numbers: 

(TABLE 8.7) 
Firs No . 

AUTOREPL DEPDEPT 
_CAPACIT 

EXPAND QUALPROF -RETPLANI 

2,3, /, 5,6,11,13,11,18, 
19,20.21,22,23,25,26, 
27,28,29,30,31,32,33 
(23 Tiras-69.71) No No No No No No 
1,10,16 (3 Firms-9.11) No No No No No Yes 
21 (1 firm-3.01) NO No No Na Yes No 
15 (1 Tira-3.01) No No Yos No Yes No 
8,17 (2 firms-6-11) Yes No ' yes No No No 
7,12 (2 liras-6.11) Yes No No Yes No No 
9 (1 Tim-1.00 Yss No No No No No 

TOTAL FIRMS 503223 
Isqo FIRMS 15.2 0 9.1 6.1 6.1 9.1 

I 

Description of variables: 
AUTORRPL-Partnership vacancies are automatically filled 
DEPDEPT-Decision to replace or not depends on department ate. 
CAPACIT-Usually replacement occurs to maintain capacity 
EXPAND-Replacement occurs since firm is expanding 
QUALPROP-Depends an balance between maintaining partner quality and firm profitability 
RETPLAN-Retirements planned for in advance 

In 28 firms, depleted partner numbers did not result in automatic replacement. In 3 of these 

firms retirements, would generally be planned for and the necessary adjustments made, but 

automatic replacement need not necessarily occur. In 2 fines, it was mentioned that the 

necessity of maintaining profitability and quality of the partnership resulted in a trade-off 

situation. This means that a conflict can arise between the need to maintain the previous size 

of partnership in order to remain profitable and maintain capacity, -and 
the fact that there are 

no suitable candidates to become partners. As a result, it may make sense not to replace. 
While this will maintain the quality of the partners (and the firm); - it will cause capacity 

problems - this may be preferable to promoting to partnership someone who is not of 

sufficient quality, merely to maintain capacity. Of the 2 firms that noted this profitability/ 

quality trade-off, I also noted that typically replacement would occur since maintenance of 

capacity is usually crucial. 

5 firms disclosed that automatic replacement would generally occur. 2 fines viewed this as 

necessary in order to maintain capacity with a similar number indicating this would occur as 

a consequence of the firm currently expanding and increasing capacity. 

In this section, firms tended not to have a strict policy regarding replacement and firms 

typically provided answers to the question based on their experience of what had happened in 

past situations. The fact that very few firms had a formal policy regarding replacement is 

arguably indicative of a general desire of partners to restrict (not automatically replace or 

expand) membership numbers in order to maintain, or better, their own position within the 

firm. In this context, this could be seen as supportive of Hypothesis 7. which argues that 

firms may have a tendency to restrict membership, like the Labour Managed Firm (LMF), as 

this will preserve per member income. From TABLE 8.6 it is recalled that 4 firms created 
.a 

category of senior associate between QA and partner. This could cynically be seen as an 
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attempt by partners to restrict their numbers for as long as is practicable, risking losing good 
QAs who may otherwise become disillusioned at the length of the pre-partner period. 

-1 It is. the case that membership restriction can be effectively accomplished by partners by 
hiring non-membership labour re. more QAs and other employees) rather than extra partners. 
in the longer run, at least some of these additional QAs would require to be" offered partner 
positions, or it is likely that they would leave the firm. A firm that consistently pushes up its 
partnership gearing, ie. increases its ratio of QAs` to partners, will signal to its QAs that the 
pre-partner period will become longer and/ or the chances of becoming a partner will be 
reduced. As a result, highly geared partnerships may have to utilise permanent associate 
categories to sustain high gearing and/ or provide a more incentive rich career path for QAs 
in the pre-partner period. A firm perceived as opportunistically using QAs to over gear the 
partnership, and doing this consistently, may tarnish its reputation - it could consequently find 
it difficult to attract good QAs since they would perceive little or no chance of partnership. 

The replacement of partners in modem day firms also appears to be tied very much to the 
area of law in which the retiring/ leaving/ dying partner was specialised. Any partnership 
vacancy created will only be filled if there is still a demand for the services in which such a 
partner was specialised. In view of the fact that legal services have changed dramatically in 
contemporary lawyers' lifetimes, it is likely that certain areas of the law firm's businesses will . 
be dying and others will be thriving. This change in emphasis is likely to result in mismatches 
between vacancies created and the need for partners in other expanding areas of the law firm's 
business. As a result, it is also likely to further obscure the issue of replacement/ 

- -- --- -- -non-replacement of partners. -------- 

3.71äe issue of partnership gearing: 

(TABLE 8.8) 
i lirs No AWIAS MARRED GEARINC OVERALL DEPTGEAR TfiAtCEAR 

ý l, s, e. lo, 11,13,16,30, 
ý 31 (9 Firms-27.31) Yes No No No No No 
ý 7,14,28,29,32 

(S Firms-15.21) Yes No No No Yes yes 
ý 23 (1 Fir-3.01) Yes No No No Yes No 
ý 2,3,12,17,19,22,25, 
ý 27,33 (9 Firms-27.31) Yes No No Yes No No 
ý 18,21,24.26 

(4 Firms-12.21) Yes No No Yes Yes Yes 
4,6,20 (3 Firms-9.11) Yes No Yes No No No 
15 (1 Firm-3.04) Yes No Yes No Yes No 
9 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No Yes Ti' No No 

Fri 
TOTAL FIRMS 
%age EIRMS 

33 05 14 11 9 
100 0 15.2 42.1 33.3 27.3 

pescription of variables: 
AWARE-Firm is conscious of need to watch geecinq 
GEMRED-eearing reducing is. CAS: PTRS reducing 
GENRINC-Gearing increasing is. 4u: PTRS increasing 

OVERALL-Attempt to aintain constant overall gearing 
pgpTGEAR-Gearing varies between departments 

TEAMEAA-Geacing varies between teams 

A 
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All firms indicated they were aware of the need to keep a close watch on gearing betweeä 

partners and QAs to maintain their quality and profitability. In none of the firms interviewed 
." 

was it the case that gearing was reducing (ie. the ratio of QAS: PTRS was reducing). -- 

5 firms indicated the gearing of the overall firm was dependent on the gearing of individual 
departments and teams. Gearing was disclosed as varying across different work types, 
departments and teams dependent upon labour input requirements. 1 firm noted only that 

overall firm gearing was dependent on variations in gearing between individual departments. 

13 firms " disclosed they attempted to maintain the overall gearing of the firm, 4 of whom 
noted that gearing varied between both departments and teams within the firm. 5 firms noted 
their partnership gearing was increasing (ie. the ratio of QAS: PTRS was increasing). Of 

these 5 firms, 1 firm noted that gearing varied between departments of the firm and another 
disclosed that it attempted to maintain an overall partnership gearing. 

One of the problems that became apparent when interviewing the firms was that, although 
firms were generally aware of the importance of gearing, the variation in 'ideal' gearing 

requirements across teams and departments resulted in difficulties fog the firm in its attempts 
to maintain a-fairly constant overall gearing between partners and QAs. Teams were 

particularly troublesome in this respect as, due to their fluid nature and the fact that they are 
temporarily formed to perform project type tasks, they can temporarily upset gearing in 

departments. This can upset gearing to such an extent that the remaining labour in the 
departments can become imbalanced with either too many chiefs and not enough 

-indians', 
or 

toö mäny inexperienced staff with no experienced leadership. 

Many of the firms, although being aware of the partnership gearing and its importance, 

tended to possess the attitude that so long as it did not noticeably become too low or too high, 

it would take care of itself. It would only be if these limits were breached that alarm bells 

would ring, causing the firm to consciously seek to address the imbalance to avoid damaging 

the overall structure of the firm. 

Hypothesis 6, which states the partnership gearing ratio (ratio of qualified assistants to 

partners) will be higher in larger firms/ corporate client firms, due to the requirement to work 
in teams and do so cost effectively, was tested and confirmed earlier in this thesis. 
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-Chapter Nine- 

The Future Orgönisation- of Law 
. 
Firms - Theoretical and Empirical Analysis: 

Section One: Alternative practising arrangements for lawyers in private practice: 

Introduction: 

Previous chapters have examined some of the characteristic features and problems 6f 

partnership practice for law firms, particularly large law firms. What f llows is a discussion 

of alternative practice options which would be open to lawyers in private practice, contingent 

on removal of practising restrictions. The aim is to expose whether these problems are Unique 

to partnership practice or whether they would remain in other organisational modes. 

It is helpful to categorise differing organisational modes open to the lawyer in private 

practice. Within these options, certain organisational features determine and shape incentives 

facing the firm's agents - evoking differing behavioural responses where alternative contract 

specifications among the firm's agents (and their interaction) are expected to yield different 

resultant behavioüral outcomes. 

The unrestricted set of organisational options available are as follows: 

1. Sole practice. 
2. Law partnership. 
3. Mixed professional partnership. -- 
4. Corporate law firm. 

5. Mixed corporate practice. 

1.1 The organisational form as a structure of property rights: 

It will be recalled from previous chapters that different organisational forms reflect 

alternative structures of property rights. Choice of organisational form specifies; 

1. Potential advantages of further specialisation, or team production. 
2. The extent to which exchange relationships, thus created, give rise to problems of 

moral hazard. 

3. Returns to monitoring. 
4. The trade off between risk sharing benefits and incentives. 

A common element within all practice modes being considered is the presence of consumers 

and potential consumers of legal services. However, the type of client attracted by different 

types of firm may be different if it is accepted that certain structures are perhaps more 

amenable to particular aspects of legal business. Much debate surrounding the issue of 
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alternative practice modes appears to implicitly, and incorrectly, assume that legal services 

. are a homogeneous output. Arguments largely fail to consider the major differences between 

private and commercial clients. ==- 

An organisational form which is too restrictive, may not permit the law fm to produce the 
kinds of legal services demanded by the modem consumer. Even if such services can be 

produced by the current form, they could perhaps be - processed more effectively and 
efficiently through an alternative, but currently illegitimate, practice mode. It is precisely this 

type of argument that has prompted consideration of alternative practice modes for the legal 

profession, Present arrangements have been challenged as too restrictive, and increasingly 

incapable of meeting the dynamic changes in the market for legal services. 

In the vast majority of cases the typical private consumer is unlikely to know what type of 

organisation his lawyer belongs to, whether he is a partner or a qualified assistant and may be 

unaware (even if he could discern between different organisational modes) what difference 

alternative practice modes make anyway. 

There is a need to as fully as possible understand why current structure (sole practice and 

partnerships) has arisen prior to informed and rational consideration of other organisational 
forms. The easy answer to this question, in the context of the legal profession, is that it has 

arisen because all öther forms are banned. It is necessary to take a further step back, 

however, and discover the rationale for creating restrictions in the first instance. 
ý^s 

In taking a nexus of contracts view of the firm, each organisational option can be analyzed in 

terms of relations between the various, and sometimes wider set of, parties to the nexus of 
inter-related contracts. It is an examination of these relationships, which facilitates critical 

evaluation of the attendant problems and potential hazards of each practice modes. In simple 

terms, a move from sole practice to partnership through to incorporation has the effect of 

extending and widening the nexus of contracts at each stage. Mixed disciplinary practice 
(Mop), in either partnership or corporate form, similarly results in an expansion of 

contractual agents and specifications/ problems. In addition, such a move also involves the 

introduction of particular problems, through the introduction of members of other professions 

into the firm, the influence of their professional regulatory bodies and the demands of a new 

breed of multi-product customer. 

1.2 Sole Practice: 

In sole practice, the lawyer practices on his own and is thus the sole residual claimant. At 

present, sole practice is the only alternative option to partnership and is the far less common 

of the two practice options. As the sole residual claimant, the solicitor has full private 
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property rights within his practice. 

There are numerous inter-related disadvantages to the sole practitioner 
r 

1. Severe capital constraints (human, and monetary), 
2. Undiversified human capital investment with high risk, 
3. Time constraints, limited attention span and cognitive limitations - information 

processing ability (bounded rationality), 
4. Uncaptured potential economies of scale and scope, however lunited, 

5. Inability to realistically and effectively specialise in more than one (or a few) areas 

of the law - specialisation also further enhances risk. 

The major advantages to the lawyer are; 

1'. He only has to monitor the small staff he employs - this may be relatively easy. 
2. He receives all the fruits of his employees' efforts to transfer into the final service. 
3. He has no mutual monitoring of partners to contend with, and, 
4. He has the sole right to the residual of the firm. 

He has direct control over his destiny, the firture of the firm, his liability and his exposure 

through mal-practice to negligence claims - he has full and accurately specified private 

property rights. 

=The sole practitioner cannot offer much of a career opportunity for incoming members of the 

profession. They may find it difficult to attract other solicitors (as employees) as they find it 

impossible to offer competitive salaries. Consequently, it is difficult for the sole practitioner 

to expand his fine. Many liwyers commencing their careers may not wish to join a sole 
TZ: 

practitioner practice since there would be little or no prospect of becoming a partner of the 

original sole practitioner..,, 

On weighing up the advantages and disadvantages of sole practice it is apparent that for the 

majority of lawyers it is not as attractive a practice option as partnership. 

1.3 Partnership Practice: 

This is by far the more common of the two practising options in the UK at present. This can 

be attributed to the twin benefits attainable through partnership; 

1. Economies of scale and scope and, . 
2. Specialisation and risk sharing benefits revealed by portfolio theory 1. 
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Partnership permits a far greater capital (human and monetary) injection. Consequently, any 

economies of scale capable of being captured may be more fully exhausted, since a larger 

organisational scale is now viable. Our previous discussion-of portfolio theory suggests that 
lawyers can diversify risks inherent in their human capital' investments by 

. 
forming a 

partnership with other lawyers. 

Personal risk in legal service provision is relatively high since partner lawyers of the practice 

are residual claimants. The existence of joint and several liability is expected to reinforce the 
lawyer's commitment to ethical practice and attainment of high standards of quality in 

service. It is also expected that the jointness exhibited in this respect, will encourage mutual 

monitoring between partners of the firm. Full private property rights are attenuated in 

partnership to the extent that all partners in the practice will be residual claimants - as a 

result of partner's liability not only being exposed to personal malpractice, but also 

malpractice of fellow partners, there is a strong incentive created for mutual monitoring. 

The residual income of partners now rests on the joint efforts of the whole team of partners 

and not merely on personal performance. Since low effort intensity is difficult to detect and 

assign to particular partners, it could be expected that an incentive to shirk is created - 

shirking being where a partner free-rides on efforts of other partners. It will be recalled, 
however, that effective partnership screening will screen out shirkers before they become 

partners. 

------The nature of the -sharing bargain, will play an instrumental and central role -in shaping 

partners' incentives within the firm. Inadvertently, through incompleteness in sharing bargain 

specification, incentives to shirk can be created (or at least remain unsuppressed). Such 

incompleteness may not be too much of a problem in partnership since it is expected that 

partners' propensity to shirk will be low due to ethical dedication and screening. It has been 

rehearsed at greater length previously why self-monitoring is expected to be relatively 

successful in the legal profession in general and in law firms in particular 2. 

(1) The contract structure of the partnership: 

The contractual structure of the partnership can be outlined as follows. Lawyers enter a 

contract with other lawyers which, firstly, specifies the sharing of practice incomes and, 

secondly, formalises joint and several unlimited liability between them'. 

Any residual shirking problems that exist, unconstrained by self and mutual monitoring can 

be mitigated (at least partially) by the nature of the sharing bargain, whereby partners' 

personal incomes are related to their effort intensity, or some proxy therefore. - 
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It is advantageous for lawyers to construct productive teams with their colleagues to take 

advantage of benefits revealed by conventional economic theory, for instance, specialisation/ 
division of labour, and economies of scale and scope. A time constraint renders sole practice 

unattractive since it takes a long time, and much hard work, to start and develop a sole 

practice into a thriving business. Previous chapters have highlighted the fact that time costs 
for lawyers can be expected to be fairly high - there is a finite time in which to quickly recoup 

returns to protracted investments in human capital which is a quickly depleting asset. 

(II) Non-partner labour units within the partnership:. 

It will be recalled from the previous chapter that hiring of labour in partnership will be done 

from both internal and external labour markets. 'It is expected that there will be a greater 

emphasis on promotion by internal promotion contests with a lesser reliance on lateral entry, 

particularly at partner level. Lateral entry via the external labour market may only apply in 

the minority of cases, particularly for partner positions. Lower level jobs may, however, be 

filled from the external market, eg. general employees and newly qualified graduates, with the 

majority of internal promotion occurring from QA to partner level. There will tend to be an 
identifiable hierarchy in partnership which runs from partners down through QAs to trainees, 

and down to general and ancillary staff. - 

All employees are essentially in a contract with the group of partners, rather than a faceless 

organisation, for the supply of their labour input. This may have the effect of enhancing the 

_ ___individual's_effort 
intensity, due to_a_perceived direct accountability to_higher_hierarchical 

levels of the organisation - employees may recognise and respect the fact that partners have 

been through the organisation from lower levels to the top and consequently should be more 

able to objectively and effectively evaluate performance through experience 

(III) The size of partnership and monitoring processes: 

The size of the partnership is limited to a certain extent by the wealth of the constituent 

partners, since the external capital market is inaccessible to partners who may collectively 

wish to expand the firm's capacity. However, it is expected that capital constraints will not be 

a significant problem facing the firm in this respect since by far the more important input to 

the firm is human capital and not monetary capital. As the size of a partnership grows, there 

is likely to require to be a divorce of ownership form real control within the firm, or at least a 

heightening of authority problems. These are a potential and likely consequence of pursuit of 

partnership growth and increased specialisation. 

Where appropriate, different liability classes could be assigned to different authority levels to 
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check abuse of authority and constrain shirking. It is probable, however, that this would be as 
difficult to administer and control as the original authority problem itself, since control. and 

-monitoring problems are inherently complex. -In an}r case, only qualified: solicitors. are 
permitted to share liability in legal partnerships. 

Partnerships are more likely to evolve, where the monitoring process is itself routine and 
susceptible to some degree of accountability. They are not as likely to be formed where the 

effort of each partner is impossible to detect. Joint and several liability enhances the partners: 
incentives to monitor inter-alia, in the face of such monitoring difficulties. Rather than 

making the monitoring task any easier, joint and several liability simply enhances 
accountability. While it remains difficult for partners to monitor each other, it would be a 
fairly routine task for partners to monitor each other if they desired. 

As the number of partners in the firm increases, the incentive to shirk increases, since it 
becomes increasingly difficult to detect low effort intensity of any one individual, and assign 
blame to the shirker. Such moral hazard problems are expected to be constrained by the 
incentive properties of the sharing bargain, partnership screening, and by the lawyer's internal 

monitor/ ethics. 

The property rights of the firm's partners, who are unlimitedly jointly and severally liable for 

each other, are not freely tradeable. Transactional difficulties are inevitable here as a 

consequence of this, since partners -have 'the authority to contract on each other's behalf. - 
Potential problems of partners suing each other would have the effect of essentially cancelling 

risk sharing and mutual monitoring benefits--- this-could be expected to be -a -very rare and 

atypical situation. However, given the increased potential for problems the larger the 

partnership group becomes, partnerships, in many areas of work, have been limited in their. 

growth potential by the imposition of sensible membership limits either in terms of regulatory 

requirements or the imposition of rigorous screening by partners. 

(IV) Situations conducive to the formation of partnerships: 

The size of the partnership can be restricted by the increasing cost of management and/ or 
increasing costs of monitoring shirking behaviour. Paroush (1985) argues that partnerships 

are more common in consulting services and function in this manner in order that consumers' 

time is saved and levels of fees are controlled 5. It is also argued by Paroush that partnerships 

exist because non-sequential decision rules are preferred. An individual's demand for 

consulting services is seen by Paroush to be dependant on two factors 6: 

1. Cost of services. 
2. Individual risk aversion. 
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Alchian and Demsetz (1972) argue that self-monitoring partnerships, rather than employer/ 

employee contracts, would serve to check excessive dilution of efforts through shirking more 

effectively'. Professional persons are argued to have the internal conscience to undertake this 

self monitoring. Paroush (1985) argues that partnerships, therefore, arise where the following 
features are relevant e: 

1. 'The consulting process could be expected to increase users' expected benefits of 

using the service. 
2. Where the verb to consult' isfthe applicable term to describe the productive 
process, ie. you 'consult' a lawyer. 

3. Where the usual course of events is to obtain more than one opinion for the 

problem in hand. Here, the partnership is more likely to be formed since the 

consultant will back his judgement fully. 

There could be expected to be time savings to the consumer - the nature of partnership is such 
that it is possible to consult more than one member to obtain an independent opinions. The 

creation of a forum where inter-partner advice is facilitated enhances the probability of a 

competent opinion being given, and thus enhances the user's expected benefits. 

Skill-variances within partnerships could be expected to be smaller than between different 

partnerships, and ibis could act to cut down freeriding/ shirking. It may be the case that 

partner lawyers may not shirk against their peers but may free-ride on lower levels of the 

-firm's hierarchy; It is also the case that only crude and often meaningless measures of failure --- 

can be attached to the professional, for example, number of law suits lost, number of patient 
deaths, etc. 

Partnerships are likely to develop with property rights invested in the individual person, 

rather than his position. Hence, residual claimant status is conferred on each team member 

and profit sharing schemes are likely to develop to distribute residual earnings. Jones (1983) 

argues that transactions costs determine the emergence of different systems of property rights 

and a resultant firm culture emerges '. 'Firm culture' can be viewed as synonymous with 

Williamson's (1985) notion of'contractual atmosphere' and is also a crucial feature of Gilson 

and Mnookin's (1984) analysis of large US law partnerships 10 

(VI) Firm size as a limit on the success of firm culture as a transactions cost controller: 

Jones (1983) argues that firm culture (trust laden atmosphere) developed through 

socialisation/ training/ education/ professionalisation etc., should limit severity of transactions 

costs 
within the firm ". Firm size, however, imposes limits on the success of firm culture as a 
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transactions cost controller. This is due to the following: 

1. Increased team size increases the incentive to shirk, since it is more difficult and 

costly to detect and monitor. 
2. Increased firm size almost definitely implies greater specialisation. 

Jones (1983), therefore, predicts the result will be a move towards bureaucratic systems to 

manage the exchange process between professional employees 12. The. structure of property 

rights, he argues, will weaken to accommodate a different level of transactions costs. As a 

result, reciprocal exchange will tend to be replaced by exchange based more on hierarchical 

control and specialisation in management functions. 

1.4 Mixed professional partnership/Multi-disciplinary partnership (MDP): 

Introduction: 

Multi-disciplinary practice (MDP) involves members of the solicitors profession practising 

within the same organisation as members from other professions. The essence of problems 
MDP requires to solve stem from monitoring and screening diffiicuhiPs. 

MDP could be expected to provide professionals with a greater opportunity to diversify their 
human capital investments. This would, however, depend on the degree to . which incomes 

from professional sub-units were correlated. More extensive specialisation may be fäcilitated, 

and achieved, without attendant risk increases. 

(I) The contract structure of MDP: 

In this organisational mode, members of the legal profession and members from other 

professions practice within one partnership. As a result, the firm's residual claimants come 
from diverse professional backgrounds. As with any partnership, partners will share joint and 

several liability, this representing a dilution of each partner's control over his property rights 
in relation to his residual claim. In a single profession partnership, partnership screening and 

mutual monitoring act as a constraint on the behaviour of the partners in relation to shirking 

and malpractice. In the MDP mutual monitoring and partnership screening are problematic. 

(II) Difficulties of mutual monitoring in MDP: 

Here, the problem stems from the fact that the residual claimants are from differing 

professional backgrounds. While individual partners may be generally able to mutually 

monitor partners from their own profession, they are unlikely to possess the requisite skills to 

monitor those from outwith their own profession. As a result, there is potential for.. 
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professional sub-groups of the firm to free-ride on each other. MDP partners would also be 

deficient in ability to mutual monitor in relation to seeking to avoid acts that may be regarded 

as malpractice - which would thereby result in liability losses to the partnership. Essentially, 

three major problems face MDP partnerships as follows: 

1. Individual partners have an increased incentive to shirk in the face of enhanced 

mutual monitoring difficulties, 

2. Partners may be largely unwilling to- share liability- with relatively. unknown 

quantities - lawyers cannot effectively screen persons from other professions seeking 
to become partners in the MDP firm. (joint and several liability is also 
inappropriate), 
3. Divisional freeriding of sub-groups on other sub-groups of the fum may occur. 

Now that three main disadvantages of MDP partnership have been identified, attention will be 

focused upon potential solutions to these problems. 

(III) The importance of screening and selection of MDP members: 

Just as is the case in sole-profession partnerships, the mutual monitoring problem in MDPs 

may-not be an all pervasive problem, incapable of being overcome. The attractiveness (or 

otherwise) for some individuals to practice in MDP may be more dependant on the individual 

perso alities in question rather than the professions to which they belong. In this respect, the 

problem is essentially the same as that which faces the legal partnership in its selection of 

new partners. important as the monitoring function- maybe, the firm's screening and 

selection procedures are crucial to creating the desirable 'firm culture' discussed above (which 

will also be reinforced by each profession's individual socialisation process). Screening, 

monitoring, socialisation and firm culture are all inter-related and very important to the extent 

that they are jointly determinative of the behaviour of the professional persons involved. For 

example, certain lawyers would perhaps favour practising with some of the accountants they 

know than some of the solicitors they know. 

In an organisation whose efficient operation rests upon the partners being able to self- 

monitor, selection of members who can be trusted to do this effectively irrespective of their 

professional backgrounds, appears to be the major concern of MDP organisation - and one 

which will largely determine the success or failure of such an organisation ". 

(IV) Personal indemnity (Pi) insurance to circumvent liability problems: 

The concept of joint and several liability does not entirely make sense within MDP. It would 

not appear sensible, for instance, that lawyers within the firm should be held personally liable 
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for a problem caused by the accountants within the same firm (or vice versa) should 
malpractice occur. The issue of liability sharing can be largely circumvented by the utilisation 
of PI insurance cover. The issue thereby shifts to the relative risks attending each sub-group,. 

S. 

the resultant relative PI premiums and the issue of a willingness to cross subsidise in this 
respect between sub-groups of the MDP. 

(V) Divisional autonomy and sub-group shirking: 

In relation to the problem of sub-groups shirking and ability to mutual monitor, this problem 
already exists to a certain degree in the large law firm. This problem is characterised by 
divisions within the firm shirking on others. In the case of the large single profession law firm 

the attempted solution has been the imposition of more formal constraints. on partners of the 
firm via a more mechanistic sharing bargain. This has manifested itself in more direct 

performance/ productivity measurement and tighter controls via departmental budgets and 
greater accountability etc. 

In MDP the sharing bargain between the various members from different professions in the 
firm is likely to'be extremely difficult to establish and police due to the wider and more 
diverse set of agents involved. In MDP the sharing bargain would require to be similarly 
designed to take into account the various professional sum-groups and how best to measure 
their productivity. Professional sub-group budgetary controls and the creation of individual 

cost centres could serve as more direct monitoring procedures. The more autonomous the 

professional divisions become as a consequence of these difficulties, the more blurred become 

-the. actual- advantages _of 
MDP 

_ that _ prompted- its 
_ 
discussion 

_ 
in the -first 

instance. This 
highlights the more general fragmentation - integration/ centralisation - decentralisation 

puzzle facing the typical modem firm in any industrial sector. 

The expectation is that normal partnership reciprocal exchange would be replaced (or at least 

supplemented) by more costly and bureaucratic monitoring systems. These will be required to 

convince each of the firm's sub-groups that others are pulling their weight. This, of course, 

results in imposition of costs on the firm and is not particularly conducive to creating 'firm 

culture' - argued by Jones (1983) to control transactions costs within the firm ". 

There is likely to be still yet another different hierarchical structure - within this type of 

organisation, with greater divisionalisation of tasks and sub-units. This would create a role 
for a central monitor who could overlook the functions of all professional divisions. A 

parallel can be drawn here between the functions of this central monitor and the functions 

performed by the head office in Williamson's (1985) analysis of the M-form corporation's. It 

is difficult to surmise exactly what form this central monitor would take but a partnership 
board would perhaps be the most likely practical manifestation of this concept. 
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(VI) Difficulties in the formation of MDPs: 

There is the practical difficulty of whetfier members of different professions would be willing 
to practice with each other- under one organisational umbrella. It has been demonstrated 

above that this unwillingness theoretically justifies itself in terms of enhanced' monitoring and 

screening problems. Mutual monitoring and screening between professional sub-units, is 

problematic since each would be a relatively unknown quantity io the others. There is not 

only the situation whereby individuals- shirk, but a -further problem of sub-group shirking 

characterised by divisions within the firm freeriding on each other. 

This would be likely to result in an unwillingness on the part of separate interest groups 

within the MDP to share liability with a relatively unknown quantity. However, it has been 

argued that use of personal indemnity (PI) insurance can circumvent this problem and, in 

tandem with selection procedures, well designed sharing bargains, and elements of divisional 

autonomy and accountability, MDP may still be a viable organisational option. 

A more practical problem is that of deciding which professional bod)/s regulatory rules 

should take precedence within the MDP to constitute a common, professional code of ethical 

practice. This would require representations from the professions concerned drawing up 

common practice rules covering MDPs. The nexus of contracts is wider in this MDP 

organisation, because more than one profession is party to the contract of the firm. Each 

profession's regulatory body will now also be in contract with the organisation, and could be 

expected to wish to subject those practising therein to a common code of practice/ 

---disciplmaryprocedure etc. ------- 

(VII) Solicitor fears concerning MDPs: 

Solicitors have so far resisted the introduction of other professions within legal practice 

perhaps due to a fear they hold that large accounting and financial conglomerates could 

swallow them up. This, of course, would hail the end of the legal profession as we know it. 

MDP could, however, now be viewed as an effective way for the legal profession to defend 

itself -a defensive strategy to ensure survival in the long term. 

A major fear of MDP voiced by many is the possible attenuation of professional ethics. This 

tends to be promoted by those lawyers who suffer from professional xenophobia. It can be 

argued that within any profession there is a widely accepted (and expected) uniform standard 

of ethical practice. It is difficult to see how solicitors, by practising in an organisation with 

members from other professions, would be likely to suffer from lower standards of 

professional ethics given the process of socialisation and professionalisation which has been 

argued to largely determine the self-regulation and self-monitoring nature of their behaviour 
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as individuals and as an overall professional group. - 

The cost of accountants hiring good commercial lawyers as employees is: high- and this high 

cost is paired also with a shortage in the supply of good lawyers, sufficiently qualified in the 

required commercial fields. It' is difficult to- see why it would be attractive to the typical 
lawyer to join an accountant's practice in such a position, given the lack of partner prospects, 

since he would be a lawyer 'alien' in an accountant's firm. Additionally, the job may be 

insufficiently varied and interesting when compared to private practice. 

Consequent upon the introduction of MDP; the fear is that there will-be problems of unfair 

client referral between departments. This is the source of the potential conflicts of interest 

between client and firm. A "Chinese Walls" solution can be advocated, where the important 

role of ethics in the professions, paired with a reliance on successful self-regulation, can be 

viewed as encouraging their likely success. These factors combine to provide an ideal setting 
for Chinese Walls to work - if these can be expected to work anywhere, then this is the ideal 

organisational setting where strong firm culture 'and other professional standards can be 

expected to obviate many such potential problems. Chinese walls could be expected to have a 

strong chance of success here if it is the case that, within the profession, a strong ethical code 
is upheld and honoured. 

A combination of "Chinese Walls" and disclosure provisions could jointly act to frustrate 

unfair attraction of business between sub-units of a combined practice. With disclosure 

provisions, the consumer could be advised fully of the interests (and therefore conflicts of 
interest) of all parties in any specific transaction, and could further be advised that if he 

desires he has the option to pursue the next part of the service outwith the firm, or to continue 
in-house. The more risk averse the client is, the greater can be expected the tendency to 

favour the latter option, as this will avoid uncertainty of subsequent use of the market for the 

next transaction - this will economise on further search costs and the consumer may perceive 

the first mover advantages the current organisation will have 16. 

The possible result of increased inter-professional ties could be the existence of supplier 

induced demand (SID) discussed previously, whereby organisational sub-units could collude 

in order to feed each other with work. This could be achieved by informing clients that this is 

the best option, when in reality it is really only the best option from the point of view of the 

firm. The organisational rules discussed above could go some way to_frustrating potential 

problems that could occur. 

(VIII) Areas of legal practice/ types of legal firm where MDP could be advantageous: 

Theory discussed fails to provide any firm indications as to areas of legal practice or types of 
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legal work where MDP would be advantageous. As a result, it is intended that the empirical 

study will shed light on the potentials for MDPs within legal practice. 

In order that MDP is to be understood and assessed, it is vital to determine potential jointness 

of professional services. If MDP is worth. considering, it would be interesting to establish 

whether there would be an actual demand for joint services. If no effective demand exists, 

cost savings on the supply-side may be the sole justification for their consideration. Theory 

would suggest that search costs and transactions costs facing consumers would be reduced, 

given the reduced number of contracts that would need to be entered. It is difficult to predict 

what effect this would- have on the final price of services. Where. close proximity and 
jointness in service provision exists, this could facilitate 'packaging' of service bundles which 

could be expected to reduce costs and prices of services. On the other hand, the consumer 

may be charged a premium for the reduced levels of uncertainty and lower search costs etc. 
involved in a 'packaged' service. 

The typical MDP customer "may be characteristically different from those of the typical 

conventional law firm. Commercial clients could be expected to require a wider range of 

professional services and on a more frequent basis than private clients. On the face of it they 

could, therefore, exert a demand on the services of the typical MDP. They could, however, be 

expected to require fairly specialised services that require use-of particular specialist firms 

who may work together on an informal network basis in any case. Consequently; the 

commercial client may not actually want a professional 'supermarket' and specialist suppliers 

may prefer to retain flexibility by remaining separate nodes in a professional network fed by 

---referrals and reputation effects. -- -- -- -- 

In the domain of private clients, the story may be different-- it may be attractive to the typical 

unsophisticated, risk averse client to obtain all his required services under one roof. 

In any case, it is anticipated the empirical study will reveal areas of legal work and types of 

firm where MDP may offer advantageous features either to firms or clients (or both). 

9.5 The Incorporated Law Firm: 

Introduction: 

The issue of incorporation of law firms is a puzzling one, much of the confusion fuelled by a 

misunderstanding or misconception on the part of those party to such discussions as to the 

implications of such a transformation for the firm involved. Traditional arguments for and 

against incorporation of solicitors firms from partnership have largely focused on issues such 

as taxation of profits or the appropriate limits to liability. These issues; although warranting 

discussion, largely eschew some of the more important factors surrounding incorporation. 
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Consequently, before examining these and other arguments it is useful to examine 
implications of organisational metamorphosis from partnership to incorporated legal practice. 

(I) Implications of incorporation for the firm " divorce of ownership from control: 

The normal simple corporate structure is where the owners of the firm are shareholders, and 
the controllers of the firm are the managers. Directors form an interface between these two 

parties, appointed by shareholders, but essentially representing dual interests. The traditional 

problem of this structure is the fact that due to the divorce of ownership from control, 
incentives are expected to be most usually ipcompatible between owners and controllers. This 
is further complicated by the role of the board who have their own interests to serve and also 
mediate between shareholders and managers. 

Theoretically, controllers of the firm have an incentive to attempt to maximise their own 
interests and this is likely to be achieved by them attempting to maximise their incomes in 
both monetary and non-pecuniary terms. The owners (shareholders) of the firm have an 
incentive to attempt to maximise the capital and dividend returns to their equity investments 

and this is clearly achieved if the firm has a goal of maximising profits (along strict 
Neoclassical lines). 

The traditional argument here is that there is room for managerial discretion in terms of 

managers behaving in a manner that is inconsistent with profit maximisation. It is not 
intended that a full discussion relating to this is entered into at tlis juncture - rather, the 

----_-__--issues 
have at least been alluded to in passing "Managerial discretion is analyzed at great 

lengths in the literature of managerial theories of the firm and literature of agency theory is 

also directly relevant here. 

(II) Forcing at least partial alignment of owners' and controllers' incentives: 

Agency theory argues, firstly, that managerial discretion would be penalised by the market 

and hence, the incentive for managers to engage in such behaviour would be attenuated. 
Secondly, the market would penalise firms that did not profit maximise since non-profit 

maximising behaviour would be reflected in reduced dividends to shareholders and a reduced 

share price which would leave the firm open to threat of takeover in the capital market. 

Those in control of such a firm (managers) would thus be subject to greater risk of losing 

their positions in the event of takeover - even if a takeover situation did not occur, the market 

would discount the value of their services, making them less attractive for others to employ. It 

is argued that the combination of these factors and the efficient market will ensure broad 

alignment of incentives of owners and controllers of the firm and to a great extent these 
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problems will be obviated, or at least significantly diluted. 

The basic problem with this efficient markets view of the firm, is that the necessary - _" 
information is not likely to be processed by the market with sufficient efficiency to bring, 

about-these effects. Indeed, it is questionable whether the market would receive some of these 

signals at all - even if they did, effective penalising of managers would be doubtful. Directors 

who monitor managers for shareholders will monitor managerial' performance by assessing 
information obtained from managers themselves - there is an obvious problem of managers - 
selectively passing on self-beaefitting information and suppressing information which is not 

self-benefitting. Evaluation bias is endemic,. in the system and the efficiency and effectiveness 
'$. of the monitoring process questionable 

(III) The move from partnership to incorporation for the law firm , divorce of 
ownership from control?: 

In the case 6f existing law firms, the move to become incorporated would not change the 

nature of the firm to any great extent - the legal partnership transformed into a corporate legal 

practice would simply result in partners ceasing to be partners and becoming directors. 

Attention is then focused on who would be the shareholders in such a venture. There are 
basically two main options here; 

1. The internally financed legal fain and, 
2. The externally financed legal firm. 

(i) The internally financed private corporate legal firm: 

w 

In this situation, the partners of the existing partnership would become directors and 

shareholders of the newly formed corporate legal practice. In this dual capacity, incentives 

facing them would essentially be the same as within partnership since they remain sole 

residual claimants of the firm. The system of property rights would not significantly change. 

Essentially what would be created is a private corporate legal practice with no external 

shareholding. The lack of external shareholding has not traditionally been a problem for legal 

firms since they have successfully managed to rely on internal provision of capital - in any 

case human rather than monetary capital is the key input to the firm. It is the case, however, 

that in future, sources of external capital may become attractive or even necessary to 

facilitate legal fines to practice efficiently and effectively as large scale organisations. 

The internally financed corporate legal fine could result from the following situations; 

1. A prohibition on shareholding by anyonewho is not qualified as a solicitor or, 
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2. A failure to attract external sources of capital in the absence of such a prohibition 

- the specific reasons why this situation may occur will be examined below in the 
section concerning externally financed corporate legal practice. 

Theprofession has a obvious desire to create the first of these conditions, but it may be the 
case that this would automatically come about. This would be due to a lack of control over 
property rights/ residual claims by external shareholders - an examination of this will be 

preceded by a discussion of why the profession might wish to restrict shareholders in the 
corporate firm. 

/' 

The profession has publicly intimated a desire to limit any shareholdings in incorporated legal 

practices to qualified solicitors only. This would appear to be to safeguard against outside 
interests creeping in and diluting control of practice by its lawyers. If the situation should 
arise where corporate practice was permitted subject to the condition that all shareholders 
required to be qualified solicitors, then the conventional divorce of ownership from control 
argument would not cease to become a problem The functions of shareholders and managers/ 
directors would be combined in the same agents 

19. 

If there was a specific restriction on non-lawyer shareholdings, the law firm could forego 

potential expected benefits of employee share ownership - this being that employees' 
incentives, are consequently made more compatible with those of the firm. This is achieved 

since employees' behaviour will be more aligned with profit seeking since this will have a 
positive and direct wealth effect for employees, as a portion of employee income will now be 

dependant on the profit levels of the firm. It is expected that a more loyal and productive 
workforce will be the result. 

one potential area the law firm could benefit from employee shareholdings in this respect 

would be in retaining good QAs (who, as lawyers would be permitted to be shareholders) 

since their mobility would be reduced to the extent they held shares in the firm. Problems 

rehearsed at length in earlier chapters in relation to monitoring performance of and screening 

and selecting QAs would be to that extent reduced. 

It may be the case that some problems demonstrated to result from the characteristic structure 

of partnership organisation would disappear upon incorporation. 

(ii) The externally financed corporate legal firm: 

If the situation came about where no specific restriction on shareholdings within a corporate 
legal firm existed, it would be possible. for non-legally qualified persons to hold shares in such 

practices. It must be said, however, that the reasons why persons would wish to become 
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equity holders in such a firm are not obvious. Although profitability could be expected to be 

high, the ex-partners rather than external shareholders would attempt to appropriate the vast 

majority of profit towards themselves - in view of. the-fact that the importance. of human as 

against monetary capital in the practice of law, this would appear tobe justified. 

From a monitoring perspective, such a shareholder is undoubtedly compromised in his ability 
to monitor performance of the firm's lawyers (far more compromised than other lawyers). It is 

recalled, however, that in the UK shareholders are characteristically apathetic - it may be the 

case that this inability to monitor is not a relevant consideration to the individual in any 
decision to become a shareholder in the firm. To that extent equity investment in the law fine 

may be no more or less attractive than investment in many other types of firm. 

The returns that any shareholder could be expected to gain from holding equity capital in an 
incorporated legal practice would be dependant on the relative levels of external and 
internally provided capital. The internal providers of capital could be argued to have a vested 
interest in attempting to maximise the profits of the firm, to the extent that their personal 
incomes are correlated with firm profits Gust as partners have in partnership). If their income 

is derived from, profit in terms of dividends per unit of capital, then the incentives of 

shareholders in the firm are broadly aligned to those of the internal capital providers 

physically rendering the actual legal services. To that extent, external providers of capital, if 

they earn returns commensurate with their levels of capital input in relation to internal 

providers, could benefit from mutual monitoring between, the worker-managers of the fine. 

The relevant factors here will be; 

1. The proportion of capital provided internally in relation to externally, 
2. The degree to which the worker-manager's income is determined by behaviour 

perceived as maximising firm profits, 
3. The degree to which worker managers can enhance their income at the expense of 

the external providers of capital without being noticed. 
4. The relative valuations of internally provided capital (human and monetary) and 

externally provided monetary capital. 

To this extent, external capital providers could make fairly good returns on their investment 

as the high degree of worker-manager capital input provides incentives for the attainment of 

similar profit goals to those of the external capital providers. For, the external capital 

provider, the law fine may be seen as a fairly safe bet as it is rare to hear of law firms going 

out of business and even rarer to come across a poor lawyer. 

In the situation where capital is mostly provided by external sources, these providers of 

capital could be at the mercy of those within the. firm who are controllers. The problems in 
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this type of externally funded firm would be essentially the same as those in the typical _ 
corporation discussed above at the start of the section concerning the corporate law firm. The 
difficulties would basically stem from the fact the such shareholders would face a difficulty 

. of monitoring lawyers' performance in the fine 20 

In any case, whether there exists shareholder qualification requirements or not, the major 
interest in the firm could be expected to belong to those who control the firm (the 

ex-payers). To this extent, the primarily externally financed corporate law firm. could be 

expected to be very rare, in the situation where it was a legal practice option. 

Where there was a situation of absence of residual risk bearing status on the lawyer 

controllers-of the firm, there would be little incentive for mutual monitoring. between such 
individuals. An interface between the lawyers who control the firm and the external 
shareholders would be required as a central monitor. In the normal corporation, the board of 
directors perform this function. In this situation, however, it is the managers of the firm that 

pass directors information up through levels of the organisation. Such information can be 
filtered and shaped to suit the purposes of the managers. This type of managerial discretion, 

and its consequences for investors and employees, has prompted calls for both worker and 
shareholder participation on the boards of directors in corporations. In the corporate law firm, 

those permitted to sitar the board of directors would be a matter of strategic consideration. 

The division of income of the practice would be a matter of agreement between these agents, 

as is the partnership sharing bargain under partnership. The relative sizes of directors 

-- -- shareholdings in the firm would be likely to be a feature of any profit sharing arrangement. 

(IV) Limit of liability and corporate practice: 

When incorporation is discussed in the context of law firms, it is usually perceived by 

lawyers as a vehicle to enable them to practice with limited liability. To a large extent, this 

misses the point as debate then tends to focus on whether practice with limited or unlimited 
liability would be appropriate for lawyers in incorporated firms. If client protection is high on 

the agenda in such a discussion, then the function of professional indemnity (PI) insurance 

largely renders discussion of appropriate levels of liability irrelevant. 

In any case, the liability of lawyers within the firm, even if limited, would be questionable. 
Malfeasant lawyers could not hide behind the 'veil of incorporation' and would be held 

personally liable - creating essentially a similar situation to that which existed in partnership. 

The only difference would be that joint and several cross-partner liability would not apply. 

At a cursory glance it would be easy to immediately render corporate practice with unlimited .- 
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liability an unviable option from the point of view of the individual lawyer. On the face of it, 

such a situation would expose practitioners of the firm to unacceptable. risk. of potentially 
massive corporate debt. Hence, this would appear to be an incompatible combination. it is, 
however, the case that in many of the large corporate legal service specialist partnerships at 
present, transactions which expose partners to potentially catastrophic levels of debt are 
freely entered into. The role of PI insurance as a supplement to joint and several liability is 

crucial, even in the partnership situation. Well defined PI insurance requirements would 
perform this role in the corporate firm. 

Lawyers in a corporate practice could be expected to face greater incentives to shirk through 

attenuation of their property rights, via removal of residual risk bearing status within their 

guise of controllers of the firm. However, in their membership (shareholder) guise they would 
retain residual claimant status, and incentives would be retained in this direction. Joint and 
several liability would no longer exist, however, and this would be likely to result in a change 
in the individual lawyer's perception of risk, and maximum potential loss, of malfeasant 
practice. In the case of lawyers, limited liability could not assist malfeasant lawyers to 

recover their loss ofprestige, and human capital, in the case of failure/ malpractice etc. 

There is a fear that the removal of unlimited liability would reduce quality of legal services' 

and it is argued that limited liability is inconsistent with the obligations of professional 

practice. It can be argued that the obligations of the individual should be such that they are 

upheld regardless of any exogenous change in practice mode. This is due to lawyers' practice 

methods being primarily influenced by personal rather than organisational conditioning, 

------although firm culture remains an important feature: -- 

In terms of property rights the removal of joint and several unlimited liability would, on the 
face of it, destroy incentives to mutual monitor and perhaps weaken incentives to practice 

with the same care as before. It is the case, however, that the lawyers in the practice would 

still wish to avoid negligent practice as this would damage; 

1. The reputation of the firm and, 
2. The reputations of those practising under the firm's name. 

The issue of liability limits is clouded to a certain extent by the role that insurance plays. 
Insurance is playing an increasing role in legal services to protect the lawyer from potentially 
huge claims for negligence in handling a client's affairs. To this extent, what is important is 

not the limit to liability but rather the issue of PI insurance and whether the solicitor will 

continue to practice with the utmost of care in the presence of such a 'cushion'. The market 

could be expected to play a role here as the reckless lawyer could expect; 
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1. To find obtaining PI insurance cover increasingly difficult as he would be a high 

risk, 
2. To pay higher premiums as a result of the higher levels of risk and, 

3. To suffer reputation losses by practising recklessly and relying on PI insurance 

cover to mop up any mess that results. - 

It is not clear whether the abolition of unlimited liability would make practitioners more 
careful or whether they would become more reliant on their PI insurance cover should 
anything go wrong'. 

(V) The market for corporate takeovers m law firms: 

The discussion of incorporation usually provokes discussion of takeovers - incorporation with 
external shareholdings allows the opportunity for takeovers to arise. At present there is a fair 
degree of merger and takeover activity between law firms. The problems of doing so in the 

current organisational setting are significant as partnerships tend to exhibit very unique and 
heterogeneous characteristics rendering it difficult to fuse two partnerships together and make 
them compatible. Since corporate law firms would tend to be private companies, the 
difficulties experienced in merging or taking over partnerships would largely remain. 

Any creation of larger practices through incorporation and resultant mergers and takeovers, 
in areas of law that are amenable to this practice mode; could be expected to lead to increased 

concentration of these law firm types. This is not as immediate a wörry as would have been 

the case if economies of scale applied across the board in legal services -where firms would 
wish to become larger, increasing concentration, reducing market coverage, and increasing 

areas of unmet need. The empirical study aims to delineate areas in which economies of scale 

are likely to be applicable in legal -services and, hence, where creation of law-practices of a 

scale beyond that achievable under partnership is desirable 1. 

(VI) The potential for incorporation in legal services: 

Many see the potential for incorporation in terms of creating the correct environment for legal 

practices to grow to scales beyond that which partnership can cope with. Due to the fact that 

the partnerships if anything would merely change into private companies with partners 
becoming dual shareholder/ directors, problems of large scale partnership practice would 

remain. This problem is namely that there is reluctant delegation of decision making authority 
due to a desire to protect personal property rights. Incorporation, in the guise in which it 

would most likely occur, would do nothing to circumvent this problem. 

It is argued that incorporation permits the organisation to be better structured but it is the 
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case that within partnership there is nothing to stop the partners forming such structures, 

other than the aforementioned problem of reluctant delegation of decision making authority. 
The introduction of incorporation would not change the extent of this reluctance. 

Larger organisations are likely to be in a better position to undertake certain types of 
corporate work, which may involve using teams of staff and the use of substantial financial 

resources for long periods of time. In this respect it does not matter whether the firm is a 
partnership or a corporation, the limit on its size is the reluctant delegation problem again. 
Incorporation would not in itself facilitate practice on a larger scale. 

It is argued that the personal/ confidential nature of legal services may render corporate 
practice inappropriate. This argument fails on account of the fact that trust is placed in the 
individual and not in the organisation. Hence, organisational form would not be expected to 
be determinative of the level of trust expected from the individual. 

Several traditional arguments for incorporation can be identified; 

1. Perpetual succession. 
2. Centralisation of management. 
3. Limited liability. 

4. Transferability of interests. 

5. Financial instr unents. 
6. Facilitation of commercial dealings. 

7. Compensation systems. 

Several disadvantages can also be identified; 

1. Loss of flexibility. 

2. Costs. 

3. Inconsistency with professional obligations. 

To a certain extent perpetual succession exists within partnership at present as the 

partnership name/ firm can last for several generations and can outlast. a complete change in 

partners. 

The centralisation of management in legal practice is a problem that incorporation does not 

solve. The firm's ability to centralise its management is quite independent of its organisational 

mode. It is dependent more on the willingness of its partners to give up some of their decision 

making authority to some more centralised decision making authority. It is thus a problem of 

residual claims/ property rights whose consequences, for reasons that have been discussed at- 
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length above, would not be changed by the most likely metamorphosis that partnership would 
experience (from partnership to private company). 

The transferability of interests via shareholdings would be a potential advantage. Unless it 
were possible to transfer the shares within a family to another lawyer it is difficult to see who 
the shareholding could be sensibly transferred to. 

The increased availability. of financial instruments is only really an advantage if the 

partnership suffers from an inability to raise cash or capital. This has traditionally not been 

the case in the UK. The same would apply. to the sixth advantage above as the typical legal 

partnership in the UK has not been compromised in its ability to enter into commercial deals. 

In relation to the compensation systems argument it is not possible for partnerships to retain 

profits in the form of reserves. It is, therefore, not possible to even out good and bad years by 

retaining profit reserves in good years and releasing them in bad years. In this regard, 

compensation systems could become more flexible but this would likely merely serve to 

augment the sharing of profits problem that would still exist in the corporate form. 

Any loss of flexibility disadvantage of incorporation would be a function of how the partners 

of the partnership formed the corporate firm. They could make it as flexible as-the 

partnership was or as tight as company law will permit it to be. This would be a matter of 

choice for the partners: 

---'There would be likely to be costs of transferring from partnership to a corporate form for the 

partners. The one-off tax burden due to the taxation of profits argument above would be 

perhaps the most significant cost. 

In relation to the third disadvantage above, it can be argued that the nature of law school 

training, lawyer discipline and all pervasive ethics of the solicitor should render their practice 

methods largely independent of organisational form. Their standards of professional conduct 

should shine through in every situation. 

(VII) The importance of the taxation system and partnership versus incorporation: 

The taxation system in operation at a particular period of time may act to the advantage, or 

disadvantage, of particular organisational forms. At present, the tax situation between 

partnerships and corporate forms of organisations is fairly neutral and as a result choice 

between them is likely to be based on non-tax criteria. It was the case that previously the 

balance tipped in favour of incorporation but now the scales are balanced if not even slightly 

favouring partnership as against incorporation. The main problem with reference to the 
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taxation of profits, however, is that there would be 
_a massive one-off tax burden for the 

. partners by transferring their partnership into an incorporated practice 21 

(VIII) Issues regarding the quality of legal services post-incorporation: 

The major capital assets of the legal partnership are owned by the partners in the form of 
human capital. It is perhaps inappropriate that upon incorporation the law firm should enjoy 
full attendant rights of incorporation. The full private property right to the human capital 

asset, in the case of the sole practitioner or partner in the partnership, could be expected to 

encourage the lawyer to take such steps as Ore necessary to protect these property rights. 

It is expected that such an incentive is weakened through any attenuation of property rights. 
The actions of lawyers, after any attenuation, could be expected to be dependent on the 
degree to which any action/ non-action on their behalf would affect them* either directly or 
indirectly through any consequent loss, or gain, to the firm. Here, the attenuation is 

essentially a form of a sale of partners' property rights to the firm. 

A move from partnership to corporation (other than in private company form) could be 

expected to weaken many of those aspects of team production and self-monitoring systems 

present where like-minded people practice in a joint and several liability partnership team. In 

order that they could pursue similar objectives and initially form the firm, such persons would 
be well informed of each others' tendencies to shirk etc. , 

Incorporation. -could . weaken those. forces,. in the 
-case . of . 

the introduction of _ external 

shareholders and where limited liability was permitted since partners would no longer be 

personally responsible for each others' actions. Consequently, it could be expected that they 

need not take the same degree of care, or supply the same effort intensity demanded by fully 

held private property rights. In this situation, individuals need no longer confront the true cost 

of their actions. It is in this respect that some fear 'incorporation' could result in a tendency 

for lower standards of quality in legal services. This argument is, of course, dependant to 

some extent on the existence of external shareholdings, an attenuation of ex partners property 

rights and reduced liability risks. 

1.6. Mixed corporate practice: 

In this practice mode, the advantages and disadvantages discussed in sections 1.4 and 1.5 

above will be relevant. The actual form such a practice mode would take is as uncertain as is' 

the case with incorporated legal practice and MDP. The interaction of the two sets of 

problems of these two practice modes when combined in mixed corporate practice may result 

in even greater practising problems. Alternatively, incorporation may solve some of the 
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potential problems of MDP partnership and to that extent the two may be complementary. 

Section Two: Questionnaire Section Seven - The Future of The Profession: 

2.1 Perceived advantages and disadvantages of alternative practice modes for law firms: 

The concluding section in the questionnaire relates to current, ongoing attempts to reshape the 

profession. The viewpoints. of various persons within the profession from differing types and 

sizes of firms were required in relation to the current proposals for change. It was thought 

this would help clarify areas where current restrictions. act as a hinderance, and hence change 
would be advantageous and welcomed, and others where the current system can be viewed as 
facilitating service requirements of modem legal practice. Consequently, an empirical 

examination of the advantages and opportunities, and disadvantages and limitations, of each 

of the organisational forms (partnership, incorporated legal firm and MDP practice) is 

conducted below. 

2.2 The importance of risk facing lawyers and their desire to practice with each other: 

A determination of attitudes of lawyers to risks inherent in their human capital would be 

indicative of whether risk aversion was a significant determinant of a lawyer's desire to 

practice with other lawyers. Where they typically demonstrate indifference towards such risks 

there may be other more important perceived advantages of group practice. An important link 

established here is the issue of the appropriate degree of liability for legal practitioners and - 
the use of the insurance market to diversify away elements of risk facing lawyers. 

2.3 Issues surrounding quality in legal services: 

A grave concern of many opponents to changes in practising arrangements is that a potential 

consequence could be worrying quality reductions in legal services. It is recalled from earlier 

chapters that the characteristic feature of legal services in this respect is that they are 

experience goods - as such, consumers face vast information deficiencies in evaluating quality 

ex-ante consumption. Indeed an unsophisticated client, as are most private clients (if not 

many commercial clients), may even face similar problems ex-post consumption. 

The implication of the above is that the present study must take account of the diverse 

degrees of consumer sophistication that attend different classes of consumer, both at the level 

of theory and empirical analysis. The problem the study confronts here is that behavioural 

responses of the consumer, even recognising the aforementioned, must be assumed since the 

study does not directly ask consumers of legal services how they judge quality pre-purchase 

or evaluate quality post-consumption. The study, therefore, relies on the assumption that it 

may not be unrealistic to expect law firms to be a good judge of how consumers perceive 
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quality. in legal services (if not second best to consumers themselves). The rationale behind 

this assumption is that such considerations must play a major part in firms' assessments of. 
ways to attempt to atträct business. 

In doing so, the law firm must attempt to maximise factors it believes as being important to 
the consumer in his perception and evaluation of quality. To this end, it was thought to be of 

value to examine what law firms believed quality in legal services consisted of - Section Two 

of the questionnaire investigates quality signals. This information integrates law firm 
behaviour with the issue of quality in legal services, in the absence of a full blown survey of 

actual consumer opinion regarding what constitutes quality in legal, services. Overall, the 
implications of organisational change regarding quality of legal services may be more easily 
predicted in the presence of such information. 

2.4 Specific future of the Profession hypotheses to be empirically tested: 

Hypothesis 1: The risk attending the lawyers human capital could be expected to render 
group practice with other lawyers an attractive option. 

Hypothesis 2: The limits of partnership are likely to be determined by authority and 
delegation problems rather than capital or size problems. 

Hypothesis 3: Incorporation of legal practices is not likely to yield significant advantages to 

the law firm. 

Hypothesis 4 In the case of incorporated legal firms there will be a tendency to want to 

restrict membership of the fine to lawyers only due to property rights problems. 

Hypothesis 5: In the case of Multi-disciplinary practice sharing of liability with other 

professionals will be unattractive due to monitoring and property rights problems. 

- Section Three: The Future of the Profession - Empirical Analysis of sample firms: 

Introduction: 

This section aims to provide an insight into some of the potential problems those interviewed 

feared may be a consequence of the introduction of new practice modes for solicitors. 
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3.1 The'disadvantages of practising as a sole practitioner: . 

(TABLE 9.1) 

tI1lflft2ftt2fifftttffttfitttfltfiitfitittffttiffttttftlftlfttittiftttiftlfts 
" firm No . 

LACK RISK INAB NOTP STAPt OTNER" 
" SUPP SOLE SPEC RAC 11 " 
ifftftfttitiiifftttftftffifitfffftttfifftfffttiftfiflfttltftitflftfflfifffft" 
" 19,23,31 43 liras-9.12) 

_ 
No No No Yes No No " 

" 2,4,11,16,20,21 (6 firms-18.2) No No Yes Yes No No " 
" 8,21 (2 Firms-6.11) W) yes yen yes No No . 
" 17,18 (2 tirms-6.11) Yes No No Us No No " 
" 22 (1 tirm"3.01) Us No No No No 

" 
NO " 

" 27 (1 tirsr3.01) Us No Yes No No No " 
" 32 (1 tirm-3.01) Yes No Ye s Yes yes No " 
" 5,6,9,10,12,13,26,28 -_" 
" (8 tirmr24.21) Yes No Yes Yes No No " 
" 1,3,7,11,33 (S firms-15.21) Yes yes Yes Yes No No " 
" 25 (1 tirm"3.01) Yes Yes Yes No No No " 
" 15 (1 firm-3.01) Yes Us No No No No " 
" 30 U firm-3.01) Us Yen do Yos No N, 
" 29 (1 firm-3.01) NNNNNN" 
ittttfifffittfttttttititttllttftffttfttftffittttifftttitftittflttttitttifiti" 
" TOTAL FIRMS 21 10 24 28 10" 
" to99s FIRMS 63.6 30.3 72.7 84.8 3.0 0" 
ttti2111fftitllffttflfttftttftffffttflfttiffliitltftiffffftfttftfffifftfttff;. 
(N-Hissing value) 

Description of variables: 
LACKSUPP-Leek of support 
AISKSOLE-Exposure to high levels of risk 
INABSPEC-Inability to specialise 
NOTPAAC-Not practical today with volume c complexity of legislation 
STAFI-Difficulty in attracting staff and retaining them 
OTHSAII-Other 

A number of factors were identified by firms as disadvantages of sole practice. 28 firms 
thought being a sole practitioner was not practical nowadays due to the volume and 
complexity of legislation. The inability to specialise and focus down on particular areas of the 
law was revealed by 24 firms. 21 firms disclosed that lack of support from colleagues and 
inability to consult them would be a serious disadvantage of sole practice. 

Only 1 firm indicated that it would be likely to be difficult to initially attract (and thereafter 
retain) staff in a sole practice situation. 10 respondents explicitly indicated a dislike for what 
they saw as exposure to high levels of risk associated with sole practice. 

Given that clearly the sole practice option was seen by all but I of the firms (a missing value 
firm) to be an unattractive option, the next section aims to reveal whether partnership solves 
these disadvantages. 
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3.2 The advantages of practising in a legal partnership: 

(TABLE 9.2) 

tftXt22ff2t2222t1f2fItf2222f22ff222222f2ftCltlt2tf22f222I22tft1ttt2tt1tt1f21tttttftttt- 
" firm No SPEC SUPP RISK SYNE LTD OTTE FINC GTCA RESR TEAM OTHER- 
" ADV ORT SPRE RGY EOS CHIN ONT PIN ISK PROD 12 " 
tffftttttttttfttttttttttfttftttftttttttttt2tttttttttttttttttttttflttttttttlttttfttttut" 
" 17 (1 Firm-3.01) Ti. yes No. No No No No 

_No 
Yes Yes so " 

" 19 (1 Firr3.0%) Yes Yes- No No No Ti. No No Ti. -Yes No " 
"6 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes No No Yes No NO No No Yes No " 
"2 (1 firm-3.01) Yes Yes No No Yes Yes No No No Yes No " 
" 32 (1 Fir -3.01) Yes Yes No Ti. No No No Yes No Yes so " 
" 26 (1 Firm-3.0%) Yes Yes No Ti. No Yes No No Yes No ' No " 
" 28 (1 Firm-3.0%) Yes Yes No Yes yes Ti. No No No No No " 
" 31 (1 firm-3.01) Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes No 

_ 
Yes No No No " 

" 11,13,18 - 
" (3 fitms-9.1%) Yes Yes No No No No No No No No No " 
" 5,1016 " 
" (3 Firms-9.1%) Ti, Yes No NO NO No No No No Yes No " 

r" " 9,12 
" (3 Firms-9.11) Yes yes No Yes No Yes No No No Yes No " 
" 20,27 (2 Firms-6.11) Yes Yes No Ti. No - Yes No No No No No " 
"3 (1 firm-3.09) Yes Ti. Yes No No No Ti. No No Ti. No " 
" 11 (1 Firm-3.01) Ti. Ti. Yes No No Yes Yes No No No No 
" 7,24,25,30 
" (4 Firms-12.2%) Yes Yes Yes No No No No No No No No " 
" 1,8 (2 Firms-6.11) Yes Ti, Yes No No Yes No- No No Ti. No 
" 15 (1 Firm-3.01) No Yes Yes No No No No No No No- No " 
" 33 (1 Firm-3.01) No Yes Yes No No Yes No No No No No 
" 22 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No No No No No No No No No No " 
" 21 (1 firm-3.01) Yes No NO No Yes Yes No No No No No 
" 23 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes NO No Yes Ti. Yes Yes No No No No " 
" 29 (1 Firm-3.01) NNNNHHNNNHM" 
itutftttt21tff2ffffftttff2ff2tttfffttf2tt2fff2tffff2ff222f2f2f1212ftftt2ftff1ff222tftf" 
" TOTAL FIRMS 30 29 10 10 6 16 323 11 0" 
" ttagts FIRMS 90.9 87.9 30.3 30.3 18.2 18.5 9.1 6.1 9.1 42.4 0 

ttttttttttttttttitftttttttttt12222ttttttitttttttttttttititttftftttttttttt2tttftty tttt 
(H-Missing value) 

Description of variables: 
SPECADV-Specialisation Possible 
SUPPORT-Supportive framework 
RISKSPRE-Risk spreading 
SYNERGY-Synergy 
LTDEOS-Linited economies of seals 
GTTECHIN-Greatet technical input 
FINCONT-Financial control 
GTCAPIN-Greater capital input 
RESRISK-Motivation through sharing residual risk bearing - 
TEAMPROD-teas Production 
OTHER12-0ther 

With reference to advantages of practising within the partnership form of organisation, law 
firms interviewed provided the information contained in the table above. 30 firms felt that 

partnership provided an opportunity to specialise, and 29 indicated that partnership was a 
supportive framework from within which to practice law - this being strongly indicative of the 

existence of the alleged mutual consultation advantage of partnership. Similarly, 16 firms 
indicated that practising in partnership permitted partners access to the diverse and often 

extensive technical inputs brought to the firm by its partners - this is absent in sole practice. 

14 firms specifically mentioned the team production advantages of group practice in 

partnership, with 10 firms mentioning the synergy aspects of the partnership practice mode. 
10 firms noted the risk spreading role that partnership performed, with 6 firms mentioning (at 

it limited) economies of scale, 3 firms indicating greater financial control advantages, 3 

firms indicating the benefits of motivation through sharing of residual risks, and 2 firms 

recognising advantages of greater capital input - as partnership advantages. 

To summarise, the partnership mode of organisation was viewed by all firms 
. 
(excepting the 
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missing value firm) as providing significant advantages over sole practice for lawyers in 
private practice. 

From TABLES 9.1 and 9.2. it is apparent in the case of 10 firms that' risk-is perceived as a 
significant problem of sole practice. Additionally, risk spreading is a feature these fines 
perceive to be an advantage of partnership practice. This offers: support to Hypothesis 1, 
which states that risk attending the lawyer's human capital could be expected to render group 
practice with other lawyers an attractive option. 

It is, however, the case that many other features were identified as disadvantages of sole 
practice and advantages of partnership practice. As respondents were not asked to rank 
advantages/ disadvantages, it cannot be determined which are the most 'significant 

advantages/ disadvantages relevant in the choice of practice mode of the lawyer. 

3.3 Limitations of partnership forms of organisation: 

Now that advantages of the partnership mode over sole practice have been established, the 
purpose of this section shifts to attempting to discover potential disadvantages/ limits 
attending the partnership mode of organisation. 

(TABLE 9.3) 
tiili222i222222222222222I222222222222222222222222222222222222222t2222222222222222i22222222222, 
0 Fin No PART LTDL TRAD STAU SIZE CAPL DECK RELU RISE SURD t1kAB ems 
" LM Ia8 SA11R Q M' LI! [ M l1K CT WE RN R13 "' ........................ - ------ --- 

6R2 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIrxtIt±IIIIIttt222222Ixllltttt" 
" 1,3,5,8,9,10,12, 
" 15,16,17,21,31 
" (12 Firms-36.41) No No No No No No No No No No No No 

---" 28 (1 1irer3.0%) No No ---- No No - -- Yes No -- No - No- - NO -- - No - No - -No 
" 14 (1 Firm-3.01) No No Yes No No No Na No No No No No " 
" 11 (1 Firw3.04) No Yes No No No No No No No No No No " 
" 21,23,32 " 
" (3 Firms-9.11) Yes No No No No No Yes Yes No No No No " 
" 7,27 (2 Firms-6.11) Yes No No No Yes No No No No No No No " 
" 30 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No No No No No No No No No Yes No " 
"6 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No No No No No No No Yes No No No 
" 26 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No " 
" 18 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No No Yes Yes No No No No No No No " 
" 22 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No No Yes Yea No Yes Yes yes No No No " 
" 1,4,13,25 
" (4 Firms-12.21) Yes Yes No No No No No No No No No No " 
" 20,29,33 " 
" (3 Firms-9.11) Yes Yes No No No No Yes Yes No No No No " 
" 19 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes No No No No yes yes Yes No No No " 
tt222t232222222ttt222ttttttittttttt212222222222tttitfttt2222222221tttt2222ttt21ttt22t12itt222ý 
" TOTAL FIRMS 18 91250994110 
" Sage FIRMS 54.5 27.3 3.0 6.1 15.2 0 27.3 27.3 12.2 3.0 3.0 0 
ttttttittttltttttitltttttttttttttttttttttttttititttttttttttttttttttttttitttlitttttttttttttttt% 
Description of variables: 
PAATLIH-? ertnership limiting 
LTDLIAS-Unlimited liability is limiting 

TRADSHAR-Inability to trade shares is limiting 

STRUCLIM-Strueture is limiting 
SI: ELIM-Sire is limiting 
CAPLIN-Capital access is limiting 

DECMJUC-Cecision making is problematic 
RELUCT-Reluctance to delegate authority is problematic 
RESERVE-inability to Create reserves is limiting 

BURDEN-Reduced working capital burden if outside equity permitted 
CAREER2. d: areer structure and status groups are problematic 
OTHERI3-0ther 

12 of the firms interviewed (10 small/ medium firms and 2 large firms) indicated the 

partnership- form of organisation suffered from no serious limitations. This is perhaps 
indicative that limitations are more likely to be reached and noticed in large firms rather than 
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in small ones. A further 3 firms (2 small/ medium firms and 1 large firm) initially disclosed 

they believed the partnership form of organisation did not suffer from limitations,. but 

subsequently revealed limitations. Consequently, these finns will be-treated as belonging-tö*- 

the group of 18 firms who did reveal limitations of the partnership mode in the context of 
legal practice. This brings the total of this group of firms to 21 (ie. 18+3), of which 7 are 

small/ medium firms and 14 are large firms. 

9 firms perceived the existence of unlimited liability as a limitation on the practice of law 

from within a partnership nowadays. 9 firms disclosed that problematic decision making was 

a limitation, with the same 9 firms also complaining of an unwillingness of partners to 
delegate decision making authority. All of these 9 firms were large firms - not an unexpected 

result since, if decision making were to become problematic within a partnership, it would be 

more likely this would occur in a large firm. 

ý firms viewed partnership size as a limitation of the partnership form, 1 of whom was 

paradoxically a small/ medium sized film. In 4 firms (1 small/ medium and 3 large), the 
inability of the partnership to retain reserves out of partnership profits was held to be a 
limitation. The following limitations each enjoyed the response of only one firm; 1) the 
inability to trade shares in the organisation with others, 2Lthe difficulty of providing a career 

structure and the necessity to create different status groups, and 3) the burden of having to 

internally provide working capital. 

2 firms indicated that the conventional/ characteristic structure of partnership was limiting. 
----------------------- ---- ---- ----------- ------ --- - ------- -- -- -- No firms indicated that an inability to access the external capital market was a problem of 

practising in the partnership mode of organisation. It can be concluded from the above 
information that evidence is supportive of Hypothesis 2, which states that limits of 

partnership are likely to be determined by authority and delegation problems, rather than 

capital or size problems. 

3.4 The appropriate degree of liability for an incorporated law firm: 

(TABLE 9.4) 

ttttittt222fttttttttttttftttts22212tt2t22t1ff22f222tfftttft222tttt22222it22e 
" Firm No UNLTD LTD PIINP ? ERSLIA ISSUE 
Ittttfztttfftttttttttttttttttltltttttttttft2tttttttttttffttIIIIIt2Ittttftt2, 
" 1,11,13,18,19,22,21,27,9,33 
" (10 Firms-30.31) No No Yes N0 No 
" 23 (1 Fitm'3.011 No No Yes Yes yes" 

" 2,3,8,9.14.17 (6 Firma'18.: 11 No No No Yea No ° 

" 1,12"", -1.25,8 (6 Fi: ms-1E.: 1) No Yes No No No ° 

" 16 1 Fica'3.0%) No Yes Yes No No " 

" 15 (1 Fi: m'3.0%) No. yes yon Yes No 

" 5,6,7,10, -6,30,11 (7 Firms-Z1. Zi) Yes No No No No 

" 32 Firm-3.04) Yes No Yes Yes No 

LIIIIIIlzzIIII1t1tIIt1IthI1212I1ItIIIIII1I12IIIf12ltttthIIlIIlz12hIII1IIIIt` 
" TOTAL FIRMS 88 14 91 

" sage FIB 24.1 24.2 42.1 27.3 3.01 
t2tt2ttItttt122f2f2zt1Iffifi2zIIffftflttf122flitf2fffif2f±th111ZItf2tfffftfý 
Description of viciables: _ 
UNLTD-Urtlimitd liability 

LTD-Limitd Liability 

pI1Np-PI insurance is the important factor 
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PERSLIA-Peesonal liability since wit of incorporation will not protect anyway 
ISSUE-Limited liability is only an issue if can no longer practice because cannot obtain PI insurance 

The issue of the limit of liability appropriate for incorporated solicitors films provoked very 
mixed responses. 10 firms saw the issue of client protection as being the important factor and 
to this end, requirements for adequate personal indemnity (PI) insurance cover overshadowed 
the issue of the appropriate degree of liability. 7 firms would have been satisfied to see the 

retention of unlimited liability, as presently exists in the partnership form. 

6 firms reckoned that personal liability would exist even if limited liability was granted to 

corporate legal firms. This was based on $heir belief that the limit to liability would be in 

respect of trading debts, and not PI in respect of professional negligence. It would not be 

possible for the malfeasant solicitor in such a firm to attempt to hide behind the 'veil of 
incorporation' as this would not protect him from personal liability. 

Another 6 firms believed that liability should be limited in the case of a corporate legal firm. 
The remaining 4 firms were all unique in their answers to this issue. All 4 were, however, 

united in their belief that the issue of PI insurance was the crux of the problem surrounding 
the question of liability for the incorporated law firm. One firm believed; 

1. That limited liability would only become-an issue if it became impossible for 

practitioners to obtain PI cover to enable them to practice and, 
2. Personal' liability would exist anyway as the veil of incorporation would not 
protect malfeasant solicitors in any case. 

Two firms shared the view that the firm should be permitted limited liability. One of these 
firms, however, supplemented their view saying that they anticipated personal liability would 

overthrow this in certain circumstances. In the final firm, it was argued that the firm should 

retain unlimited liability as it was likely to be the case that malfeasant solicitors would be 

held personally liable in appropriate circumstances. 

3.5 Areas of work/ types of firm where incorporation would be ideally suited: 

(TABLE 9.5) 
ýtttttttttttttttttttttttilttttttttttttttttttftttttttttttttttttttlttttlttttttt. 
" Firm No NOTYPE NOWRK LARGE PRIVCLI3 COMHCLI3 OTHERII" 
ttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt" 
" 2,1.5,9,9,13.1!, 15,16,18, 
" 19,20,21.22,23,21,26,27, 
" 29,30,31.32.33 
" (23 FL=z-69-71) Yes Yes No No No No 

7 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes Yes No No No 
" 10117 (2 Firms-6.11) No Yes Yes No No No 

" 11 (1 Firm-3.01) No Yes No No Yes No 
" ; (2 Firms"6. II) Yes No No No Yes No 
"3 (1 Firm3-01) Yes No No No No No 

° .8 ll Firm-3-04) No No Yes No No No 

"6 li Firm-3.01) No No Yes No Yes No 

" 25 (1 F1rm-3.0t1 MMMHMM 

at ItitltlttffftllltfttlttlltlltllItllllftlttlfltittti321ftItlltlftlfitltlllt" 
" TCTAL FIRMS- 27 27 5040 
" lags FIRMS 81.8 81.9 15.2 0 12.2 0 
tttttttttttitttttftItttttttttittttttttttl11ittttttiftttfttitlttittittttittttt1. 
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(M-Missing value) 
Description of variables: 
MoTYPC-No type of firm 
C5 RK-Mo area of work 
LARGE-V. ry large firms 
PRIVCLI3-Private client fires/ work 

LI3-Cc. reccLal client firms/ work 

Overall, the concept of incorporated solicitors fines largely failed to grab the attention of 

many firms. 27 firms envisaged no type of firm, and an identical number envisaged no area of 

work, ideally suited to corporate practice. Of those firms, 24 of them saw no type of firm or 

area of work in which corporate practice would be ideally suited - only one of these firms 

conceded it could perhaps be envisaged that incorporation may . yield advantages in 

particularly large Sans. 

Of all other respondents, another 4 firms shared this belief that large firms may benefit from 

the ability to practice in a corporate form, bringing the total of firms who shared this view to 
5.4 firms indicated that commercial client oriented firms may similarly benefit, mainly I 

suspect as a result of their probable scale rather than legal specialism. What is intriguing is 

that the 4 firms who thought that commercial client oriented firms may benefit from 

incorporation, were actually small/ medium sized firms with a definite bent towards private 

client work Likewise, 4 of the 5 firms that believed incorporation may of benefit to large 

firms, themselves were small/ medium sized. It can be concluded from the above analysis 
that, as Hypothesis 3. states, incorporation of legal practices is not likely to yield significant 

advantages to the law firm. 

3.6 The likely shareholders in an incorporated legal practice: 

(TABLE 9.6) 
ýftfftititftfit2tiftitftttitfttfftttttttifttttifitittftifililtitttilltlttitt L 
" Firm No PREVP1UtT IIýSHAR OUTEQUIT LAWONLY OUTFUT OTHER1S " 

iflflititfftftfttttitttttftifttffttititifttttttftttttttttttittttitititfttttttI 
" 1,2, {, 5,6,7,8,9,11, 

ý" 
" 12,11,15,17,18,19, " 

" 21,22,23,21,25,26, " 
" " 27,29,30.31.32.33 

" (27 Firmsý81.8t) Y"s No No No No No " 
" 16,28 (2 Firmr6.11) Yes No Yes No Yes No " 
"3 (1 Firm-3.01) Y"s No Yes No NO No " 
" 13,20 (2 Firms-6.11) Yes Yes NO No No No " 
" 10 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes Yes No No Yes No " 
itttttfiftffttittititittttltftttt2ftitftttltfitftftffittttfififfltttttftfltitI 
" TOTAL FIRMS 33 33030" 

" tage FIRMS 100 9.1 9.1 0 9.1 

Ellif22iiiltif1i11f222t1212ffitftfffiflffffttf111ffttifffilf:::: ftfifififififr 

peseription of variables: 
PREVP)1RT-Previous partners 
EMPSHAR-Employ' shac" oti+n"rship 
OUTEQUIT-Outside equity interest 

UüiONLY-Le4a11y qualified persons only 

OUTFUT. Outsid" equity interests perhaps further in future 

OTHERIS-Other 

In all 33 firms, it was the case that the partners were anticipated to become the directors/ 

shareholders in the new corporate firm transformed from partnership. In only 6 cases was it 

envisaged that shareholding could extend beyond this. In 3 of these 6 firms it was envisaged 

that this could be extended by employees holding shares in the corporate firm. In one of these 
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3 firms -it was indicated that this could perhaps be extended still further to include external 
equity interests - this was argued, however, to be. much further in the-fi tuue, if at all. The 

other 3 firms argued that outside equity interests- may be permissible at present, but it was 
conceded by 2 of these firms that outside equity interest may only be an issue much further in 

the future. - 

In the main, it is demonstrated above, as Hypothesis 4 states, that in the case of incorporated 
legal firms, there will be a tendency to want to restrict firm membership to lawyers only as a 
result of property rights problems. Thus, evidence supports acceptance of Hypothesis 4. 

3.7 Potential disadvantages of incorporated solicitors firms: 

(TABLE 9.7) 
CttlfttiflftftlttlftlflftttftTttttitlfflTftftttttllfltttTtttltttfl2ttfTltlte 
" Firm No DISADINC DISADLTD CONFOI PROFSTAT ONEOFF OTHER16 " 
itlftttfttttfffttftfltffft21t1ttlttfltftttltTflttttttttltttittTttlttffttttt" 
" 4,6,8,14,20,21,29,31 " 
" (8 Firms-24.21) - No No No No No No " 
" 11 (1 Firm-3.01) No No No No No yes " 
" 15 (1 Firm-3.0t) No No No No Yes No " 
" 9,16,18,19,22,24,30 " 
" (7 Fisms"21.21) Yea No No No Yes No " 
" 2,27,28 (3 Firms-9.11) Yes No No No No yes " 
" 7,12 (2 Firms-6.11) Yes No No Yes No No " 
" 13 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No No No No No " 

" " 23,25,32.33 
" (4 Firms-12.21) Yes No Y"s No No No " 
"3 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No Yes No No Yes " 
" 26 (1 Firm"1.01) Yes No Y"s No Yes No " 
" 5,10,17 (3 Firms-9.11) Yes Yes No No No go " 
"1 (1 Firsr3.0t) Yes Yes No Yes No No " 
2TT1ST12tTf1ffl1T1fttlflttttlttltftfTtl2ttltTTltl2211t1ttlftltftttttftltTftt 
" TOTAL FIRMS 23 46395" 
" 1. agq" FIRMS ` 69.7 12.2 18.2 9.1 27.3 15ti2 " 
itfl2ftff222Tfiftf1f1t1ff11fT1T1tfT1111Tf1tflflTlft1f121T12f1f211I22f21f2T1+ý 
Description of variables: 
DIS)1DINC-Disadvantages of incorporation exist 
DISADLIA-Limited liability may put clients off 

---------CONFOI-Caeflict of interests - ------- ----------= 
PROFSTAT-Professional status compromised 
ONEOFF-On"off tax burden due to differences in taxation of profits 
OTHERI6-Otb0r 

In relation to the issue of disadvantages of incorporated solicitors fines, a strong theme 

emerged throughout respondents - although there were not really any significant 
disadvantages, it was difficult to perceive just exactly what the advantages were. 8 fines 

mentioned that they perceived no disadvantages of incorporation whatsoever. 

A total of 9 firms disclosed the one-off tax burden a transformation from partnership to 

corporate form would impose on partners, as a significant disadvantage - this burden would 

arise as a consequence of differences that currently exist between taxation of partnership 

profits and taxation of corporate revenue. 

6 firms viewed the potential conflicts of interest that could arise from incorporation, as being 

a disadvantage to incorporation. 4 firms thought that if incorporation was permitted with 
limited liability then clients could be put off by "Ltd" being attached to the firm name. 3, fines 

thought that practising as a.. solicitor within an incorporated legal f um compromised the 
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professional status'of solicitors and as such, 'was a disadvantage of incorporation. 

The 5 firms that appear in the OTHERI6 column in the. above table provided these additional 
disadvantages; 

1. Dilution of control and monitoring problems where external shareholders existed, 
2. Less friendly atmosphere in the firm as partner camaraderie would be lost, 
3. Lawyers would be more mobile as directors than as partners of the firm and, 
4. The same decision making problems would exist in the corporate form that did in 
partnership, ie. reluctance to delegate and inefficient decision making. 

In view of the disadvantages expressed above by respondents, it is apparent that, not only do 
few significant advantages to incorporation over partnership exist, but also potential 
problems/ disadvantages of incorporation exist. Some disadvantages of partnership, which 
incorporation is often viewed as solving, would actually be shared features of incorporated 

and partnership law firms. Most significant is that decision making and reluctance to delegate 
decision making authority (heralded as a disadvantage of partnership) would simply 
re-emerge in an incorporated practice - offering additional support to Hypothesis 3. 

3.8 Firm types and work types where MDP would be advantageous: 

(TABLE 9.8) - 
111112f122212tf2f211222222t1f1f1f11flifif2222121t212222f22ff1f1221f122ff11222222titti121ff122ffIf12t22f221. 
" lira No MDPA MDPT 14DPW LESS MDPP NDPC INQ( RURA PROP fflGt PAIN MULT CDNF NETW OTRE- 
" DV YPS ORK SOPR RIV OMN DP L2WP MDP Dp DP INAT SD ORKS R17 

S12f2222222ff22212211ff11f1111122211f21222112tt2211If21f1222221112211ti112t21t222ff222fl2ttltttttttt tilt its 
" 3,16,27,26,31 " 
" (S Firms-15.21) No No No No No No No No No No No No No Yes No " 
" 8,23 
" (2 firms-6.11) No No No No No No No No No No No No No No No " 
" 26 (1 Firm-3.01) No No No No No No No No No No No Yes No Yes No 
" 33 (1 firm-3.01) No No No No No No No No No No No Yes Yes Yes No " 
" 29 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No No No No No No NO No No No Yes No Yes No " 
" 22 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No No No NO NO No No No No Yes No No Yes No " 
"2 (1 firs-3.0%) Yes NO NO No No No Yes No No No No No No No No 
" 1.9,13.14 " 
" (4 firms-12.21) Yes No Yes No No No No No Yes Yes No No No Yes No 
" 10,17 
" (2 firers-6.11) Yes No Yes No No NO No No Yes Yes No No No NO NO " 
" 12 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No Yes No No No No No No No Yes No No Y. s No 
" 16 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No Yes No No No No Yes Yes No No No No Yes No " 
"7 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No Yes No No Yes No No Yes Yes Yes No No No No 
" 11 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No Yes No No Yes Yes No Yes No No No No Yes No 
" 4ýg 
" (2 Firms-6.11) Yes No Yes No Yes No No No Yes Yes No No No Yes No 
" 30 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes NO Yes No Yes Yes No No No Yes No NO No Yes No 
" 19 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No Yes No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes No Yes No No No 
" 20,21 
" (2 Firms-6.11) Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Yes Yes No No No Yes No 
"6 (1 Firm-3.011 Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No No No Yes No No No Yes No 
" 15 (1 Firm-3.00) Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No No Yes No No No No No No 
" 32 (1 Firm-3. Q%) Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No Yes No No No No No Yes No 
" 24 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes' No Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Yes Yes No Yes No Yes No 
" 25 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes '( N No No NO No No NC No No No No No No 

tttttttt! itittfittttttfttitlfttrt1212ttttftttfttttttffftttfttrt1t21titttfftlfttllttttitttttlTttttltttlttt2 
" TOTAL FIRMS 24 0 20 6 10 425 16 15 251 24 0 
" cage FIRMS 72.7 0 60.6 18.2 30.3 12.2 6.1 15.2 48.5 45.5 6.1 15.2 3.0 72.7 0 
t2221I21ftIIt222tttritlfttititltrittitIltiit21tttt1222tti122titrititititttitttlt±Ittfittttiitittttiitfitt2* 
(N-Missing value) 

Description of variables: 
MDPADV-Advantages of NDP 

MDPTYPE-Ideal types 
of wok exist for NDP MDPWORK-rdeal type 

.. 
LESSSOPH-MDP good for less sophisticated clients 
MDPPRIV-mDp good for private client work 
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MDPCOMM-MCP good for ccamarcial client work 
INCMDP-MP good if combined with incorporation 

_ RURALMDP-MDP good in rural areas 
PROPMDP-MDP good in property transactions 
FINMDP-MD? good in personal financial services 
PAT DP-t4DP good in patents work 
MJLTINAT-Multinational practice is more-attractive than MDP - 
CONFED-Confederations of solicitors is more attractive than MDP 
NETWORKS-Networking is sufficient and has many of the advantages of IC? without the problems 
OSHBA17-Othoc 

_ 

-I 

24 firms noted that potential -advantages of MDP existed. 17 of these firms also, however, 
disclosed that existing informal networking works well and that it offers many of the 

advantages promised by MDP, only without the accompanying problems. A further 7 firms 

who envisaged no advantages of MDP, also argued that networking was sufficient, bringing 

this total to 24 firms. 
.: 

r 

No firms identified particular types of firm which would be ideally suited to MDP, but 20 
identified work areas that would be amenable to MDP. 10 firms thought MDP would be good 
for private client work, 7 of which paradoxically were large commercial based firms. 4 firms 

anticipated that MDP would be amenable to commercial client work, 2 of whom 
paradoxically were small/ medium private client oriented firms. 6 firms believed MDP may 
be advantageous where dealing with less sophisticated clients. Paradoxically, 4 of these firms 

were large commercial firms, who dealt mainly with sophisticated, well-informed clients. 

2 firms believed that the advantages of MDP could perhaps be more fully exploited if it was 

combined with incorporation. 5 firms indicated that perhaps MDP would be better in the. 

context of rural areas as these communities may have more of a demand for the one-stop shop 
idea. Again, paradoxically it was the case that this view came from firms of whom 4 out of 5 

-were large City firms, -and all of whom had no experience of rural practice. --- -- 

In 16 of the 33 firms, MDP was expected to yield advantages in the case of property 

transactions of all types, primarily due to the compatible nature of the professional inputs 

typically attending such transactions. The other major area of business thought to be 

amenable to MDP and yielding potential benefits was that of personal financial services. This 

area of amenable business was noted by 15 of the 33 firms, whilst only 2 firms noted the 

applicability of MDPs in relation to patents work. 

Amongst the large firms, 5 firms indicated that multi-national/ transnational linkups between 

law firms offered greater appeal than MDP. 1 of these firms additionally indicated that 

confederation arrangements between UK solicitors would also be a more attractive area of 

practice innovation than MDPs. 

Overall, although the concept of MDP held greater appeal to a wider set of firms than did 

incorporation, there was still by not by any means overwhelming enthusiasm for MDPs. 

Firms tended to look upon-MDP as yielding potential benefits for firms other than their own, 
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often without appearing to fully appreciate of understand the nature of other firms' business. 
The strongest message received when interviewing firms was that informal networking 
between professionals from different professional disciplines appeared to work well currently. 
Firms were quick to point out that this avoided many of the potential problems envisaged in 

the MDP situation. _ 

3.9 The attractiveness of sharing liability with other professionäls in an MDP: 

(TABLE 9.9) 
tttttttttttttttftttttttttttttfttfftttttttttttttttttttttttttttfttttttfftftf. 
" Firm No LIABUNA? LIA3N0? NECEVIL RULESPI PERSONN2" 
tttttttttttftttttttttttttfftffttftttttltttftttttttttUtttfttttttttfttttftttt 
"4 (1 Firm-3.01) No No No Yes No 
"1 (1 First-3.01) No No yes No No 
" 7,13,14 (3 Firms-9.11) No Yes No Yes No " 
" 25 (1 Firm-3.01) No Yes No No No 

6 (1 Firm-3.0%) No Yes No No Yes "". 
" 2,3,8,9,11,15,16,18,19,20,21, 
" 22,23,26,27,29,29,30,31,32,33 
" (21 Firms-63.61) Yes No No No No 
" 17 (1 Firm-3.0%) Yes No No Yes No 
" 21 (1 Firm-3.0t) Yes No No Yes Yes 
" 10,12 (2 Firms-6.11) Yes No Yes Yes No 
"5 (1 Firm-3.0t) I Yes No Yes No No " 
t112fff2ftftt2tftftfttfffttttfftfftttttfftfft22fftftftifffffttttttffttttft" 
" TOTAL FIRMS 26 5482 
" tag. FIRS 78.8 15.2 12.2 24.2 6.1 "" 
iftfttttttttfftttftftttttttttttttfttttttttfttttttttttttttttftttttttttttttt 
Description of variables$ 
LIABUNA? -Liability sharing unattractive 
LIA8N0? -Liability sharing not unattractive 
NECEVIL-Liability sharing a necessary evil 
RULESPI-Would depend on the practice rules'and 91 requirements 
PERSONN2-Would depend on the personnel in question rather than the profession to which they belong 

Partners in the study were asked whether they would find sharing liability with non-lawyers, 
in an MDP situation, attractive or unattractive. 26 respondents indicated they would find 

liability sharing with non-lawyers unattractive, 5 indicated that it would not be unattractive, 1 

said it would depend on the PI rules drawn up to regulate MDP, and 1 indicated that it would - 
be a necessary evil if one wanted to practice from within a MDP. 

4 firms in total indicated that liability sharing would be a necessary evil, 8 disclosed that the 

attractiveness/ unattractiveness of liability sharing would be dependent on the PI rules drawn 

up, and 2 indicated that it would depend on the personnel in question, rather than the 

profession to which they belonged. 

Only 1 firm unconditionally indicated that liability sharing would not be unattractive, with the 

4 others that indicated it would not be unattractive, conditioning this answer as described in 

the paragraph above. The 2 firms that did not indicate whether they would find it unattractive 

or not unattractive, also conditioned their answers as in the paragraph above. 21 firms 

unconditionally indicated that they would find liability sharing unattractive, with an 

additional 5 conditioning this response as described in the table. 

This evidence is persuasive of the validity of the view of Hypothesis 5, which proposes that, 
in the case of a MDP, sharing of liability with other professionals will be unattractive due to 
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monitoring and property rights problems. 

-3.10 Potential practice problems in MDP organisations: 

(TABLE 9.10) 
ttffttittittftttttttfilltiftttttttttftfttttfttiiflftftlttttttttflttttttfttttfe 
" Fits No CONFLICT SWALLOW SOPNCOMM COMPLOSS DESIGN 07ß5A18" 
ittftttttttttttttfttfititttftttttttittttttttttttitttffftttttttfififlttliltttt, 
" 7,8,10,12,13,15,16,17,29 " 
" (9 Fits-27.31) No No No No No No " ý' 
" 27 (1 Firm-3.01) No No No yes yes No " 

6,24,31 (3 Firms-9.11) No No Yes No No No " 
" 20,21,25 (3 Firms-9.10 No No Yes No Us No " 
" 14,19 (2 FLrss-6.11) No Yes No No Yes No " 
"9 (1 Firm-3.0t) No Yes No No No No " 
" 11 (1 Firm-3.0%) No Yea No Yea No No " 
" 28 (1 Firm-3.011 No Yes YON Yea Y"a No " 
" 1,2,5,32 (4 Firms-12.2t) Yes No' No No 

, 
No No 

" 3,22,23,33 (4 Firs, -12.21) Yes No No No Yes No " 
" 16,26 (2 Firms-6-19) Yea No Yes No Yes No " 
"4 (1 Firm-3.01) Yes No Yea No No No " 
" 30 (1 Firm-3.0t) Yea Yha No No Yes No 
iftfftftf2ftfilfttfftftfitftlfiftfflftttiftiffffffiflfffftfffftfifftfftfifffls 
" TOTAL FIRMS 12 6 10 3 14 0" 
" tags FIRMS 36.1 18.2 30.3 9.1 42.4 0 
tftlIlitttIiI11211flfftfftttttttttftftttitttttftitflitittititifift±Iftttltitti. 
Description of variables: 
CONFLICT-Conflict of interests 
SWALLOW-Legal firms swallowed up by large accountancy firms I 
SOPNCOMM-Sophisticated commercial clients do not want them 
COMPLOSS-Loss of healthy competition between professional groups 
DESIGN-Designing and administering common practice rules 
OTHEA18-Other 

In relation to potential problems arising in the situation of MDP, the above information was 
collected. The most common problem identified was that of practicalities involved in 

attempting to design and administer a common set of practice rules which would legitimately 

regulate all who practised within a MDP firm. This was indicated by 14 of the 33 firms. 

In 12 firms, the potential conflict of interests which would be likely to occur in MDP 
- --- ------ -- ------- - ------ practices was seen as a potential problem. 10 firms noted that sophisticated clients do not 

want MDPs since such clients tend to prefer to use 'horses for courses'. This concern was 
particularly evident within the large commercial-firms, who constituted 8 of the 10 firms 

disclosing this as a problem. 3 firms actually voiced concern over the loss of healthy 

competition that would result from the creation of these MDP firms. 

Section Four: Future Characteristics of Law Firms and Legal Practice: 

Introduction: 

It is naturally very difficult to predict the likely future characteristics of the organisation of 
law firms and legal practice at present given uncertainty surrounding the nature and extent of 

proposed changes 24. In view of uncertainty surrounding which of the proposed changes will 
be implemented and what form they will constitute, the following can be regarded as a 

personal view of likely future characteristics based upon information drawn from the 

empirical study: 
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4.1 Predictions regarding the future of the UK legal services market: 

(I) It is likely the current trend for the profession to split into two specialisr divisions with 

small firms serving private clients and large firms serving commercial clients will become 

more pronounced. This has been, and will continue to be, a necessary consequence of the 
increase in volume and complexity of legislation (particularly on the commercial side) 

necessitating teams of specialist lawyers practising as sub-units of large firms (especially in 

large commercial contracts). Consequently, commercial firms will tend to develop on larger' 

scales developing a portfolio of specialist services, with greater internal specialisation and 
divisionalisation, allocating work to fluid teams of its membership almost like projects. 

Smaller firms will become more specialised by narrowing down their focus onto their core 

area of legal business. Larger firms will also tend to become more selective in terms of the 

work they are willing to take on and will generally wish to get rid of their private client base. 

This, combined with a desire of the small private client to have a more personal service, will 

result in more specialist allocation of private clients to smaller firms and commercial clients 
to large firms. 

Among both commercial and private cheat work areas, smaller boutique type firms will 
develop tö serve particular niche markets they have secured a foothold in and which can be 

regarded as their area of specialist competence. 

(II). To facilitate necessary scale increases larger firms will increasingly look beyond 

--traditional internal methods of increasing partner numbers. Hence, among large firms, it is 

likely there will be an increasing tendency to headhunt partners/ teams/ departments etc. from 

other firms and use bolt-ons and mergers to increase scale. There may also be an increasing 

tendency for larger commercial clients to develop their own in-house legal departments where 

this is viable and makes sense. This would present increased alternative employment 

opportunities for lawyers outwith law firms. The upshot of these combined tendencies would 
be that lawyers would enjoy more occupational mobility than was previously the case due to 

greater opportunities both outwith the firm in other law firms, and in other non-law firm 

organisations ". 

The advent of larger firms is also likely to create a situation where there will exist lawyer 

categories within the firm beyond the simple partner/ qualified assistant distinction, for 

example, permanent associates and salaried partners. These will help the law firm maintain 

an important screening function and also provide alternative career paths for QAs who do not 

wish to become partners. 

(III). Should regulation change to permit MDP, it is unlikely that MDPs. will become popular 

_f 
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practice modes, especially among large firms and those in commercial client areas of work. 
Depending on the nature of regulations surrounding MDP it could be possible that solicitors' 
firms would be swallowed up by, for example, the large accountancy conglomerates. This 

could threaten the future of the legal profession in its present form, and solicitors could 
simply become a professional sub-function of services offered by large accountancy firms. 

If fear of this scenario prevented it from becoming a possible practice option, this would have 

the arguably undesirable effect of denying MDP as a practice option to small private client 
firms, who may desire to set up such organisations in order to bring to fruition, for example, 
the 'one-stop property shop' idea. In the interests of the profession as. a whole it would be 

more rational for the larger firms to support MDPs since, should they become a legal practice 
option, the choice still rests with the individual firm. Hence, at the level of the large firm 

nothing need change, but at the level of the small firm it may allow a stronger strategic and 
competitive position from which to save the profession's foothold on the domestic 

conveyancing inarket and other areas of private client work. 

Without this widened set of practice options, the wider competitive implications for the 

profession (perhaps even at the larger firm/ commercial end of the client spectrum) may prove 
serious. The government may attempt to 'introduce MDPs through the Solicitors Acts 

regardless of the desires of the-Law Societies 26. 

(IV). In the future, small firms are likely to find it increasingly difficult to' maintain a full 

service function due to expansion of legislation both in terms volume and complexity so one 

--could expect in general increasing specialisation independent of size. --- 

(V). Within the domain of large firms (which are likely to become still bigger through time) 

there may be a greater requirement to shift to more mechanistic and-formal sharing bargains 

to split partnership profits between partners. This will be required because of increased 

numbers and greater emphasis on external based hiring, which in combination substantially 

weaken screening and monitoring processes, present and effective in traditional internal QA 

contests in smaller numbers of partners situations. 

(VI). It is likely that in future, the domestic conveyancing market will be characterised by 

increased competitive pressures from sources internal (other law firms) and external (licensed 

conveyancers, banks and building societies, etc. ) to the legal profession. Lawyers may be 

presented with increased employment opportunities within these external organisations, and 

this may soak up lawyers who may be displaced from smaller law firms who fail to maintain 

market shares in the more competitive market. The impact of this is unlikely to be as strong 
in, for example, rural areas where any increase in competitive pressures will tend to be very 

peripheral. "" 
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(VII). Law firms willincreasingly become involved in formal associations with each other in 

the form of legal groups and/ or joint ventures. This will permit firms tö increase their market 
coverage to -clients without having to open up offices around the country. This will have the 

effect of increasing and formalising professional networking and may counter the requirement 
of firms to become larger scale, and thus act against the trend of firms becoming larger. 
Firms will be able to duplicate scale and specialism/ competence requirements using joint 

venture/ strategic alliance type agreements which avoid many of the pitfalls of large scale 
partnership practice discussed at length in this thesis. 

(VIII). Should firms feel able to cope with these large partnership practice problems and 
design systems etc. which circumvent them, or minimise their impact, large commercial firms 
(particularly those in London) may decide they wish to continue the current trend of merging 
with each other. If this can be done successfully, this sector of the market for legal services 
may in fi=re resemble that of accountants firms, where there will be a 'big six' group of 
firms, then a larger grouping of medium sized firms (of far smaller scale than the 'big six), 
and finally a multitude of small scale firms. 

4.2 Increasing globalisation of the market for legal services: 

Outwith the domestic scene, law firms in the UK are now perceiving increasing potential 

globalisation of their activities. For example, the impending completion of the single 
European market, with its attendant harmonisation of laws etc., has prompted many of UK 

--corporate 
law firms to consolidate their-links with foreign law firms. Such practices have also 

endeavoured to enhance their capacity to advise and assist clients in their various commercial 

activities in this context. Some firms have opened up offices abroad in Europe and also 
further afield in locations throughout the world. More formal foreign inter-firm alliances/ 

affiliations, and even full blown foreign offices, are likely to become more commonplace and 
indeed necessary in years to come. 

4.3 The quality of legal services in the future: 

A major anxiety concerning the future of the profession, particularly in the context of 

changing its regulatory environment, is quality of legal services and how to maintain 

standards of quality. As we have learned from discussion throughout this thesis, the most 
important element which ensures quality of legal services comes from within the lawyer 

himself 27. To this extent, it is vital to ensure that the profession maintains its rigorous 

selection and filtering processes to enforce self-regulation both at the level of the individual 

lawyer and at the level of the profession as a whole. It is at this early stage that desirable 

practising characteristics are instilled in the lawyer and undesirable characteristics eradicated. 
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4.4 The role and importance of the market for PI insurance: 

The insurance market has become an increasingly important feature of legal practice in the 

past and it is likely that it will become even more so in firture. Lawyers are required to be 

insured against professional liability via PI insurance. The importance of the degree of 
liability with which any firm to which he belongs may practice, takes a back seat to the issue 

of ensuring adequate PI insurance. This cover is costly and it is not unreasonable to suggest 
that lawyers are provided with a fairly direct incentive to practice in a manner which will 

minimise the possibility of claims for negligence being made against them. This is consistent 

with behaviour directed at attempting to preserve the reputation of the firm. Continual claims 

could be expected to see the law firm faced with increasing costs of insurance which will 

push up costs to that law firm. It will not be possible for the firm to pass on this increased 

cost to consumers as a premium for quality as this would clearly be unjustified. Should 

consumers in the market perceive the divergence created between price and quality the firm 

will be forced out of business. - 

If it is accepted that lawyers bow to their ethical requirements and self-regulate effectively at 

a personal and' overall professional level, this should constrain "moral hazard" use of 
insurance markets - where the firm chooses to fall back on the insurance rather than take 

sufficient care. The efficiency of the insurance market in perceiving and penalising such 
behaviour are of utmost importance here, as is its capacity to accept increased demands for 

cover. Law firms who have no need to use their cover and protection are required to pay 

premiums which reflect delinquent firms negligence. Such risk spreading is the fundamental 

function of any insurance market. If the market is seen as efficient then negligent firms would 

tend to be squeezed out of the market before insurance premiums would rise to such an extent 

that they unduly penalised innocent firms. In the context of the legal profession, it could be - 

expected that the proportion of claims being made would be small, if self-regulation was 

effective. If all firms were suffering from prohibitive premia and restricted cover then this 

would tend to suggest that tighter and more effective self-regulation may be required. 

professional ethics are believed to be sufficient an assurance of quality services for the 

consumer. The whole rationale behind permitting the legal profession monopoly power and 

self-regulatory status is that their trust and professionalism warrants such a position of 

independence. The use of insurance may, therefore, be perceived as a failure on the part of 

the profession to provide the necessary guarantees itself with the real guarantee coming from 

an external agency in the form of insurance cover. It does, however, afford the client real 

protection should rogue members of the profession act opportunistically against them. 

Hence, there is no a priori reason to suspect that the quality of legal services will fall 

, 
sequent upon changes to the regulatory 'environment surrounding the practice of law 
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firms. The goal of the law in relation to legal services is perhaps best viewed as one of 

.' 
protecting the client from the information asymmetry existing in favour of the lawyer in the 

client/. lawyer relationship. As the lawyer is the least cost avoider in relation to negligence 
then it makes sense for, the ultimate liability to be imposed on the lawyer for acts of 
negligence. The law firm pays for PI insurance to cover itself against claims for negligence 

and hence shoulders part of the cost of cheat protection. Ultimately, however, the consumer 

pays for this cover via higher service costs, but is probably amenable to increased costs 

where they do afford real protection in the event of things going drastically wrong. 
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-Chapter Ten- 

Summary and Conclusions: 

Introduction: 

This thesis has focused on salient features of the current and future structure and internal 
organisation of the legal profession. The resultant economic analysis conducted examines 
these features using the prism of newer, primarily contractual based, theories of the firm. 

These have played a central role in providing building blocks which together constitute the 

analytical environment from within which the behaviour of a sample of real life law firms has 

been empirically observed. 

The thesis commenced by examining issues in the current structure and organisation of the 

solicitors profession and describing a methodology suitable for conducting an economic 

analysis thereof. The remainder of the thesis followed four major themes. Chapters Three, 

Four and Five presented the broad theme of economic organisation of relationships between 

the firm and its clients - Chapter Three examining general literature of the economics of 

organisation not specific to law firms, Chapter Four outlining its specific relevance to the law 

firm, with Chapter Five presenting empirical observation of the client/ firm relationship. 

Chapters Six and Seven shared a common theme of the organisation of economic 

relationships between the 
-partners 

of the law firm The internal organisation and. ownership 

structure of the partnership as a mechanism for dividing income between partners and binding 

partners together was examined in Chapter Six. Chapter Seven presented the empirical 

observations of these issues for sample firms. - 

The theme of Chapter Eight was the examination of the organisation of economic 

relationships between partners and QAs of the law firm, focusing on screening mechanisms, 

promotion tournaments and the up-or-out rules employed in partnership. This chapter also 

examined the empirical information collected to investigate these issues for sample firms. 

Chapter Nine's theme was future oriented, looking towards the future of the legal profession 

considering alternative practising modes given the questionable longer term survivability of 

partnership as a mode of governing economic relations across all dimensions discussed in 

previous chapters. 

Summary and Conclusions - Chapter One: 

Chapter one comprised an initial discussion of the background and general issues 
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surrounding the current structure, organisation and regulation of the profession. Within this 

chapter, the current practising arrangements were highlighted in the. context of the wider 

regulation problem, plausible government objectives in legal" service provision and proposals 

to alter structure via regulatory change. This chapter was also devoted to an explanation of 

current 'legal restrictions on-law firm organisation. This served the dual "purpose of detailing 

the legal impediments currently frustrating structural change in the legal profession, and 

outlining the inter-dependence existing between structure and interi al organisation. 

The latter part of Chapter One was assigned to a primarily sociological discussion of the 

concept of a profession. It was perceived necessary to engage in such a discussion for two 

main reasons. Firstly, characteristics which typify a profession required to be identified, and 

secondly,. some attempt had to be made to disclose exactly what demands these revealed 

characteristics could be expected to exert on regulation, legislation and the relationship 
between the profession, Government and the general public as consumers of legal services. 
This discussion, as a consequence 'of its primarily sociological base, serves to clearly 
illustrate the requirement for economics as a progressive social science to develop and 

positively encourage a more permissive methodology which reaches out to other academic 
disciplines for inputs to theory and discussion. It further reinforces the merits of a more 
holistic approach to describing situations of capricious human/ economic behaviour. This 

holistic perspective is stressed as a continual and recurring theme throughout the thesis. 

Summary and Conclusions - Chapter Two: 

Chapter Two comprised a theoretical and empirical methodology. It was herein concluded 

that the law firm appeared to be an ideal organisational backdrop against which to examine 

newer contract based theories 6f the firm. Additionally, it was concluded thät the law firm (as 

a service provider characterised by high levels of human capital input) could suffer particular 

economic problems ideally suited to examination through the prism of newer theories of 

economic organisation. This was viewed as being both timely and significant since, as the UK 

economy increasingly relies on service industries, the types of economic and organisational 

problems typically suffered by the law firm may become more widespread. It was concluded 

this reinforced the case for developing a comprehensive understanding of the law firm. It was 

also concluded that while the strands of theory reviewed in latter chapters appeared more 

appropriate to a comprehensive understanding of the law firm than traditional Neoclassical 

theory, economics as a scientific discipline nevertheless still suffers from certain intrinsic, and 

unrectifiable, problems. 

Chapter Two continued and built on the theme introduced earlier in . this chapter, of 
developing an appropriate -empirical methodology 

. 
for the current law firm study. This 
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involved presentation of a personal view of what procedure empirical testing should follow in 

economics. It was noted here that testing almost invariably involves the entrance. of value 
judgements of the researcher and the procedure used for empirical investigation in economics 

should explicitly recognise this. It was further concluded that due to the methodology 

employed and the testing procedure's commonly used, economic analysis too often overlooks 
the most important and relevant aspects of the problem under investigation. While these 

aspects are typically incapable of being measured for one reason or another, it is concluded 
that this should not force the researcher to ignore them in favour of those which are easily 
measurable, or to force items into inappropriate categories merely for the sake of keeping 

analysis tidy. . 

Chapter Two also discussed the specific methodology of the actual questionnaire used to 

abstract empirical information from the sample firms. In doing so, the nature of the 
information requested in each of its seven sections was detailed, as was the manner in. which 
it was intended it would be coded and analyzed. 

The specific aims of the empirical study (which can be viewed below as being fourfold) were 
also presented. These are summarised as follows; 

1. Firstly, provision of a rationale for the current existing structure, 
2. Secondly, justification ofthe theoretical method chosen, " 

3. Thirdly, assistance in evaluation of alternative practice options and, 
4. Fourthly, provision of descriptive analysis and testing of hypothesised 

circumstances. 

The first section of the questionnaire was-dealt with in Chapter Two, this being Section One - 
The Firm. This section comprised a detailed description of the sample firms and introduced 

and discussed some initial theoretical issues and empirical puzzles examined in the first 

section of the questionnaire. Specific hypotheses derived from discussion of these issues were 

examined and tested in the light of detailed empirical information collected and the results 

presented. 

The first section of the empirical information, discussed in section three of Chapter Two, 

essentially described the sample of 33 law fines examined in the overall study. 

Questionnaire Section 1- Description of sample firms: 

PARTNERSHIP SIZE: 

The first conclusion of this section of the survey was that large firms (of 30 or more partners) 

employed a statistically significantly higher gearing (ratio of qualified assistants to partners) 
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than sma1W medium firms (of fewer than 30 partners). 

-7 

SPECIALISATION OF BUSINESS: 

Secondly, it was concluded that larger firms tended to specialise to a greater degree in 

commercial rather than private client business. It was typical for large firms to indicate they 
did not actively seek private client work, with any such work only being offered either to 

existing private clients or to commercial clients. Large firms tended to view private client 

work as burdensome and far less cost effective and profitable than commercial client work, 

some indicating that they would welcome its complete demise from their operations. While 

there was a definite trend of large firms serving commercial clients and small ones serving 

private clients, this split, although pronounced, was not absolute. Those firms interviewed 

noted, however, that the profession was increasingly dividing into two distinct sectors wherein 

small firms served private clients and large firms commercial clients. No firms indicated 

further specialisation in the form of offering services solely to a specialist section of either of 
these client type sectors at present. 

ORGANISATIONAL SIRUCIVRE: 

Whether sample firms had one or multiple offices, each office tended to perform a general 

rather than specialist function (ie. firms tended not to have one office dealing with domestic 

conveyancing and another with civil and criminal court work, or the like). Many large firms 

had fairly well developed hierarchical internal organisational structures and many disclosed 

----------the existence of full branches or affiliated offices in-various international locations outwith 

the UK. It was concluded that larger firms tended to exhibit greater degrees of specialisation 

and fragmentation within their offices than smaller firms. Within smaller firms, specialisation 

and fragmentation was less well developed internally (perhaps less necessary also), and 

occasionally some extent of specialisation existed between offices (usually branches). 

Overall, there was general heterogeneity between firms in relation to their overall 

organisation, leading to the conclusion that law firms are typically complex and unique in 

terms of their internal and external organisation. 

PARTNERSHIP cROwrtc 

As was anticipated, law firms relied more on internal driven organic growth than external 

growth via mergers, takeovers, bolt-ons, headhunting, and agency placements. It was 

concluded that internal growth methods are desirable and preferred by law firms due to the 

necessity of effective screening and filtering in the partnership mode. Other external methods 

were,. nevertheless, utilised in some firms to complement, and more importantly supplement, 
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internal promotion. Headhunting occurred with statistically significaritly greater frequency 

within large fines than in small to medium sized ones - leading to the conclusion that this may 
be a necessary activity within'large firms in their quest for growth in certain speciälised areas 
of legal work. There may be a failure of traditional internal/ organic. growth 

. 
processes to 

produce a sufficient quantity of new partners of the desired specialisation when required. This 
demonstrates the struggle the large law firm faces in attempting to attain desired levels of 
growth and degree of functional specialisation in the short term, whilst maintaining quality 
and reputation, using traditional (far longer term and rigid) internal growth processes. 

STANDARDISATION IN LEGAL SERVICE PRODUCTION =i 

" Standardisation in documentation was widespread throughout sample firms, with standard 
documentation and routinised procedures being utilised so far as they are applicable, in all 
transactions amenable to such standardisation. Firms typically viewed this to be essential to 

suppress costs while allowing the fine to offer quality service in modern markets for legal 

services. Many firms admitted standardisation was on the increase generally, many 

additionally indicating that they wished to further increase standardisation/ routinisation in 
future. 

- Table 10.1 

Summary of Hypotheses results: Section One - The Firm 
4ff2ffi2iff1222ftffff221fftffffflflf2fflfftftffff2f2ffffffftf2222fRffff2f1122f21. 

I Evidence " 
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" Hypothesis 1: Larger firms will tend to specialise to a -' Consistent "- 
" greater degree in commercial rather than private client "" 
" business which will be the specialism of small/ medium 
" size firms. 

Nypothosis 2: Larger firms will tend to have greater 
" degrees of specialisation and rragmentation '+ithin their 
" offices than small/ medium firms whose specialisation 
" will tend to be between offices. 

" Hvcothesis 3: Larger firms can be expected to employ a 
" higher gearing (le. ratio of qualified assistants to partners) 
" than small/ stadium fine. 
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Hypothesis 4: Larger firms will be more likely to have foreign - Consistent 
" offices and affiliated offices abroad than small/ medium si=ed a 
" firma. 
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Hypothesis 5: Larger firms can be axpoctd to have used bolt ' Consistent 
" -ins and headhuntinq to a greater degree than small/ medium 
" si: d firms. 
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Summary and Conclusions - Chapter Three: 

The third chapter of this thesis examined both Neoclassical and newer institutional attempts 

at explaining industrial organisation. Some deficiencies of Neoclassical theory of the firm 

were highlighted as were advantages of employing newer, primarily contract based, theories 

of the firm in addressing some of these major deficiencies. Theories of property rights, agency 
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and transactions costs, and network organisation were discussed at length in this context. It 

was stressed that a major advantage of these newer theories is their emphasis on the dual 

organisational importance of both firm and market, and interactions between these 
transactional modes. It was concluded, however, that although these newer theories offer 
considerable advantages over conventional theory, they nevertheless still suffer from 
limitations, mainly stemming from their Neoclassical inheritance and emphasis on 
maximising behaviour (even paradoxically where agents are viewed as boundedly rational). 
An attempt was made in this chapter to synthesise more useful elements of these newer 
theories to indicate the direction in which economic theory of organisation could most 
fruitfully evolve. 

An important conclusion of this chapter is that economic theory, as it stands, faces major 
problems in attempting to explain the capricious behaviour of individual actors and organised 
groups thereof in situations of uncertainty and imperfect information and knowledge. The 
development of more useful theories of information and knowledge is an area upon which 
economics, with input and assistance from other related social sciences, should more sharply 
focus. This shift in emphasis would involve importing to economics a greater input from 

other sciences such as behavioural psychology and the like, along lines similar to those 

envisaged by Simon in his major works'. It is concluded that theoretical development in this 
direction would render economics a much more powerful science in explaining individual and 
collective human behaviour within firms and markets. 

Summary and Conclusions - Chapter Four: 

Chapter Four examined in depth the nature of the client/ lawyer relationship. The main thrust 

of the argument in this chapter was that in order that this agency relationship survived, it was 

crucial that high levels öf trust in the lawyer by the client existed. This relational and - 
fiduciary contract between client and firn (being characterised by typically high levels of 
information impactedness in the lawyer) appears initially to be an ideal setting for 

opportunism by the lawyer against the client. It is concluded in this chapter, however, that 

opportunism by the firm against the client will not typically be present as a feature of 

relationships between client and firm. This claim is made because of the conditions and 

atmosphere that typically surrounds and characterises this relationship. These features 

essentially render opportunistic manipulation of information asymmetry and impactedness 

enviable behaviour in the context of the client lawyer relationship. 

Continuing this theme of the role of information and deficiencies of information in legal 

services, the role of advertising as a source of information in legal services was examined 

next in Chapter Four. It was concluded here that the potential role of advertising as an 
information enhancement in the typical consumer's search and choice process was fairly 
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limited. The importance of advertising information to the consumer essentially depended an 
how this information was perceived and utilised in relation to other sources of information, 

where other sources of reputation information would be likely to take precedence over.. 

advertising information. The concluding section Chapter Four explored the potential situation 

whereby reputation (possibly in combination with and reinforced by advertising) could create 

a brand name. The brand-name firm concept and the dual benefits to brand-name firm 

. members and consumers of its services were discussed here within'the context of information 

problems in service provision and consumption. - 

Summary and Conclusions - Chapter Fie: 

Chapter Five examined the second section of the questionnaire, this being Section Two - The 

Client/ Firm Relationship. This section comprised a detailed description of sample firms' 

responses to questions in this section of the questionnaire. Theoretical issues and empirical 

puzzles were examined and specific hypotheses derived from discussion of these issues were 

examined and ' tested in the light of detailed empirical information collected with results of 
hypothesis testing formally presented. 

Questionnaire Section 2. The client/ firm relationship: 

. 
Where standard documents were used within the client/ firm relationship, firms typically 

viewed this as resulting in benefits to clients, or as resulting in mutual benefits to both client 

and firm. The use of standard documentation was commonly viewed as facilitating increased 

-- efficiency in the-relationship itself and within the firm-in general. Some firms argued use of 

standard documentation was essential in transactions within modem markets for legal 

services to survive competitive pressures. 

It was generally concluded that law firms perceived advantages of using standard 
documentation in transactions with their clients, whereby benefits typically accrued not 

merely to the firm, but also the client. 

CLIENT INFORMAnION: 

Finns generally recognised the importance of maintaining client information, with some firms 

who already retained client information and others that as yet did not, both arguing that client 

information and its usage would likely become more important in fiture. Many firms held 

such information on a master client database, with some also utilising sophisticated client 

profiling methods. Client information was recognised by many firms as a useful tool in 

providing clients with other services should they desire them. Some of these firms actually 

utilised existing client information to actively cross-sell services to existing clients. Some 
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firms that already participated in cross-selling and others that as-yet did not, both envisaged a 

greater role for cross-selling of services in the future. Many also " perceived a similarly 

enhanced role for client information in general in future. 

It was' concluded that 
, 
client information is an important commodity to the law firm in 

attempting to generate repetitious business from clients, particularly in modem markets for 

legal services wherein some firms complained that clients were typically more price sensitive 

and less firm loyal than before. Such information was generally perceived to be a vital 

cornerstone of creating and sustaining a long-term relational contract between firm and client. 

Such information was perceived almost universally as providing benefits either to the firm, 

the client, or to both firm and client, in terms of client/ firm relationships. Client information 

was argued to yield advantages to the incumbent fine over other firms in" relation to 

established clients. It was therefore concluded that the client/ firm relationship created will 
typically, appropriate benefits to both client and firm, where firms who already enjoy a 

relational contract with a client will possess a. first mover advantage over other firms in 

relation to that client. 

At least a high proportion of established clients of many firms were disclosed as providing 

them with repeat business, thereby continuing client/ firm relations (overall commercial 

clients providing a more predictable flow of repeat work than private ones). Some firms noted 

that clients were typically less loyal than before and, therefore, less likely in general to engage 
in long-term relational contracting with only one law firm. Other firms, who did not typically 

enjoy repetitious business from clients argued this-was a function-of many of their clients 

only using them for specific specialist services. These firms were typically large commercial 

oriented firms. 

It was concluded that, in general, clients do perceive uncertainty reducing advantages of 

returning to their current law firm due to long-term relational contracting advantages of the 

client/ firm relationship (excepting where they use specific firms for specific specialist 

services). 

Many firms indicated that, where circumstances were appropriate and it was not impossible, 

they would actively take remedial action to attempt to preserve client/ firm relationships 

where breakdown had occurred. It was concluded that this is consistent with the view that the 

typical client/ fine relationship has a high cost of termination to both firm and client and that 

relationship preservation ('voice' rather than 'exit) is preferable. 

SI ; NALLING REPUTATION AND QUALITY TO PROSPECTIVE AND EXISTING CLIENTS: 

In an attempt to reduce characteristically. high levels öf client uncertainty, most firms argued 
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that personal service, typically paired with speedy, efficient and accurate legal work, and 
client care, were essential to clients. It was concluded that these features surround " and 
essentially create the trust based relational contract between client and firm. In only one firm 

was it the case that the firm name was not perceived as significant, " or very significant, as. a 
signal of quality and reputation to clients and prospective clients - the dissenting firm here 

was a new firm which had simply not as yet established its name and concomitant 
reputation). It was, thereby, concluded that firms perceive the' firm, name to be vitally 
important in conveying reputation information to clients and prospective clients. 

Many firms utilised direct advertising and promotional tools to provide information to 

existing and prospective clients. It was concluded from information provided by firms in this 

section that although these methods of conveying reputation and quality signals provide 
clients with some indication of characteristics of the service they could expect to- receive, 
there is an overwhelming requirement to reinforce such claims with quality personal service. 
Over half of the firms disclosed a reliance on referrals from other customers and businesses 
for much of their work and as such they attempted to establish, develop and maintain this 

referral network through offering consistently good service. Some firms noted that marketing/ 
promotional activities would be likely to command a more significant role within law firms in 
future. 

It was concluded, therefore, that although the. legal profession has traditionally deliberately 

'refrained from engaging in sales and marketing-activities, many firms now feel forced to at 
least consider engaging in such activities. The profession in general appears to be becoming 

more pro-active in its self-promotion at least at the level of the individual firm. 

Table 10.2 

Summary of Hypotheses results: Section Two - The Client/ Firm Relationship 
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Summary and Conclusions - Chapter Six: 

Chapter Six housed theoretical discussion and analysis of the sharing bargain existing . 
between the profit sharing partners of the law firm. It was concluded that the sharing bargain 

can be viewed as the most important single component of the overall set of incentive 

properties of partnership. Hence, discussion of its salient features comprised a large part of 
Chapter Six. This discussion was based primarily on a critique of the Gilson and Mnookin 
(1984) discussion of partnership profit sharing arrangements 2. It was concluded that this 

analysis has both major strengths and serious weaknesses and in Chapter Six, strengths and 

weaknesses of the Gilson and Mnooldn analysis were simultaneously exposed and discussed. 

It is recalled that Gilson and Mnookin viewed the primary function of partnership as a vehicle 
to diversify risks to human capital of the' partners of the law firm. The analysis presented 
highlighted the main incentive properties and expected behavioural responses thereto of both 

sharing based and productivity based partnership profit division methods. Advantages and 
drawbacks of each method were characterised within this chapter, and it is concluded that 

neither method is unambiguously superior in its quest to efficiently and effectively organise 

collective legal practice between partners of a law firm. It is, therefore, concluded that both 

partnership income division modes suffer from advantages and disadvantages in relation, for 

example, to partners shirking, grabbing and leaving, and engaging in client generation, firm 

management, and any other non-fee generating activity, all of which are nevertheless essential 
for the firm's continuing survival. 

is also recalled that the important trade-off-and interaction existing between the creation of 
lawyer specific and firm specific capital in the partnership is discussed here. It is concluded 

that, by responding to incentives existing within the firm, the lawyer can inadvertently cause 

simultaneous furtherance of both firm and personal goals. It is recalled that the monitoring 
function of the partnership, its incentive structure and income division method, in addition to 

that of partners inter alia, was discussed in Chapter Six. It was concluded here that one of the 

crucial features for successful partnership practice was the existence of effective self and 

mutual-monitoring, reinforced by strong conformist traits instilled in partners by the culture 

of the firm. An important conclusion drawn from this and preceding chapters is the crucial 
importance of cultural factors and self-monitoring for effective and efficient operation of the 

legal profession, both at the level of the firm (partnership) and at the level of the overall 

profession. 

Chapter Six was also given over to a discussion of problems of increasing partnership size 

and the resultant problems that increased size can bring to the law firm. It was concluded here 

that potential severity of these problems may have acted as the primary catalyst for 

proponents of regulatory change for the legal profession to call for introduction of a wider set 
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of practising options for law firms (including most notably, incorporated and multi- 
disciplinary [MDPJ firms). 

In the second section of Chapter Six, the law firm was subsequently characterised as a labour 

managed firm. This involved an examination of the literature of the labour/ self-managed firm 
[LMF], an institutional arrangement commonly found within the economy of Yugoslavia. It is 

concluded that the LMF model, while being analytically restrictive, does nevertheless expose 
potential problems associated with hiring additional members and achieving expansion in an 
organisation where the workers (partners) own and manage the business (as is the case in the 
law firm). A discussion whereby the law` firm is viewed in the context of the LMF was 
presented in this chapter, developing possible parallels between the theorised behaviour of the 
LMF and possible real life behaviour of the law firm partnership. 

Summary and Conclusions - Chapter Seven: 

Chapter Seven comprised an analysis of the information derived from sections 3,4 and 6 of 
the empirical study and questionnaire. 

Questionnaire Section 3. The interior of the firm: 

MaxAMMErn' SiRUCIURE: 

The ways in which firms organise their interiors in relation to their formal management 

structures/ hierarchies were, to say the least, diverse. In the smaller firms there was typically 

a main group of partners paired with a senior or a managing partner (or both). Larger firms 

tended to have a structure built around committees of partners, or a partnership board (or 

both) aimed at facilitating smoother, more effective decision making. In over half of the 

sample firms, non-lawyers held positions within the firm's management structure. This was a 

surprising result since it was expected that delegation of decision management and/ or control 

to non-residual claimants would be rare due to monitoring difficulties and severe attenuation 

of partners' property rights. 

In the majority of cases, partners still remained fee earners of the firm where they 

simultaneously also held specific formal management positions. In over a third of the sample 
firms, however, at least some of the partners held full time positions in management and did 

not simultaneously combine this with fee earning activities. Four fines envisaged moving to a 

more formal management structure in future as they were facing decision mating problems 

presently. 

In conclusion, partnership boards and committees play a vitally important role in facilitating. 
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decision making within the large modem law firm partnership. It is simply impractical and 
inefficient for all partners to become involved day-td-day in every decision that must be taken 

within the -firm. Hence, decision making is smoothed by assigning decision making authority 
in' specific areas to various committee/ board subsets of the entire partnership. It was 

expected that partners, as residual claimants of the firm, will have the combination of 
fi=ctions of decision managers and decision controllers invested in them, within traditional 

partnership organisation. It is concluded from evidence from sample firms in the empirical 

study that this necessarily breaks down in larger partnerships due to consequent inefficient 

and ineffective decision making. It is also concluded, however, that where there is observed 

separation of residual risk bearing from decision control, this does occur within large firms, 

where it is typically the case that decision systems separate decision management from 

decision control. 

In relation to management hierarchy existing between partners of the firm, almost all sample 
firms were keen to point out that, regardless of any hierarchy and irrespective of the way in 

which income was divided among partners, the power structure of the partnership remained 

egalitarian. 

PARTNER SPECW. ISATIONS: 

Partners were typically specialised in one or more of the specific areas of legal. services in 

which the firm specialised. In addition, this legal specialisation was typically combined with 

some specialised management fimction. In most cases, partners also headed specialist legal 

-departments within the overall firm. In over a third of the firms, partners acted as convenors 

of specific committees established to perform specific management functions within the firm. 

Only one firm perceived there to be a need for greater specialisation in future. It can be 

concluded, therefore, that partners within law firms commonly have specialisms both in terms 

of their legal work and in one of more of their firm's management activities. 

PARTNERSHIP DEMOCRACY 

In almost all firms interviewed, the relationship existing between partners was described as 

egalitarian. Even in situations where firms described the existence of unequal partner voting 

rights and/ or formal or informal seniority existing between the partners, firms typically 

claimed the partnership remained very egalitarian. Over a third of the firms described the 

existence of salaried and equity sharing partners -a feature reinforcing hierarchy and 

undermining true partnership democracy. It is concluded, however, that the function of this 

(rather than to create power differentials) is as a formal screening mechanism to aid 

evaluation and assessment of the suitability of lawyers in the period before granting of equity 

partnership. 
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It is concluded for the firms interviewed that partnership as an organisational form appeared 
fairly democratic. Any hierarchy existing within the partners grouping (including all 
partnership categories whether salaried or equity sharing) appeared to be simply part of the 
incentive structure and screening mechanism of the firm as opposed to some conscious 
attempt to undermine true partnership democracy. 

Table 10.3 

Summary of Hypotheses results: Section Three - Inside the Firm' 
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" due to monitoring problems and severe attenuation of " 
" partners- property rigbts. s" 

--------------------------- - 
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" bearing from decision management will tend to exist in $" 
" large fires and this will lead to decision systems that $" 
" separate decision swayyement from decision control. "" 
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Questionnaire Section 4. The allocation of clients: 

" CLIENTS AS A SOURCE OF FIRM OR LAWYER SPECIFIC CAPQAL: 

In the majority of sample fines it was perceived to be impossible (in many instances) to 
distinguish between clients who could be regarded as part of partners' client portfolios and 

those could be viewed as clients of the firm. Consequently, it was not-so clearcut whether 

clients could be viewed exclusively as firm or lawyer specific capital. In just under half of the 

firms, qualified assistants were perceived to have their own set of clients, with such client 

accumulation being encouraged as a vital component of the information signaling process in 

the qualified assistant partnership 'contest'. Very few firms positively discouraged personal 

accumulation of clients by partners (or other lawyers of the firm for that matter)' with less 

than one fifth of the firms interviewed disclosing they were actively attempting to reduce 

client hoarding. Only two firms explicitly admitted they feared lawyers leaving the firm with 

clients in tow'. Where reduction of client hoarding was actively pursued, this was typically to 

remove internal barriers to cross-selling of services within the firm, rather than guard against 

client loss via lawyers leaving the firm. A few firms noted that client hoarding was becoming 

increasingly difficult and was automatically reducing due to increasing specialisation of legal 

services. and the frequent requirement for teams of lawyer s within the fire (rather than an 
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individual lawyer) to serve clients nowadays. It is concluded that firms in general typically 

preferred the situation where clients were viewed as those of the firm rather than those of an 

-'individual lawyer within the firm. However, specialisation often required that partners passed 

clients between each other on a reciprocal 'basis, willingly and without compensation. 

Information provided by sample firms in relation to the allocation of clients between lawyers 

of the firm is contrary to the stylised view of Gilson and Mnookin =whereby passing of clients 

between partners assumed a strategic significance 
3. In addition, it is concluded that it is not 

clearcut whether the client is loyal to the firm or to the individual within the firm. To that 
extent, it may prove risky for the lawyef to rely on clients as a bargaining hostage in 

'grabbing' and leaving' activities. In conclusion, firms generally did not perceive there to exist 

a significant risk from lawyers using clients (lawyer specific capital) in such a manner. 

CLIENT LOYALTY: 

'T'hose questioned regarding whether they perceived clients to be loyal to the firm or to 

individual lawyers within the firm found this question very difficult to answer. Most believed 

clients to be loyal to both firm and individuals within the firm. Just fewer than one quarter of 

the firms perceived clients to-be generally less loyal than before, with a similar number 

believing lawyers to be Ioyal to a team of individuals within the fum. It is concluded from 

this that it may be unreliable for lawyers within the typical firm to view clients as a source of 

Lawyer specific capital which can be used as a hostage against the firm to grab a larger share 

of profits by reinforcing the threat value of leaving the firm. 

CONSLSTENCY OF CONTACT WITHIN THE CLIENT RELATIONSHIP: 

Within the typical law firm it was seen as desirable that, where possible, clients should see 

the same person on each contact with the firm. This naturally could only occur where the 

client did not require services that were outwith the legal speciality of the partner with whom 

he usually dealt. The typical response of firms was to assign each client a contact partner, 

who would channel and refer the client to one or more of his colleagues should he require 

services outwith the contact partner's specialisms. In just fewer than one fifth of the firms, 

each client was assigned a number of specialist contact partners. In conclusion, where 

possible, clients would be seen by the same lawyer of the firm to breed familiarity, engender 

trust and create the client! firm relational contract emphasising personal service. Where 

circumstances dictate, the client may require to see lawyers other than this contact lawyer, 

depending on the service categories required. The firm will typically encourage the client to 

be introduced*by the contact partner to the requisite lawyers and will encourage the client tö 
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form relationships with as many individuals via introduction as is necessary. Clients who 

require 
.a 

range of services typically form relationships with many of the firms lawyers and 

this will lessen any. potential risk posed to the firm via the creation of lawyer specific capital 

through client loyalty to one specific lawyer of the firm. 

FORMAL RESTRICTIONS ON LAWYERS LEAVING THE FIRM WTIH CLIENTS: 

It is concluded that use of restrictive covenants to prevent lawyers leaving the firm with 

clients is likely to be largely ineffective. Those firms that did utilise them (either within the 

partnership agreement or to apply to qualified assistants and/ or employees of the firm) 

recognised they would likely be difficult to legally enforce. Their most probable 
ineffectiveness was a popular reason for their absence in many firms. Many firms appeared to 

be fairly philosophical regarding lawyers leaving the firm with clients in tow, arguing that at 

the end of the day it was the choice of the client whether to follow or stay put, and that this 

client decision should be respected. A few firms disclosed that it was difficult to envisage the 

leaving with clients' scenario occurring since, as yet, it never had occurred. A handful of 

other firms, who did have direct experience of lawyers of the firm leaving, admitted that those 

lawyers that had left had taken no clients with them. To conclude, the prospect of lawyers 

leaving the firm with clients was not one which law firms commonly feared. To that extent, 

this would be unlikely to act as a powerful bargaining chip for the dissatisfied lawyer to use 

against the firm to which he belongs in an attempt to increase his rewards. 

CONSTRAINTS ON LAWYERS LEAVING THE FIRM: 

In view of the fact that few firms relied on specific constraints on lawyers leaving the firm 

with clients and also that those who did were less than confident of their likely success, the 

issue of non-specific constraints was probed. In by far the majority of firms, loyalty to the 

firm and/ or the value of present rewards were cited as constraints on lawyers leaving. Other 

popular stimuli to which lawyers of the firm were argued to respond were the presence of a 

good career path providing an incentive to remain within the firm, and the prospects of 

promotion and partnership which would do likewise. Within the typical law firm (where there 

is a characteristic absence of formal organisational constraints) reliance is placed in 

mechanisms which rely on self-enforcement to regulate behaviour. Consequently, it is 

concluded that high levels of personal self-discipline and loyalty to the firm largely obviates 

the requirement for formal constraints and results in the probable success of informal 

constraints. 
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It is concluded that it is very difficult, if not impossible, for the lawyer to initially identify and 
subsequently evaluate the value of his specific capital derived from clients. As a consequence 
of this evaluation difficulty, clients may not be as-significant in terms of their threat value for 

grabbing and leaving behaviour by lawyers of the firm as Gilson and Mnookin suggest in 

their analysis 
4. It is thereby concluded that this may provide a cogent reason why firms 

examined did not appear, firstly, to rely on formal constraints in this respect and, secondly, to 

perceive danger from the potential threat of lawyers who may perceive themselves to have 

amassed significant client derived specific capital. It is also concluded that, judging by 

responses of sample firms, it is not the, case that grabbing and leaving problems are 
commonplace behavioural responses within law firms. Many firms indicated that events such 
as these would simply not occur as this type of behaviour was completely at odds with the 

whole ethos of the typical law firm. Screening mechanisms will have successfully screened 
out persons who would contemplate behaving in this manner. 

Table 10.4 

Summary of Hypotheses results: Section Four - Allocation of Clients 
tttttfttttftttftittf1tiiittt1tftttfitttfttttttttftitt1ffftlit 1titt-W tttte 
"' ävidance 
tftttttftfttftttttttfttttttftttttfttfttffftftfftfffttttttfftIOitlttfttttff' 
" gypothesis 1: The law firm will favour a situation where ' Mixed " 
" clients are viewed as belonging to the firm-as this is '" 
" more conducive to the creation of firs specific capital '" 
" and suppression of lawyer specific capital. 

_'" 

Hypothesis 2: The lira will avoid the use of restrictive w consistent 
" covenants to prevent client losses through lawyers of the w 
" lira leaving as they are likely to be futile. w 

" Hypothesis 3: The law firm will encourage clients to fora w Consistent 
" relationships with many of the firm's lawyers as this will w 
" lessen risks posd to the firm via the creation of lawyer w 
" specific capital. 

---------------------------------------------------- 

Ll 

I 

" Hypothesis 1: She lawyers "$t option will b" constrained ' Consiseeat 
" by other factors in addition to the value of the firm " 

" specific capital he has amassed within the firm. +" 
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Questionnaire Section 6. The partnership profit sharing bargain: 

Only one firm described itself as allocating partnership profits on an 'eat what you kill' basis, 

whereby each partner essentially comprised an individual cost/ profit centre. In all other firms 

more conventional' profit sharing arrangements applied. 

THE ROLE OF PARTNER SENIORITY: 

In relation to partner seniority, firms were assigned to three main groupings dependent upon 

their revealed characteristics. Slightly fewer than half of the firms described themselves as 
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having seniority groupings into which partners were placed and which determined relative 
income shares. The second group of firms, comprising slightly more than one third of the 

sample interviewed, disclosed partners of similar seniority were assigned similar numbers of 

points, where the number of points mapped directly onto partnership profit share. The third 

grouping, which enjoyed just fewer than one fifth of the responde ts, comprised firms which 
did not rely either on seniority or numbers of points groupings to determine partners' relative 

shares of partnership profits. 

Within some of the firms in the first two of the three groupings described above, flexibility in 

relative income determination was retained via the ability to either accelerate or restrain 

partners' acquisition of points or movement up seniority groupings. It is thereby concluded 

that (within these firms) it was perceived desirable to retain some discretionary element and 
incorporate some performancel productivity incentive in overall income share determination. 

It is also concluded that seniority is, nevertheless, an important factor within most fines since 

seniority plays at least a minor role in partner relative income share determination in all but 

six of the firms interviewed. 

It is also worthwhile noting here that although firms share-broad characteristics/ features in 

relation to their partnership sharing bargains, each firm uses a more or less unique manner to 

mechanistically determine partners' relative profit shares. 

-- ------ -- - -- '1 BASIS OF LNCO141E DIFFERENTIALS BETWEEN SIMILARLY SENIOR PARTNERS: -- 

In fines where similarly senior partners (ie. same seniority grouping or number of points) 

earned differing shares of partnership profits, this was typically due to the desire to reflect 

differences in their relative 'contribution' to the firm, or differences in productivity/ merit. In 

firms featuring such a discretionary element, the decision regarding the determination of 

differentials was taken either by the full meeting or a committee of partners, or in the case of 

two firms, by the senior/ managing partner. 

TRUE SHARLNG MODEL FIRMS: 

This grouping of firms comprised solely of those firms who did not reveal the existence of 

any form of productivity measurement affecting income determination via discretionary 

assignment of partnership profit shares to partners. Within this grouping of 19 firms it was 

concluded that there was a more frequent incidence of true sharing model characteristics 

amongst small/ medium firms than there was among large firms. 
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PRODUCTIVITY MLrLSUREMENr. 

The remaining 14 firms revealed the existence of productivity measurement and discretionary 

elements in some shape or form within the 
_mechanistics 

of their sharing bargain. Of these 

firms, almost two thirds were large firms, with the remainder being small/ medium sized. it is 

concluded here that this is indicative of the requirement to rely on more explicit incentives and 

productivity measurement to control more pressing agency problems of large partnership 

practice and organisation. 

Within the 14 firms that incorporated productivity measurement within partnership income 

determination, it is concluded that this process was often performed in a fairly adhoc, 

subjective and unsystematic fashion. 

RELATION BETWEEN INCOI4E LEVELS OF DIFFERENT SENIORITY GROUPINGS: 

Nine of the true sharing model fines disclosed that a fixed ratio existed between seniority 

groupings, these firms being described as lockstep seniority' based firms. It is concluded that 

where measurement of partner productivity was included within partners income 

" determination, or where the numbers of partnership points changed annually, the relationship 

between seniority groupings was constantly changing. Hence, this facet of the incentive 

structure was not determined in advance, as in the case of the lockstep partnership. Further, 

the incentives it embodies can be regarded as being subject to constant change year on year. 

TEE LENGTH OF TAB TANN FROM IIJTITAL ASSUMPTION TO REACH FULL SENIORITY STATUS: 

Slightly fewer than half of the fines indicated that no full seniority class existed within their 

firm. Of those fines that indicated the opposite to be true, by far the most common period to 

reach full seniority status was 6-10 years. In some firms this period could be as low as 0-5 

years and in others as long as 16-20 years. It was fairly common for the period in question to 

be variable depending on matters such as the personal performance of the partner, or the level 

of capital contribution to the firm of each partner. It is, therefore, concluded that the time to 

reach full seniority status (if it exists) can vary markedly both within and between firms. 

Further, it can involve evaluation of personal characteristics of the partner involved as well as 

the nature of the formal sharing bargain struck between the partners of the firm. For certain 

firms it makes no sense to talk of 'full seniority' in the context of the characteristics of their 

method for sharing income. 
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Si. 'EWING OF SHARE OF PARTNERSHP INCOME: 

In over half of the fines interviewed, partners' shares of income rose steadily throughout their 
time is a partner. It was far less common for income shares to be skewed towards either the 

earlier or latter years as a partner. In just fewer than one quarter of firms, income eventually 
'plateaued' and in half this number again, partners' income shares tailed off towards eventual 
retirement. It was also disclosed by slightly fewer than one quarter of the firms that the 

skewing of partners income depended at least to an extent on personal performance. 

It was common for respondents to indicate that the importance of the skewing of partners 

"shares was far outweighed by the importance of overall partnership profitability, in terms of 
the magnitude of the final share partners received from overall partnership profits. It is, 

therefore, concluded that the importance attached to income skewing by Gilson and Mnookin, 

in terms of incentive linking to leaving and grabbing behaviour, appears to be overstated (at 
5 least for the firms in this sample). 

1VIEASURING PARTNER PRODUCTIV Tf Y: 

In - approximately two fifths of the ý sample firms, partner productivity was measured to 
determine relative profit shares. It is concluded, however, that methods firms used to do this 

were typically crude, subjective and adhoc. Two -large firms indicated they were presently 

considering shifting from true sharing to a partner productivity based model. It is concluded 

that this is indicative of problems the large partnership may face relying on true sharing, 

where agency problems are no longer effectively suppressed by firm culture and self-enforced 

monitoring and incentives. Further, this may be seen as representative of what is likely to 

become a more commonplace shift as firms in firture generally become larger and are forced 

to confront pressing problems associated with large partnership practice. 

TIME xEcoRDWc: 

Almost all firms recorded time spent by partners attending to client work either for billing or 

management purposes, or both. Some firms used time recording as a component in fee 

income/ time billing targets and/ or individual partner time/ fee income budgets. In only one 

firm was time spent and recorded against client work a direct component determinant of 

individual partner income shares. It is concluded that while time recording was a feature of 

most firms, its role was typically that of a background supplement to reinforce mutual and 
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self-enforced monitoring. Furthermore, budgeting and targeting procedures, common in some 
firms (particularly large ones), could be regarded simply as a component part of the wider 
firm cost control and pricing strategy, rather than a crude check on partner productivity. No 
firms indicated that such systems performed a 'monitoring of partners' function as such, and 

whilst time information collected and accessible could be used to perform such a role, it had 

typically not been used for this purpose to date. 

Very few firms insisted partners spent a specified minimum of time attending to client 
business with firms typically indicating That an implicit norm had been developed and 

recognised. Time spent was viewed by some firms as reflecting the requirements of individual 

partner and/ or departmental budgets. The conclusion here is that few firms enforce a formal 

minimum time requirement but rather rely on informal incentives to encourage partners to 

spend time attending to client business. 

INCENTIVES AND ENFORCEMENT OF TIME SPENT ON CLIENT BUSINESS: 

It was perceived by two thirds of the firms that time recording (in isolation or in combination 

with other factors) did assist in enforcing-the amount of time partners spent on client 
business. Other notable factors were disclosed as being budgets and targets, but more 
importantly peer group pressure. When it is recalled that there was an almost universal 

absence of formal time requirements, it is concluded that firms typically rely on fairly weak 

and indirect incentives to encourage partners of the firm to spend time on client business. It is 

further concluded that lawyers are just as responsive to incentives other than direct monetary 

ones in making decisions concerning the undertaking of certain activities within the firm. To 

conclude, it is apparent mutual monitoring and self-enforcing incentive structures work 

effectively in the context of the typical law firm obviating a requirement for more visible and 
formal constraints. 

LNCEN, tS TO ENCOURAGE MORE THAN, %U 1MLAL ATTENTION TO CLIENT BUSINESS: 

In only one firm was there a direct monetary incentive for partners to. spend time on client 

work since personal compensation was directly linked to hours spent. In other firms, indirect 

monetary incentives, such as; 

1) profit motive, 
2) committees monitor time spent, 

3) hope of promotion, 
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4) increase personal income and, 
5) enhance contribution, _ 

_, 

either in combination -or -individually, were viewed as important incentives to stimulate 
partners in this direction. Other firms relied on indirect non- 
monetary based incentives such as; 

1) necessity of work, 
2) control workload, 
3) loyalty to firm and other partners, 

4) retain current clients and increase client base and, 
5) prestige and perceived success of working for current firm, 

either in combination or individually, as motivating factors. In some firms, combined reliance 

on elements from both of these sets of incentives was disclosed. Upon examining this section 
it is concluded that the typical law firm places a fair degree of reliance on the lawyers internal 

monitor/ conscience, combined with peer group pressure, to overcome otherwise weakly 

defined incentives to engage in activities which do not directly and personally compensate the 

lawyer. Further, it is. concluded that often the strength and depth of the culture within the law 

firm can enable exclusive reliance upon indirect non-monetary incentives. The incentive 

structure of such firms is built upon mutual loyalty, mutual monitoring where the rigorously 

screened lawyer provides, and responds to, his own set of internal incentives. 

To conclude, within the typical law firm, the strength of lawyers' internal monitors and the 

culture of the firm is such that it obviates any requirement for the firm to provide specific 

incentives for lawyers to engage in various 'unrewarded' activities within the firm. 

GRABBUG AND LEA 'E G: 

It was overwhelmingly the case that firms argued they would simply not be responsive to the 

situation where partners attempted to grab greater profit shares by threatening to leave. It was 

proposed that this was simply not the way things happened within the majority of firms. In 

over one quarter of the firms it was disclosed that threatening to leave in-order make grabbing 

more successful, would be likely to result in less success for a partner. Firms typically had 

never experienced this occurring and some firms argued that success would be likely to 

depend on the individual involved. Some firms were quick to point oiit that income shares 

weie 
. agreed in advance and, therefore, it was impossible to grab. '3 firms thought that 
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grabbing and leaving may become more of a problem, and therefore a more relevant issue, in 

the near future. 

It is concluded from the above that appears to be the case that lawyers typically have a low 

tendency to shirk and this is likely to extend to a low tendency to grab, threat to leave and 
even actually leave the firm. This is at odds with the Gilson and 11 nookin view of the typical 
large partnership lawyer 6; To conclude, the lawyers internal monitor tends to be 

characteristically strong and will typically resist externally provided and presented incentives 

to shirk, grab and/ or leave. This is consistent with the argument in this thesis that effective 

ex-ante screening largely obviates the requirement for ex post monitoring of contractual 

performance.. 

COMPENSATION FOR NON-LEGAL WORK: 

In only one firm were partners directly and personally compensated for time spent attending 
to non-client billable requirements of the firm such as; attraction of new clients, non-billable 

client attention, supervision and training, and management and administration. 4 firms 

disclosed that current tensions within their respective firms may require that in future their 

compensation systems change to accommodate such activities. It is concluded that the typical 
law firm does not (as yet) provide direct incentives for partners to engage in such activities. It 

can also be concluded that, at least in the past, indirect incentives have been sufficient to 

ensure that such activities are carried out within the law firm irrespective of compensation. 
Additionally, functional delegation of such tasks to specific persons has been possible and 

sufficient to ensure their completion. From interpreting the general mood within many firms 

that due to changes and forces currently sweeping through many firms, the adequacy and 

success of present typical arrangements may not guarantee success in the future. 

NON-MONETARY D CLNM ES TO ENCOURAGE NON-LEGAL WOM 

Partners generally engaged in these activities because they typically recognised they 

necessarily required to be done for the good of the firm. Within firms who measured 

productivity, lawyers were seen to engage in such activities to enhance their perceived 

contribution to the firm. Some firms disclosed that those who had a flair for certain aspects of 

these activities tended to insist in doing them and that others were more than willing for them 

to do so. In a similar number of firms these tasks were delegated to specific individuals either 

by the full partners meeting or a committee thereof. It is thereby concluded that generally 

partners' are willing to engage in these activities without direct recompense either because 
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they are interested in those activity, and/ or because it is recognised that they simply require 
to be done out of necessity, or for the good of the firm. In certain firms, although direct 

compensation -is not forthcoming, indirect recompense via contribution appears to be 

sufficient incentive. 

FUNCn0NAL RESPONSIBILITY WMIIN PARTNERSHIP FOR NON-CUNT BILLABLE ACIrATlES: 

When specifically delegated, the above activities within firms were assigned to one or more of 

the following categories; individual partners, departments, committees and specialist non- 
lawyers/ non-partners. .r 

DELEGATED RESPONSIBILi[Y TO PARTNERS: 

It was commonplace for individual partners to be delegated with management and 

administration and/ or supervision and training responsibilities. It was not common within 

sample firms, however, for individuals to be delegated with responsibility for non-billable 

client attention and/ or attraction of new clients. 

DELEGATED RESppIQSIDM'YTO DEPARr. ENfS: 

It was relatively commonplace for departments to be delegated with responsibility for 

management and administration and/ or supervision and training. It was not popular, 

however, for departments to be delegated with responsibility for non-billable client attention. 

No firms indicated that attraction of new clients was a delegated responsibility of 

departments. 

DELEGATED RESPONSIDIIIM To cohMffl'[EES: 

Again, it was relatively commonplace for committees to be delegated with responsibility for 

management and administration and/ or supervision and training. It was not popular, 

however, for committees to be delegated with responsibility for non-billable client attention. 

No firms disclosed that attraction of new clients was a delegated responsibility of 

departments. 

DEI. Fr, ATED PpNSmQ, rrlES TO NON-LAWYER/ NON-PARTNER SPECLAIISTS: 

The delegation to specialist non-lawyer/ non-partner specialist of responsibility for 
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management and administration activities was a feature of marginally fewer than half of the 
firms. 4 firms used specialist non-lawyers/ non-partners to perform a delegated training and 

supervision function. No firms assigned such non-lawyer personnel specific roles in either of 
the areas of responsibility of non-billable client attention or attraction of new clients. 

It is concluded that overall, fines exhibited broadly unique methods of delegating and 
functionalising all of these essential and important partnership functions. Furthermore, the 

existence of such f mctionalisaticn, satisfying requirements to delegate, could be construed as 
being indicative of the inability of the ty? ical law fine to provide partners with sufficient 
incentives to engage in these functions, without direct reward. Alternatively, it may simply be 

that delegation is perceived by the firm as the most efficient and effective way of ensuring 

that these functions are more efficiently and effectively performed. 

ATTRACTION OF NEw QUITS BY PARTNERS: 

In only one firm were partners directly compensated for attracting new clients. It is concluded 

that the concern voiced by Gilson and Mnoolän that this may cause lawyers to underinvest 

their time in attracting new clients, may be a potential problem 
7. It is, however, important to 

recall that Gilson and Mnooldns' analysis assigned the typical lawyer the greedy 

characteristic of being unwilling to pass clients on a reciprocal basis without commensurate 

compensation. Information provided by firms in this respect points leads us to conclude that 

in by far the majority of cases, partners were willing to pass clients -between each other 

without direct reward. Often it was the case that clients simply had to be passed since, 

although the partner who introduced the client remained the contact partner, often the services 

required by the client were outwith the contact partner's particular legal speciality/ forte. 
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Table 10.6 

Summary of Hypotheses results: Section Six - The Sharing Bargain 

Rff2t22222iff2itff12it22ttif2if222Ifif222f2t222f1if2Utfi221222f22R212f222±22f2. 
"" Evidence 
tftfttfttUfitttftfftittttfttttUtfff12ffffttttttifitfttfftftUUfittfmfffttfift1231 
" Hypothesis 1s She partnership sharing bargain will be " Consistent " 
" almost unique for each firm although broadly similar "" 
" features will be resealed across fires. "" 

" Hypothesis 2s firms that measure productivity as a 
" determinant of incow will do so in a fairly subjective 
" and unsystematic manner. 

Firms will use seniority as at least a minor 
of partner income anaraa. 

" Hypothesis It Lawyers will cespond to incentives other than 
" monetary ones in their decision to undertake certajn 
" activities within the firm. 

I 
" Consistent " 

" Mainly 
" Conai: t*nt 

0 
. 

Consistent 
T 

" Hypothesis 5: the lawyer's internal monitor and the culture 
" of the firm will be strong enough to obviate the provision 
" of specific incentives for lawyers to engage in many activities 
" within the firm. 

" Hypothesis 6: the influence of the lawyer's internal monitor 
" and the culture of the firs will waken in larger firms 
" requiring more formal constraints and incentives for partners 
" of the firs. 

m " Hypothesis 7t the strength of the lawyer's internal monitor is 
" likely to result in a low tendency to shirk, grab and leave. 

%AAAAAAAAAAMI ' Consistent " 

IS 

s Consistent 
4 

" Hypothesis 9i In large firms the formality of partner " Consistent 
" soeeializations will be greater than in small firms. "" 
ß11222fttt22tf11f1ff222ft21f2It11tfl1tf21f2lft2t2fiff12ttfttttttt2Ift2tf2fftfttý 

Chapter Eight - Summary and Conclusions: 

Chapter Eight explored more explicitly issues surrounding the employment practices of law 
firms and employment relationships between partners and qualified assistants in law firms. It 

will be recalled that such issues were perceived to be worthy of empirical investigation as a 
result of discussion of theory of the labour managed firm [LMF] and of the 'tournament' of 
the qualified assistant (associate) in the period before an offer of partnership. This involved, 

probing the underlying rationale for both firm and associate to concurrently tolerate high 
levels of uncertainty during this period. The role of information signalling and the incentive 

properties of the partnership decision were discussed in terms of the Gilson and Mnookin 
(1988) analysis of the 'up-or-out' partnership decision process and their framework of dual 

uncertainty 8. The continuing viability and survival of the 'up-or-out' system was also 
discussed in this section of Chapter Eight. From this chapter it can be concluded that the 'up- 

or-out' system owes its survival to its attractiveness to both firm and associate in reducing 
characteristically high levels of uncertainty. Consequently, it is further concluded that this up- 
or-out system is likely to remain a feature of the typical law firm in the absence of a suitable 

risk reducing replacement. 
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Questionnaire Section S. Internal promotion and firm growth: 

- 
THE IoRMALÜY OF iilE PAR'INERSIiIP DECL4ION 

As was expected, all firms interviewed- disclosed that there was a formal decision mechanism 
for increasing the number of partners of the firm. In almost all cases a full meeting of 
partners either made the final choice and took the decision, ' or had a final vote on 
recommendations received from a committee (or similar subset) of the full partnership. In 

only three firms was it the case that the final decision was entrusted to a decision making 
authority other than the full partners meeting. These. firms argued that the likelihood of an 
erroneous partnership decision being made was minimal as implicitly decisions were taken 

with authority of the full partnership (ie. if no objections were raised by any of the partners, 
acquiescence was assumed to grant authority to the decision). In under one fifth of the firms 

was it the case that a seniority requirement need be met prior to consideration, but in almost 
three quarters of the firms it was the case that the decision was driven largely by the 

requirement for a decision to be made in order to prevent good qualified assistants from 
leaving. it is concluded that the decision process to increase the number of partners of the 
fum is typically formal and subject to strict procedure. Furthermore, it is concluded that the 
formality of voting procedures, seniority requirements, committee recommendations and the 
like, are all consistent with the overwhelming desire of the legal partnership to subject 

potential partners to pre-partnership screening mechanisms in to ensure the set of desired and 

requisite characteristics are present in candidates being considered for partnership. 

- ------------INTERNAL pAOMORION AND ECIMVAL Fntl. *tGa. 

All firms interviewed indicated that the traditional and preferred manner in which to increase 

partner numbers, via internal promotion of qualified assistants, was used where possible. Just 

fewer than two fifths of the firms indicated that external hiring of lawyers straight in at 

partner level was also common procedure. Where this was the case, those newly (externally) 

hired partners were typically subject to a probation period of initial salaried status, permitting 

the firm to engage in a filtering/ checking process (some degree of screening mechanism 

retained). In some firms, the sole reason for the occurrence of external hiring was that the 

firm was merging with or taking over another firm. In over one third of the firms (including a 
few that attempted to rely solely upon internal promotion) it was disclosed that the firm had 

in exceptional cases/ circumstances headhunted specific partners in the past. In over a third of 

the firms it was indicated that headhunting of partners would likely become more necessary in 

future, thereby requiring firms to consider and integrate headhunting activities into their 

overall partner screening, hiring and promotion strategy. 

It is concluded that, although fines would generally prefer to rely on internal promotion, this 
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is not always possible, necessitating direct external hiring, or mergers/ takeovers, or 
headhunting. Firms typically used the screening safeguard of initial salaried partner status for 

externally hired partners in 
-order 

to maintain screening procedures and to ensure full. 

commitment to the firm by such partners. In order to permit sufficient specialisation and 
desired firm growth rates future, headhunting of partners-of specific desired specialisms may 
become increasingly more frequent, where internal candidates are not available. Furthermore, 
it is concluded that more frequent infiltration of 'outsiders' into the law firm partnership in 

future may undermine and affect significantly the traditional implicit behavioural constraints 
on lawyers of the firm. This may require more stringent filtering and screening mechanisms 
and the introduction of more formal explicit constraints on lawyer behaviour within the 

typical firm in the future since ex-ante screening may become more difficult to retain. 

BUYIIdc3 INio Tm pARINERSHIPr. 

In fewer than a third of firms interviewed was it disclosed that partners did not have to buy 

into the partnership. In over half of the fines, new partners did have to buy into the 

partnership, although in some cases this requirement was not immediate. In a few firms, 

partners 'bought-in' by deferring drawings to which they were entitled via their share of 
partnership profits. Similarly there was a requirement in a few firms for new partners to make 

only a nominal contribution-7to the partnership's working capital. It was concluded that firms 

generally. did not perceive the buying-in process to the partnership to be particularly 

significant. Often the sums of capital involved were small and/ or payable over_a period of 
time. Where capital contribution was required this did not appear to be required in order to 

--perform 
a bonding function in relation to the firm. and existing partners, but rather that a 

nominal boost to working capital was provided. No firms, however, indicated capital 

starvation to be a problem which compromised the ability of partnership to perform 

-effectively and efficiently. To conclude, the impression given by many firms was that the 
buying-in process continued more or less out of respect for tradition. 

DETERMEJANTS OF SUCCESSFUL SELECTION FOR PROSPECTIVE PARTVERS: 

Almost all firms cited good performance of qualified assistants as being a determinant of their 

successful selection for partner positions. In almost two thirds of the firms the specialism of 

the qualified assistants and the requirement to boost partner numbers in particular legal 

specialisms was viewed as important in determining selection. In over half of the firms the 

partner voting system and decision procedure utilised was viewed as a vital component of the 

selection process in deciding which of the firm's qualified assistants should become new 

partners. Over a third of the firms disclosed that consensus amongst the partners was very 
important in the overall decision process and success of candidates for partner places. It is 

concluded that clearly performance of the qualified assistant in the pre-partnership stage is a 
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vital determinant of successful selection. In this respect, the carrot of partner status can be 

used within the law firm to stimulate qualified assistants who are receptive to this signal/ 
incentive to compete with each other by demonstrating their suitability for partnership. 

LENGTH OF PRE-PARTNERSHIP SERVICE OFTHE QUALIFIED ASSISTANT: 

The pre-partner period of the qualified assistant was variable in almost all firms, being 
dependent largely on the performance 'and quality of the qualified assistants in question, 
typically in combination with the changing demands of the practice in certain legal 

specialisms. The most common average expected period, however, was 4-6 years post 
qualifying, with the second and third most common being 0-3 years and greater than 6 years 
respectively. It is concluded that the qualified assistant faces an uncertain period regarding 
the length of time before being offered partnership (if at all). Perhaps the best indication of 
likelihood of success in being offered partnership is obtained by directly observing 
comparative progress of his peers. Not every qualified assistant has a desire to become a 
partner, and this was recognised to be the case within some of the sample firms interviewed 
(these firms disclosed the existence of permanent associates within their ranks). 

Four firms also possessed senior associate categories between the ranks of qualified assistant 
and partner, thi&apparently performing the role whereby the firm could buy time before 

committing itself to making the partnership decision. This may avoid the situation of good 

qualified assistants leaving before an offer of partnership is forthcoming - by granting this 

more senior title the Q will experience an increase in status, typically accompanied by an 

_increase 
in remuneration and his/ her name on the headed notepaper. It is concluded that this 

may successfully avoid good qualified assistants leaving, whilst retaining the carrot of full 

partnership status. By offering this position the Q will perceive that-the firm has thought 
highly enough of him to differentiate him from the others. It is also concluded that this may 

open up the career options for lawyers who have no desire to become partners, yet 

nevertheless, want to move beyond the qualified assistant stage. 

N4AQITALN ING AND L'Q A DING PART. +IERSHIP SIZE: 

In by far the majority of firms, a decrease in partner numbers through death, retirement or 

resignation of an existing partner did not result in automatic replacement. Where automatic 

replacement was argued to be likely this was more usually viewed as necessary to maintain 

capacity of the firm or simply to maintain the expansion path of the firm. It was argued that it 

was possible (and desirable) to plan in advance for partners retiring - clearly the same could 

not be possible for the death or unexpected resignation/ exit of partners. It is concluded that 
firms tended not to have formal replacement policies and would only replace partners if this 

was viable and necessary. This non-replacement could inadvertently result in increased 

I 
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personal income shares for remaining partners, but their was no evidence of any deliberate 

attempt to pursue non-replacement policies in order to effect this situation - behaviour which 
would mirror theorised behaviour of the [LMF]. 

It is further concluded that replacement of partners in the contemporary partnership is- also 
tied very closely to shifts in emphasis in the mix of the specialisms of the law fine's business. 

Non-replacement of partners could occur where that area of business is no longer viable, but 

presumably in a thriving partnership, this area of work will have been superseded by another, 

which may perhaps require expansion of partner numbers in that area of legal work. Certain 

areas of work require different ratios and mixes of partners to assistants thereby rendering the 

examination of the firm in the absence of an understanding of its internal organisation, 
incomplete. For- example, it is too easy to incorrectly conclude that where the. ratio of 

qualified assistants to partners overall for a given firm was continually increasing, partners 

were deliberately restricting their numbers. It could simply be the case that the fine is moving 
into areas of work which require larger numbers of QAs working in teams under the 
leadership of a partner. The gearing of the partnership (ie. ratio of qualified assistants to 

partners) is vital to understand and this requires examining the legal specialisms and 
functionalisation within the law firm, and understanding the gearing requirements of 
individual units of the firm thereof. The issue of changing emphasis in areas of the firm's 

business and unique gearing requirements thereoiy tends to obscure the issue of replacement 

and non-replacement of partners. 

PARTNERSHIP GEARING' 

The gearing between qualified assistants and partners of the firm was recognised as being 

important by all firms interviewed. Many firms noted either that gearing requirements varied 

between departments and/ or teams and that it was, therefore, difficult to deliberately either 

increase or decrease overall partnership gearing. Just fewer than one half of the firms 

attempted to maintain a constant overall gearing level at which they knew the firm operated 

effectively and efficiently. 

Slightly fewer than one sixth of the sample firms noted that partnership gearing was 

increasing (ie. the ratio of qualified assistants to partners was increasing), whereas, no firms 

revealed the reverse to be the case. It is concluded that, in general, there appears a stronger 

tendency for partnership gearing to be increasing rather than decreasing in contemporary law 

firms, this being particularly true in large, corporate client firms where the requirement to 

work in teams and to do so cost effectively, is of paramount importance. 
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Table 10.5 

y of Hypotheses results: Section Five - Internal-Promotion and Finn Growth - Summar 
t222222222122222f2 2i22222222222212222212222222222222222212222A222222221222. 
"' Evidence " 
3222222222if2222222222222f222222222222fifiiiiitiitiffiifiiittfeiiitiitiiitfa 
" Hypothesis 1s Law firms will tend to rely on internal '. Consistent " 
" promotion of qualified assistants rather than external - 
" hiring as the mechanism of growth of the partnership. "" 

I " Hypothesis 2s the law firs will esploy foraal screening ' Consistent " 
" mechanises to discover the suitability of potential " 
I partaars for tho firm. 

31 The decision to increase partnership number 
r formal and subject to a strict procedure. 

" Hypothesis 4s Where the firs permits lateral hiring of 
" partners from the external labour market, a probationary 
" period as salaried partner will be used to reduce rksks to 
" the firs. 

Conaiat*nt 

a 
I 

Consistent " a 

.. 

" Hypothesis Ss Qualified assistants will not "xit the firm s Consistent " 
" as the promise of partnership will act as an exit constraints " 
" and incentive to supply high levels of effort. a" 

" Hypothesis 6s Partnership gearing (ratio of qualified 
" assistants to partners) will be higher in larger firms/ 
" corporate client firms due to the requirement to work in 
" teams and do so cost effectively. 

AAAAAAAJULkWi ' Consist*nt " 
ý" 
s" 
s" 

" Hypothesis 7: Law firms may have a tendency to restrict " Not 
" membership, like the Labour Managed firm as this will ' Consistent " 
" preserve per member income. "" 
itttttttttttttttttt±tttttttttt11111tttttttttt11t11tttt1ttttttt11ttttttt11tt% 

Summary and Conclusions - Chapter Nine: 

It i. % recalled that the first section of Chapter Nine involved a comprehensive discussion of a 
full range of potential practice options for law firms, in the situation where practising 
prohibitions were absent. The implications for lawyers practising within each of these modes 
was discussed in the context of the respective incentive structure which would apply in each 
case. 

In relation to the incorporated and multi-disciplinary [MDP] practice options in particular, 

- their respective potential advantages and-disadvantages were discussed against the backdrop 

of some popular arguments forwarded during debate of their possible introduction. It was 
concluded within this section that many of these popular arguments endorsing or denouncing 

such proposals often appeared incorrectly based, simply overlooking many important 

consequences which would likely stem from lawful introduction of alternative practice modes. 

Chapter Nine also presented a discussion of the future of The Profession, wherein the 

empirical information collected was used to examine hypotheses established in the early part 

of the chapter. The following summarises the conclusions of the penultimate chapter of this 

thesis. 
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Questionnaire Section 7. The future of the profession: 

DLSADVANTAGES OF SOLE PRACTICE: 

Sole practice in contemporary markets for legal services was perceived as being fraught with 
difficulties by almost all firms interviewed. Lack of specialisation opportunities and 
impracticality were frequently cited disadvantages, as were lack of support and exposure to 
high levels of personal risk. It is concluded that sole practice as an organisational mode for 

processing modem legal services is under increasing strain from current and ongoing changes 
that have been taking place in legal service provision over recent years. 

W 

LEGAL PARTNERSHIP ADVANTAGES: 

Almost all firms believed partnerships overcame sole practice difficulties of inability to 

specialise and lack of professional support. Consequently, partnerships are perceived to 
facilitate both advantages of mutual consultation and concurrent specialisation. Just fewer 

than half of the firms indicated partnerships permitted access to a greater range of technical 
inputs, with slightly fewer again mentioning team production advantages. Marginally fewer 

than one third mentioned risk sharing benefits of partnership practice, with other less 

significant advantages also being mentioned by firms. It is concluded that firms were in 

general agreement as to tife existence of clear advantages of partnership practice over sole 

practice, Additionally, although fewer than one third explicitly indicated the risk sharing 

advantage of partnership practice, almost all firms disclosed this as a disadvantage of sole 

practice. Hence, group practice in partnership with other lawyers is generally perceived to be 

a preferable- option to sole practice to the lawyer concerned with reducing high levels of - 
diversifiable personal risk associated with legal practice. 

PARTNERSHIP LAZTIATIONS: 

Those firms comprising over half of those interviewed, which believed partnership to be 

limiting as an organisational mode, most commonly and significantly disclosed the following; 

1) Decision making, 
2) Reluctance to delegate decision making authority and, 
3) Unlimited liability, 

either individually or in combination, as limitations of partnership (other less significant 

disadvantages were disclosed by other firms). The most significant conclusion forthcoming 

from examination of the disadvantages disclosed by firms is that limits of partnership are 

determined more by authority and delegation problems than by capital or simple scale 

problems. 

i 
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- THE ISSUE OF APPROPRIATE ECIENI' OF LIABILTTY FOR AN INCORPORATED LAW FIRM 

Over one third of firms interviewed perceived the issue of provision of adequate professional 
indemnity (pi) insurance to cover liability losses and afford client protection, to be a more 
important issue than the more academic question of the appropriate extent of liability. Firms 

were generally confused regarding this issue with an equal number arguing that unlimited 
liability should remain and that limited liability should apply. 9 firms reckoned that 

malfeasant solicitors within an incorporated law firm would be personally liable at the end of 
the day in any case. It is thereby concluded from this confusion that the issue of degree of 
liability is rather academic. The issue of adequate PI cover and the ability to take personal 
action against incompetent solicitors would appear to take precedence with regard to ensuring 
client protection. . 

OPPORTUNH'lES FOR L'JCORPORATION 

Overall, it is concluded that incorporation appears to be a lame duck' since almost all of the 
firms could envisage no specific areas of work and/ or type of firm where incorporation 

would be ideally suited. A small number of firms thought that perhaps large firms and/ or 

corporate client work may be amenable to this practice mode but conveyed uncertainty 

regarding exactly why this should be the case, or exactly what the advantages wöuld likely 

be.. 

SHAREHOLDERS OF THE INCORPORATED LAW FIRM 

All firms envisaged partners of the then partnership becoming the shareholders/ directors of 

the new incorporated practice. A few firms envisaged employee share ownership as an- 

additional possibility, as did as similar number, outside pure equity interests. It was generally 

conceded, however, that outside pure equity interests may be perhaps further in the future, if 

at all. It is, therefore, concluded that information provided here was indicative that the 

profession has a definite desire to restrict firm membership to lawyers only, to seek to prevent 

potential property rights problems. This restriction may also importantly aid screening. 

DISaDVaxracO OF'IHfi INCORPORATED LAW FIRNr. 

Over two thirds of those interviewed believed that there to be potential disadvantages to 

incorporated law firms. The best summary of this section is to conclude that very few 

advantages over partnership could be envisaged, raising the remaining question, 'what are the 

real advantages of incorporation T. It is additionally concluded that the major disadvantages 

of partnership, namely decision making problems and a resistance to delegate decision 

f 
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making authority, would fail to be solved via incorporation - they would simply re-emerge 

albeit in a slightly different form. 

OPPORTVNIIIFä FORMDP: r 

Almost three quarters of those interviewed believed MDP could yield potential advantages for 

the legal profession. No firms, however, were capable of identifying a type of firm which 

would be ideally suited, but many firms indicated specific areas of work which they perceived 

would be. In answering this question, however, by far the majority of firms indicated that the 

perceived advantages of MDP were presently available via effective networking with other 
law firms and providers of professional and other services. Networking also avoided potential 

problems that MDP may give rise to. It is thereby concluded that, although MDP appeared 

substantially more popular than incorporation, there was by no means overwhelming 

enthusiasm for its introduction. 

UDP AND LuABII. IIY SHARING WTrR NON-LAWYERS: 

It is concluded here, as was expected would be the case, that by far the majority of those 
interviewed would find sharing liability with non-lawyers unattractive. Very few firms 

indicate3 that they would find it not unattractive. Some firms from both of these groups 

qualified their answers by indicating that it may be a necessary evil, or that it would depend 

on rules regarding PI insurance and practising, or that it would depend very much on 
individual persons concerned rather than their professional labels. It is concluded here, 

therefore, - 
that the general attitude expected of 

_ 
the lawyers interviewed 

_ 
(ie. 

_ 
that liability 

sharing would be unattractive due to monitoring and property rights problems) appeared to be 

fairly widespread. 

MDP PROBLEMS: 

The most commonly cited problem envisaged was that of the difficulty of designing and 

administering a common set of mutually acceptable practising rules. Other disadvantages, 

such as the potential for conflicts of interest to arise, and the fact that sophisticated 

commercial clients would be unlikely to use MDPs were cited by a few firms. Fewer firms 

indicated that MDP could cause the legal profession to be swallowed up by, for example, 

large accountancy practices, with still fewer mentioning the undesirable effect MDP would be 

likely to have of seriously diluting healthy competition between professional groups. 

To conclude, it is not difficult to imagine that should MDPs become legally sanctioned and 

there is subsequent adoption of this practice form by those able to partake, many if not all of 

these problems could be resolved or ameliorated to a large extent. lb. is. would permit the full 

I 
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potential of MDP as an Advantageous practice option in appropriate circumstances to be 

realised. 

Table 10.7 

Summary of Hypotheses results: Section Seven - The Future of the Profession 
Qf1t2221111t2wttt12i2211222ttUt±ftflf222ftf1ff21f1ftftf11ff±iMUt±tf1tffffe 
"' Evidenc. " 
t2f22fttfff22ftftftUftf2ffttititftffflftfttfftttftfffttftfftfffatf22ff112tff2' ' 
" Hypothesis 1: The risk attending the lawyers human capital ' Consistent " 
" could be . sp. cted. to render group practice with other '" 

lawyers an attractiv. option. 
---------------------------------- 

" Hypothesis 2: The Baits of partnership are likely to be 
" determined by authority and delegation problems rather 
0 than capital or size problems----------------------- 

AAAAAAAAAAAI 
Consist*nt " 

i 4 Hypothesis 3: Incorpocatian of legal practices is not likely ' Consistent 
" to yield aignifieant-advantages-to"tee law fits. 3" 

--------------'- -- " -______-___--------------------------- 
" Hypothesis 4 In the case of incorporated legal firms there ' Consistent " 
" will be a tendency to want to restrict membership of the firm ' 
" to lawyers only due to property rights problems. +" 

" Hypothesis 5: In the case of Multi-disciplinary practice ' Consistent 
" sharing of liability with other professionals will be 
" unattractive due to monitoring and property rights problems. ' 
82121212222222222212222222222222221122222212$2112111111112121112f21122212222f2+. 

Agenda for future research: 

It is recalled that many of the features of law firms eluded to by Gilson and Mnookin in their 

analysis of law partnerships were not found to exist in many of the firms examined in this UK 

study 9. Nevertheless, their framework provided a useful reference point at which to start the 

current empirical investigation. It would be interesting to investigate the issues covered id this 

thesis for the same- sample_of firms at_ some point in the near firture. 

It is fair to say that many of the Gilson and Mnookin problems were argued to exist in large 

USA firms, of which few firms in the UK come close to in terms of size measured by 

numbers of partners. However, in the context of the sample covered within this thesis, it was 

evident that within the larger firms interviewed, many of the Gilson and Mnookin type 

management and sharing bargain issues were already viewed as increasingly relevant. Many 

large firms disclosed that they were already starting to face similar problems, or that they 

perceived they would have to soon deal with them. Accepting that current trends are likely to 

continue, large firms in the UK are likely to continue to experience growth in their partner 

members, and it is therefore proposed that it would be useful to re-visit such firms to examine 

the extent to which Gilson and Mnookin problems of large partnership practice had emerged. 
Had such problems become more commonplace and germane, this follow up would permit 
determination of how firms had responded to cope with such problems. For example, this 

would permit us to determine whether those firms who currently indicated that they were 

considering switching from a true sharing bargain to a productivity based one, had effected 

the change, and what the overall effect had been where sharing methods had changed. 

- i- 
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It would also be useful to return to the same sample firms to see if they had increased the 
extent of their specialisation in terms of the range of legal woiic offered and/_ or formal 
functionalisation of this into specialised departments of the firm. 

Firms currently noted a general shift towards complementing their internal hiring process 
with external hiring via headhunting, mergers and acquisitions rand the lace. If this shift 
became more pronounced as a response to cope with increased scale and specialisation 
requirements, it would be interesting for the follow up study to determine, amongst a whole 
range of others, issues such as; or 

1) Whether this trend had required them to place more formal constraints on partners 
via,. for example, measurement of productivity and/ or the introduction of more 
explicit incentives tied to direct compensation for certain activities. 

2) Whether this trend had required that the firm introduced more explicit screening 
procedures to cope with greater numbers of externally hired partners, whose 
suitability for that firm is less visible and less readily assessable. 

Additionally, it would be interesting to examine whether the current trend for the- professiorr 
to increasingly split into two distinct sectors, namely private and commercial client firms, had 
become more pronounced, ' and if so, what, effect this had on the internal structure of those 
firms previously interviewed. For example, the internal structure may have altered to 

- accommodate new- or more- precisely defined categories of non-partner lawyer such as, 

permanent associate, salaried partner, senior associate, and the like, to facilitate growth and 

specialisation. 

The role for information within the client/ firm relationship was currently predicted by many 
firms to be likely to assume greater importance in the future. Returning to the sample firms 

would permit us to determine whether this actually was the case or not, and if it was, what 

changes to firm behaviour this had effected. 

It would also be useful within a follow up study to determine whether firms were 

experiencing any greater incidence of shirking, grabbing and leaving activities. It was 

concluded that this could be a possible consequence of potential breakdown of traditional 

screening mechanisms within the typical law firm in the future. If a future study could 
investigate this, it would permit us to determine how firms were attempting to react to any 

such problem, and disclose the nature of any mechanisms firm had introduced to attempt to 

suppress such behaviour. 
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It would be of interest to examine in future the extent to which growth in joint ventures/ 
formal associations of law firms, both at a national and international level, had occurred. In 

this context, it would be interesting to examine the extent to -which law firms were achieving 

internationalisation/ globalisation, what benefits this was expected to precipitate, what form it 

was taking, and what specific problems were being encountered in the process. 

In the area ofproposed and continuing deregulation of legal services, especially in the specific 
area of legitimate practice options, it is currently uncertain exactly when (and perhaps even 
if) the proposed changes are likely to occur. It would be interesting to interview the same 
firms post deregulation to determine how, if at all, their overall practising arrangements had 

altered 

A follow up study, repeating exactly the current empirical survey for the same sample of 
firms, but modified to take on board any interim changes in regulation of the legal profession, 

could address many if not all of the above issues. 

In terms of development of theory of organisational relationships, more work requires to be 

done regarding the how effective ex-ante screening for suitable contractual agents may reduce 
the requirement for formal ex-post monitoring of contractual performance' °. 

Chapter Ten-Endnotes 
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APPENDIX I: THE ORGANISATION OFLAW FIRMS - QUESTIONNAIRE 

The information requested in the following questionnaire will be used solely for the 
purposes of -my research and can be -given with confidence that a duty of 
confidentiality will apply at all times. In addition any subsequent conditions imposed 
by a prospective respondant will be respected. The principal aim of my research is to 
investigate what factors have brought about the current structure of the legal 
profession in the UK and also to examine any features of legal practice that place 
specific organisational requirements upon those who seek to render legal services to 
the consumer. Concurrently I would like to obtain the opinions of various members 
of the profession on current or prospective developments within the profession and 
discover any fears or reservations they may hold in relation to certain practice rule 
amendments. In relation to this it would be particularly useful to obtain opinions of 
lawyers from a broad spectrum of firm types and firm sizes. 

INTRODUCTION: 

The purpose of this questionnaire is to abstract information pertaining to the 
organisation of law fines. The study of the professional partnership form of 
organisation with its characteristic features has been neglected to a great extent in 
economic analysis. It is my purpose to gather information from law firms which will 
foster an understanding as to the reasons why law fines are organised in the manner 
ihr which they are. 

SECTION ONE: THE FIRM 

The first section of questions relate to the type of law firm being questioned and it is 
anticipated that it-will be-possible to categorise respondent firms into groups using --- 
some simple classification arrangement. The following information is necessary in 
order to facilitate this categorisation. 

IName o(Fum (FFRMdAME) 
--- 

2. Locatios oft Lis O8'sce (MAINLOC): 

3Number of Ofices/Brancbes (NUMOFF): 
--- 

4. Toul number of individual, employed by tbo overall oipnis tics (NUMINDIV): 

5NmnberofPEtnen(PTR) 
_-- 

6. Number of Qualified Assistants (QA): 
--- 

Number of Legal Executives (LEY): 
--- 

Number of Articled Clerks (ARTCLAR): 
- -- 
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7. Pmpottion of bmiow transacted with oottmorcial clients (PROPCOMM): 
-- 

t, Aopattioo of bosinea trmmaatad with private eGeots (PROPPRIV): 
_ 

9. Do you use shodaid docamenn, pmcedeuts, motion am in traosactioas ?. 

Standard documents/ precedents etc. 
In all transactions (ALLTRANS) 
In some transactions (SOMETRAN) 
Document networking (NETWORK) 
Flow charting (FLOWS) 
Depends on work type (DEPWORK) 
Cannot use std. does (NOTSTD) 
Work too specialised (SPECWORK) 
Increasing standardisation (INCSTD) 
Need to introduce this more in future 

Uv'ISTD) 

(STDDOC) 01 
01 
01 
01 
01 
01 
01 
01 
01 

r 

78 
78 
78 
78 
78 
78 
78 
78 
78 

9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9= 
9 
9 
9 

01799 

10. How am the firths offices organised?: 

One office with specialised depts (ONESPEC) 01789 
One office/ no depts. (NODEPTS) 01789 
Specialist vertical departments and 

horizontal teams (VERTHORI) 01789 
>1 office/ general offices (GENOFFIC) 01789 
>1 office/ specialised offices (SPECOFFI) 01789 
Foreign offices (FOROFF) 01789 
Affiliated offices abroad (AFFOFF) 01789 
UK Groupings/ Joint ventures (UKGROUP) 01789 
Difficult work referred to head office 

(HEADOFF) 01789 
Puppet offices to gather business or 

for meetings only (PUPPET) 01789 
Local c international partnership (LOCINT) 01789 

11. How would you describe de fum?. 

Full service private client (FULLPRIV), 01789 
Full service commercial client (FULLCOFM) 01789 
Specialist commercial (SPE000AM) 01 '7 89 
Specialist private (SPECPRIV) 01789 
If private then tied to commercial clients 

(TIEDCOMM) 01789 

--Full -service -comm. --with -niches --(CC? * NIOH)----- 0-- 1 --7 --8- --9 - ----- --- Full service priv. with niches (PRIVNICH) 01789 
Most types of private client work (MOSTPRIV) 01789 
Most types of commercial client work 

(MOSTCOMM) 01789 

12. P)oaae provide a brief outline of the history of the tam and how it now reached its present form. 

Organic growth (ORGANIC) 01789 
Mergers (MERGERS) 01789 
New firm (NEWFIRM) 01789 
Takeover (TAKEOVER) 017B9 
Bolt-ens (BOLTS) 01789 
Headhunting (HEADHUNT) 01789 
Agencies contacting firm (AGENCIES) 01789 

SECTION TWO: THE CLIENT/FIRM RELATIONSHIP 

_I. 

The questions in this section relate to the relationship between the firm and the client 
and the characteristic features of this relationship in the law firm context. 
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1. Whem standardisation can be introduced into transactions does this bad to lower savice prices to the client?: 

Lower price to client (LOWPRICE) 01789 
Higher price to client (HIGHPRIC)" 

.017B .9 Greater efficiency for firm (HIGHEFF) 0"17, B. 9 
Greater profit margins (PROFITUP)' 0 -x' 78 

.9 Only firm benefits (FIRMBEN) 0 1.7 B9 
Necessary to compete (NECCOMP) 0 1- 7B9 
Mutual benefits (MUTB NS) 0178 9- 

Me information held on a particular aablished client of the rum useful in puvvid ag other services to the client Who should with them?: 

Client database (DATABASE) 01T89 
Client profiles (CLIPROF) 01799 
Limited info kept (LTDIN! O) 0r789 
Info useful (INFOUSE) 01789 
Info limited use (LTDUSE) 01789 
Cross-selling services (XSELL) 01789 
Need to X-sell more in future (FUTXSELL) 01789 
Depends on service type (DEPTYPE) or 017a9 
Greater need in future for database & use 

of client info (FUTINFU) 01789 

3. Does snch client information provide the firm with m advmtage aver other funs who would hm to discover such infermatton in order to start their 
own client file in order to mitiata services?: 

Advantages over other firms (ADVCOMP) 01789 
Depends on client type (DEPCLIEN) 01 '7 B9 
Limited advantages (LTDADV) 01789 
Relationship established (RELATE) 01789 
Benefits to clients also (CLIBEN) 017a9 
Confidence/trust in firms abilities (CONFID) 017 8- 9 
Time so money saved (TIMNON) 017B9 
Search avoidance (SEARCHAV) 017B9 
Knowledge based advantages (KNOWLED) 017B9 
Other (OTHER) 01789 

4. Do esnbfished clients prov'äe a gedicgbb flow oCwork2: 

Commercial clients (COMlCLI) 01789 
Private clients (PRIVCLI) 01789 
Steady but not piLedictable (STEPRED) 0178,9 
Most clients return but less loyal than 

before (LESSLOY) 01789 
Clients only use us for particular 

specialised services (SPECSERV) 017 

5. AM impodmt Ions established client informs you that he is in future going to employ the services of soother law faro. What is the form's ncactioo?: 

Attempt to retain client (RETAIN) 01789 
clients don't inform until too late (TOOLATE) 01 7- 89 
Often beyond our control (BEYCONTR) 01789 
Discover reasons (DISCREAS) 01789 
Patch up differences (PATCHUP) 01789 
Seek a meeting with the client (CLINEET) 01789 
Prevention rather than cure (PREVCURE) 01789 
Regular client audits (AUDIT) 01789 
Other (OTHER2) 01789 

6. Wbat factors do you beliess to be important signals of que ity and cep Walion to your own sod prospective cliental: 

Reasonable fee (REASFEE) 
Speed/efficiency of work done (EFFWCRK) 
Accuracy of work completed (ACC14ORK) 
Personnel (PERSCNN) 
Personal service (PERSERV) 
Published articles (PUBLART) 
Client care (CLICARE) 
3. neral business skills (BUSSKILL) 
Hioh level of Partner input (PTRINPUT) 
Otter (CTHER3) 

01789 
01789 
01789 
01789 
01789 
01789 
01789 
01789 
ý1789 
ý1789 
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71iow sisnificaat do yos believe the rann name to be in conveying reputation and signalling gra(ity to yew were sod I clients? 
(NAMESIG): 

0 NOT SIGNIFICANT AT ALL 
I. LIMITED SIGNIFICANCE 
2 SIGNIFICANT - 
3 VERY SIGNIFICANT 
4 NOT SIGNIFICANT YET SINCE NEW FIRM 
7 FTA 
8 DK 
9 WS 

Us what way does the rum mspo. d b such clia. t qua ity percepbooar. 

Brochure (BROCHURE) 
Inhouse/ client seminars (SEMINAR) 
Personnel training (PERSTRAI) 
Sponsorship/mailshots/advertising etc. (PROMO) 
Personal service (PERSONAL) f 
Beauty contests for comm. clients (BEAUTY] 
Establish referral network (ESTREF) 
PR consultants (PRCONS) 
Give service to back up claims (BACKUP) 
Other (OTNER4) 
More marketing needed in future (MKTFUT) 

0' 1789 
01789 
01789 
01789 
01789 
01789 
01789 
01789 
01789 
01789 
D1789 

SECTION THREE: INSIDE THE FIRM 

The following questions relate to the internal organisation of the law firm. Here, I 
endeavour to investigate some of the features within the firm that act to determine 
how individuals within the firm react to the incentives that confront them. 

I. Doa a formal hiaachic$i mmngemeot stcectme exist betty ecu the pu tccn? 

Management structure (MANSTRUC) 01789 
Committees/ subcommittees system (COMMITT) a1789 
Management Board (MANBOARD) 017By 
Managing partner (MANGPTR) 01789 
Managing partner internal (MPTRINT) 01789 
Senior partner (SENPTR) 01789 
Senior partner external (SENEXT) 01789 
Chief executive-officer -(CEO} 0-1- 7--- -8 - -9 
Chief operational offices (COO) 01789 
Non-lawyer managers/ directors/ controllers 

(NONLAWY) 01789 
Full time ptr managers (FULLTIME) 01789 
Managers still fee earning (FEEEARN) 01789 
Executive and non-executive positions 

(EXNONEX) 01789 
Moving to more formal structure in future 

(FORMAL) 01789 

2. Do my of tbe pnmm atseme speciaWed mdiviaual fsactioosT. 

Management specialities (MANSPEC) 01789 
Legal specialities/ Depts. (LEGSPEC) 01789 
Committee comveynor (COMCONV) 01789 
Departmental heads (DEPTHEAD) 01789 
Greater specialisation in future (SPEC, UTU) 01789 

3. Whara the fun has specialized ndividoal depanmeota, are these headed by individual panes or do qualified assistants head depumaents?: 

Partner dept. heads (PTRHEAD) 01789 
>1 partner heads a dept. ; PTRSREaD) C. 783 
CA dept. heads (QAHEACS) 0787 
Co^nittee/ onveyncr in each dept. (DEPTCOMM) nI'89 
Pyramid teams (PYPAMID) 0789 
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41r a fomml parroer himarchy axis%R is this based on : eaiority or is some other factor iavo&ed?: 

Formal seniority (FORNSEN) 01789 
Informal seniority (INFOSEN) 0 1.. 789 
Egalitarian (EGAL) 0 1- 7". * 89 
Junior a Senior partners (JUNSEN) ,--. 01 7-' 89 
Salaried a Equity partners (SALEQUIT) 0- 1-7: 

_" 
8 9- 

Unequal voting rights (VOTING) 
.017.8 9 

SECTION FOUR: ALLOCATION OF CLIENTS 

a 

This section relates to the manner in which the - firm allocates -clients between 
individuals and also to the possible problems that could arise in the event of a partner 
or qualified assistant leaving. 

It 

IDo partners have their own client portfolios or are all clients part of one large firm portfolio?: If one line fam portfolio exist, omit next question. 

Firm portfolio (FIRMPORT) 01789 
Partner portfolios (PARTPORT) 01789 
Qualified assistants (QUALPORT) 01789 
Attempt to reduce hoarding (REDHOARD) 01789 
Fear of lawyer exit (FEAREXIT) 0178.9 
Barrier to X-sell (BARRIER) 01789 
Depends how long they have been with firm 

(HOWLONG) 01789 
Hoarding reducing due to specialisation 

(HOARDLES) 01789 

23)o yon believe clients to be loyal to tb0 firm as an entity at to a pwtiaa(ar individual within the firm? 

Firm loyalty (FIRM OY) 01789 
Individual loyalty (INDIVLOY) 01789 
Less client loyalty than before (LESSLOY2) 01789 
Loyal to team within firm (iFAAtiOY) 01789 
Client research (RESEARCH) 01789 

3. Mc clime contmwlly sniped to the s me individod within the fum or is the client sniped to whoever is svulable it the time": 

Same individual regardless of work type 
(SAMEIND) 01789 

--- Only-same individual- If within--that- speciality 
(IFSAME) 01789 

System of contact partner and referral (CONTPTR) 01789 
>1 contact partner (CONTPTRS) 01789 

Should a puma os qualified aawuot awnounce to the Sim his intention to leave, this may ba of concern to the Scm is that some clients may also 
leave with him. Mks following question palate to this possibility. 

4. Are reatiiccive covenants und iviºhm the firm to coon that the above could not occur?: 

Restrictive covenants in partnership agreement 
(RESTCOV) 

Restrictive covenants for all employees 
(FCEMP) 

Restrictive covenants for YA'S (QARESTCO) 
Likely to be ineffective anyway (INEFFEC2) 
Never had to enforce them (NEVER) 
Partners c QAs do leave but do not take clients 

(DOLEAVE) 
Choice of client at end of day (CLICHOIC) 

0 
V^ 

V^ 

J 

0 
Q 

4 

1 

1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 

789 

789 
789 
789 
789 

789 
?89 

5. In the absence of teatrictive covenants and specific organisational systems what do you believa prevents Pin and/or qualified tasisatats fiom 
leaving with clients in town: 

t. o_: ai*q to firm (FIFMLGY. 1 1789 
Psssent rewards ! PRESP. 7) 01789 
Prespect of promotion (PRCS77EC: ) 01789 
Good career structure (CAREER) 01789 
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Difficulty of exit (DIFFERIT) 01789 
Prestige of firm (PRESFIRM) 01789 
Value > inside firm than outside (VALUE) 01789 
Could not duplicate team outside (DUPTEAM) 01789 
Other (OTHERS) 017 8- 9 

6. Docs the rum rocogme that different clan cs of clieau hays diffaw de®ees of wphiaticatim and tutor their scwities aooord y? 

More with private clients (PRIVCLI2) 01789 
More with commercial clients (COPTCLI2) 01789 
Alter reporting levels (REPLEVEL) 01789 
Brochures used (BROCUSED) 01789 
Handhold it necessary (HANDHOLD) 0 -1 789 
Seek out clients requirements (SEEKOUT) 01 7" 89 
Other (OTHER6) 

_017 
8- 9 

SECTION FIVE: INTERNAL PROMOTION-AND FIRM GROWTH 

The following questions relate to the manner in which the firm hires individuals to fill 
positions at different levels within the firm. Here it is anticipated that some 
explanation of how the firm grows will be exposed. 

1. Whe is the mecbaoian for deciding to inaeaae die awnber of pan=? 

Formal decision process (FORMAL2) 01789 
Decision of full partners meeting (FULLPTR) 0178-9 
Decision of committee of partners (CO244PTRS) 01789 
Partners vote (PTRWTE) 01789 
Committee accepts/ rejects nominations 

(C02 4DEC) 01789 
Candidates nominated by dept. / committee etc. 

(CANDNOH) 
Seniority requirement (SENR! ) 
3rd party tests (THIRD) 
Prevent good QM leaving (PREVENT) 

01789 
01789 
0178.9 
01789 

2Wbm it a decided that a. othsr pamer Should join. as iodividaals attracted from omwith the from or am qualified usktmu promoted to paten 
level? 

- ____ 
Internal promotion_ 

. 
0- 

_1--7.8 External candidates (EXTCAND) 0178 
If external then salaried first (SALARY) 0170 
Headhunting of partners (HEDHUNT2) 0178 
Internal except if merger/ takeover or bolt-on 

9 
9 

(INTMERG) 01789 
Headhunting is future (HEADFUTU) 01789 

3. Do new pumas haw to buy im the ps mmship? 

New partners buy into partnership (PARTBUY) 01789 
Not initially c salaried first (NOTINIT) 01789 
Deferrance of drawings (DEFORAW) 01789 
No payment for goodwill (NOGWILL) 01789 
Only contribution to working capital (WORKCAP) 01789 

4. ff qualified assistants fill the firm's patmes vacancies, what is the mechanism of sckction between ptospectiw appheandcandidates? 

Selection mechanism (SELCH) 1789 
Performance as QA (PERFr, A) o1789 
Partners vote (PTRVOTE2) q1789 
Consensus (CONSENS) 789 
Spe; ialism needed (SPECaEEZ") 1789 
Other (OTHER7) D1789 
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1. Wha1 is the svcrago expected Period of titre fora qualified asaistaat to be with the rum before being offend a pad netsbip? 

No fixed time as QA (PERIODQA) 01789 
Depends on quality of QA (QUALQA) 017&9 
Usually-0-3 years (USUAL03) . 0- 17 -8 9"- " -- 
Usually 4-6 years-(USUAL46) -- 017 -8 9 
Usually more than 6 years (USUALGT6) 017 8' 9 
Senior associate status between QA 6 Partner 

(SENASSOC) -01789- 
Other (OTHERS)- 01789 

6. VAm the somber of puu ms dacmases dos to mtimmmt, death or leaving is tbo vaemy seated aMrys fdWT 

Automatic replacement (AUTOREPL) 
Depend3-on which dept. / speciality (DEPDEPT) 
Usually to maintain capacity (CAPACIT) 
Usually due to firm expanding (EXPAND) 
Need to maintain quality and profitability 

(QUALPROF) 
Retirements planned for in advance (RETPLA) 

017. -8 9 
01789 
01789 
01789 

0 1.7 89 
01 7" 89 

a 

7. WLcn the firm expands, is a fixed ratio of partners to qualified assistants maintained or is on)y the number of partners or quaffied assistants 
increased? (GEARING): 

Aware of gearing ratio (AWARE) 01789 

Ptr: QA increasing (GEARRED) 01789 

QA: Ptr increasing (GEARINC) 01789 

Attempt to maintain constant overall gearing 
(OVERALL) 01789t 

Gearing varies between depts. / work type 
(DEPTGEAR) 01789 

Depends on the composition of teams (TEAMGEAR) 01789 

SECTION SIX: THE SHARING BARGAIN 

In this section of questions, the manner in which the, firm distributes the firm's 

residual income between the partners of the firm, after'all expenses and costs, is the 
focus of attention. The sole purpose here is to understand the mechanism of sharing 
the income between the partners and hence figures are of little importance. 

1Aoes the pstmetship have the sole fmctios of sbwiug expenw between individual psactidosete on the bait of accoosting tccbniques* 

Expenses sharing model (EXPSHARE) 01789 
Eat what you kill model (EATKILL) 01789 
Partners are individual cost/ profit 

centres (PTPCENTR) 01789 

2. Are pometa aaaigned to Sloop dependant on seniority? 

Seniority groups based on years as partner 
(SENGROUP) 01789 

Partners given points on becoming equity 
partner (PTRPOINT) 01789 

Points increase with seniority (POINTINC) 089 
Salaried partners salaries fixed by equity 

partners (SALFIX) 089 
Salaried partners get uniform profit share 

(SALPROF) 089 
Partners split profits equally (EQUAL) 0789 

3. Does the pothers income depend on the soup to which he is assiped?: 

Income share depends on seniority group 
(INCSEN) 

Income share depends on number of points 
(INCPOINT) 

Partners can be accelerated or held back 
on ladder for performance (ACCDECEL) 

Income shares of equity partners determined 
by committee _(DETC014d) 

0_ý83 

0189 

0.83 

0.789 



4. Do all pumem of & single seniority elan ein the =no?. 
If amwa is yea, omit WAS question. 

All members of a sisal* seniority arouo earn 
the name share(SGSHARE) 

-01789 

All partners with the same number of points 
earn the same share (PTSSAME) 

SJf prmms of & siegle seniority claws cam diffexins amounts, what is the basis of the diffamstistiou7. 

01789 

Contribution (CONTRIB) 01789 
Merit payments (MERIT) 01789 
Productivity (PRODUC) 01789 
Committee decides (COMMDEC2) 01789 
Board decides (BOARDDEC) 01789 
Senior/ managing partner decides (PTRDEC) 01789 

(A-Where clan incomes are the wore for each partner Of & seniority class, do incomes between classes vary in a fixed pndete®ioed ratio?: 

Ratio is fixed since lockstep model (LOCKSTEP) 01789 
Ratio variable since number of points changes 

(POINTSCH) 01789 
No fixed ratios since productivity included 

(PRODINC) 01789 

7. What kngth of time does it take to roach full seniority clan from the time of initial promotion from qualified anistant to partner?: 

No definite time since no full seniority 
(NOTSEN) 01789 

Depends on capital contribution (CAPCONT) 01789 
0-5 Years (YEARS05) 01789 
6-10 Years (YEARS610) 01789 
11-15 Years (YE. 1R1115) 01789 
16-20 Years (YEAR1620) 01789 
Depends on performance (PE. RFCRM1) 01789 

Lii the weir of income skewed towards tie csdy or law yeas of pwtaenhip or does it rime steadilyst a constant rue?: 

Rises steadily (STEADY) -01789 
Weighted to earlier year (EARLY) 01789 
Weighted to latter years (LATTER) 01789 
Plateaus at maximum level (PLATEAU) 01789 
Tails of towards retirement (TAILSOEE) 01 -7 -89 
Depends on performance (PERFORM2) 01789 

9.11 some mcaeme of individual partner productivity iococpomted in income detumination?: 

Partner pmdoctivity detetmiomt of income 
(PARTPROD) 01789 

Adhoc measure taken (ADHOC) 01789 
Contribution (CCNTRIS2) 01789 
Precise formula (FORMULA) 01789 
Special fund for productivity payments (SPECF'UND) 01799 
Under examination at present (UNDEREX) 01789 

10.1s the time spent by a partner attending to a clients business measured in any way? 

Time recorded for billing (BILLING) 01789 
Time recorded for management purposes (MANAG) 01799 
Partner time/ billing targets (TARGET) 01789 
Time spent direct determinant of income (TIMINC) 31789 
individual partner budgets (BUDGET) 01789 

11.1re pamen required to spend a minimam somber of hours per week attending to client business Within the of niuti': 

Strict minimum set in contract (MINSET) 
Norm recognised (NORMREC) 
Conzictent With budget (CCN3L: 3) 
Leoartmental income budgets/targets (DEPTBUDG) 
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12Ie there any otsaaiutroeai system which Cmmee any mintmmn bome mgoaemeat is upheld? 

Peet group pressure (PEER) 01789 
Fee income targets (FEETARG) 0 

.1789 Expense budgets (EXPBUDG) 0- 17 -8 9 
Time recording (TIMEREC) 0 1: ' 7 -B 9 

13. Do my incentives moist to eecows8a a partner to speed more bows than the mmim® on client baammst 

Direct compensation (DIRCOMP) 01789 
Profit at end of day (PROFIT) 01789 
Necessity of work (NECWORK) 01789 
Committees monitor (COMMONIT) 017 8- 9 
Hope of promotion (PROMHOPE) 017a9 
Control workload (CONTWORK) 01789 
Loyalty to firm and other factors (LOYFIRM) 0' 1-789 
Increase income share (INCINCOM) 01789 
Retain clients a increase client base (RETAINC) 01789 
Prestige/ success (PRESTSUC) 017a9 
Enhance contribution (ENHANCE) 01789 
Considering new sharing model (CONSIDER) 01789 
Other (OTHER9) 01789 

-7 

10. Wbeee a partner demands an increase in his income is such a request likely to be more suceesafd d'be doestens to leave? 

More successful (MORESUC) 017 .89 Less successful (LESSSUC) 01789 
Not done this way (NOTWAY) 01789 
May work with partner but not QA (PTRNOTQA) 01789 
Never had situation (NEVERHAD) 01789 
Depends on. individual (DEPINDIV) 01789 
Agreed in-advance so can't (ADVANCE) 01789 
May be problem in future (PROBFVT) 01789 

15-All P MM &wdy wmpaw W for time spent oe dw Mowing wu ties?: 

Attraction of new clients (NB9CLI) 01789 
Non-billable client attention (NONBILL) 01789 
Supervision and training (SUPTRAN) 01789 
Management and administration (MANADMIN) 01789 
No direct compensation (NODIRCOM) 01789 
May change in future (MAYCNANG) 01789 

ýi°" a6 Yp for Q fogy omit nsaa question. 

16. If they Oil IN oompensaW for these what motivuas them to eopp in inch wtivities?: 
- --- 

Reflected in contribution (REFCONTR) 
Flair or ability so left to them (FLAIR) 
Done for the good of the firm (FIRMGOOD) 
Necessity (NECESS) 
Delegated by ptr meeting/committee (DELEG) 
Other (OTHER10) 

01789 
01789 
01789 
01789 
01789 
01789 
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17. Dors a Punier/ deparanent/ comtnittce of the firm specialise ie any of these activities?: 

Specialist partners are responsible for all 
these activities (PARTRESP) 017 

Trainina t supervision by specialist partners 
89 

17B9 ----(PTRTRAIN) 9 
Man i'Admin by specialist partners (PTRMAN) o17 

Non-billable attention by specialist partners 
(PTRNOBIL) 017 8- 9 

New client attraction by specialist partner 
(PTRNEWCL) 01799 

Depts. are responsible for all these 

activities (DEPTRESP) 01789 
Training and supervision by depts. (DEPTTRAI) 017a9 
Man a Admin by depts. (DEPTMAN) 01789 
Non-billable attention by depts. (DEPTNOBI) 01789 
New client attraction by depts. (DEPTNEWC) 01789 
Committees are responsible for all these 

activities (COIMtRESP) 01789 

Training a supervision by committees (COMMTRAI) 01789 

Man & Admin by committees (COMMMAN) v, 
01789 

Non-billable attention by committees (COMMNOBI) 01789 

New client atraction by committees (COMNEWCL) 01789 

Specialist non-partners responsible for all 
these activities (NONRESP) 01789 

Training a supervision by specialist non- 
partners (NONTRAIN) 01789 

Man a Admin by specialist non-partners 
(NONMAN) 01789 

Non-billable attention by specialist non- 
partners (NONNOBIL) 01789 

New client attraction by specialist non-partners 
(NONNEWCL) 01789 

Download woik onto QAs so that partners can 
work on client care (DOWNLOAD) 01789 

I$. Whee a psttaer athseta stow besineas doe he receive campensatioa taerely for aarscdo; the new client or mod he also speed time on the client" 
bosmess and conclude the tramactioe before he is compensated?: 

Partners compensated for new clients (NEWCLI2) 01789 
Partners must spend time as well as atträtt -- 

(TIMEALSO) 01789 

19ShOWd a Pmt attract mace clients than he hiroselfcan attend to; does be nxeive oompemdion w® tboegh he bat to pus the client on to öoe of 
his fellow partoea?: 

Partners compensated for passing on clients (PASSCLI) 01? 89 
-Partners Willing to pass clients on- (PASSWILL) ---0--- 1789 Often must pass on due to work type (PASSTYPE) 01789 Partner is still contact person (CONTACT) 01789 

SECTION SEVEN: THE FUTURE OF THE PROFESSION 

The next part of the questionnaire attempts to obtain the opinions of members of the 
profession to matters that are currently the focus of attention in ongoing discussions 
between the UK professions and the Director General of Fair Trading. Last year a 
major Office of Fair Trading consultative document called for significant and far 
reaching reform in order to relax restrictions which currently inhibit free 
organisational choice within the professions in the UK. The two major issues of 
particular moment to the legal profession were consideration of incorporation of law 
firms and also mixed professional practice between lawyers and members of the other 
UK professions. These were not new proposals since they had been previously 
rehearsed in 1979 by the Benson Commission (The Royal Commission for Legal 
Services) and in 1980 by the Hughes Commission (The Royal Commission for Legal 
Services in Scotland). It is interesting that the Law Society of Scotland now permits 
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incorporation of law firms with limited liability but this option has not been taken up 
as yet by any Scottish law firms. In Scotland the question of mixed professional 

practice has been the focus of a recent Scottish Home and Health Department 

discussion paper (November 1987) called "The Practice of the Solicitor Profession in 

Scotland". The proposal called for the lifting of restrictions that currently ban 

lawyers from sharing fees with any party except other lawyers as it is anticipated that 

new and novel practicing arrangements which are currently stifled could emerge. 
This issue together with the incorporation question has prompted comment from 

various would be affected parties, but it would be useful to obtain opinions on such 

matters from individuals within the profession since many of the published opinions 

are aggregate viewpoints of the groups involved with the proposals. 
r 

1. What do you believe to be the major disadvaougas of sole practice?: 

Lack of support (LACKSUPP) 01789 
Risk (RISKSOLE) 01789 
Inability to offer range of specialist 

services (INABSPEC) 017B9 

Not practical (NOTPRAC) 01789 

Difficult to get and retain staff (STAFF) 01789 

Other (OTHER11) 
1 

0,1 789 

23)o you believe that pumenhips overcome these diudvant%cs and what an tbe, ewotagea o[pummhipI? (ADVPART) 

Specialisation (SPECADV) 
Support (SUPPORT) 
Risk spread (RISKSPRE) 
Synergy (SYNERGY) 
Limited economies of scale (LTDEOS) 
Greater technical input (GTTECHIN) 
Financial control (FINCONT) 
Greater capital input (GTCAPIN) 
Motivation due to residual risk (RESRISK) 
Team production (TEAMPROD) 
Other (OTHER12) 

01 
01 
01 
01 
01 
01 
01 
01 
01 
01 
01 

789 
789 
789 
789 
789 
789 
789 
789 
789 
789 
789 

3.1s the patnership form limning in any way to dw pnctim of law Emus and could prsctismg in m prod form offer any adwntsgesT: 

Limited liability (LTDLIAB; 
Trading in Shares (TRADSHAR) 
Structural limits (STRUCLIM) 
Size limitations (SIZELIM) 
Capital limitations (CAPLZM) 
Decision making unwieldy (DECMAK) 
Reluctance to delegate decision making 

authority (RELUCT) 
Retention of profit for reserves (RESERVE) 
Reduced working capital burden if outside 

equity (BURDEN) 
Career structure/ promotion i status 

groups (CAREER2) 
Other (OTHER13) 

017 
0I7 
017 
017 
017 
017 

89 
89 
89 
89, 
B9 
89 

01789 
01789 

01789 

01789 
01789 

4, Wbat do you believe would be the appropriate degree of liability for an incorporated solicitor's firm? ýLAIBINC) 

Unlimited (UNLTD) 01789 
Limited (LTD) 01789 
Irrelevant since PI is the important 

factor (PILMP) 0_799 
Will be personally liable anyway since 

veil of incorp not protec (PERSLIA) 0789 
Ltd liability only an issue if cannot get 

PI insurance to permit practice (ISSUE) 0789 

Partnership limiting (PARTLIM) 1789 
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5111 which areas of lagal work/" of legal fum would incmpoadm be ideally suited? 

No type of firm (NOTYPE) 01789 
No type of work (NOWORK) 01789 
Very large firms (LARGE) -017 -8 9 
Private client practice (PRIVCLI3) Cr 1 7-- 89 
High value commercial client work (COH! CLI3) 011 -8 9 
Other (OTHER14) 01789 

6. In the ease of m iocorponmd sOlkitcm pwctics who would You envwp beio6 the shareholam? 

Previous partners (PREVPART) 017a9 

Employee share ownership (EHPSHAR). 01789 

Outside equity interest (OUTEQUIT) 01789 

Lawyers only if outside (LAWONLY) 01789 

Outside equity further-in future (OUTFUT) 0178 -9 
Other (OTHERl5) 01789 

7. Are them any major disadvantage of incorporation of solicitoa' lins or any iesormomtable problems?. 

Disadvantages exist (DISADINC) 
Limited liab. may put off clients (DISADLTD) 
Conflict of interests (CONFOI) 
Professional status comprimised (PRAFSTAT) 
One-off tax burden due to differences in 

the taxation of profits (ONEOFF) 
Other (OTHERI6) 

01789 
01789 
01789 
01789 

01"789 
01789 

Mould in organistion consis* of lawyea and members of other piofessiom offer any advantageous features?: 

MDP advantages (MDPADV) 
MDP ideal types of firm (MDPTYPE) 
MDP ideal types of work (MDPWORK) 
Less sophisticated clients (LESSSOPH) 
Private client work (MDPPRIV) 
Commercial client work (MDPCOMM) 
If combined with incorporation (INCMDP) 
In rural areas (RURALMDP) 
Property transactions (PRCPMDP) 
Personal financial services (FINMDP) Patents (PATMDP) 
Multinational practice is more attractive (MULTINAT) 
Confederations more attractive (CONFER) Networking sufficient (NETGARKS) Other (OTHER17) 

01789 
01789 
01789 
01789 
01789 
01789 
01789 
0 1-7 89 
01789 
01789 
01789 

017.8 9 
01789 
01789 
01789 

911 the ease of o mixed psofa siooal P would you ford sharing liability wit6 nowl+wryeis attraeti uD&U active?: 

Liability sharing unattractive (LIAEUNAT) 0 
Liability sharing not unattractive (LIABNOT) 0_ 
Liability sharing necessary evil (NECEVIL) 0 
Would depend on rules and PI (RULESPI) 0 
Would depend on personnel (PERSONN2) 0 

1789 
1789 
1789 
1789 
1789 

10. Are db, e my odrcr pmblems wits )WPs?: 

Conflict of Interests (CONFLICT) 01789 
Swallowed up by accountants (SWALLOW) 01789 
Sophisticated commercial clients don't 

want them (SOPHCCMM) 01789 
Loss of healthy competition between 

professional groups (COMPLOSS) 01789 
Designing practice rules (DESIGN) 01789 
Other (OTHER18) 01789 

I would like to express my thanks for your cooperation in completing this 
questionnaire for the purposes of my research. 
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